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Venture capital has, throughout the decades, played a �uintessential role in promoting and financing
technological innovation embodied, amongst others, in high�tech startups. The VC landscape, 
however, has been rapidly changing in the past few years. While investing in innovative startups was
in the past reserved to an elite club of professional investors, such as venture capital funds and
wealthy individuals called business angels, only recently, the public or a so�called “crowd” entered
the risk capital investing. Crowdfunding, in its various forms, blurred the lines between customers
and investors and enabled regular Janes and Joes to invest in their favorite new products or services.
Only recently, the blockchain industry has been experiencing a significant boom that could be
ascribed to nothing else than so�called initial coin offerings (hereinafter ICOs), crowd�based 
financing rounds raising cryptocurrencies worth millions of dollars. Often referred to as
“crowdfunding on steroids”, ICOs vastly superseded venture capital investments in the blockchain
industry and caused a seismic shift in the domain of crowd�based financing.1

With modest individual contributions, but aggregate investible amounts that may reach far deeper
than current pockets of traditional VC funds, crowd investors have given new hope to struggling
entrepreneurs. This, in turn, caused the well�established VC financing model facing significant
disruption, which will eventually affect startup ecosystems on a global scale.

One of the ma�or problems of venture capital financing (including institutional and informal venture
capital) has always been its scarcity and the cost of access to it for startups.2 Only a few chosen ones
had a chance to get significant capital in�ections and valuable advice, while other potential pro�ects
died out due to li�uidity problems. Venture capital funds and business angels combined could so far
only cover a fraction of financing re�uests coming from their respective startup ecosystems.3 �rom
the capital perspective, the crowd�based types of startup financing represent entirely new and so far
untapped source of entrepreneurial finance. But it is not “all about the money”. Venture capital funds, 

1 Jason Rowley, ‘ICOs delivered at least 3.5x more capital to blockchain startups than VC since
2017’(TechCrunch, 4 march 2018) https���techcrunch.com�2018�03�04�icos�delivered�at�least�3�5x�more�
capital�to�blockchain�startups�than�vc�since�2017� accessed 24 �pril 2018
2 The scarcity of venture capital has been generally accepted already by older publications such as Paul
Gompers and Josh Lerner, ‘What drives venture capital financing?’ (1999) Brookings Papers on Economic 
�ctivity� Macroeconomics 149. �lso newer publications report the presence of scarcity for instance, Vesa
Kanniainen and Christian Keuschnigg, ‘Startup investment with scarce venture capital support’ (2004) 28 
Journal of Banking and �inance 195�. �lso simple Google search restricted to 201��2017 reveal myriad of 
articles clamming venture capital scarcity, usually in particular cities, regions or states.
3Gordon C. Murray, ‘Venture Capital and Government Policy’ (2007) in Hans Landström (eds), Handbook on
research of venture capital (Edward Elgar Publishing 2007), 114
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Kanniainen and Christian Keuschnigg, ‘Startup investment with scarce venture capital support’ (2004) 28 
Journal of Banking and �inance 195�. �lso simple Google search restricted to 201��2017 reveal myriad of 
articles clamming venture capital scarcity, usually in particular cities, regions or states. 
3Gordon C. Murray, ‘Venture Capital and Government Policy’ (2007) in Hans Landström (eds),  Handbook on 
research of venture capital (Edward Elgar Publishing 2007), 114 
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as well as business angels, fulfill other crucial roles concerning their portfolio startups. The 
monitoring and advisor� role of such investors if often deemed to be even more significant than the 
e�uit� itself.4 The� can ver� effectivel� police and discipline startups while simultaneousl� provide 
them with crucial strategic advice and tap them to their e�tended networks of other valuable 
contacts. 

Crowdfunders, on the other hand, represent a ver� different and heterogeneous group of investors. 
Man� of the crowdfunders, whether in e�uit� crowdfunding or initial coin offerings, are non�
professional retail investors with ver� limited e�perience and background in a respective 
technological domain, finance, or investing.5  

Without a doubt, the different nature of crowdfunders shall have a considerable impact on the 
d�namics of startup�investor relationships. Since the governance of startups is to a large e�tent 
shaped b� arrangements between both sides, one ma� assume that involvement of the crowd 
investors will influence especiall� governance�related mechanisms of startups. This dissertation will 
address the aforementioned topic in a novel and comprehensive manner. �et us, however, start from 
the beginning. 

1.1. I��O�ATIO� A�D G�OBA��BOR� STARTUPS 

Innovation and entrepreneurship are considered important impetuses of economic growth and 
subse�uentl� �ob creation.6 While there are various actors present in the business ecos�stems that 
could be coined as agents of innovation, none of them has been recentl� more debated than startups.  
In the past few �ears, startups have shifted to the forefront of public attention due to their reputation 
as the innovation powerhouses.7 �uite parado�icall�, man� garage�originated innovative startups 

4  See for instance Douglas Cumming and Sofia Johan, ‘Advice and monitoring in venture finance’ (2008) 21 
Financial Markets and Portfolio Management 3 
5 Macht, Stephanie A., and Jamie Weatherston, ‘Academic Research on Crowdfunders: What’s Been Done and 
What’s To Come?’, (2015) 24 Strategic Change 191, 193  
6 The connection between the innovation and the economic growth is e�plored for instance in Gavin Cameron, 
‘Innovation and Economic growth’(1996) CEP Discussion Paper dp0277, Center for Economic Growth, 
�ondon School of Economics, http:��eprints.lse.ac.uk�20685�1�Innovation�and�Economic�Growth.pdf or 
among innovation, entrepreneurship and economic growth Miguel��ngel Galindo and Mar�a Teresa M�nde�, 
‘Entrepreneurship, economic growth, and innovation: Are feedback effects at work’ (2014) 67 Journal of 
Business research 825 
7 See for instance the ac�uisition activit� of American and European startups, which provides the best 
evidence that startups are valued for their innovation potential. Alberto Onetti and Gene Teare, ‘Startup 
Transatlantic M&As: US vs EU’ (Crunchbase, 2016) �http:��sec2sv.com�wp�
content�uploads�2016�09�Startup�Transatlantic�MAs�MTB�Crunchbase�2016.pdf� accessed 31 Ma� 2018. 
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were able to outperform big corporations in the domain of technological innovation. Apparently,
their innovation model may, under certain circumstances, be superior to the innovation model
applied by mature corporations. Indeed, startups and large corporations have a different starting
point when it comes to innovation. �arge corporations have abundant resources, facilities for
research and development, established customer base, necessary capital buffer, and a ready�made 
infrastructure for delivering new products. Startups, on the other hand, are e�uipped with
organi�ational agility, flexible decision�making, and genuine creativity unconstrained by broader
corporate interests, sometimes conflicting with innovation efforts.� Despite the evident scarcity of
resources, startups have been responsible for a significant level of innovation that disrupted a 
multitude of industries.� The “creative destruction”, described already by Schumpeter10, has never 
been more relevant than now, in the digital era. How is that possible� Several identifiable factors
contributed to the startups’ ability to compete “big.”

�arge corporations tend to struggle with keeping a balance between their performance engines and
their innovation engines (see Table I).11 The mindset of a mature corporation is often influenced by
its so�called “performance engine,” e.g., an organi�ational framework that supports existing product
lines with the general focus on optimi�ing the performance and mitigating business risks. �or its
proper operation, the performance engine re�uires established structures, implemented processes,
and well�defined metrics that measure its efficiency. In contrast, the innovation engine presents a 
less defined framework for flexible processes that aim to capture novel ideas and turn them into
innovative output ready for commerciali�ation.12 It has less defined rules of the game and mostly 
relies on the creativity of human capital and serendipity, rather than on established norms and
hierarchical decision�making. In the early stages of startups’ existence, they solely possess an 
innovation engine since there are no existing product lines to be supported by the performance
engine. As soon as a startup puts its first product on the market, it has to create also a performance
engine. The closer a company gets towards its maturity stage, the more likely it is that the

� John �reeman and Jerome S. �ngel, ‘ Models of Innovation: Startups and mature Corporations’(2007) 50 
California Management �eview ��, �5
� See for instance ‘Meet the 2017  CNBC 50 Disruptor Companies’ (CNBC, 15 May 2017)
https:��www.cnbc.com�2017�05�1��the�2017�cnbc�disruptor�50�list�of�companies.html, accessed 1 May 
201�.
10 Joseph A. Schumpeter, ‘Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy’(New York: Harper, 1�75) �orig. pub. 1��2�,
�2��5
11 �erformance engine and innovation engine are terms coined by Jatin Desai, differentiating between an
innovation unit in a corporation as opposed to unit supporting existing product lines. Jatin Desai, Innovation
Engine: Driving Execution for Breakthrough Results (1st �dition, John �iley � Sons 201�), �
12 ibid., 5
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e�uit� itself.4 The� can ver� effectivel� police and discipline startups while simultaneousl� provide
them with crucial strategic advice and tap them to their e�tended networks of other valuable
contacts.

Crowdfunders, on the other hand, represent a ver� different and heterogeneous group of investors.
Man� of the crowdfunders, whether in e�uit� crowdfunding or initial coin offerings, are non�
professional retail investors with ver� limited e�perience and background in a respective
technological domain, finance, or investing.5

Without a doubt, the different nature of crowdfunders shall have a considerable impact on the
d�namics of startup�investor relationships. Since the governance of startups is to a large e�tent
shaped b� arrangements between both sides, one ma� assume that involvement of the crowd
investors will influence especiall� governance�related mechanisms of startups. This dissertation will 
address the aforementioned topic in a novel and comprehensive manner. �et us, however, start from
the beginning.

1.1. I��O�ATIO� A�D G�OBA��BOR� STARTUPS

Innovation and entrepreneurship are considered important impetuses of economic growth and
subse�uentl� �ob creation.6 While there are various actors present in the business ecos�stems that
could be coined as agents of innovation, none of them has been recentl� more debated than startups.
In the past few �ears, startups have shifted to the forefront of public attention due to their reputation
as the innovation powerhouses.7 �uite parado�icall�, man� garage�originated innovative startups

4 See for instance Douglas Cumming and Sofia Johan, ‘Advice and monitoring in venture finance’ (2008) 21
Financial Markets and Portfolio Management 3
5 Macht, Stephanie A., and Jamie Weatherston, ‘Academic Research on Crowdfunders: What’s Been Done and 
What’s To Come?’, (2015) 24 Strategic Change 191, 193 
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�ondon School of Economics, http:��eprints.lse.ac.uk�20685�1�Innovation�and�Economic�Growth.pdf or
among innovation, entrepreneurship and economic growth Miguel��ngel Galindo and Mar�a Teresa M�nde�,
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Business research 825
7 See for instance the ac�uisition activit� of American and European startups, which provides the best 
evidence that startups are valued for their innovation potential. Alberto Onetti and Gene Teare, ‘Startup
Transatlantic M&As: US vs EU’ (Crunchbase, 2016) �http:��sec2sv.com�wp�
content�uploads�2016�09�Startup�Transatlantic�MAs�MTB�Crunchbase�2016.pdf� accessed 31 Ma� 2018.
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were able to outperform big corporations in the domain of technological innovation. Apparently, 
their innovation model may, under certain circumstances, be superior to the innovation model 
applied by mature corporations. Indeed, startups and large corporations have a different starting 
point when it comes to innovation. �arge corporations have abundant resources, facilities for 
research and development, established customer base, necessary capital buffer, and a ready�made 
infrastructure for delivering new products. Startups, on the other hand, are e�uipped with 
organi�ational agility, flexible decision�making, and genuine creativity unconstrained by broader 
corporate interests, sometimes conflicting with innovation efforts.� Despite the evident scarcity of 
resources, startups have been responsible for a significant level of innovation that disrupted a 
multitude of industries.� The “creative destruction”, described already by Schumpeter10, has never 
been more relevant than now, in the digital era. How is that possible� Several identifiable factors 
contributed to the startups’ ability to compete “big.”  

�arge corporations tend to struggle with keeping a balance between their performance engines and 
their innovation engines (see Table I).11 The mindset of a mature corporation is often influenced by 
its so�called “performance engine,” e.g., an organi�ational framework that supports existing product 
lines with the general focus on optimi�ing the performance and mitigating business risks. �or its 
proper operation, the performance engine re�uires established structures, implemented processes, 
and well�defined metrics that measure its efficiency.  In contrast, the innovation engine presents a 
less defined framework for flexible processes that aim to capture novel ideas and turn them into 
innovative output ready for commerciali�ation.12 It has less defined rules of the game and mostly 
relies on the creativity of human capital and serendipity, rather than on established norms and 
hierarchical decision�making. In the early stages of startups’ existence, they solely possess an 
innovation engine since there are no existing product lines to be supported by the performance 
engine. As soon as a startup puts its first product on the market, it has to create also a performance 
engine. The closer a company gets towards its maturity stage, the more likely it is that the 

� John �reeman and Jerome S. �ngel, ‘ Models of Innovation: Startups and mature Corporations’(2007) 50 
California Management �eview ��, �5 
� See for instance ‘Meet the 2017  CNBC 50 Disruptor Companies’ (CNBC, 15 May 2017) 
https:��www.cnbc.com�2017�05�1��the�2017�cnbc�disruptor�50�list�of�companies.html, accessed 1 May 
201�. 
10 Joseph A. Schumpeter, ‘Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy’(New York: Harper, 1�75) �orig. pub. 1��2�, 
�2��5 
11 �erformance engine and innovation engine are terms coined by Jatin Desai, differentiating between an 
innovation unit in a corporation as opposed to unit supporting existing product lines. Jatin Desai, Innovation 
Engine: Driving Execution for Breakthrough Results (1st �dition, John �iley � Sons 201�), �  
12 ibid., 5 
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performance engine starts to dominate internal processes, capital allocation, and an overall company 
focus� Startups, especially in their early stages, dedicate all their activities and efforts to the 
innovation engine, which can, at times, generate results superior to the innovation engines of large 
corporations� 

TABLE 113 

Comparison of Innovation Engine and Performance Engine 

Performance Engine Innovation Engine 

Market Established Mar�et �ew Mar�et (or �iche Mar�et) 
Customer Needs Current �eeds �uture �eeds 
Type of Innovation Incremental Radical 
Modes of Operation Established norms and 

processes  
Loose framewor�, dependent on 
human capital and serendipity 

Financing  Self�sustainable �ot self�sustainable while 
innovating 

Prospects of return 

on investment 

Short�term Long�term 

�lthough startups are often subsumed in the category of small and medium�sized enterprises (SMEs), 
they do not �uite fit the same profile� �s opposed to SMEs, which have always been the bac�bone of 
economies, startups possess several very distinct features�14 They offer innovative products and 
services, invest significantly in research and development, design scalable business models, and they 
often target multiple geographical mar�ets or even global mar�et from the very beginning� �ne may 
say that many of them are born�global�15 Born�global startups are innovative business ventures that 
act to satisfy a global niche from the inception of their e�istence�1� This focus on the global mar�et 

13  �dapted from Stefan Erschwender, ‘Why Legacy �rganizations �eed to Clearly Separate Their 
Performance Engine and Innovation Engine’ (Medium, 16 February 2016) �https:��medium�com�lhbs�
collection�why�legacy�organizations�need�to�clearly�separate�their�performance�engine�and�innovation�
engine�to�a4cfd02bd2c5� accessed 31 May 201�� 
14 �or instance E� often claims in multiple policy documents that 99� of the businesses are SMEs� See for 
instance Commission, ‘Entrepreneurship and Small and Medium�Sized Enterprises (SMEs)’ 
�https:��ec�europa�eu�growth�smes�en� accessed 31 May 201�� 
15 Michale Reenie, ‘Born�Global’ (1993) 4 The McKinsey Quarterly 5 
1� Stoyan Tanev, ‘Global from the Start: The Characteristics of Born�Global �irms in the Technology 
Sector’(2012) Technology Management Review 5, available at 

18

and global customers is inherent in their �NA and the design of their business model. Many of the
current “digital age” giants could be labeled as born�global. Take, for instance, Airbnb. This currently
largest short�stay accommodation provider in the world operates as a platform, a two�sided market,
where users�providers offer short�stay accommodation to users�customers. Simultaneously, the 
providers may become customers and vice versa. 1� The sustainability of this business model is
dependent on a critical mass of platform users on both sides of the market so that the demand can
optimally match the supply. The born�global approach of AirBnB became evident when it started its
international e�pansion in 2011.18 �nly three years after its incorporation, the company approached
several foreign markets in Europe, focusing on larger, tourist�attractive cities.1� �n 2018, Airbnb,
being less than a decade old, boasted with more than �,� million properties listed in 81,000 cities
across the globe, �00 million check�ins by guests, and more than ��1 billion earned by the Airbnb
hosts.20 And although not every startup reaches the growth and success level of Airbnb, their strategy
is fre�uently designed to follow the same pattern.

Targeting a global market and e�ecuting such a born�global e�pansion strategy is mostly dependent
on a continuous inflow of e�ternal funding. To accomplish its rapid global e�pansion, Airbnb
launched seven consecutive rounds of financing (combined e�uity and debt) and raised in total more
than �� billion.21 Moreover, their financing rounds attracted some of the most reputable �C firms, 
which are known to provide significant added value to their portfolio companies.22

�igh�growth potential startups with innovative products and an e�pansion strategy are thus
dependent on e�ternal financing coming from various types of risk capital providers. But who are
they, and what essential roles do they play?

http���timreview.ca�sites�default�files�article�P�F�Tanev�T�MReview�March2012�0.pdf, accessed 2� April
2018
1� For closer look at platform businesses see, for instance, Ale� Moa�ed and Nicholas � Johnson, Modern
Monopolies: What It Takes to Dominate 21st Cebtury Economy (St Martin’s Press 2016).
18 Tim Bradshaw, ‘Airbnb is moving aggressively to Europe’ Financial Times (1 June 2011)
https���www.ft.com�content��0�1��8c�8baf�11e0�a�2��001��feab��a accessed 1 May 2018
1� �bid.
20Johny Jet, ‘What’s New with Airbnb in 2018?’ Forbes (� March 2018)
�https���www.forbes.com�sites��ohnny�et�2018�0��0��whats�new�with�airbnb�in�2018���0f��1���b88�
accessed �1 May 2018.
21 ‘Airbnb � Funding Rounds’ (Crunchbase)
�https���www.crunchbase.com�organi�ation�airbnb�funding�rounds�funding�rounds�list�section�funding�
rounds� accessed �1 May 2018.
22 For instance AirBnB attracted such household �C firns as Andreessen �orrowit�, Se�uoia Capital and 
Greylock Partners, CapitalG (Google’s growth fund) and even JP Morgan & Stanley
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current “digital age” giants could be labeled as born�global. Take, for instance, Airbnb. This currently 
largest short�stay accommodation provider in the world operates as a platform, a two�sided market, 
where users�providers offer short�stay accommodation to users�customers. Simultaneously, the 
providers may become customers and vice versa. 1�  The sustainability of this business model is 
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international e�pansion in 2011.18 �nly three years after its incorporation, the company approached 
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across the globe, �00 million check�ins by guests, and more than ��1 billion earned by the Airbnb 
hosts.20 And although not every startup reaches the growth and success level of Airbnb, their strategy 
is fre�uently designed to follow the same pattern. 

Targeting a global market and e�ecuting such a born�global e�pansion strategy is mostly dependent 
on a continuous inflow of e�ternal funding. To accomplish its rapid global e�pansion, Airbnb 
launched seven consecutive rounds of financing (combined e�uity and debt) and raised in total more 
than �� billion.21 Moreover, their financing rounds attracted some of the most reputable �C firms, 
which are known to provide significant added value to their portfolio companies.22 

�igh�growth potential startups with innovative products and an e�pansion strategy are thus 
dependent on e�ternal financing coming from various types of risk capital providers. But who are 
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1� �bid. 
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1.2. RISK CAPITAL AND INN�VATI�N 

The market for startup financing has been on the supply side always rather scarce, mostly due to a 
lack of financial track record, collateral and technological uncertainty of startups.23 This scarcity left 
startups, to a large e�tent, dependent on only a few sources of e�ternal finance, such as own credit, 
bootstrapping, public funding, venture capital funds, and business angels.24  

Venture capital has been for more than two decades, directly linked to increased levels of 
innovation.25 Academic literature puts forward a quite substantial body of evidence that venture 
capital investors have a considerable impact on innovation in terms of volume and quality.26  Some 
studies suggest that there may be a chicken�egg causal problem with venture capital and innovation. 
Either the venture capital causes increased levels of innovation (VC�first hypothesis), or the arrival 
of new disruptive technologies creates entrepreneurial opportunities for startups, which in turn 
increases the demand for venture capital funding (innovation�first hypothesis). 27  �ne way or 
another, venture capital is an essential ingredient in the recipe for a thriving entrepreneurial 
ecosystem with substantial innovation output. What component or components of venture capital, 
however, make the sauce special, is still the subject of a vivid academic debate. It is indisputable that 
venture capitalists fill in the financing gap that young innovative startups face (financing function). 
However, seeing them as mere capital providers would be very inaccurate and reductive. Their 
professional investment background, knowledge and e�perience enables them to allocate financial 
resources to most potential startups when uncertainty and information asymmetries are particularly 

23 See for instance Dirk Engel and Joel Stiebale, ‘Private Equity, Investment and Financial Constraints: Firm�
Level Evidence for France and the United Kingdom’ 197 <https://www.jstor.org/stable/43553741> accessed 
19 January 2020� Bronwyn Hall, ‘The Financing of Research and Development’ (2002) NBER Working Paper 
No. �773 <http://www.nber.org/papers/w�773.pdf> accessed 15 January 2020., �iudici, �., � Paleari, S. 
(2000). The provision of finance to innovation: a survey conducted among Italian technology� based small 
firms. Small Business Economics, 14(1), 37–53 
24 See for instance Chittenden, F., Hall, �., � Hutchinson, P. (1996). Small firm growth, access to capital markets 
and financial structure: review of issues and an empirical investigation. Small Business Economics, �(1), 59–
67. doi:10.1007/BF00391976., 
25  Kortum and Lerner document that increases in venture capital activity in an industry are positively
correlated with higher patenting rates. Furthermore, they show that innovation represented by patented 
technology generated by VC�backed companies is not of a lesser quality than patents generated by non�VC
backed companies.See Samuel Kortum and Josh Lerner, ‘Assessing the Contribution of Venture Capital to
Innovation’ (2000) 31 The RAND Journal of Economics 674
<https://www.researchgate.net/publication/24049122> accessed 2� May 201�.
26 ibid, 675
27 Masayuki Hirukawa and Masako Ueda, ‘VEnture Capital And Innovation: Which Is First?’ (2011) 16 Pacific
Economic Review 421., 422

20

significant (selection function).28 Their quite active engagement with their portfolio companies is
known and widely accepted as very beneficial for the overall firm performance. �esides capital
injection and selection function, venture capitalists also (i) provide strategic advice (strategic

advisory function)29, (ii) reduce information asymmetries and mitigate agency problems through 
monitoring (monitoring function),30 (iii) connect portfolio companies to crucial strategic partners,
suppliers, corporate customers or others (networking function)31, and (iv) spend time on resolving
conflicts (conflict resolution function).32 Intuitively, it seems there is enough evidence to suggest
that venture capitalists possess an irreplaceable role in the startup ecosystems. �n the other hand,
the chronic scarcity of available financing for startups documents that they have not entirely closed 
the funding gap. Is there, therefore, a place for new sources of startup financing, and will these new 
investors fulfill any of the other roles mentioned above? 

Just recently, startup financing has opened its doors to regular Janes and Joes, retail investors without
professional investment background, and often without any experience and knowledge in
entrepreneurship. Apparently, the untapped capital of retail investors in the aggregate may, in the 
future, highly supersede the overall supply of venture capital. �ut can the crowd fulfill other vital
roles that are generally considered the crucial added value of venture capitalists? And if not, will it
have an impact on the levels of innovation or firms ‘growth? While these questions provide the
inspiration for future academic inquiry, firstly, we need to understand the rules of the engagement
of the crowd in startup financing. Eventually, crowd�based types of financing may serve as the
ultimate test of the added value that venture capitalists bring to their portfolio companies.

28 Ibid , 423 and see further Thomas Hellmann and Manju Puri, ‘Venture Capital and the Professionali�ation of
Start�Up Firms: Empirical Evidence’ (2002) 63 The Journal of Finance 162, 170, 194
29 Ibid.
30 For instance Cornelli and �osha demonstrate on their model the effectiveness of staged financing and
convertible securities in preventing window�dressing. Francesca Cornelli, ‘Stage Financing and the Role of
Convertible Securities’ (2003) 70 Review of Economic Studies 1
31 Michel Ferrary and Mark Granovetter, ‘The Role of Venture Capital Firms in Silicon Valley’s Complex 
Innovation Network’ (2009) 38 Economy and Society 326., 329
32 Douglas Cumming and others, ‘Advice and Monitoring in Venture Finance’ (2007) 21 Fin Mkts Portfolio
Mgmt 3 �http:��ssrn.com�author�7�390� accessed 27 May 2018, ��6
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1.2. RISK CAPITAL AND INN�VATI�N

The market for startup financing has been on the supply side always rather scarce, mostly due to a
lack of financial track record, collateral and technological uncertainty of startups.23 This scarcity left 
startups, to a large e�tent, dependent on only a few sources of e�ternal finance, such as own credit,
bootstrapping, public funding, venture capital funds, and business angels.24

Venture capital has been for more than two decades, directly linked to increased levels of
innovation.25 Academic literature puts forward a quite substantial body of evidence that venture 
capital investors have a considerable impact on innovation in terms of volume and quality.26 Some 
studies suggest that there may be a chicken�egg causal problem with venture capital and innovation. 
Either the venture capital causes increased levels of innovation (VC�first hypothesis), or the arrival
of new disruptive technologies creates entrepreneurial opportunities for startups, which in turn
increases the demand for venture capital funding (innovation�first hypothesis). 27 �ne way or 
another, venture capital is an essential ingredient in the recipe for a thriving entrepreneurial
ecosystem with substantial innovation output. What component or components of venture capital,
however, make the sauce special, is still the subject of a vivid academic debate. It is indisputable that
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23 See for instance Dirk Engel and Joel Stiebale, ‘Private Equity, Investment and Financial Constraints: Firm�
Level Evidence for France and the United Kingdom’ 197 <https://www.jstor.org/stable/43553741> accessed
19 January 2020� Bronwyn Hall, ‘The Financing of Research and Development’ (2002) NBER Working Paper
No. �773 <http://www.nber.org/papers/w�773.pdf> accessed 15 January 2020., �iudici, �., � Paleari, S.
(2000). The provision of finance to innovation: a survey conducted among Italian technology� based small 
firms. Small Business Economics, 14(1), 37–53
24 See for instance Chittenden, F., Hall, �., � Hutchinson, P. (1996). Small firm growth, access to capital markets
and financial structure: review of issues and an empirical investigation. Small Business Economics, �(1), 59–
67. doi:10.1007/BF00391976., 
25 Kortum and Lerner document that increases in venture capital activity in an industry are positively
correlated with higher patenting rates. Furthermore, they show that innovation represented by patented 
technology generated by VC�backed companies is not of a lesser quality than patents generated by non�VC
backed companies.See Samuel Kortum and Josh Lerner, ‘Assessing the Contribution of Venture Capital to
Innovation’ (2000) 31 The RAND Journal of Economics 674
<https://www.researchgate.net/publication/24049122> accessed 2� May 201�.
26 ibid, 675
27 Masayuki Hirukawa and Masako Ueda, ‘VEnture Capital And Innovation: Which Is First?’ (2011) 16 Pacific
Economic Review 421., 422
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significant (selection function).28 Their quite active engagement with their portfolio companies is 
known and widely accepted as very beneficial for the overall firm performance. �esides capital 
injection and selection function, venture capitalists also (i) provide strategic advice (strategic 

advisory function)29, (ii) reduce information asymmetries and mitigate agency problems through 
monitoring (monitoring function),30 (iii) connect portfolio companies to crucial strategic partners, 
suppliers, corporate customers or others (networking function)31, and (iv) spend time on resolving 
conflicts (conflict resolution function).32 Intuitively, it seems there is enough evidence to suggest 
that venture capitalists possess an irreplaceable role in the startup ecosystems.  �n the other hand, 
the chronic scarcity of available financing for startups documents that they have not entirely closed 
the funding gap. Is there, therefore, a place for new sources of startup financing, and will these new 
investors fulfill any of the other roles mentioned above?  

Just recently, startup financing has opened its doors to regular Janes and Joes, retail investors without 
professional investment background, and often without any experience and knowledge in 
entrepreneurship. Apparently, the untapped capital of retail investors in the aggregate may, in the 
future, highly supersede the overall supply of venture capital. �ut can the crowd fulfill other vital 
roles that are generally considered the crucial added value of venture capitalists? And if not, will it 
have an impact on the levels of innovation or firms ‘growth? While these questions provide the 
inspiration for future academic inquiry, firstly, we need to understand the rules of the engagement 
of the crowd in startup financing. Eventually, crowd�based types of financing may serve as the 
ultimate test of the added value that venture capitalists bring to their portfolio companies. 

28 Ibid , 423 and see further Thomas Hellmann and Manju Puri, ‘Venture Capital and the Professionali�ation of 
Start�Up Firms: Empirical Evidence’ (2002) 63 The Journal of Finance 162, 170, 194 
29 Ibid.        
30 For instance Cornelli and �osha demonstrate on their model the effectiveness of staged financing and 
convertible securities in preventing window�dressing.  Francesca Cornelli, ‘Stage Financing and the Role of 
Convertible Securities’ (2003) 70 Review of Economic Studies 1  
31 Michel Ferrary and Mark Granovetter, ‘The Role of Venture Capital Firms in Silicon Valley’s Complex 
Innovation Network’ (2009) 38 Economy and Society 326., 329 
32 Douglas Cumming and others, ‘Advice and Monitoring in Venture Finance’ (2007) 21 Fin Mkts Portfolio 
Mgmt 3 �http:��ssrn.com�author�7�390� accessed 27 May 2018, ��6 
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1.3. ENGAGEMENT �� T�E CR��D – T�E DECENTRALI�ATI�N 
P�EN�MEN�N 

Clearly, crowd�based types of financing have become a new social phenomenon with far�reaching 
impact on both the entrepreneurial and investors’ communities. Crowdfunding has its conceptual 
roots in crowdsourcing, the outsourcing of problem�solving tasks to the distributed network of 
individuals. 33  �e can apply the same rationale to crowdfunding when an innovative project 
(company) conducts its financing round by drawing contributions from a decentrali�ed network of 
unrelated and mostly amateur investors through an online campaign.34  

Engagement of the crowd in startup financing is interesting from several perspectives. �irstly, it 
democrati�ed startup investing and enabled ine�perienced investors to participate in the financing 
of innovation.35 Secondly, it reduced the dependency of entrepreneurs on venture capital (venture 
capital funds and business angels), which is generally considered to be very scarce, especially in 
Europe.3�  Thirdly, it reduced the time and costs of the fundraising process. 3�  

�hile the term crowdfunding per se emphasi�es the capital raising function, the purpose of 
crowdfunding stretches beyond that. �hen professional investors select the companies in which they 
intend to invest, one of their main criteria is the estimation of the market reaction.  �ill target 
customers validate this product or service, and is the product superior to competing solutions on the 
market� Is it getting on the market at the right time� A crowdfunding round can, in that respect, serve 
as a product validation e�ercise, simulating the introduction of a product to the market and thus 

33 �or crowdsourcing see Bayus, B., 2013. Crowdsourcing new product ideas over time: an analysis of the Dell 
IdeaStorm community. Manag. Sci. 59, 22�–244, �owe, J., 2008. Crowdsourcing. �hy the power of the crowd 
is driving future of business. Three Rivers Press, New �ork., Kleemann, �., Vo�, G.G., Rieder, K., 2008. 
�n(der)paid innovators: the commercial utili�ation of consumer work through crowdsourcing. Sci. Technol. 
Innov. Stud. 4, 5�2�. 
34  Ajay K Agrawal and others, ‘The Geography of Crowdfunding’ [2010] SSRN Electronic Journal 
�http:��www.nber.org�papers�w1�820� accessed 14 �ctober 2018� Ajay Agrawal, Christian Catalan and Avi 
Goldfarb, ‘Some Simple Economics of Crowdfunding’ (2014) 14 NBER�Innovation Policy and the Economy �3.� 
Gerrit KC Ahlers and others, ‘Signaling in Equity Crowdfunding’ (2015) 39 Entrepreneurship Theory and 
Practice 955 �http:��journals.sagepub.com�doi�abs�10.1111�etap.1215�� accessed 22 September 2018� V 
Kuppuswamy and BL Bayus, ‘Crowdfunding Creative Ideas The Dynamics of Project Backers in Kickstarter’ 
(2013) 5 SSRN Electronic Journal 1 
�https:��www.scirp.org�(S(351jmbntvnsjt1aadkpos�je))�reference�ReferencesPapers.asp��ReferenceID�22
�31�5� accessed 19 January 2020. 
35 Paul Belleflamme, Thomas Lambert and Armin Schwienbacher, ‘Crowdfunding: Tapping the Right Crowd’ 
(2014) 29 Journal of Business Venturing 585, 58��58� 
3� �or instance, angels typically invest in just one or two percent of the opportunities that they 
Consider, see Cécile Carpentier and Jean Marc Suret, ‘Angel Group Members’ Decision Process and Rejection 
Criteria: A Longitudinal Analysis’ (2015) 30 Journal of Business Venturing 808. 
3�Belleflamme, Lambert and Schwienbacher (n 35),  �02 
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gauging the market’s overall sentiment towards it. �ne ma� sa� that crowd�based t�pes of financing
in that respect have blurred the lines between customers and investors.3� Nevertheless, the potential
of a particular future product is onl� one of the variables that can indicate which pro�ect will succeed
in the future. Venture capital investors, for instance, asses also the overall si�e of the market, various
external uncertainties such as regulator� uncertaint�, complementar� skills represented in the team,
the execution power of the team, a presence of competitive solutions on the market, geographical 
and market strateg� of a startup, cash flow re�uirements, suggested deal terms and pro�ected exit 
options. 39 �iven this, one ma� �uestion whether crowds are generall� fit to determine, which 
startups have high�growth potential and an abilit� to succeed in the future. �ames Surowiecki, in his
famous book, Wisdom of the crowds, boldl� claims that crowd�based decisions ma�, under certain
circumstances, be superior to the decisions of expert individuals or small expert groups.40 This 
phenomenon relies on being able to cancel out the noise or bias in individual �udgments to get closer
to the ground truth. Nevertheless, the wisdom of the crowd has been, so far, demonstrated and
proven on decisions involving onl� ver� little complexit�, such as making estimations of �uantit�
(number of �ell� beans in the bowl), �uestions of general knowledge (number of citi�ens in the
countr�) or providing an answer to multiple�choice �uestions. 41 This concept is still under an
intensive academic in�uir� to determine its applicabilit� in more complex situations42 In the case of
crowdfunding, the wisdom of a crowd is probabl� more of a bu��word than an empirical fact. There
are few circumstantial conditions, which must be fulfilled to make the wisdom of the crowd “work.”
�irstl�, the participants of the crowd should decide on a more or less independent basis.43 Secondl�, 
the crowds should be composed of individuals with sufficientl� heterogeneous backgrounds so that
individual biases can cancel each other. The investing crowd is often �uite heterogeneous� research
shows that professional investors participate in crowdfunding rounds side b� side with non�

3� ibid., 5�6
39 Steven N Kaplan and Per Strömberg, ‘How Do Venture Capitalists Choose Investments?’ (2000) 121 
Working Paper, �niversit� of Chicago 55, 3�4
40 � Surowiecki, The Wisdom of Crowds: Why the Many Are Smarter than the Few and How Collective Wisdom
Shapes Business, Economies, Societies and Nations (�nchor �ooks 2004).
41 Sheng Kung Michael Yi and others, ‘The Wisdom of the Crowd in Combinatorial Problems’ (2012) 36
Cognitive Science 452, 452�456
42 See for instance SK Yi and others, ‘Wisdom of the Crowds in Minimum Spanning Tree Problems’, 
Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the Cognitive Science Society, 32 (2010)
�https���escholarship.org�uc�item����3d04t� accessed 19 �anuar� 2020� Michael D �ee and others, 
‘Inferring Expertise in Knowledge and Prediction Ranking Tasks’ (2012) 4 Topics in Cognitive Science 151 
�http���doi.wile�.com�10.1111��.1�56���65.2011.011�5.x� accessed 19 �anuar� 2020.
43 Edward Vul and Harold Pashler, ‘Measuring the Crowd Within Probabilistic Representations Within
Individuals’ 19 Ps�chological Science 645, 645�646
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1.3. ENGAGEMENT �� T�E CR��D – T�E DECENTRALI�ATI�N 
P�EN�MEN�N
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�hile the term crowdfunding per se emphasi�es the capital raising function, the purpose of
crowdfunding stretches beyond that. �hen professional investors select the companies in which they 
intend to invest, one of their main criteria is the estimation of the market reaction. �ill target
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3� ibid., 5�6 
39 Steven N Kaplan and Per Strömberg, ‘How Do Venture Capitalists Choose Investments?’ (2000) 121 
Working Paper, �niversit� of Chicago 55, 3�4 
40 � Surowiecki, The Wisdom of Crowds: Why the Many Are Smarter than the Few and How Collective Wisdom 
Shapes Business, Economies, Societies and Nations (�nchor �ooks 2004). 
41 Sheng Kung Michael Yi and others, ‘The Wisdom of the Crowd in Combinatorial Problems’ (2012) 36 
Cognitive Science 452, 452�456 
42 See for instance SK Yi and others, ‘Wisdom of the Crowds in Minimum Spanning Tree Problems’, 
Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the Cognitive Science Society, 32 (2010) 
�https���escholarship.org�uc�item����3d04t� accessed 19 �anuar� 2020� Michael D �ee and others, 
‘Inferring Expertise in Knowledge and Prediction Ranking Tasks’ (2012) 4 Topics in Cognitive Science 151 
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professional investors.44 Whether this applies in every single crowdfunding campaign is, however, 
very difficult to determine. Furthermore, it has been observed that the investment choices of 
professional investors influence the preferences of non�professional investors. Therefore investors 
generally do not decide on a completely independent basis.45 Although some studies document that 
decisions of the crowd in financing pro�ects/companies may be as good as decisions of professional 
investors46, the effect of the wisdom of the crowd shall not be taken for granted in the context of 
crowd�based types of startup financing. 

Moreover, investors’ engagement and role are, by far, not limited to the selection of the most potential 
startups (selection function). In the previous section 1.2., we emphasi�ed that risk capital investors 
fulfill a multitude of roles, ranging from financiers to monitors, strategic advisors and conflict 
mediators. Although the evidence is rather anecdotal than robust, some studies observe that this 
multi�role mode of engagement positively correlates with increased innovation (mostly measured by 
an increase in granted patents) and overall success of startups (mostly measured by successful exits, 
for instance, an acquisition or initial public offering).47  The question, therefore, remains whether the 
crowdfunders have or lack the capacity to fulfill these additional roles and how this may affect their 
portfolio startups. First, we assume that the ma�ority of crowd�based types of financing are non�
professional investors, which predetermines their limited ability to fulfill certain roles, such as 
strategic advisors or dispute resolution actors. Secondly, given the small investment amounts, it is 
very likely that many crowdfunders do not have sufficient incentive to provide any additional 
support to the startups.  

An evaluative study answering this crucial question would, however, most likely exceed the duration 
and resources of a Ph.�. dissertation. Therefore, we decided to narrow down the scope of this 

44 For instance, survey of business angels in the UK showed that almost 45� of business angels invest 
through crowdfunding platforms. See Mike Wright, Mark �art and Kun Fu, ‘A Nation of Angels: Assessing the 
Impact of Angel Investing across the UK’ (2015) <https://www.enterpriseresearch.ac.uk/wp�
content/uploads/2015/01/ERC�Angels�Report..pdf� accessed 26 May 201�, 1� 
45 Silvio Vismara, ‘Equity Retention and Social Network Theory in Equity Crowdfunding’ (2016) 46 Small 
Business Economics 579, 5�1�5�2 
46 Ethan Mollick and Ramana Nanda, ‘Wisdom or Madness? Comparing Crowds with Expert Evaluation in 
Funding the Arts’ (2016) 62 Management Science 1533 <http://pubsonline.informs.org.� accessed 27 May 
201�, 1550 
47 For direct evidence study see Shai Bernstein, Xavier Giroud and Richard R Townsend, ‘The Impact of Venture 
Capital Monitoring’ (2016) 71 Journal of Finance 1591., for  evidence related to supporting roles of venture 
capitalists see for instance Steven Kaplan and Per Strömberg, ‘Venture Capitalists as Principals: Contracting, 
Screening, and Monitoring’ (2001) 91 American Economic Review 426., Cumming and Johan (n 32). 
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research and study the dynamics of the relationship between crowdfunders and startups with a
potential impact on the overall governance of these young innovative ventures.

1.4. ���R��P G��ERN�NCE� �N �NE�PL�RED �ERI��RRY?

Corporate governance as a discipline is often debated in the conte�t of large listed companies and
less so in the conte�t of their non�listed counterparts.4� While governance in listed companies mainly
addresses agency problems between managers and shareholders (shareholder – manager agency
problem), governance in non�listed companies mitigates conflicts among shareholders, who
oftentimes fulfill a double role as owners and managers ((ma�ority) shareholder� (minority)
shareholder agency problem).4� �he category of non�listed or private companies is, however, far
from being homogenous, ranging from one�person ventures, family businesses, investment vehicles,
holding companies to large ��Es with several thousand employees, which voluntarily opt not to go
public. Having said that, it becomes obvious that the “one�size�fits�all�approach,” fre�uently
criticized in listed companies, could cause even more harm when applied to non�listed companies. 

�he academic literature on corporate governance of non�listed companies has been growing�0, but 
so far, there has been little regard for specific features of governance of startups. �here are several
reasons for this shortcoming. In my practice as a startup advisor, I rarely come across startup
founders that are genuinely concerned with governance issues, besides retaining the control and
decision�ma�ing power after e�ternal investors enter the picture. �ther sources also confirm that the
demand for a deeper understanding of optimal ways to devise startup governance does not come
from the “bottom�up”.�1 �le�ible decision�ma�ing, simple internal governance, and flat hierarchy,
typical for startups, are fre�uently implemented and e�ecuted in a very informal and rather intuitive
manner. �tartup governance, however, does matter since many governance issues, which are

4� Important contribution in corporate governance of non�listed companies are �oseph � �cCahery and Eri�
Paulus �arinus �ermeulen, Corporate Governance of Non-Listed Companies (��ford �niversity Press 200�)., 
�oseph � �cCahery, �heo Raai�ma�ers and Eri� P� �ermeulen (eds), The Governance of Close Corporations
and Partnerships: US and European Perspectives (��ford �niversity Press 2004)., 
4� �or the overview of types of agency problems see, for instance, Henry Hansmann and Reinier Kraa�man,
‘What Is Corporate Law?’ (2004) Yale Law & Economics Research Paper No. 300.

�1 �ee for instance �cCahery and �ermeulen (n 4�)., �cCahery, Raai�ma�ers and �ermeulen (n 4�)., �en�y
Nagar, Kathy Petroni and Daniel Wolfenzon, ‘Governance Problems in Closely Held Corporations’ (2011) 46 
�he �ournal of �inancial and �uantitative �nalysis �43 �https���www.�stor.org�stable�2301�424� accessed 
31 �ay 201�.
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decisions of the crowd in financing pro�ects/companies may be as good as decisions of professional 
investors46, the effect of the wisdom of the crowd shall not be taken for granted in the context of
crowd�based types of startup financing.

Moreover, investors’ engagement and role are, by far, not limited to the selection of the most potential
startups (selection function). In the previous section 1.2., we emphasi�ed that risk capital investors
fulfill a multitude of roles, ranging from financiers to monitors, strategic advisors and conflict
mediators. Although the evidence is rather anecdotal than robust, some studies observe that this
multi�role mode of engagement positively correlates with increased innovation (mostly measured by
an increase in granted patents) and overall success of startups (mostly measured by successful exits, 
for instance, an acquisition or initial public offering).47 The question, therefore, remains whether the
crowdfunders have or lack the capacity to fulfill these additional roles and how this may affect their
portfolio startups. First, we assume that the ma�ority of crowd�based types of financing are non�
professional investors, which predetermines their limited ability to fulfill certain roles, such as
strategic advisors or dispute resolution actors. Secondly, given the small investment amounts, it is
very likely that many crowdfunders do not have sufficient incentive to provide any additional
support to the startups.

An evaluative study answering this crucial question would, however, most likely exceed the duration
and resources of a Ph.�. dissertation. Therefore, we decided to narrow down the scope of this

44 For instance, survey of business angels in the UK showed that almost 45� of business angels invest 
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Nagar, Kathy Petroni and Daniel Wolfenzon, ‘Governance Problems in Closely Held Corporations’ (2011) 46 
�he �ournal of �inancial and �uantitative �nalysis �43 �https���www.�stor.org�stable�2301�424� accessed 
31 �ay 201�. 
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underestimated in the early stages of the startup lifecycle, may later resurface in a very harmful 
manner. For instance, lack of e�plicit contractual arrangements among founders may complicate a 
voluntary or involuntary departure of one of them, or too advantageous contractual arrangements 
with a seed investor may obstruct the entrance of an A�round investor in a later stage.  

Acknowledging this shortcoming in the corporate governance literature, we designed a startup 
governance framework, which we will use throughout this dissertation to e�plore multiple levels of 
startup governance. This framework consists of four distinct dimensions, namely (i) (company) laws 
as a legislative basis that sets the framework of possibilities for contractual arrangements, (ii) 
contractual arrangements among founders, (iii) contractual arrangements of founders and e�ternal 
investors and (iv) non�contractual arrangements between founders and investors that may have 
either an added�value function or a control�monitoring function.�2  

The first pillar, company laws, are often scrutini�ed in order to determine whether the menu of 
available business forms offers a suitable vehicle for SMEs. A similar analysis in the conte�t of 
startups e�ists, but it is so far �uite marginal.�3   Moreover, company laws do not e�clusively shape 
the governance of startups. For instance, in the case of e�uity crowdfunding, the majority of 
developed countries have already implemented crowdfunding regulatory frameworks that provide 
additional protection for retail investors, which may indirectly affect also startup governance. The 
second pillar introduces the contractual arrangement of founders, who distribute the ownership and 
decision�making power among themselves based on their involvement and contribution to a startup.  
Often neglected, the arrangements of founders form an initial layer of contractual governance layers.  

The third pillar is composed of contractual arrangements between investors and startups, which are 
shaped in the course of mutual negotiations. �uite parado�ically, the body of research on venture 
capital in the domain of entrepreneurial finance has offered the most comprehensive e�ploration of 
this second pillar.�� Venture capital investors utili�e tailored contracts to establish a larger presence, 
monitor, and e�ercise significant control in their portfolio companies. The fourth pillar, often 

�2 Marco Da Rin, Thomas F Hellmann and Manju Puri, ‘A Survey of Venture Capital Research.Pdf’ (2011) No. 
17�32 a Survey of Venture Capital Research 1 �http:��www.nber.org�papers�w17�23�, 3� 
�3 See for instance McCahery and Vermeulen (n �8).  
�� See Steven N Kaplan and Per Stromberg, ‘Financial Contracting Theory Meets the Real World: An Empirical 
Analysis of Venture Capital Contracts’ (2003) 70 Review of Economic Studies 281� Kaplan and Str�mberg (n 
�7)� Anat R Admati and Paul Pfleiderer, ‘Robust Financial Contracting and the Role of Venture Capitalists’ 
(199�) �9 The Journal of Finance 371� William A Sahlman, ‘Aspects  Of Financial Contracting In Venture 
Capital’ (1988) 1 Journal of Applied Corporate Finance 23� Ronald W Masulis and Rajarishi Nahata, ‘Financial 
Contracting with Strategic Investors: Evidence from Corporate Venture Capital Backed IPOs’ (2009) 18 
Journal of Financial Intermediation �99  
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neglected or completely ignored, consists of the non�contractual arrangements �etween investors
and startups that per se are not in a written form. �ue to their implicit and very individual nature, it
is rather difficult to identify and o�serve them in practice. In the conte�t of venture capitalists, the
literature identifies two types of non�contractual arrangements, namely value�adding services and
control actions.55 �hile venture capital literature does not e�plain or discuss these non�contractual 
arrangements from the perspective of corporate governance, they definitely have the potential to
affect e�isting governance mechanisms within a startup or create completely new ones. For instance,
Cummings and Johan in their empirical study o�served the advisory and conflict resolution role of
venture capital investors, where they amongst other find out that VC investors engage in advisory
activities more intensively in startups with high�ris� profile.56 Moreover, venture capital investors
often have a crucial say in the hiring of C�level e�ecutives, which are an important puzzle piece in the
governance mosaic.57

The corporate governance in startups has to ta�e into consideration the hy�rid nature of these
entities. �n the one hand, startups are according to their size and revenue small �usinesses with
informal governance in place that, to a large e�tent relies on ad hoc actions rather than on e�plicit
governance mechanisms and standardized intra�corporate norms. �n the other hand, �uite early in 
their lifecycle, they start facing pro�lems that are more typical for larger companies, such as
internationalization and the presence of e�ternal investors. The corporate governance of startups
thus appears to �e a prover�ial elephant in the (�oard) room that is waiting to �e addressed.

1.5. C�SE ST��IES: E��IT� C����F���I�� ��� I�ITI�� C�I� �FFE�I��S

The spectrum of investors that invest in startups is numerous, ranging from governments, �usiness
angels, �usiness angel syndicates, venture capitalists to accelerators, and crowdfunders. Every type
of investor has a uni�ue approach to creating value and mitigating agency pro�lems in his or her
portfolio companies. �hile venture capitalists are e�uipped with investment �nowledge, immense
e�perience, su�stantial �argaining power, and strong control provisions in their contracts, retail
crowdfunders have to accept standardized contracts and very limited shareholders’ rights. In view 
of that, e�ploring startup governance from the perspectives of all aforementioned investors would

55 �a �in, Hellmann and Puri (n 52), �5���
56 Cumming and others (n �2), ��
57 Thomas Hellmann and Manju Puri, ‘Venture Capital and the Professionalization of Start�up Firms : 
Empirical Evidence’ (2002) 57 Journal of Finance 169, 169�171
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underestimated in the early stages of the startup lifecycle, may later resurface in a very harmful
manner. For instance, lack of e�plicit contractual arrangements among founders may complicate a 
voluntary or involuntary departure of one of them, or too advantageous contractual arrangements
with a seed investor may obstruct the entrance of an A�round investor in a later stage. 

Acknowledging this shortcoming in the corporate governance literature, we designed a startup
governance framework, which we will use throughout this dissertation to e�plore multiple levels of
startup governance. This framework consists of four distinct dimensions, namely (i) (company) laws
as a legislative basis that sets the framework of possibilities for contractual arrangements, (ii) 
contractual arrangements among founders, (iii) contractual arrangements of founders and e�ternal
investors and (iv) non�contractual arrangements between founders and investors that may have
either an added�value function or a control�monitoring function.�2

The first pillar, company laws, are often scrutini�ed in order to determine whether the menu of
available business forms offers a suitable vehicle for SMEs. A similar analysis in the conte�t of
startups e�ists, but it is so far �uite marginal.�3 Moreover, company laws do not e�clusively shape
the governance of startups. For instance, in the case of e�uity crowdfunding, the majority of
developed countries have already implemented crowdfunding regulatory frameworks that provide
additional protection for retail investors, which may indirectly affect also startup governance. The 
second pillar introduces the contractual arrangement of founders, who distribute the ownership and
decision�making power among themselves based on their involvement and contribution to a startup.
Often neglected, the arrangements of founders form an initial layer of contractual governance layers.

The third pillar is composed of contractual arrangements between investors and startups, which are 
shaped in the course of mutual negotiations. �uite parado�ically, the body of research on venture 
capital in the domain of entrepreneurial finance has offered the most comprehensive e�ploration of
this second pillar.�� Venture capital investors utili�e tailored contracts to establish a larger presence, 
monitor, and e�ercise significant control in their portfolio companies. The fourth pillar, often

�2 Marco Da Rin, Thomas F Hellmann and Manju Puri, ‘A Survey of Venture Capital Research.Pdf’ (2011) No.
17�32 a Survey of Venture Capital Research 1 �http:��www.nber.org�papers�w17�23�, 3�
�3 See for instance McCahery and Vermeulen (n �8).
�� See Steven N Kaplan and Per Stromberg, ‘Financial Contracting Theory Meets the Real World: An Empirical
Analysis of Venture Capital Contracts’ (2003) 70 Review of Economic Studies 281� Kaplan and Str�mberg (n
�7)� Anat R Admati and Paul Pfleiderer, ‘Robust Financial Contracting and the Role of Venture Capitalists’
(199�) �9 The Journal of Finance 371� William A Sahlman, ‘Aspects Of Financial Contracting In Venture
Capital’ (1988) 1 Journal of Applied Corporate Finance 23� Ronald W Masulis and Rajarishi Nahata, ‘Financial
Contracting with Strategic Investors: Evidence from Corporate Venture Capital Backed IPOs’ (2009) 18 
Journal of Financial Intermediation �99 
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neglected or completely ignored, consists of the non�contractual arrangements �etween investors 
and startups that per se are not in a written form. �ue to their implicit and very individual nature, it 
is rather difficult to identify and o�serve them in practice. In the conte�t of venture capitalists, the 
literature identifies two types of non�contractual arrangements, namely value�adding services and 
control actions.55 �hile venture capital literature does not e�plain or discuss these non�contractual 
arrangements from the perspective of corporate governance, they definitely have the potential to 
affect e�isting governance mechanisms within a startup or create completely new ones. For instance, 
Cummings and Johan in their empirical study o�served the advisory and conflict resolution role of 
venture capital investors, where they amongst other find out that VC investors engage in advisory 
activities more intensively in startups with high�ris� profile.56 Moreover, venture capital investors 
often have a crucial say in the hiring of C�level e�ecutives, which are an important puzzle piece in the 
governance mosaic.57 

The corporate governance in startups has to ta�e into consideration the hy�rid nature of these 
entities. �n the one hand, startups are according to their size and revenue small �usinesses with 
informal governance in place that, to a large e�tent relies on ad hoc actions rather than on e�plicit 
governance mechanisms and standardized intra�corporate norms. �n the other hand, �uite early in 
their lifecycle, they start facing pro�lems that are more typical for larger companies, such as 
internationalization and the presence of e�ternal investors. The corporate governance of startups 
thus appears to �e a prover�ial elephant in the (�oard) room that is waiting to �e addressed. 

1.5. C�SE ST��IES: E��IT� C����F���I�� ��� I�ITI�� C�I� �FFE�I��S 

The spectrum of investors that invest in startups is numerous, ranging from governments, �usiness 
angels, �usiness angel syndicates, venture capitalists to accelerators, and crowdfunders. Every type 
of investor has a uni�ue approach to creating value and mitigating agency pro�lems in his or her 
portfolio companies. �hile venture capitalists are e�uipped with investment �nowledge, immense 
e�perience, su�stantial �argaining power, and strong control provisions in their contracts, retail 
crowdfunders have to accept standardized contracts and very limited shareholders’ rights. In view 
of that, e�ploring startup governance from the perspectives of all aforementioned investors would 

55 �a �in, Hellmann and Puri (n 52), �5���   
56 Cumming and others (n �2),  �� 
57 Thomas Hellmann and Manju Puri, ‘Venture Capital and the Professionalization of Start�up Firms : 
Empirical Evidence’ (2002) 57 Journal of Finance 169, 169�171 
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be beyond the scope of this dissertation. Moreover, as mentioned before, crowd�based types of 
startup financing are in this area almost completely une�plored, save for several individual studies. 
Thus, we selected two types of startup financing that are crowd�based, namely e�uity crowdfunding 
and initial coin offerings.  

�irst, both have emerged fairly recently and therefore create an opportunity for an interesting 
research niche.5� To the best of our knowledge, the comprehensive study on the dynamics between 
crowdfunders and startups in the conte�t of corporate governance is still missing. Secondly, these 
crowd�based types of startup financing create an interesting interplay among startups, professional 
investors, retail investors, and policy�makers. The involvement of the crowd, which includes 
professional but also non�professional investors, is particularly interesting and presents a 
considerable challenge for policy�makers, who have to balance two competing interests, namely, 
increased the access to finance for startups on the one hand, and the protection of retail investors on 
the other.59 Thirdly, crowd�based types of startup financing represent a huge promise, particularly 
for European startups, who suffer from the chronical lack of available capital.�0 �roper understanding 
of the dynamics between startups and their crowd investors is �uintessential for developing these 
early proto�models into robust, safe, and sustainable sources of startup financing. �ourthly, the two 
chosen case studies are the ones that most closely appro�imate startup�investor relationships 
present in other types of (e�uity�based) startup financing.  They have the potential to develop long�
lasting relationships between startups and crowdfunders.  

Nevertheless, most of the current research on crowdfunding focuses on its selection function rather 
than on financial contracting, governance aspects, and post�investment interaction among the 
involved parties. �astly, e�uity crowdfunding and initial coin offerings present, in their category, 
rather polar opposites than related cousins. E�uity crowdfunding, although novel, is mostly 
embedded in the legal frameworks of countries. One may say that it evolved from crowdsourcing and 
donation�based crowdfunding naturally and gradually. In contrast, initial coin offerings appeared 
“out of the blue” and caused a revolution in the world of alternative finance. Taking advantage of the 

5� E�uity crowdfunding emerged in Europe in 2011 with a first e�uity crowdfunding platform Crowdcube and 
first initial coin offering of Mastercoin was launched in �S in 201�. See‘About Mastercoin or OMNI’ 
<https://www.weusecoins.com/what�is�mastercoin/> accessed 1� December 201�.  
59 See for instance Stephanie A Macht and Jamie Weatherston, ‘Academic Research on Crowdfunders: What’s 
Been Done and What’s To Come?’ (2015) 24 Strategic Change 191 <http://doi.wiley.com/10.1002/jsc.2010> 
accessed 1� September 201�. 
�0 See Carlien Roodink and Ronald Kleverlaan, ‘Current State of Crowdfunding in Europe’ (Crowdfunding Hub, 
2016) <https://www.sbs.o�.ac.uk/sites/default/files/Entrepreneurship�Centre/Docs/O�E�R2/current�
state�crowdfunding�europe�201�.pdf> accessed �1 May 201�. 
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Hypothesis 1:
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be beyond the scope of this dissertation. Moreover, as mentioned before, crowd�based types of
startup financing are in this area almost completely une�plored, save for several individual studies. 
Thus, we selected two types of startup financing that are crowd�based, namely e�uity crowdfunding
and initial coin offerings. 

�irst, both have emerged fairly recently and therefore create an opportunity for an interesting
research niche.5� To the best of our knowledge, the comprehensive study on the dynamics between
crowdfunders and startups in the conte�t of corporate governance is still missing. Secondly, these
crowd�based types of startup financing create an interesting interplay among startups, professional
investors, retail investors, and policy�makers. The involvement of the crowd, which includes
professional but also non�professional investors, is particularly interesting and presents a 
considerable challenge for policy�makers, who have to balance two competing interests, namely,
increased the access to finance for startups on the one hand, and the protection of retail investors on
the other.59 Thirdly, crowd�based types of startup financing represent a huge promise, particularly
for European startups, who suffer from the chronical lack of available capital.�0 �roper understanding
of the dynamics between startups and their crowd investors is �uintessential for developing these
early proto�models into robust, safe, and sustainable sources of startup financing. �ourthly, the two
chosen case studies are the ones that most closely appro�imate startup�investor relationships
present in other types of (e�uity�based) startup financing. They have the potential to develop long�
lasting relationships between startups and crowdfunders. 

Nevertheless, most of the current research on crowdfunding focuses on its selection function rather
than on financial contracting, governance aspects, and post�investment interaction among the 
involved parties. �astly, e�uity crowdfunding and initial coin offerings present, in their category,
rather polar opposites than related cousins. E�uity crowdfunding, although novel, is mostly
embedded in the legal frameworks of countries. One may say that it evolved from crowdsourcing and
donation�based crowdfunding naturally and gradually. In contrast, initial coin offerings appeared
“out of the blue” and caused a revolution in the world of alternative finance. Taking advantage of the 

5� E�uity crowdfunding emerged in Europe in 2011 with a first e�uity crowdfunding platform Crowdcube and 
first initial coin offering of Mastercoin was launched in �S in 201�. See‘About Mastercoin or OMNI’ 
<https://www.weusecoins.com/what�is�mastercoin/> accessed 1� December 201�.
59 See for instance Stephanie A Macht and Jamie Weatherston, ‘Academic Research on Crowdfunders: What’s
Been Done and What’s To Come?’ (2015) 24 Strategic Change 191 <http://doi.wiley.com/10.1002/jsc.2010> 
accessed 1� September 201�.
�0 See Carlien Roodink and Ronald Kleverlaan, ‘Current State of Crowdfunding in Europe’ (Crowdfunding Hub,
2016) <https://www.sbs.o�.ac.uk/sites/default/files/Entrepreneurship�Centre/Docs/O�E�R2/current�
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(ii) limitation of investors’ rights� �hi�h �o�l� o�str��t �om�an� �e�ision�ma�ing� an� (iii) limite� 
monitoring an� governan�e rights of these investors� 

Sub-question 3: �o �hat e�tent �oes the legal reg�lation in the fiel� of �om�an� la�s� se��rities 
la�s� �ons�mer �rote�tion la�s� an� others �ire�tl� or in�ire�tl� a��li�a�le to �ro����ase� t��es of 
start�� finan�ing mitigate the v�lnera�le �osition of �ro��f�n�ers� 

Hypothesis 3: ��rrent reg�lation alone �oes not signifi�antl� im�rove the �rote�tion of investors in 
�ro����ase� t��es of finan�ing� 

Sub-question 4: �o �hat e�tent �o finan�ial �ontra�ts in �ro����ase� t��es of finan�ing mitigate 
the agen�� �ro�lems �et�een investors an� start��s� 

Hypothesis 4: �inan�ial �ontra�ts in �ro����ase� t��es of start�� finan�ing are stan�ar�i�e� an� 
�esto� onl� limite� rights on the �ro��f�n�ers that �er se �o not allo� them to �on���t �ro�er 
monitoring an� e�ert �ontrol� 

Sub-question 5: �o �hat e�tent are the �re�investment �est �ra�ti�es �se� �� investors mitigating 
agen�� �ro�lems �et�een start��s an� investors� 

Hypothesis 5: �ith the �res�me� lo�er signifi�an�e of finan�ial �ontra�ts in the �ro����ase� t��es 
of start�� finan�ing� �re�investment stage meas�res are more e�tensive an� more li�el� to �rote�t 
�ro�� investors� 

Sub-question 6: �o� �o �ro��f�n�ers �on���t monitoring� e�er�ise �ontrol thro�gh formal an� 
informal me�hanisms in the �ost�investment �erio�� 

Hypothesis 6: ��e to la�� of formal rights� �ro��f�n�ers �on���t monitoring an� e�er�ise �ontrol 
thro�gh informal governan�e me�hanisms an� �omm�nit� �ress�re� 

���� ����������� � ������� 

�his �issertation investigates the ��nami�s of a relationshi� �et�een investors an� start��s in the 
�onte�t of �ro����ase� t��es of start�� finan�ing� namel� initial �oin offerings an� e��it� 
�ro��f�n�ing an� its �otential im�a�t on the governan�e of start��s� �hile theoreti�al an� �ra�ti�al 
as�e�ts of la�� legal reg�lations� an� �ontra�t�al arrangements among aforementione� �arties 
�la�e� a s��stantial role in the �hoi�e of metho�ologi�al a��roa�h in this �issertation� the legal 
s�holarshi� in itself �o�l� not �e s�ffi�ient to a��ress the main resear�h ��estion in its entiret�� �ne 
ma� �on�l��e that this �issertation� altho�gh highl� relevant to the legal fiel�� sho�s s�m�toms of 
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inter�isciplinary research. �or that reason, we intro��ce� theoretical concepts an� empirical
evi�ence from complementary �isciplines s�ch as economics, organi�ational st��ies, entreprene�rial 
finance, an� entreprene�rship, which in combination provi�e� s�fficient theoretical an� empirical
gro�n�s to carry o�t the research plan as inten�e�. 

A comprehensive point of �epart�re for this �issertation is the principal�agent theory in the conte�t
of corporate governance of start�ps with e�ternal investors. This omnipresent theory, which initially
originate� in information economics an� later sprea� into many �ifferent �isciplines an� research
streams, playe� a cr�cial role in �esigning this research project.61 �evertheless, it also recogni�es the 
limite� scope an� flaws of the agency theory, which become even more evi�ent in the case of start�p
companies. Especially the entreprene�rial finance st��ies on agency problems in the vent�re capital
conte�t serve� as a basis for the s�rveys an� observations that provi�e� for an important empirical
embe��ing of this �issertation.

The main analytical framewor� of start�p governance was b�ilt on the research of the s�pervisors of 
this Ph.�. �issertation, prof. Eri� P.�. �erme�len an� prof. �oseph A. �c�ahery. �n their contrib�tion,
they observe� that concept�al framewor�s an� approaches �se� in the research of corporate
governance in liste� companies might not be s�itable for their non�liste� co�nterparts. They f�rther
posit that the corporate governance �ebate for non�liste� companies shall procee� along three
�imensions: �1� legal an� instit�tional str�ct�res, ��� contract�al arrangements, an� �3� optional,
best practice g�i�elines.6� Ta�ing their approach as a starting point, we mo�ifie� this governance
framewor� for the specific circ�mstances of start�p companies. �hile there is not one over�arching
an� wi�ely accepte� �efinition of start�ps, for the p�rposes of this �issertation, we will consi�er
start�ps as micro an� small enterprises as �efine� by the E� �ommission Recommen�ation
�003/361.63 �n a��ition to that, we consi�er only companies that �i� create� innovative pro��cts,
services, or b�siness mo�els, an� �ii� have high growth potential.

The impact of crow� engagement in start�p governance is �emonstrate� on two case st��ies, namely
e��ity crow�f�n�ing an� initial coin offerings. These types of crow��base� start�p financing were

61 The principal�agent theory was first mentione� in Stephen A Ross, ‘The Economic Theory of Agency: The
Principal’s Problem’ 63 The American Economic Review 134 <https://www.jstor.org/stable/1817064>
accesse� 1 ��ne �018.
6� �c�ahery an� �erme�len �n 48�, 11�13
63 �ommission Recommen�ation of 6 �ay �003 concerning the �efinition of micro, small an� me�i�m�si�e�
enterprises �Te�t with EEA relevance� �notifie� �n�er �oc�ment n�mber ���003� 14���
�� � 1�4, �0.�.�003, 36–41
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�ro�� investors�
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���� ����������� � �������
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inter�isciplinary research. �or that reason, we intro��ce� theoretical concepts an� empirical 
evi�ence from complementary �isciplines s�ch as economics, organi�ational st��ies, entreprene�rial 
finance, an� entreprene�rship, which in combination provi�e� s�fficient theoretical an� empirical 
gro�n�s to carry o�t the research plan as inten�e�.  

A comprehensive point of �epart�re for this �issertation is the principal�agent theory in the conte�t 
of corporate governance of start�ps with e�ternal investors. This omnipresent theory, which initially 
originate� in information economics an� later sprea� into many �ifferent �isciplines an� research 
streams, playe� a cr�cial role in �esigning this research project.61 �evertheless, it also recogni�es the 
limite� scope an� flaws of the agency theory, which become even more evi�ent in the case of start�p 
companies. Especially the entreprene�rial finance st��ies on agency problems in the vent�re capital 
conte�t serve� as a basis for the s�rveys an� observations that provi�e� for an important empirical 
embe��ing of this �issertation.  

The main analytical framewor� of start�p governance was b�ilt on the research of the s�pervisors of 
this Ph.�. �issertation, prof. Eri� P.�. �erme�len an� prof. �oseph A. �c�ahery. �n their contrib�tion, 
they observe� that concept�al framewor�s an� approaches �se� in the research of corporate 
governance in liste� companies might not be s�itable for their non�liste� co�nterparts. They f�rther 
posit that the corporate governance �ebate for non�liste� companies shall procee� along three 
�imensions: �1� legal an� instit�tional str�ct�res, ��� contract�al arrangements, an� �3� optional, 
best practice g�i�elines.6� Ta�ing their approach as a starting point, we mo�ifie� this governance 
framewor� for the specific circ�mstances of start�p companies.  �hile there is not one over�arching 
an� wi�ely accepte� �efinition of start�ps, for the p�rposes of this �issertation, we will consi�er 
start�ps as micro an� small enterprises as �efine� by the E� �ommission Recommen�ation 
�003/361.63 �n a��ition to that, we consi�er only companies that �i� create� innovative pro��cts, 
services, or b�siness mo�els, an� �ii� have high growth potential. 

The impact of crow� engagement in start�p governance is �emonstrate� on two case st��ies, namely 
e��ity crow�f�n�ing an� initial coin offerings. These types of crow��base� start�p financing were 

61 The principal�agent theory was first mentione� in  Stephen A Ross, ‘The Economic Theory of Agency: The 
Principal’s Problem’ 63 The American Economic Review 134 <https://www.jstor.org/stable/1817064> 
accesse� 1 ��ne �018. 
6� �c�ahery an� �erme�len �n 48�, 11�13  
63 �ommission Recommen�ation of 6 �ay �003 concerning the �efinition of micro, small an� me�i�m�si�e� 
enterprises �Te�t with EEA relevance� �notifie� �n�er �oc�ment n�mber ���003� 14��� 
�� � 1�4, �0.�.�003, 36–41 
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disc�os�re practices o� crowd��nding p�at�orms and �ii� s�rve�s o� crowd��nders and crowd��nded 
companies on their practices in the context o� crowd��nding campaigns �initia� coin o��erings�� 

Chapter VII: Practices in the Post-Investment Stage 

�s a mirror image to the previo�s chapter, �hapter ��� wi�� present an ana��sis o� co��ected empirica� 
evidence re�ated to a post�investment stage o� crowd��ased t�pes o� start�p �inancing� �hi�e 
contract�a� arrangements disc�ssed in �hapter � ma�e �s aware o� investors’ rights and th�s 
governance mechanisms “on the paper”, this chapter investigates to what extent and how crowd 
investors monitor and exercise their rights in the post�investment period� � �he empirica� data �sed 
in this chapter are �i� hand�co��ected data on practices o� crowd��nding investors and crowd��nded 
companies in the post�investment period inc��ding the evidence on how crowd��nders cond�ct 
monitoring, exercise �orma� governance rights and �se in�orma� comm�nication and in�orma� 
governance mechanisms thro�gh comm�nit� press�re� 

Chapter VIII: What is on the Horizon for Governance of Startups with Crowd Investors? 

�n �hapter ����, we wi�� demonstrate the imp�ications o� the �indings presented in the previo�s 
chapters� �e wi�� disc�ss the phenomenon o� decentra�i�ation in �inancing and conse��ent��, a ��ite 
dispersed comm�nit� o� investors� ��rthermore, we wi�� disc�ss the potentia� reg��ator� and po�ic� 
imp�ications o� the �indings� 

Chapter IX: Conclusion 

�hapter �� wi�� draw �pon previo�s chapters, partic��ar�� the ones providing nove� empirica� 
evidence, s�mmari�e the main theoretica� and empirica� �indings and o��er a consistent s�nthesis o� 
the research o�tp�t presented in this dissertation� 

���� ���� � ������� 

�ata �or this dissertation were co��ected �rom vario�s so�rces� �irst��, we �sed primar� so�rces, s�ch 
as internationa� treaties, s�pranationa� �ega� acts, nationa� �ega� acts, decisions o� another o��icia� 

��

�a��inistrati�e� a�t�orities� ���icia� �ecisions� an� a��itiona� �ateria�s of t�ese a�t�orities� ��ic�
offere� an e���anation� g�i�ance or inter�retation of t�ese �ri�ar� so�rces� ��e� ser�e� for t�e
��r�oses of co��arati�e �ega� researc� con��cte� in C�a�ter �� �econ���� t�e researc�� es�ecia��� its
t�eoretica� e��e��ing� �as �ost�� �ase� on t�e e�tensi�e �o�� of scientific �iterat�re in �ario�s
fie��s s�c� as ��siness an� co��ercia� �a�� sec�rities �a�s� econo�ics� organi�ationa� st��ies�
entre�rene�ria� finance an� entre�rene�rs�i�� ��ir���� in ���ti��e c�a�ters� �e �resent a �i�e range 
of e��irica� �ata� �tatistica� �ata re�ate� to cro��f�n�ing an� initia� coin offerings �ere eit�er �an��
co��ecte� fro� t�e ����ic�� a�ai�a��e on�ine so�rces or retrie�e� fro� ���ti��e �ata�ases s�c� as
Cr�nc��ase� �itc��oo�� Cro��s�rfer� �eta�ar�� or ot�ers� �ario�s infor�ation a�o�t a sa���e of 
cro��f�n�ing ��atfor�s ������ an� initia� coin offerings t�at �ere �se� for co��arison of �est
�ractices �as �an��co��ecte� an� �rocesse� �� t�e a�t�or of t�e �issertation� ��e ��a�itati�e
e��irica� e�i�ence �resente� in C�a�ter � an� � �ere gat�ere� t�ro�g� s�r�e�s �esigne� �� t�e
a�t�or an� �i�e�� �isse�inate� in t�e cro��f�n�ing an� cr��to co���nities� �n or�er to e�ten� t�e 
reac� of t�ese s�r�e�s� �e engage� in �an� �isc�ssions on �ario�s for��s �it� t�e target a��ience�
an� �e atten�e� a n���er of e�ents �it� cro��f�n�ing an� �C� t�e�es organi�e� for �otentia�
s�r�e� s���ects�

�o�rt���� in t�e researc�� non�aca�e�ic so�rces� s�c� as on�ine ��ogs� for��s an� infor�a�
�isc�ssions �it� �ario�s e��erts fro� t�e �ractice� or e�en reg��ar �e��ers of cro��f�n�ing an�
cr��to co���nities� often ins�ire� �s� ��i�e t�e i���e�entation of non�aca�e�ic so�rces into
researc� is sti�� rat�er contro�ersia� in t�e scientific co���nit�� �e conc���e� t�at ��e to t�e no�e�t�
of cro����ase� t��es of start�� financing an� its fast�c�anging �an�sca�e� t�e e�c��sion of non�
aca�e�ic so�rces �o��� �ea� to �istorte� an� inco���ete researc� res��ts�

�ast��� �e �resente� �artia� res��ts of t�e researc� inc���e� in t�is �issertation on ���ti��e aca�e�ic
conferences an� for��s� inc���ing �nternationa� �ra��ate �ega� �esearc� Conference at King’s
Co��ege in �on�on� ��in��rg� �ostgra��ate �a� Conference at ��in��rg� �a� �c�oo�� ��in��rg�
�ni�ersit�� Ca��ri�ge �nternationa� an� ��ro�ean �a� Conference at �a� �ac��t�� �ni�ersit� of
Ca��ri�ge� �nter�isci��inar� �ega� �t��ies �ra��ate �t��ent Conference at �eter �� ���ar� �c�oo� of
�a�� �ni�ersit� of �ritis� Co�o��ia an� ��� �or�s�o� at ����on ��siness �c�oo� in ��on� �rance� 
Co��ane�ists an� �isc�ssants at t�ese conferences �ro�i�e� �s �it� �a��a��e fee��ac� an� o�inions
t�at s��stantia��� i��ro�e� an� enric�e� t�e core researc� of t�is �issertation�
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governance mechanisms thro�gh comm�nit� press�re�

Chapter VIII: What is on the Horizon for Governance of Startups with Crowd Investors?

�n �hapter ����, we wi�� demonstrate the imp�ications o� the �indings presented in the previo�s
chapters� �e wi�� disc�ss the phenomenon o� decentra�i�ation in �inancing and conse��ent��, a ��ite
dispersed comm�nit� o� investors� ��rthermore, we wi�� disc�ss the potentia� reg��ator� and po�ic�
imp�ications o� the �indings�

Chapter IX: Conclusion

�hapter �� wi�� draw �pon previo�s chapters, partic��ar�� the ones providing nove� empirica�
evidence, s�mmari�e the main theoretica� and empirica� �indings and o��er a consistent s�nthesis o�
the research o�tp�t presented in this dissertation�
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����T�� ��� �T��T�� ����������� T�� T��� ��
������T���, �����T���, ��� �T��T�� ��������

�.�. ��T�����T���

The discussion surrounding corporate governance gained momentum in the early ����s following
epic corporate scandals, such as �����, �orld.com, and �armalat that uncovered ma�or managerial
failures and put su�optimal governance mechanisms into the spotlight.�� �rivate small and medium�
si�ed companies, owned or co�owned �y its managers, fell out of the main corporate governance
narrative. �f mentioned in the governance conte�t, they occupied only a secondary position.
�imultaneously, they were given lower priority on the agendas of policy�ma�ers �ut also “real life”
�usiness owners.�� The reasoning �ehind this is two�fold. �n the one hand, the total num�er of non�
listed companies represents more than ��� of e�isting companies in most ���� countries, which
considera�ly contri�ute to employment �almost ��� in ���� countries� and value�added of given
countries ���� or more�.�� Their economic significance is indisputa�le. �n the other hand, due to 
their private status, these companies are not e�posed to pu�lic ownership and free trada�ility of their
shares. �onse�uently, they are not su��ected to pu�lic scrutiny through disclosure and reporting
o�ligations. �econdly, due to their si�e and num�er of employees, the governance failures do not
affect as many sta�eholders at once, as in cases of industry �ehemoths li�e �nron or �armalat.

The corporate governance framewor� for non�listed companies is also much less concrete and
standardi�ed than in the case of pu�lic companies. �maller companies fre�uently employ informal or
ad�hoc governance mechanisms that are �uite diverse and simply harder to o�serve. �urthermore, 
the corporate governance needs of companies are not static and evolve with the company’s growth. 
�uring its �usiness life cycle, various corporate governance elements have to �e included removed
or modified. �or instance, in the course of its growth, firms e�perience changes in their ownership
structure, �oard si�e, composition, and the degree of founders’ involvement. Thus, also firm�specific 

�� �or the literature on corporate scandals see �erry � �ar�ham, A Financial History of Modern U.S. Corporate 
Scandals: From Enron to Reform - Jerry W Markham - Google Books ��outledge �����.
�� �c�ahery and �ermeulen �n ���, ���
�� Entrepreneurship at a Glance 2017 ����� �u�lishing ����� �http���www.oecd�
ili�rary.org�employment�entrepreneurship�at�a�glance������entrepreneur�aag������en� accessed �� �une 
����, ��
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The discussion surrounding corporate governance gained momentum in the early ����s following 
epic corporate scandals, such as �����, �orld.com, and �armalat that uncovered ma�or managerial 
failures and put su�optimal governance mechanisms into the spotlight.�� �rivate small and medium�
si�ed companies, owned or co�owned �y its managers, fell out of the main corporate governance 
narrative. �f mentioned in the governance conte�t, they occupied only a secondary position. 
�imultaneously, they were given lower priority on the agendas of policy�ma�ers �ut also “real life” 
�usiness owners.�� The reasoning �ehind this is two�fold. �n the one hand, the total num�er of non�
listed companies represents more than ��� of e�isting companies in most  ���� countries, which 
considera�ly contri�ute to employment �almost ��� in ���� countries� and value�added of given 
countries ���� or more�.�� Their economic significance is indisputa�le. �n the other hand, due to 
their private status, these companies are not e�posed to pu�lic ownership and free trada�ility of their 
shares. �onse�uently, they are not su��ected to pu�lic scrutiny through disclosure and reporting 
o�ligations. �econdly, due to their si�e and num�er of employees, the governance failures do not 
affect as many sta�eholders at once, as in cases of industry �ehemoths li�e �nron or �armalat.

The corporate governance framewor� for non�listed companies is also much less concrete and 
standardi�ed than in the case of pu�lic companies. �maller companies fre�uently employ informal or 
ad�hoc governance mechanisms that are �uite diverse and simply harder to o�serve. �urthermore, 
the corporate governance needs of companies are not static and evolve with the company’s growth. 
�uring its �usiness life cycle, various corporate governance elements have to �e included removed 
or modified. �or instance, in the course of its growth, firms e�perience changes in their ownership 
structure, �oard si�e, composition, and the degree of founders’ involvement.  Thus, also firm�specific 

�� �or the literature on corporate scandals see �erry � �ar�ham, A Financial History of Modern U.S. Corporate 
Scandals: From Enron to Reform - Jerry W Markham - Google Books ��outledge �����. 
�� �c�ahery and �ermeulen �n ���,  ��� 
�� Entrepreneurship at a Glance 2017 ����� �u�lishing ����� �http���www.oecd�
ili�rary.org�employment�entrepreneurship�at�a�glance������entrepreneur�aag������en� accessed �� �une 
����, �� 
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corporate governance has to be perceived as a dynamic system that changes as a company evolves 
over the stages of its business life cycle.  

Corporate governance of non�listed companies has gained more attention only in the past decade. 
�evertheless, the topics discussed in this context were usually rather limited to �i� the ease of 
incorporation of new businesses and �ii� the flexibility of internal governance. �rguably, non�listed 
companies did not stay intact during the corporate governance reforms of public companies. 
Government agencies, as well as external stakeholders, started to impose corporate governance 
standards developed for public companies also on their non�listed counterparts.�� The “one size fits 
all” approach, which is often criticized even in the domain of public companies, was extended to “fit 
absolutely all’. �ue to this harmful “spillover effect”, it became clear that non�listed companies need 
their own corporate governance narrative. This group of companies is, however, greatly diverse and 
includes micro entities with one manager�shareholder alongside medium�sized companies with 
multiple managerial layers and thousands of employees. The differences are not limited only to a 
number of shareholders, employees, or overall turnover.  The identity of shareholders creates 
dynamics that divide companies into several categories. For instance, governance�related issues in 
family�owned �M�s vastly differ from the relationship between professional investors and 
managers�owners in high�growth startup companies.  

Corporate governance of startups has received by far the least attention. In this chapter, we will 
provide an overview of building blocks that, in our view, shape the startup governance. In addition 
to that, we will offer an innovative corporate governance framework that captures very specific 
dimensions of startup governance.  

�.�. C������T� G�������C� ��� �G��C� T����� 

�s mentioned before, corporate governance research has been focused on large listed companies.�� 
The �erle�Means�es�ue corporations face agency problems that arise between managers that govern 
the operation of a corporation and shareholders, who are corporation owners and residual 
claimants.�� These agency problems occur due to the separation of control, embodied in managers, 

�� McCahery and �ermeulen �n ���, � 
�� Igor Filatochev and Mike Wright, ‘The Life Cycle of Corporate Governance’ in Igor Filatochev and Mike 
Wright �eds�, The Corporate Governance Life Cycle ��dward �lgar �ublishing ����� , �  
�� For the phenomenon of separation of control and ownership see seminal book �dolf � �erle and Gardiner C 
Means, The Modern Corporation and Private Property ��nd edn, �arcourt, �race and World �����. For the 
overview of agency problems and agency costs of the ownership structure in corporations see Michael C 
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and ownership, represented �y shareholders, Since managers are not the owners and thus do not
have a respective financial stake in a corporation, they may attempt to appropriate private �enefits
of control rather than serving the �est interests of shareholders� The origins of the agency theory
have a close link to utilitarianism 71 , which assumes that individuals (agents�managers) seek to
enhance their utility, e�g�, their own position and well��eing �y default� Mechanisms that ena�le (i)
surveillance of managers (monitoring) and (ii) aligning the interests of managers with shareholders’
interest through outcome��ased arrangements have �een the centerpiece of corporate governance
research for multiple decades�72 Jensen and Meckling, in their seminal work, developed a theory of
ownership of the firm� 73 �t posits that as the manager�shareholder equity stake decreases (upon
entrance of e�ternal investors), the agent is motivated to appropriate a larger amount of the 
corporations’ resources in the form of perquisites and to e�ert less effort in the tasks, which results
in creating less value for shareholders�7� The focus on manager�shareholder relations in the conte�t
of corporate governance led to the development of the so�called shareholder�primacy view, which
posits that the central o��ective of managers is to ma�imi�e the value for their shareholders �ecause
shareholders as residual claimants are the only stakeholders that do not have guaranteed return on 
their investment� Simultaneously, championing the interest of shareholders will lead to superior
economic performance� Both agency theory and shareholder primacy view are, however, often
critici�ed for their shortcomings�

Firstly, ma�imi�ing shareholders’ value as an ultimate goal of corporations is quite controversial for 
two reasons� Since shareholders may have very short�term interests that are in direct contrast to the
long�term growth and prosperity of a company, focusing solely on the ma�imi�ation of their value
may �e counterproductive in the long run�75For instance, catering to shareholders with a short�term
perspective can incentivi�e managers to enhance their short�term results and prioriti�e periodical
performance indicators rather than e�ecute continuous steps towards the fulfillment of a long�term

Jensen and William H Meckling, ‘Theory of the Firm: Managerial Behavior, Agency Costs and Ownership 
Structure’ (1976) 3 Journal of Financial Economics 305, 308
71 See for instance Ross (n 61)�
72 Especially positivist stream of the principal�agent research argues that (i)contracts that co�align the
preferences of agents and principals �ecause the eventual rewards are dependent on the same actions and
(ii) information systems that ena�le �etter surveillance of managers �y owners have strong capacity to cur�
opportunism and self�interest in the �ehavior of managers and thus reduce potential agency pro�lems� See
Kathleen M Eisenhardt, ‘Agency Theory: An Assessment and Review’ (1989) 1� Source: The Academy of 
Management Review 57 , 59�60
73 Jensen and Meckling (n 70)�
7� i�id�
75 Lynne L Dallas, ‘Short�Termism, the Financial Crisis, and Corporate Governance’ (2011) 37 Journal of 
Corporation Law, 310, 312�313
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corporate governance has to be perceived as a dynamic system that changes as a company evolves
over the stages of its business life cycle.
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�.�. C������T� G�������C� ��� �G��C� T�����
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�� McCahery and �ermeulen �n ���, �
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Wright �eds�, The Corporate Governance Life Cycle ��dward �lgar �ublishing ����� , �
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Means, The Modern Corporation and Private Property ��nd edn, �arcourt, �race and World �����. For the
overview of agency problems and agency costs of the ownership structure in corporations see Michael C
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critici�ed for their shortcomings� 
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two reasons� Since shareholders may have very short�term interests that are in direct contrast to the 
long�term growth and prosperity of a company, focusing solely on the ma�imi�ation of their value 
may �e counterproductive in the long run�75For instance, catering to shareholders with a short�term 
perspective can incentivi�e managers to enhance their short�term results and prioriti�e periodical 
performance indicators rather than e�ecute continuous steps towards the fulfillment of a long�term 
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corporate strategy� ��  �oreover, the shareholder primacy theory is based on the premise of the 
superior power of markets to allocate resources� �t posits that a corporation should reward its 
shareholders for the risk�bearing and allow them subse�uently to invest gained funds in other 
players on the market, hence allocating these funds in an optimal manner��� �he magic wand of the 
market in allocating resources in the most efficient manner has been, however, contested countless 
times� 

�econdly, the shareholder primacy theory assumes that shareholders are the only corporate risk 
bearers� �n contrast, the stakeholder theory, firstly introduced by �dward �reeman in the conte�t of 
corporate social responsibility, contends that there are, besides shareholders, many internal and 
e�ternal stakeholders who affect and are affected by the performance of companies� �onse�uently, 
managers of corporations should consider, develop, and implement strategies, where necessary, to 
respond to critical needs and issues of crucial stakeholder groups, not e�clusively shareholders��� 

 �hirdly, the agency theory, as applied to corporate governance research but also as reflected in the 
design of corporate governance mechanisms, concentrates on the problem of protection and 
distribution of the return on investment� ��   �ence, the main aim of corporate governance 
mechanisms was to protect the value created by public companies, not necessarily to aid or facilitate 
value creation� �n contrast, the success of most companies depends on the value created for their 
customers through their products and services� �ollowing agency theory in this respect would mean 
that corporate governance has no impact on the value�creation function of companies� �ast but not 
least, agency theory completely neglects behavioral aspects of agents’ actions and presumes that 
agents would demonstrate self�interested behavior every time they are presented with such 
opportunity, completely omitting potential intrinsic motivation of agents� 

�he narrow perspective and flaws of agency theory have been conse�uently reflected in theoretical 
and practical approaches to corporate governance� �he value�creation function of corporate 
governance remained largely une�plored� �n the past two decades, we have observed many high�tech 
companies that immensely diverged from “good corporate governance” and yet displayed 
unprecedented growth and success according to traditional performance indicators� ��  �uch a 

�� �ee for instance ibid� 
��  �rank � �asterbrook and �aniel � �ischel, The Economic Structure of Corporate Law ��arvard �niversity 
�ress �����, �����  
�� � �dward �reeman, Strategic Management: A Stakeholder Approach ��dward �lgar �ublishing, �����,��  
�� ibid�, �� 
�� �or instance, Apple has not paid dividends to its shareholders for more than a decade, yet this did not 
impact market demand for Apple’s shares and its market capitalization was growing even throughout this 

��

phenomenon made many commentators �uestion whether the current approach to corporate
governance is still relevant, especially in the conte�t of high�growth innovative business� Is it correct
to reduce the attention to the interests of shareholders� Is it �ustifiable to measure the overall impact
of a business on society by current performance�based measures such as �OE (return on e�uity)�
Moreover, it is �uintessential to determine what added value corporate governance could bring,
hence is it �ust a set of disciplinary measures, or does particular governance have the potential to
facilitate and nurture innovation�

2��� CO�PO�ATE GO�E��A�CE A�D I��O�ATIO� 

As innovation came to the forefront of public attention, the value creation function of a firm has
become more prominent� In the competitive environment, this function of a firm is, to a large e�tent,
connected with its ability to innovate� The innovation process develops and utili�es productive
resources to generate higher��uality and�or lower�cost products than had previously been
available��1 The learning process is an intrinsic part of innovation� hence if we already �new how to
generate superior products, then the act of doing so would not involve innovation��2 In the conte�t
of corporate governance, the �uestion is, not only how we can protect the value generated by firms
(ta�ing the value as given) but also how corporate governance mechanisms relate to innovation and,
more importantly, how they can contribute to value creation through facilitating innovation�  

Only in the early 2000s, innovation research began to draw a lin� between a firm’s innovation output
and its specific organi�ational characteristics� �� The first strand of research attempted to find
correlations between innovation generated by a firm and its corporate ownership pattern, whether
concentrated or dispersed� For instance, �ill and Snell found a positive relation between
concentrated ownership and the level of ��D spending per employee� Their conclusion supports the
view that allocating funds to innovation is less ris�y for shareholders, who can sell the stoc� as soon

period of time� �ot paying dividends was the strategy of Steve Job’s who by his actions implied that 
shareholders do now own Apple, they merely participate in it� See Philip Elmer�Dewitt, ‘Why Steve Jobs
Doesn’t Pay Dividends’ Fortune (1� August 2010) �http:��fortune�com�2010�0��1��why�steve��obs�doesnt�
pay�dividends�� accessed � July 201��
�1 M O’Sullivan, ‘The Innovative Enterprise and Corporate Governance’ (2000) 24 Cambridge Journal of
Economics ���, ������4
�2ibid, ���
�� Filippo Belloc, ‘Corporate Governance and Innovation : A Survey Corporate Governance and Innovation : A 
Survey’ (2012) 26 Journal of Economic Surveys ���, �����40
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phenomenon made many commentators �uestion whether the current approach to corporate 
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as the innovation efforts fail, as compared to managers who are personally bearing such failure.84 In 
addition to that, Baysinger et al. found that the percentage of insider directors on the board matters, 
and it is positively correlated with the allocation of funds to R&D.85  

In contrast, Ortega and Agriles demonstrate that the dispersed pattern of corporate ownership is 
positively linked to R&D spending and patent grants, which they explain by higher managerial 
flexibility and freedom to allocate funds to innovation. 86  Another sub�category of this research 
stream assumes that not only the concentration of ownership but also the identity of the owners� 
shareholders may have an impact on the firm�level innovation output.  For instance, Sherman et al. 
found a positive correlation between ownership and innovation in the case of pension funds and a 
negative correlation in the case of mutual funds.87 Other authors focused purely on the effect of the 
institutional investors’ ownership on the innovation that was confirmed as positive in several 
individual studies.88 

The second strand of research connecting corporate governance to innovation focuses on the 
structure of corporate financing.89 The dichotomy between e�uity and debt does not represent only 
different financing choices but also different corporate governance modes. In that context, Gugler 
explains why debt financing may not be suitable for financing innovation. He posits that the 
information asymmetry and uncertainty involved in the innovation process may discourage creditors 
from allocating funds, even more so that they do not reap the benefits of the potential success of 
innovation efforts but may fully bear its failure.90 The assumption that debt financing is negatively 
correlated with R&D spending proved to hold in multiple studies.91 These results naturally imply that 
firms with a strong focus on innovation will be more likely to obtain e�uity than debt financing. It is 

84 See Charles WL Hill and Scott A Snell, ‘External Control, Corporate Strategy, and Firm Performance in 
Research�Intensive Industries’ (1988) 9 Strategic Management Journal 577  
85 Barry D Baysinger, Rita A Kosnik and Thomas A Turk, ‘Effects of Board and Ownership Structure on 
Corporate R&D Strategy’ (2018) 34 Academy of Management Journal 205, 207�208 
86  Ra�uel Ortega�Argil�s, Rosina Moreno and Jordi Suriñach Caralt, ‘Ownership Structure and Innovation: Is 
There a Real Link?’ (2005) 39 The Annals of Regional Science 637  
87 Hugh Sherman, Sam Beldona and Maheshkumar Joshi, ‘Institutional Investor Heterogeneity: Implications 
for Strategic Decisions’ (1998) 6 Corporate Governance 166  
88 Hill and Hansen 1988, Parthiban David, Michael A Hitt and Javier Gimeno Insead, ‘The Influence of Activism 
by Institutional Investors on R&D’ (2001) 44 Academy of Management Journal 144 ., Philippe Aghion and 
others, ‘Innovation and Institutional Ownership’ (2013) 103 American Economic Review 277  
89 Belloc (n 77),  848 
90 Klaus Gugler, Corporate Governance and Economic Performance (Oxford �niversity Press 2001). 
91 M Bradley, J Jarrel and EH Kim, ‘On the Existence of Optimal Board Structure’ 39 Journal of Finance 857., M 
Long and I Malitz, ‘The Investment�Financing Nexus: Some Empirical Evidence’ 3 Midland Corporate Finance 
Journal 53., Barry Baysinger and Robert E Hoskisson, ‘Diversification Strategy and R&D Intensity in 
Multiproduct Firms’ (1989) 32 Academy of Management Journal 310  
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highly likely that such an assumption will be even stronger in the case of new innovative ventures.

The third strand of the research interlinking corporate governance and innovation focuses on human
capital embodied in employees.92 Firm�specific skills are �uintessential for the innovation process�
however, workers that have to develop these skills and actively participate in the collective learning
process do not have a guarantee that the employers will not lower their wages after they exerted
effort in the development of these skills. Moreover, firm�specific skills cannot be applied elsewhere
after an employee leaves a particular firm.93 In effect, this forces employees to bear the opportunity 
costs without a guaranteed return on their investment in developing firm�specific skills.94 The issue
at hand is, thus, to develop mechanisms that protect employees from rent extraction and enable them
to participate in the distribution of return on their investment. This strand of research includes, for 
instance, the impact of unionization of employees on innovation, 95 or employees’ participation
mechanisms as a part of internal corporate governance.96 Employee participation studies address,
for instance, employees’ involvement in decision�making on a managerial level, usually through the
participation of an employee representative(s) on the board or simply employees’ involvement in
decision�making on the business operations level. While the impact of the union on the innovation of
firms is still controversial and produces opposing results 97 , employee participation is usually
positively correlated with innovation.98

Although this short overview is by far not exhaustive, it becomes apparent that academic studies
linking corporate governance and innovation often focus on different aspects of corporate

92 Belloc (n 83). 850�851
93 ibid.
94 ibid.
95 See for instance W Daniel, ‘Workplace Involvement in Technical Change’ (1987) 7 Policy Studies 43., J
Michie and M Sheehan, ‘Labour Market Deregulation, “Flexibility” and Innovation’ (2003) 27 Cambridge
Journal of Economics 123., M Rogers, ‘Networks, Firm Size and Innovation’ 22 Small Business Economics 141.
96 For instance, Smith develops a positive (efficiency) economic case for codetermination law resting on the
correction of labor and capital market and organizational failures. See Stephen C Smith, ‘On the Economic
Rationale for Codetermination Law’ (1991) 16 Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization 261 
�https:��www.sciencedirect.com�science�article�pii�016726819190014O� accessed 8 July 2018.
97 For positive correlations between unionization and innovation see for instance Daniel (n 95)., Michie and
Sheehan (n 95)., Rogers (n 95)., and for negative correlations or mixed results see Barry T Hirsch and Albert
N Link, ‘Labor Union Effects on Innovative Activity’ (1987) 8 Journal of Labor Research 323., Robert A
Connolly and others, ‘Union Rent Seeking, Intangible Capital, and Market Value of the Firm’ (1986) 68 The
Review of Economics and Statistics 567 , Robert Drago and Mark Wooden, ‘Unions, Innovation and 
Investment: Australian Evidence’ (1994) 26 Applied Economics 609 
98 See for instance J Michie and M Sheehan, ‘No Innovation without Representation? An Analysis of 
Participation, Representation, R&D and Innovation’ (1999) 2 Economic Analysis 85., Michie and Sheehan (n
95).,Helen Shipton and others, ‘Managing People to Promote Innovation’ (2005) 14 Creativity and Innovation
Management 118, RH Searle and others, ‘Supporting Innovation through HR Policy: Evidence from the UK. 
Supporting Innovation through HR Policy: Evidence from the UK’ (2003) 1250.
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structure of corporate financing.89 The dichotomy between e�uity and debt does not represent only
different financing choices but also different corporate governance modes. In that context, Gugler
explains why debt financing may not be suitable for financing innovation. He posits that the 
information asymmetry and uncertainty involved in the innovation process may discourage creditors
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highly likely that such an assumption will be even stronger in the case of new innovative ventures. 

The third strand of the research interlinking corporate governance and innovation focuses on human 
capital embodied in employees.92 Firm�specific skills are �uintessential for the innovation process� 
however, workers that have to develop these skills and actively participate in the collective learning 
process do not have a guarantee that the employers will not lower their wages after they exerted 
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mechanisms as a part of internal corporate governance.96 Employee participation studies address, 
for instance, employees’ involvement in decision�making on a managerial level, usually through the 
participation of an employee representative(s) on the board or simply employees’ involvement in 
decision�making on the business operations level. While the impact of the union on the innovation of 
firms is still controversial and produces opposing results 97 , employee participation is usually 
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95  See for instance W Daniel, ‘Workplace Involvement in Technical Change’ (1987) 7 Policy Studies 43., J 
Michie and M Sheehan, ‘Labour Market Deregulation, “Flexibility” and Innovation’ (2003) 27 Cambridge 
Journal of Economics 123., M Rogers, ‘Networks, Firm Size and Innovation’ 22 Small Business Economics 141. 
96 For instance, Smith develops a positive (efficiency) economic case for codetermination law resting on the 
correction of labor and capital market and organizational failures. See Stephen C Smith, ‘On the Economic 
Rationale for Codetermination Law’ (1991) 16 Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization 261 
�https:��www.sciencedirect.com�science�article�pii�016726819190014O� accessed 8 July 2018. 
97 For positive correlations between unionization and innovation see for instance Daniel (n 95)., Michie and 
Sheehan (n 95)., Rogers (n 95)., and for negative correlations or mixed results see Barry T Hirsch and Albert 
N Link, ‘Labor Union Effects on Innovative Activity’ (1987) 8 Journal of Labor Research 323., Robert A 
Connolly and others, ‘Union Rent Seeking, Intangible Capital, and Market Value of the Firm’ (1986) 68 The 
Review of Economics and Statistics 567 , Robert Drago and Mark Wooden, ‘Unions, Innovation and 
Investment: Australian Evidence’ (1994) 26 Applied Economics 609  
98 See for instance J Michie and M Sheehan, ‘No Innovation without Representation? An Analysis of 
Participation, Representation, R&D and Innovation’ (1999) 2 Economic Analysis 85., Michie and Sheehan (n 
95).,Helen Shipton and others, ‘Managing People to Promote Innovation’ (2005) 14 Creativity and Innovation 
Management 118, RH Searle and others, ‘Supporting Innovation through HR Policy: Evidence from the UK. 
Supporting Innovation through HR Policy: Evidence from the UK’ (2003) 1250. 
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�overnance or they �se different parameters to address the connection �et�een innovation and 
corporate �overnance and are, th�s, rather standalone pieces than a comprehensive and consistent 
�ody of literat�re on the �iven topic� It is also important to note that discovered correlations in these 
st�dies do not s�fficiently e�plain the essence of mechanisms that facilitate innovation� they only 
point to statistically si�nificant correlations� �oreover, the empirical st�dies in the overvie� �ere 
cond�cted almost e�cl�sively on the sample of lar�e listed companies, �hich may limit their 
applica�ility to non�listed companies� ��rthermore, the a�sence of an �nderstandin� of innovative 
processes on the firm�level prevents researchers from ��ildin� �pon one comprehensive theory that 
�o�ld provide a �asic frame of reference and implement important aspects affectin� innovation�
Therefore many st�dies mentioned a�ove shed some li�ht on potential correlations �et�een 
traditional aspects of corporate �overnance and their impact on pro�ies of innovation� What they do 
not �rin� is the intrinsic �nderstandin� and an overarchin� theory that co�ld e�plain s�ch o�tcomes�

TABLE 2 

 �o�rce� �dapted from Lazonick (2010)99 

99 William Lazonick, ‘The Chandlerian Corporation and the Theory of Innovative Enterprise’ (2010) 19 
Ind�strial and Corporate Chan�e �1�, ��0���1 

Social Conditions of Innovative Enterprise 
Features of 
Innovation 

Iss�e �espective �ocial 
Condition 

E�planation 

Uncertainty Innovation o�tp�t 
and reven�e cannot 
�e anticipated 

�trate�ic Control 
Those �ho occ�py decision�
makin� positions m�st have 
a�ilities and incentives to 
allocate reso�rces to innovative 
investment strate�ies 

Collectiveness � firm m�st inte�rate 
the skills and 
capa�ilities of 
m�ltiple firm 
mem�ers  

�r�anizational 
Inte�ration �elations that create a set of 

incentives for firm mem�ers of 
different positions to commit 
and �ork to�ards the strate�ic 
o��ectives 

Cumulative 
Learning 

The kno�led�e 
o�tained thro��h 
or�anizational 
learnin� sho�ld not 
�e interr�pted 
�eca�se it c�m�lates
over a lon�er period� 

�inancial 
Commitment Lon��term allocation of f�nds to 

s�stain c�m�lative collective 
learnin� process �ntil the 
innovation o�tp�ts �enerate a 
financial ret�rn 

4�

���in� �� �ill ��i� ��vi�u� �a�, �a��ni�� ��a���� ����a�l� ��� ���� ��������n�iv� a������ ��� ���
������ �� inn�va�iv� �i��, ��i�� ��ul� ����n�iall� ���v� a� a �a�i� ��� a n�� a����a�� �� ������a��
��v��nan��, ������iv�l� in������a�in� ��� ���n���n�n �� inn�va�i�n. �n ����� �� ��v�l�� ��� 
��a������ ��a� ��ul� �����i�� ��� inn�va�i�n ������� �i��in a �i��, �� i��n�i�i�� ����� ��n��i�
a��ivi�i�� ��a� a �i�� �������� ���n �u�nin� ����u���� in�� ����u��� �� ���vi���, na��l� ���a���i�in�,
�inan�in� an� ���ani�in�. �a��� �n ��� ��a������, �� ����ula��� ����� ����a�iv� ���ui����n�� ��a�
���a�� an inn�va�i�n���i�n�l� �� inn�va�i�n��na�lin� �nvi��n��n� an� ��in�� ���� ���ial ��n�i�i�n�
�� inn�va�iv� �n�����i��. ����� ���ial ��n�i�i�n� a������ ����� in����n� ��a�u��� (i��u��) �� ��� 
inn�va�iv� ������� (Table 2)���

�i���l�, ���au�� ��� inn�va�i�n i� un����ain, ����� in a �i��, ��� ���u�� ���i�i�n��a�in� ���i�i�n�,
�u�� �av� ��� �������n�� �� all��a�� ����u���� �� inn�va�iv� inv�����n� ���a���i��.��� O’Sullivan 
�u����� ����a�i��� ��a� i� ����� ��� �����i�� ��n���l �v�� ����u���� a�� �� �av� a�ili�i�� an�
in��n�iv�� �� �a�� inn�va�iv� inv�����n��, ���� �u�� �� in����a��� �i�� ��� ���ani�a�i�n an� ��u�
�����i�n�� ��� l�a�nin� �������.��2 S� ���in�� ���ial ��n�i�i�n �a� ����n�iall� �a����a��in� ��a��i�al
i��li�a�i�n�. ����n�i�n �� ���a���i� ��n���l ��ul� �av� ���n �����v��, ��� in��an��, in �an� �i���
���� ����ani�� �u�� a� ����l�, �a������, an� �in����n, ��i�� �av� �ain�ain�� ���i� ��un���� a�
���inan� ��a����l���� (�� a� l�a�� ���ain�� v��in� ��n���l �v�� ����� ����ani��) ����u�� ��� u�� ��
�ual��la�� ��a���. S���n�l�, ���ani�a�i�nal in����a�i�n ����a�i��� ��� ��ll���iv� an� �i�ul�an��u�
u�� �� ��ill� an� �n��l���� �� ����an� ������� ��a� �av� ��� ����n�ial �� ��n��i�u�� �� inn�va�i�n
�u��u�.��� �n ����� �� ��n�u�� ���ani�a�i�nal in����a�i�n, �i�� ������� ���ul� �� ���vi��� �i�� 
in��n�iv�� �� ������a�� in ����� ��� ���i� �n��l���� an� ��ill� �� in���a�� �i�� ����n�iall� inn�va�iv�
���ul��. �����v��, ����� ���� �� in��n�iv�� an� ��la�i�n� ��all al�� �n��u�a�� ��� ����i���n� �� �i��
������� a� �i�����n� �i��a���i� ���i�i�n� �� ���a���i� ������iv�� ������in�� �� �i�� ���i�i�n�
�a����. 

��i��l�, ��ll���iv� l�a�nin� ��a� ���u�� �i��in a �i�� ����u�� ��� in����a�i�n �� ��ill� an� �n��l����
�� �i�� ������� i� uni�u� an� u�uall� �ann�� �� �a�il� ��an�������.��4 ���������, i� i� �� u�����
i�����an�� �� �u��ain ��a� ������� unin����u���� un�il an inn�va�i�n �u��u� i� �a�a�l� �� ��n��a�in�
�inan�ial ���u�n�. �n ����� �� a��i�v� ��a�, ���a���i� ���i�i�n��a���� �u�� �� a�l� �� ����i� �un�� ��
��i� ������� �i���� ���� in���nal ��v�nu�� �� �����nal �inan�� ���ain�� ���� inv������. ��� ������

��� i�i�., ��� al�� O’Sullivan (n 82).
��� �a��ni�� (n �7), ���
��2 O’Sullivan (n 74), 4��
��� �a��ni�� (n �7), ��2
��4 i�i�.
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�overnance or they �se different parameters to address the connection �et�een innovation and
corporate �overnance and are, th�s, rather standalone pieces than a comprehensive and consistent
�ody of literat�re on the �iven topic� It is also important to note that discovered correlations in these
st�dies do not s�fficiently e�plain the essence of mechanisms that facilitate innovation� they only
point to statistically si�nificant correlations� �oreover, the empirical st�dies in the overvie� �ere
cond�cted almost e�cl�sively on the sample of lar�e listed companies, �hich may limit their
applica�ility to non�listed companies� ��rthermore, the a�sence of an �nderstandin� of innovative 
processes on the firm�level prevents researchers from ��ildin� �pon one comprehensive theory that
�o�ld provide a �asic frame of reference and implement important aspects affectin� innovation�
Therefore many st�dies mentioned a�ove shed some li�ht on potential correlations �et�een
traditional aspects of corporate �overnance and their impact on pro�ies of innovation� What they do
not �rin� is the intrinsic �nderstandin� and an overarchin� theory that co�ld e�plain s�ch o�tcomes�

TABLE 2

�o�rce� �dapted from Lazonick (2010)99

99 William Lazonick, ‘The Chandlerian Corporation and the Theory of Innovative Enterprise’ (2010) 19 
Ind�strial and Corporate Chan�e �1�, ��0���1

Social Conditions of Innovative Enterprise
Features of 
Innovation

Iss�e �espective �ocial 
Condition

E�planation

Uncertainty Innovation o�tp�t 
and reven�e cannot 
�e anticipated

�trate�ic Control
Those �ho occ�py decision�
makin� positions m�st have 
a�ilities and incentives to 
allocate reso�rces to innovative 
investment strate�ies

Collectiveness � firm m�st inte�rate 
the skills and 
capa�ilities of 
m�ltiple firm
mem�ers 

�r�anizational 
Inte�ration �elations that create a set of 

incentives for firm mem�ers of 
different positions to commit
and �ork to�ards the strate�ic
o��ectives

Cumulative
Learning

The kno�led�e 
o�tained thro��h 
or�anizational 
learnin� sho�ld not 
�e interr�pted 
�eca�se it c�m�lates
over a lon�er period�

�inancial 
Commitment Lon��term allocation of f�nds to 

s�stain c�m�lative collective 
learnin� process �ntil the 
innovation o�tp�ts �enerate a 
financial ret�rn

4�

���in� �� �ill ��i� ��vi�u� �a�, �a��ni�� ��a���� ����a�l� ��� ���� ��������n�iv� a������ ��� ��� 
������ �� inn�va�iv� �i��, ��i�� ��ul� ����n�iall� ���v� a� a �a�i� ��� a n�� a����a�� �� ������a�� 
��v��nan��, ������iv�l� in������a�in� ��� ���n���n�n �� inn�va�i�n. �n ����� �� ��v�l�� ��� 
��a������ ��a� ��ul� �����i�� ��� inn�va�i�n ������� �i��in a �i��, �� i��n�i�i�� ����� ��n��i� 
a��ivi�i�� ��a� a �i�� �������� ���n �u�nin� ����u���� in�� ����u��� �� ���vi���, na��l� ���a���i�in�, 
�inan�in� an� ���ani�in�. �a��� �n ��� ��a������, �� ����ula��� ����� ����a�iv� ���ui����n�� ��a� 
���a�� an inn�va�i�n���i�n�l� �� inn�va�i�n��na�lin� �nvi��n��n� an� ��in�� ���� ���ial ��n�i�i�n� 
�� inn�va�iv� �n�����i��. ����� ���ial ��n�i�i�n� a������ ����� in����n� ��a�u��� (i��u��) �� ��� 
inn�va�iv� ������� (Table 2)��� 

�i���l�, ���au�� ��� inn�va�i�n i� un����ain, ����� in a �i��, ��� ���u�� ���i�i�n��a�in� ���i�i�n�, 
�u�� �av� ��� �������n�� �� all��a�� ����u���� �� inn�va�iv� inv�����n� ���a���i��.��� O’Sullivan 
�u����� ����a�i��� ��a� i� ����� ��� �����i�� ��n���l �v�� ����u���� a�� �� �av� a�ili�i�� an� 
in��n�iv�� �� �a�� inn�va�iv� inv�����n��, ���� �u�� �� in����a��� �i�� ��� ���ani�a�i�n an� ��u� 
�����i�n�� ��� l�a�nin� �������.��2 S� ���in�� ���ial ��n�i�i�n �a� ����n�iall� �a����a��in� ��a��i�al 
i��li�a�i�n�.  ����n�i�n �� ���a���i� ��n���l ��ul� �av� ���n �����v��, ��� in��an��, in �an� �i���
���� ����ani�� �u�� a� ����l�, �a������, an� �in����n, ��i�� �av� �ain�ain�� ���i� ��un���� a� 
���inan� ��a����l���� (�� a� l�a�� ���ain�� v��in� ��n���l �v�� ����� ����ani��) ����u�� ��� u�� �� 
�ual��la�� ��a���. S���n�l�, ���ani�a�i�nal in����a�i�n ����a�i��� ��� ��ll���iv� an� �i�ul�an��u� 
u�� �� ��ill� an� �n��l���� �� ����an� ������� ��a� �av� ��� ����n�ial �� ��n��i�u�� �� inn�va�i�n 
�u��u�.��� �n ����� �� ��n�u�� ���ani�a�i�nal in����a�i�n, �i�� ������� ���ul� �� ���vi��� �i�� 
in��n�iv�� �� ������a�� in ����� ��� ���i� �n��l���� an� ��ill� �� in���a�� �i�� ����n�iall� inn�va�iv� 
���ul��. �����v��, ����� ���� �� in��n�iv�� an� ��la�i�n� ��all al�� �n��u�a�� ��� ����i���n� �� �i�� 
������� a� �i�����n� �i��a���i� ���i�i�n� �� ���a���i� ������iv�� ������in�� �� �i�� ���i�i�n�
�a����. 

��i��l�, ��ll���iv� l�a�nin� ��a� ���u�� �i��in a �i�� ����u�� ��� in����a�i�n �� ��ill� an� �n��l���� 
�� �i�� ������� i� uni�u� an� u�uall� �ann�� �� �a�il� ��an�������.��4 ���������, i� i� �� u����� 
i�����an�� �� �u��ain ��a� ������� unin����u���� un�il an inn�va�i�n �u��u� i� �a�a�l� �� ��n��a�in� 
�inan�ial ���u�n�. �n ����� �� a��i�v� ��a�, ���a���i� ���i�i�n��a���� �u�� �� a�l� �� ����i� �un�� �� 
��i� ������� �i���� ���� in���nal ��v�nu�� �� �����nal �inan�� ���ain�� ���� inv������.  ��� ������ 

��� i�i�., ��� al��  O’Sullivan (n 82). 
��� �a��ni�� (n �7),  ��� 
��2 O’Sullivan (n 74), 4�� 
��� �a��ni�� (n �7),  ��2 
��4 i�i�. 
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of inno�ati�e enterprise inte�rates some of the specific characteristics of inno�ation that were not 
present in pre�ious theories dominatin� corporate �o�ernance� �ost notabl�, it reco�nizes the 
crucial contribution of emplo�ees or other corporate sta�eholders and a re�uired lon��term financial 
commitment of corporations to the inno�ation processes� �n that sense, it �er� clearl� incorporates 
sta�eholder theor� and re�ects the notion of shareholder primac�, where the “distribute and 
downsize” approach could effecti�el� endan�er lon��term strate�� for and financial commitment to 
inno�ation���� �owe�er, the theor� of inno�ati�e enterprise is �et to be implemented in the desi�n of 
particular corporate �o�ernance mechanisms, which will enable its empirical testin�� �oreo�er, it is 
a �eneral theor�, which does not specificall� address companies in different sta�es of their lifec�cles� 
�s there, howe�er, specific corporate �o�ernance for startups, �oun� inno�ati�e �entures with hi�h 
�rowth potential� 

���� ��������� ���������� �F ���������� �������� 

�here is no doubt that the d�namics between corporate �o�ernance actors chan�e as a compan� 
e�ol�es from a small startin� business into a mature, established corporation� Durin� its or�anic 
�rowth, it shifts from informal �o�ernance to formal �o�ernance, from ad hoc operational processes 
to established norms and protocols, from swift “on the spot” decision�ma�in� to multiple�la�ered 
mana�erial appro�al procedures, from flat hierarch� into a well�defined pec�in� order of an 
authorit�� �re the differences, howe�er, so dramatic that we need to adopt completel� different 
approaches or e�en theoretical framewor�s to understand the �o�ernance of startups and appl� 
them correctl�� �e ar�ue that the traditional corporate �o�ernance approach ma� be not onl� 
inefficient but also �uite dama�in� when applied to startups�

������ D�F������� �F �������� 

�s mentioned before, much of the attention is now directed towards inno�ati�e startups� �et there 
has not been a united �iew on which companies �ualif� as startups�  �aul �raham, head of � 
�ombinator, one of the most successful and inno�ati�e accelerators in the world, percei�es startups 
as �entures desi�ned to scale �er� �uic�l�� “It is this focus on growth unconstrained by geography that 

��� For “Distribute and Downsize” approach see ibid�, �� 

�5

differentiates startups from small businesses�”106 Ashwath Damodaran, renowned corporate finance 
and e�uity �aluation specialist concurs by stating that startups �alue rests entirely in their future
growth potential�10� �nly recently, Italian legislators attempted to define inno�ati�e startups for the
purposes of a comprehensi�e reform aimed at boosting the startup business ecosystem�10� Whether 
defined or not, it is ob�ious that startups pursue a scalable business model that has a high�growth
potential� Some commentators also add that there should be no age limitations, re�enue, or 
employment thresholds for defining startups, as it would be o�erly restricti�e and, in fact,
counterproducti�e� For the purposes of this dissertation, we define a startup as a pre�I�� �enture
with a scalable business model and a high growth potential o�er a short period of time� �y default,
we will assume that most of these startups would, strictly spea�ing, also fit into the formal definition
of SMEs as stipulated by the European Commission�109 In the context of inno�ati�e startups, se�eral 
other factors ha�e to be ta�en into account before embar�ing on a discussion of their corporate
go�ernance�

2���1�1� INN�VATI�N AS A C�RE ACTIVITY

In the early phase of a startup’s existence, inno�ati�e efforts reside in the center of its acti�ities� In
order to de�elop groundbrea�ing products or ser�ices, most of the efforts are concentrated on
inno�ation� At that point, there is no other acti�ity within the firm that would ha�e a greater priority
(Scheme I)�  Any �ind of an additional administrati�e or organizational burden di�erts the attention

106 Natalie Robehmed, ‘What Is A Startup?’ Forbes (16 December 2013)
<https://www�forbes�com/sites/natalierobehmed/2013/12/16/what�is�a�startup/��d�fa39c�0���
accessed 1� June 201��
10� Aswath Damodaran, ‘Valuing Young, Start�up and �rowth Companies: Estimation Issues and Valuation
Challenges’ [2009] SSRN Electronic Journal,
,<http://people�stern�nyu�edu/adamodar/pdfiles/papers/younggrowth�pdf� accessed 1� June 201�, �
10� According to new Italian Startup Law there are se�eral re�uirements in order for companies to be 
�ualified as an inno�ati�e startup� See Section IX of the Law Decree (articles 25 to 32) on “Further urgent
measures for Italy’s economic growth” The Italian legislator defines a startup as a company that (i) has been
incorporated for less than 5 years, (ii) is registered in Italy or another member state of E� with at least a
branch in Italy, (iii) has annual re�enue of less than 5 mil E�R, (i�) does not distribute di�idends, (�)
de�elops, produces or commercializes high�tech products or ser�ices, (�i) ha�e not been incorporated as a
result of a merger, split or a sale, (�ii) possess in addition at least one of the following attributes: (a) At least 
15� of the greater between re�enues and operating costs is spent on research and de�elopment yearly� (b)
At least 1/3 of employees are �hD candidates/doctors, or at least 2/3 of employees, shareholders or
collaborators possesses a Masters Degree�(c)The firm owns or leases a patent or a registered software�
109 See Article 2 ‘Commission recommendation of 6 May 2003 Concerning the Definition of Micro, Small and 
Medium�Sized Enterprises 2003/361/EC’ <https://eur�lex�europa�eu/legal�
content/EN/TXT/�DF/?uri�CELEX:32003�0361�from�EN� accessed 1� June 201��
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of inno�ati�e enterprise inte�rates some of the specific characteristics of inno�ation that were not
present in pre�ious theories dominatin� corporate �o�ernance� �ost notabl�, it reco�nizes the
crucial contribution of emplo�ees or other corporate sta�eholders and a re�uired lon��term financial
commitment of corporations to the inno�ation processes� �n that sense, it �er� clearl� incorporates
sta�eholder theor� and re�ects the notion of shareholder primac�, where the “distribute and
downsize” approach could effecti�el� endan�er lon��term strate�� for and financial commitment to
inno�ation���� �owe�er, the theor� of inno�ati�e enterprise is �et to be implemented in the desi�n of 
particular corporate �o�ernance mechanisms, which will enable its empirical testin�� �oreo�er, it is
a �eneral theor�, which does not specificall� address companies in different sta�es of their lifec�cles� 
�s there, howe�er, specific corporate �o�ernance for startups, �oun� inno�ati�e �entures with hi�h
�rowth potential�

���� ��������� ���������� �F ���������� ��������

�here is no doubt that the d�namics between corporate �o�ernance actors chan�e as a compan�
e�ol�es from a small startin� business into a mature, established corporation� Durin� its or�anic
�rowth, it shifts from informal �o�ernance to formal �o�ernance, from ad hoc operational processes
to established norms and protocols, from swift “on the spot” decision�ma�in� to multiple�la�ered
mana�erial appro�al procedures, from flat hierarch� into a well�defined pec�in� order of an 
authorit�� �re the differences, howe�er, so dramatic that we need to adopt completel� different
approaches or e�en theoretical framewor�s to understand the �o�ernance of startups and appl�
them correctl�� �e ar�ue that the traditional corporate �o�ernance approach ma� be not onl�
inefficient but also �uite dama�in� when applied to startups�

������ D�F������� �F ��������

�s mentioned before, much of the attention is now directed towards inno�ati�e startups� �et there
has not been a united �iew on which companies �ualif� as startups� �aul �raham, head of �
�ombinator, one of the most successful and inno�ati�e accelerators in the world, percei�es startups
as �entures desi�ned to scale �er� �uic�l�� “It is this focus on growth unconstrained by geography that

��� For “Distribute and Downsize” approach see ibid�, ��

�5

differentiates startups from small businesses�”106 Ashwath Damodaran, renowned corporate finance 
and e�uity �aluation specialist concurs by stating that startups �alue rests entirely in their future 
growth potential�10� �nly recently, Italian legislators attempted to define inno�ati�e startups for the 
purposes of a comprehensi�e reform aimed at boosting the startup business ecosystem�10� Whether 
defined or not, it is ob�ious that startups pursue a scalable business model that has a high�growth 
potential� Some commentators also add that there should be no age limitations, re�enue, or 
employment thresholds for defining startups, as it would be o�erly restricti�e and, in fact, 
counterproducti�e� For the purposes of this dissertation, we define a startup as a pre�I�� �enture 
with a scalable business model and a high growth potential o�er a short period of time� �y default, 
we will assume that most of these startups would, strictly spea�ing, also fit into the formal definition 
of SMEs as stipulated by the European Commission�109 In the context of inno�ati�e startups, se�eral 
other factors ha�e to be ta�en into account before embar�ing on a discussion of their corporate 
go�ernance� 

2���1�1� INN�VATI�N AS A C�RE ACTIVITY 

In the early phase of a startup’s existence, inno�ati�e efforts reside in the center of its acti�ities� In 
order to de�elop groundbrea�ing products or ser�ices, most of the efforts are concentrated on 
inno�ation� At that point, there is no other acti�ity within the firm that would ha�e a greater priority 
(Scheme I)�  Any �ind of an additional administrati�e or organizational burden di�erts the attention 

106 Natalie Robehmed, ‘What Is A Startup?’ Forbes (16 December 2013) 
<https://www�forbes�com/sites/natalierobehmed/2013/12/16/what�is�a�startup/��d�fa39c�0��� 
accessed 1� June 201�� 
10� Aswath Damodaran, ‘Valuing Young, Start�up and �rowth Companies: Estimation Issues and Valuation 
Challenges’ [2009] SSRN Electronic Journal, 
,<http://people�stern�nyu�edu/adamodar/pdfiles/papers/younggrowth�pdf� accessed 1� June 201�, � 
10� According to new Italian Startup Law there are se�eral re�uirements in order for companies to be 
�ualified as an inno�ati�e startup� See Section IX of the Law Decree (articles 25 to 32) on “Further urgent 
measures for Italy’s economic growth” The Italian legislator defines a startup as a company that (i) has been 
incorporated for less than 5 years, (ii) is registered in Italy or another member state of E� with at least a 
branch in Italy, (iii) has annual re�enue of less than 5 mil E�R, (i�) does not distribute di�idends, (�) 
de�elops, produces or commercializes high�tech products or ser�ices, (�i) ha�e not been incorporated as a 
result of a merger, split or a sale, (�ii) possess in addition at least one of the following attributes: (a) At least 
15� of the greater between re�enues and operating costs is spent on research and de�elopment yearly� (b) 
At least 1/3 of employees are �hD candidates/doctors, or at least 2/3 of employees, shareholders or 
collaborators possesses a Masters Degree�(c)The firm owns or leases a patent or a registered software� 
109 See Article 2 ‘Commission recommendation of 6 May 2003 Concerning the Definition of Micro, Small and 
Medium�Sized Enterprises 2003/361/EC’ <https://eur�lex�europa�eu/legal�
content/EN/TXT/�DF/?uri�CELEX:32003�0361�from�EN� accessed 1� June 201�� 
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of a startup team from product�service development� While the proto�team in an early�stage startup 
puts emphasis on innovation and technology aspects, the adolescent firm �or a scale�up� operation is 
divided into innovation and continuous support of e�isting products and services���� �he core of its 
activities then consists of t�o distinct sets of tasks, to improve e�isting products or come up �ith 
completely ne� ones �innovation� and to promote, distri�ute and capitalize on the e�isting portfolio 
of products or services �performance engine�����  

Illustration 1: Innovation and Corporate Governance in the Context of Firm’s Lifecycle 

���  Shaker A Zahra and James C Hayton, ‘Organizational Life�Cycle �ransitions and �heir Conse�uences for 
the Governance of Entreprenurial Firms’, The Life-Cycle of Corporate Governance �Ed�ard Elgar �u�lishing 
�����, �����   
��� �he main idea of the distinction of t�o core activities comes from �i�ay Govindara�an and Chris �rim�le, 
‘Stop the Innovation Wars’, On Innovation �Harvard �usiness �evie� �ress �����, �� 

��

2.�.1.2. HIGH�GRO�TH POTENTI�L

The high�growth potential is often ingrained in the startup’s DN�. Less often, we see a delineation of 
any hard�core criteria. �ccording to OECD, a high�growth business is a company counting at least ten
people that demonstrates at least 20� growth in employment or revenue for three consecutive
years.112 In contrast, the European Commission follows all other re�uirements of the OECD definition, 
except for the growth rate, which is reduced to 10�.113 The huge policy interest that these high�
growth companies sparked stems from their ability to contribute to �ob creation, which is �uite
disproportional to their presence in the economy. In fact, in some E� member states, high�growth
companies represent less than 10� of companies, but they employ more than 20� of the overall
workforce.11� High�growth, on the other hand, puts huge organi�ational pressure on human capital,
material resources, and organi�ational framework, which have to evolve, grow, and adapt at an 
unprecedented pace.

2.�.1.3. M�R�ET FOR SH�RES IN INNOV�TIVE ST�RT�PS

�s opposed to large listed corporations, private companies have a very limited opportunity to float
their shares on organi�ed, regulated trading venues. This makes investment in such companies rather 
illi�uid, imposing �uite a long�term position strategy on the company’s shareholders. Organi�ed
trading venues for shares in private companies that resemble stock markets to some extent operate
in the �S and elsewhere, for instance, Sharespost 11� and Nasda� Private Market (formerly
SecondMarket)11�, but the trading is rather limited.11� This effectively means that shareholders do

112 OECD, ‘Eurostat − OECD Manual on Business Demography Statistics’
<http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ramon/statmanuals/files/�S�R��0��010�EN.pdf> accessed 18 June 2018.
113 See Pedro Costa and others, ‘Framework Conditions for High�Growth Innovative Enterprises’ (European
Commission, September 2016) <https://op.europa.eu/en/publication�detail/�/publication/e32�b�2f�2�cd�
11e��b�11�01aa��ed�1a1/language�en> accessed 8 July 2018.
11� In 201�, about 1 in � employees was employed in high�growth enterprises in Ireland (21.��), Hungary
(20.��) and Portugal (1�.��). High�growth enterprises had also a significant impact on employment in the
�nited �ingdom (1�.0�), Bulgaria (18.��), Malta (1�.�� in 201�), Latvia and the Netherlands (both 1�.��). 
In contrast, the lowest shares were registered in Cyprus (3.�� in 201�) and Romania (�.��), followed at a
distance by �ustria (�.8�), Finland and France (both �.��). For more information see Eurostat, ‘1 in 10 
Enterprises in the E� Recognised as High�Growth Companies’ <http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/products�
eurostat�news/�/DDN�201�101��1�inheritRedirect�true> accessed 18 June 2018.
11� ‘SharesPost | Private Investment Opportunities’ <https://sharespost.com/> accessed 13 July 2018.
11� ‘Homepage � Nasda� Private Market’ <https://www.nasda�privatemarket.com/> accessed 13 July 2018.
11� Jose M Mendo�a and Erik PM Vermeulen, ‘The “ New ” Venture Capital Cycle ( Part I )’ (2011) Lex Research 
Topics in Corporate Law and Economics 01/2011, 2
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of a startup team from product�service development� While the proto�team in an early�stage startup
puts emphasis on innovation and technology aspects, the adolescent firm �or a scale�up� operation is
divided into innovation and continuous support of e�isting products and services���� �he core of its
activities then consists of t�o distinct sets of tasks, to improve e�isting products or come up �ith
completely ne� ones �innovation� and to promote, distri�ute and capitalize on the e�isting portfolio
of products or services �performance engine�����

Illustration 1: Innovation and Corporate Governance in the Context of Firm’s Lifecycle

��� Shaker A Zahra and James C Hayton, ‘Organizational Life�Cycle �ransitions and �heir Conse�uences for
the Governance of Entreprenurial Firms’, The Life-Cycle of Corporate Governance �Ed�ard Elgar �u�lishing 
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��� �he main idea of the distinction of t�o core activities comes from �i�ay Govindara�an and Chris �rim�le, 
‘Stop the Innovation Wars’, On Innovation �Harvard �usiness �evie� �ress �����, ��

��

2.�.1.2. HIGH�GRO�TH POTENTI�L 

The high�growth potential is often ingrained in the startup’s DN�.  Less often, we see a delineation of 
any hard�core criteria. �ccording to OECD, a high�growth business is a company counting at least ten 
people that demonstrates at least 20� growth in employment or revenue for three consecutive 
years.112 In contrast, the European Commission follows all other re�uirements of the OECD definition, 
except for the growth rate, which is reduced to 10�.113  The huge policy interest that these high�
growth companies sparked stems from their ability to contribute to �ob creation, which is �uite 
disproportional to their presence in the economy.  In fact, in some E� member states, high�growth 
companies represent less than 10� of companies, but they employ more than 20� of the overall 
workforce.11� High�growth, on the other hand, puts huge organi�ational pressure on human capital, 
material resources, and organi�ational framework, which have to evolve, grow, and adapt at an 
unprecedented pace. 

2.�.1.3. M�R�ET FOR SH�RES IN INNOV�TIVE ST�RT�PS

�s opposed to large listed corporations, private companies have a very limited opportunity to float 
their shares on organi�ed, regulated trading venues. This makes investment in such companies rather 
illi�uid, imposing �uite a long�term position strategy on the company’s shareholders. Organi�ed 
trading venues for shares in private companies that resemble stock markets to some extent operate 
in the �S and elsewhere, for instance, Sharespost 11�  and Nasda� Private Market (formerly 
SecondMarket)11�, but the trading is rather limited.11� This effectively means that shareholders do 

112 OECD, ‘Eurostat − OECD Manual on Business Demography Statistics’ 
<http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ramon/statmanuals/files/�S�R��0��010�EN.pdf> accessed 18 June 2018. 
113 See Pedro Costa and others, ‘Framework Conditions for High�Growth Innovative Enterprises’ (European 
Commission, September 2016) <https://op.europa.eu/en/publication�detail/�/publication/e32�b�2f�2�cd�
11e��b�11�01aa��ed�1a1/language�en> accessed 8 July 2018. 
11� In 201�, about 1 in � employees was employed in high�growth enterprises in Ireland (21.��), Hungary 
(20.��) and Portugal (1�.��). High�growth enterprises had also a significant impact on employment in the 
�nited �ingdom (1�.0�), Bulgaria (18.��), Malta (1�.�� in 201�), Latvia and the Netherlands (both 1�.��). 
In contrast, the lowest shares were registered in Cyprus (3.�� in 201�) and Romania (�.��), followed at a 
distance by �ustria (�.8�), Finland and France (both �.��). For more information see Eurostat, ‘1 in 10 
Enterprises in the E� Recognised as High�Growth Companies’ <http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/products�
eurostat�news/�/DDN�201�101��1�inheritRedirect�true> accessed 18 June 2018. 
11� ‘SharesPost | Private Investment Opportunities’ <https://sharespost.com/> accessed 13 July 2018. 
11� ‘Homepage � Nasda� Private Market’ <https://www.nasda�privatemarket.com/> accessed 13 July 2018. 
11� Jose M Mendo�a and Erik PM Vermeulen, ‘The “ New ” Venture Capital Cycle ( Part I )’ (2011) Lex Research 
Topics in Corporate Law and Economics 01/2011, 2 
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not possess exit options t�at �ould be easily and instantly available� �oreover, startup companies 
rarely declare and pay dividends to t�eir s�are�olders� In combination, t�is alludes to t�e reality of 
startup s�are�olders, ��o often �ave to put t�eir capital rig�ts on �old until an exit in t�e form of an 
IP� or acquisition occurs�  

2���2� IDE��I�� A�D R��E �� RIS� CAPI�A� PR��IDERS 

Providers of risk capital, suc� as business angels and venture capital funds, are first external parties 
t�at enter t�e s�are�older�o�ners�ip structure� ��eir interaction �it� t�ese startups is, by far, not 
limited to t�e capital in�ection� �irst, risk capital providers frequently engage �it� companies in t�eir 
portfolios� Suc� accumulated experience allo�s t�em to assume t�e role of mentors, ��o provide 
valuable strategic advice to t�eir portfolio companies� In some cases, t�e mentor role is informal 
(typically for angel investors), in ot�er investors actually require position on t�e board of 
directors���� Secondly, risk capital providers do not pursue t�e exclusivity of investment� �uite to t�e 
contrary, suc� investors are often instrumental in finding additional sources of finance���9  ��irdly, 
t�e startup founders naturally possess necessary tec�nical kno�ledge but often lack crucial business 
expertise��20 �aving an extensive database of senior managers, t�ese investors can lend a �elping 
�and also in finding an additional and complementary business talent��2� 

As already demonstrated, a multi�layered interaction among investors and innovative startups is 
�ig�ly desirable because risk capital providers often �ave considerable experience, superior market 
orientation, and extensive net�orks of contacts t�at provide for t�e added value of t�e investment��22 
It is, t�erefore, no surprise t�at t�e presence of risk capital providers in t�e o�ners�ip structure �as 
a positive impact on innovation output� �2�  During its lifecycle, a company can tap into various 
sources of funding t�at become available based on its stage of development, business performance, 
and overall geograp�ical business ecosystem t�at a company resides in (see Scheme III)� Investors’ 
relations�ips �it� t�eir portfolio startups are usually quite complex and include not only formal 

��� See for instance �ellmann and Puri (n 2�) and Cumming and �o�an (n �2)� 
��9 Cumming and ot�ers (n �2), �� 
�20 �a�ra and �ayton (n �0�), �� 
�2� �ellmann and Puri (n ��), ���  
�22 ibid� 
�2� See for instance �ortum and �erner (n 2�) and Alexander Popov and Peter Roosenboom, ‘Does Private 
Equity Investment Spur Innovation? Evidence from Europe’ (2009) European Central Bank Working Paper 
Series �o� �0����une 20�� 
��ttps�������ecb�europa�eu�pub�pdf�scp�ps�ecb�p�0���pdf?�ad2��c�2�c�2d�fbf0de��0c�a�da��� 
accessed �� �une 20���   

���

a��an����n�s�����a�so� in�o��a��an�� �aci���o��s�o�� co���nica�ion��coo���a�ion��an��co�c��a�ion��
�i��o���a��o�����in��s�o�s���s��cia������n�����ca�i�a��in��s�o�s��in��c��c���ain���o��ssiona�i�a�ion�o��
�����o���nanc��an�� in���na����oc�ss�s���������s��ci�ic�co��o�a����o���nanc�� ��a����s�o��a�s�a�����
�i���� �o� a� �a���� ����n��� ����n�� on� a� ����� o�� in��s�o��� ��ic�� s���s� in�o� ���� ca�i�a�� s���c����� o�� a�
co��an����i����� in��o��c�ion��o�n��o���a�io�s� ����s�o�� in��s�o�s� is� ������o���a���o��ia���as� ���i��
na������ an���ain� ��ai�s� a��� ��in��ss�n�ia�� a�so� �o�� a� �a��ic��a�� ����� o�� i��ac�� ������a���a��� on�
co��o�a����o���nanc���

Illustration 2 Startup Financing in the Context of Firm’s Lifecycle

Source: McCahery & Vermeulen 2008

��������������������������
�

�n�an����in��s�o���co��o��ia�����no�n�a�so�as�a���sin�ss�an�����is�a��i���n����o����in�i�i��a����o�
��a�i�iona����co��i�s��is�o�n���so��c�s��o�in��s���n�s�in�s�a������i�a����i��s������n�so���co�n��i�s��
an���� in��s�o�s��a�� �a����n���� �������ini�ion�o�� acc���i����so��is�ica���� in��s�o�s���n���s�a���on�
�an�� occasions’� cas����o��� �n������n���s� ��o� con�in��� �o� ��a�n� �o�� ���� n���� �i�����o����

�����c�a�����an����������n��n���������
�����������������o�������a�ion���s�a��s�an�acc���i����in��s�o��is�an�in�i�i��a����o��as�a�n����o����o���o���
��an�����i��ion�o��an�����c����in�i�i��a����o�s��o������a����inco���o���o�����an���������������������
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not possess exit options t�at �ould be easily and instantly available� �oreover, startup companies
rarely declare and pay dividends to t�eir s�are�olders� In combination, t�is alludes to t�e reality of
startup s�are�olders, ��o often �ave to put t�eir capital rig�ts on �old until an exit in t�e form of an
IP� or acquisition occurs� 
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Providers of risk capital, suc� as business angels and venture capital funds, are first external parties
t�at enter t�e s�are�older�o�ners�ip structure� ��eir interaction �it� t�ese startups is, by far, not 
limited to t�e capital in�ection� �irst, risk capital providers frequently engage �it� companies in t�eir
portfolios� Suc� accumulated experience allo�s t�em to assume t�e role of mentors, ��o provide
valuable strategic advice to t�eir portfolio companies� In some cases, t�e mentor role is informal
(typically for angel investors), in ot�er investors actually require position on t�e board of
directors���� Secondly, risk capital providers do not pursue t�e exclusivity of investment� �uite to t�e 
contrary, suc� investors are often instrumental in finding additional sources of finance���9 ��irdly, 
t�e startup founders naturally possess necessary tec�nical kno�ledge but often lack crucial business
expertise��20 �aving an extensive database of senior managers, t�ese investors can lend a �elping
�and also in finding an additional and complementary business talent��2�

As already demonstrated, a multi�layered interaction among investors and innovative startups is
�ig�ly desirable because risk capital providers often �ave considerable experience, superior market
orientation, and extensive net�orks of contacts t�at provide for t�e added value of t�e investment��22

It is, t�erefore, no surprise t�at t�e presence of risk capital providers in t�e o�ners�ip structure �as
a positive impact on innovation output� �2� During its lifecycle, a company can tap into various 
sources of funding t�at become available based on its stage of development, business performance,
and overall geograp�ical business ecosystem t�at a company resides in (see Scheme III)� Investors’
relations�ips �it� t�eir portfolio startups are usually quite complex and include not only formal

��� See for instance �ellmann and Puri (n 2�) and Cumming and �o�an (n �2)�
��9 Cumming and ot�ers (n �2), ��
�20 �a�ra and �ayton (n �0�), ��
�2� �ellmann and Puri (n ��), ���
�22 ibid�
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venture.12�  Angels usually invest smaller amounts in startups that operate in the industries with 
which these angels are affiliated.12� Besides that, they often select companies that are geographically 
in their vicinity.128 It is, however, difficult to observe common traits of their behavior as angels 
display significant heterogeneity regarding their background, strategy, and selection criteria. 

2.�.2.2. C���D�U�DI�� PLAT���MS A�D C���D�U�DE�S 

Schwienbacher and Larralde define crowdfunding as “an open call, essentially through the Internet, 

for the provision of financial resources either in the form of donation or in exchange for some form of 

reward and/or voting rights in order to support initiatives for specific purposes.”129 Even this definition 
does not fully cover all types of crowdfunding that are currently operating. In general, we can 
distinguish among four basic types of crowdfunding, namely (i) donation�based crowdfunding1�0, (ii) 
reward�based crowdfunding 1�1 , (iii) lending�based crowdfunding 1�2 , and (iv) equity 
crowdfunding.1�� Equity crowdfunding, through which investors obtain share ownership in startups, 
resembles the startup investing the most. Through equity crowdfunding, a startup usually distributes 
its shares to “a crowd”, a heterogeneous group of shareholders, ranging from professional investors 
to non�professional retail investors. �otably, the impact of a quite diverse and numerous group of 
investors is not yet well studied. Especially the governance questions related to the capacity of these 
investors to monitor startups or bring any added value are yet to be e�plored. 

2.�.2.�. ACCELE�AT��S

Accelerators are interactive platforms that help ventures define and build their initial products, 
identify promising customer segments, and secure resources, including capital and employees. More 

12� See for instance Jeffrey E Sohl, ‘The Early�Stage Equity Market in the USA’ (1999) 1 Venture Capital 101. 
12� Prowse and Stephen, ‘Angel Investors and the Market for Angel Investments’ (1998) 22 Journal of Banking 
� �inance �8�. 
128 Ibid. 
129 Armin Schweinbacher and Benjamin Larralde, ‘Crowdfunding of Entrepreneurial Ventures’ in Douglass 
Cumming (ed), Handbook of Entrepreneurial Finance, vol 2010 (��ford University Press 2010), ��9 
1�0 �or instance platforms as Indiegogo or Kickstarter, see ‘Kickstarter’ <https://www.kickstarter.com/> 
accessed 21 June 2018 and ‘Indiegogo: Crowdfund Innovations and Buy Unique Products’ 
<https://www.indiegogo.com/> accessed 21 June 2018. 
1�1 Ibid. 
1�2 �or instance �oopa, SoMoLend, Endurance Lending Platform. 
1�� �or instance Crowdcube, Seedrs, and Companisto. 

�1

specifically, accelerators run on average three�month programs, which integrate learning, product
development, and networking and are complemented with seed capital in�ection. �esides providing
office spaces, most accelerators offer e�tensive mentorship, business training, and crucial
networking with investors, which are supposed to equip a cohort of startups with crucial survival
skills and prepare the ground for follow�on investments. Most of the accelerators take small equity
ownership ���1��� in return for small funding amounts, which are supposed to serve rather as
founders ’pocket money for the duration of a program. �inally, most programs end with a grand event
called a “demo day,” where ventures pitch to a large audience of professional investors.1�4 �otably, 
accelerators do not require large equity stakes or any e�tensive control arrangements comparable to
venture capitalists. 

2.4.2.4. VE�TURE CAP�TAL ��RMS

Venture capital firms are formal investors who source their investment capital from institutional
investors such as pension funds, life insurance companies, endowments, but also wealthy individuals
and corporations. 1�� Traditionally venture capital firms are organized in the form of a limited
partnership, in which outside investors are limited partners, and a professional company that
manages investments assumes the role of a general partner. The accountability of managers towards
their own investors changes the dynamics in the approach to investee companies, and hence their
methods of monitoring and managing ought to be more rigorous than in the case of angel investors.
As already mentioned, venture capitalists are capable of adding significant value to the selected
companies, which goes far beyond the capital in�ection. VCs add value in screening investments,
monitoring their portfolio companies, and facilitating the professionalization of these companies’
management. 1�� VC firms usually invest in later stages of the company’s lifecycle and frequently
require a greater portion of control rights and safeguards on their investment.

1�4 Susan Cohen and Yael V. Hochberg, ‘Accelerating Startups: The Seed Accelerator Phenomenon’ [2014]
SSR� Electronic Journal 1 �http:��papers.ssrn.com�abstract�241�000�, 2
1�� Douglas Cumming and Sofia Johan, ‘Demand�Driven Securities Regulation: Evidence from Crowdfunding’
�201�� 1� Venture Capital: An �nternational Journal of Entrepreneurial �inance ��1, ���
1�� Michael Klausner and Kate Litvak, ‘What Economists Have Taught Us About Venture Capital Contracting’ in
M Whincop �ed�, Bridging the Entrepreneurial Financing Gap: Linking Governance with Regulatory Policy
�Ashgate 2001�, ��
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development, and networking and are complemented with seed capital in�ection. �esides providing 
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ownership ���1��� in return for small funding amounts, which are supposed to serve rather as 
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partnership, in which outside investors are limited partners, and a professional company that 
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�.�.�. �S �HE�E � SPE��F�� S�����P G��E�����E? 

�n previous sections, we have discussed the theoretical foundations of corporate governance, its link 
to innovation, and we also clarified the specific traits of startups that distinguish them from other 
S�Es. �t is, however, unclear whether innovation�focused startups require “special treatment” in the 
conte�t of corporate governance. Some voices have indeed pointed out that startups with their 
specific needs even magnify current shortcomings of agency�theory��ased corporate governance. 

 �f traditional corporate governance does not account for its value creation function and focuses on 
corporate actors, e.g. managers and shareholders as parties with diverging interests, the cooperation 
and co�creation of stakeholders simply happen outside of its formal scope. � governance doctrine 
�ased on the premise of disciplining managers can do very little to facilitate this process. 

�ccording to Wirtz, corporate governance grounded in agency theory omits the role of governance 
in strategic decision�making and assumes that disciplined managers will create good governance, 
and good governance will, in turn, lead to good strategic opportunities coming from the e�ternal 
environment.��� �n contrast, he posits that in reality, “strategy builds itself through the actors involved 

– among others those, who intervene in the governance mechanisms, in function of their knowledge,

specific competencies, and various interactions.”��� Such a cognitive role of governance may have an 
impact on managerial power as well. Supposing there are other formally or informally powerful 
actors present in the governance of a company, they may �e a�le to impose their viewpoint on the 
managerial decision�making process and, in this manner, cur� managerial power. �ota�ly, this 
mechanism would then not mitigate conflict of interests �ut simply e�pose managerial decision�
making to a wider spectrum of inputs.��� �n practice, venture capital investors often e�ercise this 
implicit power play. �t is true that the contractual arrangements in venture capital deals often seem 
to have a strong disciplining nature towards founders. �n the other hand, the presence of strong 
control rights does not necessarily mean that venture capitalists e�pect entrepreneurs to shirk. 
Psychologically, the strong disciplining character of contractual arrangements may give them a 
stronger lever to intervene in strategic decision�making and e�ert pressure on the managerial team. 

��� Peter Wirtz, ‘Do High�Growth Entrepreneurial Firms Have a Specific System of Governance?’ Working 
Papers ��EG� �������, �niversit� de �ourgogne���EG� E����� �entre de recherches en gestion des 
organisations. �http���ssrn.com�a�stract��������� accessed � �une ����, � 
��� i�id, � 
��� i�id. 

�3

In terms o� internal processes, startups are especially �ocused on innovation and e�ponential gro�th
that are integral parts o� value creation. Both processes re�uire �uite a �road set o� human capital
s�ills and �inancial resources. In the startup phase o� a venture, �ounders are still ma�ority o�ners�
there�ore, according to the agency theory, �ounders and investors�shareholders’ interests should �e
�y de�ault aligned since there is little motivation �or �ounders to appropriate private �ene�its o�
control. Moreover, �ounders o�ten decrease their individual pay and other �ene�its to the very
minimum so that the ma�imum o� resources can �e retained and reinvested in the gro�th.

Founders o�ten serve as managers (e�ecutives), �oard mem�ers, and their o�nership sta�es together
�orm a ma�ority �loc�. �he �usion o� these roles has several implications. Firstly, startups need to
�uild �uite strong teams that capture most o� the essential s�ill sets re�uired �or accelerated gro�th,
including in no particular order technological e�pertise, internationali�ation, pro�ect management,
go�to�mar�et strategies, logistics and distri�ution, sales, negotiation, etc. Due to resource scarcity,
the num�er o� e�pert employees they may hire is o�ten rather limited, especially in the early stages. 
�hese considerations already a��ect the �ormation o� �ounder teams. Founders �ith the technical
�ac�ground o�ten see� co��ounders �ith �usiness e�perience, and vice versa, in order to esta�lish a
team �ith complementary s�illsets that is in terms o� essential �no�ledge does not dependent on
the additional hired �or��orce. For instance, Daily et al., in their research, con�irm that �unctional
heterogeneity o� the managerial team is positively correlated �ith gro�th.140 �he �uality o� the team
is, ho�ever, not de�ined only �y the diversity o� �no�ledge and s�ills �ut also �y leadership that
mem�ers o� the managerial team demonstrate. Bourgeois and Eisenhardt sho� that managerial 
teams, in �hich all mem�ers in�luence the �inal decision, sho� �etter per�ormance and �aster gro�th
than companies that implemented CE��centric models o� management, �here CE�s operate as sole
decision�ma�ers.141 �ence, strong CE�s accompanied �y teams strong in e�pertise and leadership 
s�ills can serve the o��ectives o� high�gro�th startups the �est.

�he �oard o� directors in startups diverges �rom a primary monitoring role that it plays in larger
listed companies. Startup �oards are mostly populated �y its �ounders and also �y (a)
representative(s) o� e�ternal investors. �he �oard, hence, does not necessarily scrutini�e managerial
decisions �ut serves as a playground �or a discussion �et�een �ounders and investors. �ne may say
that �oards �ul�ill the role o� an e�tended managerial team and advisory �oard at once. �he presence

140 Catherine M Daily and others, ‘Governance and Strategic Leadership in Entrepreneurial Firms’ (2002) 28
Journal o� Management 38�, 39�
141 LJ Bourgeois and Kathleen M Eisenhardt, ‘Strategic Decision �rocesses in �igh �elocity Environments� 
Four Cases in the Microcomputer Industry’ (1988) 34 Management Science 816.
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�.�.�. �S �HE�E � SPE��F�� S�����P G��E�����E?
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�ccording to Wirtz, corporate governance grounded in agency theory omits the role of governance
in strategic decision�making and assumes that disciplined managers will create good governance,
and good governance will, in turn, lead to good strategic opportunities coming from the e�ternal
environment.��� �n contrast, he posits that in reality, “strategy builds itself through the actors involved

– among others those, who intervene in the governance mechanisms, in function of their knowledge,

specific competencies, and various interactions.”��� Such a cognitive role of governance may have an 
impact on managerial power as well. Supposing there are other formally or informally powerful
actors present in the governance of a company, they may �e a�le to impose their viewpoint on the
managerial decision�making process and, in this manner, cur� managerial power. �ota�ly, this
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making to a wider spectrum of inputs.��� �n practice, venture capital investors often e�ercise this
implicit power play. �t is true that the contractual arrangements in venture capital deals often seem
to have a strong disciplining nature towards founders. �n the other hand, the presence of strong
control rights does not necessarily mean that venture capitalists e�pect entrepreneurs to shirk.
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140  Catherine M Daily and others, ‘Governance and Strategic Leadership in Entrepreneurial Firms’ (2002) 28 
Journal o� Management 38�, 39� 
141 LJ Bourgeois and Kathleen M Eisenhardt, ‘Strategic Decision �rocesses in �igh �elocity Environments� 
Four Cases in the Microcomputer Industry’ (1988) 34 Management Science 816. 
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of investors on the board effectively reduces information asymmetries� nevertheless, the decision�
making power remains in the hands of founders, who traditionally dominate the board and 
ownership structure of startups. Although there is no legal obligation to do so, e�ternal investors are 
often invited to �oin startup boards. In large listed companies, independent directors serve as 
impartial monitors of managers. Since the monitoring function in startup governance is weaker, these 
e�ternal directors usually become instrumental in devising growth strategy 142  and balancing 
investor�founder dichotomy on the board.143 

As mentioned before, it is fair to say that the traditional agency problem between managers and 
shareholders is much weaker in startups than in large listed companies.  At the same time, investors�
shareholders tend to monitor and cooperate with their portfolio startups very closely. Different types 
of investors utilize different governance mechanisms. While business angels and accelerators prefer 
very light contractual arrangements and intensive personal interaction, venture capitalists usually 
re�uire also e�tensive control mechanisms. Such arrangements are not motivated by worries of 
managerial appropriation of private benefits of control but rather (i) provide VCs with sufficient 
leverage to intervene into strategic decision�making and (ii) enable them to capture the remaining 
value when startups fail completely or fail to generate e�pected growth. Sapienza claims that venture 
capitalists employ these crude forms of control only when informal mechanisms turn out to be 
ineffective.144 At first glance, the e�tensive contractual rights that VCs usually re�uire seem almost 
draconic and disproportional to their shareholdings. On the other hand, the lack of e�it options 
effectively locks their position in the company for a long period of time. 

Sanctioning of misbehaving founders�managers also vastly differs from firing e�ecutives from the 
board of directors in large listed companies. Managers in large corporations are usually professionals 
who re�apply their e�perience and knowledge on their every engagement, whereas startup founders 
are originators who built the mission and vision of a particular startup from scratch. Hence, founders 
do possess certain asset specificity, especially in the early stages of a startup venture. 

142 Deakin et al 2002 confirm that non�e�ecutive e�ternal directors play a crucial role in the growth of the 
Scottish small firms that they investigated. Simon Deakin and others, ‘Partnership, Ownership and Control’ 
(2002) 24 �mployee Relations 335,  336�338  
143 Venture capital investors sometimes re�uire startups to appoint a director with industry knowledge who 
is neither related to founders, nor affiliated to investors. In case of proportional powers on the board, this 
non�e�ecutive director may even have a swing vote. See Brian Broughman, ‘The Role of Independent 
Directors in Startup Firms’ [2010] Articles by Maurer Faculty. Paper 358 
�http���www.repository.law.indiana.edu�facpub� accessed 1� June 2018. 
144 Harry J Sapienza, Sophie Manigart and Wim Vermeir, ‘Venture Capitalist Governance and Value Added in 
Four Countries’ (1996) 11 Journal of Business Venturing 439. 

��

Firing a CEO or any founder from a managerial team may have an immense impact on the execution 
power of a team. In his contribution, Ben Horrowitz, one of the most influential venture capitalists in 
the �S, explains that although venture capitalists sometimes initiate a change of CEOs in their
portfolio companies, they still strongly prefer CEO�founders.��� One of the main reasons is a different
skillset that CEO�founders possess. While professional CEOs are mainly effective at maximizing
product cycles, founding CEOs are much more effective in finding product cycles. Consequently, it is 
easier for VCs to teach founder�CEO to maximize product cycles “on the job” than teach professional 
CEO to find one. ��� Conclusively, investors usually have very close links to the management of
startups and choose to invest in a particular startup based on the leadership that the founder�
manager team exudes. Investors, therefore, play a role of strategy monitors and contributors rather
than mitigators of managers ‘opportunism. That does not mean that founders�CEOs do not lose their
position over time. The firing often occurs at the beginning of the growth phase, when investors may 
decide that a particular founder�CEO may not have the right capabilities to take a company to another
level.���

However, what about other types of investors� Only recently, non�professional investors from the 
“crowd” have gained access to startup investing. Whether through equity crowdfunding or initial coin
offerings, the crowdfunders participate in the financing rounds in an ever�increasing manner. The
contractual foundation of the relationship between crowdfunders and startups is, however,
profoundly different. Crowdfunders cannot rely on a spectrum of control rights that would allow
them to intervene in the decision�making of their portfolio startups directly. To a large extent, that 
leaves founders unconstrained in their actions while having sufficient resources to execute their
business plan. Nevertheless, these dynamics between crowdfunders and startup founding team is
largely unexplored, leaving us guessing what potential impact that can have on the governance of
startups.

Scattered research and personal experiences of investors and startups together form a mosaic of
startup governance that seems to paint a picture that is very different from one of the listed
companies or other small and medium�sized enterprises. �nprecedented growth, early international
expansion coupled with resource scarcity and very involved investors leads to a tentative conclusion

��� Ben Horrowitz, ‘Why We Prefer Founding CEOs’ (a16z, 28 April 2010�
�https:��a��z.com������������why�we�prefer�founding�ceos�� accessed �� June ����.
��� ibid.
��� Daniel Tzabbar and Jaclyn Margolis, ‘Beyond the Startup Stage: The Founding Team’s Human Capital, New 
Venture’s Stage of Life, Founder�CEO Duality, and Breakthrough Innovation’ (����� �� Organization Science
���, �������
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of investors on the board effectively reduces information asymmetries� nevertheless, the decision�
making power remains in the hands of founders, who traditionally dominate the board and
ownership structure of startups. Although there is no legal obligation to do so, e�ternal investors are
often invited to �oin startup boards. In large listed companies, independent directors serve as
impartial monitors of managers. Since the monitoring function in startup governance is weaker, these
e�ternal directors usually become instrumental in devising growth strategy 142 and balancing
investor�founder dichotomy on the board.143

As mentioned before, it is fair to say that the traditional agency problem between managers and
shareholders is much weaker in startups than in large listed companies. At the same time, investors�
shareholders tend to monitor and cooperate with their portfolio startups very closely. Different types
of investors utilize different governance mechanisms. While business angels and accelerators prefer
very light contractual arrangements and intensive personal interaction, venture capitalists usually
re�uire also e�tensive control mechanisms. Such arrangements are not motivated by worries of
managerial appropriation of private benefits of control but rather (i) provide VCs with sufficient
leverage to intervene into strategic decision�making and (ii) enable them to capture the remaining
value when startups fail completely or fail to generate e�pected growth. Sapienza claims that venture
capitalists employ these crude forms of control only when informal mechanisms turn out to be
ineffective.144 At first glance, the e�tensive contractual rights that VCs usually re�uire seem almost
draconic and disproportional to their shareholdings. On the other hand, the lack of e�it options
effectively locks their position in the company for a long period of time.

Sanctioning of misbehaving founders�managers also vastly differs from firing e�ecutives from the 
board of directors in large listed companies. Managers in large corporations are usually professionals 
who re�apply their e�perience and knowledge on their every engagement, whereas startup founders
are originators who built the mission and vision of a particular startup from scratch. Hence, founders
do possess certain asset specificity, especially in the early stages of a startup venture.

142 Deakin et al 2002 confirm that non�e�ecutive e�ternal directors play a crucial role in the growth of the
Scottish small firms that they investigated. Simon Deakin and others, ‘Partnership, Ownership and Control’
(2002) 24 �mployee Relations 335, 336�338
143 Venture capital investors sometimes re�uire startups to appoint a director with industry knowledge who
is neither related to founders, nor affiliated to investors. In case of proportional powers on the board, this
non�e�ecutive director may even have a swing vote. See Brian Broughman, ‘The Role of Independent
Directors in Startup Firms’ [2010] Articles by Maurer Faculty. Paper 358
�http���www.repository.law.indiana.edu�facpub� accessed 1� June 2018.
144 Harry J Sapienza, Sophie Manigart and Wim Vermeir, ‘Venture Capitalist Governance and Value Added in
Four Countries’ (1996) 11 Journal of Business Venturing 439.
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Firing a CEO or any founder from a managerial team may have an immense impact on the execution 
power of a team. In his contribution, Ben Horrowitz, one of the most influential venture capitalists in 
the �S, explains that although venture capitalists sometimes initiate a change of CEOs in their 
portfolio companies, they still strongly prefer CEO�founders.���  One of the main reasons is a different 
skillset that CEO�founders possess. While professional CEOs are mainly effective at maximizing 
product cycles, founding CEOs are much more effective in finding product cycles. Consequently, it is 
easier for VCs to teach founder�CEO to maximize product cycles “on the job” than teach professional 
CEO to find one. ���  Conclusively, investors usually have very close links to the management of 
startups and choose to invest in a particular startup based on the leadership that the founder�
manager team exudes. Investors, therefore, play a role of strategy monitors and contributors rather 
than mitigators of managers ‘opportunism. That does not mean that founders�CEOs do not lose their 
position over time. The firing often occurs at the beginning of the growth phase, when investors may 
decide that a particular founder�CEO may not have the right capabilities to take a company to another 
level.��� 

However, what about other types of investors� Only recently, non�professional investors from the 
“crowd” have gained access to startup investing. Whether through equity crowdfunding or initial coin 
offerings, the crowdfunders participate in the financing rounds in an ever�increasing manner. The 
contractual foundation of the relationship between crowdfunders and startups is, however, 
profoundly different. Crowdfunders cannot rely on a spectrum of control rights that would allow 
them to intervene in the decision�making of their portfolio startups directly. To a large extent, that 
leaves founders unconstrained in their actions while having sufficient resources to execute their 
business plan. Nevertheless, these dynamics between crowdfunders and startup founding team is 
largely unexplored, leaving us guessing what potential impact that can have on the governance of 
startups. 

Scattered research and personal experiences of investors and startups together form a mosaic of 
startup governance that seems to paint a picture that is very different from one of the listed 
companies or other small and medium�sized enterprises. �nprecedented growth, early international 
expansion coupled with resource scarcity and very involved investors leads to a tentative conclusion 

��� Ben Horrowitz, ‘Why We Prefer Founding CEOs’ (a16z, 28 April 2010� 
�https:��a��z.com������������why�we�prefer�founding�ceos�� accessed �� June ����. 
��� ibid. 
��� Daniel Tzabbar and Jaclyn Margolis, ‘Beyond the Startup Stage: The Founding Team’s Human Capital, New 
Venture’s Stage of Life, Founder�CEO Duality, and Breakthrough Innovation’ (����� �� Organization Science 
���, �������  
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t�at start��s re���re a ����erent ��r��rate g��ernan�e a��r�a�� ��e t� ��� a ����erent r��e �� 
tra��t��na� g��ernan�e me��an�sms �n start��s �s��� as r��e �� t�e ��ar�� an� ���� a �resen�e �� 
a���t��na� �n��rma� g��ernan�e me��an�sms t�at �s�a��� �e�e��� �et�een start�� ���n�ers an� 
�t�er sta�e����ers �m�st�� �n�est�rs an� em����ees�. 

�.�. ���� ���������� �� ������� ���������� 

�ear�ng �n m�n� t�e s�e�����s �� start�� g��ernan�e� �e �a�e �reate� a n��e� g��ernan�e �rame��r� 
t�at �an �e r��g��� �����e� �nt� ���r �ntert��ne� �a�ers. �see Illustration 3�. ��e ��rnerst�ne �� t�e 
re�erse ��ram�� s��eme ����ses �n t�e �ega� reg��at��n� �r�����ng r��es �� ��rmat��n� reg�strat��n� 
�rgan��at��n an� ��erat��n� ��str���t��n �� ���ers an� �e��s��n�ma��ng� e��t an� ��ss���t��n� 
������ar� ��t�es� an� ��a����t� �r�te�t��n.��� ���e�er� �t �s n�t �n�� ��m�an� �a�s t�at �n���en�e 
start�� g��ernan�e. �t�er s�e����� �a�s ma� ��re�t�� �r �n��re�t�� ����reate an� s�a�e t�e ��t�mate 
set�� �� start�� g��ernan�e me��an�sms� s��� as se��r�t�es �a�s� ��ns�mer �r�te�t��n �a�s� ta� �a�s� 
s�e����� �r�����n��ng reg��at��ns� et�. �� t�� r�g��� t�ese r��es �an s�gn����ant�� ra�se ��sts �� 
�n��r��rat��n an� ��erat��n �� ��m�an�es t�at� �n t�rn� �eter start�� ���n�ers �r�m ��rma����ng t�e�r 
��s�ness an� �r�m a�t�ng ���n t�e�r �nn��at��e ��eas. ��re��er� e�tens��e �se �� man�at�r� 
�r���s��ns ma� ��rta�� t�e �ree��m �n t�e �es�gn �� ��ntra�t�a� arrangements� ����� ��rm t�e se��n� 
�a�er �� start�� ��r��rate g��ernan�e.    

��e se��n� ������ng ����� �� t�e s��eme ����ses �n ��ntra�t�a� arrangements am�ng start�� 
���n�ers t�at �an �e re��e�te� �n t�e art���es �� ass���at��n an� ���n�ers’ agreements. �tart��s are 
��ten ������n�e� �� m��t���e entre�rene�rs� ��� nee� t� �eterm�ne ��� t�e �r���rt��n an� 
��str���t��n �� ��ntr�� an� �a��ta� r�g�ts am�ng t�emse��es� ���� �m��ement e��t me��an�sms� �n �ase 
�ne �� t�e ���n�ers �e���es t� �ea�e� an� ����� ��ar��� ��r� ����gat��ns an� manager�a� ���er �� e�er� 
���n�er.  ��n�e t�e� are �n����e� �n t�e�r ��s�ness �ent�re �n m��t���e r��es� �t �s �� �tm�st �m��rtan�e 
t� manage e��e�tat��ns an� �reate an ��t�ma� ��r��ng an� manager�a� �rame��r�.  �n����te���� 
t��s ��mens��n �� ��r��rate g��ernan�e �s ��ten �n�erest�mate� an� e�e��te� �n a �er� �n��rma� 
manner.  

��e t��r� ������ng ����� a����s �n�est�rs an� start��s t� m����� t�e �n�es�re� �e�a��t r��es an� 
s�m��tane��s�� e�ten� agree� terms �� t�e�r ����erat��n �e��n� t�e �res�r��e� ��m�an� �a� 
�rame��r�. ����ng e��e�t t� ��ntra�t�a� �ree��m� t�e t��r� ������ng ����� �s ���er an� ���ntessent�a� 
��r �e��n�ng t�e m�t�a� re�at��ns��� �et�een a start�� an� �n�est�rs. �n genera�� t�e ��ntra�t�a� 

���  ���a�er� an� �erme��en �n ���� � 
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arran�e�ents are li�e�ise focused on t�e value�protection of investors’ capital. Extensive liquidity
preferences� rede�ption ri��ts� and requests for participatin� preferred stoc� not only increase t�e
costs of ne�otiation �ut can also create a ne�ative senti�ent a�on� �ar�ainin� parties� ��ic� can� in 
turn� adversely i�pact t�e t�ird �uildin� �loc� of startup corporate �overnance. 

��e fourt� �uildin� �loc� includes t�ose aspects and �ec�anis�s of investor�startup relations�ips
t�at are tacit� ad �oc� and infor�al. ��ese �ec�anis�s are� for instance� �anifested t�rou�� re�ular
�eetin�s� discussions� and �rainstor�in� �et�een investors and co�panies� ��ic� s�ape strate�y
and �overnance of a startup in question� yet in a �anner t�at is rat�er infor�al and difficult to 
o�serve for outsiders. �any investors resort to non�contractual �ec�anis�s due to t�eir softer
nature and �ecause t�ey do not require extensive ne�otiations as t�ey are �radually for�ed in t�e 
course of investor� startup relations�ips.

Illustration 3: Four Dimensions of Startup Governance
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t�at start��s re���re a ����erent ��r��rate g��ernan�e a��r�a�� ��e t� ��� a ����erent r��e ��
tra��t��na� g��ernan�e me��an�sms �n start��s �s��� as r��e �� t�e ��ar�� an� ���� a �resen�e ��
a���t��na� �n��rma� g��ernan�e me��an�sms t�at �s�a��� �e�e��� �et�een start�� ���n�ers an�
�t�er sta�e����ers �m�st�� �n�est�rs an� em����ees�.

�.�. ���� ���������� �� ������� ����������

�ear�ng �n m�n� t�e s�e�����s �� start�� g��ernan�e� �e �a�e �reate� a n��e� g��ernan�e �rame��r�
t�at �an �e r��g��� �����e� �nt� ���r �ntert��ne� �a�ers. �see Illustration 3�. ��e ��rnerst�ne �� t�e
re�erse ��ram�� s��eme ����ses �n t�e �ega� reg��at��n� �r�����ng r��es �� ��rmat��n� reg�strat��n�
�rgan��at��n an� ��erat��n� ��str���t��n �� ���ers an� �e��s��n�ma��ng� e��t an� ��ss���t��n� 
������ar� ��t�es� an� ��a����t� �r�te�t��n.��� ���e�er� �t �s n�t �n�� ��m�an� �a�s t�at �n���en�e
start�� g��ernan�e. �t�er s�e����� �a�s ma� ��re�t�� �r �n��re�t�� ����reate an� s�a�e t�e ��t�mate
set�� �� start�� g��ernan�e me��an�sms� s��� as se��r�t�es �a�s� ��ns�mer �r�te�t��n �a�s� ta� �a�s� 
s�e����� �r�����n��ng reg��at��ns� et�. �� t�� r�g��� t�ese r��es �an s�gn����ant�� ra�se ��sts ��
�n��r��rat��n an� ��erat��n �� ��m�an�es t�at� �n t�rn� �eter start�� ���n�ers �r�m ��rma����ng t�e�r
��s�ness an� �r�m a�t�ng ���n t�e�r �nn��at��e ��eas. ��re��er� e�tens��e �se �� man�at�r�
�r���s��ns ma� ��rta�� t�e �ree��m �n t�e �es�gn �� ��ntra�t�a� arrangements� ����� ��rm t�e se��n�
�a�er �� start�� ��r��rate g��ernan�e.  

��e se��n� ������ng ����� �� t�e s��eme ����ses �n ��ntra�t�a� arrangements am�ng start��
���n�ers t�at �an �e re��e�te� �n t�e art���es �� ass���at��n an� ���n�ers’ agreements. �tart��s are
��ten ������n�e� �� m��t���e entre�rene�rs� ��� nee� t� �eterm�ne ��� t�e �r���rt��n an�
��str���t��n �� ��ntr�� an� �a��ta� r�g�ts am�ng t�emse��es� ���� �m��ement e��t me��an�sms� �n �ase
�ne �� t�e ���n�ers �e���es t� �ea�e� an� ����� ��ar��� ��r� ����gat��ns an� manager�a� ���er �� e�er�
���n�er. ��n�e t�e� are �n����e� �n t�e�r ��s�ness �ent�re �n m��t���e r��es� �t �s �� �tm�st �m��rtan�e 
t� manage e��e�tat��ns an� �reate an ��t�ma� ��r��ng an� manager�a� �rame��r�. �n����te����
t��s ��mens��n �� ��r��rate g��ernan�e �s ��ten �n�erest�mate� an� e�e��te� �n a �er� �n��rma�
manner. 

��e t��r� ������ng ����� a����s �n�est�rs an� start��s t� m����� t�e �n�es�re� �e�a��t r��es an�
s�m��tane��s�� e�ten� agree� terms �� t�e�r ����erat��n �e��n� t�e �res�r��e� ��m�an� �a�
�rame��r�. ����ng e��e�t t� ��ntra�t�a� �ree��m� t�e t��r� ������ng ����� �s ���er an� ���ntessent�a�
��r �e��n�ng t�e m�t�a� re�at��ns��� �et�een a start�� an� �n�est�rs. �n genera�� t�e ��ntra�t�a�
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arran�e�ents are li�e�ise focused on t�e value�protection of investors’ capital. Extensive liquidity 
preferences� rede�ption ri��ts� and requests for participatin� preferred stoc� not only increase t�e 
costs of ne�otiation �ut can also create a ne�ative senti�ent a�on� �ar�ainin� parties� ��ic� can� in 
turn� adversely i�pact t�e t�ird �uildin� �loc� of startup corporate �overnance.  

��e fourt� �uildin� �loc� includes t�ose aspects and �ec�anis�s of investor�startup relations�ips 
t�at are tacit� ad �oc� and infor�al. ��ese �ec�anis�s are� for instance� �anifested t�rou�� re�ular 
�eetin�s� discussions� and �rainstor�in� �et�een investors and co�panies� ��ic� s�ape strate�y 
and �overnance of a startup in question� yet in a �anner t�at is rat�er infor�al and difficult to 
o�serve for outsiders. �any investors resort to non�contractual �ec�anis�s due to t�eir softer 
nature and �ecause t�ey do not require extensive ne�otiations as t�ey are �radually for�ed in t�e 
course of investor� startup relations�ips. 

Illustration 3: Four Dimensions of Startup Governance 
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developments coincide �ith the glo�al trend to�ards lo�ering the incorporation �arriers �or micro
and small enterprises. Also, many developing countries, such as A�ghanistan, Jordan and �a�a�hstan,
have a�olished or signi�icantly reduced the minimum capital re�uirements, and many others have
implemented online and�or one�stop�shop registration procedures �or private limited lia�ility
companies in their respective �urisdictions. ��� �he overall trend gained momentum also on an 
international level. �or instance, ��C���AL (�or�ing �roup �) has �een �or several years discussing
the dra�t o� �odel La� on a simpli�ied �usiness entity, �hich e��ectively implements ease o�
incorporation and �le�i�ility o� internal governance.��� �rom the a�ove�mentioned measures, the
minimum capital re�uirement has pro�a�ly received the greatest portion o� attention, �oth �rom
scholars and practitioners. �he o��ective o� minimum capital �as discussed e�tensively, and most
commentators unite on the vie� that its protective role to�ards creditors is rather illusory. ��6

�oreover, the practice has sho�n that entrepreneurs have developed ad hoc mechanisms to 
circumvent this re�uirement, ma�ing this legal institute o�solete and ine��ective. Conclusively, the
general trends to�ards lo�ering the �arriers �or the incorporation o� private limited lia�ility
companies contri�ute to the ease o� access to limited lia�ility vehicles as �ell as �ormali�ing startup
�usinesses.

Secondly, the relationship �et�een startups and investors is predominantly de�ined �y contractual 
arrangements that are initially summari�ed in so�called term sheets, �hich represent the �ocal point 
o� negotiations (see Table 2). �rom the legal perspective, term sheets are not �inding, and in order
to a��ect them, they need to �e translated into legally �inding documents such as articles o�
association, investor rights’ agreement, or shareholders’ agreement. Several mandatory provisions
o� company la�s may create hurdles or at least am�iguity related to the practical application o� these
arrangements. Bearing in mind that many contractual mechanisms commonly used in term sheets
have �een developed in the �S and moreover in the conte�t o� a corporation (e.g., pu�lic company)��7, 

��� Out o� �� surveyed countries, �6 have a�olished or reduced minimum capital re�uirement, �� have
a�olished mandatory notari�ation, 22 countries have implemented online registration procedure and �� 
countries implemented one�stop�shop registration procedure (all necessary �ormalities can �e done at one 
place). Especially in developing countries, these measures also aim at shi�ting many illegal micro �usiness
�rom in�ormal economy to �ormal economy.
��� �he document �as discussed on the session o� ��C���AL �roup � on Small and �edium�si�ed Enterprises
in April in �e� �or�. �he document is accessi�le at http:��daccess�dds�
ny.un.org�doc����OC�L�������00������������00���.pd�?OpenElement, last accessed on 20th �arch
20��.
��6 See �or instance John Armour, ‘Legal Capital: An Outdated Concept?’ (2006) 7 European Business
Organi�ation La� �evie� �.
��7 �cCahery and �ermeulen (n ��6), �7�
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developments coincide �ith the glo�al trend to�ards lo�ering the incorporation �arriers �or micro 
and small enterprises.  Also, many developing countries, such as A�ghanistan, Jordan and �a�a�hstan, 
have a�olished or signi�icantly reduced the minimum capital re�uirements, and many others have 
implemented online and�or one�stop�shop registration procedures �or private limited lia�ility 
companies in their respective �urisdictions. ���  �he overall trend gained momentum also on an 
international level. �or instance, ��C���AL (�or�ing �roup �) has �een �or several years discussing 
the dra�t o� �odel La� on a simpli�ied �usiness entity, �hich e��ectively implements ease o� 
incorporation and �le�i�ility o� internal governance.��� �rom the a�ove�mentioned measures, the 
minimum capital re�uirement has pro�a�ly received the greatest portion o� attention, �oth �rom 
scholars and practitioners. �he o��ective o� minimum capital �as discussed e�tensively, and most 
commentators unite on the vie� that its protective role to�ards creditors is rather illusory. ��6 
�oreover, the practice has sho�n that entrepreneurs have developed ad hoc mechanisms to 
circumvent this re�uirement, ma�ing this legal institute o�solete and ine��ective. Conclusively, the 
general trends to�ards lo�ering the �arriers �or the incorporation o� private limited lia�ility 
companies contri�ute to the ease o� access to limited lia�ility vehicles as �ell as �ormali�ing startup 
�usinesses. 

Secondly, the relationship �et�een startups and investors is predominantly de�ined �y contractual 
arrangements that are initially summari�ed in so�called term sheets, �hich represent the �ocal point 
o� negotiations (see Table 2). �rom the legal perspective, term sheets are not �inding, and in order 
to a��ect them, they need to �e translated into legally �inding documents such as articles o� 
association, investor rights’ agreement, or shareholders’ agreement. Several mandatory provisions 
o� company la�s may create hurdles or at least am�iguity related to the practical application o� these 
arrangements. Bearing in mind that many contractual mechanisms commonly used in term sheets 
have �een developed in the �S and moreover in the conte�t o� a corporation (e.g., pu�lic company)��7, 

��� Out o� �� surveyed countries, �6 have a�olished or reduced minimum capital re�uirement, �� have 
a�olished mandatory notari�ation, 22 countries have implemented online registration procedure and �� 
countries implemented one�stop�shop registration procedure (all necessary �ormalities can �e done at one 
place). Especially in developing countries, these measures also aim at shi�ting many illegal micro �usiness 
�rom in�ormal economy to �ormal economy. 
��� �he document �as discussed on the session o� ��C���AL �roup � on Small and �edium�si�ed Enterprises 
in April in �e� �or�. �he document is accessi�le at http:��daccess�dds�
ny.un.org�doc����OC�L�������00������������00���.pd�?OpenElement, last accessed on 20th �arch 
20��. 
��6 See �or instance John Armour, ‘Legal Capital: An Outdated Concept?’ (2006) 7 European Business 
Organi�ation La� �evie� �. 
��7 �cCahery and �ermeulen (n ��6),  �7� 
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it �ecomes o�vious that such legal transplants will re�uire some ad�ustments in order to fit in the 
company laws of E� mem�er states. �or instance, a stock purchase agreement, which is typically 
incorporated in the articles in the �nited States, is not easily translated into articles of incorporation 
due to the restrictive nature of the European codes. �n the case of a conflict �etween venture 
capitalists and the entrepreneur, provisions of the articles would very likely prevail over any 
contractual arrangements.��� 

�or instance, converti�le preferred shares or non�voting shares might not �e implemented in the 
company structure of less developed �urisdictions in the E�, which do not allow for such types of 
securities. �n theory, these rights can �e attached to shares through contractual arrangements� 
however, in the event of legal enforcement, it is rather uncertain whether the court would order the 
specific performance. �n the �etherlands, non�voting shares were e�plicitly allowed only several 
years ago and thus provided for legal certainty in this matter.���   

Another e�ample is the anti�dilution provisions. These provisions ensure that the investor’s holdings 
do not get diluted, not in proportion �ut in value, in case the su�se�uent rounds of financing will offer 
shares for a lower price (so�called down rounds� as compared to the price paid �y the protected 
investor. �ence, anti�dilution provision, using a prescri�ed formula, allows a company to grant 
protected investors additional shares to compensate for dilution suffer in the down round. Spanish 
commentators, for instance, identified several pro�lems with effectuating such contractual 
mechanisms in Limited Lia�ility Company (sociedas de responsi�ilidad limitada�.��� �irstly, other 
shareholders must waive their preemptive rights in favor of the protected investor. Su�se�uently, 
the Spanish Companies Act re�uires that the nominal value of shares is fully su�scri�ed and paid�up 
upon an increase in the capital. Protected investor naturally does not pay for the e�tra shares, and a 
company has to create reserve resources, which would cover the e�penses related to the e�ecution 
of anti�dilution provision.��� These additional measures unavoida�le increase transaction costs of 
such contractual mechanisms.  

��� i�id., ��� 
��� Christoph Van der Elst and Erik PM Vermeulen, ‘The Dutch Private Company: Successfully Relaunched?’ 
(����� EC�� �orking Paper Series �������� �http:��www.ssrn.com�a�stract��������� accessed � �uly 
����, �� 
��� See Sergio Anton Sanz, ‘Anti�Dilution Clauses in Venture Capital Deals under Spanish Law’ (Lexology, 2015� 
�https:��www.le�ology.com�li�rary�detail.asp�?g�df�e�f���a�fa��a�����df�ce����ad����� accessed �� 
�une ����. 
��� ��id. 
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Last �ut not least� let us consider the �ia�ility of redemption rights� ��2 �edemption pro�ision allows
the holder (in our case in�estor) to force a company to repurchase the holder’s shares upon his one�
sided decision� which pro�ides the holder with a simple mechanism for e�it from the undesira�le or
disappointing in�estment� �las� company laws in many �� �urisdictions restrict such transactions �y 
putting a percentage cap on the num�er of shares that can �e repurchased �y the company� 

�he a�o�e�mentioned e�amples are� �y far� not an e�hausti�e enumeration of issues arising from the
restricti�e nature of pri�ate limited lia�ility company structure in the �� �urisdictions� In the effort
to stir inno�ation� �oost entrepreneurial acti�ity� and se�eral national legislators ha�e pursued
ena�ling reforms� which e�pand contractual freedom of startup�in�estor relationship through
simplifying and updating company laws� For e�ample� Dutch legislator has enacted a su�stantial
reform of pri�ate limited company (in Dutch� �� or �esloten �enootschap)� �he reformed code
pro�ides for an option to �estow significant decision�ma�ing rights on holders of a specified class of
shares in the articles of association� Furthermore� the reform introduced non��oting shares�
unlimited multiple��oting shares� and a�olished minimum capital re�uirement� restriction on the
repurchase of shares� restrictions on share transfer� �ust to name a few���3 Italian legislator has gone
e�en further and de�eloped a specific legal regime for companies �ualified as inno�ati�e startups in
the domain of company law� securities law� and ta� law���� �oncurring with this trend� ���I���L has
introduced a draft of �odel Law on Simplified �usiness �ntity� which in many aspects� com�ines the
most fle�i�le �usiness forms implemented in �arious countries around the world� ��5 �his 
de�elopment shows that legislators are aware of the need to pro�ide more fle�i�le legal �ehicles that
could promptly accommodate rather comple� in�estor�in�estee relationships without increased
transaction costs�

��2 �c�ahery and �ermeulen (n ��2)� ��5
��3 �an der �lst and �ermeulen (n �5�)� �5���
��� See Section IX of the Law Decree (articles 25 to 32) on “Further urgent measures for Italy’s economic
growth”
��5 �he document will �e discussed on the upcoming session of ���I���L �roup � on Small and �edium�
si�ed �nterprises in �pril in �ew �or�� �he document is accessi�le at http���daccess�dds�
ny�un�org�doc���D���L�D���5���5�����DF���5��5���pdf��pen�lement� last accessed on 2�th �arch
2��5�
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it �ecomes o�vious that such legal transplants will re�uire some ad�ustments in order to fit in the
company laws of E� mem�er states. �or instance, a stock purchase agreement, which is typically
incorporated in the articles in the �nited States, is not easily translated into articles of incorporation
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capitalists and the entrepreneur, provisions of the articles would very likely prevail over any
contractual arrangements.���
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company structure of less developed �urisdictions in the E�, which do not allow for such types of
securities. �n theory, these rights can �e attached to shares through contractual arrangements�
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specific performance. �n the �etherlands, non�voting shares were e�plicitly allowed only several
years ago and thus provided for legal certainty in this matter.���
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shares for a lower price (so�called down rounds� as compared to the price paid �y the protected
investor. �ence, anti�dilution provision, using a prescri�ed formula, allows a company to grant
protected investors additional shares to compensate for dilution suffer in the down round. Spanish
commentators, for instance, identified several pro�lems with effectuating such contractual
mechanisms in Limited Lia�ility Company (sociedas de responsi�ilidad limitada�.��� �irstly, other
shareholders must waive their preemptive rights in favor of the protected investor. Su�se�uently,
the Spanish Companies Act re�uires that the nominal value of shares is fully su�scri�ed and paid�up 
upon an increase in the capital. Protected investor naturally does not pay for the e�tra shares, and a
company has to create reserve resources, which would cover the e�penses related to the e�ecution
of anti�dilution provision.��� These additional measures unavoida�le increase transaction costs of 
such contractual mechanisms. 

��� i�id., ���
��� Christoph Van der Elst and Erik PM Vermeulen, ‘The Dutch Private Company: Successfully Relaunched?’
(����� EC�� �orking Paper Series �������� �http:��www.ssrn.com�a�stract��������� accessed � �uly 
����, ��
��� See Sergio Anton Sanz, ‘Anti�Dilution Clauses in Venture Capital Deals under Spanish Law’ (Lexology, 2015�
�https:��www.le�ology.com�li�rary�detail.asp�?g�df�e�f���a�fa��a�����df�ce����ad����� accessed �� 
�une ����.
��� ��id.
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��� See Section IX of the Law Decree (articles 25 to 32) on “Further urgent measures for Italy’s economic 
growth” 
��5 �he document will �e discussed on the upcoming session of ���I���L �roup � on Small and �edium�
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2.�.2. S�C�RI�I�S LA�S

Securities laws traditionally did not bear importance to startups. �hey fre�uently become relevant 
only when a company considers initial public offering. In the past, SM�s (startups included), in 
general,  did not have access to capital markets and therefore were not necessarily concerned with 
securities regulations. �hat had changed in 1��� when the London Stock �xchange (LS�) launched 
its sub�market Alternative Investment Market targeting a segment of SM�s with external capital 
needs.1�� �igh�growth SM�s, including startups, eligible to be listed are sub�ected to a watered�down 
version of listing rules and approval from an expert called “nominated advisor ”.1�� �ue to the high�
risk profile of companies eligible for AIM listing, only accredited investors can participate in this 
market. �hile listing rules as such do not belong to hard law, they emulate listing rules of stock 
exchanges and have a considerable impact on the governance.  

�esides listing on AIM or a similar SM��oriented sub�market, startups may decide to go for a 
crowdfunding campaign. Crowdfunding laws were designed with startups in mind, and they are 
fre�uently modeled as an exemption from otherwise applicable securities laws. 

��uity crowdfunding regulation implements multiple rules that indirectly affect the governance of 
companies, which decided to pursue a crowdfunding round. In order to protect investors, many 
regulators limited the investment amounts of a single retail investor, which effectively leads to a 
broader dispersion of shareholdings. Moreover, crowdfunding platforms in some countries are 
obliged to conduct due diligence and disclose the criteria of such a formal review preceding the 
placement of a campaign on their website (see Table 5). Although the due diligence procedure is not 
prescribed by law in detail, it often involves a review of corporate documentation, which needs to be 
sufficiently ad�usted to the entrance of external investors. Such intervention of crowdfunding 
platforms may lead to the creation and/or ad�ustment of internal corporate governance mechanisms. 
For instance, many founders do not have proper founders’ agreement in place before they attempt to 
attract external capital. Only when investors are about to enter a company’s ownership structure, 
founders decide to clarify the rights and obligations of the founders. 

1�� See Jose Miguel Mendoza, ‘Securities Regulation in Low��ier Listing �enues: �he Rise of the Alternative 
Investment Market’ (2008) 13 Fordham Journal of Corporate � Financial Law 2�8, 2�2  
1�� See ‘AIM Rules for Companies’ <http://www.londonstockexchange.com/companies�and�
advisors/aim/publications/rules�regulations/aim�rules�for�companies�march�2018.pdf� accessed 23 June 
2018. 

��

2���2� OT�ER LAWS

There are other regulations that shape corporate governance of startups, �ut they are not
immediately apparent� �or instance, many startups utili�e employee stock option plans (ESOP) in 
order to attract the �est experts in their particular domain� ESOPs are, from a legal perspective, trust
vehicles designed to ac�uire, store, and continuously distri�ute shares of a company to its
employees� 1�� The participation of employees in the ownership structure and in the profit of 
companies serves as a crucial interest�aligning mechanism and increases the loyalty of employees�
�mplementation of ESOPs is in several �urisdictions supported �y strong tax �enefits� �or instance, in 
the US, corporations that implement ESOP can �ualify as an S corporation, which ena�les them to
avoid paying federal income tax, and the taxation of income occurs only on the level of 
shareholders�1�� Regular C corporations are, on the other hand, su��ected to dou�le taxation�170 UK
tax regulation perceives contri�utions (often executed as gifts) to ESOP trusts as corporate tax
deducti�les�171 The manner in which ESOPs are devised is, to a large extent, determined �y legal 
options that maximi�e the tax �enefits� �n that manner, tax law is capa�le of shaping an important
mechanism of startup governance�

2��� SECOND BU�LD�NG BLOCK: ARRANGEMENTS AMONG �OUNDERS – T�E 
OR�G�NAL OWNERS

The working relationship among founders of a startup is argua�ly a �uintessential cornerstone of a
new venture� Co�founders tend to liken their relationship to their �usiness to co�parenting a child�
Becoming a startup founder is not a choice of convenience or rationality� �ounders often refer to their
intrinsic motivation as a passion for developing new ideas and transforming them into commercial
products and services� �n most cases, personal and professional relationships of founders are
intertwined� The presence of high personal trust leads to a rather informal and fluid manner of
cooperation� Moreover, founders tend to prioriti�e creative tasks or tasks directly related to product

1�� David Reid, ‘ESOPs: Legal Complexities Unravelled’ in Nicholas Wilson (ed), Esops: Their Role in Corporate
Finance and Performance (Springer 201�), �4
1�� Gregory K Brown, ‘Becoming an S Corporation ESOP Company’ (2014) 17 Journal of Passthrough Entities
�, ��10
170 i�id�
171 Carol Arrowsmith and Mark Anderson, ‘Taxation and Accounting for ESOPs’, ESOPS: Their role in corporate 
finance and performance (Wilson, Nicholas, Springer 201�), 7��74
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2.�.1. S�C�RI�I�S LA�S

Securities laws traditionally did not bear importance to startups. �hey fre�uently become relevant
only when a company considers initial public offering. In the past, SM�s (startups included), in 
general, did not have access to capital markets and therefore were not necessarily concerned with
securities regulations. �hat had changed in 1��� when the London Stock �xchange (LS�) launched
its sub�market Alternative Investment Market targeting a segment of SM�s with external capital
needs.1�� �igh�growth SM�s, including startups, eligible to be listed are sub�ected to a watered�down
version of listing rules and approval from an expert called “nominated advisor ”.1�� �ue to the high�
risk profile of companies eligible for AIM listing, only accredited investors can participate in this
market. �hile listing rules as such do not belong to hard law, they emulate listing rules of stock
exchanges and have a considerable impact on the governance. 

�esides listing on AIM or a similar SM��oriented sub�market, startups may decide to go for a
crowdfunding campaign. Crowdfunding laws were designed with startups in mind, and they are
fre�uently modeled as an exemption from otherwise applicable securities laws.

��uity crowdfunding regulation implements multiple rules that indirectly affect the governance of
companies, which decided to pursue a crowdfunding round. In order to protect investors, many
regulators limited the investment amounts of a single retail investor, which effectively leads to a 
broader dispersion of shareholdings. Moreover, crowdfunding platforms in some countries are
obliged to conduct due diligence and disclose the criteria of such a formal review preceding the
placement of a campaign on their website (see Table 5). Although the due diligence procedure is not
prescribed by law in detail, it often involves a review of corporate documentation, which needs to be
sufficiently ad�usted to the entrance of external investors. Such intervention of crowdfunding
platforms may lead to the creation and/or ad�ustment of internal corporate governance mechanisms. 
For instance, many founders do not have proper founders’ agreement in place before they attempt to
attract external capital. Only when investors are about to enter a company’s ownership structure,
founders decide to clarify the rights and obligations of the founders.

1�� See Jose Miguel Mendoza, ‘Securities Regulation in Low��ier Listing �enues: �he Rise of the Alternative
Investment Market’ (2008) 13 Fordham Journal of Corporate � Financial Law 2�8, 2�2
1�� See ‘AIM Rules for Companies’ <http://www.londonstockexchange.com/companies�and�
advisors/aim/publications/rules�regulations/aim�rules�for�companies�march�2018.pdf� accessed 23 June
2018.
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vehicles designed to ac�uire, store, and continuously distri�ute shares of a company to its 
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avoid paying federal income tax, and the taxation of income occurs only on the level of 
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deducti�les�171  The manner in which ESOPs are devised is, to a large extent, determined �y legal 
options that maximi�e the tax �enefits� �n that manner, tax law is capa�le of shaping an important 
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The working relationship among founders of a startup is argua�ly a �uintessential cornerstone of a 
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Becoming a startup founder is not a choice of convenience or rationality� �ounders often refer to their 
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development. Time constraints and resource limitations may lead to an overload of founders’ 
cognitive capacity to process all necessary information and allocate time to vital matters. 1�2 
�nfortunately, most of them forget to properly define their wor�ing arrangements, ownership 
allocation, and aspects of internal governance. In the early stages, founders often do not feel a need 
to formalize and precisely descri�e their roles, competencies, e�uity, and profit division or 
mechanisms that would facilitate a founder’s departure. �ounders may feel reluctant to address these 
issues e�plicitly or re�uire formal arrangement out of a fear that it would affect and undermine the 
implicit trust that they rely on. �or many, such an informal approach has led to misunderstandings, 
unfulfilled e�pectations, and internal conflicts that occasionally resulted in a complete disintegration 
of a founding team. In a way, e�plicit discussions related to the allocation of rights, o�ligations, and 
competencies significantly reduce information asymmetries among founders and also can prevent 
moral hazard situations.  

One of the most crucial legal documents in the early stages of a venture is a founders’ agreement.  As 
a rule of thum�, such agreement should contain as a very minimum: (i) strategic goals of a startup, 
(ii) assignment of the intellectual property right to a company (iii) e�uity division and vesting 
provisions, (iv) capital contri�utions, (v) sweat e�uity, e.g., wor� contri�ution, (vi) role definition and 
allocation of management competencies, (vii) decision�ma�ing processes, (viii) �uy�ac� provisions, 
(i�) rights of founders in case of sale of shares, for instance, right of first refusal, (�) non�compete, 
non�solicitation and confidentiality clauses and (�i) a common approach to investment 
opportunities. 1�3  In addition to that, founders should also pay attention to suita�le employee 
agreements and employee stoc� option plans. 

�uite fre�uently, founders turn their attention to internal governance when approached �y e�ternal 
investors who re�uire formal written agreements. �rom a strategy perspective, such a situation could 
�e compared to �uilding the first floor without proper foundations. In negotiation with investors, a 
founding team should demonstrate a common vision and unity in positions. Lac� of clarity among 
founders can significantly wea�en their �argaining positions or even trigger internal issues at a very 
inconvenient moment. This can reduce the level of confidence that investors have towards the 
founding team �ut also ena�le investors to dominate the negotiations and push forward investor�
friendly deal terms. Solid and comprehensive founders’ agreement is thus an important �asis for the 

1�2 Tanya M Marcum and Eden S Blair, ‘Entrepreneurial Decisions and Legal Issues in Early Venture Stages: 
Advice That Shouldn’t Be Ignored’ (2011) 54 Business Horizons 143, 144 
1�3 The general overview of the content of founders’ agreements is �ased on multiple templates from 
ehvLI��, startup legal and ta� incu�ator operating in the Eindhoven area. 
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operations of a founding team and simultaneously also a vital point of departure to negotiations with
external investors�

2��� THIRD ��ILDI�G �LOC�: CO�TRACT�AL RELATIO�S �ET�EE� 
I�VESTORS A�D START�PS

Traditionally ris� capital providers negotiate separately cash�flow rights and control rights, which
do not necessarily need to be proportional� �uite to the contrary, they often re�uire substantial
control rights over the decision�ma�ing of investee companies, effectively compensating for the
inherent ris� of their investments� Therefore, the subse�uent analysis will follow such division
concentrating on these two categories of rights that lie at the center of negotiations between
investors and startup companies� Specifically, we will also focus on board participation rights that
often serve as a good proxy for control granted to investors�

2���1� ALLOCATIO� OF CASH�FLO� RIGHTS

The first element that defines the relationship between investor and startup is a choice of security
type and security design� Empirical research confirmed (at least in case of VC firms) that particular
choice of security could pre�determine the overall approach and effort that investors dedicate to
startup companies�1�� In the �S, the VC mar�et has converged on one type of security commonly used
in VC contracts, namely convertible preferred security�1�5 In other countries, the selection of security
types is not so une�uivocal� Data from continental Europe document various strategies in security
choice dominated by straight common e�uity, closely followed by convertible securities� Various
mixes of debt and e�uity are also not extraordinary�1�� �hile robust empirical evidence points to the
general prevalence of convertible preferred e�uity and common e�uity, current anecdotal evidence
alludes to the contrary� �any commentators from Silicon Valley emphasi�e the shift towards

1�� Casamatta and Schmidt found out that the allocation of cash flow rights affects the effort that the VC and
the entrepreneur will contribute to the entrepreneurial venture� See respectively Catherine Casamatta and 
Carole Haritchabalet, ‘Learning and Syndication in Venture Capital Investments’
�https:��papers�ssrn�com�sol3�papers�cfm�abstract�id��13�01� accessed 22 June 2018 and �laus �
Schmidt, ‘Convertible Securities and Venture Capital Finance’ (2003) 58 The Journal of Finance 113� 
1�5 See for instance Paul A Gompers and others, ‘Ownership and Control in Entrepreneurial Firms: An 
Examination of Convertible Securities in Venture Capital Investments’
�http:��www�people�hbs�edu�pgompers�Convert�PDF� accessed 22 June 2018 and �aplan and Stromberg (n
5�)�
1�� See Douglas Cumming, ‘Contracts and Exits in Venture Capital Finance’ (2008) 21 Review of Financial
Studies 1��� and Cumming and Johan (n 32)�
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development. Time constraints and resource limitations may lead to an overload of founders’
cognitive capacity to process all necessary information and allocate time to vital matters. 1�2

�nfortunately, most of them forget to properly define their wor�ing arrangements, ownership
allocation, and aspects of internal governance. In the early stages, founders often do not feel a need
to formalize and precisely descri�e their roles, competencies, e�uity, and profit division or
mechanisms that would facilitate a founder’s departure. �ounders may feel reluctant to address these
issues e�plicitly or re�uire formal arrangement out of a fear that it would affect and undermine the
implicit trust that they rely on. �or many, such an informal approach has led to misunderstandings,
unfulfilled e�pectations, and internal conflicts that occasionally resulted in a complete disintegration
of a founding team. In a way, e�plicit discussions related to the allocation of rights, o�ligations, and
competencies significantly reduce information asymmetries among founders and also can prevent
moral hazard situations.

One of the most crucial legal documents in the early stages of a venture is a founders’ agreement. As
a rule of thum�, such agreement should contain as a very minimum: (i) strategic goals of a startup,
(ii) assignment of the intellectual property right to a company (iii) e�uity division and vesting
provisions, (iv) capital contri�utions, (v) sweat e�uity, e.g., wor� contri�ution, (vi) role definition and
allocation of management competencies, (vii) decision�ma�ing processes, (viii) �uy�ac� provisions,
(i�) rights of founders in case of sale of shares, for instance, right of first refusal, (�) non�compete,
non�solicitation and confidentiality clauses and (�i) a common approach to investment
opportunities. 1�3 In addition to that, founders should also pay attention to suita�le employee 
agreements and employee stoc� option plans.

�uite fre�uently, founders turn their attention to internal governance when approached �y e�ternal
investors who re�uire formal written agreements. �rom a strategy perspective, such a situation could
�e compared to �uilding the first floor without proper foundations. In negotiation with investors, a 
founding team should demonstrate a common vision and unity in positions. Lac� of clarity among
founders can significantly wea�en their �argaining positions or even trigger internal issues at a very
inconvenient moment. This can reduce the level of confidence that investors have towards the
founding team �ut also ena�le investors to dominate the negotiations and push forward investor�
friendly deal terms. Solid and comprehensive founders’ agreement is thus an important �asis for the

1�2 Tanya M Marcum and Eden S Blair, ‘Entrepreneurial Decisions and Legal Issues in Early Venture Stages: 
Advice That Shouldn’t Be Ignored’ (2011) 54 Business Horizons 143, 144
1�3 The general overview of the content of founders’ agreements is �ased on multiple templates from
ehvLI��, startup legal and ta� incu�ator operating in the Eindhoven area.
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investors and startup companies� Specifically, we will also focus on board participation rights that 
often serve as a good proxy for control granted to investors� 

2���1� ALLOCATIO� OF CASH�FLO� RIGHTS 

The first element that defines the relationship between investor and startup is a choice of security 
type and security design� Empirical research confirmed (at least in case of VC firms) that particular 
choice of security could pre�determine the overall approach and effort that investors dedicate to 
startup companies�1�� In the �S, the VC mar�et has converged on one type of security commonly used 
in VC contracts, namely convertible preferred security�1�5 In other countries, the selection of security 
types is not so une�uivocal� Data from continental Europe document various strategies in security 
choice dominated by straight common e�uity, closely followed by convertible securities� Various 
mixes of debt and e�uity are also not extraordinary�1�� �hile robust empirical evidence points to the 
general prevalence of convertible preferred e�uity and common e�uity, current anecdotal evidence 
alludes to the contrary� �any commentators from Silicon Valley emphasi�e the shift towards 

1�� Casamatta  and Schmidt  found out that the allocation of cash flow rights affects the effort that the VC and 
the entrepreneur will contribute to the entrepreneurial venture� See respectively Catherine Casamatta and 
Carole Haritchabalet, ‘Learning and Syndication in Venture Capital Investments’ 
�https:��papers�ssrn�com�sol3�papers�cfm�abstract�id��13�01� accessed 22 June 2018 and �laus � 
Schmidt, ‘Convertible Securities and Venture Capital Finance’ (2003) 58 The Journal of Finance 113�  
1�5 See for instance Paul A Gompers and others, ‘Ownership and Control in Entrepreneurial Firms: An 
Examination of Convertible Securities in Venture Capital Investments’ 
�http:��www�people�hbs�edu�pgompers�Convert�PDF� accessed 22 June 2018 and �aplan and Stromberg (n 
5�)� 
1�� See Douglas Cumming, ‘Contracts and Exits in Venture Capital Finance’ (2008) 21 Review of Financial 
Studies 1��� and Cumming and Johan (n 32)� 
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convertible debt as a prevalent type of securities chosen by early�stage VC firms�1�� The reason is 
�uite straightforward, convertible debt (note) postpones the valuation of the company and thus 
makes the negotiation process faster and less onerous� As opposed to VCs, angel investors usually do 
not prefer very complex security designs, and rather, scarce empirical evidence confirms the 
prevalent use of straight common shares, at least in the ���1�8  

Comprehensive evidence on the type of securities used by angels in �urope is missing� however, 
much of the literature points out primarily to common stock or various schemes that combine debt 
and e�uity� �imilarly, accelerators in the �� member states prefer common e�uity, and in certain 
rather isolated cases, use convertible debt�1�9  The �uestion is, why does the choice of security even 
matter in the context of corporate governance� 

�n general, the choice of security can shed more light on the incentives and investment philosophy of 
the investor and hence set the stage for the entire investor�investee relationship� �n the case of VCs, 
the maximum effort is elicited when they were allocated convertible securities (convertible debt or 
convertible preferred e�uity)� 180   This maximum effort could translate into hours spent with 
companies, providing advice or resolving conflict, e�g�, non�contractual management mechanisms 
that are per se not specified in writing� �traight debt or non�convertible preferred e�uity simply does 
not provide the high power financial incentive to do “a little extra work” with startup companies, as 
these securities generate a stable return on the investment, which does not fluctuate with companies’ 
performance� Angel investors follow a different rationale when using common stock� First, their 
investments are only a fraction of regular VC investments and thus represent lower risk situations� 
�econdly, angel investors usually invest in companies, which reside in their vicinity, and hence the 
geographical proximity allows them to employ various non�contractual management mechanisms 
(checks�on�spot)� That situation is even reinforced in accelerators, which work with companies on a 
daily basis and invest very negligible amounts of capital�181 

1�� �ee comments of �eth �evine on blog available at http:��www�sethlevine�com�wp�2010�08�has�
convertible�debt�won�and�if�it�has�is�that�a�good�thing and a comment from �aul �raham, � Combinator 
founder available at https:��twitter�com�paulg�status�22�1911�99�, both last accessed on 29th April 201� 
1�8 Andrew Wong, Mihir Bhatia and Zachary Freeman, ‘Angel Finance: The Other Venture Capital’ (2009) 18 
�trategic Change 221, 22� 
1�9 �and�collected data� 
180 �ee Casamatta and �aritchabalet (n 1��) and �chmidt (n 1��)�  
181 Most of the accelerators in the �� member states re�uire between �� to 1�� of e�uity for 8,000 to 
2�,000 ���� �and�collected data� 

��

2���2� �LL�C�T��� �� C��T��L ����T�

Control rights consist of various contractual mechanisms that complement the choice of security an�
together �efine the strategic position of investor towar�s startup �see Table III�� �esi�es the right to
appoint �irectors or remove an� re�appoint C��s� investors employ wi�e range of mechanisms that
shall protect their position from �ilution in value or volume �pre�emptive rights� anti��ilution rights�
rights of first refusal� that will grant investor an a�vantageous position in case of �inten�e�� transfer
of shares �right of first refusal� tag�along right� �rag�along right�� that will allow investor to force or
accelerate his e�it from the company �re�emption rights� ��� registration rights�� that will awar�
investor with more transparency �information rights�� VC investors fre�uently apply many of the 
a�ovementione� provisions an� thus re�uire a su�stantial portion of control over the startup as
leverage to their investment� �pparently� the larger portion of control rights increases the 
involvement of VCs in their investee companies�1�2

�t has to �e note� that VC firms tra�itionally invest in later stages of a company’s life when a company
usually shows some traction an� generates revenue� �ngel investors� on the other han�� supply fun�s
in the earlier stages an� thus face significant ris� an� information asymmetry� �ompers� therefore�
assume� that particularly early�stage investors shoul� re�uire e�tensive control rights in or�er to
mitigate asymmetrical information� 1�� �mpirical research� however� points to the contrary� as in the
case of angel investments� startups tra�itionally retain the control of the company�1�� The e�tensive 
research on the angel �eal terms� especially in �urope� has not �een con�ucte� yet an� creates a
missing pu��le piece in the mosaic of investment strategies� �ecently� however� the �ee�summit 
initiative �rafte� an e�ample term sheet for angel investors� which is aime� to �e use� as a stan�ar�
term sheet for angel investments� 1�� The e�tent to which it has �een employe� in real�life 
transactions remains un�nown� This stan�ar�i�e� term sheet allocates certain veto rights on
su�stantial �usiness �ecisions� right of first refusal an� co�sale� �rag�along rights� an� non�e�tensive
information rights to an investor an� pre�emptive rights to all sharehol�ers� �n general� nothing
allu�es to the significant shift of control towar�s the investor� which in turn confirms that angel
investors �o not ten� to assume significant control over a startup� �gain� we can speculate a�out

1�2 Cumming an� �ohan �n �2��
1�� �ompers an� others �n 1����
1�� �ong� �hatia an� �reeman �n 1���� 2��
1�� The stan�ar�i�e� term sheet is availa�le online at ‘Termsheet Change Log – v1 versus V2’
�http���see�summit�org�termsheets�version�1�� accesse� 1� �uly 2�1��
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convertible debt as a prevalent type of securities chosen by early�stage VC firms�1�� The reason is
�uite straightforward, convertible debt (note) postpones the valuation of the company and thus
makes the negotiation process faster and less onerous� As opposed to VCs, angel investors usually do
not prefer very complex security designs, and rather, scarce empirical evidence confirms the
prevalent use of straight common shares, at least in the ���1�8

Comprehensive evidence on the type of securities used by angels in �urope is missing� however,
much of the literature points out primarily to common stock or various schemes that combine debt
and e�uity� �imilarly, accelerators in the �� member states prefer common e�uity, and in certain
rather isolated cases, use convertible debt�1�9 The �uestion is, why does the choice of security even 
matter in the context of corporate governance�

�n general, the choice of security can shed more light on the incentives and investment philosophy of
the investor and hence set the stage for the entire investor�investee relationship� �n the case of VCs,
the maximum effort is elicited when they were allocated convertible securities (convertible debt or
convertible preferred e�uity)� 180 This maximum effort could translate into hours spent with 
companies, providing advice or resolving conflict, e�g�, non�contractual management mechanisms
that are per se not specified in writing� �traight debt or non�convertible preferred e�uity simply does
not provide the high power financial incentive to do “a little extra work” with startup companies, as
these securities generate a stable return on the investment, which does not fluctuate with companies’
performance� Angel investors follow a different rationale when using common stock� First, their
investments are only a fraction of regular VC investments and thus represent lower risk situations�
�econdly, angel investors usually invest in companies, which reside in their vicinity, and hence the
geographical proximity allows them to employ various non�contractual management mechanisms
(checks�on�spot)� That situation is even reinforced in accelerators, which work with companies on a 
daily basis and invest very negligible amounts of capital�181

1�� �ee comments of �eth �evine on blog available at http:��www�sethlevine�com�wp�2010�08�has�
convertible�debt�won�and�if�it�has�is�that�a�good�thing and a comment from �aul �raham, � Combinator
founder available at https:��twitter�com�paulg�status�22�1911�99�, both last accessed on 29th April 201�
1�8 Andrew Wong, Mihir Bhatia and Zachary Freeman, ‘Angel Finance: The Other Venture Capital’ (2009) 18 
�trategic Change 221, 22�
1�9 �and�collected data�
180 �ee Casamatta and �aritchabalet (n 1��) and �chmidt (n 1��)�
181 Most of the accelerators in the �� member states re�uire between �� to 1�� of e�uity for 8,000 to
2�,000 ���� �and�collected data�
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Control rights consist of various contractual mechanisms that complement the choice of security an� 
together �efine the strategic position of investor towar�s startup �see Table III�� �esi�es the right to 
appoint �irectors or remove an� re�appoint C��s� investors employ wi�e range of mechanisms that 
shall protect their position from �ilution in value or volume �pre�emptive rights� anti��ilution rights� 
rights of first refusal� that will grant investor an a�vantageous position in case of �inten�e�� transfer 
of shares �right of first refusal� tag�along right� �rag�along right�� that will allow investor to force or 
accelerate his e�it from the company �re�emption rights� ��� registration rights�� that will awar� 
investor with more transparency �information rights�� VC investors fre�uently apply many of the 
a�ovementione� provisions an� thus re�uire a su�stantial portion of control over the startup as 
leverage to their investment� �pparently� the larger portion of control rights increases the 
involvement of VCs in their investee companies�1�2  

�t has to �e note� that VC firms tra�itionally invest in later stages of a company’s life when a company 
usually shows some traction an� generates revenue� �ngel investors� on the other han�� supply fun�s 
in the earlier stages an� thus face significant ris� an� information asymmetry� �ompers� therefore� 
assume� that particularly early�stage investors shoul� re�uire e�tensive control rights in or�er to 
mitigate asymmetrical information� 1�� �mpirical research� however� points to the contrary� as in the 
case of angel investments� startups tra�itionally retain the control of the company�1�� The e�tensive 
research on the angel �eal terms� especially in �urope� has not �een con�ucte� yet an� creates a 
missing pu��le piece in the mosaic of investment strategies� �ecently� however� the �ee�summit 
initiative �rafte� an e�ample term sheet for angel investors� which is aime� to �e use� as a stan�ar� 
term sheet for angel investments� 1��  The e�tent to which it has �een employe� in real�life 
transactions remains un�nown� This stan�ar�i�e� term sheet allocates certain veto rights on 
su�stantial �usiness �ecisions� right of first refusal an� co�sale� �rag�along rights� an� non�e�tensive 
information rights to an investor an� pre�emptive rights to all sharehol�ers� �n general� nothing 
allu�es to the significant shift of control towar�s the investor� which in turn confirms that angel 
investors �o not ten� to assume significant control over a startup�  �gain� we can speculate a�out 

1�2 Cumming an� �ohan �n �2�� 
1�� �ompers an� others �n 1���� 
1�� �ong� �hatia an� �reeman �n 1���� 2��  
1��  The stan�ar�i�e� term sheet is availa�le online at ‘Termsheet Change Log – v1 versus V2’ 
�http���see�summit�org�termsheets�version�1�� accesse� 1� �uly 2�1�� 
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non�contractual mec�anisms t�at angels emplo� to mitigate t�e information as�mmetr� pro�lem� �n 
t�e case of accelerators, t�ere �as �een ver� little transparenc� regarding t�e contractual 
arrangements wit� t�e startups� �e can onl� assume t�at due to ver� low capital investment, t�e 
control rig�ts allocated to accelerators s�ould not �e overl� e�tensive and pro�a�l� compara�le or 
even more modest t�an t�ose allocated to angel investors� 

2����� B���D P����C�P����� 

Board formation is one of t�e most important processes, w�ic� pro�a�l� receives t�e greatest 
attention in t�e conte�t of control distri�ution� ��e �oard is generall� responsi�le for �1� appointing 
or removing t�e management team and evaluating t�eir performance� and �2� deciding on strategic 
decisions of a startup�1�� Certain strategic decisions re�uire t�e approval of s�are�olders or a certain 
group of s�are�olders� ��ese var� in individual cases �ut sometimes include large ac�uisitions, asset 
sales, su�se�uent financing rounds, elections of directors, or an� ot�er actions stipulated 
contractuall�� 1��  

�n contrast to listed companies, �oards of startup companies are rat�er small �1�� mem�ers� and 
involve insiders �founders�, investors ��Cs, angels, accelerators�, and outsiders� 1��  �n startup 
companies, t�e dividing line �etween a �oard of directors and a general meeting of s�are�olders is 
often not ver� clear� �magine t�at a startup �as two founders and one angel investor, all of w�ic� 
assume t�e position on t�e �oard, w�ic� translates to a partial fusion of �ot� compan� �odies�  �ence, 
in some cases, a �oard ma� �e effectivel� t�e �ig�est decision�ma�ing �od� of t�e startup� �n addition 
to monitoring and t�e decision�ma�ing function, a �oard usuall� serves also as a crucial advisor� 
�od�, a pool of �usiness, or industr��specific �nowledge and e�perience� Besides t�e �nowledge and 
e�perience �roug�t in �� founders and investors, startups often allocate �oard seats to outsiders, 
non�affiliated professionals t�at possess complementar� e�pertise, �nowledge, and s�ills1���  ��us,
t�e strategic advisor� function of t�e �oard is in case of startups rat�er prominent�

1�� Kaplan and Strom�erg �n �4� , 2�0 
1�� Ibid. 
1�� Suren Dutia, ‘Primer for Building an Effective Board for Growing Startup Companies’ [2014] Kauffman 
�oundation ��ttp���www��auffman�org�w�at�we�do�researc��2014�0��primer�for��uilding�an�effective�
�oard�for�growing�startup�companies�, �
1�� Based on interview wit� 1� �ig��tec� companies in Eind�oven

TABLE 3 List of Contractual Arrangements (Clauses)
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non�contractual mec�anisms t�at angels emplo� to mitigate t�e information as�mmetr� pro�lem� �n
t�e case of accelerators, t�ere �as �een ver� little transparenc� regarding t�e contractual 
arrangements wit� t�e startups� �e can onl� assume t�at due to ver� low capital investment, t�e 
control rig�ts allocated to accelerators s�ould not �e overl� e�tensive and pro�a�l� compara�le or
even more modest t�an t�ose allocated to angel investors�

2����� B���D P����C�P�����

Board formation is one of t�e most important processes, w�ic� pro�a�l� receives t�e greatest 
attention in t�e conte�t of control distri�ution� ��e �oard is generall� responsi�le for �1� appointing
or removing t�e management team and evaluating t�eir performance� and �2� deciding on strategic
decisions of a startup�1�� Certain strategic decisions re�uire t�e approval of s�are�olders or a certain
group of s�are�olders� ��ese var� in individual cases �ut sometimes include large ac�uisitions, asset
sales, su�se�uent financing rounds, elections of directors, or an� ot�er actions stipulated
contractuall�� 1��

�n contrast to listed companies, �oards of startup companies are rat�er small �1�� mem�ers� and
involve insiders �founders�, investors ��Cs, angels, accelerators�, and outsiders� 1�� �n startup 
companies, t�e dividing line �etween a �oard of directors and a general meeting of s�are�olders is
often not ver� clear� �magine t�at a startup �as two founders and one angel investor, all of w�ic�
assume t�e position on t�e �oard, w�ic� translates to a partial fusion of �ot� compan� �odies� �ence,
in some cases, a �oard ma� �e effectivel� t�e �ig�est decision�ma�ing �od� of t�e startup� �n addition
to monitoring and t�e decision�ma�ing function, a �oard usuall� serves also as a crucial advisor�
�od�, a pool of �usiness, or industr��specific �nowledge and e�perience� Besides t�e �nowledge and
e�perience �roug�t in �� founders and investors, startups often allocate �oard seats to outsiders, 
non�affiliated professionals t�at possess complementar� e�pertise, �nowledge, and s�ills1��� ��us,
t�e strategic advisor� function of t�e �oard is in case of startups rat�er prominent�

1�� Kaplan and Strom�erg �n �4� , 2�0
1�� Ibid.
1�� Suren Dutia, ‘Primer for Building an Effective Board for Growing Startup Companies’ [2014] Kauffman
�oundation ��ttp���www��auffman�org�w�at�we�do�researc��2014�0��primer�for��uilding�an�effective�
�oard�for�growing�startup�companies�, �
1�� Based on interview wit� 1� �ig��tec� companies in Eind�oven

TABLE 3 List of Contractual Arrangements (Clauses) 
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�aving ana���ed three previous bui�ding b�ocks� there are sti�� severa� aspects of investor�startup
re�ationships� �hich can be� in essence� characteri�ed as non�contractua�� �s mentioned before�
investors offer� besides capita�� a�so significant strategic advice and possess essentia� net�orks that
can immense�� he�p to rea�i�e startup potentia�� �hese aspects of investor�startup re�ations a��ude to
certain non�contractua� mechanisms� the e�istence of �hich can be supported b� t�o reasons� �irst���
contracts are inherent�� incomp�ete� and hence not a�� eventua�ities of this mutua� re�ationship can
be anticipated e��ante� �econd��� the opportunities for advice and net�orking that investors offer are
hard�� defined and even harder to enforce� �ence� these aspects remain in the �one of non�
contractua� arrangements that are� ho�ever� anticipated� �nteresting stud� b� �umming and �ohan
attempted� amongst others� to map the importance of these non�contractua� mechanisms b�
observing them through severa� pro�ies� name�� the hours per month spent �ith entrepreneurs
�tota� effort�� the investors’ rankings of the importance of their contribution pertaining to different
advising fie�ds �advice�� as �e�� as hours spent on conf�ict�reso�ution �conf�ict�����

�irst��� the� found out that contractua� re�ations� to a �arge e�tent� determine the non�contractua�
aspects of re�ations� especia��� the time and effort put into the investee compan�� �econd��� the� a�so 
discovered that non�contractua� conf�ict reso�utions are high�� important and are affected b� the 
�ua�it� of �ega� s�stem at hand� meaning that the more �ua�it� �a� and enforcement a particu�ar
countr� offers� the �ess time the� need to spend on non�contractua� conf�ict reso�ution� �n an� case�
the given stud� on�� hints at the e�istence of the non�contractua� corporate governance mechanisms
and does not attempt to describe further or categori�e them� �t is reasonab�e to be�ieve that these
aspects �mechanisms� of investor�startup re�ationships deve�op ad hoc and ma� demonstrate
significant differences across the board� �n this conte�t� acce�erators appear to be ver� interesting
p�atforms because advising and net�orking options �ere someho� forma�i�ed and bui�t�in into their 
three�month intensive acce�erating programs� �oreover� the� active�� invo�ve potentia� fo��o��on 
investors into these educationa� programs hence effective�� a��o�ing them to shape startups before
the� even invest� �t is obvious that the categor� of non�contractua� re�ations bet�een investors and
startups is rather under�researched and needs further attention in order to be ab�e to better define

��� �umming and others �n ��� � ��
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�aving ana���ed three previous bui�ding b�ocks� there are sti�� severa� aspects of investor�startup 
re�ationships� �hich can be� in essence� characteri�ed as non�contractua��  �s mentioned before� 
investors offer� besides capita�� a�so significant strategic advice and possess essentia� net�orks that 
can immense�� he�p to rea�i�e startup potentia�� �hese aspects of investor�startup re�ations a��ude to 
certain non�contractua� mechanisms� the e�istence of �hich can be supported b� t�o reasons� �irst��� 
contracts are inherent�� incomp�ete� and hence not a�� eventua�ities of this mutua� re�ationship can 
be anticipated e��ante� �econd��� the opportunities for advice and net�orking that investors offer are 
hard�� defined and even harder to enforce�  �ence� these aspects remain in the �one of non�
contractua� arrangements that are� ho�ever� anticipated� �nteresting stud� b� �umming and �ohan 
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��� �umming and others �n ��� � �� 
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these informal but e�tremely im�ortant as�ects of investor�startu� relations. 

2.�. I��ESTI�� A�D C�R��RATE ���ER�A�CE 

An attentive observer may notice that our startu� governance model (Illustration �) is, to a large 
e�tent, designed from the �ers�ective of an entre�reneur. It is a founder who has to choose a suitable 
business form, rea� the ta� benefits by selecting a ta��friendly cor�orate structure and em�loyee 
stock o�tion �lan and establish a clear division of control and ownershi� among founders that are 
the basis of internal governance when first e�ternal investors ste� into the com�any.  

 Although this startu� governance model duly illustrates the intertwined layers of governance 
�resent in most startu�s with e�ternal financing, it does not fully ca�ture the �rocesses surrounding 
the entry of e�ternal investors into the ownershi� and governance structure. In order to e�tend our 
understanding of an investment �rocess and its im�act on the governance of startu�s, we decided to 
include a �ers�ective of investors that addresses (i) fundamental issues of startu� financing and (ii) 
investor mechanisms addressing these �roblems in the �re�investment and �ost�investment �hase. 

2.�.1. ���DAME�TAL �R��LEMS �� START�� �I�A�CI��

�ovel and innovative methods of startu� financing often significantly im�rove access to finance, but 
at the same time, they seem to dee�en the fundamental �roblems of financing of early�stage ventures. 
Therefore, every ty�e of startu� financing, in order to become sustainable, has to develo� a set of 
mechanisms to address three main �roblems: (i) uncertainty, (ii) information asymmetry, and (iii) 
agency �roblems.1��  �enture ca�ital and crowdfunding literature have e�tensively discussed the 
manifestation of these fundamental �roblems and governance mechanisms that hel� to mitigate 
them.1�� This narrative, however, strictly follows the agency theory �ro�ositions, which we deem as 
insufficient to ca�ture all dimensions of the investor�startu� relationshi�s. Therefore, we would like 
to add another dimension, which is value�creation. �alue�creation is naturally not formulated �er se 
as a �roblem� nevertheless, investors’ added value, although often im�licit, does contribute to the 
�robability of success. Lack thereof may, on the other hand, de�rive startu�s of essential strategic 
advice, valuable network of contacts, im�ortant ambassadorshi�, and other value�creating as�ects. 

1�� �a�lan and Str�mberg (n ��), �26��2�  
1�� See also Andrew Schwartz and Andrew A Schwartz, ‘The Digital Shareholder’ (2015) 100 Minnesota Law 
Review 60� �htt�:��ssrn.com�abstract�2�0�266� accessed 1� �anuary 201� and Darian M Ibrahim, ‘Equity 
Crowdfunding: A Market for Lemons’ (2015) 100 Minnesota Law Review 561. 
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Uncertainty is endogenous to investing� Startup scalability and performance are influenced by many
variables� �ence it is difficult to predict, which ones will go on to become “the winners” and provide
the highest return on the investment�195 The earlier in the life cycle the investor gets on board, the 
greater the uncertainty and the more risk to be borne� Investing is thus, figuratively speaking, only
an informed betting� The uncertainty of financial returns is, in the case of early�stage startups, even
aggravated by technological, market, and regulatory uncertainty that is inherent to the process of
innovation�19� There are no guarantees that the innovation efforts will lead to products or services
that will be adopted by market participants to the extent that they will provide early�stage financiers
with sufficient return on their investment� 

Information asymmetries between startups and investors play a significant role in the pre�
investment but also in the post�investment stage� In the pre�investment stage, such information
asymmetries may lead to an adverse selection of companies with low��uality propositions, 
collo�uially known as lemons�197 �ne of the ma�or issues in this respect is a lack of any performance
metrics, which could predict the future growth potential of a startup� Investors have to rely on a piece
of secondary evidence, such as knowledge of the market, previous financial track record of an
entrepreneur, and sophistication of the proposed business model (especially earnings model)�

In the post�investment stage, information asymmetries between entrepreneurs and investors
fre�uently cause moral ha�ard situations� 198 �ecause investors are not involved in the daily
operations of the ventures, the unobserved entrepreneurs may be prone to opportunistic behavior,
giving rise to well�known agency problems�199 �or instance, the presence of external finance may
tempt entrepreneurs to engage in wasteful spending or overly risky behavior, the costs of which they
do not bear alone�200

195 Ronald J Gilson, ‘Engineering a Venture Capital Market: Lessons from the American Experience’ (2003) 55 
Stanford Law Review 10�7, 1071
19� �or general review of uncertainty in the process of innovation see �arri Jalonen, ‘The Uncertainty of 
Innovation: A Systematic Review of the Literature’ (2011) 4 Journal of Management Research 
�http:��www�macrothink�org��ournal�index�php��mr�article�view�1039��
197 George A Akerlof, ‘The Market for Lemons: Quality, Uncertainty and the Market Mechanism’ (1970) 84
Source: The Quarterly Journal of Economics 488 
198 �aul Milgrom and John Roberts, Economics, Organization and Management (1st edn, �earson 1992), 1���
1�7
199 ibid, 1���1�7
200 �aul Gompers and Josh Lerner, ‘The Venture Capital Revolution’ (2001) 15 Journal of Economic
�erspectives 145, 155
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stock o�tion �lan and establish a clear division of control and ownershi� among founders that are
the basis of internal governance when first e�ternal investors ste� into the com�any.

Although this startu� governance model duly illustrates the intertwined layers of governance
�resent in most startu�s with e�ternal financing, it does not fully ca�ture the �rocesses surrounding
the entry of e�ternal investors into the ownershi� and governance structure. In order to e�tend our
understanding of an investment �rocess and its im�act on the governance of startu�s, we decided to
include a �ers�ective of investors that addresses (i) fundamental issues of startu� financing and (ii)
investor mechanisms addressing these �roblems in the �re�investment and �ost�investment �hase.
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�ovel and innovative methods of startu� financing often significantly im�rove access to finance, but 
at the same time, they seem to dee�en the fundamental �roblems of financing of early�stage ventures.
Therefore, every ty�e of startu� financing, in order to become sustainable, has to develo� a set of
mechanisms to address three main �roblems: (i) uncertainty, (ii) information asymmetry, and (iii)
agency �roblems.1�� �enture ca�ital and crowdfunding literature have e�tensively discussed the
manifestation of these fundamental �roblems and governance mechanisms that hel� to mitigate
them.1�� This narrative, however, strictly follows the agency theory �ro�ositions, which we deem as
insufficient to ca�ture all dimensions of the investor�startu� relationshi�s. Therefore, we would like
to add another dimension, which is value�creation. �alue�creation is naturally not formulated �er se 
as a �roblem� nevertheless, investors’ added value, although often im�licit, does contribute to the
�robability of success. Lack thereof may, on the other hand, de�rive startu�s of essential strategic
advice, valuable network of contacts, im�ortant ambassadorshi�, and other value�creating as�ects.

1�� �a�lan and Str�mberg (n ��), �26��2�
1�� See also Andrew Schwartz and Andrew A Schwartz, ‘The Digital Shareholder’ (2015) 100 Minnesota Law 
Review 60� �htt�:��ssrn.com�abstract�2�0�266� accessed 1� �anuary 201� and Darian M Ibrahim, ‘Equity
Crowdfunding: A Market for Lemons’ (2015) 100 Minnesota Law Review 561.
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Information asymmetries between startups and investors play a significant role in the pre�
investment but also in the post�investment stage� In the pre�investment stage, such information 
asymmetries may lead to an adverse selection of companies with low��uality propositions, 
collo�uially known as lemons�197 �ne of the ma�or issues in this respect is a lack of any performance 
metrics, which could predict the future growth potential of a startup� Investors have to rely on a piece 
of secondary evidence, such as knowledge of the market, previous financial track record of an 
entrepreneur, and sophistication of the proposed business model (especially earnings model)� 
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fre�uently cause moral ha�ard situations� 198  �ecause investors are not involved in the daily 
operations of the ventures, the unobserved entrepreneurs may be prone to opportunistic behavior, 
giving rise to well�known agency problems�199 �or instance, the presence of external finance may 
tempt entrepreneurs to engage in wasteful spending or overly risky behavior, the costs of which they 
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�tartup investors traditionally employ three intertwined strategies to address the first three 
fundamental issues� namely �i� due diligence or screening� �ii� financial contracting� and �iii� 
monitoring of the investments.   

�ue diligence can be described as a process of screening and scrutini�ing the information about the 
investment available to the public in order to ma�e a well�informed investment decision. The depth 
of the due diligence procedure usually depends on the type and the bac�ground e�perience of the 
investors. �hile professional investors such as business angels and venture capital investors with 
significant bargaining power can usually tailor the due diligence process to their needs� communicate 
directly with the team and re�uest additional information� dispersed retail investors such as 
crowdfunders cannot benefit from such personal approach. The results of due diligence are 
significant not only for the investors’ binary choice� whether to invest or not� but they also determine 
the basis for their negotiating position� especially in relation to contractual arrangements. 

The second strategy addressing fundamental problems is financial contracting.��� Traditional startup 
investors such as venture capitalists often negotiate specific contractual arrangements to reduce 
moral ha�ard situations and mitigate agency problems. �n the other hand� crowd�based investors do 
not have an option to negotiate and thus tailor�made these contractual arrangements in each 
individual case. From the entrepreneur’s perspective� it would simply not be feasible to discuss or to 
implement different investment terms with potentially hundreds of individual investors. This 
strategy fully corresponds to the third building bloc� of startup governance �as depicted in 
Illustration 3�. 

The third strategy� monitoring and advising� is e�clusively employed in the post�investment period. 
�ost�investment practices of startup investors are generally under�researched� and the available 
evidence is almost e�clusively related to venture capital investors. For the monitoring� investors may 
utili�e formal contractual rights� such as information rights� their position on the board� or they may 
develop informal mechanisms that are per se not enforceable. These informal mechanisms are again 
not very well researched� as they are very hard to observe and vary per startup. �evertheless� 
because they are mostly built on positive and cooperative nature of   

The investors’ perspective introduces us to new variables of a startup�investor relationship� which 
commences even before the formal entrance of investors into startups. �t also emphasi�es the 
intertwined nature of these methods of addressing fundamental issues of startup financing. 

��� �ee for instance �aplan and �tromberg �n ���. 

��

���� ����������

�t is fair to say that high�growth innovative companies, or startups, operate on a different wavelength
than more traditional businesses that grow rather organically� �hese companies e�perience shorter
innovation and production cycles� they e�pand to new mar�ets and capture new customers in an
e�ponential fashion� �hese rapidly changing circumstances, accompanied by a strong internal focus
on innovation, render the traditional corporate governance approach unsuitable and too narrow� �ur 
e�amination of agency theory, related shareholder primacy view, and a lin� between corporate
governance and innovation show that governance may be one of the factors influencing innovation
processes and their output� �uch a proposition is, however, not integrated into the narrative of 
agency theorists, who are mostly concerned with value preservation and distribution of ��� among
the main corporate ris��bearers, shareholders� �he flaws of agency theory�based corporate 
governance become even more prominent when e�amining governance mechanisms of startups�
�tartups are firmly focused on innovation and value creation, as they continuously struggle with
competition from corporate incumbents, scarce resources, limited li�uidity, and general adversarial 
mar�et conditions — resources, whether human or capital, are crucial factors, which, to a large
e�tent, shape the startup governance� 

�n the chapter, we have provided a novel governance framewor� that describes four intertwined 
dimensions that together form startup governance� �lthough the framewor� does not per se provide
a novel governance theory that would accommodate startups’ specific needs, it provides for a suitable
analytical tool for e�amining relationships of startup sta�eholders� �e have also established that
startups often utili�e informal and non�contractual mechanisms among different startup
sta�eholders, predominantly investors and founders�managers� �rguably, multiple governance�
related e�amples demonstrated star� differences in the manner that corporate governance
mechanisms are implemented in startups and large listed companies�

�tartup governance matters in the conte�t of navigating through comple� relations of startup
sta�eholders that correlate with the innovation output of these companies� �specially the startup 
governance framewor� provides a starting point for thorough scrutiny of these governance layers
and their interdependence�
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CH�PT�R ���: ��TROD�CT�O� TO ����TY CROWDF��D���
��D ���T��L CO�� OFF�R���S

�.1. ��TROD�CT�O�

Tapping the crowd, a distributed network of indi�iduals for knowledge, ideas, suggestions, feedback,
or funding is not necessarily a no�el idea. Crowdsourcing, a ter� coined in the early 21st century,
goes back at least three hundred years when go�ern�ents began to recognize the power of sourcing
solutions for� the general public. �n 171�, the �ritish go�ern�ent organized a co�petition, “The 
Longitude Prize”, challenging the citizens to de�elop a reliable way to co�pute longitude.202 Later in
the 1�th century, French king Louis �� crowdsourced the che�ical process of e�tracting alkali fro�
the sea salt, which beca�e the basis of the che�ical industry.20� The concept of collecti�e funding of
a pro�ect or a cause dates back e�en further to 2�00 �C when ancient Hebrews i�ple�ented
co�pulsory donations intended to support i�po�erished people.20� This ancient donation�based 
crowdfunding was used as a �anner of the wealth re�distribution. �lthough crowd�based sourcing
and funding concepts appeared throughout history, it is indisputable that it was �ainly the
e�ergence of digital technologies and the internet that enabled organizations to tap into a bigger,
�ore di�erse, and �ore in�ol�ed crowds, whene�er they needed, regardless of their geographical 
location. 

The in�ol�e�ent of the crowd forces organizations to redefine their structural boundaries, and e�en
�ore i�portantly, to create proper conduits between e�ternal and internal acti�ities. 20� �n the
conte�t of crowdfunding, the contributors effecti�ely beco�e stakeholders of an organization that
they supported. The for�al nature of such in�ol�e�ent depends on the legal fra�ework and
contractual arrange�ents and �aries fro� one�off donation transactions not in�ol�ing any for�al
consideration to for�al ownership of shares by the e�uity crowdfunders. �esides this di�ension,
crowdfunders fre�uently support or interact with their portfolio co�panies outside of their 

202 Richard Dunn, ‘The History | Longitude Prize’ <https://longitudeprize.org/about�us/history� accessed 2�
�une 201�.
20�Sebastian Schäfer and others, ‘Talk to Your Crowd’ (2017) 60 Research�Technology �anage�ent �� 
<https://www.tandfonline.co�/doi/full/10.10�0/0���6�0�.2017.1�2�6��� accessed 2� �une 201�.
20� Daniel Ortiz Reti, ‘Social Work and Technology: Past, Present and Future’ (Social Work Helper, 10 April 
2014, 201�) <https://www.socialworkhelper.co�/201�/0�/10/technology�and�social�work�past�present�
and�future/�.
20� �guyen Hoang Thuan, Business Process Crowdsourcing: Concept, Ontology and Decision Support. (SPR����R
201�).
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��D ���T��L CO�� OFF�R���S 
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the 1�th century, French king Louis �� crowdsourced the che�ical process of e�tracting alkali fro� 
the sea salt, which beca�e the basis of the che�ical industry.20� The concept of collecti�e funding of 
a pro�ect or a cause dates back e�en further to 2�00 �C when ancient Hebrews i�ple�ented 
co�pulsory donations intended to support i�po�erished people.20� This ancient donation�based 
crowdfunding was used as a �anner of the wealth re�distribution. �lthough crowd�based sourcing 
and funding concepts appeared throughout history, it is indisputable that it was �ainly the 
e�ergence of digital technologies and the internet that enabled organizations to tap into a bigger, 
�ore di�erse, and �ore in�ol�ed crowds, whene�er they needed, regardless of their geographical 
location.  

The in�ol�e�ent of the crowd forces organizations to redefine their structural boundaries, and e�en 
�ore i�portantly, to create proper conduits between e�ternal and internal acti�ities. 20�  �n the 
conte�t of crowdfunding, the contributors effecti�ely beco�e stakeholders of an organization that 
they supported. The for�al nature of such in�ol�e�ent depends on the legal fra�ework and 
contractual arrange�ents and �aries fro� one�off donation transactions not in�ol�ing any for�al 
consideration to for�al ownership of shares by the e�uity crowdfunders. �esides this di�ension, 
crowdfunders fre�uently support or interact with their portfolio co�panies outside of their 

202 Richard Dunn, ‘The History | Longitude Prize’ <https://longitudeprize.org/about�us/history� accessed 2� 
�une 201�. 
20�Sebastian Schäfer and others, ‘Talk to Your Crowd’ (2017) 60 Research�Technology �anage�ent �� 
<https://www.tandfonline.co�/doi/full/10.10�0/0���6�0�.2017.1�2�6��� accessed 2� �une 201�. 
20� Daniel Ortiz Reti, ‘Social Work and Technology: Past, Present and Future’ (Social Work Helper, 10 April 
2014, 201�) <https://www.socialworkhelper.co�/201�/0�/10/technology�and�social�work�past�present�
and�future/�. 
20� �guyen Hoang Thuan, Business Process Crowdsourcing: Concept, Ontology and Decision Support. (SPR����R 
201�). 
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and allowed for a new group of investors to emerge.206 �hese investors often commit quite small
sums of money, which in aggregate, may still provide capital in�ection, comparable to those offered
by business angels or early�stage venture capital firms. �ost crowdfunding investors draw
satisfaction not only from the prospects of future financial return but also out of the e�citement of
supporting innovation and entrepreneurship.20�

Equity crowdfunding platforms tend to promote their offerings as a subscription for shares. �n reality,
these platforms offer a wide range of investment products that significantly vary in terms of rights
and obligations that they grant to their holders. �he protection of such investors is scattered over
national regulation of company and securities laws, possibly articles of association and other 
contractual arrangements usually designed highly in favor of crowdfunded companies. Curbed or
non�e�istent voting rights, minimal information rights, or absent anti�dilution protection seem to
reflect a rather inferior position of crowdfunders.  �hey are often e�pected to ta�e a bac� seat, rela�,
and hope for the best. �n the one hand, this is understandable, as it can be considered highly
inefficient for a private company to have do�ens, if not hundreds of uncoordinated investors. �irst of
all, the costs of communication and active participation of all such shareholders could prove to be too
e�pensive and challenging for startups, facing time constraints and lac� of liquidity. Secondly, one
can argue that granting all crowdfunding shareholders full shareholder rights (including voting
rights) would be disproportionate to the minimal funds that they commit, which can be as low as
€10.20� �n the other hand, the aggregate holdings of crowdfunders in one investee company can go
up to 20�, which puts them in the position of significant bloc��holders. �hirdly, the passive approach
of crowdfunders in e�ercising their voting rights could potentially obstruct the decision�ma�ing
process of crowdfunded companies. 209�s that, however, a sufficient reason to reduce their position 
to mere co�passengers, driving along with real owners? 

�egulation of crowdfunding and specific measures for the protection of crowdfunders are in a very
nascent stage, giving crowdfunding platforms a considerable wiggle space to apply their contractual
creativity. Various contractual cutouts of shareholders’ rights, use of special purpose vehicles as
intermediaries, equity�li�e investment contracts, which essentially mimic the equity ownership, are

206 Schwart� (n 1��), 611
20�Cumming and Johan (n 1�5), �69
20� Jeff Lynn, ‘Nominee Structure in Equity Crowdfunding’ (Seedrs)
�https:��www.seedrs.com�learn�blog�entrepreneurs�tips�tric�s�nominee�structure�equity�crowdfunding�
accessed 1 �ctober 2016.
209 Armin Schwienbacher, ‘Equity Crowdfunding: Anything to Celebrate?’ (2019) 21 Venture Capital 65 
�https:��doi.org�10.10�0�1�691066.201�.1559010�, 6�
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�ust a few schemes that crowdfunding platforms employ. Due to the considera�le hype in the domain 
of entrepreneurial finance, research on crowdfunding expands exponentially. �a�ing said that, the 
detailed understanding of the position of crowdfunders, their rights, their o�ligations, and the 
implication of their participation is not particularly well de�eloped in the academic literature. 

�.2.1. D���E�E�T M�DE�S �� C���D���D��� 

Mollick defines crowdfunding “as efforts by entrepreneurial individuals and groups- cultural, social, 

and for-profit to fund their ventures by drawing on relatively small contributions from a relatively large 

number of individuals using the internet”.210 Crowdfunding platform plays the role of an intermediary 
agent, who matches the demand side of financing, e.g., campaigners and supply side of financing, 
e.g.,crowdfunders. �n principle, one can distinguish two main categories of crowdfunding, financial 
and non�financial. �on�financial types of crowdfunding do not pro�ide crowdfunders with any 
financial return or financial proceeds on their pledged funds and thus represent one�off transactions 
�etween crowdfunders and a campaign owner. These include the donation��ased model, where 
funders of a campaign essentially donate money for no consideration and reward��ased 
crowdfunding, where funders recei�e a sym�olic reward in return.211 �re�order crowdfunding, on 
the other hand, pro�ides an opportunity for the pu�lic to pre�purchase a product, which is at the time 
of the campaign still in the process of de�elopment.212 �on�financial crowdfunding is, from the legal 
and financial perspecti�e, not too complex. �esides the potential misuse of raised funds and fraud, it 
does not pose significant legal challenges. The financial types of crowdfunding include loan��ased 
crowdfunding, where aggregated contri�utions of crowdfunders are pro�ided to a company in the 
form of a repaya�le loan with fixed interest and e�uity crowdfunding (often called also 
crowdin�esting), where crowdfunders through �arious schemes in�est into e�uity, e.g., shares of a 
company. 21�  The financial types of crowdfunding are significantly more contro�ersial and, as
opposed to donation or reward��ased crowdfunding create rather long�term commercial relations
among in�ol�ed parties. 

210 Ethan Mollick, ‘The Dynamics of Crowdfunding: An Exploratory Study’ (2014) 29 Journal of �usiness 
�enturing 1,� 
211 ��id. 
212 ��id. 
21�Mollick (n 199) , � 
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of entrepreneurial finance, research on crowdfunding expands exponentially. �a�ing said that, the
detailed understanding of the position of crowdfunders, their rights, their o�ligations, and the
implication of their participation is not particularly well de�eloped in the academic literature.
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Mollick defines crowdfunding “as efforts by entrepreneurial individuals and groups- cultural, social,

and for-profit to fund their ventures by drawing on relatively small contributions from a relatively large

number of individuals using the internet”.210 Crowdfunding platform plays the role of an intermediary
agent, who matches the demand side of financing, e.g., campaigners and supply side of financing,
e.g.,crowdfunders. �n principle, one can distinguish two main categories of crowdfunding, financial 
and non�financial. �on�financial types of crowdfunding do not pro�ide crowdfunders with any
financial return or financial proceeds on their pledged funds and thus represent one�off transactions
�etween crowdfunders and a campaign owner. These include the donation��ased model, where 
funders of a campaign essentially donate money for no consideration and reward��ased
crowdfunding, where funders recei�e a sym�olic reward in return.211 �re�order crowdfunding, on 
the other hand, pro�ides an opportunity for the pu�lic to pre�purchase a product, which is at the time
of the campaign still in the process of de�elopment.212 �on�financial crowdfunding is, from the legal 
and financial perspecti�e, not too complex. �esides the potential misuse of raised funds and fraud, it
does not pose significant legal challenges. The financial types of crowdfunding include loan��ased 
crowdfunding, where aggregated contri�utions of crowdfunders are pro�ided to a company in the
form of a repaya�le loan with fixed interest and e�uity crowdfunding (often called also
crowdin�esting), where crowdfunders through �arious schemes in�est into e�uity, e.g., shares of a
company. 21� The financial types of crowdfunding are significantly more contro�ersial and, as
opposed to donation or reward��ased crowdfunding create rather long�term commercial relations
among in�ol�ed parties.
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standardi�ed terms, which in most cases do not include complex control mechanisms or special 
treatment rights for investors�21�  �n that sense, founders can easil� maintain complete control over 
their own �usiness and save significant costs and time on the negotiation process

Secondl�, the e�uit� crowdfunding campaign is essentiall� an open pu�lic call for investment, which 
can also serve as a platform for product presentation� 21�  Crowdfunding campaigns are often 
circulated in social media and thus ma� have an immense value for the pu�licit� of the product or 
service� Thirdl�, the crowdfunding campaign can �e used for mar�et validation purposes�21� The 
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crowdfunding investors �most of them are non�professional, retail investors���� fre�uently invest in
ventures with products and services that attract them as consumers. �his provides entrepreneurs
with immense mar�et intelligence and feed�ac� on the potential future demand for a given product.
�urthermore, the results of the crowdfunding campaign are pu�lic� therefore, a positive outcome of
the campaign may serve as an important signal for the investors interested in the follow�up rounds
of financing. ��� Some investors �egan to com�ine their financing with the e�uity crowdfunding
rounds, re�uiring potential investee startups to accomplish an e�uity crowdfunding round �efore
o�taining their financing. Such a com�ined concept is implemented in the investment rounds of some
crowdfunding platforms that re�uire startups eligi�le for the campaign to first commit funds from
private investors, amounting up to ��� of the e�pected crowdfunding round.���
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�hen being com�ared to other ty�es of crowdfunding, the equity model has the �otential to raise
larger rounds. The a�erage round si�e on the most successful equity crowdfunding �latforms is
significantly higher than com�arable rounds that a com�any may rise through crowdlending
�latforms (see Graphs 4 & 5). �oreo�er, when raising funds through reward or donation cam�aigns,
startu�s ha�e �ery little chance of attracting �rofessional in�estors, who otherwise regularly
�artici�ate in equity and crowdlending rounds. Last but not least, many crowdfunding �latforms
often encourage more acti�e �artici�ation of crowdfunders in startu�s. 221 Essentially, through a 
successful crowdfunding cam�aign, startu�s gain a community of su��orters�ambassadors whose
acti�e engagement and skills can be further used for the benefit of crowdfunded com�anies. �n the
other hand, many commentators claim that signaling through equity crowdfunding may also bear a
negati�e connotation. According to �althof�Borm et al., com�anies choose equity crowdfunding
rather as a last resort than a �referred funding o�tion. 222

Equity crowdfunding has gained significant �o�ularity in the E� member states. It has to be noted
that this model was made o�erational firstly in Euro�e, and therefore, member states ha�e already
gained some �ractical e��erience with this alternati�e source of finance. Equity crowdfunding
�olumes in Euro�e ha�e been steadily growing. Between 201� to2015, the year on year increase has
been more than 100� (see Graph 3), and it seems that the increase in �olume is steady o�er the 
years. The results of equity crowdfunding in the E� are e�en more im�ressi�e if one considers
significant legal obstacles that the in�ol�ed �arties ha�e to o�ercome.

3.2.3. S��RT �IST�R� �F E��IT� CR���F���I��

�on�financial models, including donation and reward�based crowdfunding, ha�e been making a mark
since the mid�2000s.223 Equity crowdfunding, howe�er, is a more recent �henomenon. In general, 
crowdfunding was �o�ulari�ed by se�eral donation� and reward�based crowdfunding �latforms
located in the �S. �ousehold names such as Kickstarter and Indiegogo deser�e the largest credit for

221 For instance Crowdcube directly encourages crowdfunders to get in touch with startu�s in case they ha�e
networks or skills that could be useful.
222 �a�ier �althoff�Borm, Armin Schwienbacher and Tom Vanacker, ‘Equity Crowdfunding: First Resort or
Last Resort?’ (2018) 33 Journal of Business Venturing 513, 525�52�
223 The most �o�ular donation and reward based crowdfunding �ortals, Indiegogo and Kickstarter were
founded in 2008 and 200� res�ecti�ely. See ‘Learn About Indiegogo | Indiegogo’
�htt�s:��www.indiegogo.com�about�our�story� accessed 28 June 2018.‘Kickstarter’ (n 130).
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�hen being com�ared to other ty�es of crowdfunding, the equity model has the �otential to raise 
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other hand, many commentators claim that signaling through equity crowdfunding may also bear a 
negati�e connotation.  According to �althof�Borm et al., com�anies choose equity crowdfunding 
rather as a last resort than a �referred funding o�tion. 222  
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gained some �ractical e��erience with this alternati�e source of finance. Equity crowdfunding 
�olumes in Euro�e ha�e been steadily growing. Between 201� to2015, the year on year increase has 
been more than 100� (see Graph 3), and it seems that the increase in �olume is steady o�er the 
years. The results of equity crowdfunding in the E� are e�en more im�ressi�e if one considers 
significant legal obstacles that the in�ol�ed �arties ha�e to o�ercome. 

3.2.3. S��RT �IST�R� �F E��IT� CR���F���I�� 

�on�financial models, including donation and reward�based crowdfunding, ha�e been making a mark 
since the mid�2000s.223 Equity crowdfunding, howe�er, is a more recent �henomenon. In general, 
crowdfunding was �o�ulari�ed by se�eral donation� and reward�based crowdfunding �latforms 
located in the �S. �ousehold names such as Kickstarter and Indiegogo deser�e the largest credit for 

221 For instance Crowdcube directly encourages crowdfunders to get in touch with startu�s in case they ha�e 
networks or skills that could be useful. 
222 �a�ier �althoff�Borm, Armin Schwienbacher and Tom Vanacker, ‘Equity Crowdfunding: First Resort or 
Last Resort?’ (2018) 33 Journal of Business Venturing 513, 525�52� 
223 The most �o�ular donation and reward based crowdfunding �ortals, Indiegogo and Kickstarter were 
founded in 2008 and 200� res�ecti�ely. See ‘Learn About Indiegogo | Indiegogo’ 
�htt�s:��www.indiegogo.com�about�our�story� accessed 28 June 2018.‘Kickstarter’ (n 130). 
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bringing masses of supporters to pro�ects and companies with various goals.22� �ne may assume that 
investment�based crowdfunding is only one�step away from its non�financial counterparts. Since 
crowdfunding platforms running non�financial models were already operational for several years, 
there were very few technological obstacles to introduce this concept also in the conte�t of 
alternative finance.  The significant difference between financial and non�financial models, however, 
resides in the nature and legal �ualification of these transactions. In essence, e�uity crowdfunding 
establishes long�term investment participation with e�pectations of financial return, which 
significantly changes the legal nature of this transaction and may attract besides retail investors also 
professional investors. 

E�uity crowdfunding emerged to some e�tent as a response to the circumstances that adversely 
affected entrepreneurial financing.  In 2008, the financial crisis led to diminished li�uidity in the 
financial markets. As a result, SMEs, including young innovative companies, faced restricted access 
to capital resources and became financially very vulnerable.225 In order to reboot the economic 
activity, central banks cut the interest rates, which made investments into government and corporate 
bonds less attractive. Many investors were thus seeking interesting investment alternatives. 22� 
Financial incumbents, being too, affected by the crisis, pulled or reduced the availability of many of 
their SME�related financial products on the market, but more importantly, they did not dare to 
venture into any other financial innovation.22� Lower barriers to entry and practically non�e�istent 
competition from financial incumbents enabled startup crowdfunding platforms to disrupt the 
alternative finance market and co�create this emerging industry.228 Arguably, the developments in 
e�uity crowdfunding can be credited mostly to e�uity crowdfunding platforms, which fre�uently 
commenced their operation in the state of regulatory lacunae and subse�uently co�initiated 
regulatory action in this domain. Platforms like Crowdcube in the �K, Symbid in the Netherlands, 
Companisto in �ermany, Invesdor in Finland, and others are known for their active dialogue with 

22� For instance, Kickstarter reports that the campaigns have attracted in total 1�,85�,3�1 backers, out of 
which �,82�,0�5 are repeat backers. Kickstarter stats also recorded ��,55�,�3� total pledges (as of 28th June 
2018). For more detailed information see ‘Kickstarter’ (n 130). 
225 Neil Lee, Hiba Sameen and Marc Cowling, ‘Access to Finance for Innovative SMEs since the Financial Crisis’ 
(2015) �� Research Policy 3�0, 3�1�3�2 
22� Joern H Block and others, ‘New Players in Entrepreneurial Finance and Why They Are There’ (2018) 50 
Small Business Economics 23�, 2�5 
22� Raymond Michaels, ‘How Crowdfunding Is Challenging the Banking Sector’ (International Banker, 14 
September 2015) �https���internationalbanker.com�banking�how�crowdfunding�is�challenging�the�banking�
sector�� accessed 1 July 2018. 
228 J� Alois, ‘Crowdcube Management Meets with HM Treasury, Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)’ 
Crowdfund Insider (London, � September 2013) �https���www.crowdfundinsider.com�2013�0��220���
crowdcube�management�meets�with�hm�treasury�financial�conduct�authority�fca�� accessed 1 July 2018. 
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national and European policy�ma�ers. One of the very few e�ceptions in this regard is �taly, which
enacted the legal framewor� for equity crowdfunding before any significant local mar�et was
formed.22�

�n contrast to non�financial models, equity crowdfunding accessible to retail investors was initially
pioneered and populari�ed by European platforms. The first European platform to open its gates to 
innovative businesses was Crowdcube in the ��. �n the very beginning, it operated without any 
formal approvals or licenses until it obtained the FCA license in 201�.2�0 FCA approval was the 
ultimate quality stamp and positive regulatory signal towards the crowdfunding mar�et. Another
pioneering platform in the ��, Seedrs, decided to obtain FCA approval before its launch,
ac�nowledging the importance of regulatory compliance and investor protection. 2�1 �any other
European countries followed with their own equity crowdfunding platforms and the respective
regulation. The emergence of new platforms boomed, especially in 201� and 201� (see Graph 6�.
�etherlands became the second E� country to have and equity crowdfunding platform Symbid,
which was established in April 2011.2�2 �sing the set of regulatory e�emptions, Symbid continued its
operation without specific regulation addressing equity and lending crowdfunding, which was
enacted in the �etherlands only in 201�. �t also became the very first equity crowdfunding platform
to become listed on the public OTC stoc� mar�et.2��

22� �taly was the first E� country to enact a specific crowdfunding regulatory framewor� in 2012, namely Law 
no. 221 of 17 �ecember 2012 (Law 221/2012� and by CO�SOB �egulation of 2� June 201� n. 18��2 and as
amended by CO�SOB decision n. 1��20 (CO�SOB �egulation�, however equity crowdfunding is still very 
underdeveloped in �taly. According to the TAB database �talian enterprises have collected through equity
crowdfunding only around 2� mil. E�� (from 2011�2017�
2�0 James Hurley, ‘FSA Gives Green Light to “Crowdfunding”’ Telegraph (� February 201��
<https://www.telegraph.co.u�/finance/yourbusiness/�8�7��2/FSA�gives�green�light�to�
crowdfunding.html> accessed 2� June 2018.
2�1 Jeff Lynn, ‘Seedrs FSA Authorisation’ (Seedrs, 21 May 2012� <https://www.seedrs.com/learn/blog/seedrs�
news/features�updates/fsa�authorisation> accessed 2� June 2018.
2�2 ‘About Symbid | Symbid’ <https://www.symbid.com/pages/about?locale=en> accessed 27 June 2018.
2�� ‘Equity Crowdfunder Symbid Corporation Begins Trading on OTCQB’ (Symbid, 27 February 2014�
<https://www.symbid.nl/press/200�equity�crowdfunder�symbid�corporation�begins�trading�on�
otcqb?locale=nl�action=show�controller=press�articles�id=200�equity�crowdfunder�symbid�corporation�
begins�trading�on�otcqb> accessed 27 June 2018.
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financial markets. As a result, SMEs, including young innovative companies, faced restricted access
to capital resources and became financially very vulnerable.225 In order to reboot the economic
activity, central banks cut the interest rates, which made investments into government and corporate
bonds less attractive. Many investors were thus seeking interesting investment alternatives. 22�

Financial incumbents, being too, affected by the crisis, pulled or reduced the availability of many of
their SME�related financial products on the market, but more importantly, they did not dare to
venture into any other financial innovation.22� Lower barriers to entry and practically non�e�istent 
competition from financial incumbents enabled startup crowdfunding platforms to disrupt the
alternative finance market and co�create this emerging industry.228 Arguably, the developments in
e�uity crowdfunding can be credited mostly to e�uity crowdfunding platforms, which fre�uently
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regulatory action in this domain. Platforms like Crowdcube in the �K, Symbid in the Netherlands,
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22� For instance, Kickstarter reports that the campaigns have attracted in total 1�,85�,3�1 backers, out of
which �,82�,0�5 are repeat backers. Kickstarter stats also recorded ��,55�,�3� total pledges (as of 28th June 
2018). For more detailed information see ‘Kickstarter’ (n 130).
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national and European policy�ma�ers. One of the very few e�ceptions in this regard is �taly, which 
enacted the legal framewor� for equity crowdfunding before any significant local mar�et was 
formed.22�  

�n contrast to non�financial models, equity crowdfunding accessible to retail investors was initially 
pioneered and populari�ed by European platforms. The first European platform to open its gates to 
innovative businesses was Crowdcube in the ��. �n the very beginning, it operated without any 
formal approvals or licenses until it obtained the FCA license in 201�.2�0 FCA approval was the 
ultimate quality stamp and positive regulatory signal towards the crowdfunding mar�et. Another 
pioneering platform in the ��, Seedrs, decided to obtain FCA approval before its launch, 
ac�nowledging the importance of regulatory compliance and investor protection. 2�1 �any other 
European countries followed with their own equity crowdfunding platforms and the respective 
regulation. The emergence of new platforms boomed, especially in 201� and 201� (see Graph 6�. 
�etherlands became the second E� country to have and equity crowdfunding platform Symbid, 
which was established in April 2011.2�2 �sing the set of regulatory e�emptions, Symbid continued its 
operation without specific regulation addressing equity and lending crowdfunding, which was 
enacted in the �etherlands only in 201�. �t also became the very first equity crowdfunding platform 
to become listed on the public OTC stoc� mar�et.2��  
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France enacted crowdfunding regulation in mid���1� ��� � �ut �imilarl� to t�e ��� e�uit� 
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approaches led to the formation of a very fragmented �uropean market composed of national
markets, which differ in size and volume and which are sub�ect to different national rules. Lack of 
harmonization on the �uropean level and national differences in the national prospectus regimes, 
registration/licensing, and liability regimes forced many platforms to reconsider their cross�border
ambitions. 2�8 �ome member states, such as Belgium, Finland, and the �etherlands, re�uire 
crowdfunding platforms to obtain the MIFID�level license. Others, such as France and Italy,
developed special licensing regimes sufficing for activities on the national market.2�� After the first 
few years of the operation, e�uity crowdfunding seemed to achieve positive results without any
ma�or scandals or frauds. Conse�uently, many regulators initiated the revision of crowdfunding
regulation and, in general, rela�ed some legal re�uirements especially related to the aggregate (per
pro�ect� and individual (per investor� thresholds for no�prospectus offerings or e�tended the
spectrum of financial products offered through crowdfuding.2�0 On the other hand, some regulators
(such as the ��� e�tended the operational and disclosure re�uirements for the platforms, claiming
that the operational risks and conflicts of interests within the platforms were not being tackled
sufficiently.2�1

The role of financial incumbents in the crowdfunding industry has also significantly evolved. In the
first few years, banks and other financial institutions merely observed the developments in the
crowdfunding market. More recently, several banks launched their own crowdfunding platforms
(�BC2�2 and B�P2�� in Belgium�, or they developed close cooperation with such platforms (Home 
Credit 2�� in Czech republic, Rabobank in the �etherlands 2�� �, participate in the co�investment

2�8 ‘Crowdfunding Crossing Borders 2016: An Overview of Liability Risks Associated with Cross Border
Crowdfunding Investments’ (Crowdfunding Hub, 31 March 2016, 2016�, ���
<http://www.crowdfundinghub.eu/crowdfunding�cross�borders/> accessed 2� June 2018.
2�� ibid., �
2�0 For instance, Belgian regulator increased the total investible amount by a retail investor from 1000 ��R to
�000 ��R, Dutch regulator doubled the investible amount per investor from 20,000 ��R to �0,000 ��R. 
French regulator broadened the spectrum of securities that can be offered by e�uity crowdfunding platforms
to preferred shares with voting rights and mini�bonds. �ee Law no. 201����0 dated 6 August 201�, known as
“Loi Macron” and detailed in Ordinance no. 2016��20 dated 28 April 2016 and Decree no. 2016�1��� from
28 October 2016.
2�1 �ee for instance David Rowley, ‘FCA to Tighten Crowdfunding Regulations’ Financial Times (� December
2016� <https://www.ftadviser.com/investments/2016/12/0�/fca�to�tighten�crowdfunding�regulations/> 
accessed 1 July 2018.
2�2 �ee ‘Bolero Crowdfunding’ <https://bolero�crowdfunding.be/nl> accessed 28 June 2018.
2�� ‘Hello Crowd! � Crowdfunding’ <https://crowd.hellobank.be/en> accessed 28 June 2018.
2�� ‘Country Crowdfunding Factsheet: Czech Republic’ (Eurocrowd, June 2018� 1 <https://eurocrowd.org/wp�
content/blogs.dir/sites/8�/2018/06/CF�Fact�heet�CzechRep�June2018.pdf> accessed 28 June 2018.
2�� ‘Partners Rabobank � Collin Crowdfund’ <https://www.collincrowdfund.nl/partners�rabobank/> accessed
28 June 2018.
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developed special licensing regimes sufficing for activities on the national market.2�� After the first 
few years of the operation, e�uity crowdfunding seemed to achieve positive results without any 
ma�or scandals or frauds. Conse�uently, many regulators initiated the revision of crowdfunding 
regulation and, in general, rela�ed some legal re�uirements especially related to the aggregate (per 
pro�ect� and individual (per investor� thresholds for no�prospectus offerings or e�tended the 
spectrum of financial products offered through crowdfuding.2�0 On the other hand, some regulators 
(such as the ��� e�tended the operational and disclosure re�uirements for the platforms, claiming 
that the operational risks and conflicts of interests within the platforms were not being tackled 
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first few years, banks and other financial institutions merely observed the developments in the 
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Credit 2��  in Czech republic, Rabobank in the �etherlands 2�� �, participate in the co�investment 

2�8 ‘Crowdfunding Crossing Borders 2016: An Overview of Liability Risks Associated with Cross Border 
Crowdfunding Investments’ (Crowdfunding Hub, 31 March 2016, 2016�, ��� 
<http://www.crowdfundinghub.eu/crowdfunding�cross�borders/> accessed 2� June 2018. 
2�� ibid., �  
2�0 For instance, Belgian regulator increased the total investible amount by a retail investor from 1000 ��R to 
�000 ��R, Dutch regulator doubled the investible amount per investor from 20,000 ��R to �0,000 ��R. 
French regulator broadened the spectrum of securities that can be offered by e�uity crowdfunding platforms 
to preferred shares with voting rights and mini�bonds. �ee Law no. 201����0 dated 6 August 201�, known as 
“Loi Macron” and detailed in Ordinance no. 2016��20 dated 28 April 2016 and Decree no. 2016�1���  from 
28 October 2016. 
2�1  �ee for instance David Rowley, ‘FCA to Tighten Crowdfunding Regulations’ Financial Times (� December 
2016� <https://www.ftadviser.com/investments/2016/12/0�/fca�to�tighten�crowdfunding�regulations/> 
accessed 1 July 2018. 
2�2 �ee ‘Bolero Crowdfunding’ <https://bolero�crowdfunding.be/nl> accessed 28 June 2018. 
2�� ‘Hello Crowd! � Crowdfunding’ <https://crowd.hellobank.be/en> accessed 28 June 2018. 
2�� ‘Country Crowdfunding Factsheet: Czech Republic’ (Eurocrowd, June 2018� 1 <https://eurocrowd.org/wp�
content/blogs.dir/sites/8�/2018/06/CF�Fact�heet�CzechRep�June2018.pdf> accessed 28 June 2018. 
2�� ‘Partners Rabobank � Collin Crowdfund’ <https://www.collincrowdfund.nl/partners�rabobank/> accessed 
28 June 2018.  
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schemes (Allianz in France2�6) or started to assess the credit ris� for financiers in crowdfunding. 
Having said that, almost none of the ban�s have directly engaged in e�uity crowdfunding. 

American e�uity crowdfunding scene did not benefit from the regulatory lacunae in a manner similar 
to E� platforms. Due to �uite stringent securities regulation that did not include exemptions for small 
offerings, e�uity crowdfunding platforms could operate under restricted conditions and could not 
offer securities to the general public.  �n 5th April 2012, President �bama signed the J�BS Act 
(Jumpstart �ur Business Startups Act), which laid the foundations for the e�uity crowdfunding 
industry in the �S.2�� The aim of the J�BS Act was to simplify the rules of capital formation for S�Es 
and enable them to tap into new funding sources. The legal basis for e�uity crowdfunding had to be, 
however, operationalized by SEC that did not implement final crowdfunding rules until �ctober 
2015. Before the J�BS act, platforms could only conduct an offering in the form of a private placement 
under Regulation D 506(b) exemption of the Securities Act of 1���. This exemption allows an offering 
of e�uity only to accredited investors, limits the number of non�accredited investors, and forbids the 
general solicitation of the offering to the public.2�8 The very first e�uity crowdfunding platform 
operating under Regulation D exemption was �icroventures in 2011 and FundCircle in 2012.2�� In 
201�, based on the J�BS Act, SEC implemented the new Regulation D exemption listed under Rule 
506(c) that slightly relaxed the re�uirements of private placements but still limited the offerings to 
non�accredited investors.250 It too� another two years for SEC to create and implement the e�uity 
crowdfunding framewor� that opened the gates to non�accredited investors. �n 16th �ay 2016, 
Regulation Crowdfunding, based on Title III of the J�BS Act, entered into force. It finally enabled �S�
based companies to raise up to �SD 1million in any twelve�month period, from both accredited and 
non�accredited investors through a registered crowdfunding platform, without the obligation to 
register the offering with the SEC. 251  In approximately two years since its implementation, �S 
companies raised around �SD 1�� million in more than 1000 campaigns. 252  The number of 

2�6 ‘Fonds d’investissement Dédié Au Crowdfunding’ <https://allianz.smartangels.fr/> accessed 28 June 2018. 
2�� Jumpstart �ur Business Startups Act (J�BS Act) accessible at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/p�g/BILLS�
112hr�606enr/pdf/BILLS�112hr�606enr.pdf, accessed 1 July 2018 
2�8 SEC, ‘Private Placements � Rule 506(B)’ <https://www.sec.gov/smallbusiness/exemptofferings/rule506b> 
accessed 28 June 2018. 
2�� JJ Colao, ‘In The Crowdfunding Gold Rush, This Company Has A Rare Edge’ Forbes (2� June 201�) 
<https://www.forbes.com/sites/��colao/201�/06/05/in�the�crowdfunding�gold�rush�this�company�has�a�
rare�edge/����a2��151fc> accessed 1 July 2018. 
250 SEC, ‘General Solicitation — Rule 506(C)’ 
<https://www.sec.gov/smallbusiness/exemptofferings/rule506c> accessed 1 July 2018. 
251 See 1� CFR 22�.201�205 
252 See ‘CCLEAR Dashboard � Crowdfund Capital Advisors’ 
<http://crowdfundcapitaladvisors.com/cclear�public/> accessed 1 July 2018. 

��

companies pursuing equity crowdfunding is demonstrating steady �inear growth.��� �his space is 
current�y in terms of vo�ume and aggregate va�ue of offerings dominated by three �argest p�atforms�
name�y Wefunder� based in San �rancisco and �assachusetts ��� � SeedInvest� ��� and
StartEngine.����hroughout its very short history� equity crowdfunding has been shaped by an active 
cooperative and sometimes adversaria� dia�ogue between crowdfunding p�atforms� enterprises� and
regu�ators. It definite�y recorded a rising tendency both in the number of offerings and the aggregate
va�ue of raised funds. �ained e�perience with this nove� fundraising method a��owed regu�ators to
eva�uate and imp�ement changes that are a�ready evidence�based. �rom its very short history� it
becomes apparent that equity crowdfunding is gaining more and more recognition in the domain of 
a�ternative finance. Whi�e regu�ators are searching for an optima� ba�ance between the access to
finance and protection of retai� investors� financia� incumbents are becoming more invo�ved in the
industry through cooperation with equity crowdfunding p�atforms.

GRAPH 7

Source: Crowdfund Capital Advisors (retrieved 1st July 2018)

��� See ibid.
��� See ‘About Us | Wefunder’
<https://wefunder.com/b�uewor�dvoyages�utm�source�gsa��utm�campaign�goog�e> accessed � �u�y ����.
��� See ‘SeedInvest � About Us’ <https://www.seedinvest.com/about> accessed � �u�y ����.
��� See ‘StartEngine: Equity Crowdfunding and Investment Opportunities’ <https://www.startengine.com/> 
accessed � �u�y ����.
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under Regulation D 506(b) exemption of the Securities Act of 1���. This exemption allows an offering
of e�uity only to accredited investors, limits the number of non�accredited investors, and forbids the
general solicitation of the offering to the public.2�8 The very first e�uity crowdfunding platform
operating under Regulation D exemption was �icroventures in 2011 and FundCircle in 2012.2�� In
201�, based on the J�BS Act, SEC implemented the new Regulation D exemption listed under Rule
506(c) that slightly relaxed the re�uirements of private placements but still limited the offerings to
non�accredited investors.250 It too� another two years for SEC to create and implement the e�uity
crowdfunding framewor� that opened the gates to non�accredited investors. �n 16th �ay 2016,
Regulation Crowdfunding, based on Title III of the J�BS Act, entered into force. It finally enabled �S�
based companies to raise up to �SD 1million in any twelve�month period, from both accredited and
non�accredited investors through a registered crowdfunding platform, without the obligation to
register the offering with the SEC. 251 In approximately two years since its implementation, �S 
companies raised around �SD 1�� million in more than 1000 campaigns. 252 The number of
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2�� Jumpstart �ur Business Startups Act (J�BS Act) accessible at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/p�g/BILLS�
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251 See 1� CFR 22�.201�205
252 See ‘CCLEAR Dashboard � Crowdfund Capital Advisors’
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��� See ibid. 
��� See ‘About Us | Wefunder’ 
<https://wefunder.com/b�uewor�dvoyages�utm�source�gsa��utm�campaign�goog�e> accessed � �u�y ����. 
��� See ‘SeedInvest � About Us’ <https://www.seedinvest.com/about> accessed � �u�y ����. 
��� See ‘StartEngine: Equity Crowdfunding and Investment Opportunities’ <https://www.startengine.com/> 
accessed � �u�y ����. 
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��2�4� E�U��� C��WD�U�D��� ����E�S 

E�uit� �rowdfunding s�heme in�ludes three main pla�ers, �ompanies that pursue a �rowdfunding 
round, �rowdfunding platforms, and �rowdfunders�  

��2�4�1� E�U��� C��WD�U�D��� �������MS  

�he new finan�ing model introdu�ed �� e�uit� �rowdfunding re�uires a new t�pe of finan�ial 
intermediar� that fulfills the role of a gatekeeper� �s mentioned �efore, e�uit� �rowdfunding has 
�een �o��reated �� �inte�h startups that operationali�ed the �on�ept and �e�ame essential 
gatekeepers, mat�hing the demand and suppl� side� ���ording to ���, 60 e�uit� �rowdfunding 
platforms are �urrentl� a�ti�e in the European �rowdfunding market�25� Most of these platforms do 
not spe�iali�e solel� in e�uit� �rowdfunding �ut also fa�ilitate loan��ased �ampaigns, �e it more 
traditional peer�to�peer loans or mini��onds� �� offering a �roader s�ope of finan�ial produ�ts, the� 
tr� to �ater to a wider spe�trum of potential in�estors with different risk appetite�25�  �n terms of 
regulator� o�ersight, �rowdfunding platforms are usuall� registered and super�ised �� national
finan�ial market authorities�  �n the EU, the legal regulation that applies to them depends on (i) the 
in�estment model the� offer and (ii) national interpretation and appli�ation of EU dire�ti�es, 
espe�iall� M���D and �rospe�tus Dire�ti�e and (iii) the �espoke national �rowdfunding regulation or 
set of national e�emptions in the e�isting legislation�  �he s�ope of a�ti�ities �ondu�ted �� e�uit� 
�rowdfunding platforms in general falls under the regulated a�ti�ities�ser�i�es related to finan�ial 
instruments that are regulated �� M���D�25�  �he o��ious ad�antage of M���D authori�ation is the EU�
wide passport, whi�h allows platforms to �ondu�t regulated a�ti�ities and ser�i�es on the same legal 
�asis throughout all mem�er states�260 �lternati�el�, mem�er states ma� take ad�antage of �rti�le � 
e�emption and �reate �espoke national regimes for the regulation of su�h a�ti�ities�ser�i�es, whi�h 
would authori�e �rowdfunding platforms to operate e��lusi�el� on the national market�261

�n terms of in�estment s�hemes, e�uit� �rowdfunding platforms emplo� �uite different approa�hes 
that largel� depend on the legal regulation in a parti�ular mem�er state� �or instan�e, in �erman�, in 
the past, a �er� low prospe�tus e�emption threshold of 100,000 EU� for�ed �rowdfunding platforms 

25� ��� data�ase, a��essed on 0��0��201� 
25� �ll ma�or e�uit� �rowdfunding platforms offer also loan��ased produ�ts, su�h as mini��onds in the U�� 
25� See �nne� 1 se�tion � and Se�tion C of M���D 
260 Commission, ‘Crowdfunding in the EU Capital Markets Union’ <SWD(2016) 154 final>,1� 
261 ��id� 

��

to desi�n loan�based, e�uity�imitatin� contracts, �hich enable them to raise cro�d�undin� rounds
up to �,� million EUR per o��erin����� �esides compliance �ith le�al re�ulation, plat�orms desi�n their 
in�estment model also �ith re�ard to e��iciency considerations� Syndicate Room, En�lish
cro�d�undin� plat�orm is a suitable e�ample� �n the be�innin�, SyndicateRoom employed the direct 
e�uity model that pro�ed to be ine��icient in terms o� in�estor relations �ith numerous parties that
�ere not coordinated, nor could they harness the a��re�ate po�er o� their shareholdin�s���� Such 
reasonin� led this plat�orm to restructure the in�estment model and introduce a nominee model,
�hich addressed the collecti�e action problem o� cro�d�unders�

�n the US, e�uity cro�d�undin� plat�orms ha�e to re�ister �ith SEC and ��NR� under one o� t�o
re�imes� Either they �ill ta�e on a role o� a bro�er�dealer under ��(b� o� E�chan�e �ct o� ����, or
they �uali�y as a �undin� portal pursuant to Section ��(a�(�� o� the Securities �ct o� ����� �he most
si�ni�icant di��erence bet�een the t�o a�orementioned statuses is in the manner in �hich they are
allo�ed to interact and acti�ely in�luence on in�estment decisions o� their clients� Cate�ory o�
bro�ers�dealers consists o� �arious indi�iduals and or�ani�ations, �hich are in�ol�ed in buyin� and
sellin� securities �or commercial purposes� Many e�uity cro�d�undin� plat�orms, includin� the
lar�est ones on the �merican mar�et, ho�e�er, pre�er the status o� �undin� portals �ith si�ni�icantly
reduces le�al re�uirements and thus represents a lo�er compliance burden� Ne�ertheless, �undin�
portals are prohibited �rom conductin� certain acti�ities that are traditionally included in the
operations o� bro�ers�dealers� Namely, �undin� portals are prohibited �rom (i� o��erin� in�estment
ad�ice or recommendations, (ii� solicitin� purchases, sales or o��ers to buy the securities displayed
on its plat�orm, (iii� Compensatin� employees, a�ents, or other persons �or such solicitation or based
on the sale o� securities displayed or re�erenced on its plat�orm and (i�� holdin�, mana�in�,
possessin�, or handlin� in�estor �unds or securities���� �he le�islators possibly e�pected that e�istin�
donation and re�ard�based plat�orms �ould utili�e this le�al construct to conduct also e�uity
cro�d�undin� campai�ns�

Compliance �ith le�al re�uirements is, ho�e�er, not the only business hurdle that e�uity
cro�d�undin� plat�orms �ace� �ne has to remember that these plat�orms are �re�uently in the early
sta�e o� their e�istence themsel�es and thus under�o similar stru��les as startups, �or �hich they

��� �or details see section �������
��� Erin Hobey, ‘SyndicateRoom Chooses Nominee Structure: Multiple Shareholders Unite’ (Crowdfundinsider,
11 November 2015� �http:������cro�d�undinsider�com���������������syndicateroom�chooses�nominee�
structure�multiple�shareholders�unite�� accessed �� �ecember �����
��� See Securities E�chan�e �ct Section �(a�(���� 
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261 ��id�
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facilitate crowdfunding rounds. Their income stream comes from fees that are designed as a 
percentage of an overall amount pledged in the campaign.  

�.2.4.2. CR�W��U��E� C�MP��IES 

Equity crowdfunding is utili�ed �y a wide variety of startups of different si�es, operating in different 
fields, and having different capital requirements. �s mentioned �efore, the threshold of prospectus 
e�emption indirectly influences the si�e of the crowdfunding rounds, which makes this financing 
source most suita�le for companies in the pre�seed, seed, or ��round of financing.26� �ue to such a 
position of crowdfunding in the funding pecking order, capital o�tained in crowdfunding round 
frequently happens to �e the first e�ternal source of finance for these startups.  In terms of �usiness 
sectors, crowdfunding is used �y startups and SMEs active in a wide variety of fields. 

In order to determine, which startups are most likely to pursue crowdfunding rounds, we manually 
collected a dataset of companies crowdfunded through Crowdcu�e, the oldest and most successful 
platform in the EU, which occupies appro�imately �4� of the European crowdfunding market.266  
Surprisingly, almost one�third of equity crowdfunding campaigns were conducted �y more 
traditional �usinesses such as �reweries, chain restaurants, and other food producers. This confirms 
that crowdfunding serves alongside innovative startups, also small and medium�si�ed �usinesses. 
Recent portfolio analysis, pu�lished �y Seedrs, documents that the ma�ority of companies, 
crowdfunded through this platform, offer �2C products and services (��,���).267 Such a finding 
would thus correlate with the hypothesis that especially non�professional investors select their 
investment opportunities, to a large e�tent, on the �asis of a customer appeal. �n the other hand, 
some platforms, such as Innovestment (�ER), speciali�e in �2� �usinesses and therefore attract 
almost e�clusively startups with products intended for other �usinesses. The representative of 
Invesdor, a �innish crowdfunding platform, confirmed that the division of �2� and �2C oriented 
startups is, in their case, in an almost equal proportion.26� 

26� Karen E Wilson and Marco Testoni, ‘Improving the Role of Equity Crowdfunding in Europe’s Capital 
Markets’ (2014), 6 
266 See �raph � 
267 ‘Seedrs: Portfolio Update 2016/2017’ <https://assets.seedrs.com/documents/portfolio�update�2016.pdf� 
accessed 1 �uly 201�, 14 
26� Interview with Mikko Savolainen, Marketing and Communications Manager of Invesdor 

��

Graph 8

Source: www.crowdcube.co� ��anually�collected dataset�

�.2.�.�. CR�W�F�N��NG �NVEST�RS

�ntil now, �ost of the research interest related to crowdfunding has been focused either on 
crowdfunding platfor�s or crowdfunded co�panies. �nly recently, se�eral studies e�erged that try
to �ap and analy�e crowdfunders, a rather heterogeneous group of ris� capital pro�iders. The �ast
�ajority of crowdfunders are naturally non�professional in�estors without any particular expertise
in startup in�esting.2�� Van Wingerden and Ryan confir�ed that crowdfunders are �uite di�erse in 
ter�s of age,2�0 and Agrawal concluded that as opposed to business angels or �enture capital fir�s,
they do not consider geographical proxi�ity as an i�portant factor in their in�est�ent decision�
�a�ing.2�1 Ne�ertheless, professional in�estors ha�e also not shied away fro� crowdfunding and are,

2�� �acht and Weatherston �n ���.
2�0 Jessica Ryan and Ralph Pieter Van Wingerden, ‘Fighting for Funds: An Exploratory Study into the Field of
Crowdfunding’ <https://lup.lub.lu.se/student�papers/search/publication/1��2��0� accessed 1 July 201�.
2�1 Ajay K Agrawal and others, ‘The Geography of Crowdfunding’ [2010] SSRN Electronic Journal
<http://www.nber.org/papers/w1��20� accessed 1� �ctober 201�, 1�
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facilitate crowdfunding rounds. Their income stream comes from fees that are designed as a
percentage of an overall amount pledged in the campaign. 

�.2.4.2. CR�W��U��E� C�MP��IES

Equity crowdfunding is utili�ed �y a wide variety of startups of different si�es, operating in different
fields, and having different capital requirements. �s mentioned �efore, the threshold of prospectus
e�emption indirectly influences the si�e of the crowdfunding rounds, which makes this financing
source most suita�le for companies in the pre�seed, seed, or ��round of financing.26� �ue to such a
position of crowdfunding in the funding pecking order, capital o�tained in crowdfunding round
frequently happens to �e the first e�ternal source of finance for these startups.  In terms of �usiness
sectors, crowdfunding is used �y startups and SMEs active in a wide variety of fields.

In order to determine, which startups are most likely to pursue crowdfunding rounds, we manually
collected a dataset of companies crowdfunded through Crowdcu�e, the oldest and most successful
platform in the EU, which occupies appro�imately �4� of the European crowdfunding market.266

Surprisingly, almost one�third of equity crowdfunding campaigns were conducted �y more
traditional �usinesses such as �reweries, chain restaurants, and other food producers. This confirms
that crowdfunding serves alongside innovative startups, also small and medium�si�ed �usinesses.
Recent portfolio analysis, pu�lished �y Seedrs, documents that the ma�ority of companies,
crowdfunded through this platform, offer �2C products and services (��,���).267 Such a finding
would thus correlate with the hypothesis that especially non�professional investors select their
investment opportunities, to a large e�tent, on the �asis of a customer appeal. �n the other hand,
some platforms, such as Innovestment (�ER), speciali�e in �2� �usinesses and therefore attract
almost e�clusively startups with products intended for other �usinesses. The representative of
Invesdor, a �innish crowdfunding platform, confirmed that the division of �2� and �2C oriented
startups is, in their case, in an almost equal proportion.26�

26� Karen E Wilson and Marco Testoni, ‘Improving the Role of Equity Crowdfunding in Europe’s Capital
Markets’ (2014), 6
266 See �raph �
267 ‘Seedrs: Portfolio Update 2016/2017’ <https://assets.seedrs.com/documents/portfolio�update�2016.pdf� 
accessed 1 �uly 201�, 14
26� Interview with Mikko Savolainen, Marketing and Communications Manager of Invesdor
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to �ap and analy�e crowdfunders, a rather heterogeneous group of ris� capital pro�iders. The �ast 
�ajority of crowdfunders are naturally non�professional in�estors without any particular expertise 
in startup in�esting.2�� Van Wingerden and Ryan confir�ed that crowdfunders are �uite di�erse in 
ter�s of age,2�0 and Agrawal concluded that as opposed to business angels or �enture capital fir�s, 
they do not consider geographical proxi�ity as an i�portant factor in their in�est�ent decision�
�a�ing.2�1 Ne�ertheless, professional in�estors ha�e also not shied away fro� crowdfunding and are, 

2�� �acht and Weatherston �n ���. 
2�0 Jessica Ryan and Ralph Pieter Van Wingerden, ‘Fighting for Funds: An Exploratory Study into the Field of 
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on many occasions, investing alongside retail investors.2�2 Such a combination is, in some cases, 
reflected directly in the investment model. �a�e, for instance, Invesdor (�IN). �efore a particular 
startup is accepted for the crowdfunding campaign on this platform, it must raise �0� of the round 
si�e from other sources such as business angels or VC firms, who, in fact, co�invest in such round with 
other non�sophisticated crowdfunders.2��   In the case of Syndicate Room (�K), the deals offered on 
the platform are led by business angels, who again participate in the crowdfunding round.2�4 �esides 
the fact that professional investors participate in crowdfunding, they may also significantly influence 
the decision�ma�ing of retail investors. Mymicroinvest (�E), for example, publishes the amount of 
capital committed by professionals during the running of the campaign.2�� �he advantage of the co�
investment model is the expertise and due diligence of professional investors, which crowd often 
perceives as a signal of the quality of an investment opportunity.2�6  

At first glance, the division of the roles of crowdfunding parties is very well defined� however, upon 
closer loo�, certain overlaps emerge. �a�e, for instance, Crowdcube or Invesdor. In 201� and 2016, 
respectively, these platforms ran successful crowdfunding campaigns to fund their own international 
expansion.2�� �hile this may sound li�e an oxymoron, it has to be noted that many crowdfunding 
platforms are startups themselves and hence, in essence, may suffer from restricted access to finance, 
not so dissimilar to companies, which are their own clients. Crowdcube’s self�funding round even 
exceeded the � million E�R threshold, which forced the platform to prepare a full prospectus.2�8 
Some crowdfunding platforms raise funds even through their competitors. Seedrs, on one occasion, 
claimed that they are currently the leading crowdfunding platform in campaigns for other non�equity 

2�2 �he investment model of several platforms such as Invesdor, Venture �ounders, Mymicroinvest or 
Syndicate Room confirms the emergence of co�investing models. 
2�� Interview with Mi��o Savolainnen, Communications, Invesdor. 
2�4 ‘Syndicate Room’ <https://www.syndicateroom.com/about�us/how�to�invest> accessed 1 October 2016. 
2��‘MyMicroInvest’ <https://www.mymicroinvest.com/en> accessed 1 October 2016. 
2�6 Silvio Vismara, ‘Information Cascades among Investors in Equity Crowdfunding’ (2018) 42 
Entrepreneurship �heory and �ractice 46�, 4�� 
2��  See for instance Samantha Hurst, ‘Crowdcube Names Self�Running Campaign �argest Raise on a �K 
Crowdfunding �latform � Crowdfund Insider’ (Crowdfundinsider, 13 August 2016, 2016) 
<http://www.crowdfundinsider.com/2016/08/8�0�0�crowdcube�names�self�running�campaign�largest�
raise�u��crowdfunding�platform/> accessed 1 October 2016.� JD Alois, ‘Invesdor Closes Self�Crowdfunding 
Round at €1 Million. Readies for European Expansion’ (Crowdfundinsider, 11 August 2015, August ) 
<http://www.crowdfundinsider.com/201�/08/�2��4�invesdor�closes�self�crowdfunding�round�at�e1�
million�readies�for�european�expansion/>. and Haje Jans Kamps, ‘Invesdor Raises Another $1.4m to Expand 
Equity Crowdfunding in Europe’ (Tech Crunch, 23 June 2016, 2016) 
<https://techcrunch.com/2016/06/22/invesdor�nordics�u�/> accessed 1 October 2016. 
2�8 Crowdcube prospectus for a crowdfunding campaign in 2016 available at 
https://issuu.com/crowdcube/docs/cc�prospectus�2016, accessed 1 July 2018 

��

crowdfunding portals. ��� �urthermore, crowdfunding platforms sometimes slip into the role of 
investors. �enture �ounders, a ����ased platform and Wefunder, a �S��ased platform, �oth claim to
invest in each and every pro�ect pu�lished on their we�site in order to reaffirm their confidence in
the deals offered to their investment audience.��� A handful of platforms operates as hy�rid ris�
capital providers, com�ining equity crowdfunding with early�stage venture capital funds. �his model
ena�les the hy�rid platforms to validate startup propositions through crowdfunding, receive the
initial funding from third parties, and, at the same time, have e�clusive access to the successful ones
that will �e in need of follow�on investments in the future.��� �esides crowdfunding platforms, it is
also not e�traordinary for company founders/team mem�ers to invest in their own campaigns, either
at the �eginning of the campaign to steer the funding momentum or at the end of a campaign, in order
to reach the pre�determined funding target.

�.�. I��ROD�C�IO� �O I�I�IAL COI� O��ERI��S

�.�.�. I��ROD�C�IO�

�nless you spent past years meticulously avoiding digital technology, you must have come across
or at least heard of initial coin offerings, also �nown as initial to�en offerings or to�en�generating
events. In a matter of months, this new type of fundraising evolved from a fringe crypto�community
initiative into a glo�al phenomenon. �sing words such as hype or �u�� cannot fully capture the
happening around it. Solely in ����, ICO campaigns have raised more than �� �illion, and in ����,
the aggregate amount of raised funds surpassed ��� �illion �See Graph 9�. In an even more
astounding twist, ICOs challenged the dominating position of �Cs in the startup/scale�up funding of
the �loc�chain��ased �usinesses. �he total amount of funds invested in these offerings tripled the

��� JD Alois, ‘Seedrs Leads the Way in Raising Capital for Other Crowdfunding Platforms � Crowdfund Insider’
�Crowdfundinsider, 20 April 2015� <http://www.crowdfundinsider.com/����/��/������seedrs�leads�the�
way�in�raising�capital�for�other�crowdfunding�platforms/>.
��� See ‘Equity Invesment | Alternative Investment Strategies | Rights and Protections’
<https://www.venturefounders.co.u�/investor�insight/vetting�and�investor�protection/nominee�
structure>.and ‘Invest in Startups You Love � Equity Crowdfunding | Wefunder’ <https://wefunder.com/> 
accessed �� January ����.respectively
��� �or instance Crowdcu�e com�ines crowdfunding platform, with early�stage fund, however, startups that 
get crowdfunded do not have a guarantee of getting follow�on from the �C fund.
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on many occasions, investing alongside retail investors.2�2 Such a combination is, in some cases,
reflected directly in the investment model. �a�e, for instance, Invesdor (�IN). �efore a particular
startup is accepted for the crowdfunding campaign on this platform, it must raise �0� of the round
si�e from other sources such as business angels or VC firms, who, in fact, co�invest in such round with
other non�sophisticated crowdfunders.2�� In the case of Syndicate Room (�K), the deals offered on 
the platform are led by business angels, who again participate in the crowdfunding round.2�4 �esides
the fact that professional investors participate in crowdfunding, they may also significantly influence
the decision�ma�ing of retail investors. Mymicroinvest (�E), for example, publishes the amount of
capital committed by professionals during the running of the campaign.2�� �he advantage of the co�
investment model is the expertise and due diligence of professional investors, which crowd often
perceives as a signal of the quality of an investment opportunity.2�6

At first glance, the division of the roles of crowdfunding parties is very well defined� however, upon
closer loo�, certain overlaps emerge. �a�e, for instance, Crowdcube or Invesdor. In 201� and 2016,
respectively, these platforms ran successful crowdfunding campaigns to fund their own international
expansion.2�� �hile this may sound li�e an oxymoron, it has to be noted that many crowdfunding
platforms are startups themselves and hence, in essence, may suffer from restricted access to finance,
not so dissimilar to companies, which are their own clients. Crowdcube’s self�funding round even
exceeded the � million E�R threshold, which forced the platform to prepare a full prospectus.2�8

Some crowdfunding platforms raise funds even through their competitors. Seedrs, on one occasion,
claimed that they are currently the leading crowdfunding platform in campaigns for other non�equity

2�2 �he investment model of several platforms such as Invesdor, Venture �ounders, Mymicroinvest or
Syndicate Room confirms the emergence of co�investing models.
2�� Interview with Mi��o Savolainnen, Communications, Invesdor.
2�4 ‘Syndicate Room’ <https://www.syndicateroom.com/about�us/how�to�invest> accessed 1 October 2016.
2��‘MyMicroInvest’ <https://www.mymicroinvest.com/en> accessed 1 October 2016.
2�6 Silvio Vismara, ‘Information Cascades among Investors in Equity Crowdfunding’ (2018) 42 
Entrepreneurship �heory and �ractice 46�, 4��
2�� See for instance Samantha Hurst, ‘Crowdcube Names Self�Running Campaign �argest Raise on a �K 
Crowdfunding �latform � Crowdfund Insider’ (Crowdfundinsider, 13 August 2016, 2016)
<http://www.crowdfundinsider.com/2016/08/8�0�0�crowdcube�names�self�running�campaign�largest�
raise�u��crowdfunding�platform/> accessed 1 October 2016.� JD Alois, ‘Invesdor Closes Self�Crowdfunding 
Round at €1 Million. Readies for European Expansion’ (Crowdfundinsider, 11 August 2015, August )
<http://www.crowdfundinsider.com/201�/08/�2��4�invesdor�closes�self�crowdfunding�round�at�e1�
million�readies�for�european�expansion/>. and Haje Jans Kamps, ‘Invesdor Raises Another $1.4m to Expand
Equity Crowdfunding in Europe’ (Tech Crunch, 23 June 2016, 2016)
<https://techcrunch.com/2016/06/22/invesdor�nordics�u�/> accessed 1 October 2016.
2�8 Crowdcube prospectus for a crowdfunding campaign in 2016 available at 
https://issuu.com/crowdcube/docs/cc�prospectus�2016, accessed 1 July 2018
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the deals offered to their investment audience.��� A handful of platforms operates as hy�rid ris� 
capital providers, com�ining equity crowdfunding with early�stage venture capital funds. �his model 
ena�les the hy�rid platforms to validate startup propositions through crowdfunding, receive the 
initial funding from third parties, and, at the same time, have e�clusive access to the successful ones 
that will �e in need of follow�on investments in the future.��� �esides crowdfunding platforms, it is 
also not e�traordinary for company founders/team mem�ers to invest in their own campaigns, either 
at the �eginning of the campaign to steer the funding momentum or at the end of a campaign, in order 
to reach the pre�determined funding target. 
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a��re�ate volume o� �undin� comin� to the blockchain industry �rom �Cs in the entire 2017.282 �he 
�rowin� number o� ICOs raisin� hundreds o� millions in cryptocurrencies and �iat currencies has 
alarmed policy�makers around the world. �he initial responses o� �urisdictions were si�ni�icantly 
diver�ent. One �roup o� �urisdictions, such as �alta, �ibraltar, �ichtenstein, and Sin�apore, 
approached ICOs as a potential new market that has to be preemptively captured by the crypto�
�riendly re�ulation or interpretation o� current laws. �heir actions tri��ered what is known as a 
re�ulatory competition in the area o� crypto assets. �nother �roup o� countries, such as the US and 
China, saw the �rowin� volume and value o� ICOs as a potential threat to their �inancial markets. 
�hrou�h re�ulatory bans and en�orcement actions, they si�naled to the market the le�ally 
controversial position o� these o��erin�s. �he market has responded by introducin� several variations 
o� the ori�inal ICO model, namely security token o��erin�s and initial e�chan�e o��erin�s. Both o� them 
represent di��erent approaches to solvin� �undamental problems o� ICOs, and both �enerate certain 
side e��ects. �lthou�h le�al certainty is one o� the crucial in�redients �or the proper development o� 
this emer�in� phenomenon, one shall not presume that establishin� the re�ulatory �ramework in 
such a nascent sta�e would optimally address the problems at hand. �specially when the re�ulation 
relates to markets that evolve and chan�e at an unprecedented pace.. �his chapter contributes to the 
comprehensive understandin� o� this emer�in� phenomenon that is interdisciplinary in nature and 
that o�tentimes de�ies e�istin� knowled�e related to other types o� startup �inancin�.

3.3.2. �H� ��RK�� S���US �UO 

Since the ICO boom at the end o� 2017 and the be�innin� o� 2018, the market �or token o��erin�s 
has si�ni�icantly slowed down both in terms o� a��re�ate raised �unds and a number o� token 
o��erin�s. In 2019, until the end o� October, 20� token o��erin�s were �inali�ed, raisin� an a��re�ate
amount o� $3,1� billion. 283 �he ��� results o� the market were in stark contrast to 2018 when token 
o��erin� initiators collected astoundin� $21,�2 billion in 991 token o��erin�s. Until the end o� 2018, 
the market was dominated by the ori�inal �orm o� ICOs, unre�ulated o��erin�s without the 
intervention o� crypto e�chan�es. 28� �he landscape o� token o��erin�s si�ni�icantly chan�ed in 2019

 Richard Kastelein, ‘Investment into Blockchain Start�Ups Set to Hit $3bn in 2017’ Blockchain News (22 
September 2017) <http://www.the�blockchain.com/2017/09/22/investment�blockchain�start�ups�set�hit�
3bn�2017/> accessed 2� �ebruary 2018. 
283 ‘Coinschedule Statistics’ (2019) <https://www.coinschedule.com/stats> accessed 11 November 2019. 
28� ‘Coinschedule � Cryptocurrency ICO Statistics’ (2018) 
<https://www.coinschedule.com/stats.html�year�2018> accessed 30 October 2018. 

��

when we started to obser�e stronger differentiation between initial coin offerings, security token
offerings (STOs�, and initial e�change offerings� Out of ��� token offerings in ����, ��� were
conducted as ICOs, �� as STOs, and �� as IEOs (initial e�change offerings�� The mean amount raised
in all token offerings was ���,�� million, with a median of �� million� When it comes to geographical
spread, Singapore is a leading �urisdiction with �� offerings, followed by the �S with �� token
offerings and �K with �� token offerings� ���

GRAPH 9

Source: Coinschedule

������ THE �E���ATO�� STAT�S ��O

China was one of the first countries to declare a strict ban on ICOs in its territory and on the
in�ol�ement of its citi�ens in such offerings���� While this step was percei�ed as rather hostile, the 
Chinese go�ernment remained fa�orable towards underlying blockchain technology and supported
the blockchain ��� efforts of Chinese companies� ��� South Korea followed suit and outlawed ICOs

��� ‘Crypto Market Statistics by Country’ (Coinschedule, 2019� �https���www�coinschedule�com�stats�
geo�A��?dates��an ��, ���� to �o� ��, ����� accessed �� �o�ember �����
��� Forbes Technology Council, ‘How Will The China And South Korea ICO Bans Impact Cryptocurrencies?’
Forbes (�� �ecember ����� �https���www�forbes�com�sites�forbestechcouncil������������how�will�the�
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��� Wolfie Zhao, ‘China’s President Endorses Blockchain as Economic “Breakthrough”’ Coindesk (�����
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August �����
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a��re�ate volume o� �undin� comin� to the blockchain industry �rom �Cs in the entire 2017.282 �he
�rowin� number o� ICOs raisin� hundreds o� millions in cryptocurrencies and �iat currencies has
alarmed policy�makers around the world. �he initial responses o� �urisdictions were si�ni�icantly
diver�ent. One �roup o� �urisdictions, such as �alta, �ibraltar, �ichtenstein, and Sin�apore,
approached ICOs as a potential new market that has to be preemptively captured by the crypto�
�riendly re�ulation or interpretation o� current laws. �heir actions tri��ered what is known as a
re�ulatory competition in the area o� crypto assets. �nother �roup o� countries, such as the US and
China, saw the �rowin� volume and value o� ICOs as a potential threat to their �inancial markets.
�hrou�h re�ulatory bans and en�orcement actions, they si�naled to the market the le�ally 
controversial position o� these o��erin�s. �he market has responded by introducin� several variations
o� the ori�inal ICO model, namely security token o��erin�s and initial e�chan�e o��erin�s. Both o� them
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side e��ects. �lthou�h le�al certainty is one o� the crucial in�redients �or the proper development o�
this emer�in� phenomenon, one shall not presume that establishin� the re�ulatory �ramework in
such a nascent sta�e would optimally address the problems at hand. �specially when the re�ulation
relates to markets that evolve and chan�e at an unprecedented pace.. �his chapter contributes to the
comprehensive understandin� o� this emer�in� phenomenon that is interdisciplinary in nature and
that o�tentimes de�ies e�istin� knowled�e related to other types o� startup �inancin�.

3.3.2. �H� ��RK�� S���US �UO

Since the ICO boom at the end o� 2017 and the be�innin� o� 2018, the market �or token o��erin�s
has si�ni�icantly slowed down both in terms o� a��re�ate raised �unds and a number o� token
o��erin�s. In 2019, until the end o� October, 20� token o��erin�s were �inali�ed, raisin� an a��re�ate
amount o� $3,1� billion. 283 �he ��� results o� the market were in stark contrast to 2018 when token 
o��erin� initiators collected astoundin� $21,�2 billion in 991 token o��erin�s. Until the end o� 2018,
the market was dominated by the ori�inal �orm o� ICOs, unre�ulated o��erin�s without the
intervention o� crypto e�chan�es. 28� �he landscape o� token o��erin�s si�ni�icantly chan�ed in 2019

Richard Kastelein, ‘Investment into Blockchain Start�Ups Set to Hit $3bn in 2017’ Blockchain News (22 
September 2017) <http://www.the�blockchain.com/2017/09/22/investment�blockchain�start�ups�set�hit�
3bn�2017/> accessed 2� �ebruary 2018.
283 ‘Coinschedule Statistics’ (2019) <https://www.coinschedule.com/stats> accessed 11 November 2019.
28� ‘Coinschedule � Cryptocurrency ICO Statistics’ (2018)
<https://www.coinschedule.com/stats.html�year�2018> accessed 30 October 2018.
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when we started to obser�e stronger differentiation between initial coin offerings, security token 
offerings (STOs�, and initial e�change offerings� Out of ��� token offerings in ����, ��� were 
conducted as ICOs, �� as STOs, and �� as IEOs (initial e�change offerings�� The mean amount raised 
in all token offerings was ���,�� million, with a median of �� million� When it comes to geographical 
spread, Singapore is a leading �urisdiction with �� offerings, followed by the �S with �� token 
offerings and �K with �� token offerings� ��� 
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shortly after China in September 2017.288 Other countries such as �ermany 28�, the Netherlands, 2�0 
and France2�1 have initially issued only market�wide warnings, discouraging potential investors from 
purchasing largely unfamiliar and risky crypto assets. In 2018, Malta and France proposed bespoke 
regulatory frameworks for non�security token offerings. 2�2 Maltese regulator created a complete and 
mandatory infrastructure for utility token offerings, establishing framework not only for these 
offerings but also regulating �LT service providers such as crypto e�changes. 2�� France, on the other 
hand, created an optional set of rules that incentivi�e ICO issuers and digital asset service providers 
to register their activities with French financial markets authority on a voluntary basis.2��   

Several smaller jurisdictions, such as �ibraltar 2��  and Estonia, 2��  positioned themselves as 
crypto safe havens, triggering the regulatory competition in order to attract blockchain businesses. 
Among the crypto�friendly jurisdictions, Singapore emerged as one of the most popular countries. 
According to their regulation, token offerings, e�cept security token offerings, remain unregulated. 
Nevertheless, MAS, the financial and monetary authority of Singapore, issued guidelines to digital 
token offerings, in which it demonstrates applications of local securities laws in various case studies. 
In principle, utility tokens are e�empted from the regulation, and so are crypto e�changes that do not 
engage in trading of securities.2�7 MAS further offers blockchain projects that conduct one of the 
regulated activities to enter into a sandbo�, where these services will be tested in a controlled 

288 Forbes Technology Council (n 28�). 
28� BaFin, ‘BaFin Consumer Warning: The Risks of Initial Coin Offerings’ (2017) 
<https://www.bafin.de/Shared�ocs/�eroeffentlichungen/EN/Meldung/2017/meldung�17110��ICOs�en.ht
ml� accessed 8 �anuary 201�. 
2�0 ‘AFM Warns of Serious Risks Associated with Initial Coin Offerings’ AFM (12 November 2017) 
<https://www.afm.nl/en/nieuws/2017/nov/risico�ico� accessed 8 �anuary 2018. 
2�1 French financial markets authority has issued a consultation paper pointing out potential risks of ICOs. 
The consultation has been concluded on 22nd �ecember 2017. AMF, ‘AMF Public Consultation on Initial Coin 
Offerings (ICOs)’ (2017) <http://www.amf�france.org/en��S/Publications/Consultations�
publi�ues/Archives�docId�workspace��A�2F�2FSpacesStore�2Fa2b2�7b��2d����c2��acad�
7fe���1dfc8a� accessed 8 �anuary 201�. 
2�2 Inti Laudaro, ‘France to Approve First Crypto�Issuers as New Rules Loom’ Reuters (201�) 
<https://www.reuters.com/article/us�crypto�currencies�regulation�france/france�to�approve�first�crypto�
issuers�as�new�rules�loom�id�SKCN1�B18P�. 
2�� (�irtual Financial Assets Bill, 2018) 
2�� Laudaro (n 2�2). 
2�� ‘Token Regulation: Proposals for the Regulation of Token Sales, Secondary Token Market Platforms, and 
Investment Services Relating to Tokens’ Gibraltar Finance (2018) 
<http://gibraltarlaws.gov.gi/articles/2017s20�.pdf� accessed �1 October 2018. 
2�� Kaspar Korjus, ‘We’re Planning to Launch “Estcoin” – and That’s Only the Start’ (Medium, 19 December 
2017) <https://e�estonia.com/were�planning�launch�estcoin�only�start/� accessed 1 April 2018. 
2�7 Monetary Authority of Singapore, ‘ A  �uide to �igital Token Offerings �Last �pdated on �0 November 
2018]’ (2018). 
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environment and �nder limited application o� the �inancial and sec�rities reg�lation. �n essence� ���
decided to employ a controlled “wait and see” approach that provides a temporary legal certainty.
���� ����� �ore recently� in ����� ���em�o�rg passed a �ill that con�irmed the possi�ility to iss�e
demateriali�ed sec�rities and ��ild a sec�rity�storing in�rastr�ct�re �sing distri��ted ledger
technologies that co�ld potentially disentangle a rather complicated system o� intermediaries that
c�rrently ena�le storing and trans�er o� shares� �onds� and derivatives. �ith this move� ���em�o�rg
attempts to �acilitate sec�rity to�en o��erings� diverging �rom the approach ta�en �y �alta and
�rance. �ichtenstein only recently �oined the list o� co�ntries with crypto reg�latory initiatives. �y
passing its �aw on �ransaction �ystems �ased on �r�stworthy �echnologies ��he �loc�chain �ct
������ �ichtenstein set o�t to reg�late the crypto ind�stry in a holistic manner� clari�ying in the
reg�lation the re��irements �or the operation o� many crypto sta�eholders s�ch as ��� initiators�
��� initiators� �loc�chain networ�s s�ch as �there�m� c�stodian wallet providers� crypto e�changes
and others. ���

�t is reasona�le to e�pect that more co�ntries will event�ally p�rs�e the reg�lation o� to�en
o��erings and� more �roadly� o� to�en ecosystems. �or the time �eing� divergent approaches o�
co�ntries in o�r overview ena�le �s to o�serve how the mar�et players respond to the changing
reg�latory landscape. �ne may ass�me that every to�en o��ering initiator cond�cts a cost��ene�it
analysis when deciding whether to la�nch a campaign. �n the one hand� �espo�e reg�latory regimes
�or to�en o��erings o��er legal certainty that in��ses con�idence in their legality. �n the other� the legal
re��irements arg�a�ly increase the costs o� r�nning a campaign� and as we will later demonstrate�
not insigni�icantly. �hat ��rther raises a ��estion� whether the o��ective o� increased access to �inance
wo�ld not �e �nreasona�ly hampered.

�.�.�. ��� ������ �� ����� ���������

�he ��� represents a completely novel concept that is e��ectively a hy�rid o� an early�stage
start�p �inancing method� incentive mechanism to gain early adopters o� a new prod�ct�service
com�ined with the trading o� the �nderlying digital assets on the secondary mar�ets �crypto�
e�changes�. �his �n�s�al and �n�oreseen concept arg�a�ly increases the access to �inance �or
�loc�chain��ased vent�res that gained a greater a�ility to raise ��nds and allocate them to their
innovation e��orts. �n traditional methods o� start�p �inancing� investors invest in the pro�ects �ased

�aw on �ransaction �ystems �ased on �r�stworthy �echnologies ��ichtenstein�
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purchasing largely unfamiliar and risky crypto assets. In 2018, Malta and France proposed bespoke
regulatory frameworks for non�security token offerings. 2�2 Maltese regulator created a complete and
mandatory infrastructure for utility token offerings, establishing framework not only for these
offerings but also regulating �LT service providers such as crypto e�changes. 2�� France, on the other 
hand, created an optional set of rules that incentivi�e ICO issuers and digital asset service providers
to register their activities with French financial markets authority on a voluntary basis.2��

Several smaller jurisdictions, such as �ibraltar 2�� and Estonia, 2�� positioned themselves as
crypto safe havens, triggering the regulatory competition in order to attract blockchain businesses.
Among the crypto�friendly jurisdictions, Singapore emerged as one of the most popular countries.
According to their regulation, token offerings, e�cept security token offerings, remain unregulated.
Nevertheless, MAS, the financial and monetary authority of Singapore, issued guidelines to digital
token offerings, in which it demonstrates applications of local securities laws in various case studies.
In principle, utility tokens are e�empted from the regulation, and so are crypto e�changes that do not
engage in trading of securities.2�7 MAS further offers blockchain projects that conduct one of the
regulated activities to enter into a sandbo�, where these services will be tested in a controlled
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on their assess�ent of future viability and co��ercial success of the product that will generate the 
desired return on their invest�ents. Since their invest�ents are very illi�uid, and their position in 
the venture is often locked for seven to ten years, investors are not �otivated by any speculative 
financial incentives. The traditional startup financing �odel si�ply does not offer any space for 
i��ediate capital gains. Token�based fundraising �odels with functioning and li�uid secondary 
�arkets, on the other hand, introduced speculation and financial short�ter�is� into the early�stage 
financing �odel.  

Si�ply put, an initial coin offering is an online public call for a purchase of digital cryptographic 
assets called “tokens”. In the broadest sense, tokens are digital carriers of various rights that are 
bestowed upon a token holder and depend on the specific design of a particular token ecosyste�. In 
�ost cases, they represent a �ediu� of pay�ent for the services provided by the ecosyste� in 
�uestion, e.g., a token holder can e�change tokens for services offered on a given platfor� (utility 
tokens�. 2�� Tokens, however, �ay also carry voting rights, financial rights, or privilege rights granted 
only to a particular group such as �a�or token holders, analogous to certain types of securities. �hile 
the initial price of tokens is pre�deter�ined, the value of a token depends on its future de�and. �y 
purchasing tokens, token holders e�press their confidence in the future value of a platfor�. The �ain 
features of ICOs are su��ari�ed below, and while every ICO �ay create its own offer, the following 
features occur standardly. 

 - ICO Stage 

(i� ICO initiators launch an ICO online call for a li�ited period of ti�e and specify a �ini�u� 
(soft cap� and a �a�i�u� a�ount (hard cap� that they ai� to raise. �any of the ICO initiators opted 
for a private pre�sale period in which tokens are offered only to selected investors that purchase 
larger volu�es of tokens. In so�e cases, a private pre�sale beca�e so successful that the offering 
never �oved into its public stage. According to TokenData, ICOs standardly raise �ost of their funds 
(on average �8�� in ti�e�li�ited pre�sales.�00 

 (ii� �otential token buyers learn about the details of a proposed business concept and structure 
of an offering fro� a disclosure docu�ent referred to as a white paper. So�e countries, such as 

2�� Christian Catalini and Joshua S Gans, ‘Initial Coin Offerings and the Value of Crypto Tokens’ [2018] SSRN 
�lectronic Journal �https���www.ssrn.co��abstract��1��21�� accessed �1 October 2018, � 
�00 ‘News, Data and Analytics for All ICO’s and Tokens’ (TokenData, 2018� 
�https���www.tokendata.io�analytics� accessed 22 January 2020. 
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�alta �01 and Lichtenstein, introduced regulatory re�uirements for the content of white papers� 
�owever, in most �urisdictions, this disclosure document remains unregulated� 

(iii) ICOs are fre�uently divided into several time stages, in which batches of tokens are sold for
an increasing price – decreasing discount (usually between ����0�)� �assive discounts point to
systemic underpricing of tokens� �02

(iv) Token buyers transfer widely used cryptocurrencies, most commonly bitcoin, ether, or fiat
currencies to the wallet of ICO initiators�

(v) In return, token buyers receive digital assets called tokens that carry a bundle of rights of a
financial or utility nature (sometimes combined)� 

(vi) ICOs are usually conducted without any intermediary comparable to a crowdfunding
platform in crowdfunding that would fulfill the gatekeeper role�

(vii) A substantial portion of tokens remains in the hands of an ICO pro�ect/company in order to
(a) incentivi�e team members and (b) partially regulate demand and supply on the market after the
listing� �0�

-Secondary Market Stage

(viii) Tokens are freely exchangeable� however, value appreciation occurs when they are “listed”
on cryptocurrency exchanges, where the forces of demand and supply determine the token price�

(ix) �hite papers often contain a section that plans for listing tokens on popular crypto
exchanges� Despite that, a listing decision is always at the discretion of a particular crypto exchange�
In order to gauge future token demand, exchanges fre�uently survey their customers on demand for
new tokens� The results of these surveys, in turn, inform their final listing decisions��04

(ix) Token buyers purchase tokens and become token holders� At this stage token holders may 
(i) hold tokens long�term and wait for substantial increases in their value (store of value/speculative
function), (ii) trade them on exchanges immediately after the listing or hold them short�term or (ii)
exchange them on the platforms for underlying services (utility/medium of exchange function)�

(x) ICO initiators do not have direct control over token price� however, they may influence the
market price by (a) buying back and/or “burning” (canceling) tokens, which reduces the token supply

�01 See �irst Schedule of Bill No�44 � �irtual �inancial Assets Bill (�alta) (n 29�)�
�02 Evgeny Lyandres, Berardino �ala��o and Daniel Rabetti, ‘Do Tokens Behave Like Securities? An Anatomy 
of Initial Coin Offerings *’ (2019), 4��
�0� Catalini and �ans (n 299)�
�04 Nikhilesh De, ‘Crypto Exchange Bittrex Outlines Token Listing Criteria � CoinDesk’ (Coindesk, 31 January 
2018) �https�//www�coindesk�com/bittrex�outlines�token�listing�criteria� accessed 20 �anuary 2020�
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on their assess�ent of future viability and co��ercial success of the product that will generate the
desired return on their invest�ents. Since their invest�ents are very illi�uid, and their position in
the venture is often locked for seven to ten years, investors are not �otivated by any speculative
financial incentives. The traditional startup financing �odel si�ply does not offer any space for
i��ediate capital gains. Token�based fundraising �odels with functioning and li�uid secondary
�arkets, on the other hand, introduced speculation and financial short�ter�is� into the early�stage 
financing �odel.

Si�ply put, an initial coin offering is an online public call for a purchase of digital cryptographic
assets called “tokens”. In the broadest sense, tokens are digital carriers of various rights that are
bestowed upon a token holder and depend on the specific design of a particular token ecosyste�. In
�ost cases, they represent a �ediu� of pay�ent for the services provided by the ecosyste� in
�uestion, e.g., a token holder can e�change tokens for services offered on a given platfor� (utility
tokens�. 2�� Tokens, however, �ay also carry voting rights, financial rights, or privilege rights granted 
only to a particular group such as �a�or token holders, analogous to certain types of securities. �hile
the initial price of tokens is pre�deter�ined, the value of a token depends on its future de�and. �y
purchasing tokens, token holders e�press their confidence in the future value of a platfor�. The �ain
features of ICOs are su��ari�ed below, and while every ICO �ay create its own offer, the following
features occur standardly.

- ICO Stage

(i� ICO initiators launch an ICO online call for a li�ited period of ti�e and specify a �ini�u� 
(soft cap� and a �a�i�u� a�ount (hard cap� that they ai� to raise. �any of the ICO initiators opted
for a private pre�sale period in which tokens are offered only to selected investors that purchase
larger volu�es of tokens. In so�e cases, a private pre�sale beca�e so successful that the offering
never �oved into its public stage. According to TokenData, ICOs standardly raise �ost of their funds
(on average �8�� in ti�e�li�ited pre�sales.�00

(ii� �otential token buyers learn about the details of a proposed business concept and structure
of an offering fro� a disclosure docu�ent referred to as a white paper. So�e countries, such as

2�� Christian Catalini and Joshua S Gans, ‘Initial Coin Offerings and the Value of Crypto Tokens’ [2018] SSRN
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(ix) �hite papers often contain a section that plans for listing tokens on popular crypto 
exchanges� Despite that, a listing decision is always at the discretion of a particular crypto exchange� 
In order to gauge future token demand, exchanges fre�uently survey their customers on demand for 
new tokens� The results of these surveys, in turn,  inform their final listing decisions��04 

(ix) Token buyers purchase tokens and become token holders� At this stage token holders may 
(i) hold tokens long�term and wait for  substantial increases in their value (store of value/speculative 
function), (ii) trade them on exchanges immediately after the listing or hold them short�term or (ii) 
exchange them on the platforms for underlying services (utility/medium of exchange function)�

(x) ICO initiators do not have direct control over token price� however, they may influence the 
market price by (a) buying back and/or “burning” (canceling) tokens, which reduces the token supply 

�01 See �irst Schedule of Bill No�44 � �irtual �inancial Assets Bill (�alta) (n 29�)� 
�02 Evgeny Lyandres, Berardino �ala��o and Daniel Rabetti, ‘Do Tokens Behave Like Securities? An Anatomy 
of Initial Coin Offerings *’ (2019), 4��
�0� Catalini and �ans (n 299)� 
�04 Nikhilesh De, ‘Crypto Exchange Bittrex Outlines Token Listing Criteria � CoinDesk’ (Coindesk, 31 January 
2018) �https�//www�coindesk�com/bittrex�outlines�token�listing�criteria� accessed 20 �anuary 2020� 
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and thus increases the token price or �y (�) releasing a portion of reserve tokens to the market and 
thus effectively decreasing the token price. 30� 

3.3.�. ICO �ARIATIONS 

The initial concept of ICOs seems very attractive, particularly from the entrepreneurs’ 
perspective. Tokens ena�le them to raise significant funding rounds without the necessity to dilute 
their share ownership and managerial control. Nevertheless, this model exacer�ates agency 
pro�lems �etween ICO initiators and token holders, as token holders usually do not possess any well�
defined control rights. Such governance failure did not escape the eye of regulators, who increasingly 
started to enforce securities laws. �articularly SEC (Security and Exchange Commission) addressed 
several exemplary cases that served as a very strong signal to the market that any ICO can �e 
prosecuted.30� �aving received this message, while original ICOs were still in the regulatory lim�o, 
some of the �lockchain entrepreneurs decided to employ an opposite strategy to comply with 
existing securities laws. This approach came to �e known as securities token offerings (hereinafter 
STOs). In this case, tokens are actually digital representations of traditional securities with attached 
control and financial rights.307 STO initiators usually employ a set of strategies to avoid costly and 
onerous regulation, primarily the prospectus re�uirement. They can either offer tokens only to 
professional investors or determine the target amount of the offerings �elow the legal threshold 
triggering prospectus regulation, similarly to e�uity crowdfunding. A significant disadvantage of 
STOs is a rather small num�er of illi�uid secondary markets. The reason is, once again, an onerous 
regulation. 308 Any cryptocurrency exchange intending to trade tokens �ualified as securities must 
o�tain the regulatory approval for operating a trading venue similar to a stock exchange and su��ect 
itself to the extensive capital market and safety rules. 

Initial Exchange Offering (hereinafter IEO) is a recent ICO variation. Although the idea of IEOs 
was firstly developed in 2017, they gained greater prominence only in 2019.309 IEO is an online pu�lic 

30� Catalini and �ans (n 299). 
30� See for instance DAO Case Us Securities and Exchange Commission, ‘Report of Investigation �ursuant to 
Section 21(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934:  The DAO’ (2017) 
<http://www.virtualschool.edu/mon/Economics/SmartContracts.html.> accessed 20 August 2018. Or ‘SEC: 
Order Instituing Cease�and Desist �roceedings �ursuant to Section 8A of the Securities Act of 1933, Making 
Findings, and Imposing a Cease�and�Desist Order in the Matter of Munchee Inc.’ (1933) 
<https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33�1044�.pdf> accessed 20 August 2019. 
307 Lennart Ante and Ingo Fiedler, ‘Cheap Signals in Security Token Offerings’ [2019] SSRN Electronic Journal, 
1 
308 i�id, 1�2 
309 ‘IEO � Initial Exchange Offering List’ (ICObench) <https://ico�ench.com/ieo> accessed 22 January 2020. 

�0�

call for p�rchasing of to�ens of vario�s nat�re (��t pre�o�inantl� �tilit� to�ens) con��cte� on a
cr�pto exchange that g�arantees secon�ar� tra�ing of a to�en in ��estion. �he presence of a cr�pto
exchange in the pre�selection of to�en offerings serves a ver� si�ilar f�nction as a crow�f�n�ing
platfor� in e��it� crow�f�n�ing. �he speciali�e� IEO platfor�s of cr�pto exchanges s���ect
can�i�ate pro�ects to a thoro�gh vetting an� ��e �iligence �efore the� are accepte� for an offering to
a wi�er p��lic. �oreover, the involve�ent of a cr�pto exchange g�arantees acceptance for tra�ing in
the later stage. �evertheless, �n�erstan�ing of IEO �echanis�s is in its infanc�, an�, to �ate, there
are not an� relia�le st��ies that wo�l� �oc��ent the a�ilit� of cr�pto exchanges to re��ce
infor�ation as���etries effectivel�. �oreover, reg�lators, specificall� SEC, alrea�� pointe� o�t that
IEOs �a� face ver� si�ilar legal o�stacles as the original version of ICOs.��0

�.�.�. A �O�� O� �O�E�O�ICS

Initial coin offerings �o not represent onl� a new wa� of raising f�n�s for start�p pro�ects. �he
�anner in which the� are con��cte� is inherentl� connecte� to the ��siness an� econo�ic �o�el
�n�erl�ing these �loc�chain pro�ects. �� selling or giving awa� to�ens, an ICO pro�ect is not ��st
collecting f�n�ing ��t also engaging with their first c�sto�ers. �he line �etween investors an�
cons��ers is s���enl� �l�rre�.

��t what is so special a�o�t the ��siness �o�el these �loc�chain pro�ects e�plo�� In tra�itional so�
calle� linear ��siness �o�els, the val�e is create� �� a co�pan� internall� an� later transferre�
�ownstrea� to the c�sto�ers. �al�e flows fro� left to right, fro� the pro��cer to the c�sto�er.���

�ro� the angle of start�p financier, start�ps �tili�ing linear ��siness �o�els get f�n�ing, the� 
�evelop a pro��ct or a service, create a c�sto�er �ase, generate reven�e, or get ac��ire� an�
generate a ret�rn on invest�ent for their financiers. �ow, �ost of the ICO pro�ects are �esigne� as
platfor� ��siness �o�els. �hat �oes it �ean� ��t is si�pl�, platfor� ��siness �o�els �o not create
pro��cts �elivere� to the c�sto�ers in a tra�itional sense, ��t the� create an environ�ent in which 
�e�an� an� s�ppl� �eet, an environ�ent that facilitates the interaction �etween pro��cers an�
cons��ers an� where cons��ers �a� �eco�e pro��cers an� vice versa. ��2 �latfor� ��siness
�o�els are �ase� on the networ�s that have �eco�e the new aggregator of ��siness val�e. �at�rall�,

��0 SEC, ‘ Initial Exchange Offerings (IEOs) – Investor Alert’ (2020) <https://www.sec.gov/oiea/investor�
alerts�an����lletins/ia�initialexchangeofferings� accesse� 22 �an�ar� 2020.
��� �oa�e� an� �ohnson (n ��), 2
��2 I�i�., �0
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and thus increases the token price or �y (�) releasing a portion of reserve tokens to the market and
thus effectively decreasing the token price. 30�

3.3.�. ICO �ARIATIONS

The initial concept of ICOs seems very attractive, particularly from the entrepreneurs’ 
perspective. Tokens ena�le them to raise significant funding rounds without the necessity to dilute
their share ownership and managerial control. Nevertheless, this model exacer�ates agency
pro�lems �etween ICO initiators and token holders, as token holders usually do not possess any well�
defined control rights. Such governance failure did not escape the eye of regulators, who increasingly
started to enforce securities laws. �articularly SEC (Security and Exchange Commission) addressed
several exemplary cases that served as a very strong signal to the market that any ICO can �e
prosecuted.30� �aving received this message, while original ICOs were still in the regulatory lim�o,
some of the �lockchain entrepreneurs decided to employ an opposite strategy to comply with 
existing securities laws. This approach came to �e known as securities token offerings (hereinafter
STOs). In this case, tokens are actually digital representations of traditional securities with attached
control and financial rights.307 STO initiators usually employ a set of strategies to avoid costly and
onerous regulation, primarily the prospectus re�uirement. They can either offer tokens only to
professional investors or determine the target amount of the offerings �elow the legal threshold
triggering prospectus regulation, similarly to e�uity crowdfunding. A significant disadvantage of
STOs is a rather small num�er of illi�uid secondary markets. The reason is, once again, an onerous
regulation. 308 Any cryptocurrency exchange intending to trade tokens �ualified as securities must
o�tain the regulatory approval for operating a trading venue similar to a stock exchange and su��ect
itself to the extensive capital market and safety rules.

Initial Exchange Offering (hereinafter IEO) is a recent ICO variation. Although the idea of IEOs
was firstly developed in 2017, they gained greater prominence only in 2019.309 IEO is an online pu�lic

30� Catalini and �ans (n 299).
30� See for instance DAO Case Us Securities and Exchange Commission, ‘Report of Investigation �ursuant to
Section 21(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934:  The DAO’ (2017)
<http://www.virtualschool.edu/mon/Economics/SmartContracts.html.> accessed 20 August 2018. Or ‘SEC: 
Order Instituing Cease�and Desist �roceedings �ursuant to Section 8A of the Securities Act of 1933, Making 
Findings, and Imposing a Cease�and�Desist Order in the Matter of Munchee Inc.’ (1933)
<https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33�1044�.pdf> accessed 20 August 2019.
307 Lennart Ante and Ingo Fiedler, ‘Cheap Signals in Security Token Offerings’ [2019] SSRN Electronic Journal, 
1
308 i�id, 1�2
309 ‘IEO � Initial Exchange Offering List’ (ICObench) <https://ico�ench.com/ieo> accessed 22 January 2020.
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such �usinesses exist also outside of the �lockchain industry, think e�Bay or Ali�a�a, �ut their 
domination in crypto space is unprecedented. 

Tokeni�ation of platform �usinesses is a no�elty endemic to the �lockchain industry. ��ery �CO 
pro�ect designs its own ecosystem, where participants engage through tokens. Tokens could �e 
defined as “a unit of value that an organization creates to self-govern its business model, and empower 

its users to interact with its products while facilitating the distribution and sharing of rewards and 

benefits to all of its stakeholders”.��� Much of the attention has �een focused on the issuance and 
circulation of tokens. �uestions like the initial token �aluation, �olume of the issue, escrow holdings 
of tokens for a later release concentrated on the creation of an optimal le�el of token scarcity. 
�owe�er, the more profound �uestion is how the tokens interact with the �usiness model underlying 
the �lockchain pro�ect.��� 

Using a real� life example usually helps to grasp the inner workings of “ the tokenomics”. Take, for 
instance, Agrello.��� Agrello is a smart contract platform, which �rings together (i� smart contract 
de�elopers that deploy templates on the platform, (ii� smart contracts users that can choose a 
suita�le template and execute a contract through the platform and (iii� smart contract re�iewers, 
who continuously check and impro�e existing templates. All network participants of Agrello use a 
token called Delta.��� Delta token gi�es these participants access to the platform and incenti�i�es 
them to act in a prescri�ed manner. While de�elopers and re�iewers recei�e Delta as a reward for 
their contri�ution, the users pay with Delta for the ser�ices on the platforms. Delta is a so�called 
nati�e token, which means that its use is confined to this particular platform. ��� At first glance, 
implementing a nati�e token as a �alue exchanger among platform participants could �e seen as too 
restricti�e since it locks the �alue and pro�ides one single outlet for its use. On the other hand, it 
reinforces the network effect, as the participants in possession of nati�e tokens are �ery likely to use 
the same platform again. �urthermore, the platform participants may decide to sell unused tokens 
on the crypto�exchanges. The tokens can also ser�e other purposes within the ecosystem. Tokens 
may also carry additional functions such as (i� go�ernance rights (�oting�, (ii� capital rights (profit 

��� William Mougayar, ‘Tokenomics — A Business Guide to Token Usage, Utility and Value’ (Medium, 10 June 
2017� <https://medium.com/�wmougayar/tokenomics�a��usiness�guide�to�token�usage�utility�and��alue�
������������� accessed �� August ����. 
��� ��id. 
��� ‘Agrello DOCS � Agrello’ <https://agrello.io/solutions/agrello�docs/� accessed �� �anuary ����. 
��� ��id. 
��� ��id.

10�

sharin�), or (iii) other commercial �ene�its related to the si�e o� token�holdin�s, �or instance, 
disco�nts on ser�ices�

As demonstrated in the e�ample, tokens are not simply �o�chers that yo� can pre�pay and later
e�chan�e �or ser�ices� They are di�ital assets, �hich circ�late amon� plat�orm participants and can
ser�e a m�ltit�de o� p�rposes� �esi�nin� the ��nctions and en�isioned circ�lation o� the tokens is,
there�ore, similar to creatin� monetary policy �or the �iat c�rrencies com�ined �ith incenti�e desi�ns
o� loyalty points and sometimes e�en �otin� ri�hts on the plat�orm�

The relati�e comple� nat�re o� tokens and their m�lti�p�rpose �se as (i) a medi�m o� e�chan�e
(plat�orm��ased c�rrency), (ii) store o� �al�e (spec�lati�e p�rposes) and (iii) �tility �al�e (other
p�rposes on the plat�orm) paint ��ite p���lin� mosaic o� considerations that one has to take into
acco�nt �hen desi�nin� so�called “tokenomics” �or e�ery sin�le token iss�ance�

3�3�7� S��RT ��ST�R� �� �C�S

�n 2008 an �nkno�n de�eloper or �ro�p o� de�elopers �nder alias Satoshi Nakamoto p��lished a
White paper introd�cin� the �irst operatin� �lockchain net�ork de�eloped �or the p�rposes o� the 
di�ital c�rrency kno�n as Bitcoin� 318 Bitcoin �ecame �amo�s as a �irst commercially s�ccess��l
decentrali�ed cryptoc�rrency, o��erin� an alternati�e to traditional �iat c�rrencies controlled �y the
�o�ernments� Bitcoin is �ndo��tedly a re�ol�tionary concept �y itsel�, ��t e�en more impressi�e is 
the �nderlyin� �lockchain technolo�y, �hich can ser�e many other p�rposes and s�pport many other
applications�31� �n 2013, a de�eloper J�R� Willet penned The Second Bitcoin White Paper, presentin�
his ne� pro�ect �astercoin� �n this doc�ment, Willet s���ested �sin� the Bitcoin �lockchain as a �ase
protocol layer, on top o� �hich ne� protocols �ith ne� r�les co�ld �e constr�cted�320 Simply p�t, J�R�
Willet posited that ��ildin� and testin� o� yo�r o�n �lockchain is a ma�or �ootstrappin� e�ercise,
and th�s, it is economically more e��icient to create a ne� application �ith its o�n protocol r�les on
top o� an e�istin� �lockchain� �astercoin sho�ld ser�e as an interim layer �et�een �itcoin �lockchain

318Satoshi (alias) Nakamoto, ‘Bitcoin: A Peer�to�Peer Electronic Cash System’ (Bitcoin.com, 2008) 1
<�����itcoin�or�� accessed 1 April 2018�
31� �ich�le �inck, Blockchain Regulation and Governance in Europe (Cam�rid�e �ni�ersity Press 2018), 11
320 JR Willet, ‘The Second Bitcoin Whitepaper’ (2013) <https://e33ec872�a��2c�3a1a�s�
sites��oo�le�ro�ps�com/site/2nd�tc�paper/2ndBitcoinWhitepaper�pd��attacha�th�ANo�7co��lae�c�payCS
��W���C��t8pd��ll��iJ�������pJCs2�k7Bo��1s�1���mW�
�pC�d�sWm�NhS��i�eN�J1A�7c���y�sraA���������J�a�ipT783iJ�3kWR�3���chaB���khkPr� accessed 28 
�arch 2018�
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such �usinesses exist also outside of the �lockchain industry, think e�Bay or Ali�a�a, �ut their
domination in crypto space is unprecedented.

Tokeni�ation of platform �usinesses is a no�elty endemic to the �lockchain industry. ��ery �CO
pro�ect designs its own ecosystem, where participants engage through tokens. Tokens could �e
defined as “a unit of value that an organization creates to self-govern its business model, and empower

its users to interact with its products while facilitating the distribution and sharing of rewards and

benefits to all of its stakeholders”.��� Much of the attention has �een focused on the issuance and
circulation of tokens. �uestions like the initial token �aluation, �olume of the issue, escrow holdings
of tokens for a later release concentrated on the creation of an optimal le�el of token scarcity.
�owe�er, the more profound �uestion is how the tokens interact with the �usiness model underlying
the �lockchain pro�ect.���

Using a real� life example usually helps to grasp the inner workings of “ the tokenomics”. Take, for
instance, Agrello.��� Agrello is a smart contract platform, which �rings together (i� smart contract 
de�elopers that deploy templates on the platform, (ii� smart contracts users that can choose a
suita�le template and execute a contract through the platform and (iii� smart contract re�iewers,
who continuously check and impro�e existing templates. All network participants of Agrello use a
token called Delta.��� Delta token gi�es these participants access to the platform and incenti�i�es
them to act in a prescri�ed manner. While de�elopers and re�iewers recei�e Delta as a reward for
their contri�ution, the users pay with Delta for the ser�ices on the platforms. Delta is a so�called
nati�e token, which means that its use is confined to this particular platform. ��� At first glance, 
implementing a nati�e token as a �alue exchanger among platform participants could �e seen as too
restricti�e since it locks the �alue and pro�ides one single outlet for its use. On the other hand, it 
reinforces the network effect, as the participants in possession of nati�e tokens are �ery likely to use
the same platform again. �urthermore, the platform participants may decide to sell unused tokens
on the crypto�exchanges. The tokens can also ser�e other purposes within the ecosystem. Tokens
may also carry additional functions such as (i� go�ernance rights (�oting�, (ii� capital rights (profit 

��� William Mougayar, ‘Tokenomics — A Business Guide to Token Usage, Utility and Value’ (Medium, 10 June
2017� <https://medium.com/�wmougayar/tokenomics�a��usiness�guide�to�token�usage�utility�and��alue�
������������� accessed �� August ����.
��� ��id.
��� ‘Agrello DOCS � Agrello’ <https://agrello.io/solutions/agrello�docs/� accessed �� �anuary ����.
��� ��id.
��� ��id.
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�o�ernments�  Bitcoin is �ndo��tedly a re�ol�tionary concept �y itsel�, ��t e�en more impressi�e is 
the �nderlyin� �lockchain technolo�y, �hich can ser�e many other p�rposes and s�pport many other 
applications�31� �n 2013, a de�eloper J�R� Willet penned The Second Bitcoin White Paper, presentin� 
his ne� pro�ect �astercoin� �n this doc�ment, Willet s���ested �sin� the Bitcoin �lockchain as a �ase 
protocol layer, on top o� �hich ne� protocols �ith ne� r�les co�ld �e constr�cted�320 Simply p�t, J�R� 
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top o� an e�istin� �lockchain� �astercoin sho�ld ser�e as an interim layer �et�een �itcoin �lockchain 

318Satoshi (alias) Nakamoto, ‘Bitcoin: A Peer�to�Peer Electronic Cash System’ (Bitcoin.com, 2008) 1 
<�����itcoin�or�� accessed 1 April 2018� 
31� �ich�le �inck, Blockchain Regulation and Governance in Europe (Cam�rid�e �ni�ersity Press 2018), 11  
320 JR Willet, ‘The Second Bitcoin Whitepaper’ (2013) <https://e33ec872�a��2c�3a1a�s�
sites��oo�le�ro�ps�com/site/2nd�tc�paper/2ndBitcoinWhitepaper�pd��attacha�th�ANo�7co��lae�c�payCS
��W���C��t8pd��ll��iJ�������pJCs2�k7Bo��1s�1���mW�
�pC�d�sWm�NhS��i�eN�J1A�7c���y�sraA���������J�a�ipT783iJ�3kWR�3���chaB���khkPr� accessed 28 
�arch 2018� 
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and these new decentrali�ed applications.  The whole construct can �e compared to an Android 
operating system, which creates a smartphone’s functional interface for downloading and running 
other applications, for instance, from Google Store. �illet stated that new protocol layers on top of 
the Bitcoin �lockchain would also increase Bitcoin �alue since they will e�pand its utili�ation.32� 
�urthermore, he suggested a new way of crypto community fundraising, which would later �ecome 
known as the first initial coin offering.  

�nterestingly, the go�ernance of the pro�ect, as well as aligning the incenti�es of stakeholders, played 
a crucial role in his early ��� model. �e proposed to create a so�called “Trusted Entity”, an 
organi�ation with a pu�licly known identity and location that would issue Mastercoins, coordinate 
the fundraising, and distri�ute the funds for the protocol software de�elopment.322 �rom his other 
notes, it �ecame o��ious that this entity should not �e controlled �y de�elopers and should ha�e 
rather non�profit goals, e.g., the proliferation of �lockchain technology.323 The first ��� turned out to 
�e a success when it raised around ����,��� worth of Bitcoin in August 2��3. 324   �n paper, 
Mastercoin could ha�e �een the pro�ect that would ha�e triggered the emergence of decentrali�ed 
applications on top of the e�isting Bitcoin �lockchain. This would ha�e significantly lowered the 
�arriers to entry into the domain of decentrali�ed applications. �owe�er, there were se�eral 
technical draw�acks that rendered the original Bitcoin �lockchain protocol too simple to 
accommodate more comple� applications and transactions. 

�ne of the ma�or limitations was the lack of Turing completeness of Bitcoin scripting language.32� 
Simply said, not all functions that these decentrali�ed applications suggested could �e programmed 
under Bitcoin scripting language, which was primarily de�eloped to facilitate a simple transfer of 
�alue from A to B. �n 2��4, a young programmer Vitalik Buterin pu�lished a white paper of Ethereum, 
an alternati�e �lockchain protocol, �uilt to ser�e as an ultimate foundational layer for programming 
of smart contracts.32� Ethereum contains se�eral new features superior to Bitcoin �lockchain. Most 
nota�ly, its scripting language is Turing�complete hence “allowing anyone to write smart contracts 

and decentralized applications where they can create their own arbitrary rules for ownership, 

32� i�id., � 
322 i�id., 3 
323 i�id., 3 
324 Vitalik Buterin, ‘Mastercoin: A Second�Generation Protocol on the Bitcoin Blockchain’ Bitcoin Magazine (4 
�o�em�er 2��3) �https:���itcoinmaga�ine.com�articles�mastercoin�a�second�generation�protocol�on�the�
�itcoin��lockchain��3�3��33���� accessed �� �ecem�er 2���.
32� Ar�ind �arayanan and others, Bitcoin and Cryptocurrency Technologies (Princeton �ni�ersity Press 2���), 
��
32� Buterin, ‘Mastercoin: A Second�Generation Protocol on the Bitcoin Blockchain’ (n 324).
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transaction formats, and state transition functions.”��� �econdly, the Ethereum scripting language, as 
opposed to the Bitcoin, is not �alue�blind. �hat does it mean� Bitcoin blockchain facilitates a ledger
that records transactions that are sent and recei�ed by different blockchain participants� it does not
work as simply as a bank account. Technically, your crypto wallet contains only outputs of recei�ed
transactions. �hen you need to send � bitcoins from your wallet, you need to look at outputs of
recei�ed transactions (for instance � � � � � bitcoins�, choose one (output with � bitcoins�, send it
to the counterparty and re�ert the remaining amount back to yourself (� bitcoins�. ��� �uch
comple�ity would, in the case of multi�layered smart contracts, significantly aggra�ate this
inefficiency. Thirdly, as a simple ledger, the coins (outputs� in the Bitcoin ecosystem can be either
spent or unspent� either they e�ist as a recei�ed output in your wallet, or they are recorded as sent
to another user. �uch binary e�istence of outputs does not support the comple�ities of multi�stage
smart contracts, in which parties often ha�e to lock coins until the conditions of its release to the
counterparty are met, hence coins can e�ist in sort of limbo until the result of a transaction is
determined. Again, Ethereum’s scripting language addresses this issue and allows for coins to be put
on such hold. These properties of the no�el blockchain proliferated the emergence of decentrali�ed
applications (so�called Dapps� and decentrali�ed autonomous organi�ations (so�called DAOs�. DApps
are �ery similar to website applications� howe�er, instead of using A�Is (application program
interface� to connect to the database, they utili�e smart contracts to communicate with the
blockchain. DAOs are technically also Dapps that are designed to resemble real�life organi�ations in
the digital space, such as corporations, with different stakeholders and internal decision�making
mechanisms. The underlying rationale of DAO is to create an organi�ation where decisions will be
automatically enforced, and hence agency problems between managers and shareholders (or
potentially other stakeholders� will effecti�ely cease to e�ist.��� Building the cornerstone for other 
blockchain applications has significantly reduced barriers to entry and accelerated the efforts of
blockchain pro�ects around the world.

Ethereum, similarly to its predecessor Mastercoin, has walked the path of initial coin offering, raising
around ���,� million worth of cryptocurrencies in �eptember ����. �ince the ICO Ethereum has been 
�uickly gaining momentum. Its popularity is apparent from the growing number of decentrali�ed
applications based on the Ethereum protocol. Besides being a de�eloper�friendly cornerstone of

��� Ibid.
��� �arayanan and others (n ����, �����
��� Vitalik Buterin, ‘DAOs, DACs, DAs and More: An Incomplete Terminology Guide’ (Ethereum Blog, 6 May 
2014� �https:��blog.ethereum.org������������daos�dacs�das�and�more�an�incomplete�terminology�
guide�� accessed �� August ����.
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and these new decentrali�ed applications. The whole construct can �e compared to an Android
operating system, which creates a smartphone’s functional interface for downloading and running
other applications, for instance, from Google Store. �illet stated that new protocol layers on top of
the Bitcoin �lockchain would also increase Bitcoin �alue since they will e�pand its utili�ation.32�

�urthermore, he suggested a new way of crypto community fundraising, which would later �ecome
known as the first initial coin offering. 

�nterestingly, the go�ernance of the pro�ect, as well as aligning the incenti�es of stakeholders, played
a crucial role in his early ��� model. �e proposed to create a so�called “Trusted Entity”, an 
organi�ation with a pu�licly known identity and location that would issue Mastercoins, coordinate
the fundraising, and distri�ute the funds for the protocol software de�elopment.322 �rom his other
notes, it �ecame o��ious that this entity should not �e controlled �y de�elopers and should ha�e
rather non�profit goals, e.g., the proliferation of �lockchain technology.323 The first ��� turned out to 
�e a success when it raised around ����,��� worth of Bitcoin in August 2��3. 324 �n paper, 
Mastercoin could ha�e �een the pro�ect that would ha�e triggered the emergence of decentrali�ed
applications on top of the e�isting Bitcoin �lockchain. This would ha�e significantly lowered the
�arriers to entry into the domain of decentrali�ed applications. �owe�er, there were se�eral
technical draw�acks that rendered the original Bitcoin �lockchain protocol too simple to 
accommodate more comple� applications and transactions. 

�ne of the ma�or limitations was the lack of Turing completeness of Bitcoin scripting language.32�

Simply said, not all functions that these decentrali�ed applications suggested could �e programmed
under Bitcoin scripting language, which was primarily de�eloped to facilitate a simple transfer of 
�alue from A to B. �n 2��4, a young programmer Vitalik Buterin pu�lished a white paper of Ethereum,
an alternati�e �lockchain protocol, �uilt to ser�e as an ultimate foundational layer for programming
of smart contracts.32� Ethereum contains se�eral new features superior to Bitcoin �lockchain. Most 
nota�ly, its scripting language is Turing�complete hence “allowing anyone to write smart contracts

and decentralized applications where they can create their own arbitrary rules for ownership,

32� i�id., �
322 i�id., 3
323 i�id., 3
324 Vitalik Buterin, ‘Mastercoin: A Second�Generation Protocol on the Bitcoin Blockchain’ Bitcoin Magazine (4 
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32� Ar�ind �arayanan and others, Bitcoin and Cryptocurrency Technologies (Princeton �ni�ersity Press 2���), 
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32� Buterin, ‘Mastercoin: A Second�Generation Protocol on the Bitcoin Blockchain’ (n 324).
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transaction formats, and state transition functions.”���  �econdly, the Ethereum scripting language, as 
opposed to the Bitcoin, is not �alue�blind. �hat does it mean� Bitcoin blockchain facilitates a ledger 
that records transactions that are sent and recei�ed by different blockchain participants� it does not 
work as simply as a bank account. Technically, your crypto wallet contains only outputs of recei�ed 
transactions. �hen you need to send � bitcoins from your wallet, you need to look at outputs of 
recei�ed transactions (for instance � � � � � bitcoins�, choose one (output with � bitcoins�, send it 
to the counterparty and re�ert the remaining amount back to yourself (� bitcoins�. ���  �uch 
comple�ity would, in the case of multi�layered smart contracts, significantly aggra�ate this 
inefficiency. Thirdly, as a simple ledger, the coins (outputs� in the Bitcoin ecosystem can be either 
spent or unspent� either they e�ist as a recei�ed output in your wallet, or they are recorded as sent 
to another user. �uch binary e�istence of outputs does not support the comple�ities of multi�stage 
smart contracts, in which parties often ha�e to lock coins until the conditions of its release to the 
counterparty are met, hence coins can e�ist in sort of limbo until the result of a transaction is 
determined. Again, Ethereum’s scripting language addresses this issue and allows for coins to be put 
on such hold. These properties of the no�el blockchain proliferated the emergence of decentrali�ed 
applications (so�called Dapps� and decentrali�ed autonomous organi�ations (so�called DAOs�. DApps 
are �ery similar to website applications� howe�er, instead of using A�Is (application program 
interface� to connect to the database, they utili�e smart contracts to communicate with the 
blockchain. DAOs are technically also Dapps that are designed to resemble real�life organi�ations in 
the digital space, such as corporations, with different stakeholders and internal decision�making 
mechanisms. The underlying rationale of DAO is to create an organi�ation where decisions will be 
automatically enforced, and hence agency problems between managers and shareholders (or 
potentially other stakeholders� will effecti�ely cease to e�ist.��� Building the cornerstone for other 
blockchain applications has significantly reduced barriers to entry and accelerated the efforts of 
blockchain pro�ects around the world. 

Ethereum, similarly to its predecessor Mastercoin, has walked the path of initial coin offering, raising 
around ���,� million worth of cryptocurrencies in �eptember ����. �ince the ICO Ethereum has been 
�uickly gaining momentum. Its popularity is apparent from the growing number of decentrali�ed 
applications based on the Ethereum protocol. Besides being a de�eloper�friendly cornerstone of 
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��� Vitalik Buterin, ‘DAOs, DACs, DAs and More: An Incomplete Terminology Guide’ (Ethereum Blog, 6 May 
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many blockchain plat�orms, Ethereum has contributed to the democrati�ation o� ICOs also in another 
�ay. One critical inno�ation is its ERC20 protocol standard. This protocol standard ser�es as a 
template implementing all basic �unctions o� a tradeable token, such as trans�erring tokens, in�uiring 
the balance o� tokens at a certain address, and the total supply o� tokens.��0 �sing this template also 
guarantees the tradability o� the token on the secondary exchanges since it can be easily exchanged 
�or other tokens based on the same protocol.��1 Currently, blockchain applications are built on more 
than �0 di��erent blockchains.  Ethereum, ho�e�er, has been dominating the blockchain application 
market �ith more than �0� o� applications using it as a building protocol layer.��2 

The technological ad�ancements, ho�e�er crucial, �ere not the only �actors triggering the sudden 
boom o� ICOs at the beginning o� 201�.  The expansion o� ICOs had its roots already in 201�. In this 
year, the crypto community �itnessed �irst o��erings that introduced more articulated rights �or the 
token�holders. Such de�elopment enabled potential in�estors to calculate �aluations o� the gi�en 
businesses. Moreo�er, many crypto�exchanges, �hich �ere initially trading only cryptocurrencies 
such as Bitcoin and Ether, began to list also tokens. Easy and direct access to li�uid secondary 
markets played most likely the greatest role in the proli�eration o� ICOs. Crypto exchanges can be 
organi�ed either as centrali�ed or decentrali�ed. Centrali�ed exchanges are operated by companies 
or a group o� indi�iduals, �hich determine the rules o� trading, subscription conditions, ��C/AML 
checks, trading �ees, and �hich cryptocurrencies and tokens �ill be admitted �or trading.��� Listing 
on such exchange is sub�ect to listing �ees that, according to industry sources, range �rom $1�� 
million. ��4  �ecentrali�ed exchanges, on the other hand, �ork as decentrali�ed applications that 
automatically match demand and supply. The rapid increase in the number o� exchanges �urther 
propelled the acti�ity on secondary markets and directly increased the demand in the primary ICO 
market. 

��0 James Seibel, ‘Ethereum ERC20 Tokens Explained’ (Medium, 21 July 2017� 
<https://medium.com/��ames��0��/ethereum�erc20�tokens�explained������040��d�> accessed 1� 
�ecember 201�. 
��1 Ibid. 
��2 ‘All Blockchains’ <https://tokenmarket.net/blockchain/> accessed 4 January 2018. 
��� Centrali�ed exchanges are �or instance Coinbase, �raken, Bit�inex, Bitstamp, Bittrex. �ecentrali�ed 
exchanges are �or instance Ether�elta, Bancor, I�E�. 
��4 Oscar �illiams�Grut, ‘Crypto Exchanges Are Charging up to $1 Million per ICO to List Tokens: “It’s Pure 
Capitalism”’ (Business Insider, 12 March 2018� <https://���.businessinsider.nl/cryptocurrency�exchanges�
listing�tokens�cost��ees�ico�2018��/�international�true�r���> accessed 2 July 2018. 
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In 201�, the venture capital industry became increasingly aware and towards the end of the year
actively involved in cryptocurrencies. ��� IC�s have undoubtedly challenged the dominance of
venture capital in the domain of startup funding. Many commentators claim that IC�s will
significantly shift the power dynamics between �C investors and entrepreneurs, with investors
eventually losing the upper hand. Moreover, the traditional �C model will be enriched with token
trading strategies. �ue to the ease of token trading, �Cs no longer need to have only long�term and
very illi�uid positions in their portfolio startups. 

Besides �Cs, hedge funds have also stepped into the crypto arena. More than �0 newly established
hedge funds focused on cryptocurrencies began operating in 2017. While they do not always
participate in the IC�s, their active trading on the secondary exchanges further perpetuates the hype
and thus directly influences the primary market. ��� Although �Cs and hedge funds have been 
increasing their presence in crypto space, the ma�ority of IC�s in 2017, was, to a large extent, fueled
by the wider public, e.g., retail investors. The research of LBX, London�based blockchain startup, 
posited that particularly millennials are prone to investing in cryptocurrencies. The estimate shows
that around �� of millennials have already invested in and�or traded either cryptocurrencies or
tokens, and up to 17� are seriously considering such investment.��7 �espite high volatility, this 
market attracts young adults who feel left out of other more traditional investment markets, such as
property or pensions.

Moving from the investor side, the IC�s offered undisputable advantages also for the founders. �irst
of all, token offerings do not alter the ownership structure� therefore, founders are not faced with
significant dilution. IC�s are arguably faster, and the control rights remain fully in the domain of the
founders. �urthermore, during the IC�s, between ��20� of tokens are allocated directly to the
development team. �n the one hand, such allocation facilitates the aligning of the investors’ and
founders’ interests, similarly to stock options. �n the other hand, a development team can trade

��� A simple �oogle search shows that �Cs were still very hesitant to speak publicly about their involvement
in crypto space. �owever first �C funds admitted their investments into companies that later conducted an
IC� at the end of 201�. A good example is Chronobank see, Roger Aitken, ‘ChronoBank Scores $2.7m In
“Crypto” Crowdfund Towards LaborX Exchange Launch’ Forbes (1� �anuary 2017�
�https:��www.forbes.com�sites�rogeraitken�2017�01�1��chronobanks�scores�2�7m�in�crypto�crowdfund�
towards�laborx�exchange�launch���cce2c�8��7�� accessed 2� �anuary 2020.
��� Autonomous Next, ‘Rise of Crypto Capital’ (Autonomous next, 2017�
�https:��next.autonomous.com�thoughts��rise�of�crypto�capital� accessed � �anuary 2018.
��7 Stephen Little, ‘Bitcoin Latest: Third of Millennials Will Be Invested in the Cryptocurrency in 2018’
Independent (1� �ecember 2017� �http:��www.independent.co.uk�news�business�news�bitcoin�latest�
news�millennials�cryptocurrency�investment�2018�london�block�exchange�a810810�.html� accessed �
�anuary 2018.
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many blockchain plat�orms, Ethereum has contributed to the democrati�ation o� ICOs also in another
�ay. One critical inno�ation is its ERC20 protocol standard. This protocol standard ser�es as a
template implementing all basic �unctions o� a tradeable token, such as trans�erring tokens, in�uiring
the balance o� tokens at a certain address, and the total supply o� tokens.��0 �sing this template also
guarantees the tradability o� the token on the secondary exchanges since it can be easily exchanged
�or other tokens based on the same protocol.��1 Currently, blockchain applications are built on more
than �0 di��erent blockchains. Ethereum, ho�e�er, has been dominating the blockchain application
market �ith more than �0� o� applications using it as a building protocol layer.��2

The technological ad�ancements, ho�e�er crucial, �ere not the only �actors triggering the sudden
boom o� ICOs at the beginning o� 201�. The expansion o� ICOs had its roots already in 201�. In this
year, the crypto community �itnessed �irst o��erings that introduced more articulated rights �or the
token�holders. Such de�elopment enabled potential in�estors to calculate �aluations o� the gi�en 
businesses. Moreo�er, many crypto�exchanges, �hich �ere initially trading only cryptocurrencies
such as Bitcoin and Ether, began to list also tokens. Easy and direct access to li�uid secondary
markets played most likely the greatest role in the proli�eration o� ICOs. Crypto exchanges can be
organi�ed either as centrali�ed or decentrali�ed. Centrali�ed exchanges are operated by companies
or a group o� indi�iduals, �hich determine the rules o� trading, subscription conditions, ��C/AML
checks, trading �ees, and �hich cryptocurrencies and tokens �ill be admitted �or trading.��� Listing
on such exchange is sub�ect to listing �ees that, according to industry sources, range �rom $1��
million. ��4 �ecentrali�ed exchanges, on the other hand, �ork as decentrali�ed applications that 
automatically match demand and supply. The rapid increase in the number o� exchanges �urther
propelled the acti�ity on secondary markets and directly increased the demand in the primary ICO
market.

��0 James Seibel, ‘Ethereum ERC20 Tokens Explained’ (Medium, 21 July 2017�
<https://medium.com/��ames��0��/ethereum�erc20�tokens�explained������040��d�> accessed 1� 
�ecember 201�.
��1 Ibid.
��2 ‘All Blockchains’ <https://tokenmarket.net/blockchain/> accessed 4 January 2018.
��� Centrali�ed exchanges are �or instance Coinbase, �raken, Bit�inex, Bitstamp, Bittrex. �ecentrali�ed 
exchanges are �or instance Ether�elta, Bancor, I�E�.
��4 Oscar �illiams�Grut, ‘Crypto Exchanges Are Charging up to $1 Million per ICO to List Tokens: “It’s Pure
Capitalism”’ (Business Insider, 12 March 2018� <https://���.businessinsider.nl/cryptocurrency�exchanges�
listing�tokens�cost��ees�ico�2018��/�international�true�r���> accessed 2 July 2018.
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venture capital in the domain of startup funding. Many commentators claim that IC�s will 
significantly shift the power dynamics between �C investors and entrepreneurs, with investors 
eventually losing the upper hand. Moreover, the traditional �C model will be enriched with token 
trading strategies. �ue to the ease of token trading, �Cs no longer need to have only long�term and 
very illi�uid positions in their portfolio startups.  

Besides �Cs, hedge funds have also stepped into the crypto arena. More than �0 newly established 
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posited that particularly millennials are prone to investing in cryptocurrencies. The estimate shows 
that around �� of millennials have already invested in and�or traded either cryptocurrencies or 
tokens, and up to 17� are seriously considering such investment.��7 �espite high volatility, this 
market attracts young adults who feel left out of other more traditional investment markets, such as 
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Moving from the investor side, the IC�s offered undisputable advantages also for the founders. �irst 
of all, token offerings do not alter the ownership structure� therefore, founders are not faced with 
significant dilution. IC�s are arguably faster, and the control rights remain fully in the domain of the 
founders. �urthermore, during the IC�s, between ��20� of tokens are allocated directly to the 
development team. �n the one hand, such allocation facilitates the aligning of the investors’ and 
founders’ interests, similarly to stock options. �n the other hand, a development team can trade 

���  A simple �oogle search shows that �Cs were still very hesitant to speak publicly about their involvement 
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tokens immediately after the lock�up period and thus reali�e the capital gains much sooner than in 
the traditional �C model. �ost importantly, ICOs that ha�e raised well abo�e ��� million, such as 
Telegram, Filecoin, Te�os, EOS, Bancor, and The DAO, introduced a new startup reality, in which 
subse�uent rounds of financing may not be necessary.��� 

The aforementioned de�elopments in the past years were instrumental in ICO’s entrance to the 
mainstream in�estment market. In 2��9, howe�er, the ICO market and its �ariations recorded a 
significant downfall (see Graph 8). This significant decrease in the number and �alue of token 
offerings can be most likely ascribed to the increasing inter�ention of regulators and a number of 
fraud cases that occurred in the “market bubble” period.��9 

�.�.�. THE DNA OF ICO PRO�ECTS 

Blockchain�related pro�ects that pursue initial coin offerings are as �aried as the tokens that they 
offer. A �uick look at our sample re�eals that in �� of 2���, FinTech solutions were �astly dominating 
the ICO industry, with almost the third of the current market share.  These pro�ects include new 
crypto�exchanges, crowd�lending platforms, cross�border payment, remittance ser�ices, and crypto 
banks (see Graph 10). The remainder of the ICO pro�ects is spread o�er multiple industries, pro�ing 
that blockchain technology has �uite broad applicability. It seems that technology itself can be 
connected to a wide range of products�solutions, which already exist in the digital world but are 
organi�ed off�chain.  

The addition of the blockchain network to the existing product may pro�ide multiple ad�antages. For 
instance, the blockchain ledger guarantees safe and tamper�proof recording of the transactions 
conducted between platform participants. Furthermore, payment in cryptocurrencies that are 
borderless allows participants to conduct and settle transactions on e�ual terms regardless of their 
country of origin. Last but not least, many of these pro�ects claim to remo�e intermediaries from the 
product�solutions pre�iously offered off�the�chain and hence decrease the o�erall costs of these 
transactions by remo�ing the intermediaries or gatekeepers. 

��� Alex Lielacher, ‘Top 5 Biggest ICOs (by Amount Raised)’ Bitcoin Market Journal (� August 2��7) 
�https���www.bitcoinmarket�ournal.com�biggest�icos�� accessed � �anuary 2���. 

For the research on fraud cases see Hornuf, Lars, Theresa Kuck and Armin Schwienbacher, ‘Initial Coin 
Offerings, Information Disclosure, and Fraud’ CESifo Working Paper No. 7962 
�https���www.cesifo.org�en�publikationen�2��9�working�paper�initial�coin�offerings�information�
disclosure�and�fraud� accessed 22 �anuary 2�2�.
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tokens immediately after the lock�up period and thus reali�e the capital gains much sooner than in
the traditional �C model. �ost importantly, ICOs that ha�e raised well abo�e ��� million, such as
Telegram, Filecoin, Te�os, EOS, Bancor, and The DAO, introduced a new startup reality, in which
subse�uent rounds of financing may not be necessary.���

The aforementioned de�elopments in the past years were instrumental in ICO’s entrance to the
mainstream in�estment market. In 2��9, howe�er, the ICO market and its �ariations recorded a
significant downfall (see Graph 8). This significant decrease in the number and �alue of token
offerings can be most likely ascribed to the increasing inter�ention of regulators and a number of
fraud cases that occurred in the “market bubble” period.��9

�.�.�. THE DNA OF ICO PRO�ECTS

Blockchain�related pro�ects that pursue initial coin offerings are as �aried as the tokens that they
offer. A �uick look at our sample re�eals that in �� of 2���, FinTech solutions were �astly dominating
the ICO industry, with almost the third of the current market share. These pro�ects include new
crypto�exchanges, crowd�lending platforms, cross�border payment, remittance ser�ices, and crypto
banks (see Graph 10). The remainder of the ICO pro�ects is spread o�er multiple industries, pro�ing
that blockchain technology has �uite broad applicability. It seems that technology itself can be
connected to a wide range of products�solutions, which already exist in the digital world but are
organi�ed off�chain. 

The addition of the blockchain network to the existing product may pro�ide multiple ad�antages. For
instance, the blockchain ledger guarantees safe and tamper�proof recording of the transactions
conducted between platform participants. Furthermore, payment in cryptocurrencies that are
borderless allows participants to conduct and settle transactions on e�ual terms regardless of their 
country of origin. Last but not least, many of these pro�ects claim to remo�e intermediaries from the
product�solutions pre�iously offered off�the�chain and hence decrease the o�erall costs of these
transactions by remo�ing the intermediaries or gatekeepers.

��� Alex Lielacher, ‘Top 5 Biggest ICOs (by Amount Raised)’ Bitcoin Market Journal (� August 2��7)
�https���www.bitcoinmarket�ournal.com�biggest�icos�� accessed � �anuary 2���.

For the research on fraud cases see Hornuf, Lars, Theresa Kuck and Armin Schwienbacher, ‘Initial Coin
Offerings, Information Disclosure, and Fraud’ CESifo Working Paper No. 7962
�https���www.cesifo.org�en�publikationen�2��9�working�paper�initial�coin�offerings�information�
disclosure�and�fraud� accessed 22 �anuary 2�2�.
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can, to some e�tent, point to the growing community of crypto investors���0 Preliminary research also 
suggests that ICO investors are predominantly millennials, who are more prone to adopting new 
technologies as well as investment in novel asset classes� In our survey sample, we have identified �2 
non�professional investors, out of which almost �2� �elonged to the millennial age group�  Fisch et� 
�l� conducted a survey focusing on �1� ICO investors, and they determined that an average ICO 
investor in their sample is �2�� years old (minimum 1�� ma�imum ���), male (�����), and has 
completed higher education (81,�� had at least a �achelor degree)���1 Furthermore, we discovered 
that in our sample, the vast ma�ority of non�professional investors has an average understanding of 
�lockchain technology (see Graph 11)� � specific su�group of non�professional investors is early 
adopters of cryptocurrencies, who have gained significant wealth through immense value 
appreciation of the crypto�assets� These crypto�millionaires, who are also known as crypto whales, 
often do not convert their digital assets into fiat currencies �ut rather further invest in �lockchain 
pro�ects�  �s mentioned �efore, since 201�, venture capital funds have �ecome active in the domain 
of crypto assets� Their investment strategy related to �lockchain startups runs with three different 
approaches� They usually invest (i) pre�ICO directly into e�uity of potential �lockchain companies��2,
or (ii) in the hedge funds investing in crypto assets or (iii) they purchase tokens in the ICOs alongside 
other non�sophisticated investors�  These investment strategies are not mutually e�clusive and, 
therefore, can �e com�ined���� Preliminary evidence shows that direct pre�ICO investments are very 
common as, according to the industry report �y Mangrove Capital, around �0� of companies 
pursuing token offerings have previously raised funds with VCs���� 

��0See for instance Oscar Williams�Grut, ‘Bitcoin: Wallet Provider Blockchain Gets Half a Million Sign��ps in a 
Week � Business Insider’ (Business Insider, 10 December 2017) �http:��uk��usinessinsider�com��itcoin�
wallet�provider��lockchain�gets�half�a�million�sign�ups�in�a�week�201��12� accessed 1� March 2018� Or 
Joseph Young, ‘Demand For Bitcoin Hardware Wallets Rise in South Korea’ (News BTC, 2018) 
�https:��www�news�tc�com�2018�0��1��demand��itcoin�hardware�wallets�rise�south�korea�users�
develop�awareness�� accessed 1� March 2018� 
��1 Christian Fisch and others, ‘Motives to Invest in Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs)’ [2018] SSRN Electronic 
Journal, 12�1� 
��2 Pre�ICO VC investments shall not �e confused with pre�ICO token offerings,  
��� So far there has not �een any empirical study on the investment strategies of VC in crypto assets 
��� Michael Jackson, ‘Tokenisation: Implications for the Venture Capital Industry’ (Mangrove Capital Partners, 
17 October 2017, 201�) 1 
�http:��docs�wi�static�com�ugd����cf2��c2ec����0ae�0dd82c�d0����0���d0�pdf� accessed � January 
2018� 
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Graph 11

In ter�s o� the purchase o� tokens, the invest�ent �andates in their partnership agree�ents usually
do not allow the� to participate in ICOs directly unless investors approve o� such invest�ent
strategy� In addition to that, venture capital �unds have to invest predo�inantly in e�uity or e�uity�
like securities o� startup co�panies in order to �aintain their �ene�icial legal status���� Nevertheless, 
there is certain wiggle space �or VC �unds to invest in ICOs as a part o� their diversi�ication strategy�
Many o� the�, however, do not identi�y the�selves as token holders pu�licly due to the possi�le
�acklash �ro� their own investors or out o� the �ear o� cy�ersecurity �reaches����

In contrast to VC �unds, hedge �unds have �ore �lexi�le invest�ent �andates that allowed the� to
explore crypto assets� In the wake o� the crypto �oo�, several hedge �unds opened separate �unds
dedicated to cryptocurrencies and tokens, and they see� to �e outper�or�ing �any other investors
ever since� In addition to that, �ore than 90 new crypto �unds �egan their operations in 2017���7

�he invest�ent patterns o� pro�essional investors in the crypto space are yet to �e explored, �ut a
�rie� look at the distri�ution o� token�holdings clearly indicates that so�e o� the strong positions in

��� For instance in the �uropean �nion, regulations ����201� on �uropean Venture Capital Funds and
����201� on �uropean �ocial �ntrepreneurship �unds re�uire to invest at least 70� o� the capital in the
�und into young innovative co�panies, so called �uali�ying invest�ents, which include e�uity and e�uity�
instru�ents and to a li�ited extent also de�t instru�ents (such as converti�le notes�� In the ��, venture
capital �unds have to invest at least �0� o� their capital in e�uity o� startup co�panies in order to avoid 
registration with ��C and related disclosure o�ligations�
��� �here are �ew exceptions however, see �or instance Michael del Castillo, ‘Boost VC Will Now Invest Directly 
in Crypto ICOs � CoinDesk’ (Coindesk, 16 May 2017� �https���www�coindesk�co���oost�vc�will�now�invest�
directly�crypto�icos�� accessed 9 January 201��
��7 JP Buntinx, ‘Over 90 New Cryptocurrency�Oriented Hedge Funds Launched in 2017’ The Merkle (29 
Octo�er 2017� �https���the�erkle�co��over�90�new�cryptocurrency�oriented�hedge��unds�launched�in�
2017�� accessed 1 �pril 201��
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can, to some e�tent, point to the growing community of crypto investors���0 Preliminary research also 
suggests that ICO investors are predominantly millennials, who are more prone to adopting new 
technologies as well as investment in novel asset classes� In our survey sample, we have identified �2
non�professional investors, out of which almost �2� �elonged to the millennial age group� Fisch et�
�l� conducted a survey focusing on �1� ICO investors, and they determined that an average ICO
investor in their sample is �2�� years old (minimum 1�� ma�imum ���), male (�����), and has
completed higher education (81,�� had at least a �achelor degree)���1 Furthermore, we discovered 
that in our sample, the vast ma�ority of non�professional investors has an average understanding of
�lockchain technology (see Graph 11)� � specific su�group of non�professional investors is early
adopters of cryptocurrencies, who have gained significant wealth through immense value
appreciation of the crypto�assets� These crypto�millionaires, who are also known as crypto whales,
often do not convert their digital assets into fiat currencies �ut rather further invest in �lockchain
pro�ects� �s mentioned �efore, since 201�, venture capital funds have �ecome active in the domain
of crypto assets� Their investment strategy related to �lockchain startups runs with three different
approaches� They usually invest (i) pre�ICO directly into e�uity of potential �lockchain companies��2, 
or (ii) in the hedge funds investing in crypto assets or (iii) they purchase tokens in the ICOs alongside
other non�sophisticated investors� These investment strategies are not mutually e�clusive and,
therefore, can �e com�ined���� Preliminary evidence shows that direct pre�ICO investments are very
common as, according to the industry report �y Mangrove Capital, around �0� of companies
pursuing token offerings have previously raised funds with VCs����

��0See for instance Oscar Williams�Grut, ‘Bitcoin: Wallet Provider Blockchain Gets Half a Million Sign��ps in a
Week � Business Insider’ (Business Insider, 10 December 2017) �http:��uk��usinessinsider�com��itcoin�
wallet�provider��lockchain�gets�half�a�million�sign�ups�in�a�week�201��12� accessed 1� March 2018� Or
Joseph Young, ‘Demand For Bitcoin Hardware Wallets Rise in South Korea’ (News BTC, 2018)
�https:��www�news�tc�com�2018�0��1��demand��itcoin�hardware�wallets�rise�south�korea�users�
develop�awareness�� accessed 1� March 2018�
��1 Christian Fisch and others, ‘Motives to Invest in Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs)’ [2018] SSRN Electronic
Journal, 12�1�
��2 Pre�ICO VC investments shall not �e confused with pre�ICO token offerings, 
��� So far there has not �een any empirical study on the investment strategies of VC in crypto assets
��� Michael Jackson, ‘Tokenisation: Implications for the Venture Capital Industry’ (Mangrove Capital Partners,
17 October 2017, 201�) 1 
�http:��docs�wi�static�com�ugd����cf2��c2ec����0ae�0dd82c�d0����0���d0�pdf� accessed � January 
2018�
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to�en o��erings �ay �elong to �Cs or �edge �unds���8 �uite surprisingly, t�e to�en��oldings are �airly 
concentrated, ��ic� raises concerns related to t�e potential �ar�et �anipulation� Again, it is not 
possi�le to identi�y t�e to�en��olders directly (unless t�ey pu�lici�e t�eir �olding suc� as certain 
crypto exc�anges�, �ut t�e patterns o� to�en o�ners�ip �ay �e traced, �or instance, on 
et�erscan�io���� It �eco�es o�vious t�at a �ide spectru� o� investors �ave already entered t�e crypto 
arena, and t�is investor co��unity �ill �urt�er gro� as a ru�or �as it t�at institutional investors 
�ave �een planning to �u�p on t�e �and�agon too���0 

�ne o� t�e greatest �ene�its o� IC�s is a relatively s�ort period �et�een a �undraising announce�ent 
and �inali�ation o� a �inancing round� �oreover, startups can e��ectively avoid a �ultitude o� lengt�y 
negotiations �it� �C �ir�s �it� uncertain outco�es� �ne �ay assu�e t�at t�e IC� process is �uc� 
�ore e��icient as it signi�icantly reduces t�e searc�ing and �argaining costs� �n t�e ot�er �and, t�e 
IC� process raises ot�er speci�ic transaction costs related to t�e e��ective �anage�ent o� t�e IC� 
co��unity, ��ic� is instru�ental in pro�otion and �undraising� In general, t�e process can �e 
roug�ly divided into �ive stages� 

�Ideation stage 

In t�is stage, t�e tea� needs to deter�ine t�e c�aracteristics o� t�e to�en, its purpose, utility or 
invest�ent nature, and t�e �usti�ication �or �uilding suc� to�eni�ed solutions on t�e top o� t�e 
�loc�c�ain net�or�� �oreover, t�e to�eni�ation o� t�e product�service �as to �e �ac�ed �y a 
sustaina�le econo�ic �odel� Bloc�c�ain, in contrast to regular client�server arc�itectures, ��ic� 
serve traditional �e� applications, allo�s �or i��uta�le transactions t�at are transparent and 
visi�le to t�e pu�lic� �n t�e ot�er �and, t�e costs �or one transaction on t�e �t�ereu� �loc�c�ain are 
�ar greater t�an t�e use o� A�a�on We� �ervices���1 ��ere�ore, t�e speci�ic properties o� �loc�c�ain, 
on ��ic� t�e application is �uilt, �ust �e o� su��icient value to co�pensate t�ese increased costs o� 
�loc�c�ain transacting� 

��� �or overvie� o� to�en��oldings see ����et�erscan�io 
��0 Alexander Kravets, ‘Institutional Investors Will Bet Big on Cryptocurrencies in 2018’ (Cointelegraph, 18 
January 2018� ��ttps���cointelegrap��co��ne�s�institutional�investors��ill��et��ig�on�cryptocurrencies�in�
2018� accessed 1 April 2018� 
��1 ��is does not �ean t�at �t�ereu� and A�a�on We� services are direct co�petitors or t�at t�ey o��er 
services t�at are interc�angea�le, �o�ever t�eir position �as �een o�ten descri�es as analogous�  
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2018� accessed 1 April 2018�
��1 ��is does not �ean t�at �t�ereu� and A�a�on We� services are direct co�petitors or t�at t�ey o��er
services t�at are interc�angea�le, �o�ever t�eir position �as �een o�ten descri�es as analogous� 

Planning stage 

Pre-ICO Sales 

ICO Run 
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�ours�3�3 In some cases, ��e ICO pre�sale �as �ig�l� success�ul, and ��e amoun� o� �okens le�� �or ��e 
public round is ra��er lo�� E�er� ICO is accompanied b� an in�ensi�e online campaign carried ou� b� 
��e ICO �eam �i�� �elp �rom communi�� par�icipan�s ��a� are incen�i�i�ed b� so�called boun�ies, 
re�ards in ��e �orm o� �okens�3�4  In order �o par�icipa�e, �oken bu�ers need �o crea�e ��eir o�n
�alle�, �o a cer�ain e��en�, analogous �o a bank accoun�� During an ICO, in�eres�ed �oken bu�ers en�er 
in�o a smar� con�rac� �ransac�ion and �rans�er re�uired cr�p�ocurrencies (�i�coin, �i�ecoin, Ripple, 
or o��ers) �rom ��eir �alle�s �o ��e �alle� designa�ed b� ��e ICO ini�ia�ors� In re�urn, ��e� recei�e 
digi�al �okens, some�imes ins�an�aneousl�, some�imes in a ma��er o� �eeks or mon��s� �� ��is poin�, 
�oken��olders ma� s�ar� �rading �i�� �okens on an ad �oc basis� �o�e�er, in order �o �rade more 
s�s�ema�icall� and sa�el�, �okens �a�e �o be accep�ed �o one or mul�iple cr�p�o e�c�anges�

� Post-ICO Measures: Liquidation & Listing 

���er closing ��e success�ul ICO round, ��e �eam o� ini�ia�ors begins �orking in accordance �i�� ��e 
roadmap ou�lined in ��eir ��i�e paper� �side �rom reac�ing o�erall pro�ec� miles�ones, ��e� �a�e �o 
�ake in�o considera�ion ��o ma�or decisions� (i) lis�ing on one or mul�iple cr�p�o e�c�anges and (ii) 
a so�called li�uida�ion e�en�, ��ic� en�ails ��e con�ersion o� a par� or en�ire �undraised amoun� in�o 
�ia� currencies� 

�is�ing on a cr�p�o�e�c�anges is an impor�an� me�ric �or �oken��olders ��ile purc�asing �okens 
during an ICO� I� unlocks ��e �alue o� �okens, signi�ican�l� increases ��e li�uidi�� o� suc� in�es�men�, 
and enables �oken��olders �o e�i� ��eir in�es�men� in ��e case o� dissa�is�ac�ion� Due �o ��e 
unregula�ed na�ure o� ��e process, ��e mec�anisms o� lis�ings di��er per cr�p�o�e�c�ange� 3��  In 
general, e�c�anges are �er� likel� �o include success�ul pro�ec�s �i�� large �ollo�ings in ��eir 
por��olio� Some�imes ��e� e�en �old communi�� polls, ��ic� �elp ��em �o assess ��e demand �or 
par�icular �okens� Mos� popular e�c�anges lis� onl� a �and�ul o� �okens alongside �idel� used 
cr�p�ocurrencies� Smaller e�c�anges or �oken�speciali�ed e�c�anges ma� be less selec�i�e, bu� on ��e 
o��er �and, ��e� ma� e�perience li�uidi�� problems� Curren�l�, due �o regula�or� uncer�ain��, mos� 

3�3 See �or ins�ance Simon Cocking, ‘CREDITS ICO Raises $20 Million Hard Cap in 17 Hours’ (Irish Tech News, 
26 February 2018) ����ps���iris��ec�ne�s�ie�credi�s�ico�raises�20�million��ard�cap�in�17��ours�� accessed 
1 �pril 201�� 
3�4 Kaal and Dell’Erba (n 304), � 
3�� See �or ins�ance ��e ou�line o� lis�ing process b� �i�re� De (n 304)� 
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of the exchanges refuse� to �ist in�estment tokens� as tra�ing securities cou�� �otentia��� ex�ose
them to increase� attention from regu�ator� bo�ies����

�hi�e the �isting is crucia� for in�estors� a �i�ui�ation e�ent is of high im�ortance to I�� initiators�
�r��to�assets nowa�a�s most�� function as a store of �a�ue but rare�� can be use� as a me�ium of
exchange outsi�e of the cr��to s�ace� Hence �a�ing bi��s� sa�aries� ser�ices� an� genera��� using fun�s
for �roject ex�enses is� besi�es fees for the use of �articu�ar b�ockchain� most�� �ossib�e on�� in fiat 
currencies� The raise� amount or at �east a fraction of it� therefore� has to be con�erte�� �e�erthe�ess�
con�erting �arge amounts of cr��to�assets into fiat currencies ma� become �rob�ematic once I��
initiators attem�t to transfer them to their regu�ar bank account� Since a�� banks rigorous�� fo��ow
anti�mone� �aun�ering �aws� the origins of such fun�s often become the �oint of �is�ute that ma� 
resu�t in the bank’s rejection of such transactions� �on�ersion e�ents are thus often �one b� s�ecia�
cr��to�financia� institutions with high �i�ui�it� on the exchanges an� high cre�ibi�it� with tra�itiona�
financia� institutions such as banks����

������� I��� I��� �� � ����D���DI�� �����I��?

�n�� a few �ears ago� financia� mo�e�s of crow�fun�ing steere� the waters of a�ternati�e financing�
�fter �ength� �iscussions an� regu�ator� effort� man� countries im��emente� a �ro�er framework
for financia� t��es of crow�fun�ing� e�uit� crow�fun�ing� an� crow��en�ing� Since then� the� ha�e
been stea�i�� growing in �a�ue an� �o�ume� Des�ite consi�erab�e �ega� certaint�� the� ha�e ne�er
ex�erience� such an acce�erate� ex�ansion as I��s� There are se�era� �ossib�e factors that ma� ha�e
�eterre� tra�itiona� crow�fun�ing from ex�an�ing in a simi�ar manner� an� that significant��
�istinguish e�uit� crow�fun�ing from I��s� 

� Alternative Financial System vs. Traditional Financial System

B�ockchain techno�og�� to a �arge extent� faci�itate� the creation of an a�ternati�e financia� s�stem that
o�erates in a �ecentra�i�e� fashion without centra� institutions that norma��� ��a� the ro�e of 
gatekee�ers� The �ecentra�i�e� nature of b�ockchains� combine� with the anon�mous �artici�ation 

��� ��though cr��to exchanges rare�� re�ease their �isting con�itions� for instance BIttrex� one of the most 
�o�u�ar exchanges ma�e its token �isting memoran�um �ub�ic stating as one of the con�itions of �isting a
�ega� o�inion �ec�aring that token is from a �ega� �ers�ecti�e neither a securit�� nor a commo�it�� ‘How Do I 
Submit a Token to Bittrex for Listing?’ (Bittrex� �htt�s���bittrex��en�esk�com�hc�en�
us�artic�es��������������How��o�I�submit�a�token�to�Bittrex�for��isting�� accesse� �� �anuar� �����
��� �or instance Bitcoin Suisse is a Swiss�base� financia� ser�ices �ro�i�er� which not on�� acts as a broker but 
a�so �re�se�ects an� faci�itates I��s inc�u�ing con�ersion of the raise� cr��to�assets into fiat currencies� See
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�ours�3�3 In some cases, ��e ICO pre�sale �as �ig�l� success�ul, and ��e amoun� o� �okens le�� �or ��e
public round is ra��er lo�� E�er� ICO is accompanied b� an in�ensi�e online campaign carried ou� b�
��e ICO �eam �i�� �elp �rom communi�� par�icipan�s ��a� are incen�i�i�ed b� so�called boun�ies,
re�ards in ��e �orm o� �okens�3�4 In order �o par�icipa�e, �oken bu�ers need �o crea�e ��eir o�n
�alle�, �o a cer�ain e��en�, analogous �o a bank accoun�� During an ICO, in�eres�ed �oken bu�ers en�er
in�o a smar� con�rac� �ransac�ion and �rans�er re�uired cr�p�ocurrencies (�i�coin, �i�ecoin, Ripple,
or o��ers) �rom ��eir �alle�s �o ��e �alle� designa�ed b� ��e ICO ini�ia�ors� In re�urn, ��e� recei�e
digi�al �okens, some�imes ins�an�aneousl�, some�imes in a ma��er o� �eeks or mon��s� �� ��is poin�,
�oken��olders ma� s�ar� �rading �i�� �okens on an ad �oc basis� �o�e�er, in order �o �rade more
s�s�ema�icall� and sa�el�, �okens �a�e �o be accep�ed �o one or mul�iple cr�p�o e�c�anges�

� Post-ICO Measures: Liquidation & Listing

���er closing ��e success�ul ICO round, ��e �eam o� ini�ia�ors begins �orking in accordance �i�� ��e
roadmap ou�lined in ��eir ��i�e paper� �side �rom reac�ing o�erall pro�ec� miles�ones, ��e� �a�e �o
�ake in�o considera�ion ��o ma�or decisions� (i) lis�ing on one or mul�iple cr�p�o e�c�anges and (ii) 
a so�called li�uida�ion e�en�, ��ic� en�ails ��e con�ersion o� a par� or en�ire �undraised amoun� in�o
�ia� currencies�

�is�ing on a cr�p�o�e�c�anges is an impor�an� me�ric �or �oken��olders ��ile purc�asing �okens
during an ICO� I� unlocks ��e �alue o� �okens, signi�ican�l� increases ��e li�uidi�� o� suc� in�es�men�,
and enables �oken��olders �o e�i� ��eir in�es�men� in ��e case o� dissa�is�ac�ion� Due �o ��e
unregula�ed na�ure o� ��e process, ��e mec�anisms o� lis�ings di��er per cr�p�o�e�c�ange� 3�� In 
general, e�c�anges are �er� likel� �o include success�ul pro�ec�s �i�� large �ollo�ings in ��eir
por��olio� Some�imes ��e� e�en �old communi�� polls, ��ic� �elp ��em �o assess ��e demand �or
par�icular �okens� Mos� popular e�c�anges lis� onl� a �and�ul o� �okens alongside �idel� used
cr�p�ocurrencies� Smaller e�c�anges or �oken�speciali�ed e�c�anges ma� be less selec�i�e, bu� on ��e
o��er �and, ��e� ma� e�perience li�uidi�� problems� Curren�l�, due �o regula�or� uncer�ain��, mos�

3�3 See �or ins�ance Simon Cocking, ‘CREDITS ICO Raises $20 Million Hard Cap in 17 Hours’ (Irish Tech News,
26 February 2018) ����ps���iris��ec�ne�s�ie�credi�s�ico�raises�20�million��ard�cap�in�17��ours�� accessed 
1 �pril 201��
3�4 Kaal and Dell’Erba (n 304), �
3�� See �or ins�ance ��e ou�line o� lis�ing process b� �i�re� De (n 304)�
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of the exchanges refuse� to �ist in�estment tokens� as tra�ing securities cou�� �otentia��� ex�ose 
them to increase� attention from regu�ator� bo�ies���� 

�hi�e the �isting is crucia� for in�estors� a �i�ui�ation e�ent is of high im�ortance to I�� initiators� 
�r��to�assets nowa�a�s most�� function as a store of �a�ue but rare�� can be use� as a me�ium of 
exchange outsi�e of the cr��to s�ace� Hence �a�ing bi��s� sa�aries� ser�ices� an� genera��� using fun�s 
for �roject ex�enses is� besi�es fees for the use of �articu�ar b�ockchain� most�� �ossib�e on�� in fiat 
currencies� The raise� amount or at �east a fraction of it� therefore� has to be con�erte�� �e�erthe�ess� 
con�erting �arge amounts of cr��to�assets into fiat currencies ma� become �rob�ematic once I�� 
initiators attem�t to transfer them to their regu�ar bank account� Since a�� banks rigorous�� fo��ow 
anti�mone� �aun�ering �aws� the origins of such fun�s often become the �oint of �is�ute that ma� 
resu�t in the bank’s rejection of such transactions� �on�ersion e�ents are thus often �one b� s�ecia� 
cr��to�financia� institutions with high �i�ui�it� on the exchanges an� high cre�ibi�it� with tra�itiona� 
financia� institutions such as banks����  

�����0�  I��� I��� �� � ����D���DI�� �����I��? 

�n�� a few �ears ago� financia� mo�e�s of crow�fun�ing steere� the waters of a�ternati�e financing� 
�fter �ength� �iscussions an� regu�ator� effort� man� countries im��emente� a �ro�er framework 
for financia� t��es of crow�fun�ing� e�uit� crow�fun�ing� an� crow��en�ing�  Since then� the� ha�e 
been stea�i�� growing in �a�ue an� �o�ume� Des�ite consi�erab�e �ega� certaint�� the� ha�e ne�er 
ex�erience� such an acce�erate� ex�ansion as I��s� There are se�era� �ossib�e factors that ma� ha�e 
�eterre� tra�itiona� crow�fun�ing from ex�an�ing in a simi�ar manner� an� that significant�� 
�istinguish e�uit� crow�fun�ing from I��s�  

�  Alternative Financial System vs. Traditional Financial System 

B�ockchain techno�og�� to a �arge extent� faci�itate� the creation of an a�ternati�e financia� s�stem that 
o�erates in a �ecentra�i�e� fashion without centra� institutions that norma��� ��a� the ro�e of 
gatekee�ers� The �ecentra�i�e� nature of b�ockchains� combine� with the anon�mous �artici�ation 

��� ��though cr��to exchanges rare�� re�ease their �isting con�itions� for instance BIttrex� one of the most 
�o�u�ar exchanges ma�e its token �isting memoran�um �ub�ic stating as one of the con�itions of �isting a 
�ega� o�inion �ec�aring that token is from a �ega� �ers�ecti�e neither a securit�� nor a commo�it�� ‘How Do I 
Submit a Token to Bittrex for Listing?’ (Bittrex� �htt�s���bittrex��en�esk�com�hc�en�
us�artic�es��������������How��o�I�submit�a�token�to�Bittrex�for��isting�� accesse� �� �anuar� ����� 
��� �or instance Bitcoin Suisse is a Swiss�base� financia� ser�ices �ro�i�er� which not on�� acts as a broker but 
a�so �re�se�ects an� faci�itates I��s inc�u�ing con�ersion of the raise� cr��to�assets into fiat currencies� See 
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o� �loc�chain sta�eholders, created an operating ecosyste� that was initially not constrained �y legal 
regulation. Although legal rules naturally apply also to activities “on the chain”, the identi�ication o� 
the sta�eholders �a�es it rather di��icult to investigate and address so�eone in particular. �or 
several years that ena�led �loc�chain networ� participants to �ly under the regulatory radar. �hen 
���s e�erged, the syste� was already su��iciently developed to support a rapid e�pansion o� this 
pheno�enon. �n contrast, e�uity crowd�unding was always dependent on rather traditional players 
in the �inancial ecosyste�. ���ectuating transactions through �an�s, using �inancial inter�ediaries 
�or an escrow or a trans�er o� �oney, and esta�lishing legal entities �ehind crowd�unding plat�or�s 
connected e�uity crowd�unding to a traditional legal and �inancial ecosyste�. �n that sense, e�uity 
crowd�unding plat�or�s could not e�peri�ent with di��erent participation o� sta�eholders in 
crowd�unded co�panies or intensive secondary �ar�et trading.

� National Reach vs. Global Scope 

�ue to the �rag�ented regulation o� crowd�unding, ca�paigns are al�ost e�clusively tied to one or a 
�ew �urisdictions. �hat has signi�icant i�plications. �irst, the pool o� potential investors is �uch 
s�aller, and the investors have to co�ply with a �yriad o� �or�alities, including ��� procedures, 
�or�al signing o� contracts, o�taining share certi�icates, and others. ���s, on the other hand, usually 
�undraise glo�ally, regardless o� the �urisdiction o� the investors. �urther�ore, it is rather challenging 
to deter�ine under which �urisdiction a particular ��� �alls and what legal syste� should �e applied. 
�hese di��iculties o�ten result in a rather passive approach o� national authorities that adopted “the 
wait and see” approach. 

�t is true that �any ��� initiators in their white papers declare certain geographical restrictions �also 
called geo�encing� related to �urisdictions, which prohi�it or actively en�orce their securities laws 
against ��� co�panies�pro�ects. �o�e o� the ���s even �egan to conduct the ��� procedure in order 
to convince regulators that they co�ply with these �urisdictional restrictions. �evertheless, it is 
evident that the glo�al nature o� ���s and the inclusion o� various groups o� investors played an 
i�portant role in their rapid e�pansion. 

� Long-term Investments vs. Instant Liquidity 

�nvestors in e�uity crowd�unding ca�paigns, �y de�ault, ta�e long�ter� positions in investee 
co�panies, with only very restricted re�selling options. �hese restrictions are either legal, e��edded 
in the shares, or circu�stantial, ste��ing �ro� the �act that secondary �ar�ets �or shares o� private 
co�panies are still not very co��on. �n the past �ew years, only several trading venues o��ered such 
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options to crowdfunded companies��5� In contrast, tokens generated in IC�s are acti�ely traded on 
numerous secondary markets, a number of which has been steadily growing� It goes without saying
that accessible and instant e�it options create an opportunity for speculati�e trading that is, in the
case of equity crowdfunding, almost non�e�istent�

� Shares/Loans vs. Unidentified Legal Objects

The legal standing of shares, bonds, and loans is firmly established, and in�estors, their lawyers,
courts, and financial institutions ha�e significant e�perience with their purchase, e�ecution of rights
and obligations stemming from their ownership, and enforcement actions� The same cannot be
claimed about tokens, which are continuously floating in the space of legal uncertainty� Since e�ery
token may contain different features, it is increasingly difficult to keep a consistent approach in
e�aluating their legal classification� They may qualify as securities, commodities, or simple digital
assets (See Table 4). For now, se�eral regulators ha�e decided to assess the legal nature of tokens
on a case�by�case basis, which howe�er puts an immense administration burden on financial market 
authorities, and it is questionable whether such approach is sustainable considering the e�er�
increasing number of IC�s�

� Gatekeepers vs. Solo Campaigns

�hen a company wishes to launch an equity crowdfunding campaign, it almost always places such a
campaign on one of the crowdfunding platforms that conduct financial models of crowdfunding�
�aturally, platforms play a role of two�sided markets, which connect the demand for risk capital with
the supply� �esearch, howe�er, shows that they go well beyond the position of a crowdfunding E��ay�
�ccording to Loher, equity crowdfunding platforms scrutini�e and pre�select companies in a similar
manner as other early�stage in�estors� �59 Furthermore, they often create a legal structure and
standard documentation, which is used to enable entry of e�ternal in�estors into crowdfunded
companies� It is indisputable that crowdfunding platforms ser�e in this respect as gatekeepers, with
a ma�or role, particularly in the pre�in�estment period� In the post�in�estment period, platforms
remain in the position of an intermediary, howe�er, to a lesser e�tent� They, for instance, facilitate

�5� See for instance secondary markets operated by Seedrs, ���based crowdfunding platform ‘Learn |
Secondary Market | TCs’ (Seedrs) �https���www�seedrs�com�learn�secondary�market�terms� accessed 20
January 2020, and by Funderbeam, Estonian crowdfunding platform, see ‘Trade � Funderbeam’ (Funderbeam)
�https���www�funderbeam�com�market� accessed 20 January 2020�
�59 Jonas Löher, ‘The Interaction of Equity Crowdfunding Platforms and Ventures� �n �nalysis of the
Preselection Process’ (2017) 19 Venture Capital 51, 52�5�
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pheno�enon. �n contrast, e�uity crowd�unding was always dependent on rather traditional players
in the �inancial ecosyste�. ���ectuating transactions through �an�s, using �inancial inter�ediaries
�or an escrow or a trans�er o� �oney, and esta�lishing legal entities �ehind crowd�unding plat�or�s
connected e�uity crowd�unding to a traditional legal and �inancial ecosyste�. �n that sense, e�uity
crowd�unding plat�or�s could not e�peri�ent with di��erent participation o� sta�eholders in 
crowd�unded co�panies or intensive secondary �ar�et trading.

� National Reach vs. Global Scope

�ue to the �rag�ented regulation o� crowd�unding, ca�paigns are al�ost e�clusively tied to one or a 
�ew �urisdictions. �hat has signi�icant i�plications. �irst, the pool o� potential investors is �uch
s�aller, and the investors have to co�ply with a �yriad o� �or�alities, including ��� procedures,
�or�al signing o� contracts, o�taining share certi�icates, and others. ���s, on the other hand, usually
�undraise glo�ally, regardless o� the �urisdiction o� the investors. �urther�ore, it is rather challenging
to deter�ine under which �urisdiction a particular ��� �alls and what legal syste� should �e applied.
�hese di��iculties o�ten result in a rather passive approach o� national authorities that adopted “the 
wait and see” approach.

�t is true that �any ��� initiators in their white papers declare certain geographical restrictions �also
called geo�encing� related to �urisdictions, which prohi�it or actively en�orce their securities laws
against ��� co�panies�pro�ects. �o�e o� the ���s even �egan to conduct the ��� procedure in order
to convince regulators that they co�ply with these �urisdictional restrictions. �evertheless, it is
evident that the glo�al nature o� ���s and the inclusion o� various groups o� investors played an
i�portant role in their rapid e�pansion.

� Long-term Investments vs. Instant Liquidity

�nvestors in e�uity crowd�unding ca�paigns, �y de�ault, ta�e long�ter� positions in investee
co�panies, with only very restricted re�selling options. �hese restrictions are either legal, e��edded
in the shares, or circu�stantial, ste��ing �ro� the �act that secondary �ar�ets �or shares o� private
co�panies are still not very co��on. �n the past �ew years, only several trading venues o��ered such 
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options to crowdfunded companies��5� In contrast, tokens generated in IC�s are acti�ely traded on 
numerous secondary markets, a number of which has been steadily growing� It goes without saying 
that accessible and instant e�it options create an opportunity for speculati�e trading that is, in the 
case of equity crowdfunding, almost non�e�istent� 

�  Shares/Loans vs. Unidentified Legal Objects 

The legal standing of shares, bonds, and loans is firmly established, and in�estors, their lawyers, 
courts, and financial institutions ha�e significant e�perience with their purchase, e�ecution of rights 
and obligations stemming from their ownership, and enforcement actions� The same cannot be 
claimed about tokens, which are continuously floating in the space of legal uncertainty� Since e�ery 
token may contain different features, it is increasingly difficult to keep a consistent approach in 
e�aluating their legal classification� They may qualify as securities, commodities, or simple digital 
assets (See Table 4). For now, se�eral regulators ha�e decided to assess the legal nature of tokens 
on a case�by�case basis, which howe�er puts an immense administration burden on financial market 
authorities, and it is questionable whether such approach is sustainable considering the e�er�
increasing number of IC�s� 

� Gatekeepers vs. Solo Campaigns 

�hen a company wishes to launch an equity crowdfunding campaign, it almost always places such a 
campaign on one of the crowdfunding platforms that conduct financial models of crowdfunding� 
�aturally, platforms play a role of two�sided markets, which connect the demand for risk capital with 
the supply� �esearch, howe�er, shows that they go well beyond the position of a crowdfunding E��ay� 
�ccording to Loher, equity crowdfunding platforms scrutini�e and pre�select companies in a similar 
manner as other early�stage in�estors� �59  Furthermore, they often create a legal structure and 
standard documentation, which is used to enable entry of e�ternal in�estors into crowdfunded 
companies� It is indisputable that crowdfunding platforms ser�e in this respect as gatekeepers, with 
a ma�or role, particularly in the pre�in�estment period� In the post�in�estment period, platforms 
remain in the position of an intermediary, howe�er, to a lesser e�tent� They, for instance, facilitate 

�5� See for instance secondary markets operated by Seedrs, ���based crowdfunding platform ‘Learn | 
Secondary Market | TCs’ (Seedrs) �https���www�seedrs�com�learn�secondary�market�terms� accessed 20 
January 2020, and by Funderbeam, Estonian crowdfunding platform, see ‘Trade � Funderbeam’ (Funderbeam) 
�https���www�funderbeam�com�market� accessed 20 January 2020� 
�59 Jonas Löher, ‘The Interaction of Equity Crowdfunding Platforms and Ventures� �n �nalysis of the 
Preselection Process’ (2017) 19 Venture Capital 51, 52�5� 
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communication �et�een companies and their cro�d�unders, paying out o� dividends, sale o� shares 
�y creating ad hoc secondary markets, and assist companies in case o� e�its�

In contrast, ICO industry have not implemented this gatekeepers’ structure, and companies launching 
ICOs are, to a large e�tent, doing it on their o�n, or �ith some help �rom so�called ICO �actories, 
agencies, �hich help companies�pro�ects �ith marketing, design, �usiness model development, 
community �uilding, �� and other ICO�related services� �he a�orementioned agencies, ho�ever, are 
not su��ect to any regulation, and their dominant o��ective is to �acilitate ICOs �or their clients rather 
than create trust�orthy and pro�essional plat�orms that o��er high��uality pro�ects� �he ICO 
gatekeepers are de�initely a missing pu��le piece that could sta�ili�e the ICO industry �ith sel��
imposed regulation, �hich could compel companies to optimi�e and standardi�e the ICO process in 
com�ination �ith regulatory changes or until a proper regulatory �rame�ork is put in place� 

���� CO�C���IO� 

�rgua�ly, �oth e�uity cro�d�unding and ICOs share an uncanny resem�lance to initial pu�lic 
o��erings, �hich have �een �or decades su��ected to very strict regulation� �ecent developments 
demonstrate a glo�al hunger �or ne� sources o� �inancing� in contrast, regulators have to reconcile 
such demand �ith the protection o� retail investors� �he comparison sho�s that �unding rounds
raised through ICOs reach the amounts traditionally raised in I�Os� �t the same time, the protection 
o� investors is in the realm o� complete legal lacunae� ��uity cro�d�unding, on the other hand, is still 
�airly ne� �ut properly supported �y the e�isting or recently enacted regulation, �hich, to some 
e�tent, protects retail investors �ut, at the same time, creates certain cross��order �arriers that are 
in the long�term perspective �uite undesira�le� 

�hile signi�icantly di��erent upon closer look, �oth e�uity cro�d�unding and initial coin o��erings, 
have one common and uncanny �eature� �hey introduced ne� dynamics in the investor�startup 
relationship� In the past, the �unding rounds �ere rather private events, details o� �hich occasionally 
�ecame pu�lic kno�ledge �or the purposes o� �uality signaling� �ith the ne� cro�d��ased types o� 
startup �inancing, the general pu�lic can not only �itness �ut also directly participate in such 
o��erings� Cro�d�unders �ecome stakeholders and mem�ers o� a community that does not possess 
e�tensive contractual rights, �ut they may impose �uite signi�icant in�ormal pressure on the startup 
managers� �he online presence o� cro�d�unders, their interaction �ith startup �ounders, their 
potential to create a larger support system �or their startups may, in the �uture, not only complement 
�ut partially replace traditional risk capital providers� �evertheless, cro�d��ased types o� �inancing 
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communication �et�een companies and their cro�d�unders, paying out o� dividends, sale o� shares
�y creating ad hoc secondary markets, and assist companies in case o� e�its�

In contrast, ICO industry have not implemented this gatekeepers’ structure, and companies launching
ICOs are, to a large e�tent, doing it on their o�n, or �ith some help �rom so�called ICO �actories,
agencies, �hich help companies�pro�ects �ith marketing, design, �usiness model development,
community �uilding, �� and other ICO�related services� �he a�orementioned agencies, ho�ever, are
not su��ect to any regulation, and their dominant o��ective is to �acilitate ICOs �or their clients rather
than create trust�orthy and pro�essional plat�orms that o��er high��uality pro�ects� �he ICO 
gatekeepers are de�initely a missing pu��le piece that could sta�ili�e the ICO industry �ith sel��
imposed regulation, �hich could compel companies to optimi�e and standardi�e the ICO process in
com�ination �ith regulatory changes or until a proper regulatory �rame�ork is put in place�

���� CO�C���IO�

�rgua�ly, �oth e�uity cro�d�unding and ICOs share an uncanny resem�lance to initial pu�lic
o��erings, �hich have �een �or decades su��ected to very strict regulation� �ecent developments
demonstrate a glo�al hunger �or ne� sources o� �inancing� in contrast, regulators have to reconcile
such demand �ith the protection o� retail investors� �he comparison sho�s that �unding rounds
raised through ICOs reach the amounts traditionally raised in I�Os� �t the same time, the protection
o� investors is in the realm o� complete legal lacunae� ��uity cro�d�unding, on the other hand, is still 
�airly ne� �ut properly supported �y the e�isting or recently enacted regulation, �hich, to some
e�tent, protects retail investors �ut, at the same time, creates certain cross��order �arriers that are
in the long�term perspective �uite undesira�le�

�hile signi�icantly di��erent upon closer look, �oth e�uity cro�d�unding and initial coin o��erings,
have one common and uncanny �eature� �hey introduced ne� dynamics in the investor�startup
relationship� In the past, the �unding rounds �ere rather private events, details o� �hich occasionally
�ecame pu�lic kno�ledge �or the purposes o� �uality signaling� �ith the ne� cro�d��ased types o�
startup �inancing, the general pu�lic can not only �itness �ut also directly participate in such
o��erings� Cro�d�unders �ecome stakeholders and mem�ers o� a community that does not possess
e�tensive contractual rights, �ut they may impose �uite signi�icant in�ormal pressure on the startup
managers� �he online presence o� cro�d�unders, their interaction �ith startup �ounders, their
potential to create a larger support system �or their startups may, in the �uture, not only complement
�ut partially replace traditional risk capital providers� �evertheless, cro�d��ased types o� �inancing
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������������ ��� ������� ���� ��������

���� ������������

�raditiona� methods of startup financing are rare�� su��ect to an� regu�ation� �enture capita� funds
and �usiness ange�s operate without significant regu�ator� oversight� �rom the securities �aws
perspective, most of the investments from professiona� ris� capita� providers �ua�if� as private
p�acements and thus use a safe har�or of regu�ator� e�emptions� �s investment vehic�es, venture
capita� funds are open on�� to professiona� investors, inc�uding pension funds, credit institutions,
mutua� funds, insurance companies, other institutiona� investors, and high�net�worth individua�s,
who do not re�uire increased regu�ator� protection� �herefore, the regu�ator� efforts in the venture
capita� domain genera��� do not aim to mitigate the ris� invo�ved in these investment activities �ut
to faci�itate and �oost investment activit� in the venture capita� mar�et� ��, for instance, 
imp�emented the regu�ation that ena��es venture capita� funds to operate on a transnationa� �eve�
without the need to comp�� with fragmented regu�ation in a mu�titude of mem�er states���� �ota���, 
�efore crowdfunding, the need for regu�ating startup investing was minima� �ecause such activities
were a privi�ege of an e�ite c�u� of professiona� investors and high net worth individua�s� �egu�ators
did not identif� an� wea�er parties that wou�d re�uire regu�ator� shie�ding� �ndividua� covenants
�etween startups and investors were a�wa�s su��ect to the contractua� freedom and an outcome of
�i� or mu�ti�atera� negotiations� �oreover, the venture capita� mar�et is in comparison to other
investment mar�ets ver� sma�� in va�ue and vo�ume� hence its potentia� co��apse wou�d have on�� a 
margina� impact on financia� mar�ets�

�rowdfunding, however, introduced a comp�ete�� new rea�it�� �hi�e traditiona� ris� capita�
providers often participate in these “new offerings”, crowdfunding has opened its gates to
“consumers”, non�professiona� investors without �now�edge or e�perience with peri�s of startup
investing� �ince the investing is no �onger confined to an environment contro��ed �� �usiness ange�s
and venture capita�ists, who deve�oped a mu�titude of strategies to dea� with investment ris�s, the 
regu�ators decided to intervene in the crowdfunding industr� to mitigate information as�mmetries
on the mar�et and further protect vu�nera��e retai� investors� �n particu�ar, e�uit� and �oan

��� �ee �egu�ation ���� �o �������� of the �uropean �ar�iament and of the �ounci� of �� �pri� ���� on
�uropean venture capita� funds and �egu�ation ���� �o �������� on �uropean socia� entrepreneurship 
funds
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�raditiona� methods of startup financing are rare�� su��ect to an� regu�ation� �enture capita� funds 
and �usiness ange�s operate without significant regu�ator� oversight� �rom the securities �aws 
perspective, most of the investments from professiona� ris� capita� providers �ua�if� as private 
p�acements and thus use a safe har�or of regu�ator� e�emptions� �s investment vehic�es, venture 
capita� funds are open on�� to professiona� investors, inc�uding pension funds, credit institutions, 
mutua� funds, insurance companies, other institutiona� investors, and high�net�worth individua�s, 
who do not re�uire increased regu�ator� protection� �herefore, the regu�ator� efforts in the venture 
capita� domain genera��� do not aim to mitigate the ris� invo�ved in these investment activities �ut 
to faci�itate and �oost investment activit� in the venture capita� mar�et�  ��, for instance, 
imp�emented the regu�ation that ena��es venture capita� funds to operate on a transnationa� �eve� 
without the need to comp�� with fragmented regu�ation in a mu�titude of mem�er states���� �ota���, 
�efore crowdfunding, the need for regu�ating startup investing was minima� �ecause such activities 
were a privi�ege of an e�ite c�u� of professiona� investors and high net worth individua�s� �egu�ators 
did not identif� an� wea�er parties that wou�d re�uire regu�ator� shie�ding� �ndividua� covenants 
�etween startups and investors were a�wa�s su��ect to the contractua� freedom and an outcome of 
�i� or mu�ti�atera� negotiations� �oreover, the venture capita� mar�et is in comparison to other 
investment mar�ets ver� sma�� in va�ue and vo�ume� hence its potentia� co��apse wou�d have on�� a 
margina� impact on financia� mar�ets�

�rowdfunding, however, introduced a comp�ete�� new rea�it�� �hi�e traditiona� ris� capita� 
providers often participate in these “new offerings”, crowdfunding has opened its gates to 
“consumers”, non�professiona� investors without �now�edge or e�perience with peri�s of startup 
investing� �ince the investing is no �onger confined to an environment contro��ed �� �usiness ange�s 
and venture capita�ists, who deve�oped a mu�titude of strategies to dea� with investment ris�s, the 
regu�ators decided to intervene in the crowdfunding industr� to mitigate information as�mmetries 
on the mar�et and further protect vu�nera��e retai� investors� �n particu�ar, e�uit� and �oan 

��� �ee �egu�ation ���� �o �������� of the �uropean �ar�iament and of the �ounci� of �� �pri� ���� on 
�uropean venture capita� funds and �egu�ation ���� �o �������� on �uropean socia� entrepreneurship 
funds 
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crowdfundin� is currently re�ulated as a new type of financial services or an e�emption from e�istin� 
laws�  

�r�uably� similar information asymmetries and investment risks e�ist also on the ��� market� where 
many retail investors invest without any specific investor protection� �ue to the novel blockchain 
solutions and le�al ambi�uity of the nature of tokens� re�ulators have been stru��lin� to �rasp and 
inte�rate the concept of ���s in the e�istin� le�al framework� �he stru��le for the le�al �ualification 
of ��� markets pertains� 

�n the followin� sections� we will in detail look at the relevant re�ulation of e�uity crowdfundin� and 
initial coin offerin� in the �� and in the �� in order to provide a comple� overview of re�ulatory 
frameworks that shape these crowd�based types of financin�� �he choice of e�amined �urisdictions 
was made due to several reasons� �irstly� both �urisdictions have �uite developed markets for startup 
financin� populated by many startups and traditional providers of risk capital� such as venture capital 
funds and business an�els� �econdly� in both cases� securities laws� which are particularly si�nificant 
in this conte�t� are hi�hly developed� �he substantial e�perience with the protection of retail 
investors already establishes a �ood basis for approachin� new types of financin� with similar 
challen�es� �oreover� both �urisdictions stron�ly support innovative efforts that translated into 
many policies related to youn� innovative companies but also to startup financin�� �or these reasons� 
we believe that these �urisdictions e�erted si�nificant efforts in creatin� optimal re�ulatory 
frameworks that properly balance the interest in retail investors’ protection and support of 
innovation throu�h new sources of startup fundin�� 

��� ���������� �� ������ ������������ 

�lthou�h e�uity crowdfundin� is a rather novel type of startup financin�� it demonstrates certain 
symptoms of public e�uity offerin�s re�ulated by securities laws� �hese roots served as a basis that 
enabled e�uity crowdfundin� to fit in the current re�ulatory framework� �ost of the countries 
decided to desi�n the e�uity crowdfundin� re�ulation as a watered�down version of securities rules 
or as an e�emption from securities laws with certain additional conditions� �n the followin� section� 
we will e�plore the re�ulation of e�uity crowdfundin� platforms� offerin�s� and protection of 
crowdfundin� investors in the �� �harmoni�ed rules and national re�imes� and in the ��� 
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crowdfundin� is currently re�ulated as a new type of financial services or an e�emption from e�istin�
laws�

�r�uably� similar information asymmetries and investment risks e�ist also on the ��� market� where
many retail investors invest without any specific investor protection� �ue to the novel blockchain
solutions and le�al ambi�uity of the nature of tokens� re�ulators have been stru��lin� to �rasp and
inte�rate the concept of ���s in the e�istin� le�al framework� �he stru��le for the le�al �ualification
of ��� markets pertains�

�n the followin� sections� we will in detail look at the relevant re�ulation of e�uity crowdfundin� and
initial coin offerin� in the �� and in the �� in order to provide a comple� overview of re�ulatory
frameworks that shape these crowd�based types of financin�� �he choice of e�amined �urisdictions
was made due to several reasons� �irstly� both �urisdictions have �uite developed markets for startup
financin� populated by many startups and traditional providers of risk capital� such as venture capital
funds and business an�els� �econdly� in both cases� securities laws� which are particularly si�nificant
in this conte�t� are hi�hly developed� �he substantial e�perience with the protection of retail
investors already establishes a �ood basis for approachin� new types of financin� with similar
challen�es� �oreover� both �urisdictions stron�ly support innovative efforts that translated into
many policies related to youn� innovative companies but also to startup financin�� �or these reasons�
we believe that these �urisdictions e�erted si�nificant efforts in creatin� optimal re�ulatory
frameworks that properly balance the interest in retail investors’ protection and support of
innovation throu�h new sources of startup fundin��
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�lthou�h e�uity crowdfundin� is a rather novel type of startup financin�� it demonstrates certain
symptoms of public e�uity offerin�s re�ulated by securities laws� �hese roots served as a basis that
enabled e�uity crowdfundin� to fit in the current re�ulatory framework� �ost of the countries
decided to desi�n the e�uity crowdfundin� re�ulation as a watered�down version of securities rules
or as an e�emption from securities laws with certain additional conditions� �n the followin� section�
we will e�plore the re�ulation of e�uity crowdfundin� platforms� offerin�s� and protection of
crowdfundin� investors in the �� �harmoni�ed rules and national re�imes� and in the ���
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�����������������s����s�������������s��������������������������������������s�������������s�����s����
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����� license� ho�e�er� �rings along a significant portion of the regulation that is not �ithout
additional compliance costs.�6�

�n the �S� cro�dfunding platforms may choose �et�een t�o legal statuses� namely a �ro�er�dealer
or a funding portal. A �ro�er is defined as any person engaged in the �usiness of effecting
transactions in securities for the account of others�6�� �hile a dealer is any person engaged in the
�usiness of �uying and selling securities for his o�n account through a �ro�er or other�ise.��� This 
�uite a �road category of mar�et actors that deal �ith securities on a professional �asis is compara�le
to the ����� definition of an in�estment firm. Although the t�o regimes are �uite different in their
approaches to regulation (rule��ased approach in the �S �s. principle��ased approach in the ��)�
they follo� �ery similar rationales. The compliance costs of the �ro�er�dealers are� ho�e�er� �uite
high� similar to in�estment firms in the ��� therefore� platforms may choose to �e registered as
funding portals� �hich fall under a lighter�touch regulation regime. Again� �e could dra� the analogy
�et�een lighter cro�dfunding regulation on a mem�er state le�el and the regulation of funding
portals� noting that in contrast �ith the �S� �� additionally faces issues of cross��order offerings due
to di�ersity of national regimes.

A funding portal is a cro�dfunding�specific financial intermediary that may conduct only a limited
scope of acti�ities �hen compared to �ro�er�dealers.��� �amely� they cannot (i) offer in�estment
ad�ice or recommendations� (ii) solicit purchases� sales or offers to �uy the securities offered or
displayed on its platform� (iii) compensate employees� agents� or other persons for such solicitation
or �ased on the sale of securities displayed or referenced on its platform� (i�) hold� manage� possess�
or other�ise handle in�estor funds or securities.��� The regulation significantly limits their a�ility to 
promote securities offered on their platforms and� at the same time� prohi�its them from acti�e
management of their clients’ portfolios. This hands�off approach is also present in Article � �����
e�emption� although this article �as not per se designed to accommodate the operation of
cro�dfunding platforms.

�n the one hand� the operation of funding portals may �e less costly due to reduced compliance costs.
�n the other� the strict regulation of �ro�er�dealers pro�ides for greater legal certainty and

�6� See for instance �T �����.
�6� Section �(a)(4)(A) of the ��change Act ���4
��� Section �(a)(�)(A) of the ��change Act ���4
��� Section �(a)(��) of the ��change Act as intermediaries that offer or sell securities for the accounts of 
others “solely pursuant to Section 4(6)” of the Securities Act
��� ����.��� (c)(�) �egulation �ro�dfunding
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����� license� ho�e�er� �rings along a significant portion of the regulation that is not �ithout 
additional compliance costs.�6�  

�n the �S� cro�dfunding platforms may choose �et�een t�o legal statuses� namely a �ro�er�dealer 
or a funding portal. A �ro�er is defined as any person engaged in the �usiness of effecting 
transactions in securities for the account of others�6�� �hile a dealer is any person engaged in the 
�usiness of �uying and selling securities for his o�n account through a �ro�er or other�ise.��� This 
�uite a �road category of mar�et actors that deal �ith securities on a professional �asis is compara�le 
to the ����� definition of an in�estment firm. Although the t�o regimes are �uite different in their 
approaches to regulation (rule��ased approach in the �S �s. principle��ased approach in the ��)� 
they follo� �ery similar rationales. The compliance costs of the �ro�er�dealers are� ho�e�er� �uite 
high� similar to in�estment firms in the ��� therefore� platforms may choose to �e registered as 
funding portals� �hich fall under a lighter�touch regulation regime. Again� �e could dra� the analogy 
�et�een lighter cro�dfunding regulation on a mem�er state le�el and the regulation of funding 
portals� noting that in contrast �ith the �S� �� additionally faces issues of cross��order offerings due 
to di�ersity of national regimes. 

A funding portal is a cro�dfunding�specific financial intermediary that may conduct only a limited 
scope of acti�ities �hen compared to �ro�er�dealers.��� �amely� they cannot (i) offer in�estment 
ad�ice or recommendations� (ii) solicit purchases� sales or offers to �uy the securities offered or 
displayed on its platform� (iii) compensate employees� agents� or other persons for such solicitation 
or �ased on the sale of securities displayed or referenced on its platform� (i�) hold� manage� possess� 
or other�ise handle in�estor funds or securities.��� The regulation significantly limits their a�ility to 
promote securities offered on their platforms and� at the same time� prohi�its them from acti�e 
management of their clients’ portfolios. This hands�off approach is also present in Article � ����� 
e�emption� although this article �as not per se designed to accommodate the operation of 
cro�dfunding platforms. 

�n the one hand� the operation of funding portals may �e less costly due to reduced compliance costs. 
�n the other� the strict regulation of �ro�er�dealers pro�ides for greater legal certainty and 

�6� See for instance �T �����. 
�6� Section �(a)(4)(A) of the ��change Act ���4 
��� Section �(a)(�)(A) of the ��change Act ���4 
��� Section �(a)(��) of the ��change Act as intermediaries that offer or sell securities for the accounts of 
others “solely pursuant to Section 4(6)” of the Securities Act 
��� ����.��� (c)(�) �egulation �ro�dfunding 
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transparency precisely �ecause these entities are strictly regulated���� �or instance, due diligence 
procedure that �ro�er�dealers ha�e to conduct on selected securities is su��ect to e�plicit ����� 
rules���, while �egulation Crowdfunding does not prescri�e a similar due diligence standard for 
funding portals���� �ence, the legal status of a platform may already send certain quality signals to 
potential in�estors� ne�ertheless, it is questiona�le whether such signals are of any �alue to 
particularly retail in�estors� Currently, the most successful ����ased equity crowdfunding platforms 
are quite di�ided o�er which status is more �eneficial� �ut of the ten most successful platforms in 
terms of raised funds, four platforms are registered as funding portals, four platforms operate as 
�ro�er�dealers or their tied agents, and two platforms ha�e other statuses� ��� �t is definitely true that 
only a short time has so far elapsed since the implementation of final crowdfunding rules� hence �oth 
platform regimes ha�e to stand the test of time�

�esides legal status, there are other legal challenges that equity crowdfunding platforms face� �a�e, 
for instance, the use of pooling �ehicles� �hese special entities accumulate the in�estments collected 
during crowdfunding campaigns and su�sequently in�est in the target company as a single in�estor� 
�uch in�estment structure is fueled �y pragmatic considerations, which ac�nowledge the fact that 
communicating with and coordinating a large num�er of small indi�idual in�estors may put an 
unreasona�le �urden on already resource�depri�ed startups� �nintentionally, these �ehicles may 
demonstrate certain features of in�estment funds� �n the conte�t of E� regulation, �lternati�e 
�n�estment �und Managers Directi�e��� regulates the operation of in�estment funds that fall outside 
of the definition of �C��� ���  and which raise funds from a num�er of in�estors with a �iew of 
in�esting them in accordance with defined in�estment policy for the �enefit of those in�estors���� 

���  ����� �egulatory �otice 10��� (�egulation D �fferings: ��ligation of �ro�er�Dealers to Conduct 
�easona�le �n�estigations in �egulation D �fferings 
��� ��id� 
��� �t is true that these due diligence rules apply only in �egulation D offerings ne�ertheless it is quite li�ely 
that �ro�er�dealers ha�e to implement internal due diligence standards that may spillo�er also to �egulation 
Crowdfunding or �egulation �� offerings� 
��� �or top 10 crowdfunding platforms see Joseph Maurice, ‘Equity Crowdfunding: 10 Platforms to Watch in 
�01� � DisruptorDaily’ (Disruptor Daily, 20 February 2018� �https:��www�disruptordaily�com�equity�
crowdfunding�10�platforms�watch��01��� accessed 1� �ugust �01�� 
��� Directi�e �011��1�E� of the European Parliament and of the Council of � June �011 on �lternati�e 
�n�estment �und Managers and amending Directi�es �00���1�EC and �00�����EC and �egulations (EC� �o 
10�0��00� and (E�� �o 10����010 (hereinafter ���MD� 
��� Directi�e �00�����EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 1� July �00� on the coordination 
of laws, regulations and administrati�e pro�isions relating to underta�ings for collecti�e in�estment in 
transfera�le securities (�C���� 
��� �rticle �(1�(a� ���MD 

���

�uch � �ro�d inter�ret�tion could �otenti�lly su�sume s�eci�l �ur�ose �ehicles in�ol�ed in the 
�usiness models o� cro�d�undin� �l�t�orms. 

�uro�e�n �ecurities �nd ��r�ets �uthority ������� there�ore� cl�ri�ied in its �d�ice on �n�estment�
��sed cro�d�undin� th�t commonly used ���s indeed ��ll �ithin the de�inition� �recisely �ec�use o�
e�istent in�estment �olicy� des�ite its r�ther restricted n�ture o� in�estin� in only one com��ny.
�e�ertheless� there �re � num�er o� e�em�tions th�t m�y �e considered. ��rticul�rly� the ��� 
m�n��ers� �hich �i� h��e less th�n ��� million ��� o� �ssets under their m�n��ement or �hich �ii�
h��e less th�n ��� million ��� �sset under their m�n��ement �nd th�t �re unle�er��ed �ith no
redem�tion ri�hts e�ercis��le �ithin �i�e ye�rs ��ter the initi�l in�estment �nd �hich �re re�istered 
�y com�etent n�tion�l �uthorities do not h��e to ���ly ����� rules.��� �n the ��� ����structure
c�nnot �e used in the conte�t o� cro�d�undin� since ���s �ould �u�li�y �s in�estment com��nies
under the �n�estment �ct o� ���� �nd �e�ul�tion �ro�d�undin�� to�ether �ith �e�ul�tion ���
�rohi�it in�estment com��nies �rom �ein� issuers in such cro�d�undin� o��erin�s. ��� �he ��n on the 
use o� ���s is su��ect to continuous criti�ue �rom the cro�d�undin� industry� �nd ��� en��lin�
�ro�isions �ere included in the le�isl�tor �ro�os�l to �mend �e�ul�tion cro�d�undin�.���

�ot��ly� �usiness models o� cro�d�undin� �l�t�orms m�y �ecome �uite �otent �reedin� �rounds �or
� con�lict o� interest situ�tions. �ne such situ�tion �ecomes ����rent in the conte�t o� �re�iously
discussed ���s or other simil�r �oolin� structures such �s nominee structure. �n c�se the �l�t�orms
or its ���ili�ted le��l or n�tur�l �ersons �lso m�n��e the ���s� one m�y �r�ue th�t the �l�t�orms
rem�in in�ol�ed �nd c�n e�ert �o�er o�er such in�estments e�en thou�h their com�etences
ori�in�lly rel�te only to the cro�d�undin� c�m��i�n. �ome �l�t�orms utili�e the nominee structure�
in �hich they or their ���ili�ted entities �ecome nominees� le��l o�ners o� the sh�res� �nd
cro�d�unders �ssume the �osition o� �in�nci�l �ene�ici�ries. �irstly� they m�y �e in � �re�ch o� �n
e�em�tion o� �rticle � ������ �hich cle�rly st�tes th�t �irms e�em�ted �rom ����� �uthori��tion
c�nnot hold their clients’ money or securities. ���iously� this �ould �e the c�se only i� �l�t�orms use
�in�nci�l instruments �s de�ined �y �����.

�econdly� in �oth ��� �nd nominee structure situ�tions� the m�n��ement o� the �in�nci�l �roducts
�urch�sed �y cro�d�unders rem�ins in the h�nds o� �n entity th�t does not h��e �ny corres�ondin�

��� �rticle ������� �nd ��� �����
��� �e�ul�tion �ro�d�undin� ���������
��� �he �mendments to the �e�ul�tion �ro�d�undin� th�t �ould �llo� use o� ���s �or the �oolin� o� sm�ll
in�estor in�estments �re included in the ��c���e o� �� �ills collo�ui�lly �no�n �s ���� �ct �.�. h��e �lre�dy 
��ssed throu�h the �ouse o� re�resent�ti�e �nd �re no� �endin� in the �en�te.
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transparency precisely �ecause these entities are strictly regulated���� �or instance, due diligence 
procedure that �ro�er�dealers ha�e to conduct on selected securities is su��ect to e�plicit �����
rules���, while �egulation Crowdfunding does not prescri�e a similar due diligence standard for
funding portals���� �ence, the legal status of a platform may already send certain quality signals to
potential in�estors� ne�ertheless, it is questiona�le whether such signals are of any �alue to
particularly retail in�estors� Currently, the most successful ����ased equity crowdfunding platforms
are quite di�ided o�er which status is more �eneficial� �ut of the ten most successful platforms in
terms of raised funds, four platforms are registered as funding portals, four platforms operate as
�ro�er�dealers or their tied agents, and two platforms ha�e other statuses� ��� �t is definitely true that
only a short time has so far elapsed since the implementation of final crowdfunding rules� hence �oth
platform regimes ha�e to stand the test of time�

�esides legal status, there are other legal challenges that equity crowdfunding platforms face� �a�e,
for instance, the use of pooling �ehicles� �hese special entities accumulate the in�estments collected
during crowdfunding campaigns and su�sequently in�est in the target company as a single in�estor�
�uch in�estment structure is fueled �y pragmatic considerations, which ac�nowledge the fact that
communicating with and coordinating a large num�er of small indi�idual in�estors may put an 
unreasona�le �urden on already resource�depri�ed startups� �nintentionally, these �ehicles may
demonstrate certain features of in�estment funds� �n the conte�t of E� regulation, �lternati�e
�n�estment �und Managers Directi�e��� regulates the operation of in�estment funds that fall outside
of the definition of �C��� ��� and which raise funds from a num�er of in�estors with a �iew of 
in�esting them in accordance with defined in�estment policy for the �enefit of those in�estors����

��� ����� �egulatory �otice 10��� (�egulation D �fferings: ��ligation of �ro�er�Dealers to Conduct
�easona�le �n�estigations in �egulation D �fferings
��� ��id�
��� �t is true that these due diligence rules apply only in �egulation D offerings ne�ertheless it is quite li�ely 
that �ro�er�dealers ha�e to implement internal due diligence standards that may spillo�er also to �egulation
Crowdfunding or �egulation �� offerings�
��� �or top 10 crowdfunding platforms see Joseph Maurice, ‘Equity Crowdfunding: 10 Platforms to Watch in
�01� � DisruptorDaily’ (Disruptor Daily, 20 February 2018� �https:��www�disruptordaily�com�equity�
crowdfunding�10�platforms�watch��01��� accessed 1� �ugust �01��
��� Directi�e �011��1�E� of the European Parliament and of the Council of � June �011 on �lternati�e
�n�estment �und Managers and amending Directi�es �00���1�EC and �00�����EC and �egulations (EC� �o 
10�0��00� and (E�� �o 10����010 (hereinafter ���MD�
��� Directi�e �00�����EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 1� July �00� on the coordination
of laws, regulations and administrati�e pro�isions relating to underta�ings for collecti�e in�estment in
transfera�le securities (�C����
��� �rticle �(1�(a� ���MD
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�uch � �ro�d inter�ret�tion could �otenti�lly su�sume s�eci�l �ur�ose �ehicles in�ol�ed in the 
�usiness models o� cro�d�undin� �l�t�orms. 

�uro�e�n �ecurities �nd ��r�ets �uthority ������� there�ore� cl�ri�ied in its �d�ice on �n�estment�
��sed cro�d�undin� th�t commonly used ���s indeed ��ll �ithin the de�inition� �recisely �ec�use o� 
e�istent in�estment �olicy� des�ite its r�ther restricted n�ture o� in�estin� in only one com��ny. 
�e�ertheless� there �re � num�er o� e�em�tions th�t m�y �e considered. ��rticul�rly� the ��� 
m�n��ers� �hich �i� h��e less th�n ��� million ��� o� �ssets under their m�n��ement or �hich �ii� 
h��e less th�n ��� million ��� �sset under their m�n��ement �nd th�t �re unle�er��ed �ith no 
redem�tion ri�hts e�ercis��le �ithin �i�e ye�rs ��ter the initi�l in�estment �nd �hich �re re�istered 
�y com�etent n�tion�l �uthorities do not h��e to ���ly ����� rules.��� �n the ��� ����structure 
c�nnot �e used in the conte�t o� cro�d�undin� since ���s �ould �u�li�y �s in�estment com��nies 
under the �n�estment �ct o� ���� �nd �e�ul�tion �ro�d�undin�� to�ether �ith �e�ul�tion ��� 
�rohi�it in�estment com��nies �rom �ein� issuers in such cro�d�undin� o��erin�s. ��� �he ��n on the 
use o� ���s is su��ect to continuous criti�ue �rom the cro�d�undin� industry� �nd ��� en��lin� 
�ro�isions �ere included in the le�isl�tor �ro�os�l to �mend �e�ul�tion cro�d�undin�.��� 

�ot��ly� �usiness models o� cro�d�undin� �l�t�orms m�y �ecome �uite �otent �reedin� �rounds �or 
� con�lict o� interest situ�tions. �ne such situ�tion �ecomes ����rent in the conte�t o� �re�iously 
discussed ���s or other simil�r �oolin� structures such �s nominee structure. �n c�se the �l�t�orms 
or its ���ili�ted le��l or n�tur�l �ersons �lso m�n��e the ���s� one m�y �r�ue th�t the �l�t�orms
rem�in in�ol�ed �nd c�n e�ert �o�er o�er such in�estments e�en thou�h their com�etences 
ori�in�lly rel�te only to the cro�d�undin� c�m��i�n. �ome �l�t�orms utili�e the nominee structure� 
in �hich they or their ���ili�ted entities �ecome nominees� le��l o�ners o� the sh�res� �nd 
cro�d�unders �ssume the �osition o� �in�nci�l �ene�ici�ries. �irstly� they m�y �e in � �re�ch o� �n 
e�em�tion o� �rticle � ������ �hich cle�rly st�tes th�t �irms e�em�ted �rom ����� �uthori��tion 
c�nnot hold their clients’ money or securities. ���iously� this �ould �e the c�se only i� �l�t�orms use 
�in�nci�l instruments �s de�ined �y �����.

�econdly� in �oth ��� �nd nominee structure situ�tions� the m�n��ement o� the �in�nci�l �roducts 
�urch�sed �y cro�d�unders rem�ins in the h�nds o� �n entity th�t does not h��e �ny corres�ondin� 

��� �rticle ������� �nd ��� ����� 
��� �e�ul�tion �ro�d�undin� ��������� 
��� �he �mendments to the �e�ul�tion �ro�d�undin� th�t �ould �llo� use o� ���s �or the �oolin� o� sm�ll 
in�estor in�estments �re included in the ��c���e o� �� �ills collo�ui�lly �no�n �s ���� �ct �.�. h��e �lre�dy 
��ssed throu�h the �ouse o� re�resent�ti�e �nd �re no� �endin� in the �en�te. 
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�inancial interest. �s �entione� �e�ore� �lat�or�s usuall� �eri�e their inco�e �ro� �ees that 
corres�on� to sin�le��i�it �ercenta�es o� the raise� a�ounts ���� ��. �onse�uentl�� their �inancial 
interest in the un�erl�in� co��anies en�s �ith the �inali�ation o� a ca��ai�n. �ince the �lat�or�s 
usuall� �esi�n ��� an� no�inee structures an� cro���un�ers cannot o�t�out o� the�� it �i�es 
�lat�or�s si�ni�icant �o�er to �eter�ine the �rea�th o� their co��etences an� �ecision��a�in� 
�o�er �ithin those structures. �n so�e cases� national re�ulation �rescri�es to tac�le the con�licts o� 
interests throu�h �isclosure or �� the strai�ht �an on an� situations that �oul� �i�e rise to such 
con�licts. �or instance� �el�ian re�ulation �oes not allo� �lat�or�s to recei�e or �ee� �un�s or 
�inancial �ro�ucts �ro� their clients or �e a �e�tor o� their clients or to �e a hol�er o� a �an�ate on 
their clients’ accounts.���  �es�ite this �an� the re�ulation reco�ni�es the use o� s�ecial �ur�ose 
�ehicles an� ena�les such �ractice un�er certain con�itions� e��hasi�in� that such �ehicle �ust �e 
�ana�e� in the interest o� the cro�� ��i�uciar� �ut�� an� the �lat�or� has to �ro�erl� �isclose the 
�etails o� its a��iliation �ith the s�ecial �ur�ose �ehicle.��� �s �entione� �e�ore� the re�ulation in the 
�� �rohi�its the use o� s�ecial �ur�ose �ehicles alto�ether. 

�t is �uestiona�le �hether �lat�or�s shoul� in�est alon�si�e cro���un�ers. �ne �a� ar�ue that such 
�ractice �oul� ali�n the interests o� �lat�or�s an� cro���un�ers �etter �ecause it �oul� re�uce the 
incenti�e o� �lat�or�s to �a�i�i�e the nu��er o� ca��ai�ns �otentiall� at the e��ense o� the �ualit� 
o� selecte� co��anies. �n the other han�� that �oul� �e the case onl� i� �lat�or�s in�este� in all 
ca��ai�ns. �n�estin� onl� in selecte� ca��ai�ns coul� �e �ercei�e� as the in�est�ent a��ice that 
coul� i��act in�est�ent �ecisions o� cro���un�ers� �hich coul� constitute con�licts o� interest 
situation. 

�nother �otential situation o� con�lictin� interests arises �hen �ersons a��iliate� �ith the 
cro���un�in� �lat�or�s in�est in co��anies that are runnin� a cro���un�in� ca��ai�n throu�h 
such a �lat�or�. �t is �uite �i��icult to o�ser�e the occurrence o� such situations since �er� �e� 
�lat�or�s �isclose the i�entities o� the in�estors that co��it �un�s in the ca��ai�ns. �e coul� 
�irectl� o�ser�e such a situation in the case o� �ee�rs� �� e�uit� cro���un�in� �lat�or� that utili�es 
no�inee structure. �n e�er� e�a�ine� o��erin�� �e coul� i�enti�� in�i�i�ual in�estors that �ere 
connecte� to the �lat�or� either as o�ners��oun�ers or e��lo�ees. �n such instances� national 
re�ulations �astl� �i��er. �hile such �ractice is a�solutel� �rohi�ite� in the ��� ��ain� �or instance� 
re�uires �erel� a �isclosure o� these hol�in�s. �n the ��� this �oes not see� to �e a si�ni�icant 

��� �ee �a�le � 
��� �ee �a�le � 

���

concern for the regulator� however, the regulation states that conflicts of interests should be avoided,
and the ris� towards clients’ loss should be managed, and if they cannot be avoided, proper disclosure
to clients should follow� Notably, the occurrence of conflict of interests will also depend on the
individual business and legal model implemented by each platform� �s evidenced by Table 5, the
regulators in most of the e�amined countries rely on disclosure as a suitable tool for ris� mitigation�
Nevertheless, the effectiveness of disclosure in the conte�t of retail investors is �uite �uestionable�

�urthermore, crowdfunding platforms usually have to deal with monetary funds committed by
crowdfunders during the campaign, as these funds cannot be transferred to a campaign owner before
the campaign is successfully finali�ed� The purpose of the design of the transaction is to avoid
problems with the collection of funds���� However, in case the campaign fails to reach its target
amount, these funds have to be returned to investors and thus can be considered as reclaimable
funds, for which crowdfunding platforms may need a license as a credit institution���� �s a matter of 
fact, it became a common practice to outsource the handling of reclaimable funds to third parties who
are authori�ed for such activities� Notably, crowdfunding campaigns resemble initial public offering
that is, in essence, a first emission and sale of shares of a company that until then remained private�
Traditionally, the primary mar�et �POs are followed by the listing of the shares on a particular stoc�
e�change, a process that represents a secondary mar�et offering� Trading of shares on the secondary
mar�et is in case of e�uity crowdfunding minimal� There are very few formal trading venues for
shares of private companies, and if so, they rarely serve as secondary mar�ets for companies that just
finali�ed a crowdfunding round� �n the E�, such trading venues could �ualify as a multilateral trading
facility, operation of which belongs to the infamous list of financial services included in ����D����

Nevertheless, several e�uity crowdfunding platforms or third parties that these platforms contracted
operate �uasi�secondary mar�ets that facilitate the trading of shares among interested parties���� �n
this conte�t, ES�� again clarified that e�uity crowdfunding platforms mostly operate in the primary

��� �n the E�, payment services are regulated by Directive (E�) ��������� of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of �� November ���� on payment services in the internal mar�et, amending Directives
��������EC, ���������EC and ��������E� and Regulation (E�) No ���������, and repealing Directive 
��������EC (Te�t with EE� relevance) and in the �S money service businesses are regulated by �inCen, �RS 
and the States Ban�ing Departments and regulators
��� SN Hooghiemstra and Kristof De Buysere, ‘The Perfect Regulation of Crowdfunding: What Should the
European Regulator Do?’ in Dennis Brüntje and Oliver Gajda (eds), Crowdfunding in Europe (Springer
�nternational Publishing ����), ���
��� �nne� � ����D
��� �or instance, in the �K e�uity crowdfunding platform SEEDRS operate a secondary mar�et that wor�s as a
bulletin board that enables you to e�press an interest to sell or buy shares held under the Seedrs Nominee
Structure during a Trading Cycle� Shareholders can trade only shares crowdfunded through Seedrs nominee
structure and the trading occurs only during one wee� in a month�
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�inancial interest. �s �entione� �e�ore� �lat�or�s usuall� �eri�e their inco�e �ro� �ees that
corres�on� to sin�le��i�it �ercenta�es o� the raise� a�ounts ���� ��. �onse�uentl�� their �inancial
interest in the un�erl�in� co��anies en�s �ith the �inali�ation o� a ca��ai�n. �ince the �lat�or�s
usuall� �esi�n ��� an� no�inee structures an� cro���un�ers cannot o�t�out o� the�� it �i�es
�lat�or�s si�ni�icant �o�er to �eter�ine the �rea�th o� their co��etences an� �ecision��a�in�
�o�er �ithin those structures. �n so�e cases� national re�ulation �rescri�es to tac�le the con�licts o�
interests throu�h �isclosure or �� the strai�ht �an on an� situations that �oul� �i�e rise to such
con�licts. �or instance� �el�ian re�ulation �oes not allo� �lat�or�s to recei�e or �ee� �un�s or
�inancial �ro�ucts �ro� their clients or �e a �e�tor o� their clients or to �e a hol�er o� a �an�ate on
their clients’ accounts.��� �es�ite this �an� the re�ulation reco�ni�es the use o� s�ecial �ur�ose 
�ehicles an� ena�les such �ractice un�er certain con�itions� e��hasi�in� that such �ehicle �ust �e
�ana�e� in the interest o� the cro�� ��i�uciar� �ut�� an� the �lat�or� has to �ro�erl� �isclose the
�etails o� its a��iliation �ith the s�ecial �ur�ose �ehicle.��� �s �entione� �e�ore� the re�ulation in the
�� �rohi�its the use o� s�ecial �ur�ose �ehicles alto�ether.

�t is �uestiona�le �hether �lat�or�s shoul� in�est alon�si�e cro���un�ers. �ne �a� ar�ue that such
�ractice �oul� ali�n the interests o� �lat�or�s an� cro���un�ers �etter �ecause it �oul� re�uce the
incenti�e o� �lat�or�s to �a�i�i�e the nu��er o� ca��ai�ns �otentiall� at the e��ense o� the �ualit�
o� selecte� co��anies. �n the other han�� that �oul� �e the case onl� i� �lat�or�s in�este� in all
ca��ai�ns. �n�estin� onl� in selecte� ca��ai�ns coul� �e �ercei�e� as the in�est�ent a��ice that
coul� i��act in�est�ent �ecisions o� cro���un�ers� �hich coul� constitute con�licts o� interest
situation.

�nother �otential situation o� con�lictin� interests arises �hen �ersons a��iliate� �ith the
cro���un�in� �lat�or�s in�est in co��anies that are runnin� a cro���un�in� ca��ai�n throu�h
such a �lat�or�. �t is �uite �i��icult to o�ser�e the occurrence o� such situations since �er� �e�
�lat�or�s �isclose the i�entities o� the in�estors that co��it �un�s in the ca��ai�ns. �e coul� 
�irectl� o�ser�e such a situation in the case o� �ee�rs� �� e�uit� cro���un�in� �lat�or� that utili�es
no�inee structure. �n e�er� e�a�ine� o��erin�� �e coul� i�enti�� in�i�i�ual in�estors that �ere
connecte� to the �lat�or� either as o�ners��oun�ers or e��lo�ees. �n such instances� national 
re�ulations �astl� �i��er. �hile such �ractice is a�solutel� �rohi�ite� in the ��� ��ain� �or instance�
re�uires �erel� a �isclosure o� these hol�in�s. �n the ��� this �oes not see� to �e a si�ni�icant
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concern for the regulator� however, the regulation states that conflicts of interests should be avoided, 
and the ris� towards clients’ loss should be managed, and if they cannot be avoided, proper disclosure 
to clients should follow� Notably, the occurrence of conflict of interests will also depend on the 
individual business and legal model implemented by each platform� �s evidenced by Table 5, the 
regulators in most of the e�amined countries rely on disclosure as a suitable tool for ris� mitigation� 
Nevertheless, the effectiveness of disclosure in the conte�t of retail investors is �uite �uestionable� 

�urthermore, crowdfunding platforms usually have to deal with monetary funds committed by 
crowdfunders during the campaign, as these funds cannot be transferred to a campaign owner before 
the campaign is successfully finali�ed� The purpose of the design of the transaction is to avoid 
problems with the collection of funds���� However, in case the campaign fails to reach its target 
amount, these funds have to be returned to investors and thus can be considered as reclaimable 
funds, for which crowdfunding platforms may need a license as a credit institution���� �s a matter of 
fact, it became a common practice to outsource the handling of reclaimable funds to third parties who 
are authori�ed for such activities� Notably, crowdfunding campaigns resemble initial public offering 
that is, in essence, a first emission and sale of shares of a company that until then remained private� 
Traditionally, the primary mar�et �POs are followed by the listing of the shares on a particular stoc� 
e�change, a process that represents a secondary mar�et offering� Trading of shares on the secondary 
mar�et is in case of e�uity crowdfunding minimal� There are very few formal trading venues for 
shares of private companies, and if so, they rarely serve as secondary mar�ets for companies that just 
finali�ed a crowdfunding round� �n the E�, such trading venues could �ualify as a multilateral trading 
facility, operation of which belongs to the infamous list of financial services included in ����D���� 
Nevertheless, several e�uity crowdfunding platforms or third parties that these platforms contracted 
operate �uasi�secondary mar�ets that facilitate the trading of shares among interested parties���� �n 
this conte�t, ES�� again clarified that e�uity crowdfunding platforms mostly operate in the primary 

��� �n the E�, payment services are regulated by Directive (E�) ��������� of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of �� November ���� on payment services in the internal mar�et, amending Directives 
��������EC, ���������EC and ��������E� and Regulation (E�) No ���������, and repealing Directive 
��������EC (Te�t with EE� relevance) and in the �S money service businesses are regulated by �inCen, �RS 
and the States Ban�ing Departments and regulators 
��� SN Hooghiemstra and Kristof De Buysere, ‘The Perfect Regulation of Crowdfunding: What Should the 
European Regulator Do?’ in Dennis Brüntje and Oliver Gajda (eds), Crowdfunding in Europe (Springer 
�nternational Publishing ����), ��� 
��� �nne� � ����D 
��� �or instance, in the �K e�uity crowdfunding platform SEEDRS operate a secondary mar�et  that wor�s as a 
bulletin board that enables you to e�press an interest to sell or buy shares held under the Seedrs Nominee 
Structure during a Trading Cycle� Shareholders can trade only shares crowdfunded through Seedrs nominee 
structure and the trading occurs only during one wee� in a month�  
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mar�ets� t�us, t�e� fa�i�itate offerings t�roug� w�i�� one part� (an issuer) is se��ing se�urities to 
mu�tip�e parties (�rowdfunders)� ���  �owever, it is o�vious t�at t�e �rowdfunding mar�et �as a 
signifi�ant interest in deve�oping se�ondar� mar�ets� In �ase p�atforms deve�op trading venues, 
w�ere mu�tip�e se��ers wou�d offer se�urities to mu�tip�e �u�ers under non�dis�retionar� ru�es, ESMA 
wou�d �ua�if� t�ese venues as M��s���0  �rading venues t�at operate as �u��etin �oards t�at mere�� 
�ist parties interested in se��ing and �u�ing se�urities are, in t�eir opinion, not fu��� operationa�i�ed 
se�ondar� mar�ets and t�us fa�� outside of M�� definition���1 In t�e �S, t�e �OBS A�t addresses on�� 
t�e primar� offering rat�er t�an t�e se�ondar� mar�et operations of �rowdfunding p�atforms� �or 
t�e operation of su�� se�ondar� mar�ets, t�e �rowdfunding p�atforms wou�d �ave to �e registered 
wit� �I��A for su�� a�tivities and o�tain a �orresponding �i�ense�  

�egarding t�e regu�ation of �rowdfunding p�atforms, we �ave to note t�at in Mar�� 201�, t�e 
European Commission introdu�ed t�e proposa� for a regu�ation on European �rowdfunding servi�e 
providers adopted �� t�e European Commission in Mar�� 201����2 ��e proposa� and a��ompan�ing 
do�umentation emp�asi�es t�e importan�e of finan�ia� t�pes of �rowdfunding for SMEs and 
a��now�edges �urrent o�sta��es of �rowdfunding p�atforms to operate on a   pan�E� �eve�, w�i�� in 
turn prevents t�em from signifi�ant s�a�ing of t�eir �ross��order a�tivities� ���  In essen�e, t�e 
proposa� esta��is�es t�e E� regu�ator� regime for �rowdfunding p�atforms (�rowdfunding servi�e 
providers), w�i�� wi�� e�ist separate�� from t�e nationa� �espo�e regimes and wi�� ena��e t�ese 
p�atforms to passport t�eir a�tivities a�ross mem�er states under t�e same �onditions� In its origina� 
version, t�e �rowdfunding p�atforms �ou�d ��oose to app�� for t�is regime or remain operating under 
nationa� fragmented regu�ator� regimes���4 ��e proposa� furt�er esta��is�es ru�es and prin�ip�es 
re�ated to effe�tive and prudent management (Arti��e �), �omp�aints �and�ing (Arti��e �), �onf�i�ts of 
interest (Arti��e �), outsour�ing of operationa� fun�tions (Arti��e �), ��ient asset safe�eeping, �o�ding 
of funds and providing pa�ment servi�es (arti��e �), aut�ori�ation and supervision of �rowdfunding 
servi�e providers (Arti��es 10�1�) and transparen�� and �now�edge tests (Arti��es 14�1�), 
�ommuni�ation wit� its ��ients in��uding �rowdfunding �ompanies and �rowdfunders (Arti��es 1��

��� ESMA, ‘Opinion: Investment�Based Crowdfunding’ (2014) , ESMA�2014�1��� 
��ttps:��www�esma�europa�eu�sites�defau�t�fi�es��i�rar��201��11�2014�1����opinion�on�investment�
�ased��rowdfunding�pdf� a��essed 1� August 201�,1�
��0 I�id�
��1 I�id�
��2 �roposa� for a �E���A�IO� O� ��E E��O�EA� �A��IAME�� A�� O� ��E CO��CI� on European 
Crowdfunding Servi�e �roviders (ECS�) for Business
���  I�id�, 1��
��4  I�id�, Arti��e 11

���

���, and E��A powers and �ompeten�es in relation to registered �rowdfunding platforms �Arti�les
������� 

�t �e�omes �lear t�at European Commission used t�e e�perien�e and approa��es of national mem�er
states, as it addressed t�e most �ontro�ersial topi�s related to t�e operation of �rowdfunding
platforms, su�� as �onfli�ts of interest, proper dis�losure t�roug� lig�t proposal, safeguards assuring
proper management of t�ese platforms, and e�entuall� it also ta��led e�isten�e of so��alled �ulletin
�oards, w�i�� refer to �er� simplified se�ondar� mar�ets of �rowdfunded s�ares� �oreo�er, it
�estowed t�e �ompeten�e to monitor t�e platforms and enfor�e t�ese rules on E��A and t�us
effe�ti�el� too� out t�e matter of finan�ial �rowdfunding from t�e finan�ial aut�orities of mem�er
states� ��e legislati�e pro�ess of t�is proposal �as not �een finali�ed �et� �ore re�entl�, t�e European
Coun�il �on�luded �ear�long negotiations t�at resulted in an opinion on t�e regulation proposal�
��ile �ontent�wise, t�e Coun�il up�eld t�e proposal, it di�erted from its original opt�in nature and
agreed on t�e full� �armoni�ed EU regime t�at will �e mandator� for all platforms ��� � �n �� 
�e�em�er ����, t�e EU Parliament’s negotiation team preliminar� agreed on t�e proposal wit� t�e
Coun�il����

Proposal for a Regulation of t�e European Parliament and of t�e Coun�il
on European Crowdfunding �er�i�e Pro�iders �EC�P� for Business and
amending Regulation �EU� �o ��������� � �andate for negotiations wit� t�e European Parliament
� Compromise proposal
��� European Parliament, ‘Press Release: EU Rules to Boost European Crowdfunding Platforms Agreed’ ��� 
�e�em�er ����� ��ttps:��www�europarl�europa�eu�news�en�press�room����������PR������eu�rules�to�
�oost�european��rowdfunding�platforms�agreed� a��essed �� �anuar� �����
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1�2

mar�ets� t�us, t�e� fa�i�itate offerings t�roug� w�i�� one part� (an issuer) is se��ing se�urities to
mu�tip�e parties (�rowdfunders)� ��� �owever, it is o�vious t�at t�e �rowdfunding mar�et �as a
signifi�ant interest in deve�oping se�ondar� mar�ets� In �ase p�atforms deve�op trading venues,
w�ere mu�tip�e se��ers wou�d offer se�urities to mu�tip�e �u�ers under non�dis�retionar� ru�es, ESMA
wou�d �ua�if� t�ese venues as M��s���0 �rading venues t�at operate as �u��etin �oards t�at mere�� 
�ist parties interested in se��ing and �u�ing se�urities are, in t�eir opinion, not fu��� operationa�i�ed
se�ondar� mar�ets and t�us fa�� outside of M�� definition���1 In t�e �S, t�e �OBS A�t addresses on��
t�e primar� offering rat�er t�an t�e se�ondar� mar�et operations of �rowdfunding p�atforms� �or
t�e operation of su�� se�ondar� mar�ets, t�e �rowdfunding p�atforms wou�d �ave to �e registered
wit� �I��A for su�� a�tivities and o�tain a �orresponding �i�ense�

�egarding t�e regu�ation of �rowdfunding p�atforms, we �ave to note t�at in Mar�� 201�, t�e 
European Commission introdu�ed t�e proposa� for a regu�ation on European �rowdfunding servi�e
providers adopted �� t�e European Commission in Mar�� 201����2 ��e proposa� and a��ompan�ing
do�umentation emp�asi�es t�e importan�e of finan�ia� t�pes of �rowdfunding for SMEs and
a��now�edges �urrent o�sta��es of �rowdfunding p�atforms to operate on a pan�E� �eve�, w�i�� in
turn prevents t�em from signifi�ant s�a�ing of t�eir �ross��order a�tivities� ��� In essen�e, t�e
proposa� esta��is�es t�e E� regu�ator� regime for �rowdfunding p�atforms (�rowdfunding servi�e
providers), w�i�� wi�� e�ist separate�� from t�e nationa� �espo�e regimes and wi�� ena��e t�ese
p�atforms to passport t�eir a�tivities a�ross mem�er states under t�e same �onditions� In its origina�
version, t�e �rowdfunding p�atforms �ou�d ��oose to app�� for t�is regime or remain operating under
nationa� fragmented regu�ator� regimes���4 ��e proposa� furt�er esta��is�es ru�es and prin�ip�es
re�ated to effe�tive and prudent management (Arti��e �), �omp�aints �and�ing (Arti��e �), �onf�i�ts of
interest (Arti��e �), outsour�ing of operationa� fun�tions (Arti��e �), ��ient asset safe�eeping, �o�ding
of funds and providing pa�ment servi�es (arti��e �), aut�ori�ation and supervision of �rowdfunding
servi�e providers (Arti��es 10�1�) and transparen�� and �now�edge tests (Arti��es 14�1�), 
�ommuni�ation wit� its ��ients in��uding �rowdfunding �ompanies and �rowdfunders (Arti��es 1��

��� ESMA, ‘Opinion: Investment�Based Crowdfunding’ (2014) , ESMA�2014�1���
��ttps:��www�esma�europa�eu�sites�defau�t�fi�es��i�rar��201��11�2014�1����opinion�on�investment�
�ased��rowdfunding�pdf� a��essed 1� August 201�,1�
��0 I�id�
��1 I�id�
��2 �roposa� for a �E���A�IO� O� ��E E��O�EA� �A��IAME�� A�� O� ��E CO��CI� on European
Crowdfunding Servi�e �roviders (ECS�) for Business
��� I�id�, 1��
��4 I�id�, Arti��e 11

���

���, and E��A powers and �ompeten�es in relation to registered �rowdfunding platforms �Arti�les 
�������  

�t �e�omes �lear t�at European Commission used t�e e�perien�e and approa��es of national mem�er 
states, as it addressed t�e most �ontro�ersial topi�s related to t�e operation of �rowdfunding 
platforms, su�� as �onfli�ts of interest, proper dis�losure t�roug� lig�t proposal, safeguards assuring 
proper management of t�ese platforms, and e�entuall� it also ta��led e�isten�e of so��alled �ulletin 
�oards, w�i�� refer to �er� simplified se�ondar� mar�ets of �rowdfunded s�ares� �oreo�er, it 
�estowed t�e �ompeten�e to monitor t�e platforms and enfor�e t�ese rules on E��A and t�us 
effe�ti�el� too� out t�e matter of finan�ial �rowdfunding from t�e finan�ial aut�orities of mem�er 
states� ��e legislati�e pro�ess of t�is proposal �as not �een finali�ed �et� �ore re�entl�, t�e European 
Coun�il �on�luded �ear�long negotiations t�at resulted in an opinion on t�e regulation proposal� 
��ile �ontent�wise, t�e Coun�il up�eld t�e proposal, it di�erted from its original opt�in nature and 
agreed on t�e full� �armoni�ed EU regime t�at will �e mandator� for all platforms ��� �  �n �� 
�e�em�er ����, t�e EU Parliament’s negotiation team preliminar� agreed on t�e proposal wit� t�e 
Coun�il���� 

Proposal for a Regulation of t�e European Parliament and of t�e Coun�il 
on European Crowdfunding �er�i�e Pro�iders �EC�P� for Business and 
amending Regulation �EU� �o ��������� � �andate for negotiations wit� t�e European Parliament 
� Compromise proposal 
��� European Parliament, ‘Press Release: EU Rules to Boost European Crowdfunding Platforms Agreed’ ��� 
�e�em�er ����� ��ttps:��www�europarl�europa�eu�news�en�press�room����������PR������eu�rules�to�
�oost�european��rowdfunding�platforms�agreed� a��essed �� �anuar� �����
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���

������ ���������� �� ������ ������������ ��������� – ���������� ��� 
�����������

�ne of t�e �ost controversia� as�ects of e��it� cro�df�ndin� is t�at it s�ares certain feat�res �it�
t�e ��b�ic offerin� of sec�rities� ��ic� is� in �enera�� �eavi�� re���ated b� sec�rities �a�s� on t�e
nationa� and federa� or transnationa� �eve�s� �or instance� ��b�ic offerin�s �enera��� re��ire
��b�is�in� of a �ros�ect�s� a �e� disc�os�re doc��ent containin� financia� and non�financia�
infor�ation abo�t t�e co��an���� t�at� in �ost cases� serves as a basis for investors’ decision to
��rs�e an invest�ent o��ort�nit�� �n t�e ��� an ob�i�ation to ��b�is� a �ros�ect�s in ��b�ic offerin�s
of sec�rities is re���ated as of ��st ���� ���� b� �ros�ect�s �e���ation and co���e�entar� nationa�
re���ation���� �esides ot�er e�e��tions� t�e sco�e of t�e re���ation does not a���� to offerin�s be�o� 
� �i��ion ������� ��e �ros�ect�s e�e��tion t�res�o�d is ��ite i��ortant in ter�s of t�e �osition of
e��it� cro�df�ndin� in t�e f�ndin� �ec�in� order� �o�er t�res�o�ds effective�� force e��it�
cro�df�ndin� ��atfor�s to be active on�� in t�e �re�seed and seed sta�e f�ndin����� ��i�e �i��er 
�ros�ect�s t�res�o�ds enab�e ca��ai�ns to estab�is� tar�et a�o�nts in t�e si�e of � or � financin�
ro�nds� ��ic� can reac� �� to � �i��ion ���� �it�o�t an ob�i�ation to ��b�is� a �ros�ect�s����

��e first indirect restriction on t�e a�o�nt of cro�df�ndin� offerin� is t�e �a�i��� t�res�o�d for 
��ic� t�e �ros�ect�s is not re��ired� �ationa� �e�is�ators can deter�ine s�c� a ca� in t�e ran�e 
bet�een � �i��ion ��� and � �i��ion ������� �o��o�in� t�e �ros�ect�s �e���ation� a�� offerin�s be�o� 
��������� ��� ca�c��ated in an� ����ont�s �eriod are e�e��t fro� t�e �ros�ect�s ob�i�ation� and
si���taneo�s�� �ros�ect�s is �andator� for a�� offerin�s above � �i��ion ���� �e�ber states �ave
�sed t�eir discretion as �ros�ect�s e�e��tion ca�s ran�e fro� t�e �o�est t�res�o�d in co�ntries �i�e 
��ova�ia and �it��ania to t�e �i��est t�res�o�d in t�e �� and �in�and �see Table 6� ��ese differences

��� �rtic�e �� �irective ���������� of t�e ��ro�ean �ar�ia�ent and of t�e �o�nci� of � �ove�ber ���� on t�e
�ros�ect�s to be ��b�is�ed ��en sec�rities are offered to t�e ��b�ic or ad�itted to tradin� and a�endin� 
�irective ���������� ��ereinafter �ros�ect�s �irective�
��� �e���ation ���� ��������� of t�e ��ro�ean �ar�ia�ent and of t�e �o�nci� of �� ��ne ���� on t�e
�ros�ect�s to be ��b�is�ed ��en sec�rities are offered to t�e ��b�ic or ad�itted to tradin� on a re���ated
�ar�et� and re�ea�in� �irective ���������� ��ereinafter �ros�ect�s �e���ation� t�at si�nificant�� c�an�es
t�e t�res�o�ds of t�e offerin�s necessar� for t�e a���ication of t�e �ros�ect�s e�e��tion�
��� �rtic�e �����b� �ros�ect�s �e���ation
��� �ro�df�ndin� is often ��aced in t�e �re�seed or seed sta�e in t�e f�ndin� c�ain� �ee for instance �ristof 
�e ���sere and ot�ers� A Framework For European Crowdfunding� ����� ��
�����ro�ean �o��ission� Crowdfunding Innovative Ventures in Europe The Financial Ecosystem and
Regulatory Landscape� ���� ��tt����doi�or����������������� �� ��
��� �ros�ect�s �e���ation� �rtic�e ������ and �rtic�e �����b�
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������ ���������� �� ������ ������������ ��������� – ���������� ��� 
����������� 

�ne of t�e �ost controversia� as�ects of e��it� cro�df�ndin� is t�at it s�ares certain feat�res �it� 
t�e ��b�ic offerin� of sec�rities� ��ic� is� in �enera�� �eavi�� re���ated b� sec�rities �a�s� on t�e 
nationa� and federa� or transnationa� �eve�s� �or instance� ��b�ic offerin�s �enera��� re��ire 
��b�is�in� of a �ros�ect�s� a �e� disc�os�re doc��ent containin� financia� and non�financia� 
infor�ation abo�t t�e co��an���� t�at� in �ost cases� serves as a basis for investors’ decision to 
��rs�e an invest�ent o��ort�nit�� �n t�e ��� an ob�i�ation to ��b�is� a �ros�ect�s in ��b�ic offerin�s 
of sec�rities is re���ated as of ��st ���� ���� b� �ros�ect�s �e���ation and co���e�entar� nationa� 
re���ation����  �esides ot�er e�e��tions� t�e sco�e of t�e re���ation does not a���� to offerin�s be�o� 
� �i��ion ������� ��e �ros�ect�s e�e��tion t�res�o�d is ��ite i��ortant in ter�s of t�e �osition of 
e��it� cro�df�ndin� in t�e f�ndin� �ec�in� order� �o�er t�res�o�ds effective�� force e��it� 
cro�df�ndin� ��atfor�s to be active on�� in t�e �re�seed and seed sta�e f�ndin����� ��i�e �i��er 
�ros�ect�s t�res�o�ds enab�e ca��ai�ns to estab�is� tar�et a�o�nts in t�e si�e of � or � financin� 
ro�nds� ��ic� can reac� �� to � �i��ion ���� �it�o�t an ob�i�ation to ��b�is� a �ros�ect�s����   

��e first indirect restriction on t�e a�o�nt of cro�df�ndin� offerin� is t�e �a�i��� t�res�o�d for 
��ic� t�e �ros�ect�s is not re��ired� �ationa� �e�is�ators can deter�ine s�c� a ca� in t�e ran�e 
bet�een � �i��ion ��� and � �i��ion ������� �o��o�in� t�e �ros�ect�s �e���ation� a�� offerin�s be�o� 
��������� ���  ca�c��ated in an� ����ont�s �eriod are e�e��t fro� t�e �ros�ect�s ob�i�ation� and 
si���taneo�s�� �ros�ect�s is �andator� for a�� offerin�s above � �i��ion ���� �e�ber states �ave 
�sed t�eir discretion as �ros�ect�s e�e��tion ca�s ran�e fro� t�e �o�est t�res�o�d in co�ntries �i�e 
��ova�ia and �it��ania to t�e �i��est t�res�o�d in t�e �� and �in�and �see Table 6� ��ese differences 

��� �rtic�e �� �irective ���������� of t�e ��ro�ean �ar�ia�ent and of t�e �o�nci� of � �ove�ber ���� on t�e 
�ros�ect�s to be ��b�is�ed ��en sec�rities are offered to t�e ��b�ic or ad�itted to tradin� and a�endin� 
�irective ���������� ��ereinafter �ros�ect�s �irective� 
��� �e���ation ���� ��������� of t�e ��ro�ean �ar�ia�ent and of t�e �o�nci� of �� ��ne ���� on t�e 
�ros�ect�s to be ��b�is�ed ��en sec�rities are offered to t�e ��b�ic or ad�itted to tradin� on a re���ated 
�ar�et� and re�ea�in� �irective ���������� ��ereinafter �ros�ect�s �e���ation� t�at si�nificant�� c�an�es 
t�e t�res�o�ds of t�e offerin�s necessar� for t�e a���ication of t�e �ros�ect�s e�e��tion�  
��� �rtic�e �����b� �ros�ect�s �e���ation 
��� �ro�df�ndin� is often ��aced in t�e �re�seed or seed sta�e in t�e f�ndin� c�ain� �ee for instance  �ristof 
�e ���sere and ot�ers� A Framework For European Crowdfunding� ����� �� 
�����ro�ean �o��ission� Crowdfunding Innovative Ventures in Europe The Financial Ecosystem and 
Regulatory Landscape� ���� ��tt����doi�or����������������� �� �� 
��� �ros�ect�s �e���ation� �rtic�e ������ and �rtic�e �����b� 
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across member states significantly hinder the cross�border offerings, due to the fact that 
crowdfunding companies have to comply with the prospectus e�emption in the state of their domicile 
as well as in the state(s), where these securities are being offered�415   

Prospectus represents a crucial standard for disclosure in public offerings� E�emption from 
prospectus obligation brings forward two interrelated problems� Firstly, there is no standardi�ed 
pac�age of information that companies have to disclose� therefore, member states can determine the 
e�tent of mandatory disclosure upon their discretion� Moreover, they may decide not to implement 
disclosure obligations at all� Secondly, the provisions of specific prospectus liability416 do not apply, 
hence in the case provided information is misleading, inaccurate, or inconsistent, an issuer may be 
liable only under general civil, administrative, and criminal liability regimes� 417  In order to 
standardi�e the disclosure, several countries have implemented a quasi�prospectus requirement for 
crowdfunding campaigns, which represents the de minimis information pac�age� For instance, in 
Germany, �� 13, 14 Investment Act requires an issuer to prepare a so�called investment information 
sheet (�ermögensinformationsblatt – �I�)� 41�  Such a sheet must contain essential information on 
the type of investment, investment strategy, debt to equity ratio, ris� warnings, re�payment under 
different mar�et conditions, and fees claimed by a crowdfunding platform�419  A very similar light 
prospectus is also required in France�420 In contrast, the �K regulator is satisfied with a general rule 
of disclosing sufficient information about the investment opportunity in a clear and not misleading 
manner combined with appropriate information related to the nature and the ris�s of investments in 
this type of securities�421 In the �S, enacted rules on equity crowdfunding are even more stringent 
when it comes specifically to financial disclosure� Companies raising more than �100,000 are obliged 
to publish financial accounts reviewed by an independent public accountant as well as the report of 
such reviews�422 It is indeed quite important to create an optimal standard of disclosure, one, which 
would be meaningful in order to prevent obvious fraud and misrepresentation, but on the other hand, 
it would not overly burden companies�  �hile proper disclosure can mitigate the occurrence of 
apparent bad apples in the bas�et, it does not necessarily reduce the systemic ris� of investing in 
startups, which is present regardless of the disclosure� 

415 Hooghiemstra and De �uysere (n 365),  13� 
416 �ot all member states have a specific framewor� for the prospectus liability� 
417 ESMA, ‘Comparison of Liability Regimes in Member States in Relation to the Prospectus Directive’ (2013) 
�ESMA�2013�619� accessed 25 September 201�, 12 
41� Lars Klöhn, Lars Hornuf and T Schilling, ‘The Regulation of Crowdfunding i n the German Small Investor 
Protection Act: Content, Consequences, Critique, Suggestions’ (2016) 13 European Company Law 56,62�64 
419 �14 Investment Act 
420 See Art�325�3�, 314�106 AMF Regulation  
421 See Conduct of �usiness Sourceboo�, Chapter 4, section 4�2� 
422 SEC, ‘17 CFR Parts 200, 227, 232, 239, 240, 249, 269, and 274 Final Rule’ (16 May 2016) 
�https:��www�sec�gov�rules�final�2015�33�9974�pdf� accessed 26 September 2016� 

���

�� re�u��tion o��ers three �istin�t ���s to �on�u�t � �ro���un�in� o��erin�� � m��or re�u��tor�
�h�n�e in this respe�t ��s put in p���e �ith the en��tment o� the ���� ��t� �e�ore p�ssin� o� ����
��t� �� se�urities ���s prohi�ite� the pu��i� o��erin� o� se�urities throu�h �ener�� me�ns o�
m�r�etin� �n� ���ertisin� �ithout su�mission o� �u�� �is��osure �o�ument�tion to ���� �he on��
p��usi��e exemption to su�h ru�e ��s �or � �on� time � s��e h�r�or un�er �e�u��tion � ������� �hi�h
���o�e� the issuer to o��er se�urities �ithout re�istr�tion to �n un�imite� num�er o� ���re�ite�
in�estors �n� �� other in�estors �n� �ithout the use o� �ener�� so�i�it�tion �n� ���ertisin� �or the 
m�r�etin� o� su�h in�estment opportunit�� �it�e �� o� the ���� ��t oper�tion��i�e� �nother exemption
un�er �e�u��tion � ������� �hi�h en���es �n issuer to �ro���� so�i�it �n� �ener���� ���ertise the
o��erin� �n� sti�� �omp�� �ith the exemption’s requirements i� the o��erin� t�r�ets on�� ���re�ite�
in�estors �n� the issuer too� re�son���e steps to �eri�� the st�tus o� in�estors �s ���re�ite�
in�estors� �hi�e this s��e h�r�or ��re��� ���o�e� �or pu��i� m�r�etin� o� �ro���un�in� in�estment
opportunities� it sti�� ex��u�e� ret�i� in�estors �rom p�rti�ip�tion� 

�quit� �ro���un�in�� �ire�te� to��r�s ret�i� in�estors� ��s oper�tion��i�e� �� �it�e ��� ���� ��t� ��so
�no�n �s �e�u��tion �ro���un�in�� �n�er �e�u��tion �ro���un�in�� �omp�nies m�� o��er �n� se��
se�urities �i� throu�h � re�istere� interme�i�r�� either � �ro�er��e��er or � �un�in� port��� �ii� in the
m�ximum �mount o� � ��������� per �� months on � ro��in� ��sis �n� �i� impose �is��osure
o��i��tions to��r�s ���� �n interme�i�r� �n� potenti�� in�estors� �he re�u��tion �urther �imits the
�mounts th�t ret�i� in�estors m�� �ommit to these o��erin�s� �n the spirit o� qu�si�prospe�tuses in
other �ountries� �u�e ��� o� �e�u��tion �ro���un�in� pres�ri�es �is��osure o��i��tion �or the issuer
th�t h�s to �e �i�e� �ith ��� ��orm ��� �orm � must �mon�st others in��u�e� �i� i�enti�i��tion o� the
issuer �n� ��si� in�orm�tion ��out ���i�i�te� persons� �ii� its ��ti�ities� �iii� i�enti�i��tion o� u�tim�te
�ene�i�i�� o�ners �ith su�st�nti�� equit� st��es� �i�� �et�i�s o� � �usiness p��n� ��� �et�i�s o� the 
�ro���un�in� o��erin�s �n� m�nner in �hi�h it �i�� �e �on�u�te�� ��i� inten�e� use o� pro�ee�s �rom
the o��erin�� ��ii� �imit�tions on the tr�ns�er o� se�urities� ��iii� �et�i�s o� �n� in�e�te�ness o� the
issuer� �ix� �is��osure o� �ert�in re��te��p�rt� tr�ns��tions� �x� pre�ious exempte� o��erin�s� �xi�
�in�n�i�� st�tements o� the issuer� �he �re��th o� the �is��osure o� �in�n�i�� st�tements �epen�s on
the tot�� �mount �ein� r�ise� in the o��erin� �ithin �� months� �omp�nies r�isin� more th�n
�������� �re o��i�e� to pu��ish �in�n�i�� ���ounts re�ie�e� �� �n in�epen�ent pu��i� ���ount�nt �s
�e�� �s the report o� su�h re�ie�����

�hir� re�u��tor� exemption �on�erns so�����e� sm��� issues or mini����s� �hese o��erin�s �re
���i����e on�� to � num�er o� e�i�i��e �omp�nies �su�h �s ��� reportin� �omp�nies�� �e�u��tion �� 
th�t re�u��tes these mini ���s� ��s initi���� en��te� in ����� ho�e�er� �e��use o� � r�ther �o�
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across member states significantly hinder the cross�border offerings, due to the fact that
crowdfunding companies have to comply with the prospectus e�emption in the state of their domicile
as well as in the state(s), where these securities are being offered�415

Prospectus represents a crucial standard for disclosure in public offerings� E�emption from
prospectus obligation brings forward two interrelated problems� Firstly, there is no standardi�ed
pac�age of information that companies have to disclose� therefore, member states can determine the
e�tent of mandatory disclosure upon their discretion� Moreover, they may decide not to implement
disclosure obligations at all� Secondly, the provisions of specific prospectus liability416 do not apply,
hence in the case provided information is misleading, inaccurate, or inconsistent, an issuer may be
liable only under general civil, administrative, and criminal liability regimes� 417 In order to 
standardi�e the disclosure, several countries have implemented a quasi�prospectus requirement for
crowdfunding campaigns, which represents the de minimis information pac�age� For instance, in 
Germany, �� 13, 14 Investment Act requires an issuer to prepare a so�called investment information
sheet (�ermögensinformationsblatt – �I�)� 41� Such a sheet must contain essential information on 
the type of investment, investment strategy, debt to equity ratio, ris� warnings, re�payment under
different mar�et conditions, and fees claimed by a crowdfunding platform�419 A very similar light
prospectus is also required in France�420 In contrast, the �K regulator is satisfied with a general rule
of disclosing sufficient information about the investment opportunity in a clear and not misleading
manner combined with appropriate information related to the nature and the ris�s of investments in
this type of securities�421 In the �S, enacted rules on equity crowdfunding are even more stringent
when it comes specifically to financial disclosure� Companies raising more than �100,000 are obliged
to publish financial accounts reviewed by an independent public accountant as well as the report of
such reviews�422 It is indeed quite important to create an optimal standard of disclosure, one, which
would be meaningful in order to prevent obvious fraud and misrepresentation, but on the other hand,
it would not overly burden companies� �hile proper disclosure can mitigate the occurrence of
apparent bad apples in the bas�et, it does not necessarily reduce the systemic ris� of investing in
startups, which is present regardless of the disclosure�

415 Hooghiemstra and De �uysere (n 365), 13�
416 �ot all member states have a specific framewor� for the prospectus liability�
417 ESMA, ‘Comparison of Liability Regimes in Member States in Relation to the Prospectus Directive’ (2013)
�ESMA�2013�619� accessed 25 September 201�, 12
41� Lars Klöhn, Lars Hornuf and T Schilling, ‘The Regulation of Crowdfunding i n the German Small Investor
Protection Act: Content, Consequences, Critique, Suggestions’ (2016) 13 European Company Law 56,62�64
419 �14 Investment Act
420 See Art�325�3�, 314�106 AMF Regulation
421 See Conduct of �usiness Sourceboo�, Chapter 4, section 4�2�
422 SEC, ‘17 CFR Parts 200, 227, 232, 239, 240, 249, 269, and 274 Final Rule’ (16 May 2016)
�https:��www�sec�gov�rules�final�2015�33�9974�pdf� accessed 26 September 2016�
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�� re�u��tion o��ers three �istin�t ���s to �on�u�t � �ro���un�in� o��erin�� � m��or re�u��tor� 
�h�n�e in this respe�t ��s put in p���e �ith the en��tment o� the ���� ��t� �e�ore p�ssin� o� ���� 
��t� �� se�urities ���s prohi�ite� the pu��i� o��erin� o� se�urities throu�h �ener�� me�ns o� 
m�r�etin� �n� ���ertisin� �ithout su�mission o� �u�� �is��osure �o�ument�tion to ���� �he on�� 
p��usi��e exemption to su�h ru�e ��s �or � �on� time � s��e h�r�or un�er �e�u��tion � ������� �hi�h 
���o�e� the issuer to o��er se�urities �ithout re�istr�tion to �n un�imite� num�er o� ���re�ite� 
in�estors �n� �� other in�estors �n� �ithout the use o� �ener�� so�i�it�tion �n� ���ertisin� �or the 
m�r�etin� o� su�h in�estment opportunit�� �it�e �� o� the ���� ��t oper�tion��i�e� �nother exemption 
un�er �e�u��tion � ������� �hi�h en���es �n issuer to �ro���� so�i�it �n� �ener���� ���ertise the 
o��erin� �n� sti�� �omp�� �ith the exemption’s requirements i� the o��erin� t�r�ets on�� ���re�ite� 
in�estors �n� the issuer too� re�son���e steps to �eri�� the st�tus o� in�estors �s ���re�ite� 
in�estors� �hi�e this s��e h�r�or ��re��� ���o�e� �or pu��i� m�r�etin� o� �ro���un�in� in�estment 
opportunities� it sti�� ex��u�e� ret�i� in�estors �rom p�rti�ip�tion� 

�quit� �ro���un�in�� �ire�te� to��r�s ret�i� in�estors� ��s oper�tion��i�e� �� �it�e ��� ���� ��t� ��so 
�no�n �s �e�u��tion �ro���un�in�� �n�er �e�u��tion �ro���un�in�� �omp�nies m�� o��er �n� se�� 
se�urities �i� throu�h � re�istere� interme�i�r�� either � �ro�er��e��er or � �un�in� port��� �ii� in the 
m�ximum �mount o� � ��������� per �� months on � ro��in� ��sis �n� �i� impose �is��osure 
o��i��tions to��r�s ���� �n interme�i�r� �n� potenti�� in�estors� �he re�u��tion �urther �imits the 
�mounts th�t ret�i� in�estors m�� �ommit to these o��erin�s� �n the spirit o� qu�si�prospe�tuses in 
other �ountries� �u�e ��� o� �e�u��tion �ro���un�in� pres�ri�es �is��osure o��i��tion �or the issuer 
th�t h�s to �e �i�e� �ith ��� ��orm ���  �orm � must �mon�st others in��u�e� �i� i�enti�i��tion o� the 
issuer �n� ��si� in�orm�tion ��out ���i�i�te� persons� �ii� its ��ti�ities� �iii� i�enti�i��tion o� u�tim�te 
�ene�i�i�� o�ners �ith su�st�nti�� equit� st��es� �i�� �et�i�s o� � �usiness p��n� ��� �et�i�s o� the 
�ro���un�in� o��erin�s �n� m�nner in �hi�h it �i�� �e �on�u�te�� ��i� inten�e� use o� pro�ee�s �rom 
the o��erin�� ��ii� �imit�tions on the tr�ns�er o� se�urities� ��iii� �et�i�s o� �n� in�e�te�ness o� the 
issuer� �ix� �is��osure o� �ert�in re��te��p�rt� tr�ns��tions� �x� pre�ious exempte� o��erin�s� �xi� 
�in�n�i�� st�tements o� the issuer� �he �re��th o� the �is��osure o� �in�n�i�� st�tements �epen�s on 
the tot�� �mount �ein� r�ise� in the o��erin� �ithin �� months� �omp�nies r�isin� more th�n 
�������� �re o��i�e� to pu��ish �in�n�i�� ���ounts re�ie�e� �� �n in�epen�ent pu��i� ���ount�nt �s 
�e�� �s the report o� su�h re�ie����� 

�hir� re�u��tor� exemption �on�erns so�����e� sm��� issues or mini����s� �hese o��erin�s �re 
���i����e on�� to � num�er o� e�i�i��e �omp�nies �su�h �s ��� reportin� �omp�nies�� �e�u��tion �� 
th�t re�u��tes these mini ���s� ��s initi���� en��te� in ����� ho�e�er� �e��use o� � r�ther �o� 
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offering threshold of �5million, it was not used very often in practice.�2� Title �� s. The �O�S Act 
amended Section 3(b) of the Securities Act of 1933, e�empting from the registration re�uirements of 
the Securities Act offerings of up to �SD 50 million per year. �25 A+ offerings are per se e�empt from 
the registration obligation and full disclosure, yet their pro�imity to real ��O is reflected in the 
detailed monitoring by SEC. Companies have to submit an offering statement, and if approved by the 
SEC, they become �ualified for the offering and may begin selling the securities. The offering 
statement, to a large e�tent, contains information as re�uired under Regulation Crowdfunding 
offering but in a more e�tensive manner. �n addition to that, companies have to disclose their balance 
sheet and financial statements of two previous years. After the offering, Tier 1 issuers (offerings up 
to 20 million) must file an e�it report, and Tier 2 issuers are sub�ected to the ongoing reporting 
regime. �nterestingly, regulation A+ offering may target accredit and non�accredited investors, and it 
does not impose almost any limitation on the participation of non�accredited retail investors. 
�owever, in the conte�t of the regulation, breadth of disclosure, and reporting obligations of eligible 
issuers, it becomes clear that these offerings may not be suitable for startups due to the rather high 
costs. 

�.2.3. �ROTECT�O� OF E���T� CRO�DF��D��� ���ESTORS 

Arguably, the protection of investors and also protection of the mar�et are two main concerns driving 
crowdfunding regulation. �n the pre�investment stage, the regulation standardly offers a mi�ture of 
disclosure and investment restrictions in order to balance the interest of access to finance and 
protection of retail investors (see Table 6). 

�.2.�. CA�S O� ��D���D�A� ���ESTME�TS 

�esides the threshold for a prospectus e�emption, some countries also establish caps on the 
investments of retail investors, e.g., the investors who do not �ualify as professional/accredited 
investors. Again, the definition of retail investors varies per country. The aim of such limitations is to 
protect retail investors from committing more funds than their financial situation warrants. �n 
essence, it serves the purpose of consumer protection in e�uity crowdfunding. There are several 

�2� See SEC, ‘Securities Regulation: Factors That May Affect Trends in Regulation A Offerings Report to 
Congressional Committees’ (2012) <https://www.gao.gov/assets/600/592113.pdf> accessed 13 August 
2018.The report found out that since 199��98 there has been a significant decline in use of Regulation A.. 
�25 �O�S Act of 2012 amended Section 3(b) of the Securities Act of 1933,� directing the Commission to adopt 
rules e�empting from the registration re�uirements of the Securities Act offerings of up to �50 million per 
year. The Regulation A amendments (“Regulation A+”) were proposed by the Commission on December 18, 
2013 and adopted on March 25, 2015. The final rules enacted by SEC differentiate between Tier 1 and Tier 2 
offerings which are offerings up to 20 million and 50 million respectively. 

- Cap per investor per project (Forced Investment Diversification)

- Cap per investor per platform (Forced Platform Diversification)
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offering threshold of �5million, it was not used very often in practice.�2� Title �� s. The �O�S Act 
amended Section 3(b) of the Securities Act of 1933, e�empting from the registration re�uirements of
the Securities Act offerings of up to �SD 50 million per year. �25 A+ offerings are per se e�empt from
the registration obligation and full disclosure, yet their pro�imity to real ��O is reflected in the
detailed monitoring by SEC. Companies have to submit an offering statement, and if approved by the
SEC, they become �ualified for the offering and may begin selling the securities. The offering
statement, to a large e�tent, contains information as re�uired under Regulation Crowdfunding
offering but in a more e�tensive manner. �n addition to that, companies have to disclose their balance
sheet and financial statements of two previous years. After the offering, Tier 1 issuers (offerings up
to 20 million) must file an e�it report, and Tier 2 issuers are sub�ected to the ongoing reporting
regime. �nterestingly, regulation A+ offering may target accredit and non�accredited investors, and it
does not impose almost any limitation on the participation of non�accredited retail investors.
�owever, in the conte�t of the regulation, breadth of disclosure, and reporting obligations of eligible
issuers, it becomes clear that these offerings may not be suitable for startups due to the rather high
costs.

�.2.3. �ROTECT�O� OF E���T� CRO�DF��D��� ���ESTORS

Arguably, the protection of investors and also protection of the mar�et are two main concerns driving
crowdfunding regulation. �n the pre�investment stage, the regulation standardly offers a mi�ture of
disclosure and investment restrictions in order to balance the interest of access to finance and
protection of retail investors (see Table 6).

�.2.�. CA�S O� ��D���D�A� ���ESTME�TS

�esides the threshold for a prospectus e�emption, some countries also establish caps on the
investments of retail investors, e.g., the investors who do not �ualify as professional/accredited
investors. Again, the definition of retail investors varies per country. The aim of such limitations is to
protect retail investors from committing more funds than their financial situation warrants. �n
essence, it serves the purpose of consumer protection in e�uity crowdfunding. There are several

�2� See SEC, ‘Securities Regulation: Factors That May Affect Trends in Regulation A Offerings Report to
Congressional Committees’ (2012) <https://www.gao.gov/assets/600/592113.pdf> accessed 13 August 
2018.The report found out that since 199��98 there has been a significant decline in use of Regulation A..
�25 �O�S Act of 2012 amended Section 3(b) of the Securities Act of 1933,� directing the Commission to adopt
rules e�empting from the registration re�uirements of the Securities Act offerings of up to �50 million per
year. The Regulation A amendments (“Regulation A+”) were proposed by the Commission on December 18,
2013 and adopted on March 25, 2015. The final rules enacted by SEC differentiate between Tier 1 and Tier 2
offerings which are offerings up to 20 million and 50 million respectively.

- Cap per investor per project (Forced Investment Diversification) 

- Cap per investor per platform (Forced Platform Diversification) 
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thus reduce the reliance on the due diligence procedure of a single platform. Such a cap was 
implemented �y the �utch legislator, and is, in principle, significantly higher than the �elgian 
limit per investor per pro�ect (See Table 6). 

-Cap per investor per period of time (Aggregate limit)

Such aggregate limit can �e determined either �y a percentage of investa�le assets or �y a 
maximum amount committed during the designated period of time.  �he o�vious disadvantage 
of the aggregate cap is the need to monitor the investment activities of every individual retail 
investor in order to guarantee compliance with the rule. In the ��, for instance,  an individual 
retail investor can invest 10� of her investa�le assets per 12 months. 427  �owever, neither 
platforms nor the financial mar�et authority is �urdened with monitoring since investors are 
re�uired to sign the declaration of compliance to such rule, which effectively shifts the 
responsi�ility into their corner.  In the �S, however, the aggregate investment limit is dependent 
on the overall income or net worth of an individual retail investor. �nder the final rules, a retail 
investor can invest: (1) the greater of $2,000 or 5 percent of the lesser of the investor’s annual 
income or net worth if either annual income or net worth is less than $100,000� or (2) 10 percent 
of the lesser of the investor’s annual income or net worth, not to exceed an amount sold of 
$100,000, if �oth annual income and net worth are $100,000 or more.42�  �he compliance with 
such a rule �ecomes more complicated when it comes to the calculation of net worth.  In terms of 
monitoring of the aggregate limits, SEC puts the �urden on crowdfunding platforms, emphasi�ing 
that issuers can reasona�ly rely on the efforts of platforms to guarantee compliance with these 
rules.429 

4.2.5. ��E �I�IGE�CE RE��IRE�E��S 

�andatory disclosure re�uires crowdfunding platforms to pu�lish a prescri�ed pac�age of 
information a�out companies pursuing crowdfunding round. �owever, it does not per se o�lige such 
platforms to review the content or accuracy of the information provided. Platforms conduct due 
diligence in order to verify such information from independent sources, also see� additional 
information that can have a material effect on the proposed campaign, and that may not �e made 

427 Conduct of �usiness Source�oo�, Chapter 4, Section 4.7.10. 
42� SEC, ‘17 CFR Parts 200, 227, 232, 239, 240, 249, 269, and 274 Final Rule’ (n 422). 
429 ‘SEC.Gov | Regulation Crowdfunding: A Small Entity Compliance Guide for Issuers[1]’ 
�https:��www.sec.gov�info�small�us�secg�rccomplianceguide�051316.htm� accessed 13 August 201�. 

���

availa�le to investors� �t is evident that most �latforms will �ondu�t their due diligen�e on the
information, whi�h is mandator�� �n that sense, �rowdfunders have to rel� on the due diligen�e
�ro�edure of �rowdfunding �latforms� �n national �rowdfunding regimes, due diligen�e has �et to �e
�onsidered as a �otential su��e�t of regulation, as most of the mem�er states have not ena�ted an�
rules related thereto� �n �ran�e, �rowdfunding �latforms are o�liged to �ondu�t due diligen�e and
dis�lose the �riteria on whi�h �om�anies were sele�ted���� �owever, there are no further guidelines
that would outline the �ontent and the e�tent of the due diligen�e �ro�edure� ���ording to the 
��anish �rowdfunding law, �latforms must ensure that the �am�aign information �u�lished on their
we�site is �om�lete���� �gain, su�h �hrasing im�li�itl� re�uires due diligen�e �ut does not develo� 
su�h o�ligation in more detail� �he rest of the resear�hed �ountries have not im�lemented an�
mandator� due diligen�e rules ��ee Table 6��

������ ���� �������� ��� �������� �����

�he �onsumer �rote�tion nature of some of the �rowdfunding rules is also refle�ted in the e��li�it
risk warnings and investor tests im�lemented in several mem�er states� �or instan�e, in the
�etherlands, e�uit� �rowdfunding �latforms need to �ondu�t an investors test in order to assess
whether the investment is sound �verantwoord� for this �arti�ular retail investor� �he investor test,
to �e develo�ed �� the �latforms, should review investors’ understanding of risks involved in
investing in earl��stage ventures, as well as risks related to a �arti�ular investment o��ortunit�����

�imilarl�, �� regulation re�uires restri�ted investors to �ass the test, �roving suffi�ient knowledge
and understanding of risks related to investing in non�readil� reali�a�le se�urities���� �n �ra�ti�e, 
however, the tests are e�tremel� �asi� and allow a retail investor to re�take the test immediatel� until
she marks all �orre�t answers� �nvestors’ tests, therefore, �elong in the �ategor� of �o��ti�king
e�er�ises rather than an effe�tive means of investor �rote�tion in the �re�investment stage�

�lmost all surve�ed mem�er states re�uire e�uit� �rowdfunding �latforms to e��li�itl� and on a 
visi�le �la�e state the risks involved in investing in �rivate �om�anies� �ontent�wise, these warnings

��� �ommission �n ����, ��
��� ��id�
��� �s of �st ��ril ����, ever� e�uit� �rowdfuding �latform in the �etherlands has to test the knowledge of 
investors who are investing more than ��� ���� �ee the guidelines of ���, �ut�h finan�ial market 
su�ervisor� authorit� htt�s���www�afm�nl�nl�
nl��rofessionals�doelgroe�en��rowdfunding�latformen�toe�i�ht�vereisten
��� �ondu�t of �usiness �our�e�ook ��
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thus reduce the reliance on the due diligence procedure of a single platform. Such a cap was
implemented �y the �utch legislator, and is, in principle, significantly higher than the �elgian
limit per investor per pro�ect (See Table 6).

-Cap per investor per period of time (Aggregate limit)

Such aggregate limit can �e determined either �y a percentage of investa�le assets or �y a 
maximum amount committed during the designated period of time. �he o�vious disadvantage
of the aggregate cap is the need to monitor the investment activities of every individual retail
investor in order to guarantee compliance with the rule. In the ��, for instance, an individual
retail investor can invest 10� of her investa�le assets per 12 months. 427 �owever, neither
platforms nor the financial mar�et authority is �urdened with monitoring since investors are
re�uired to sign the declaration of compliance to such rule, which effectively shifts the
responsi�ility into their corner. In the �S, however, the aggregate investment limit is dependent
on the overall income or net worth of an individual retail investor. �nder the final rules, a retail
investor can invest: (1) the greater of $2,000 or 5 percent of the lesser of the investor’s annual
income or net worth if either annual income or net worth is less than $100,000� or (2) 10 percent
of the lesser of the investor’s annual income or net worth, not to exceed an amount sold of
$100,000, if �oth annual income and net worth are $100,000 or more.42� �he compliance with
such a rule �ecomes more complicated when it comes to the calculation of net worth. In terms of
monitoring of the aggregate limits, SEC puts the �urden on crowdfunding platforms, emphasi�ing
that issuers can reasona�ly rely on the efforts of platforms to guarantee compliance with these
rules.429

4.2.5. ��E �I�IGE�CE RE��IRE�E��S

�andatory disclosure re�uires crowdfunding platforms to pu�lish a prescri�ed pac�age of
information a�out companies pursuing crowdfunding round. �owever, it does not per se o�lige such
platforms to review the content or accuracy of the information provided. Platforms conduct due
diligence in order to verify such information from independent sources, also see� additional
information that can have a material effect on the proposed campaign, and that may not �e made

427 Conduct of �usiness Source�oo�, Chapter 4, Section 4.7.10.
42� SEC, ‘17 CFR Parts 200, 227, 232, 239, 240, 249, 269, and 274 Final Rule’ (n 422).
429 ‘SEC.Gov | Regulation Crowdfunding: A Small Entity Compliance Guide for Issuers[1]’
�https:��www.sec.gov�info�small�us�secg�rccomplianceguide�051316.htm� accessed 13 August 201�.
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���� L�GAL R�GULAT��� �� ���T�AL C��� ����R��G� 

�nitial coin offerings have, without a doubt, caused an immense regulatory dilemma for policy�
makers around the world� While facing the e�pansion of the cryptocurrency market, the regulatory 
response has been so far rather chaotic and inconsistent, showing traces of regulatory arbitrage, 
particularly from smaller �urisdictions� While in the case of e�uity crowdfunding, we were able to 
analy�e various aspects of crowdfunding regulation regarding initial coin offerings, we will limit the 
assessment to the discussion about the nature of the tokens� The basic �uestion of what it is that is 
being sold every day to millions of token buyers, has not been appropriately answered yet� �aturally, 
the application of any other laws depends on the legal �ualification of tokens as ob�ects of these 
transactions� 

������ T�� �ATUR� �� T�������� 

As mentioned before, tokens are cryptographic digital assets that are transferred in e�change for 
funds during �C�s� But what e�actly they are, how should we classify them, and where do they fit into 
the legal framework� Answering this �uestion is not an easy endeavor� �ince tokens represent more 
of a format than a standardi�ed set of rights, the group of tokens will never be a homogenous one� 
Tokens are digital ob�ects, and they are, therefore, in no way tangible� �rom the technical perspective, 
they are privately issued pieces of computer code that bestow on the holder various rights and�or 
obligations���� The issuer’s software developers can program the tokens in an ad hoc manner by using 
different pieces of computer code than other issuers���� �ome tokens, therefore, give token�holders 
an opportunity to pay with it to other platform participants, some to vote on governance matters, 
whereas others give token holders certain financial rights such as a profit�participation or an interest�  

� would like to e�press my gratitude to �eroen Lemmen, a research assistant for his help with this part of 
the dissertation�
��� �ee William Mougayar, ‘Tokenomics — A Business Guide to Token Usage, Utility and Value’ (Medium, 10 
June 2017� �https:��medium�com��wmougayar�tokenomics�a�business�guide�to�token�usage�utility�and�
value�b������������ accessed �� �ebruary ����� 
��� �tephane Blemus, ‘Law and Blockchain: A Legal Perspective on Current Regulatory Trends Worldwide’ 
������ ��R� �lectronic �ournal, � 

���

Graph 12

There are h�n�re�� o� o�her �aria�ion� an� co��ina�ion� i�agina�le, �o �here i� no� a ��an�ar�
�oken, i�e�, a ��an�ar� ��n�le o� righ�� an� o�liga�ion� – in circ�la�ion� ��� �nal��ing �he �a��le 
collec�e� a� �he �eginning o� ����, i� �eco�e� clear �ha� �oken i���er� �re�er ��ili�� �oken� �i�ho��
�o�ing righ��, �o�� likel� �o a�oi� a��i�ional reg�la�ion (�ee Graph 12��

The �i��erence �e��een �oken� an� �ec�ri�ie� or �o�cher� �ha� are �igi�all� �ain�aine� i� in �heir
��nc�ionali��� �hile �igi�al regi��er� o� �ec�ri�ie� �er�e onl� �or recor��kee�ing ��r�o�e�, �oken� are
�el��en�orcing ��ar� con�rac�� �i�h alrea�� in�egra�e� o�her ��nc�ionali�ie�� �or in��ance, i� �oken
con�ain� ��ili�� righ�� an� �o�ing righ��, �he�e �a� �e �re��rogra��e� in �he �oken ��ar� con�rac�,
an� co�e �ill e�ec��e i��el� once �he con�i�ion �or �riggering �he�e �ar�ic�lar ��nc�ionali�ie� �ill 
occ�r� The ��ar� con�rac�� o� �oken� can �e ���all� �o�n� on �i�h��, a coo�era�ion an� co�crea�ion
�la��or� o� �o���are �e�elo�er�� �� goe� �i�ho�� �a�ing �ha� �he �a�ori�� o� re�ail in�e��or� ��� �er�
likel� al�o �ro�e��ional in�e��or� �o no� ha�e �he ca�aci�� �o rea�, �n�er��an�, or re�ie� �oken ��ar�
con�rac��� The righ�� con�erre� on �oken�hol�er� are �here�ore �i�clo�e� in �o�calle� �hi�e �a�er�� 

��� The Token Han��ook �e�cri�e� i� �er�ec�l� �i�h a ��o�e �ro� �ichar� �l�en, �he �o�n�er o� ��kke ��� 
“There won’t be millions of tokens. There will be millions of kinds of tokens.” See �a�i� Siegel, ‘The Token
Han��ook – Hacker Noon’ (Hackernoon, 11 September 2017� �h�������hackernoon�co���he��oken�han��ook�
a�����a�aac�� acce��e� �� ��g��� �����
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makers around the world� While facing the e�pansion of the cryptocurrency market, the regulatory
response has been so far rather chaotic and inconsistent, showing traces of regulatory arbitrage,
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the legal framework� Answering this �uestion is not an easy endeavor� �ince tokens represent more
of a format than a standardi�ed set of rights, the group of tokens will never be a homogenous one�
Tokens are digital ob�ects, and they are, therefore, in no way tangible� �rom the technical perspective,
they are privately issued pieces of computer code that bestow on the holder various rights and�or
obligations���� The issuer’s software developers can program the tokens in an ad hoc manner by using
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White papers are commonly published by an issuer before initiating an �C� and inform the wider 
public about the technical and business aspects of the blockchain pro�ect in �uestion.  

�e�ertheless, it is important to categorize tokens based on relati�ely common characteristics and 
stark differences.  While the crypto commentators offered multiple categorizations, one which 
appears to be widely accepted is the classification by their purpose. �he tokens are hence di�ided 
into utility tokens, in�estment tokens, and currency �protocol� tokens.   �uch categorization has been 
recently followed also by some policy�makers, such as ���MA in �witzerland or Ba�in in �ermany.  
�n order to shed more light on the enumerated token types, we will use real�life e�amples of these 
digital assets, which we encountered while hand�collecting data from white papers of �C� pro�ects. 

4.�.1.1. PR���C�L ������ 

At first, we look at the category of currency �protocol� tokens. Large blockchain networks such as 
Bitcoin or �thereum operate in accordance with certain software protocols with the main aim to 
encrypt transaction information and tie them in consecuti�e blocks.4�4 �he protocol token is nati�e 
to a particular blockchain network, where it ser�es as a local currency but also as a reward for the 
miners, who pro�ide the computational power to run the hashing function of the network 
continuously. �he aim of some of the large blockchain networks is to create an alternati�e digital 
currency such as Bitcoin, Ripple, or Litecoin, whereas the others intend to create platforms for 
decentralized applications and decentralized autonomous organizations such as Aeternity, Wawes, 
and Bitcoin.  �C�s with protocol tokens do not occur as fre�uently as other types of tokens due to the 
fact that the team often needs to build its own blockchain network, which also includes the costs of 
creating a network of miners and nodes that store the ledger of transactions.4�5 Due to the fact that 
these protocol tokens often ser�e as platforms for launching other blockchain applications, they 
fre�uently become more popular and accepted as means of payment in other �C� pro�ects. �or 
instance, most of the �C� pro�ects accept bitcoin and ether, and additionally, some accept Ripple, 
Litecoin, and others. All of the abo�e�mentioned coins�tokens operate on their own blockchain 
networks. 

4�4 Jonathan Rohr and Aaron Wright, ‘Blockchain�Based �oken �ales , �nitial Coin �fferings , and the 
Democratization of Public Capital Markets’ 70 Hastings Law Journal 455, 45���2 
4�5 �n our sample of �0 �C� from January to June 2017, there was only one protocol token �C� and in the 
sample from January�March 2018, there wasn’t any protocol token identified. 

1�1

�.3.1.2. ������� �OK��S

�he second category gathers so�called utility tokens. �ohr and White note that utility tokens usually
grant token holders the right to use technology or to participate in an online platform. �he tokens
have a practical use for token holders, and the token’s value is, therefore, (partly) derived from the
rights that are conferred on them. ��� �tility tokens predominantly have a consumptive nature
because they give token holders the opportunity to consume services or products. �he tokens are
thus, to a certain degree, functional for investors in daily life. �or instance, MobileGO is a blockchain
pro�ect that operates in the gaming world. �ts MG� token gives players free access to certain ��P
gaming tournaments. MG� holders also have the privilege to test beta’s from new releases
privately.��7 �his set of rights reflects the functional purpose of the MG� token for its token holders.
�oken holders get the opportunity to participate on a gaming platform, along with free privileges
arising from the fact that they own tokens. �urthermore, SunContract is a blockchain pro�ect
operating in the field of green electricity. �ts token, the SunContract token (S�C), serves as a software
and energy license that allows the holder to use a pool of green energy. �he token in its utility function 
gives holders the opportunity to buy and trade electricity on the SunContract marketplace. ��� A 
handful of utility tokens bestows on its token�holders also governance rights, such as voting rights
related to certain business matters of the pro�ects. �n our hand�collected sample, merely 7� of the
�CO pro�ects e�uipped their utility tokens with voting rights (see Graph 12). �or instance, Gilgamesh
pro�ect, blockchain�based knowledge, and social platform, which allows G�� token holders to propose
and suggest new platform’s features by letting them vote on their favorite proposal.��� �n this case,
voting rights are used as a pro�y for customer feedback and future customer e�perience. �he voting
rights are hence unrelated to the business decisions/aspects of the pro�ect. On the other hand, Okoin
pro�ect in the area of the adult entertainment e�plicitly declares that token�holders “will take part in

the decentralized management of the platform (in DAO), possessing the ability to vote on various

decisions and, accordingly, control the development and success of the platform.”�70 Such design of the
voting rights much more resembles control rights embedded in regular shares� nevertheless, the

��� �ohr and Wright (n �3�), 2�
��7 ‘MobileGo White Paper’ <http://resources.newzoo.com/global�mobile�market�report> accessed 13 
August 201�.
��� ‘SunContract White Paper’ (2017) <https://suncontract.org/res/whitepaper.pdf> accessed 13 August 
201�.
��� ‘Gilgamesh � Knowledge Platform White Paper’
<https://static.gilgameshplatform.com/pdf/whitepaper.pdf> accessed 12 March 201�.
�70 ‘Okoin White Paper’ (2017) <www.vrtechnology.cz> accessed 2 April 201�.
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White papers are commonly published by an issuer before initiating an �C� and inform the wider
public about the technical and business aspects of the blockchain pro�ect in �uestion. 

�e�ertheless, it is important to categorize tokens based on relati�ely common characteristics and
stark differences. While the crypto commentators offered multiple categorizations, one which
appears to be widely accepted is the classification by their purpose. �he tokens are hence di�ided
into utility tokens, in�estment tokens, and currency �protocol� tokens. �uch categorization has been
recently followed also by some policy�makers, such as ���MA in �witzerland or Ba�in in �ermany.
�n order to shed more light on the enumerated token types, we will use real�life e�amples of these
digital assets, which we encountered while hand�collecting data from white papers of �C� pro�ects.

4.�.1.1. PR���C�L ������

At first, we look at the category of currency �protocol� tokens. Large blockchain networks such as
Bitcoin or �thereum operate in accordance with certain software protocols with the main aim to
encrypt transaction information and tie them in consecuti�e blocks.4�4 �he protocol token is nati�e 
to a particular blockchain network, where it ser�es as a local currency but also as a reward for the
miners, who pro�ide the computational power to run the hashing function of the network
continuously. �he aim of some of the large blockchain networks is to create an alternati�e digital
currency such as Bitcoin, Ripple, or Litecoin, whereas the others intend to create platforms for
decentralized applications and decentralized autonomous organizations such as Aeternity, Wawes,
and Bitcoin. �C�s with protocol tokens do not occur as fre�uently as other types of tokens due to the
fact that the team often needs to build its own blockchain network, which also includes the costs of
creating a network of miners and nodes that store the ledger of transactions.4�5 Due to the fact that 
these protocol tokens often ser�e as platforms for launching other blockchain applications, they
fre�uently become more popular and accepted as means of payment in other �C� pro�ects. �or
instance, most of the �C� pro�ects accept bitcoin and ether, and additionally, some accept Ripple, 
Litecoin, and others. All of the abo�e�mentioned coins�tokens operate on their own blockchain
networks.

4�4 Jonathan Rohr and Aaron Wright, ‘Blockchain�Based �oken �ales , �nitial Coin �fferings , and the
Democratization of Public Capital Markets’ 70 Hastings Law Journal 455, 45���2
4�5 �n our sample of �0 �C� from January to June 2017, there was only one protocol token �C� and in the
sample from January�March 2018, there wasn’t any protocol token identified.
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operating in the field of green electricity. �ts token, the SunContract token (S�C), serves as a software 
and energy license that allows the holder to use a pool of green energy. �he token in its utility function 
gives holders the opportunity to buy and trade electricity on the SunContract marketplace. ��� A 
handful of utility tokens bestows on its token�holders also governance rights, such as voting rights 
related to certain business matters of the pro�ects. �n our hand�collected sample, merely 7� of the 
�CO pro�ects e�uipped their utility tokens with voting rights (see Graph 12).  �or instance, Gilgamesh 
pro�ect, blockchain�based knowledge, and social platform, which allows G�� token holders to propose 
and suggest new platform’s features by letting them vote on their favorite proposal.��� �n this case, 
voting rights are used as a pro�y for customer feedback and future customer e�perience. �he voting 
rights are hence unrelated to the business decisions/aspects of the pro�ect. On the other hand, Okoin 
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the decentralized management of the platform (in DAO), possessing the ability to vote on various 

decisions and, accordingly, control the development and success of the platform.”�70 Such design of the 
voting rights much more resembles control rights embedded in regular shares� nevertheless, the 

��� �ohr and Wright (n �3�), 2� 
��7 ‘MobileGo White Paper’ <http://resources.newzoo.com/global�mobile�market�report> accessed 13 
August 201�. 
��� ‘SunContract White Paper’ (2017) <https://suncontract.org/res/whitepaper.pdf> accessed 13 August 
201�. 
��� ‘Gilgamesh � Knowledge Platform White Paper’ 
<https://static.gilgameshplatform.com/pdf/whitepaper.pdf> accessed 12 March 201�. 
�70 ‘Okoin White Paper’ (2017) <www.vrtechnology.cz> accessed 2 April 201�. 
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white paper of the gi�en pro�ect, as well as other pro�ects promising control rights, do not sufficiently 
elaborate on the go�ernance situation in which the token�holders will be allowed to inter�ene. 

4.3.1.3. �N�ESTMENT T��ENS 

The most contro�ersial group of tokens are those that carry debt or e�uity claims and thus are 
analogous or e�en a digital representation of shares, bonds, or other financial instruments. ST�s or 
security token offerings distribute securities e�plicitly without circum�enting securities regulations. 
They do not necessarily reflect ownership of shares in a company, but they do gi�e in�estors an 
e�pectation of future profits.471  Rohr and White note in general that these in�estment tokens gi�e 
in�estors certain economic rights, for e�ample, a right to di�idends, i.e., to share in the company’s 
future cash flows, profit�participation rights or interest payments.472 An e�ample of an in�estment 
token can be found in True Flip, a blockchain�based lottery platform. True Flip Tokens �TFT� 
e�plicitly bestow on token�holders a right to di�idends. Concretely 10�1�% of each ticket sold shall 
be distributed among token holders as dividends.473 Another e�ample of an in�estment token is the 
ETB token issued by Ethbits. The white paper declares that 40% percent of Ethbit’s profits will be 
distributed among token holders on a �uarterly basis. 474  �n�estment tokens, similarly to utility 
tokens, may carry certain control or go�ernance rights. �n our sample, we could identify merely �% 
of in�estment tokens with �oting rights �see Graph 12�. Take, for instance, Symmetry fund, one of 
the crypto funds that launched its �C� in 2017. Symmetry fund enables its token holders to 
participate in most crucial business decisions by �oting. Matters that may be sub�ect to such a �ote 
include trading patterns, capital raising for further in�estments, or e�it route options for in�estors.47� 

Although the categorization of tokens may seem �ery clear�cut, one may design a token, which carries 
features of multiple token types in combination. �f that occurs, it may be �ery challenging to apply 
particular legal regulation on tokens, and in�ol�ed authorities would �ery likely ha�e to carry out an 
analysis on a case�by�case basis. Ad hoc assessment of tokens, howe�er, brings immense 
administrati�e costs. 

471 The basis for the comparison between shares and in�estment tokens could be the e�pectation of future 
cash flows according to Philipp Hacker and Chris Thomale, ‘Crypto�Securities Regulation: �C�s, Token Sales 
and Cryptocurrencies under EU Financial Law’ [2017] SSRN Electronic Journal 
<https://www.ssrn.com/abstract�307�820> accessed 31 �ctober 2018, 2� 
472 Rohr and Wright �n 438�, 14 
473 ‘TrueFlip Platform Whitepaper’ <https://github.com/TrueFlip/prizecounter/blob/master/algorithm.py> 
accessed 13 August 2018.. 4 �last accessed 1 March 2018�. 
474 ‘ETHBits Whitepaper’ <www.ethbits.com> accessed 13 August 2018. 
47� ‘Symmetry Fund White Paper’ <www.symmetry.fund> accessed 12 March 2018. 
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������ ����� ������ �� ������ ��� ���������� ����� �� �� � ��������, � ���������,
�� �� ������������ �������

�onsiderin� the e��ansion of the ��� mar�et and its hi�h investment �otential, the re�ulatory
concerns related to the manner in which to�ens are distri�uted were �ut into the forefront of the
de�ate� �evertheless, if one wants to determine what re�ulation a��lies, one has to ascertain what
ty�es of le�al o��ects to�ens actually are� �s already �ointed out, to�ens do not form a homo�enous
�rou�, and thus, the classification of to�ens is usually carried out on a case��y�case �asis� �ven then,
lawma�ers or �overnmental authorities from a different �urisdiction may have a very different
a��roach to to�en classification and, su�se�uently, the enforcement of a��lica�le laws�

�������� ����������

�s mentioned �efore, ���s share a certain resem�lance to ���s and crowdfundin� cam�ai�ns� Hence,
at least some to�ens may demonstrate sym�toms of securities, which naturally tri��er the
a��lication of securities laws and re�ulations� �urther, we will ta�e a closer loo� at the res�ective
re�ulation in the �� and in the �uro�ean �nion�

�ccordin� to the �ecurities �ct of ����, the offers and sale of securities in the �� can �e conducted
only after re�istration of such offerin� with ��� or �y utili�in� one of the �rovided e�em�tions����

�lthou�h to�ens do not �er se fall into the cate�ory of shares or �onds, they may �e su�sumed under
the cate�ory of investment contracts��� that are desi�ned functionally and �road enou�h to ca�ture 
transactions, contracts, and schemes unforeseen �y the current re�ulatory framewor�� �n order to
determine whether a certain financial instrument or scheme �ualifies for an investment contract, one
shall conduct in each individual case the “Howey �est,” which is com�osed of four distinct and
cumulative re�uirements� �n investment contract is defined as “a contract, transaction or a scheme,

whereby a person (i) invests money, (ii) in a common enterprise, and is led (iii) to expect a profit, (iv) 

generated solely by the efforts of the promoter or third parties”.��� �s mentioned �efore, to�ens need 
to fail only one of the a�ove�listed re�uirements to fall outside of the cate�ory of investment
contracts� �he most controversial condition that could �lace many, �articularly utility to�ens outside

��� �he �ecurities �ct of ����, as amended, �ection �, �� ������ ���e�a�, �c�� ��d�
��� ��� v ���� Howey �o�, ��� ���� ���,������ ������
��� ��� v ���� Howey �o�, ��� ���� ���,������ ������ at ��������
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white paper of the gi�en pro�ect, as well as other pro�ects promising control rights, do not sufficiently
elaborate on the go�ernance situation in which the token�holders will be allowed to inter�ene.

4.3.1.3. �N�ESTMENT T��ENS

The most contro�ersial group of tokens are those that carry debt or e�uity claims and thus are
analogous or e�en a digital representation of shares, bonds, or other financial instruments. ST�s or
security token offerings distribute securities e�plicitly without circum�enting securities regulations.
They do not necessarily reflect ownership of shares in a company, but they do gi�e in�estors an 
e�pectation of future profits.471 Rohr and White note in general that these in�estment tokens gi�e 
in�estors certain economic rights, for e�ample, a right to di�idends, i.e., to share in the company’s
future cash flows, profit�participation rights or interest payments.472 An e�ample of an in�estment
token can be found in True Flip, a blockchain�based lottery platform. True Flip Tokens �TFT�
e�plicitly bestow on token�holders a right to di�idends. Concretely 10�1�% of each ticket sold shall
be distributed among token holders as dividends.473 Another e�ample of an in�estment token is the 
ETB token issued by Ethbits. The white paper declares that 40% percent of Ethbit’s profits will be
distributed among token holders on a �uarterly basis. 474 �n�estment tokens, similarly to utility
tokens, may carry certain control or go�ernance rights. �n our sample, we could identify merely �%
of in�estment tokens with �oting rights �see Graph 12�. Take, for instance, Symmetry fund, one of
the crypto funds that launched its �C� in 2017. Symmetry fund enables its token holders to
participate in most crucial business decisions by �oting. Matters that may be sub�ect to such a �ote 
include trading patterns, capital raising for further in�estments, or e�it route options for in�estors.47�

Although the categorization of tokens may seem �ery clear�cut, one may design a token, which carries
features of multiple token types in combination. �f that occurs, it may be �ery challenging to apply
particular legal regulation on tokens, and in�ol�ed authorities would �ery likely ha�e to carry out an
analysis on a case�by�case basis. Ad hoc assessment of tokens, howe�er, brings immense
administrati�e costs.

471 The basis for the comparison between shares and in�estment tokens could be the e�pectation of future
cash flows according to Philipp Hacker and Chris Thomale, ‘Crypto�Securities Regulation: �C�s, Token Sales
and Cryptocurrencies under EU Financial Law’ [2017] SSRN Electronic Journal
<https://www.ssrn.com/abstract�307�820> accessed 31 �ctober 2018, 2�
472 Rohr and Wright �n 438�, 14
473 ‘TrueFlip Platform Whitepaper’ <https://github.com/TrueFlip/prizecounter/blob/master/algorithm.py>
accessed 13 August 2018.. 4 �last accessed 1 March 2018�.
474 ‘ETHBits Whitepaper’ <www.ethbits.com> accessed 13 August 2018.
47� ‘Symmetry Fund White Paper’ <www.symmetry.fund> accessed 12 March 2018.
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of the sco�e of securities laws, is the e��ectations of �rofit re�uire�ent. US case law confir�ed that 
�rofit in the conte�t of �owey test should not be understood �urely as an accounting category but 
also as an inco�e or return, to include, for e�a��le, di�idends, other �eriodic �ay�ents, or the 
increased �alue of the in�est�ent.�7� Strictly s�eaking, this should enco��ass utility tokens that 
token holders ha�e �urchased with an intention to trade the� on the secondary �arket where tokens 
�ay a��reciate in �alue. On the other hand, if tokens also include consu��ti�e ele�ents, the 
e��ectations of �rofit can be easily challenged. The case law indicates that the nature of the contract, 
whether in�est�ent or consu��ti�e, has to be e�a�ined on a case�by�case basis in order to 
deter�ine which one is do�inant. ��0 The tokens are, howe�er, �ery a�biguous in this sense since 
they can be e�ually consu�ed or traded on the secondary �arkets. �hile in United �ousing 
�oundation, Inc. �. �or�an the consu��ti�e nature of the contract was deri�ed fro� the set of facts 
about the sold stock (non�transferrable, no �oting rights) and �resu�ed for the whole grou� of 
contract signatories (tenants), the sa�e a��roach see�s to be harder to a��ly to the grou� of token�
holders, which �ay ha�e �uite dis�arate intentions with the tokens. SEC recently e��ressed its stance 
on utility tokens in the cease�and�desist order against Munchee Inc., a California�based Delaware 
cor�oration, which launched its ICO in October 2017.��1  At that ti�e, Munchee was a functioning 
�obile �hone a�� released in 2017, where restaurant�goers �osted and re�iewed �eals fro� US�
based restaurants. In an atte��t to enhance the functions of this a��, Munchee Inc. decided to create 
its own ecosyste�, in which MU� tokens would be used for ad�ertising by the restaurant for 
incenti�i�ing restaurant�goers to �ost re�iews and �otentially to �ay for �eals and additional 

�7� SEC �. Edwards, ��0 U.S. ��� (200�)  
��0 United �ousing �oundation, Inc. �. �or�an, �21 U.S. ��7 (1�7�). In this case A non��rofit organi�ation, 
United �ousing �oundation, Inc. (U��), de�elo�ed Co�o� City, a low cost housing coo�erati�e. In order for a 
�otential tenant to ac�uire an a�art�ent, they had to �urchase eighteen shares of stock for each re�uested 
roo�� the entire �ur�ose of the share �urchase was to �o�e into Co�O� City. The shares were not 
transferrable, ca�e with no �oting rights and u�on �o�ing out, the tenant had to sell the shares back at the 
original �rice. Originally, U�� wanted to attract occu�ants in order to co�er a �ortion of the construction 
costs, but when costs were higher than antici�ated, U�� raised the rent, to which the occu�ants �rotested 
and filed a suit against U�� clai�ing a��lication of securities laws and anti�fraud �ro�isions. �owe�er the 
court held that the transaction, although �ualified as a stock �urchase had ob�iously a consu��ti�e �ur�ose 
and thus �er se does not constitute in�est�ent contract. The court therefore confir�ed that econo�ic reality 
of the transaction �re�ails o�er its for�al categori�ation. 
��1 See SEC, ‘Order Instituing Cease�and Desist �roceedings �ursuant to Section �A of the Securities Act of 
1���, Making �indings, and I��osing a Cease�and�Desist Order in the Matter of Munchee Inc.’ (2017) 
�htt�s:��www.sec.go��litigation�ad�in�2017����10���.�df� accessed 20 August 201�� Andrew D 
Ledbetter, ‘SEC Eats Away at Munchee Utility Tokens: Guidance for ICOs’ (DLA Piper Insights, 14 December 
2017) �htt�s:��www.dla�i�er.co��en�us�insights��ublications�2017�12�sec�eats�away�at��unchee�
utility�tokens�guidance�for�icos�� accessed 1� March 201�. 

���

services in partner restaurants� ���According to S�C, the utility nature of the M�N token �as refuted 
mainly because its �hite paper set forth multiple strategies, �hich shall eventually lead to the
appreciation of the token value on the open market, such as burning part of the token supply to
increase the token scarcity artificially and thus directly influence its value� ��� These claims 
apparently may have constituted e�pectations of profit on the side of token�holders� Follo�ing this
reasoning, it becomes clear that any e�pectation of profit, also stemming from the value appreciation
of the token, may satisfy this prong of the �o�ey test� Notably, most of the ICO projects very likely
satisfy the other prongs of �o�ey tests, concretely (i) the investment of money, (ii )in a common
enterprise, and through the efforts of a promoter or third parties� This leads to the conclusion that
many ICO tokens could be potentially �ualified as securities, even in cases �here they are primarily
designed for consumptive purposes�

In February ����, S�C started to promote its guidelines tackling ICOs���� The guidelines took an 
approach of highlighting controversial attributes of ICOs complemented �ith a set of �arnings for
different types of investors� Particularly, the guidelines focus on (i) possibility of tokens to �ualify as
securities, (ii) difficulty in categorizing the tokens as they may be “many things”, (iii) a need for
increased caution and thorough due diligence from the side of investors, (iv) the fact that tokens can 
be e�changed and traded internationally, and (v) misrepresentation and misperception of crypto
e�changes as regulated entities that are monitored by financial authorities���� �nfortunately, these 
guidelines did not provide a definitive ans�er to ICO initiators in �hat offerings �ill be considered
as offerings of securities� They rather serve the role of a cautionary tale to retail investors� 

��� Sanjeev Verma, Nghi Bui and Chelsea Lam, ‘Munchee Token: A Decentralized Blockchain Based Food 
Revie��Rating Social Media Platform’ (The Venture Alley, 16 October, 2017)
�https:������theventurealley�com��p�content�uploads�sites�����������Munchee��hite�Paper�pdf�
accessed �� March ����� P���
��� For more detailed e�planation see S�C Release No� �����, Order instituting Cease�and�Desist Proceedings
pursuant to section �A of the Securities Act of ����, making findings and In the MUN White Paper, on the 
Munchee Website and elsewhere, Munchee and its agents further emphasized that the company would run its 
business in ways that would cause MUNtokens to rise in value. First, Munchee described a “tier” plan in which the 
amount it would pay for a Munchee App review would depend on the amount of the author’s holdings of MUN
tokens. For example, a “Diamond Level” holder having at least 300 MUN tokens would be paid more for a  review
than a “Gold Level” holder having only 200 MUN tokens. Also, Munchee said it could or would “burn” MUN tokens
in the future when restaurants pay for advertising with MUN tokens, thereby taking MUN tokens out of circulation.
Munchee emphasized to potential purchasers how they could profit from those efforts.
��� “Spotlight on Initial Coin Offerings” accessible at https:������sec�gov�ICO last visited on �� �uly ����
��� Ibid�
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of the sco�e of securities laws, is the e��ectations of �rofit re�uire�ent. US case law confir�ed that
�rofit in the conte�t of �owey test should not be understood �urely as an accounting category but 
also as an inco�e or return, to include, for e�a��le, di�idends, other �eriodic �ay�ents, or the 
increased �alue of the in�est�ent.�7� Strictly s�eaking, this should enco��ass utility tokens that 
token holders ha�e �urchased with an intention to trade the� on the secondary �arket where tokens
�ay a��reciate in �alue. On the other hand, if tokens also include consu��ti�e ele�ents, the
e��ectations of �rofit can be easily challenged. The case law indicates that the nature of the contract,
whether in�est�ent or consu��ti�e, has to be e�a�ined on a case�by�case basis in order to
deter�ine which one is do�inant. ��0 The tokens are, howe�er, �ery a�biguous in this sense since
they can be e�ually consu�ed or traded on the secondary �arkets. �hile in United �ousing
�oundation, Inc. �. �or�an the consu��ti�e nature of the contract was deri�ed fro� the set of facts
about the sold stock (non�transferrable, no �oting rights) and �resu�ed for the whole grou� of
contract signatories (tenants), the sa�e a��roach see�s to be harder to a��ly to the grou� of token�
holders, which �ay ha�e �uite dis�arate intentions with the tokens. SEC recently e��ressed its stance
on utility tokens in the cease�and�desist order against Munchee Inc., a California�based Delaware
cor�oration, which launched its ICO in October 2017.��1 At that ti�e, Munchee was a functioning
�obile �hone a�� released in 2017, where restaurant�goers �osted and re�iewed �eals fro� US�
based restaurants. In an atte��t to enhance the functions of this a��, Munchee Inc. decided to create
its own ecosyste�, in which MU� tokens would be used for ad�ertising by the restaurant for 
incenti�i�ing restaurant�goers to �ost re�iews and �otentially to �ay for �eals and additional

�7� SEC �. Edwards, ��0 U.S. ��� (200�)
��0 United �ousing �oundation, Inc. �. �or�an, �21 U.S. ��7 (1�7�). In this case A non��rofit organi�ation,
United �ousing �oundation, Inc. (U��), de�elo�ed Co�o� City, a low cost housing coo�erati�e. In order for a
�otential tenant to ac�uire an a�art�ent, they had to �urchase eighteen shares of stock for each re�uested 
roo�� the entire �ur�ose of the share �urchase was to �o�e into Co�O� City. The shares were not 
transferrable, ca�e with no �oting rights and u�on �o�ing out, the tenant had to sell the shares back at the
original �rice. Originally, U�� wanted to attract occu�ants in order to co�er a �ortion of the construction
costs, but when costs were higher than antici�ated, U�� raised the rent, to which the occu�ants �rotested
and filed a suit against U�� clai�ing a��lication of securities laws and anti�fraud �ro�isions. �owe�er the
court held that the transaction, although �ualified as a stock �urchase had ob�iously a consu��ti�e �ur�ose
and thus �er se does not constitute in�est�ent contract. The court therefore confir�ed that econo�ic reality 
of the transaction �re�ails o�er its for�al categori�ation.
��1 See SEC, ‘Order Instituing Cease�and Desist �roceedings �ursuant to Section �A of the Securities Act of
1���, Making �indings, and I��osing a Cease�and�Desist Order in the Matter of Munchee Inc.’ (2017)
�htt�s:��www.sec.go��litigation�ad�in�2017����10���.�df� accessed 20 August 201�� Andrew D 
Ledbetter, ‘SEC Eats Away at Munchee Utility Tokens: Guidance for ICOs’ (DLA Piper Insights, 14 December 
2017) �htt�s:��www.dla�i�er.co��en�us�insights��ublications�2017�12�sec�eats�away�at��unchee�
utility�tokens�guidance�for�icos�� accessed 1� March 201�.

���

services in partner restaurants� ���According to S�C, the utility nature of the M�N token �as refuted 
mainly because its �hite paper set forth multiple strategies, �hich shall eventually lead to the 
appreciation of the token value on the open market, such as burning part of the token supply to 
increase the token scarcity artificially and thus directly influence its value� ���  These claims 
apparently may have constituted e�pectations of profit on the side of token�holders� Follo�ing this 
reasoning, it becomes clear that any e�pectation of profit, also stemming from the value appreciation 
of the token, may satisfy this prong of the �o�ey test� Notably, most of the ICO projects very likely 
satisfy the other prongs of �o�ey tests, concretely (i) the investment of money, (ii )in a common 
enterprise, and through the efforts of a promoter or third parties�  This leads to the conclusion that 
many ICO tokens could be potentially �ualified as securities, even in cases �here they are primarily 
designed for consumptive purposes� 

In February ����, S�C started to promote its guidelines tackling ICOs���� The guidelines took an 
approach of highlighting controversial attributes of ICOs complemented �ith a set of �arnings for 
different types of investors� Particularly, the guidelines focus on (i) possibility of tokens to �ualify as 
securities, (ii) difficulty in categorizing the tokens as they may be “many things”, (iii) a need for 
increased caution and thorough due diligence from the side of investors, (iv) the fact that tokens can 
be e�changed and traded internationally, and (v) misrepresentation and misperception of crypto 
e�changes as regulated entities that are monitored by financial authorities���� �nfortunately, these 
guidelines did not provide a definitive ans�er to ICO initiators in �hat offerings �ill be considered 
as offerings of securities� They rather serve the role of a cautionary tale to retail investors�  

��� Sanjeev Verma, Nghi Bui and Chelsea Lam, ‘Munchee Token: A Decentralized Blockchain Based Food 
Revie��Rating Social Media Platform’ (The Venture Alley, 16 October, 2017) 
�https:������theventurealley�com��p�content�uploads�sites�����������Munchee��hite�Paper�pdf� 
accessed �� March ����� P��� 
��� For more detailed e�planation see S�C Release No� �����, Order instituting Cease�and�Desist Proceedings 
pursuant to section �A of the Securities Act of ����, making findings and In the MUN White Paper, on the 
Munchee Website and elsewhere, Munchee and its agents further emphasized that the company would run its 
business in ways that would cause MUNtokens to rise in value. First, Munchee described a “tier” plan in which the 
amount it would pay for a Munchee App review would depend on the amount of the author’s holdings of MUN 
tokens. For example, a “Diamond Level” holder having at least 300 MUN tokens would be paid more for a  review 
than a “Gold Level” holder having only 200 MUN tokens. Also, Munchee said it could or would “burn” MUN tokens 
in the future when restaurants pay for advertising with MUN tokens, thereby taking MUN tokens out of circulation. 
Munchee emphasized to potential purchasers how they could profit from those efforts. 
��� “Spotlight on Initial Coin Offerings” accessible at https:������sec�gov�ICO last visited on �� �uly ���� 
��� Ibid� 
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���

�ore tellin� can be� ho�e�er� a first and historic “no�action letter” issued by SEC for �urn�ey �et �C�� 
�hich confir�ed that e�itted to�ens do not �ualify as securities���� �he letter contains a nu�ber of 
crucial re�uire�ents that need to be fulfilled in order to assure that SEC �ill not reco��end an 
enforce�ent action� Concretely SEC re�uires �urn�ey �et� 

 �ot to  use any funds fro�  the �C�s to de�elo� the ��� �latfor�� �et�or�� or ���
 �o ha�e a �latfor� and a related a�� to be fully de�elo�ed at the ti�e of the to�en sale 
 �o ha�e their to�ens i��ediately usable at the ti�e of the to�en sale for their declared 

functionality� e���� sale of the charter ser�ices� 
  �o restrict transfers of �o�ens to ��� �allets only� and not to �allets e�ternal to the 

�latfor�� 
 �o sell �o�ens at a �rice of one �S� �er �o�en throu�hout the life of the �ro�ra�� and each 

�o�en �ill re�resent a ��� obli�ation to su��ly air charter ser�ices at a �alue of one �S� �er 
�o�en�  

 �n case of offers to re�urchase �o�ens� �urn�ey �et �ill only do so at a discount to the face 
�alue of the �o�ens �one �S� �er �o�en� that the holder see�s to resell to ��� 

   �o a�oid �isre�resentation of the function of the to�en by �ar�etin� the to�en in a �anner 
that e��hasi�es its functionality and not the �otential for the increase in the �ar�et �alue of 
the �o�en���� 

�he no�action letter ob�iously re�ects the idea that �roceeds fro� the to�en sale �ill be used to 
de�elo� the �ini�u� �iable �roduct� Subse�uently� it also effecti�ely �re�ents to�ens fro� bein� 
traded on cry�to e�chan�es as the to�ens can be e�chan�ed only a�on� �allets of �urn�ey �et users 
that fall �ithin the o�erational fra�e�or� of the �latfor��  �he �latfor� is also re�uired to sell the 
to�ens to third �arties for an initial �rice �ithout any fluctuations� and �otential buybac�s �ay be 
e�ecuted only for a �rice that is lo�er than the fi�ed sale �rice� Strictly s�ea�in�� the to�ens can be 
traded a�on� �urn�ey �et users for �hate�er �rice they a�ree to� but the fact that cry�to e�chan�es 
are e�cluded fro� tradin� the to�en decreases the li�elihood of a li�uid �ar�et for this to�en� 
�lthou�h the instructions in the no�action letter are rather clear� it re�ains uncertain ho� SEC �lans 
to �onitor co��liance� Since SEC cannot �re�ent cry�to e�chan�es� �articularly the ones o�eratin� 

��� Securities �ct of ���� Section ��a���� �es�onse of the �i�ision of Cor�oration �inance in �e �urn�ey �et� 
�nc�� �nco�in� letter dated ��ril �� ���� dated on ��ril �� ���� accessible at 
htt�s�������sec��o��di�isions�cor�fin�cf�noaction������turn�ey��et���������a��ht��  accessed on �uly �� 
���� 
��� �bid� 

���

o�tside of its ��risdictions, it is �nlikely that ��rnkey �et and SEC have s�fficient agency to control for
the f�lfillment of these conditions� �hat is significant abo�t this no�action letter is SEC’s
acknowledgment of ICO’s legitimacy, which shows that its relationship to ICOs became more positive
than in the past� It is possible that with more no�action letters, the position of SEC on token offerings
will f�rther evolve� �owever, SEC, on the other hand contin�es with prosec�ting illegal ICOs very
intensively����

In contrast to the f�nctional test of economic reality cond�cted �nder the �owey test, the E�
reg�lation adheres to rather ambig�o�s legal form�lations� �he E� �rospect�s �eg�lation stip�lates
in Article ���� the obligation of �ember states to re��ire p�blishing of a prospect�s when sec�rities
are offered to the p�blic within their territories� �he iss�er is obliged to prepare and p�blish
prospect�s either for primary offering or when the sec�rities enter the secondary market� It is an
essential disclos�re doc�ment enabling potential investors to obtain ade��ate information for their
investment decision�

�or the definition of sec�rities, the �rospect�s �irective refers to Article �, point �� of �I�I� II����

According to its wording, transferable sec�rities m�st be �i� transferable and �ii� negotiable on capital
markets� Article �, point ��, f�rther en�merates by e�ample and typologically, sec�rities that fit the
stip�lated re��irements, namely shares and their e��ivalents, bonds, and a broad range of derivatives�
�he definition itself does not provide very clear g�idance when assessing potential financial instr�ments�

In principle, tokens wo�ld most likely fit both criteria� �y design and �sing blockchain technology, tokens
are transferable as they can be moved from one electronic wallet to another� In theory, the coders co�ld
program tokens in s�ch a way that wo�ld prevent transferring them to a third party� however, s�ch a 
move wo�ld �ndermine the element of tokens that made them so pop�lar, e�g�, their li��idity� �ence, it is 
�nlikely to become a common practice� �oreover, tokens do not necessarily have to be traded on
centrali�ed or decentrali�ed crypto�e�changes to be considered transferable� �he sheer possibility of a
token transfer is s�fficient to f�lfill this re��irement� �okens are, in fact, very actively traded on crypto�
e�changes, which operate in a manner resembling reg�lated markets, for instance, stock e�changes, as
they are in effect p�blicly accessible trading ven�es� According to E�ropean Commission �I�I� ��A
doc�ment, a capital market is a broad term that sho�ld “include all contexts where buying and selling

��� �or the overview of the enforcement actions of SEC see SEC, ‘Cyber Enforcement Actions’ 
�https���www�sec�gov�spotlight�cybersec�rity�enforcement�actions� accessed �� �an�ary �����
��� �irective ��������E� of the E�ropean �arliament and of the Co�ncil of �� �ay ���� on markets in
financial instr�ments and amending �irective ��������EC and �irective ��������E�
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�ore tellin� can be� ho�e�er� a first and historic “no�action letter” issued by SEC for �urn�ey �et �C��
�hich confir�ed that e�itted to�ens do not �ualify as securities���� �he letter contains a nu�ber of
crucial re�uire�ents that need to be fulfilled in order to assure that SEC �ill not reco��end an
enforce�ent action� Concretely SEC re�uires �urn�ey �et�

 �ot to  use any funds fro� the �C�s to de�elo� the ��� �latfor�� �et�or�� or ���
 �o ha�e a �latfor� and a related a�� to be fully de�elo�ed at the ti�e of the to�en sale
 �o ha�e their to�ens i��ediately usable at the ti�e of the to�en sale for their declared

functionality� e���� sale of the charter ser�ices�
 �o restrict transfers of �o�ens to ��� �allets only� and not to �allets e�ternal to the

�latfor��
 �o sell �o�ens at a �rice of one �S� �er �o�en throu�hout the life of the �ro�ra�� and each

�o�en �ill re�resent a ��� obli�ation to su��ly air charter ser�ices at a �alue of one �S� �er
�o�en�

 �n case of offers to re�urchase �o�ens� �urn�ey �et �ill only do so at a discount to the face
�alue of the �o�ens �one �S� �er �o�en� that the holder see�s to resell to ���

 �o a�oid �isre�resentation of the function of the to�en by �ar�etin� the to�en in a �anner
that e��hasi�es its functionality and not the �otential for the increase in the �ar�et �alue of
the �o�en����

�he no�action letter ob�iously re�ects the idea that �roceeds fro� the to�en sale �ill be used to
de�elo� the �ini�u� �iable �roduct� Subse�uently� it also effecti�ely �re�ents to�ens fro� bein�
traded on cry�to e�chan�es as the to�ens can be e�chan�ed only a�on� �allets of �urn�ey �et users
that fall �ithin the o�erational fra�e�or� of the �latfor�� �he �latfor� is also re�uired to sell the
to�ens to third �arties for an initial �rice �ithout any fluctuations� and �otential buybac�s �ay be 
e�ecuted only for a �rice that is lo�er than the fi�ed sale �rice� Strictly s�ea�in�� the to�ens can be
traded a�on� �urn�ey �et users for �hate�er �rice they a�ree to� but the fact that cry�to e�chan�es
are e�cluded fro� tradin� the to�en decreases the li�elihood of a li�uid �ar�et for this to�en�
�lthou�h the instructions in the no�action letter are rather clear� it re�ains uncertain ho� SEC �lans
to �onitor co��liance� Since SEC cannot �re�ent cry�to e�chan�es� �articularly the ones o�eratin�

��� Securities �ct of ���� Section ��a���� �es�onse of the �i�ision of Cor�oration �inance in �e �urn�ey �et�
�nc�� �nco�in� letter dated ��ril �� ���� dated on ��ril �� ���� accessible at 
htt�s�������sec��o��di�isions�cor�fin�cf�noaction������turn�ey��et���������a��ht�� accessed on �uly �� 
����
��� �bid�

���

o�tside of its ��risdictions, it is �nlikely that ��rnkey �et and SEC have s�fficient agency to control for 
the f�lfillment of these conditions� �hat is significant abo�t this no�action letter is SEC’s 
acknowledgment of ICO’s legitimacy, which shows that its relationship to ICOs became more positive 
than in the past� It is possible that with more no�action letters, the position of SEC on token offerings 
will f�rther evolve� �owever, SEC, on the other hand contin�es with prosec�ting illegal ICOs very 
intensively���� 

In contrast to the f�nctional test of economic reality cond�cted �nder the �owey test, the E� 
reg�lation adheres to rather ambig�o�s legal form�lations�  �he E� �rospect�s �eg�lation stip�lates 
in Article ���� the obligation of �ember states to re��ire p�blishing of a prospect�s when sec�rities 
are offered to the p�blic within their territories� �he iss�er is obliged to prepare and p�blish 
prospect�s either for primary offering or when the sec�rities enter the secondary market� It is an 
essential disclos�re doc�ment enabling potential investors to obtain ade��ate information for their 
investment decision� 

 �or the definition of sec�rities, the �rospect�s �irective refers to Article �, point �� of �I�I� II���� 
According to its wording, transferable sec�rities m�st be �i� transferable and �ii� negotiable on capital 
markets� Article �, point ��, f�rther en�merates by e�ample and typologically, sec�rities that fit the 
stip�lated re��irements, namely shares and their e��ivalents, bonds, and a broad range of derivatives� 
�he definition itself does not provide very clear g�idance when assessing potential financial instr�ments�  

In principle, tokens wo�ld most likely fit both criteria� �y design and �sing blockchain technology, tokens 
are transferable as they can be moved from one electronic wallet to another� In theory, the coders co�ld 
program tokens in s�ch a way that wo�ld prevent transferring them to a third party� however, s�ch a 
move wo�ld �ndermine the element of tokens that made them so pop�lar, e�g�, their li��idity� �ence, it is 
�nlikely to become a common practice� �oreover, tokens do not necessarily have to be traded on 
centrali�ed or decentrali�ed crypto�e�changes to be considered transferable� �he sheer possibility of a 
token transfer is s�fficient to f�lfill this re��irement� �okens are, in fact, very actively traded on crypto�
e�changes, which operate in a manner resembling reg�lated markets, for instance, stock e�changes, as 
they are in effect p�blicly accessible trading ven�es� According to E�ropean Commission �I�I� ��A 
doc�ment, a capital market is a broad term that sho�ld “include all contexts where buying and selling 

��� �or the overview of the enforcement actions of SEC see SEC, ‘Cyber Enforcement Actions’ 
�https���www�sec�gov�spotlight�cybersec�rity�enforcement�actions� accessed �� �an�ary ����� 
��� �irective  ��������E� of the E�ropean �arliament and of the Co�ncil of �� �ay ���� on markets in 
financial instr�ments and amending �irective ��������EC and �irective ��������E� 
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interest in securities meet. “ 

���

�.�.�.�. �����������

�ecurities are, however, not the only legal category that may �e on the ta�le in the case of ��� to�ens.
�n the ��, the �ommodity �utures �rading �ommission, a regulatory �ody, which monitors the
futures and options mar�et, closely watches the development in the cryptocurrency mar�ets. �n
�cto�er ����, ���� issued its first statement towards digital to�ens, where they were positive a�out
classifying some to�ens as commodities. �itle � �.�.�. � ��a)��) of �he �ommodities ��change �ct
defines “commodity” as agricultural products and “all other goods and articles . . . and all services,
rights, and interests . . . in which contracts for future delivery are presently or in the future dealt in.”).
�ccording to the case law, such a definition of commodities also includes digital or intangi�le goods
and articles.��� �trictly spea�ing, ��� to�ens may fall into this category, especially if the to�ens are
sold �efore the platform is operational and �efore the to�en holders may utili�e the consumptive
elements of to�ens. �n such an event, the to�en purchase agreement could �e considered as futures
contracts. �ut even if to�ens cannot �e classified as futures or derivatives, ���� may have the
competence to intervene.

���� primarily e�ercises regulatory authority over futures and derivatives mar�ets, �ut it has
recently e�panded its enforcement authority in cases of fraud related to spot mar�ets��� underlying
the �already regulated) derivative mar�ets. �herefore, ����, as a regulatory �ody, may intervene
even in cases where commodities are traded, whether on organi�ed trading venues or over�the�
counter mar�ets.��� �n the most recent development regarding the classification of to�ens, a �ew
�or� �ourt has granted ���� an in�unctive relief against �a��age�ech, a �loc�chain company
operating cryptocurrency trading venue that allegedly defrauded its investors.��� �mongst other 
claims, the court confirmed that cryptocurrencies, to�ens included may �ualify for commodities
regulated �y ����.

��� �ee, e.g., �n re �arclays ���, ���� �o. ���
�� ��ay ��, ����) �regulating fi�ed interest rate �enchmar�s as commodities)� cf. �ndrews v.
�lic� �rt �aterials, ���, ��� �. �upp. �d ���, ���–�� ��.�.�.�. ����) ��uoting �ennsylvania
�ep�t of �orr. v. �es�ey, ��� �.�. ���, ��� �����))
��� �ccording to �nvestopedia the spot is a mar�et for financial instruments such as commodities and 
securities which are traded immediately or on the spot. �n spot mar�ets, spot trades are made with spot
prices. �nli�e the futures mar�et, orders made in the spot mar�et are settled instantly. �pot mar�ets can �e
organi�ed mar�ets or e�changes or over�the�counter ����) mar�ets. �ee �pot �ar�et 
https���www.investopedia.com�terms�s�spotmar�et.asp�i�����p��i��d 
��� �ommodity �utures �rading �ommision v �atric� �. �c�onnel, �a��age�ech �orp, d���a� �oin �rop 
�ar�ets ������, �ase �o. ���������, �����
��� �ee ���� v. �elfman �lueprint, �nc., �ase �o. ������� ��.�.�.�. �iled �ept. ��, ����)
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interest in securities meet. “

��� 

�.�.�.�. ����������� 

�ecurities are, however, not the only legal category that may �e on the ta�le in the case of ��� to�ens.  
�n the ��, the �ommodity �utures �rading �ommission, a regulatory �ody, which monitors the 
futures and options mar�et, closely watches the development in the cryptocurrency mar�ets. �n 
�cto�er ����, ���� issued its first statement towards digital to�ens, where they were positive a�out 
classifying some to�ens as commodities. �itle � �.�.�. � ��a)��)  of �he �ommodities ��change �ct 
defines “commodity” as agricultural products and “all other goods and articles . . . and all services, 
rights, and interests . . . in which contracts for future delivery are presently or in the future dealt in.”). 
�ccording to the case law, such a definition of commodities also includes digital or intangi�le goods 
and articles.��� �trictly spea�ing, ��� to�ens may fall into this category, especially if the to�ens are 
sold �efore the platform is operational and �efore the to�en holders may utili�e the consumptive 
elements of to�ens. �n such an event, the to�en purchase agreement could �e considered as futures 
contracts. �ut even if to�ens cannot �e classified as futures or derivatives, ���� may have the 
competence to intervene. 

���� primarily e�ercises regulatory authority over futures and derivatives mar�ets, �ut it has 
recently e�panded its enforcement authority in cases of fraud related to spot mar�ets��� underlying 
the �already regulated) derivative mar�ets. �herefore, ����, as a regulatory �ody, may intervene 
even in cases where commodities are traded, whether on organi�ed trading venues or over�the�
counter mar�ets.��� �n the most recent development regarding the classification of to�ens, a �ew 
�or� �ourt has granted ���� an in�unctive relief against �a��age�ech, a �loc�chain company 
operating cryptocurrency trading venue that allegedly defrauded its investors.��� �mongst other 
claims, the court confirmed that cryptocurrencies, to�ens included may �ualify for commodities 
regulated �y ����. 

��� �ee, e.g., �n re �arclays ���, ���� �o. ��� 
�� ��ay ��, ����) �regulating fi�ed interest rate �enchmar�s as commodities)� cf. �ndrews v. 
�lic� �rt �aterials, ���, ��� �. �upp. �d ���, ���–�� ��.�.�.�. ����) ��uoting �ennsylvania 
�ep�t of �orr. v. �es�ey, ��� �.�. ���, ��� �����)) 
��� �ccording to �nvestopedia the spot is a mar�et for financial instruments such as commodities and 
securities which are traded immediately or on the spot. �n spot mar�ets, spot trades are made with spot 
prices. �nli�e the futures mar�et, orders made in the spot mar�et are settled instantly. �pot mar�ets can �e 
organi�ed mar�ets or e�changes or over�the�counter ����) mar�ets. �ee �pot �ar�et 
https���www.investopedia.com�terms�s�spotmar�et.asp�i�����p��i��d  
��� �ommodity �utures �rading �ommision v �atric� �. �c�onnel, �a��age�ech �orp, d���a� �oin �rop 
�ar�ets ������, �ase �o. ���������, ����� 
���  �ee ���� v. �elfman �lueprint, �nc., �ase �o. ������� ��.�.�.�. �iled �ept. ��, ����) 
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�cco�ding to t�e �egulation in t�e �I�ID f�ame�o��, a commodity means “any goods of a fungible 

nature that are capable of being delivered, including metals and their ores and alloys, agricultural 

products, and energy such electricity”���� �imultaneously, �ecital �� of t�is �egulation states t�at t�e 
concept of a commodity s�ould not include goods t�at a�e enti�ely intangible� �ince t�e �egulation 
does not fu�t�e� define intangible goods, �e �ill p�oceed �it� �uite a b�oad definition of any goods 
t�at do not �a�e p�ysical natu�e� ���   �a�e, fo� instance, do�nloadable music, mobile p�one 
applications, o� any ot�e� �i�tual goods deli�e�ed and consumed in t�e digital space� In lig�t of suc� 
a definition, it is �uite li�ely t�at digital to�ens �ill fall out of t�e catego�y of commodities unless t�ey 
a�e a digital �ep�esentation of an unde�lying asset t�at is of p�ysical natu�e� Indeed, asset�bac�ed 
to�ens a�e �uite �a�e� �o�e�e�, ��en t�ey appea�, t�ey often �ep�esent assets t�at a�e of fungible 
natu�e, suc� as p�ecious metals� �o� instance, �il�e�to�en �ep�esents a digital cu��ency bac�ed by 
p�ysical sil�e�, ��ic� can be �edeemed at t�e sole disc�etion of to�en��olde�s���� In t�ese �a�e cases, 
�e could conside� classifying suc� to�ens as commodities� 

�������� DIGI��� GOOD� O� ����I��� 

�s al�eady discussed, some of t�e to�ens may be f�om t�e legal pe�specti�e �ualified as secu�ities o� 
commodities� �o�e�e�, t�e ma�o�ity of t�em, one �ay o� anot�e�, slip a�ay f�om suc� classification� 
�e�e�t�eless, cont�acts bet�een I�O initiato�s and to�en��olde�s clea�ly desc�ibe t�e ob�ects of 
t�ese t�ansactions, ��ic� e�entually must also be defined legally� If �e e�clude secu�ities and 
commodities and ot�e� de�i�ati�es, to�ens can be deemed digital goods and�o� se��ices offe�ed to a 
�ide� public of buye�s t�at act in t�ei� capacity as consume�s� 

In t�e ��, consume� p�otection la�s a�e, to a la�ge e�tent, �a�moni�ed� Gene�al consume� p�otection 
is stipulated in t�e �onsume� �ig�ts Di�ecti�e���, ��ic� is fully t�ansposed ac�oss t�e membe� states� 

��� ��ticle ���� of �ommission �egulation ���� �o ��������� 
of �� �ugust ���� implementing Di�ecti�e ���������� of t�e �u�opean �a�liament and of t�e �ouncil as 
�ega�ds �eco�d�eeping obligations fo� in�estment fi�ms, t�ansaction �epo�ting, ma��et t�anspa�ency, 
admission of 
financial inst�uments to t�ading, and defined te�ms fo� t�e pu�poses of t�at Di�ecti�e 
��� Otto Koppius, ‘Dimensions of Intangible Goods’, Proceedings of the 32nd Annual Hawaii International 
Conference on Systems Sciences ������ 
��ttp���citesee���ist�psu�edu��ie�doc�do�nload�doi������������������ep��ep��type�pdf� accessed � 
�p�il ����� ��  
��� �cco�ding to t�e I�O mate�ials, eac� sil�e�to�en �ep�esents � t�oy ounce of ���� pu�e sil�e� insu�ed and 
secu�ely sto�ed in a �lass � �� �ault� ��e buye�s can eit�e� pay �it� et�e� o� e�c�ange t�ei� sil�e� of a 
�e�ui�ed �uality fo� sil�e�to�ens� 
��� Di�ecti�e ���������� of t�e �u�opean �a�liament and of ��e �ouncil of �� Octobe� ���� on consume� 
�ig�ts, amending �ouncil Di�ecti�e ��������� and Di�ecti�e ���������� of t�e �u�opean �a�liament and of 

1�1

�his directive prescribes a wide range of protective measures, such as �i� a minimum standard of
disclosure to consumers depending on the nature of the contract, �ii� circumstances for triggering
the right of the withdrawal, and �iii� instructions related to the enforcement of these obligations.
Under the �irective, token�purchase agreements would �ualify for distance contracts, which,
amongst others, must contain main characteristics of the goods or services provided, proper
identification of the trader �seller� by trade name, a geographical location of its establishment and
information on the right of withdrawal, which must last at least 1� days after the conclusion of the
contract. �specially, an omission of the information on the right of withdrawal in the contract 
automatically prolongs the withdrawal period to twelve months.�00 �n addition to that, consumers
cannot contractually waive the rights bestowed upon them by the �irective unless e�plicitly stated
otherwise in its provisions. �t is possible that especially the omission of withdrawal information could
potentially grant token�holders an additional period of 12 months to step out of the purchase
agreement.

�n the US, the consumer protection laws are �uite dispersed, although enforced by one public
authority with e�tensive competences, namely the �ederal �rade Commission �hereinafter ��C�. ��C
derives its competences mainly from Section ��a� of the ��C Act �01 , which prohibits “unfair or 
deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.” �02 ��C has �uite broad administrative 
enforcement competences, which it uses on a regular basis. �t is customary for token�purchase 
agreements to re�ect the notion of token�holders as consumers� however, due to the imperative
nature of consumer protection laws, such a contractual waiver would be void if the token holders
indeed fulfilled the definition of a consumer under the law. 

�.�.�. A�� A�� �O���S S�CU�����S�

So far, it seems that many legislators and policy�makers have accepted the narrative that
distinguishes between security tokens and utility tokens. Since there is a consumptive �uality to
utility tokens, they deemed to be out of the “danger zone” of securities regulation. A multitude of
factors points to the fact that utility may very likely be only secondary and that also utility tokens
demonstrate undisputable symptoms of securities. 

the Council and repealing Council �irective ���������C and �irective ������C of the �uropean Parliament 
and of the Council �hereinafter Consumer Protection �irective�
�00 Article 10 Consumer Protection �irective
�01 1� U.S.C. � ���a��1�.
�02 Spencer Weber Waller and others, ‘Consumer Protection in the United States: An Overview’ [2011]
�uropean �ournal of Consumer Protection, �
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�cco�ding to t�e �egulation in t�e �I�ID f�ame�o��, a commodity means “any goods of a fungible 

nature that are capable of being delivered, including metals and their ores and alloys, agricultural 

products, and energy such electricity”���� �imultaneously, �ecital �� of t�is �egulation states t�at t�e
concept of a commodity s�ould not include goods t�at a�e enti�ely intangible� �ince t�e �egulation
does not fu�t�e� define intangible goods, �e �ill p�oceed �it� �uite a b�oad definition of any goods
t�at do not �a�e p�ysical natu�e� ��� �a�e, fo� instance, do�nloadable music, mobile p�one
applications, o� any ot�e� �i�tual goods deli�e�ed and consumed in t�e digital space� In lig�t of suc�
a definition, it is �uite li�ely t�at digital to�ens �ill fall out of t�e catego�y of commodities unless t�ey
a�e a digital �ep�esentation of an unde�lying asset t�at is of p�ysical natu�e� Indeed, asset�bac�ed
to�ens a�e �uite �a�e� �o�e�e�, ��en t�ey appea�, t�ey often �ep�esent assets t�at a�e of fungible
natu�e, suc� as p�ecious metals� �o� instance, �il�e�to�en �ep�esents a digital cu��ency bac�ed by
p�ysical sil�e�, ��ic� can be �edeemed at t�e sole disc�etion of to�en��olde�s���� In t�ese �a�e cases,
�e could conside� classifying suc� to�ens as commodities�

�������� DIGI��� GOOD� O� ����I���

�s al�eady discussed, some of t�e to�ens may be f�om t�e legal pe�specti�e �ualified as secu�ities o�
commodities� �o�e�e�, t�e ma�o�ity of t�em, one �ay o� anot�e�, slip a�ay f�om suc� classification�
�e�e�t�eless, cont�acts bet�een I�O initiato�s and to�en��olde�s clea�ly desc�ibe t�e ob�ects of
t�ese t�ansactions, ��ic� e�entually must also be defined legally� If �e e�clude secu�ities and
commodities and ot�e� de�i�ati�es, to�ens can be deemed digital goods and�o� se��ices offe�ed to a 
�ide� public of buye�s t�at act in t�ei� capacity as consume�s�

In t�e ��, consume� p�otection la�s a�e, to a la�ge e�tent, �a�moni�ed� Gene�al consume� p�otection
is stipulated in t�e �onsume� �ig�ts Di�ecti�e���, ��ic� is fully t�ansposed ac�oss t�e membe� states� 

��� ��ticle ���� of �ommission �egulation ���� �o ���������
of �� �ugust ���� implementing Di�ecti�e ���������� of t�e �u�opean �a�liament and of t�e �ouncil as
�ega�ds �eco�d�eeping obligations fo� in�estment fi�ms, t�ansaction �epo�ting, ma��et t�anspa�ency, 
admission of
financial inst�uments to t�ading, and defined te�ms fo� t�e pu�poses of t�at Di�ecti�e
��� Otto Koppius, ‘Dimensions of Intangible Goods’, Proceedings of the 32nd Annual Hawaii International
Conference on Systems Sciences ������
��ttp���citesee���ist�psu�edu��ie�doc�do�nload�doi������������������ep��ep��type�pdf� accessed �
�p�il ����� ��
��� �cco�ding to t�e I�O mate�ials, eac� sil�e�to�en �ep�esents � t�oy ounce of ���� pu�e sil�e� insu�ed and 
secu�ely sto�ed in a �lass � �� �ault� ��e buye�s can eit�e� pay �it� et�e� o� e�c�ange t�ei� sil�e� of a
�e�ui�ed �uality fo� sil�e�to�ens�
��� Di�ecti�e ���������� of t�e �u�opean �a�liament and of ��e �ouncil of �� Octobe� ���� on consume�
�ig�ts, amending �ouncil Di�ecti�e ��������� and Di�ecti�e ���������� of t�e �u�opean �a�liament and of 

1�1

�his directive prescribes a wide range of protective measures, such as  �i� a minimum standard of 
disclosure to consumers depending on the nature of the contract, �ii� circumstances for triggering 
the right of the withdrawal, and �iii� instructions related to the enforcement of these obligations. 
Under the �irective, token�purchase agreements would �ualify for distance contracts, which, 
amongst others, must contain main characteristics of the goods or services provided, proper 
identification of the trader �seller� by trade name, a geographical location of its establishment and 
information on the right of withdrawal, which must last at least 1� days after the conclusion of the 
contract. �specially, an omission of the information on the right of withdrawal in the contract 
automatically prolongs the withdrawal period to twelve months.�00 �n addition to that, consumers 
cannot contractually waive the rights bestowed upon them by the �irective unless e�plicitly stated 
otherwise in its provisions. �t is possible that especially the omission of withdrawal information could 
potentially grant token�holders an additional period of 12 months to step out of the purchase 
agreement. 

�n the US, the consumer protection laws are �uite dispersed, although enforced by one public 
authority with e�tensive competences, namely the �ederal �rade Commission �hereinafter ��C�. ��C 
derives its competences mainly from Section ��a� of the ��C Act �01 , which prohibits “unfair or 
deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.” �02  ��C has �uite broad administrative 
enforcement competences, which it uses on a regular basis. �t is customary for token�purchase 
agreements to re�ect the notion of token�holders as consumers� however, due to the imperative 
nature of consumer protection laws, such a contractual waiver would be void if the token holders 
indeed fulfilled the definition of a consumer under the law.  

�.�.�. A�� A�� �O���S S�CU�����S� 

So far, it seems that many legislators and policy�makers have accepted the narrative that 
distinguishes between security tokens and utility tokens. Since there is a consumptive �uality to 
utility tokens, they deemed to be out of the “danger zone” of securities regulation. A multitude of 
factors points to the fact that utility may very likely be only secondary and that also utility tokens 
demonstrate undisputable symptoms of securities.  

the Council and repealing Council �irective ���������C and �irective ������C of the �uropean Parliament 
and of the Council �hereinafter Consumer Protection �irective� 
�00 Article 10 Consumer Protection �irective 
�01 1� U.S.C. � ���a��1�. 
�02 Spencer Weber Waller and others, ‘Consumer Protection in the United States: An Overview’ [2011] 
�uropean �ournal of Consumer Protection, � 
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The first misconception related to utilit� tokens is their comparison to vouchers, which can be upon 
the discretion of a holder exchanged for desired products or services�03. Take, for instance, the H�M 
voucher. A customer ma� purchase an H�M voucher worth 20 E�R and decide to give it as a gift or 
retain it and use it later in a selected H�M shop. Effectivel�, a customer in such a manner pre�
purchases H�M products and generates revenue for H�M before the exchange of mone� for products 
occurs. The design of the H�M voucher, however, does not give our customers an� opportunit� to 
speculate on it. His attempt to sell this voucher for more than 20 E�R would ver� likel� fail because 
H�M vouchers are not scarce, and since customers can purchase H�M products directl�, there is no 
added value of using the voucher. Following this narrative, other commentators use an example of 
concert tickets, which can become scarce (depending on the demand� and re�sold on secondar� 
markets and �et the� do not �ualif� as securities. The suppl� of event tickets is limited and thus 
potentiall� scarce because of a ph�sical limitation of the venue, for instance. In the �S, SEC has, in the 
course of time, assessed such ticket platforms and subse�uentl� issued No�action letters.�04 Notabl�, 
the platforms that resell concert tickets are not the issuers of these tickets, and thus, the� do not have 
the abilit� to control the number of tickets in circulation or artificiall� control their suppl� and 
potentiall� induce their scarcit�. Moreover, the tickets sold on these platforms are not uniform since 
sellers trade tickets to different events.  Also, event tickets have a due date, after which their value 
falls to zero, therefore the period of time during which the holder of the ticket ma� speculate on its 
value is rather limited. Therefore, the application of the concert ticket analog� is also �uite 
problematic. 

�hat stands out in this discussion is the aspect of scarcit� and who controls it. Companies/pro�ects 
conducting an ICO usuall� issue a limited number of tokens. Simultaneousl� owning and using a token 
is the onl� access point to services of a particular platform. In man� white papers, founders claim that 
the number of tokens that the� issue is final, and there will not be an� other issuance of tokens in the 
future. These statements onl� contribute to the perception of token scarcit�. In man� white papers, 
�ou will find further strategies of how the suppl� of tokens will be further limited (for instance, with 
bu�backs and burning of a portion of tokens� or strategies that reward token holders with larger 
holdings.�0� �esigning an incentive to hold a larger amount of tokens for a longer period ma� further 

�03 See for instance Paul P Momtaz, ‘Entrepreneurial Finance and Moral Hazard: Evidence from Token 
Offerings’ [2019] SSRN Electronic Journal <https://www.ssrn.com/abstract=3343912> accessed 2 November 
2019, �
�04 See for instance SEC, ‘The Ticket Reserve, Inc.: No Action, Interpretive and/or Exemptive Letter’ (11 
September 2003� <https://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/cf�noaction/ticketreserve091103.htm> accessed 
� August 201�. 
�0� See for instance the Munchee case (n4���. 

���

increase token scarcity, as there are not enough tokens in the circulation on the open market to
satiate the demand of token users� �hese strategies may be percei�ed as symptoms of financial 
instruments directly encouraging token holders to rather “hold and speculate” than purchase and
use on an as�needed basis�

�urthermore, �e ha�e to look into the business models of ICO pro�ects� �o� do �e �ualify the funds
that a company collects throughout its ICO? Arguably, a purchase of utility tokens is “on paper” a pre�
order of goods and�or ser�ices that �ill be redeemed later �hence the �oucher aspect�� In that case,
the funds raised in the ICO can be essentially �ualified as re�enue for future products�ser�ices
pro�ided to the customers� Ob�iously, this concept �as used before in so�called pre�order
cro�dfunding, through �hich companies�pro�ects raised funds to finali�e the product and then ship
the first products to their cro�dfunders� �etting preliminary re�enue and use it for the de�elopment
of the product thus isn’t a completely untested or contro�ersial concept� On the other hand, the 
ma�ority of blockchain businesses utili�e a platform business model, �hich puts them in the position
of mere facilitators of transactions� �nless they additionally charge participants per transaction
��hich many actually do�, the funds that they raise in ICOs constitute all the re�enue that they �ill
e�er generate� ��en if the collected funds are substantial��� , this is hardly a sustainable business
model� As these platforms scale, it is �ery likely they �ill ha�e to conduct ICO repeatedly���� �uch a 
cycle �ery much resembles ne� e�uity issuances of listed corporations in instances �here they need
to get e�ternal capital and utili�e it for their scaling�

�he presence of li�uid secondary markets �crypto e�changes�, �here you can instantly trade �arious
tokens and cryptocurrencies, only supports the speculation aspect of tokens� �specially, there is a
distinct difference bet�een e�bay like secondary markets, �hich only list re�uests of buyers and
sellers and enable them to effectuate transactions on their o�n �search�only secondary markets� and
trading �enues, �here buyers and sellers are matched, and transactions are carried out in accordance
�ith non�discretionary rules� �hile �e ha�e seen the former type in the conte�t of e�uity
cro�dfunding, the crypto e�changes definitely fall into the category of the latter type� In the manner

��� In our sample from �� ���� the a�erage amount raise in ICOs �as around ����� million dollars�
��� Companies that conducted ICO once can also tap into more traditional sources of capital such as �enture
capitalists or business angels, ho�e�er it is �uestionable �hy these in�estors �ould be interested in �entures,
�hich generate re�enues only once e�g� through ICO� Of course, they may be interested in in�esting also in
tokens on �hich they can again speculate� �o�e�er, such moti�ation �ould further support our contention
that tokens are financial instruments�
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The first misconception related to utilit� tokens is their comparison to vouchers, which can be upon
the discretion of a holder exchanged for desired products or services�03. Take, for instance, the H�M
voucher. A customer ma� purchase an H�M voucher worth 20 E�R and decide to give it as a gift or
retain it and use it later in a selected H�M shop. Effectivel�, a customer in such a manner pre�
purchases H�M products and generates revenue for H�M before the exchange of mone� for products
occurs. The design of the H�M voucher, however, does not give our customers an� opportunit� to
speculate on it. His attempt to sell this voucher for more than 20 E�R would ver� likel� fail because 
H�M vouchers are not scarce, and since customers can purchase H�M products directl�, there is no
added value of using the voucher. Following this narrative, other commentators use an example of
concert tickets, which can become scarce (depending on the demand� and re�sold on secondar�
markets and �et the� do not �ualif� as securities. The suppl� of event tickets is limited and thus
potentiall� scarce because of a ph�sical limitation of the venue, for instance. In the �S, SEC has, in the 
course of time, assessed such ticket platforms and subse�uentl� issued No�action letters.�04 Notabl�, 
the platforms that resell concert tickets are not the issuers of these tickets, and thus, the� do not have
the abilit� to control the number of tickets in circulation or artificiall� control their suppl� and
potentiall� induce their scarcit�. Moreover, the tickets sold on these platforms are not uniform since
sellers trade tickets to different events. Also, event tickets have a due date, after which their value
falls to zero, therefore the period of time during which the holder of the ticket ma� speculate on its
value is rather limited. Therefore, the application of the concert ticket analog� is also �uite
problematic.

�hat stands out in this discussion is the aspect of scarcit� and who controls it. Companies/pro�ects
conducting an ICO usuall� issue a limited number of tokens. Simultaneousl� owning and using a token
is the onl� access point to services of a particular platform. In man� white papers, founders claim that
the number of tokens that the� issue is final, and there will not be an� other issuance of tokens in the
future. These statements onl� contribute to the perception of token scarcit�. In man� white papers,
�ou will find further strategies of how the suppl� of tokens will be further limited (for instance, with
bu�backs and burning of a portion of tokens� or strategies that reward token holders with larger
holdings.�0� �esigning an incentive to hold a larger amount of tokens for a longer period ma� further 

�03 See for instance Paul P Momtaz, ‘Entrepreneurial Finance and Moral Hazard: Evidence from Token
Offerings’ [2019] SSRN Electronic Journal <https://www.ssrn.com/abstract=3343912> accessed 2 November
2019, �
�04 See for instance SEC, ‘The Ticket Reserve, Inc.: No Action, Interpretive and/or Exemptive Letter’ (11 
September 2003� <https://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/cf�noaction/ticketreserve091103.htm> accessed
� August 201�.
�0� See for instance the Munchee case (n4���.

��� 

increase token scarcity, as there are not enough tokens in the circulation on the open market to 
satiate the demand of token users� �hese strategies may be percei�ed as symptoms of financial 
instruments directly encouraging token holders to rather “hold and speculate” than purchase and 
use on an as�needed basis� 

�urthermore, �e ha�e to look into the business models of ICO pro�ects� �o� do �e �ualify the funds 
that a company collects throughout its ICO? Arguably, a purchase of utility tokens is “on paper” a pre�
order of goods and�or ser�ices that �ill be redeemed later �hence the �oucher aspect�� In that case, 
the funds raised in the ICO can be essentially �ualified as re�enue for future products�ser�ices 
pro�ided to the customers� Ob�iously, this concept �as used before in so�called pre�order 
cro�dfunding, through �hich companies�pro�ects raised funds to finali�e the product and then ship 
the first products to their cro�dfunders� �etting preliminary re�enue and use it for the de�elopment 
of the product thus isn’t a completely untested or contro�ersial concept� On the other hand, the 
ma�ority of blockchain businesses utili�e a platform business model, �hich puts them in the position 
of mere facilitators of transactions�  �nless they additionally charge participants per transaction 
��hich many actually do�, the funds that they raise in ICOs constitute all the re�enue that they �ill 
e�er generate� ��en if the collected funds are substantial��� , this is hardly a sustainable business 
model� As these platforms scale, it is �ery likely they �ill ha�e to conduct ICO repeatedly���� �uch a 
cycle �ery much resembles ne� e�uity issuances of listed corporations in instances �here they need 
to get e�ternal capital and utili�e it for their scaling� 

�he presence of li�uid secondary markets �crypto e�changes�, �here you can instantly trade �arious 
tokens and cryptocurrencies, only supports the speculation aspect of tokens� �specially, there is a 
distinct difference bet�een e�bay like secondary markets, �hich only list re�uests of buyers and 
sellers and enable them to effectuate transactions on their o�n �search�only secondary markets� and 
trading �enues, �here buyers and sellers are matched, and transactions are carried out in accordance 
�ith non�discretionary rules� �hile �e ha�e seen the former type in the conte�t of e�uity 
cro�dfunding, the crypto e�changes definitely fall into the category of the latter type� In the manner 

��� In our sample from �� ���� the a�erage amount raise in ICOs �as around ����� million dollars� 
��� Companies that conducted ICO once can also tap into more traditional sources of capital such as �enture 
capitalists or business angels, ho�e�er it is �uestionable �hy these in�estors �ould be interested in �entures, 
�hich generate re�enues only once e�g� through ICO� Of course, they may be interested in in�esting also in 
tokens on �hich they can again speculate� �o�e�er, such moti�ation �ould further support our contention 
that tokens are financial instruments� 
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of operation, t�ese crypto e�c�anges adopted many c�aracteristics of stock e�c�anges �ut so far �ave 
not implemented any concrete measures for investor protection�  

Our legal analysis s�o�s t�at a definition of investment contracts and transfera�le securities in t�e 
�S and in t�e ��, respectively, may �e �road enoug� to capture all ICO tokens, and t�us t�e decision 
��et�er to �ualify tokens as securities is eventually a political one� Certain regulatory and 
enforcement actions also demonstrate t�at regulators �ave not decided yet, �o� to categori�e tokens� 
For instance, S�C �as in Munc�ee case s�ut do�n t�eir ICO even t�oug� t�e token �as designed as a 
utility one� Moreover, FINMA, t�e S�iss financial markets regulator, pu�lis�ed ICO guidelines t�at 
stipulate t�at any utility token t�at cannot �e used on t�e platform immediately after an ICO �ill 
�ualify as a security��0� �ot� regulatory actions do not necessarily �ust follo� t�e interpretation of 
t�e �lack letter la�, �ut t�ey use regulatory discretion ��en dealing �it� unforeseen situations on 
t�e financial markets, demonstrating a rat�er �esitant approac� to tokens� 

Anot�er crucial �uestion is ��et�er token�related transactions �ave formed a distinct financial 
market, and tokens created a completely ne� class of (mostly� intangi�le assets� Many clues indeed 
point to t�at direction� �esides token �olders, ��o are supposedly only consumers of digital goods 
(��en talking a�out utility tokens�, t�e crypto market �rims over �it� entities, ��ic� �e can 
regularly find on ot�er segments of t�e financial market� Financial intermediaries, crypto e�c�anges, 
crypto �edge funds, crypto �C funds actively operate and pursue investment rationales on t�e crypto 
market�  In addition to t�at, T�omson Reuters recently conducted a survey, ��ic� s�o�ed t�at 20� 
of financial incum�ents plan to venture into crypto trading �it�in t�e ne�t year��0� One may argue 
t�at t�e symptoms of financial markets t�at form around cryptocurrencies and crypto tokens cannot 
�e more o�vious� 

T�e �ards�ip t�at regulators e�perience ��en analy�ing tokens stems from t�e lack of reference 
frame�ork� For instance, ��en �e t�ink a�out s�are o�ners�ip, �e immediately imagine 
participation in t�e s�are structure of t�e company, ��ic� confers a �undle of rig�ts on t�e �older of 
suc� a stake� On a superficial level, tokens �ork differently, and t�us, t�eir o�vious feature often 
contradicts to ��at �e currently call securities or, more �roadly, financial instruments� Rigidity in 
legal approac� and convenience for market actors led many policy�makers and la�yers to conclude 

�0� FINMA, ‘FINMA Guidance 04/2017: Regulatory Treatment of Initial Coin Offerings’ (29 September 2017�, �  
�0� Tommy Wilkes, ‘One in Five Financial Institutions Consider Cryptocurrency Trading, Survey Says � 
Reuters’ Reuters (2� April 201�� ��ttps://����reuters�com/article/us�crypto�currencies�survey/one�in�
five�financial�institutions�consider�cryptocurrency�trading�survey�says�id�S��N1��0S4� accessed 20 
�anuary 2020,  

1��

that utility tokens are only digital goods, and as such, they shall be treated as digital products
purchased for its use on respective platforms. �ooking few inches beneath the surface, one may
notice that a new financial market for cryptocurrencies and crypto tokens already in place and
thriving. 

�.3.3.2. TRADIN� AND T�E DEC��P�IN� PR�B�EM

Besides IC�s as primary offerings, tokens remain problematic also after their listing on crypto
exchanges. Crypto exchanges are powerful industry players that, to a large extent, fueled the initial
IC� hype and regularly provide li�uidity for token investments. Not all tokens, however, are admitted 
to trading. According to Coinschedule, only 1�� of finali�ed token offerings successfully proceeded 
with the listing of their native token on one or more token exchanges. �10 �nce a token is listed, it is
sub�ected to the forces of supply and demand operationali�ed by traders. At first glance, the price
discovery mechanism resembles the working of securities markets. A number of extrinsic and
intrinsic factors determine stock prices such as overall economic situation, interest rates, and
economic performance, including earning per share, dividend per share, dividend yield, dividend 
cover, and the price�earnings ratio. �11 The ma�ority of these factors cannot be simply applied to 
tokens due to the fact that the token offering model does not generate re�uired metrics. So far, it is
�uite unclear what information is relevant for the price discovery of cryptocurrencies. �12 Makarov
and Schoar show that the prices of cryptocurrencies (this study explored prices of Bitcoin) diverge
among crypto exchanges which, raises the possibility of trading arbitrage. The price differences,
moreover, point to the suboptimal price discovery mechanisms. �13

According to the theory of efficient markets, it should be impossible to profit from price changes since
stock prices already absorb all public information relevant for the price discovery, and thus, the stock
price reliably reflects the intrinsic value of the company, with the exception of insider information. 
�bviously, due to information asymmetries and market noise, the price discovery mechanisms, even
on highly regulated markets, are far from perfect. �n cryptocurrency markets, these issues are

�10 ‘CoinSchedule: Crypto Token Sales Market Statistics’ <https://www.coinschedule.com/stats�
funnel/A���dates�Nov 01, 2019 to Jan 23, 2020� accessed 20 January 2020.
�11 Nidhi Malhotra and Kamini Tandon, ‘Determinants of Stock Prices: Empirical Evidence from NSE 100
Companies’ (2013) 3 International Journal of Research in Management � Technology 8�, 8��8�
�12 Alexander Brauneis and Roland Mestel, ‘Price Discovery of Cryptocurrencies: Bitcoin and Beyond’ (2018)
1�� Economics �etters �8, �8��9
�13 Igor Makarov and Antoinette Schoar, ‘Trading and Arbitrage in Cryptocurrency Markets’ [2019] Journal of
�inancial Economics, 1�2
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of operation, t�ese crypto e�c�anges adopted many c�aracteristics of stock e�c�anges �ut so far �ave
not implemented any concrete measures for investor protection�

Our legal analysis s�o�s t�at a definition of investment contracts and transfera�le securities in t�e
�S and in t�e ��, respectively, may �e �road enoug� to capture all ICO tokens, and t�us t�e decision
��et�er to �ualify tokens as securities is eventually a political one� Certain regulatory and
enforcement actions also demonstrate t�at regulators �ave not decided yet, �o� to categori�e tokens�
For instance, S�C �as in Munc�ee case s�ut do�n t�eir ICO even t�oug� t�e token �as designed as a
utility one� Moreover, FINMA, t�e S�iss financial markets regulator, pu�lis�ed ICO guidelines t�at
stipulate t�at any utility token t�at cannot �e used on t�e platform immediately after an ICO �ill
�ualify as a security��0� �ot� regulatory actions do not necessarily �ust follo� t�e interpretation of 
t�e �lack letter la�, �ut t�ey use regulatory discretion ��en dealing �it� unforeseen situations on
t�e financial markets, demonstrating a rat�er �esitant approac� to tokens�

Anot�er crucial �uestion is ��et�er token�related transactions �ave formed a distinct financial
market, and tokens created a completely ne� class of (mostly� intangi�le assets� Many clues indeed
point to t�at direction� �esides token �olders, ��o are supposedly only consumers of digital goods
(��en talking a�out utility tokens�, t�e crypto market �rims over �it� entities, ��ic� �e can
regularly find on ot�er segments of t�e financial market� Financial intermediaries, crypto e�c�anges,
crypto �edge funds, crypto �C funds actively operate and pursue investment rationales on t�e crypto
market� In addition to t�at, T�omson Reuters recently conducted a survey, ��ic� s�o�ed t�at 20�
of financial incum�ents plan to venture into crypto trading �it�in t�e ne�t year��0� One may argue
t�at t�e symptoms of financial markets t�at form around cryptocurrencies and crypto tokens cannot
�e more o�vious�

T�e �ards�ip t�at regulators e�perience ��en analy�ing tokens stems from t�e lack of reference
frame�ork� For instance, ��en �e t�ink a�out s�are o�ners�ip, �e immediately imagine
participation in t�e s�are structure of t�e company, ��ic� confers a �undle of rig�ts on t�e �older of
suc� a stake� On a superficial level, tokens �ork differently, and t�us, t�eir o�vious feature often
contradicts to ��at �e currently call securities or, more �roadly, financial instruments� Rigidity in
legal approac� and convenience for market actors led many policy�makers and la�yers to conclude

�0� FINMA, ‘FINMA Guidance 04/2017: Regulatory Treatment of Initial Coin Offerings’ (29 September 2017�, �
�0� Tommy Wilkes, ‘One in Five Financial Institutions Consider Cryptocurrency Trading, Survey Says �
Reuters’ Reuters (2� April 201�� ��ttps://����reuters�com/article/us�crypto�currencies�survey/one�in�
five�financial�institutions�consider�cryptocurrency�trading�survey�says�id�S��N1��0S4� accessed 20
�anuary 2020, 
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that utility tokens are only digital goods, and as such, they shall be treated as digital products 
purchased for its use on respective platforms. �ooking few inches beneath the surface, one may 
notice that a new financial market for cryptocurrencies and crypto tokens already in place and 
thriving.  

�.3.3.1. TRADIN� AND T�E DEC��P�IN� PR�B�EM 

Besides IC�s as primary offerings, tokens remain problematic also after their listing on crypto 
exchanges. Crypto exchanges are powerful industry players that, to a large extent, fueled the initial 
IC� hype and regularly provide li�uidity for token investments. Not all tokens, however, are admitted 
to trading.  According to Coinschedule, only 1�� of finali�ed token offerings successfully proceeded 
with the listing of their native token on one or more token exchanges. �10 �nce a token is listed, it is 
sub�ected to the forces of supply and demand operationali�ed by traders. At first glance, the price 
discovery mechanism resembles the working of securities markets. A number of extrinsic and 
intrinsic factors determine stock prices such as overall economic situation, interest rates, and 
economic performance, including earning per share, dividend per share, dividend yield, dividend 
cover, and the price�earnings ratio. �11 The ma�ority of these factors cannot be simply applied to 
tokens due to the fact that the token offering model does not generate re�uired metrics. So far, it is 
�uite unclear what information is relevant for the price discovery of cryptocurrencies. �12 Makarov 
and Schoar show that the prices of cryptocurrencies (this study explored prices of Bitcoin) diverge 
among crypto exchanges which, raises the possibility of trading arbitrage. The price differences, 
moreover, point to the suboptimal price discovery mechanisms. �13 

According to the theory of efficient markets, it should be impossible to profit from price changes since 
stock prices already absorb all public information relevant for the price discovery, and thus, the stock 
price reliably reflects the intrinsic value of the company, with the exception of insider information. 
�bviously, due to information asymmetries and market noise, the price discovery mechanisms, even 
on highly regulated markets, are far from perfect. �n cryptocurrency markets, these issues are 

�10 ‘CoinSchedule: Crypto Token Sales Market Statistics’ <https://www.coinschedule.com/stats�
funnel/A���dates�Nov 01, 2019 to Jan 23, 2020� accessed 20 January 2020. 
�11 Nidhi Malhotra and Kamini Tandon, ‘Determinants of Stock Prices: Empirical Evidence from NSE 100 
Companies’ (2013) 3 International Journal of Research in Management � Technology 8�, 8��8� 
�12 Alexander Brauneis and Roland Mestel, ‘Price Discovery of Cryptocurrencies: Bitcoin and Beyond’ (2018) 
1�� Economics �etters �8, �8��9 
�13 Igor Makarov and Antoinette Schoar, ‘Trading and Arbitrage in Cryptocurrency Markets’ [2019] Journal of 
�inancial Economics, 1�2
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further aggravated �y the lack of disclosure from token issuers and significant investor irrationality. 
Crypto markets are replete with information asymmetries that prevent investors from estimating the 
intrinsic value of the pro�ect in question. In uncertainty, when finding relevant information is difficult, 
investors might resort to watching and mimicking others, presuma�ly �etter�informed investors’ 
decisions, resulting in herding. �14 Crypto e�changes encourage such �ehavior �y providing investors 
with automated functions that ena�le traders to copy portfolios of e�perienced investors. 
Simultaneously it proves to �e difficult to evaluate the economic performance of the �lockchain 
pro�ects. Relia�le disclosure mechanisms are a�sent or not sufficiently standardi�ed.  

In order to address the pro�lem of information asymmetries, some pro�ects decided to inform their 
community in periodical updates� others even attempted to emulate corporate governance of 
traditional companies �y organi�ing so�called annual coinholder meetings. �1�  �evertheless, the 
standardi�ed format of communicating relia�le information from �lockchain pro�ects to the market 
is still missing. Secondly, the performance of an early�stage startup is argua�ly not easy to assess and 
quantify. For instance, stock markets often rely on quarterly earnings as indicators of a company’s 
economic performance. The market regularly responds to the release of quarterly earnings �y 
immediate ad�ustments of stock prices. This metric is unlikely to �e efficient or suita�le in case of 
early�stage pro�ects. Some of the �lockchain pro�ects may �e in a pre�launch stage and thus do not 
engage with customers or generate revenue yet. Moreover, the tokens distri�uted through token 
offerings often represent a pre�purchase of products and services, which means that revenue has 
�een reali�ed �efore the platform enters into operation. �enture capitalists that asses their portfolio 
startups on a daily �asis do not have a standardi�ed format for evaluation of their economic 
performance. They rely on thorough monitoring, involvement with the founding team, and a set of 
�PIs that varies from company to company and across industries. Due to the specific features of token 
offerings, particularly ICOs and I�Os, the price of tokens does not sufficiently reflect the value of the 
underlying pro�ect. This leads to the pro�lem of decoupling of a venture value from the price of the 
token determined �y trading on crypto e�changes. �1� 

�14 For an overview of herding �ehavior,see Brett Trueman, ‘Analyst Forecasts and Herding Behavior’: (1994) 
� Review of Financial Studies 9�.  
�1� ‘Lykke Hosts Second Annual Coinholder Meeting and Reports Profits’ (2018) 
�https://www.lykke.com/company/news/2018�0��coinholder�meeting� accessed 2 �ovem�er 2019. 
�1� Iris HY Chiu, ‘Decoupling Tokens From Trading: Reaching Beyond Investment Regulation for Regulatory 
Policy in Initial Coin Offerings’ [2018] International Business Law Journal/ Revue de Droit des Affaires 
Internationales, Forthcoming, 20 

16�

Besides these fundamental issues in price discovery, crypto exchanges represent a potent space for
different types of market manipulation. Front running, pump and dump schemes, insider trading,
fake orders and spoofing, exaggeration of trading volumes by crypto exchanges �1�, manipulation of 
market capitali�ation are just examples of illicit practices. �18 From the perspective of academic
literature, if decoupling of intrinsic value of the project from the token price and market
capitali�ation is significant, the studies that determine the success of an �CO project by listing or by
the appreciation of token price, become less relevant in the context of selection of “good projects”.
Crypto exchanges benefit from emulating regulated trading venues as the average trader is less likely
to investigate the fundamental differences between the two and act similarly whether the exchange
deals in regulated financial instruments or not.

This decoupling problem presents a significant issue since it is not clear what exactly drives the price
discovery mechanisms on the secondary markets. There are two complementary approaches that
could potentially mitigate it. On the one hand, the crypto industry should determine the most efficient
metrics to assess the performance of the blockchain projects. Seemingly, the metrics of economic
performance used in the context of stock exchanges would not be very efficient because they were
developed in the context of share ownership for rather mature companies that conducted �POs.
Therefore we suggest that a number of active users could indicate the level of market adoption of the
underlying business model and thus document the network effect, �uintessential to the success of
most of the blockchain platforms. Since these are early�stage projects, another metric could involve
the achievement of predetermined milestones in accordance with the original white paper. �n this
context, the disclosure regulation with the attached liability for misrepresentations and omissions
should be implemented in order to guarantee the reliability of the presented data. For instance,
according to the �altese regulation, the �FA agent has to report to the assigned authority if the team
fails to fulfill the milestones presented in the white paper. �19

Secondly, the regulation should play an important role in addressing this problem. On the one hand,
it could introduce mandatory disclosure mechanisms for token offering initiators� on the other hand,
it is also crucial to regulate the crypto markets, e.g., crypto exchanges. For instance, under new
�altese regulation, crypto exchanges trading virtual financial assets (simply put utility tokens listed

�1� Olga Kharif, ‘On Crypto Exchanges, the Trades Don’t Always Add Up � Bloomberg’ Bloomberg Businessweek
(2019) �https���www.bloomberg.com�news�articles�2019�0��2��on�crypto�exchanges�the�trades�don�t�
always�add�up� accessed 2 �ovember 2019.
�18 Paul Barnes, ‘Cryptocurrency and �ts Susceptibility to Speculative Bubbles, �anipulation, Scams and
Fraud’ (2018) 9 Journal of Advanced Studies in Finance 60.
�19 Bill �o.�� � �irtual Financial Assets Bill (�alta) (n 29�), Part ��
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further aggravated �y the lack of disclosure from token issuers and significant investor irrationality.
Crypto markets are replete with information asymmetries that prevent investors from estimating the 
intrinsic value of the pro�ect in question. In uncertainty, when finding relevant information is difficult,
investors might resort to watching and mimicking others, presuma�ly �etter�informed investors’
decisions, resulting in herding. �14 Crypto e�changes encourage such �ehavior �y providing investors
with automated functions that ena�le traders to copy portfolios of e�perienced investors.
Simultaneously it proves to �e difficult to evaluate the economic performance of the �lockchain
pro�ects. Relia�le disclosure mechanisms are a�sent or not sufficiently standardi�ed. 

In order to address the pro�lem of information asymmetries, some pro�ects decided to inform their
community in periodical updates� others even attempted to emulate corporate governance of
traditional companies �y organi�ing so�called annual coinholder meetings. �1� �evertheless, the
standardi�ed format of communicating relia�le information from �lockchain pro�ects to the market
is still missing. Secondly, the performance of an early�stage startup is argua�ly not easy to assess and
quantify. For instance, stock markets often rely on quarterly earnings as indicators of a company’s
economic performance. The market regularly responds to the release of quarterly earnings �y
immediate ad�ustments of stock prices. This metric is unlikely to �e efficient or suita�le in case of
early�stage pro�ects. Some of the �lockchain pro�ects may �e in a pre�launch stage and thus do not
engage with customers or generate revenue yet. Moreover, the tokens distri�uted through token
offerings often represent a pre�purchase of products and services, which means that revenue has
�een reali�ed �efore the platform enters into operation. �enture capitalists that asses their portfolio
startups on a daily �asis do not have a standardi�ed format for evaluation of their economic
performance. They rely on thorough monitoring, involvement with the founding team, and a set of 
�PIs that varies from company to company and across industries. Due to the specific features of token
offerings, particularly ICOs and I�Os, the price of tokens does not sufficiently reflect the value of the
underlying pro�ect. This leads to the pro�lem of decoupling of a venture value from the price of the
token determined �y trading on crypto e�changes. �1�

�14 For an overview of herding �ehavior,see Brett Trueman, ‘Analyst Forecasts and Herding Behavior’: (1994)
� Review of Financial Studies 9�.
�1� ‘Lykke Hosts Second Annual Coinholder Meeting and Reports Profits’ (2018)
�https://www.lykke.com/company/news/2018�0��coinholder�meeting� accessed 2 �ovem�er 2019.
�1� Iris HY Chiu, ‘Decoupling Tokens From Trading: Reaching Beyond Investment Regulation for Regulatory 
Policy in Initial Coin Offerings’ [2018] International Business Law Journal/ Revue de Droit des Affaires
Internationales, Forthcoming, 20
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Besides these fundamental issues in price discovery, crypto exchanges represent a potent space for 
different types of market manipulation. Front running, pump and dump schemes, insider trading, 
fake orders and spoofing, exaggeration of trading volumes by crypto exchanges �1�, manipulation of 
market capitali�ation are just examples of illicit practices. �18  From the perspective of academic 
literature, if decoupling of intrinsic value of the project from the token price and market 
capitali�ation is significant, the studies that determine the success of an �CO project by listing or by 
the appreciation of token price, become less relevant in the context of selection of “good projects”. 
Crypto exchanges benefit from emulating regulated trading venues as the average trader is less likely 
to investigate the fundamental differences between the two and act similarly whether the exchange 
deals in regulated financial instruments or not. 

This decoupling problem presents a significant issue since it is not clear what exactly drives the price 
discovery mechanisms on the secondary markets. There are two complementary approaches that 
could potentially mitigate it. On the one hand, the crypto industry should determine the most efficient 
metrics to assess the performance of the blockchain projects. Seemingly, the metrics of economic 
performance used in the context of stock exchanges would not be very efficient because they were 
developed in the context of share ownership for rather mature companies that conducted �POs. 
Therefore we suggest that a number of active users could indicate the level of market adoption of the 
underlying business model and thus document the network effect, �uintessential to the success of 
most of the blockchain platforms. Since these are early�stage projects, another metric could involve 
the achievement of predetermined milestones in accordance with the original white paper. �n this 
context, the disclosure regulation with the attached liability for misrepresentations and omissions 
should be implemented in order to guarantee the reliability of the presented data. For instance, 
according to the �altese regulation, the �FA agent has to report to the assigned authority if the team 
fails to fulfill the milestones presented in the white paper. �19  

Secondly, the regulation should play an important role in addressing this problem. On the one hand, 
it could introduce mandatory disclosure mechanisms for token offering initiators� on the other hand, 
it is also crucial to regulate the crypto markets, e.g., crypto exchanges.  For instance, under new 
�altese regulation, crypto exchanges trading virtual financial assets (simply put utility tokens listed 

�1� Olga Kharif, ‘On Crypto Exchanges, the Trades Don’t Always Add Up � Bloomberg’ Bloomberg Businessweek 
(2019) �https���www.bloomberg.com�news�articles�2019�0��2��on�crypto�exchanges�the�trades�don�t�
always�add�up� accessed 2 �ovember 2019. 
�18 Paul Barnes, ‘Cryptocurrency and �ts Susceptibility to Speculative Bubbles, �anipulation, Scams and 
Fraud’ (2018) 9 Journal of Advanced Studies in Finance 60.
�19 Bill �o.�� � �irtual Financial Assets Bill (�alta) (n 29�), Part ��   
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on secondar� markets) are, amon�st others, re�uired to obtain a license, ha�e a minimum capital of 
730,000 E�� and are forbidden to exercise market manipulation that is under the re�ulation a 
criminal offense� 520   

Some commentators claim that the extensi�e re�ulation a�ain emulates the re�ulation of stock 
exchan�es and thus does not offer si�nificant benefits� On the other hand, market abuse, price, and 
�olume manipulation b� cr�pto exchan�es is not an exceptional practice� �herefore the re�ulator� 
inter�ention ma� be warranted� Furthermore, cr�pto exchan�es form the bottleneck of the cr�pto 
industr� that currentl� lacks proper self�re�ulation� �his ma� facilitate confusion on the side of the 
token holders� �ake, for instance, the case of Confido token� In �o�ember 2017, it was reported that 
Dutch ICO initiators disappeared without a trace with the collected ICO proceeds (375,000 E��)� 521 
Despite those reports, Confido token was still traded in �anuar� 201� for half of its hi�hest price� 522� 
�his example demonstrates that cr�pto exchan�es should implement strict self�re�ulator� rules that 
would pre�ent absurd tradin� practices, such as token tradin� of non�existent or fraudulent 
blockchain �entures�  �he combination of hard law and industr� self�re�ulation could thus potentiall� 
reduce the underl�in� problem of decouplin�� 

���� CO�C��SIO� 

E�uit� crowdfundin� and initial coin offerin�s are crowd�based t�pes of startup financin� that, from 
a re�ulator� perspecti�e, took �er� different paths� �he crucial distinction resides in the nature of the 
(financial) products that are offered to in�estors throu�h such offerin�s� While e�uit� crowdfundin� 
pro�ides in�estors with le�all� defined securities or �uasi�securities (such as the profit�participation 
loans), initial coin offerin�s distribute tokens, assets which le�al nature is still subject to considerable 
discussion� �his distinction, to a lar�e extent, pre�determined the re�ulator� approaches that 
occurred in both cases�  

E�uit� crowdfundin� offerin�s were full� operationali�ed after the national re�ulators in the E� 
member states, and the �S created bespoke re�imes that represent the li�ht�touch re�ulation in 
comparison with full��fletched securities re�imes that are normall� applicable to public offerin�s� 
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�.�. E��IT� C�OW�F�N�ING �O�E�� 

While most of the platforms ostentatiously promote their campaigns as equity offerings, in reality, these 
investment schemes tend to be more comple�. Crowdfunding platforms have developed a wide range of 
structures that �i� allow them to escape onerous legal rules or/and �ii� help the crowdfunded companies 
to manage the inflow of a large number of new investors. The investment schemes thus differ not only per 
country but also per platform. First and probably, the most transparent investment model provides 
crowdfunders with a chance to become direct shareholders in crowdfunded companies. For instance, 
Crowdcube���, �lternativa,��� and Invesdor��� offer direct equity ownership without the involvement of 
any additional intermediaries or special purpose vehicles ��ee Graph �III�. 

ILLUSTRATION 4 Direct Equity Crowdfunding Model 

     Individual Investors 

While these crowdfunding platforms do not intervene in the chain of ownership, they still provide 
additional services such as monitoring, e�ecution of information rights and updates, and, in general, serve 
as a communication interface between company and investors, which helps to reduce companies’ 

��� �ee ‘Online Investing, Equity Crowdfunding, Business Finance : Crowdcube’ 
<https://www.crowdcube.com/� accessed � �ugust ����. Besides direct equity option, Crowdcube also 
offers nominee structure, see ‘What Is a Nominee? – Help Centre’ <https://help.crowdcube.com/hc/en�
us/articles/����������What�is�a�nominee�� accessed � �ugust ����. 
��� �ee www.alternativa.fr �in the meantime �lternativa was liquidated� 
��� �ee ‘The Go�to �lace for Equity and �ebt Crowdfunding in the EE� � Invesdor’ 
<https://www.invesdor.com/en� accessed � �ugust ����. 
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communication and coordination costs. �or instance, in case there is a new share issue, and a company
decides to offer crowdfunders an opportunity to participate, crowdfunding platforms inform
shareholders and coordinate the new round of underwriting. �n the downside, a spectrum of
shareholders’ rights granted to crowdfunders is frequently curtailed. Before a crowdfunding campaign,
companies usually create se�eral share classes that di�ide shareholders into �i� founders and original
owners �initial in�estors from friends and family or business angels�, �ii� crowdfunders with minor
contributions, and �iii� crowdfunders with significant contributions. �ach share class is attributed to a 
different set of rights. �rowdfunders with minor contributions are often de�oid of �oting rights, right to
attend and spea� at the shareholder meetings, pre�emption rights in case of new share issuance and
redemption rights. �he whole purpose of such design is to create a group of beneficial owners with purely
economic interest and no control rights.��� �onetheless, the extent to which shareholders’ control rights 
are eliminated �aries from platform to platform. �he minority of platforms offer an unrestricted equity
model, granting crowdfunders a standard shareholder pac�age. �lthough such an approach may seem
more adequate, it also creates additional concerns and incurs certain costs of its own. �nrelated and
uncoordinated crowdfunders may often fail to harness the power of their aggregate holdings, which
would enable them to ha�e a stronger position in the ownership structure of a company. �he second
in�estment model introduces a nominee entity, which pools together in�estments of indi�idual
crowdfunders and simultaneously exercises shareholder rights on their behalf.��� �nstead of becoming
direct shareholders, crowdfunders enter into an in�estment agreement, whereby they commit to
purchasing shares and, at the same time, appoint a nominee entity as their legal owner. �he nominee
entity can be a platform itself or a new special purpose �ehicle incorporated for that purpose. �rom a legal
perspecti�e, shares are owned, and shareholders’ rights are exercised by a nominee to the benefit of the
crowdfunder. �n terms of role di�ision, this in�estment model �ery much resembles a trust structure. 
�gain, this model is based on the primary assumption of a passi�e crowdfunder who is better off when a 
nominee is in�ol�ed. �e�ertheless, some platforms ha�e introduced a contractual arrangement, which
enables acti�e crowdfunders, to a certain extent, reclaim their position. �or instance, �eedrs gi�es
crowdfunders an opportunity to request a proxy for representing a nominee on the general meeting of
shareholders, and �ote on its behalf.���

��� �his is for instance the case of �rowdcube.
��� �ominee structure is used for example by �eedrs, �yndicate �oom, �rowdcube and �enture �ounders.
��� �ynn �n ����.
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country but also per platform. First and probably, the most transparent investment model provides
crowdfunders with a chance to become direct shareholders in crowdfunded companies. For instance,
Crowdcube���, �lternativa,��� and Invesdor��� offer direct equity ownership without the involvement of
any additional intermediaries or special purpose vehicles ��ee Graph �III�.
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ILLUSTRATION 5 Nominee Equity Crowdfunding Model 

In s��� � m�nner� �r��d��nders t��t see� ��tive inv��vement ��n de ���t� e�er�ise ��s� ��ntr�� ri��ts 
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ILLUSTRATION 6 SPV Equity Crowdfunding Model

�he act�al position of cro�df�nders �nder s�ch an in�estment model is certainly less transparent�
�y design, their potential infl�ence on a target company is m�ch lo�er, as they participate only in
collecti�e decision�ma�ing of a special p�rpose �ehicle� �ence, they cannot, �nder any circ�mstances,
e�ercise rights related to sta�e in a target company, �hich is proportional to the �al�e of their
contrib�tion�

�irst, cro�df�nders’ position in an intermediary entity is deri�ed from its articles of association and,
if applicable, from shareholders’ agreement� �econdly, once an ��� in�ests into a target company, it
becomes, as a shareholder, s�b�ect to in�estee company’s articles of association as �ell as a 
shareholders’ agreement, if there is one in place� �t goes �itho�t saying that thro�gh s�ch an 
o�nership chain, cro�df�nders cannot infl�ence decision�ma�ing on a start�p le�el, and they can 
merely e�ercise �oting rights on the ��� le�el� �nother important matter is the composition of a
board of ���s� �he in�ol�ement of platforms in the composition of the ��� board co�ld potentially
gi�e rise to s�bstantial conflicts of interest� �n the case of �ymbid, cro�df�nders are allo�ed b�t
�s�ally do not become directors of the special p�rpose entity� �he common practice in this matter
sho�s that it is fre��ently fo�nders, c�rrent professional in�estors, or other e�perts close to a target 
company, �ho occ�py these board positions����

��� �his contention is based on the analysis of board of directors of �� special p�rpose �ehicles incorporated 
by �ymbid�
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In some �u�is�i�tions, le�al �est�i�tions �elate� to equity offe�in�s in p�ivate �ompanies a�e so 
�u��ensome that ��o��fun�in� platfo�ms ha� to a�an�on the �on�ept in its enti�ety. �o� instan�e, in 
�e�many, platfo�ms use a so��alle� p�ofit�pa�ti�ipatin� loan.��� �e�ally spea�in�, su�h investment is
a loan �ith in�efinite matu�ity, the inte�est of �hi�h is �epen�ent solely on the p�ofit of a sta�tup.
�ue to the �e�t natu�e of su�h investment, ��o��fun�e�s�len�e�s �o not �e�eive any �i�hts in the 
mana�ement of the �ompany.���  It is quite �ommon that sta�tups �o not �ene�ate any p�ofit fo� 
seve�al yea�s, the�efo�e in o��e� to ma�e su�h �eal a�vanta�eous fo� ��o��fun�e�s, �ont�a�tual 
a��an�ements in loan �ont�a�ts imitate �e�tain aspe�ts of equity. �o� instan�e, ��o��fun�e�s a�e 
entitle� to pay�out in �ase e�it t�ansa�tion o��u�s. �u�h p�o�ee�s a�e �al�ulate� in the same �ay as 
the p�o�ee�s of �i�e�t sha�ehol�e�s, ta�in� into a��ount the value of thei� loan as the value of thei� 
sha�ehol�in�. �lthou�h ��o��fun�e�s�len�e�s �annot anyho� inte�vene in the mana�ement o� 
�e�ision�ma�in� of a ta��et �ompany, the �lassifi�ation of the �ont�a�t as a loan �ives them one ve�y 
spe�ifi� �enefit. In the �ase of liqui�ation event o� �ivi�en� pay�out, �i�e�t sha�ehol�e�s a�e usually 
the last ones to �e se�ve� �ue to thei� position of �esi�ual �laimants. �en�e�s al�ays supe�se�e 
sha�ehol�e�s in the pe��in� o��e�.  This may �e�ome even mo�e si�nifi�ant in �ase a pa�ti�ula� 
�ompany �e�eives VC investment in a late� sta�e. VC fi�ms have t�a�itionally quite si�nifi�ant leve�a�e 
an� the�efo�e ne�otiate ve�y a�vanta�eous te�ms, �hi�h often �ilute the position of ea�lie� 
investo�s.��� The position of len�e�s hen�e �ua�antees that the p�e�ato�y �ehavio� of VC fi�ms �ill 
not in these �ases ne�atively impa�t thei� p�o�ee�s.

These ��o��fun�in� mo�els, althou�h quite va�ie�, appa�ently st�ive to �alan�e t�o opposin� 
inte�ests, namely (i� empo�e�in� ��o�� �y ��antin� ��o��fun�e�s �i�hts that a�e �ommonly 
�onne�te� to o�ne�ship sta�e an� (ii� p�eventin� ineffi�ien�ies of hi�hly �ispe�se� o�ne�ship. 
�e��eivin� ��o��fun�e�s as pu�ely passive �is� �apital p�ovi�e�s is fun�amentally ��on�. �esea��h 
sho�s that the motivation of ��o��fun�e�s to invest is fuele� mostly �y non�finan�ial in�entives an� 
thei� �enuine inte�est in innovation, te�hnolo�y, an� ent�ep�eneu�ship.��� �s al�ea�y e�plaine�, the 
i�entity of ��o��fun�e�s �an �an�e f�om �e�ula� �oes th�ou�h s�ille� �usiness p�ofessionals to hi�h 
net��o�th in�ivi�uals an� even �usiness an�els. �ivin� ��o��fun�e�s an option to �e�ome a�tive (to 
an app�op�iate e�tent� �an �e thus ve�y impo�tant in �oostin� the inte�est of investo�s, �ho, in tu�n, 
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���  Tamo ��in�e, ‘Clash of the Investment Types: Equity Vs.’ (Companisto, 6 September, 2016, ����� 
�https:�����.�ompanisto.�om�en�a�ti�le�a�ti�le�
�����utm�me�ium�email�utm�sou��e�Companisto��e�slette��utm��ampai�n��������Companisto�
��ti�el�Ima�e�� a��esse� � ��to�e� ����. 
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can tap into their own resources and create added value for their investee companies. Crowdfunding
models, which allow investors to modify passive default position, are therefore more fle�ible and can
better cater to the needs of individual crowdfunders.

�.�. ������������ C�����C���� ������������

�egal relationships among a crowdfunder, a platform, and a startup �an investee company� are, to a 
large e�tent, determined by a particular investment model that a given platform utili�es. �n general,
there are four commonly used models in �urope, namely �i� direct e�uity model �ii� nominee model, 
�iii� indirect or ����model, and �iv� e�uity imitating model or so�called profit�participation loan.
�hen designing an investment model, there are several aspects, which crowdfunding platforms
consider. �irst of all, most investment models are designed to circumvent legal obstacles of investing
in private companies.��� �econdly, they address the issue of inflow of a large number of shareholders
that sometimes do not wish to be active and, at the same time, suffer from the collective action
problem.��� �uch a combination can lead to hindrances in the fle�ibility and speed of decision�
ma�ing. �he above�mentioned problems are addressed through contractual arrangements stipulated
in investment contracts, subscription contracts, shareholders’ agreements, and�or ad�ustments to
articles of association of an investee company. �ost of the platforms pursue a very standardi�ed
approach� hence most of the investee companies implement contract templates designed by
platforms. �t remains controversial whether the savings on bargaining and negotiation costs
outweigh the negative effects of the one�si�e�fits�all model.

�n order to shed light on the position of crowdfunders, we e�amined investment models of eleven
platforms resident in five �� �urisdictions. �hile all of the models could be subsumed under one of
the categories enumerated above, the specific arrangements of each model still differ significantly,
especially to the e�tent to which they enable active crowdfunders to e�ercise standard shareholder
rights in investee companies. 

�.�.�. C�����C���� ������������ �� ����C� ������ ������

�s the name suggests, direct e�uity models offer direct share ownership� hence crowdfunders
become legally and factually shareholders in investee companies. Crowdfunders’ position is
dependent on rights and obligations stipulated in a subscription agreement, shareholders’

��� �ee for instance �ooghiemstra and �e �uysere �n ����, �������
��� �grawal, Catalan and �oldfarb �n ���, �����
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In some �u�is�i�tions, le�al �est�i�tions �elate� to equity offe�in�s in p�ivate �ompanies a�e so
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sho�s that the motivation of ��o��fun�e�s to invest is fuele� mostly �y non�finan�ial in�entives an�
thei� �enuine inte�est in innovation, te�hnolo�y, an� ent�ep�eneu�ship.��� �s al�ea�y e�plaine�, the
i�entity of ��o��fun�e�s �an �an�e f�om �e�ula� �oes th�ou�h s�ille� �usiness p�ofessionals to hi�h
net��o�th in�ivi�uals an� even �usiness an�els. �ivin� ��o��fun�e�s an option to �e�ome a�tive (to
an app�op�iate e�tent� �an �e thus ve�y impo�tant in �oostin� the inte�est of investo�s, �ho, in tu�n,
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can tap into their own resources and create added value for their investee companies. Crowdfunding 
models, which allow investors to modify passive default position, are therefore more fle�ible and can 
better cater to the needs of individual crowdfunders. 

�.�. ������������ C�����C���� ������������ 

�egal relationships among a crowdfunder, a platform, and a startup �an investee company� are, to a 
large e�tent, determined by a particular investment model that a given platform utili�es. �n general, 
there are four commonly used models in �urope, namely �i� direct e�uity model �ii� nominee model, 
�iii� indirect or ����model, and �iv� e�uity imitating model or so�called profit�participation loan.  
�hen designing an investment model, there are several aspects, which crowdfunding platforms 
consider. �irst of all, most investment models are designed to circumvent legal obstacles of investing 
in private companies.��� �econdly, they address the issue of inflow of a large number of shareholders 
that sometimes do not wish to be active and, at the same time, suffer from the collective action 
problem.���  �uch a combination can lead to hindrances in the fle�ibility and speed of decision�
ma�ing. �he above�mentioned problems are addressed through contractual arrangements stipulated 
in investment contracts, subscription contracts, shareholders’ agreements, and�or ad�ustments to 
articles of association of an investee company. �ost of the platforms pursue a very standardi�ed 
approach� hence most of the investee companies implement contract templates designed by 
platforms.  �t remains controversial whether the savings on bargaining and negotiation costs 
outweigh the negative effects of the one�si�e�fits�all model. 

�n order to shed light on the position of crowdfunders, we e�amined investment models of eleven 
platforms resident in five �� �urisdictions. �hile all of the models could be subsumed under one of 
the categories enumerated above, the specific arrangements of each model still differ significantly, 
especially to the e�tent to which they enable active crowdfunders to e�ercise standard shareholder 
rights in investee companies.  

�.�.�. C�����C���� ������������ �� ����C� ������ ������ 

�s the name suggests, direct e�uity models offer direct share ownership� hence crowdfunders 
become legally and factually shareholders in investee companies. Crowdfunders’ position is 
dependent on rights and obligations stipulated in a subscription agreement, shareholders’ 
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agreement, if applicable, and articles of association. Simultaneously, these models also address the 
collective action problem of crowdfunders. In terms of voting rights, Crowdcube ��8  essentially 
implemented the dual�class structure, in which crowdfunders contributing insignificant amounts, so�
called B shareholders, are do not receive any voting rights.��� Crowdfunders, who commit relatively 
larger amounts (A shareholders) and thus share a greater portion of the ris�, receive full voting 
capacity. �oreover, B shareholders are essentially stripped off other important rights, such as pre�
emptive rights in case of new share issuance, rights of first refusal in case of share transfer, or rights 
to attend and spea� at the general meeting of shareholders.  The right to dividends, one of a few 
remaining economic benefits of B shareholders, is construed in a way to prevent absolute discretion 
of the board in the dividend distribution. �ividends have to be paid to all shareholders in case they 
reach a certain threshold. The common practice in investee companies is to adjust articles of 
association to facilitate the entrance of crowdfunders. Therefore, articles of association explicitly 
distinguish between incumbent investors and new�coming crowdfunders. 

Invesdor��0 created a seemingly more shareholder�friendly model with no class division and full 
voting and capital rights. On the other hand, articles of association are not available for the investors 
during a campaign� hence they do not have a complete picture of the applicable rights and obligations 
in advance. Simultaneously, most companies decide to use standardized crowdfunders’ 
(shareholders’) agreement provided by the platform.��1  This agreement is quite basic and addresses 
mainly share transfers, exit transactions, and future rounds of financing. Crowdfunders are not 
allowed to transfer their shares in part or in its entirety to external parties, which do not adhere to 
the crowdfunders’ (shareholders’) agreement. In case of a potential exit transaction, either 
acquisition or initial public offering,  shareholders must always vote according to the instructions of 
the board, regardless of the amount of their contribution.  �on�compliance would, in this case, 
constitute a breach of a crowdfunders’ agreement� however, the agreement itself does not follow�up 
with possible repercussions. Smooth execution of future financing rounds is guaranteed by 

��8 Crowdcube is a very first equity crowdfunding platform in the E�, which began its operation in 2011. 
Crowdcube is resident  at Essex �niversity, ��., more information available at ‘Online Investing, Equity 
Crowdfunding, Business Finance : Crowdcube’ <https://www.crowdcube.com/> accessed 7 August 2018. 
��� Crowdfunding company has an option to create single class of shareholders with full voting rights, 
however most of the companies follow proposed dual or even multiple�class structure. 
��0 Invesdor is a Finnish equity crowdfunding platform, which is a pioneer in cross�border transactions, as it 
was first European platform to obtain �IFI� license that enables it to mar�et its offerings in all EEA states. 
For more information see ‘The Go�to �lace for Equity and �ebt Crowdfunding in the EEA � Invesdor’ 
<https://www.invesdor.com/en> accessed 7 August 2018. 
��1 Companies indeed have a choice of letting crowdfunders join the existing shareholders’ agreement, which 
absent any modifications in relation to crowdfunding round of financing may provide them with equal 
shareholders’ rights. 

���

crowdfunders’ obligation to vote according to the instructions of the board. �t has to be noted that 
crowdfunders’ agreement does not per se establish different shareholders’ classes; however� it 
applies only to crowdfunding shareholders. �nvestors or founders who ac�uired companies’ sta�es
before a crowdfunding round may be naturally sub�ect to terms that are more advantageous.

The approach of �panish �rowdcube� in essence� follows its �� originator with certain local
modifications. �ossibly� due to the higher ris��averse nature of �panish investors� the capital rights
of crowdfunders are more prominent and enhanced through a very original solution. �y default�
crowdfunders do not have voting rights. �n case a company has distributable profits� holders of �
shares are entitled to receive a minimum dividend of ���� of the value of their investment. �f a 
company did not generate any or sufficient distributable profits� the dividends might not be paid out
for five consecutive years� however during the period that a company fails to satisfy such minimum
pay�out� � class shareholders are temporarily granted voting rights e�ual to the voting rights of ��
class shareholders. �urthermore� the capital position of � class shareholders is reinforced by the
presence of redemption rights� which are absent in all other reviewed direct e�uity models. �uch
redemption rights activate several years after an initial investment. �n order to �eep redemption
transactions smooth� articles of association describe in detail the mechanism that determines the
exact value of shares. �imultaneously� an investee company has to annually contribute a fraction of
its profits to a reserve fund� which is created for the purpose of the execution of redemption rights. 

The direct e�uity model grants crowdfunders the position of real shareholders without any other
intermediary entities present in the chain of ownership. �s demonstrated by the examples�
shareholders’ rights are significantly curbed either by the limited scope of rights attached to shares
or by contractual arrangements that restrict the free exercise of shareholders’ rights. The main
drawbac� of the direct e�uity model is that in either case� the crowdfunders that can constitute
significant shareholder bloc� �in certain cases up to ���� may remain unrepresented. �uite
fre�uently� a crowdfunding round is the first to bring external funding to a startup. �nder such direct
e�uity models� a company not only benefits from the capital inflow but simultaneously remains
almost completely unmonitored due to restricted shareholders’ rights. 

�.�.�. ���T���T��� ����������T� �� ������� �����

The nominee crowdfunding model can be compared to a trust�li�e structure� where crowdfunders
delegate their rights to a nominee entity. �ominee acts as a legal owner of shares� while
crowdfunders remain the ultimate beneficiaries of economic rights. �uch structures are utili�ed
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agreement, if applicable, and articles of association. Simultaneously, these models also address the 
collective action problem of crowdfunders. In terms of voting rights, Crowdcube ��8 essentially 
implemented the dual�class structure, in which crowdfunders contributing insignificant amounts, so�
called B shareholders, are do not receive any voting rights.��� Crowdfunders, who commit relatively 
larger amounts (A shareholders) and thus share a greater portion of the ris�, receive full voting
capacity. �oreover, B shareholders are essentially stripped off other important rights, such as pre�
emptive rights in case of new share issuance, rights of first refusal in case of share transfer, or rights
to attend and spea� at the general meeting of shareholders. The right to dividends, one of a few
remaining economic benefits of B shareholders, is construed in a way to prevent absolute discretion
of the board in the dividend distribution. �ividends have to be paid to all shareholders in case they
reach a certain threshold. The common practice in investee companies is to adjust articles of
association to facilitate the entrance of crowdfunders. Therefore, articles of association explicitly
distinguish between incumbent investors and new�coming crowdfunders.

Invesdor��0 created a seemingly more shareholder�friendly model with no class division and full
voting and capital rights. On the other hand, articles of association are not available for the investors
during a campaign� hence they do not have a complete picture of the applicable rights and obligations
in advance. Simultaneously, most companies decide to use standardized crowdfunders’
(shareholders’) agreement provided by the platform.��1 This agreement is quite basic and addresses
mainly share transfers, exit transactions, and future rounds of financing. Crowdfunders are not
allowed to transfer their shares in part or in its entirety to external parties, which do not adhere to
the crowdfunders’ (shareholders’) agreement. In case of a potential exit transaction, either
acquisition or initial public offering,  shareholders must always vote according to the instructions of
the board, regardless of the amount of their contribution. �on�compliance would, in this case,
constitute a breach of a crowdfunders’ agreement� however, the agreement itself does not follow�up 
with possible repercussions. Smooth execution of future financing rounds is guaranteed by

��8 Crowdcube is a very first equity crowdfunding platform in the E�, which began its operation in 2011. 
Crowdcube is resident at Essex �niversity, ��., more information available at ‘Online Investing, Equity
Crowdfunding, Business Finance : Crowdcube’ <https://www.crowdcube.com/> accessed 7 August 2018.
��� Crowdfunding company has an option to create single class of shareholders with full voting rights, 
however most of the companies follow proposed dual or even multiple�class structure.
��0 Invesdor is a Finnish equity crowdfunding platform, which is a pioneer in cross�border transactions, as it
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��1 Companies indeed have a choice of letting crowdfunders join the existing shareholders’ agreement, which 
absent any modifications in relation to crowdfunding round of financing may provide them with equal
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crowdfunders’ obligation to vote according to the instructions of the board. �t has to be noted that 
crowdfunders’ agreement does not per se establish different shareholders’ classes; however� it 
applies only to crowdfunding shareholders. �nvestors or founders who ac�uired companies’ sta�es 
before a crowdfunding round may be naturally sub�ect to terms that are more advantageous. 

The approach of �panish �rowdcube� in essence� follows its �� originator with certain local 
modifications. �ossibly� due to the higher ris��averse nature of �panish investors� the capital rights 
of crowdfunders are more prominent and enhanced through a very original solution. �y default� 
crowdfunders do not have voting rights. �n case a company has distributable profits� holders of � 
shares are entitled to receive a minimum dividend of ���� of the value of their investment. �f a 
company did not generate any or sufficient distributable profits� the dividends might not be paid out 
for five consecutive years� however during the period that a company fails to satisfy such minimum 
pay�out� � class shareholders are temporarily granted voting rights e�ual to the voting rights of ��
class shareholders. �urthermore� the capital position of � class shareholders is reinforced by the 
presence of redemption rights� which are absent in all other reviewed direct e�uity models.   �uch 
redemption rights activate several years after an initial investment. �n order to �eep redemption 
transactions smooth� articles of association describe in detail the mechanism that determines the 
exact value of shares. �imultaneously� an investee company has to annually contribute a fraction of 
its profits to a reserve fund� which is created for the purpose of the execution of redemption rights.  

The direct e�uity model grants crowdfunders the position of real shareholders without any other 
intermediary entities present in the chain of ownership. �s demonstrated by the examples� 
shareholders’ rights are significantly curbed either by the limited scope of rights attached to shares 
or by contractual arrangements that restrict the free exercise of shareholders’ rights. The main 
drawbac� of the direct e�uity model is that in either case� the crowdfunders that can constitute 
significant shareholder bloc� �in certain cases up to ���� may remain unrepresented. �uite 
fre�uently� a crowdfunding round is the first to bring external funding to a startup. �nder such direct 
e�uity models� a company not only benefits from the capital inflow but simultaneously remains 
almost completely unmonitored due to restricted shareholders’ rights.  
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The nominee crowdfunding model can be compared to a trust�li�e structure� where crowdfunders 
delegate their rights to a nominee entity. �ominee acts as a legal owner of shares� while 
crowdfunders remain the ultimate beneficiaries of economic rights. �uch structures are utili�ed 
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mostly in the ��� �ossi�ly due to familiarity �ith trusts.  �his model effectively addresses the 
collective action �ro�lem of cro�dfunders �y re�resenting and e�ercising granted rights on their 
�ehalf. �n the other hand� it introduces an intermediary� �hich is �y no means �ound �y the decisions 
of actual cro�dfunders.  �ecause nominee entity re�resents all cro�dfunders that invested in one 
cam�aign in aggregate� it can �ecome quite a significant shareholder in the o�nershi� structure of 
investee com�anies. Furthermore� most of the �latforms either act as nominees or a��oint one single 
entity� usually their su�sidiary that re�resents cro�dfunders in all com�anies� �hich raised a 
cro�dfunding round on the given �latform.��2   It is safe to say that the nominee effectively runs and 
manages a �ortfolio of investments or that it at least has the ca�acity to do so.

�he accumulation of smaller investments lends a �articular nominee much greater �argaining �o�er 
that allo�s her to negotiate investment terms �ith investee com�anies traditionally afforded only to 
�rofessional investors such as �usiness angels or V� funds. As evidenced �y Table 7� the nominee’s 
�osition is in com�arison �ith the �osition of cro�dfunders in direct equity models� much more 
�eneficial.  �hile the nominee model ena�les cro�dfunders to �e re�resented� it may not necessarily 
�e their voice that is heard. A nominee entity seldom has any economic interests in an investee 
com�any� �hich raises concerns related to the alignment of interests �et�een nominee and 
cro�dfunders. In order to mitigate such concerns� nominee models occasionally im�lement 
mechanisms that ena�le cro�dfunders� to a certain e�tent� e�ercise their rights directly.  For instance� 
u�on request� a nominee entity of Seedrs �ill grant a �ro�y to a �articular cro�dfunder� �ho �ishes 
to attend a general meeting of shareholders of an investee com�any and vote on her o�n �ehalf.��� 
At this �oint� it is not �no�n ho� often such an arrangement is used in �ractice.

��2 Seedrs act as a nominee entity for all investments made through the �latform. See Lynn (n 208). 
�VentureFounders use one single nominee entity “Venture Founders Nominee Limited”  for all investment 
made through the �latform� further see ‘Equity Invesment | Alternative Investment Strategies | Rights and 
Protections’ (n 280). 
��� See Lynn (n 208). Availa�le at  htt�s������.seedrs.com�learn��log�entre�reneurs�ti�s�tric�s�nominee�
structure�equity�cro�dfunding� last accessed on ��th �cto�er 20�� 

���

TABLE 7 Crowdfunders’ Rights in Selected EU-based Crowdfunding Platforms

� – �rowdfunder� �� �ominee, ���� �pecial �urpose �ehicle

� In direct e�uity models, the rights of shareholders stem from articles of association or/and shareholders’
agreements, which can differ per crowdfunded company. In some cases, such as Invesdor, shareholders’
agreements are provided �y platform in a standardi�ed format. In nominee models and ��� models, the rights
afforded to intermediaries stem from articles of association or shareholders’ agreements of crowdfunded
companies. In �oth cases, these can differ per crowdfunded company� therefore, such data cannot �e ta�en as a
general rule of thum�, only as anecdotal evidence of researched sample.
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mostly in the ��� �ossi�ly due to familiarity �ith trusts. �his model effectively addresses the
collective action �ro�lem of cro�dfunders �y re�resenting and e�ercising granted rights on their
�ehalf. �n the other hand� it introduces an intermediary� �hich is �y no means �ound �y the decisions
of actual cro�dfunders. �ecause nominee entity re�resents all cro�dfunders that invested in one
cam�aign in aggregate� it can �ecome quite a significant shareholder in the o�nershi� structure of
investee com�anies. Furthermore� most of the �latforms either act as nominees or a��oint one single
entity� usually their su�sidiary that re�resents cro�dfunders in all com�anies� �hich raised a
cro�dfunding round on the given �latform.��2 It is safe to say that the nominee effectively runs and 
manages a �ortfolio of investments or that it at least has the ca�acity to do so.

�he accumulation of smaller investments lends a �articular nominee much greater �argaining �o�er
that allo�s her to negotiate investment terms �ith investee com�anies traditionally afforded only to
�rofessional investors such as �usiness angels or V� funds. As evidenced �y Table 7� the nominee’s
�osition is in com�arison �ith the �osition of cro�dfunders in direct equity models� much more
�eneficial. �hile the nominee model ena�les cro�dfunders to �e re�resented� it may not necessarily
�e their voice that is heard. A nominee entity seldom has any economic interests in an investee
com�any� �hich raises concerns related to the alignment of interests �et�een nominee and
cro�dfunders. In order to mitigate such concerns� nominee models occasionally im�lement
mechanisms that ena�le cro�dfunders� to a certain e�tent� e�ercise their rights directly. For instance�
u�on request� a nominee entity of Seedrs �ill grant a �ro�y to a �articular cro�dfunder� �ho �ishes
to attend a general meeting of shareholders of an investee com�any and vote on her o�n �ehalf.���

At this �oint� it is not �no�n ho� often such an arrangement is used in �ractice.  

��2 Seedrs act as a nominee entity for all investments made through the �latform. See Lynn (n 208).
�VentureFounders use one single nominee entity “Venture Founders Nominee Limited” for all investment 
made through the �latform� further see ‘Equity Invesment | Alternative Investment Strategies | Rights and 
Protections’ (n 280).
��� See Lynn (n 208). Availa�le at htt�s������.seedrs.com�learn��log�entre�reneurs�ti�s�tric�s�nominee�
structure�equity�cro�dfunding� last accessed on ��th �cto�er 20��

���

TABLE 7 Crowdfunders’ Rights in Selected EU-based Crowdfunding Platforms 

� – �rowdfunder� �� �ominee, ���� �pecial �urpose �ehicle 

� In direct e�uity models, the rights of shareholders stem from articles of association or/and shareholders’ 
agreements, which can differ per crowdfunded company. In some cases, such as Invesdor, shareholders’ 
agreements are provided �y platform in a standardi�ed format. In nominee models and ��� models, the rights 
afforded to intermediaries stem from articles of association or shareholders’ agreements of crowdfunded 
companies. In �oth cases, these can differ per crowdfunded company� therefore, such data cannot �e ta�en as a 
general rule of thum�, only as anecdotal evidence of researched sample. 
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Syndicate Room, on the other hand, claims that it allows its crowdfunders to vote on every single 
matter presented to the nominee and then simply e�ecutes voting according to these instructions.��� 
However, a closer look at the subscription agreement reveals that such a mechanism is not directly 
stipulated. Quite vaguely, the agreement merely states “that the Investor and Nominee shall agree 

between themselves any action the Nominee shall take to enforce warranties or any other rights or 

obligations exercised on behalf of the Investor”. �n case the nominee follows instructions of the 
crowdfunders, it would be very likely that nominee would not cast a unified vote but would vote in 
favor of a certain resolution on behalf of some crowdfunders and against on behalf of other 
crowdfunders. �his would endanger a nominee’s position and perception as a single shareholder and 
could potentially decrease her bargaining power, should such practice become commonplace. 

 Another quite controversial matter is the e�ercise of pre�emption rights in case of subsequent share 
issuance. While Syndicate Room applies the same vague terminology in this situation, the Seedrs 
subscription contract addresses this issue directly and in great detail. �he pre�emption offer has to 
be submitted to crowdfunders, and the final decision is left to their own discretion, save for the 
situation, where nominee decides to waive the right to a pre�emption offer without the 
crowdfunders’ approval if it believes such decision to be in their best interest.  Such counteracting 
claims present in one single paragraph are indeed very confusing as they, in the first instance, grant 
a very specific right to a crowdfunder and, in the second instance, leave the individual e�ercise of 
such right at the discretion of a nominee. �n fact, Seedrs openly admitted to using its discretion in a 
collective waving of pre�emption rights on several occasions.���  

�ast but not least, a subscription agreement should also deal with the potential e�it situation in which 
shares may be either sold to a third party or a company may go public and start trading shares on a 
regulated stock e�change. While split voting of the nominee may not be so problematic in regular 
situations, it can create deal�breakers in case of e�it transactions.  Seedrs, therefore, outlines an e�act 
procedure that has to be followed, should an acquisition or ��� become an option. �n these cases, a 
nominee cannot under any circumstances decide without direct consent of 
shareholders/crowdfunders. �n the one hand, a nominee should not be allowed to decide on the 

��� See ‘How Does the SyndicateRoom Nominee Work?’ <https://www.syndicateroom.com/faqs/how�does�
the�syndicateroom�nominee�work�.https://www.syndicateroom.com/faqs/how�does�the�syndicateroom�
nominee�work, last accessed on ��th �ctober ���� 
��� Murad Ahmed, ‘Critics Raise Concerns about Equity Crowdfunding Site Crowdcube’ Financial Times 
��ondon, �� May ����� <https://www.ft.com/content/e�d���c��ee�����e����e�������feab�de� accessed 
�� �ctober ����. 

���

disposal of s�ares wit�out t�e approval of actual investors� �n t�e ot�er �and, few dissenting
s�are�olders ma� potentiall� �loc� a ver� advantageous transaction� 

�t first glance, t�e nominee model appears to deal wit� c�allenges of crowdfunders in a �uite efficient
manner� �rowdfunders no longer suffer from t�e collective action pro�lem, as t�eir rig�ts can �e
exercised �� a single nominee, even if t�e� prefer to sta� passive� �evert�eless, t�e o�vious
dominance of a nominee entit� ma� prove to �e pro�lematic considering t�e fact t�at interests of a 
nominee entit� and crowdfunders ma� not �e aligned� ��is would also �e t�e case if a nominee �ad
a direct affiliation to a crowdfunding platform� �iven t�at a platform does not �ave an� direct
economic interest in investee companies, it is not incentivized to align exercise of crowdfunders’
rig�ts wit� t�eir �est interests� �urt�ermore, t�e nominee conflict of interest situations �ave not
�een addressed �et in t�e context of nominee entities�

������ ����������� ������������ �� ���������

�imilarl� to t�e nominee model, t�e special purpose ve�icle model ��ereinafter ���� pools toget�er
investments of all crowdfunders in order to invest in a target compan� as a single s�are�older�
�rowdfunders �ence �ecome s�are�olders of a special purpose entit�, w�ic� in turn invests t�eir
capital in a target compan�� ��ile, in essence, t�e purpose of suc� a sc�eme is compara�le to t�e
nominee model, e�g�, t�e pooling of t�e investments to �arness t�e power of aggregate s�are�oldings,
t�e extent to w�ic� crowdfunders can influence t�eir s�are�oldings in t�e target compan� is
different� �ominee model allows crowdfunders to instruct t�eir nominee in certain situations, suc� 
as exit offers or participation in t�e su�se�uent financing rounds� �imultaneousl�, suc� instructions
appl� solel� and exclusivel� to t�eir own s�are�oldings� �n an ����model, crowdfunders act and
decide as a collective �od� of ���, e�g�, t�e general meeting of s�are�olders or mem�ers� �ndividual
decisions of crowdfunders �ence cannot �e applied to t�eir s�are�oldings in an� situation� �n our
sample, t�e onl� platform, w�ic� utilizes t�e pure ��� model is ��m�id� �fter ever� successful
campaign, ��m�id creates a special investment cooperative���� �rowdfunders and founders ali�e 
�ecome mem�ers of suc� cooperative, contri�uting t�e amounts pledged during t�e campaign� ��e
position of crowdfunders is generall� governed �� articles of association of t�e special purpose entit�
�cooperative�� ��e management �oard, a managing �od� of a cooperative, can exercise �uite an 
extensive range of competencies wit�in t�e ���� �t �as to �e comprised of at least t�ree managing
directors appointed �� a general meeting for an unlimited period of time from t�e mem�ers of a

��� �or more information see �ttps���www�s�m�id�com�pages�fa��investors
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Syndicate Room, on the other hand, claims that it allows its crowdfunders to vote on every single
matter presented to the nominee and then simply e�ecutes voting according to these instructions.���

However, a closer look at the subscription agreement reveals that such a mechanism is not directly 
stipulated. Quite vaguely, the agreement merely states “that the Investor and Nominee shall agree

between themselves any action the Nominee shall take to enforce warranties or any other rights or

obligations exercised on behalf of the Investor”. �n case the nominee follows instructions of the
crowdfunders, it would be very likely that nominee would not cast a unified vote but would vote in
favor of a certain resolution on behalf of some crowdfunders and against on behalf of other
crowdfunders. �his would endanger a nominee’s position and perception as a single shareholder and
could potentially decrease her bargaining power, should such practice become commonplace.

Another quite controversial matter is the e�ercise of pre�emption rights in case of subsequent share
issuance. While Syndicate Room applies the same vague terminology in this situation, the Seedrs
subscription contract addresses this issue directly and in great detail. �he pre�emption offer has to
be submitted to crowdfunders, and the final decision is left to their own discretion, save for the
situation, where nominee decides to waive the right to a pre�emption offer without the
crowdfunders’ approval if it believes such decision to be in their best interest. Such counteracting
claims present in one single paragraph are indeed very confusing as they, in the first instance, grant
a very specific right to a crowdfunder and, in the second instance, leave the individual e�ercise of
such right at the discretion of a nominee. �n fact, Seedrs openly admitted to using its discretion in a 
collective waving of pre�emption rights on several occasions.���

�ast but not least, a subscription agreement should also deal with the potential e�it situation in which
shares may be either sold to a third party or a company may go public and start trading shares on a 
regulated stock e�change. While split voting of the nominee may not be so problematic in regular
situations, it can create deal�breakers in case of e�it transactions. Seedrs, therefore, outlines an e�act
procedure that has to be followed, should an acquisition or ��� become an option. �n these cases, a 
nominee cannot under any circumstances decide without direct consent of
shareholders/crowdfunders. �n the one hand, a nominee should not be allowed to decide on the

��� See ‘How Does the SyndicateRoom Nominee Work?’ <https://www.syndicateroom.com/faqs/how�does�
the�syndicateroom�nominee�work�.https://www.syndicateroom.com/faqs/how�does�the�syndicateroom�
nominee�work, last accessed on ��th �ctober ����
��� Murad Ahmed, ‘Critics Raise Concerns about Equity Crowdfunding Site Crowdcube’ Financial Times
��ondon, �� May ����� <https://www.ft.com/content/e�d���c��ee�����e����e�������feab�de� accessed 
�� �ctober ����.

��� 

disposal of s�ares wit�out t�e approval of actual investors� �n t�e ot�er �and, few dissenting 
s�are�olders ma� potentiall� �loc� a ver� advantageous transaction�  

�t first glance, t�e nominee model appears to deal wit� c�allenges of crowdfunders in a �uite efficient 
manner� �rowdfunders no longer suffer from t�e collective action pro�lem, as t�eir rig�ts can �e 
exercised �� a single nominee, even if t�e� prefer to sta� passive� �evert�eless, t�e o�vious 
dominance of a nominee entit� ma� prove to �e pro�lematic considering t�e fact t�at interests of a 
nominee entit� and crowdfunders ma� not �e aligned� ��is would also �e t�e case if a nominee �ad 
a direct affiliation to a crowdfunding platform� �iven t�at a platform does not �ave an� direct 
economic interest in investee companies, it is not incentivized to align exercise of crowdfunders’ 
rig�ts wit� t�eir �est interests� �urt�ermore, t�e nominee conflict of interest situations �ave not 
�een addressed �et in t�e context of nominee entities�

������ ����������� ������������ �� ��������� 

�imilarl� to t�e nominee model, t�e special purpose ve�icle model ��ereinafter ���� pools toget�er 
investments of all crowdfunders in order to invest in a target compan� as a single s�are�older�  
�rowdfunders �ence �ecome s�are�olders of a special purpose entit�, w�ic� in turn invests t�eir 
capital in a target compan��  ��ile, in essence, t�e purpose of suc� a sc�eme is compara�le to t�e 
nominee model, e�g�, t�e pooling of t�e investments to �arness t�e power of aggregate s�are�oldings, 
t�e extent to w�ic� crowdfunders can influence t�eir s�are�oldings in t�e target compan� is 
different� �ominee model allows crowdfunders to instruct t�eir nominee in certain situations, suc� 
as exit offers or participation in t�e su�se�uent financing rounds� �imultaneousl�, suc� instructions 
appl� solel� and exclusivel� to t�eir own s�are�oldings� �n an ����model, crowdfunders act and 
decide as a collective �od� of ���, e�g�, t�e general meeting of s�are�olders or mem�ers� �ndividual 
decisions of crowdfunders �ence cannot �e applied to t�eir s�are�oldings in an� situation� �n our 
sample, t�e onl� platform, w�ic� utilizes t�e pure ��� model is ��m�id� �fter ever� successful 
campaign, ��m�id creates a special investment cooperative���� �rowdfunders and founders ali�e 
�ecome mem�ers of suc� cooperative, contri�uting t�e amounts pledged during t�e campaign�  ��e 
position of crowdfunders is generall� governed �� articles of association of t�e special purpose entit� 
�cooperative�� ��e management �oard, a managing �od� of a cooperative, can exercise �uite an 
extensive range of competencies wit�in t�e ����   �t �as to �e comprised of at least t�ree managing 
directors appointed �� a general meeting for an unlimited period of time from t�e mem�ers of a 

��� �or more information see �ttps���www�s�m�id�com�pages�fa��investors 
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cooperative or fro� outside of a cooperative. �lthough directors shall be appointed b� a general 
�eeting� the �anage�ent board prepares binding no�inations� and unless the no�inations are 
�ade non�binding b� a qualified �a�orit� of �e�bers� the �anage�ent board effectivel� decides on 
its o�n co�position. �n practice� it is usuall� one representative of investee co�panies� a professional 
investor� �ho alread� invested in target co�panies� outside e�perts� and t�o cro�dfunders� �ho 
occup� board seats in the �anage�ent board.��� � �anage�ent board of invest�ent cooperative has 
quite e�tensive co�petencies� therefore� it is i�portant to deter�ine �ho �ill occup� board seats. 
�o�ever� e�ternal parties �a� also be appointed as board �e�bers. 

�he decision��a�ing and �onitoring function of shareholders is further reduced due to the �ording 
of the board’s duties. For certain actions such as acquiring or alienating the assets of the cooperative 
or e�ercising the voting rights related to unlisted securities� the �anage�ent board needs prior 
approval of the general �eeting. �o�ever� in the sa�e article� it is stated that the absence of such 
approval does not prevent a �anage�ent board fro� representing cooperative in these �atters. 
�uch controversial phrasing under�ines and relativi�es the po�er and co�petenc� of a general 
�eeting of �e�bers.  �he quoru� for the convening of a general �eeting of �e�bers is �issing� and 
thus� an� nu�ber of present �e�bers is entitled to vote and deliver a final decision. �he articles of 
association stipulate an option to accept electronic votes� �hich �a� increase the attendance rate.  
Further�ore� articles of association for no apparent reason enable a �anage�ent board to obstruct 
the dividend pa��out. �oard can discretionall� decide �hether the proceeds fro� the shareholdings 
�ill be distributed to �e�bers or �ept in reserve. �his does not see� reasonable considering the 
onl� purpose of ��� is to facilitate the invest�ent and subsequentl� distribute the proceeds fro� 
underl�ing equit�. 

�n general� the articles see� to be non�tailored for the specific situation� as there are �an� redundant 
clauses that� given the narro� ob�ective of the ���� should never be used. �t has to be noted that the 
onl� ob�ective of ��� is to invest and hold shares in a given investee co�pan�. �nother burning 
question relates to the co�position of ��� �anage�ent boards. �esearching the sa�ple of �� ��� 
�anage�ent boards� it can be concluded that there are significant variations in its co�position. �n 
all cases� ho�ever� a representative of an investee co�pan� ���� or co�founder� occupies one of the 
board seats. ��o other board �e�bers should be chosen fro� the pool of investors� ho�ever� in our 

��� �his contention is based on the anal�sis of board of directors of �� special purpose vehicles incorporated 
b� ���bid 

���

sam�le� it �as �ot al�a�s �ossi�le to �eri�� that su�h �ra�ti�e has �ee� adhered to i� all �ases.��� ��
ge�eral� it has to �e �oted that i� ����model shareholder’s’ rights are diluted the most.

�.�.�. ����������� ������������ �� ���������������� �����

�rom a legal �ers�e�ti�e� e�uit��imitati�g models� or �ro�it��arti�i�ati�g loa�s� �a� �e �lassi�ied as
loa�s �ith a� i�terest�de�e�de�t o� the �ro�it o� a� i��estee �om�a��. �� realit�� the �o�tra�tual
arra�geme�ts i� su�h �ro�it��arti�i�ati�g loa�s mimi� e�uit� o��ershi� o� more tha� o�e o��asio�.
�s o��osed to traditio�al loa�s� �ro�it��arti�i�ati�g loa�s are �o��luded �or a� i�de�i�ite �eriod�
ho�e�er� �ith the �ossi�ilit� to termi�ate the loa� a�ter se�eral �ears. �� the �ase o� �om�a�isto�
�erma� �ro�d�u�di�g �io�eer� �ro�d�u�ders are e�titled to a��ual i�terest o� i��ested amou�t�
�o�us i�terest de�e�de�t o� the �ro�it o� a gi�e� �ear� a�d a �o�us i�terest i� �ase o� �artial or
�om�lete e�it tra�sa�tio�. ���ual i�terest o� �� is de�erred u�til a maturit� date a�d a��umulates
o�er the �ears o� loa� duratio�. �o�us i�terest� �hi�h imitates di�ide�ds� must �e �aid out i� �ase a�
i��estee �om�a�� a�hie�es �ro�it i� a �arti�ular �ear. �he �o�us i�terest is �al�ulated �ro�ortio�all�
to the sta�e� �hi�h a �ro�d�u�der �ould ha�e� should she i��ested i� the �om�a�� i� the �orm o�
dire�t e�uit� �arti�i�atio�. ���iousl�� the ma�dator� �a��out o� �o�us i�terest ma�es it more
di��i�ult �or a �om�a�� to retai� or rei��est its �ro�it to �urther e��a�sio� a�d gro�th.

�he �uali�ied su�ordi�ated loa� is set �or a� i�de�i�ite �eriod� although the �o�tra�t o��ers a �a� out
�� �ro�idi�g �or a� earliest �ossi�le da� o� a termi�atio� that is� o� a�erage� eight �ears a�ter the
�o��lusio� o� a loa� �o�tra�t. �esides the regular i�terest a�d �o�us i�terest� the �o�tra�t also 
sti�ulates �o�us i�terest a�ter termi�atio� a�d �o�us i�terest a�ter a� e�it tra�sa�tio�� �hi�h �a�
also �e �om�i�ed. �� �ase the loa� is termi�ated �ithout the o��urre��e o� e�it tra�sa�tio� ���� or
trade sale�� the �ro�d�u�der is e�titled to re�ei�e� �esides regular a��ual �o�us i�terest� also a o�e�
time termi�atio� �o�us i�terest �ased o� the share o� the �om�a�� �alue o� the start�u� 
�orres�o�di�g to the amou�t o� holdi�g. �u�h �ro�isio� thus imitates li�uidatio� �a��outs. �he
re�a�me�t o� the loa� amou�t together �ith this o�e�time �o�us �o�stitutes a �alue� �hi�h
�ro�d�u�der �ould get i� she e�er�ised her redem�tio� right at that �arti�ular mome�t. �� the e�e�t 

��� �� ge�eral� ��m�id ma�es the list o� i��estors �u�li�� ho�e�er i��estors ma� de�ide �hether their �ame is
made �u�li� or �ot. �� �ase the� de�ide �or the latter� the� are listed o�l� as a�o��mous shareholders. �he� it
is �ot �ossi�le to determi�e �ithout a�� dou�t the relatio�s �et�ee� �oard mem�er a�d a� i��estme�t
�oo�erati�e.
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cooperative or fro� outside of a cooperative. �lthough directors shall be appointed b� a general
�eeting� the �anage�ent board prepares binding no�inations� and unless the no�inations are
�ade non�binding b� a qualified �a�orit� of �e�bers� the �anage�ent board effectivel� decides on
its o�n co�position. �n practice� it is usuall� one representative of investee co�panies� a professional
investor� �ho alread� invested in target co�panies� outside e�perts� and t�o cro�dfunders� �ho
occup� board seats in the �anage�ent board.��� � �anage�ent board of invest�ent cooperative has
quite e�tensive co�petencies� therefore� it is i�portant to deter�ine �ho �ill occup� board seats.
�o�ever� e�ternal parties �a� also be appointed as board �e�bers.

�he decision��a�ing and �onitoring function of shareholders is further reduced due to the �ording
of the board’s duties. For certain actions such as acquiring or alienating the assets of the cooperative
or e�ercising the voting rights related to unlisted securities� the �anage�ent board needs prior
approval of the general �eeting. �o�ever� in the sa�e article� it is stated that the absence of such
approval does not prevent a �anage�ent board fro� representing cooperative in these �atters.
�uch controversial phrasing under�ines and relativi�es the po�er and co�petenc� of a general 
�eeting of �e�bers. �he quoru� for the convening of a general �eeting of �e�bers is �issing� and
thus� an� nu�ber of present �e�bers is entitled to vote and deliver a final decision. �he articles of
association stipulate an option to accept electronic votes� �hich �a� increase the attendance rate.
Further�ore� articles of association for no apparent reason enable a �anage�ent board to obstruct
the dividend pa��out. �oard can discretionall� decide �hether the proceeds fro� the shareholdings
�ill be distributed to �e�bers or �ept in reserve. �his does not see� reasonable considering the
onl� purpose of ��� is to facilitate the invest�ent and subsequentl� distribute the proceeds fro�
underl�ing equit�.

�n general� the articles see� to be non�tailored for the specific situation� as there are �an� redundant
clauses that� given the narro� ob�ective of the ���� should never be used. �t has to be noted that the
onl� ob�ective of ��� is to invest and hold shares in a given investee co�pan�. �nother burning
question relates to the co�position of ��� �anage�ent boards. �esearching the sa�ple of �� ���
�anage�ent boards� it can be concluded that there are significant variations in its co�position. �n
all cases� ho�ever� a representative of an investee co�pan� ���� or co�founder� occupies one of the
board seats. ��o other board �e�bers should be chosen fro� the pool of investors� ho�ever� in our

��� �his contention is based on the anal�sis of board of directors of �� special purpose vehicles incorporated 
b� ���bid

��� 

sam�le� it �as �ot al�a�s �ossi�le to �eri�� that su�h �ra�ti�e has �ee� adhered to i� all �ases.��� �� 
ge�eral� it has to �e �oted that i� ����model shareholder’s’ rights are diluted the most. 

�.�.�. ����������� ������������ �� ���������������� ����� 

�rom a legal �ers�e�ti�e� e�uit��imitati�g models� or �ro�it��arti�i�ati�g loa�s� �a� �e �lassi�ied as 
loa�s �ith a� i�terest�de�e�de�t o� the �ro�it o� a� i��estee �om�a��. �� realit�� the �o�tra�tual 
arra�geme�ts i� su�h �ro�it��arti�i�ati�g loa�s mimi� e�uit� o��ershi� o� more tha� o�e o��asio�.  
�s o��osed to traditio�al loa�s� �ro�it��arti�i�ati�g loa�s are �o��luded �or a� i�de�i�ite �eriod� 
ho�e�er� �ith the �ossi�ilit� to termi�ate the loa� a�ter se�eral �ears.  �� the �ase o� �om�a�isto� 
�erma� �ro�d�u�di�g �io�eer� �ro�d�u�ders are e�titled to a��ual i�terest o� i��ested amou�t� 
�o�us i�terest de�e�de�t o� the �ro�it o� a gi�e� �ear� a�d a �o�us i�terest i� �ase o� �artial or 
�om�lete e�it tra�sa�tio�. ���ual i�terest o� �� is de�erred u�til a maturit� date a�d a��umulates 
o�er the �ears o� loa� duratio�. �o�us i�terest� �hi�h imitates di�ide�ds� must �e �aid out i� �ase a� 
i��estee �om�a�� a�hie�es �ro�it i� a �arti�ular �ear. �he �o�us i�terest is �al�ulated �ro�ortio�all� 
to the sta�e� �hi�h a �ro�d�u�der �ould ha�e� should she i��ested i� the �om�a�� i� the �orm o� 
dire�t e�uit� �arti�i�atio�. ���iousl�� the ma�dator� �a��out o� �o�us i�terest ma�es it more 
di��i�ult �or a �om�a�� to retai� or rei��est its �ro�it to �urther e��a�sio� a�d gro�th. 

�he �uali�ied su�ordi�ated loa� is set �or a� i�de�i�ite �eriod� although the �o�tra�t o��ers a �a� out 
�� �ro�idi�g �or a� earliest �ossi�le da� o� a termi�atio� that is� o� a�erage� eight �ears a�ter the 
�o��lusio� o� a loa� �o�tra�t.  �esides the regular i�terest a�d �o�us i�terest� the �o�tra�t also 
sti�ulates �o�us i�terest a�ter termi�atio� a�d �o�us i�terest a�ter a� e�it tra�sa�tio�� �hi�h �a� 
also �e �om�i�ed.  �� �ase the loa� is termi�ated �ithout the o��urre��e o� e�it tra�sa�tio� ���� or 
trade sale�� the �ro�d�u�der is e�titled to re�ei�e� �esides regular a��ual �o�us i�terest� also a o�e�
time termi�atio� �o�us i�terest �ased o� the share o� the �om�a�� �alue o� the start�u� 
�orres�o�di�g to the amou�t o� holdi�g. �u�h �ro�isio� thus imitates li�uidatio� �a��outs. �he 
re�a�me�t o� the loa� amou�t together �ith this o�e�time �o�us �o�stitutes a �alue� �hi�h 
�ro�d�u�der �ould get i� she e�er�ised her redem�tio� right at that �arti�ular mome�t.   �� the e�e�t 

��� �� ge�eral� ��m�id ma�es the list o� i��estors �u�li�� ho�e�er i��estors ma� de�ide �hether their �ame is 
made �u�li� or �ot. �� �ase the� de�ide �or the latter� the� are listed o�l� as a�o��mous shareholders. �he� it 
is �ot �ossi�le to determi�e �ithout a�� dou�t the relatio�s �et�ee� �oard mem�er a�d a� i��estme�t 
�oo�erati�e.
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of e�it transaction, crowdfunder is entitled to a �onus interest in the amount proportional to the 
proceeds he would o�tain, should he own an equity stake in the amount of his loan.  

�or e�ample, lets’ imagine the following. A crowdfunder committed to lending �000 ��� to a 
company with the pre�money �aluation of �,000,000 ���. �ost�money �aluation is �,�00,000 ���. 
�pon e�it or partial e�it transaction, the company has sold �0� of its share capital to a new 
shareholder for �,000,000 ���.  

�n order to calculate the �onus e�it, we first need to determine the ownership percentage, which the 
crowdfunder would o�tain� 

�n�ested amount of the loan � ��re�money �aluation � amount in�ested in crowdfunding round� 

�000 ��� � �,�00,000 ��� � 0,000��� 

�e esta�lished that the stake in the company’s equity corresponding with the lent amount is 0, 
000���.  

�he percentage will �e further used to calculate the share of proceeds that should �e paid to a 
crowdfunder as e�it �onus interest. 

0,000��� � �,000,000 – ��000 ��� � �0�� � ��00 ��� 

�ecause this was a partial e�it and thus the e�it �onus interest was already paid on �0� of the loan 
amount, the �asis for calculating the company stake has to �e also reduced in order to a�oid multiple 
pay�outs.  

Amount of holding �efore the e�it – �amount of holding �efore the e�it � �0�� 

0.000�� � � �0.000��� � �0�� � 0.000��� 

�he ownership percentage has thus �een reduced to 0.000���. 

�hile such an artificial construct seems to �e effecti�e in mimicking the proprieties of equity 
ownership, it has to �e noted that �esides crowdfunders, an in�estee company has simultaneously 
regular shareholders, who are naturally also entitled to pay�out in case of an e�it.  �roceeds from the 
e�it transactions are always directly linked to the equity and ne�er to additional lia�ilities of a 
company such as loans. �herefore such proceeds ha�e to �e primarily used to pay�out current 
shareholders, and thus, the amount of �onus interest has to �e co�ered from other sources, such as 
reser�es. �his creates an additional financial �urden on an in�estee company.  

���

�or ot�er situations t�an t�e e�it�  suc� as pay�out of di�idends and li�uidation e�ents� t�e assets of
an in�estee company are used to pay out its creditors �efore s�are�olders due to t�e fact t�at
s�are�olders are residual claimants. �imultaneously� t�e �ualified su�ordination clause stipulates
t�at crowdfunders� w�ile �a�in� priority �efore s�are�olders� do not �a�e priority �efore any ot�er
type of current or future creditors of a company. Crowdfunders’ claims also cannot �e satisfied in
case suc� pay�out would cause a company to �e insol�ent. ��e loan contract ta�es into consideration
also future rounds of financin� and dilution related t�ereto. �ence� if a new in�estor steps in� t�e
crowdfunders sta�e will �e proportionally diluted.

��n�ested amount � ��re�money �aluation � �n�estments of all crowdfunders�� � �ormer s�are
capital

�ncreased s�are capital

����� ��� � �.���.��� ���� � ��.���.��� ��� � �.���.��� ���� � ��������

�ccordin� to t�e contract� suc� dilution does not occur wit� e�ery increase of s�are capital� only in
t�e e�ent t�at a new in�estor steps into t�e owners�ip structure. ��e dilution clause� on t�e ot�er
�and� would also �e effectuated in case of anot�er crowdfundin� round of profit�participatin� loans�
w�ic� per se do not constitute an increase in t�e s�are capital of a company. 

��ile economic ri��ts em�edded in t�e profit�participatin� loan are �uite e�tensi�e� due to its
nature� t�e loan does not pro�ide for any type of controllin� ri��ts. �n fact� t�e loan contract e�plicitly
stipulates t�at crowdfunders s�all not �e entitled to any participatory ri��ts� �otin� ri��ts� or ri��ts
to issue instructions wit� re�ard to t�e mana�ement� administration� and accountin� of a company. 

�lt�ou�� t�ere is not an imminent need to pool t�e loans to�et�er� Companisto still re�uires
crowfunders to si�n poolin� and carry a�reement. ��is a�reement ena�les Companisto to apply
collecti�e decision�ma�in� in se�eral specific situations. �or instance� if a �undled sale or redemption
offer of all profit�participatin� loans is made a�aila�le� crowdfunders �a�e to �ote as a collecti�e �ody
on its acceptance. ��e same applies to potential c�an�es to t�e loan contract due to su�se�uent
financin� rounds. �n t�ese cases� suc� a proposal must �e accepted �y a �ualified ma�ority of
crowdfunders. ��en it comes to an assi�nment of t�e loan to a t�ird party� t�e loan contract allows
suc� transaction wit�out appro�al of in�estee companies on condition t�at t�e loan is transferred in
its entirety and a company in �uestion� as well as a crowdfundin� platform� is notified wit�out delay.
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of e�it transaction, crowdfunder is entitled to a �onus interest in the amount proportional to the
proceeds he would o�tain, should he own an equity stake in the amount of his loan. 

�or e�ample, lets’ imagine the following. A crowdfunder committed to lending �000 ��� to a
company with the pre�money �aluation of �,000,000 ���. �ost�money �aluation is �,�00,000 ���.
�pon e�it or partial e�it transaction, the company has sold �0� of its share capital to a new
shareholder for �,000,000 ���. 

�n order to calculate the �onus e�it, we first need to determine the ownership percentage, which the
crowdfunder would o�tain�

�n�ested amount of the loan � ��re�money �aluation � amount in�ested in crowdfunding round�

�000 ��� � �,�00,000 ��� � 0,000���

�e esta�lished that the stake in the company’s equity corresponding with the lent amount is 0,
000���. 

�he percentage will �e further used to calculate the share of proceeds that should �e paid to a
crowdfunder as e�it �onus interest.

0,000��� � �,000,000 – ��000 ��� � �0�� � ��00 ���

�ecause this was a partial e�it and thus the e�it �onus interest was already paid on �0� of the loan
amount, the �asis for calculating the company stake has to �e also reduced in order to a�oid multiple
pay�outs. 

Amount of holding �efore the e�it – �amount of holding �efore the e�it � �0��

0.000�� � � �0.000��� � �0�� � 0.000���

�he ownership percentage has thus �een reduced to 0.000���.

�hile such an artificial construct seems to �e effecti�e in mimicking the proprieties of equity
ownership, it has to �e noted that �esides crowdfunders, an in�estee company has simultaneously
regular shareholders, who are naturally also entitled to pay�out in case of an e�it. �roceeds from the
e�it transactions are always directly linked to the equity and ne�er to additional lia�ilities of a
company such as loans. �herefore such proceeds ha�e to �e primarily used to pay�out current
shareholders, and thus, the amount of �onus interest has to �e co�ered from other sources, such as
reser�es. �his creates an additional financial �urden on an in�estee company. 

���

�or ot�er situations t�an t�e e�it�   suc� as pay�out of di�idends and li�uidation e�ents� t�e assets of 
an in�estee company are used to pay out its creditors �efore s�are�olders due to t�e fact t�at 
s�are�olders are residual claimants. �imultaneously� t�e �ualified su�ordination clause stipulates 
t�at crowdfunders� w�ile �a�in� priority �efore s�are�olders� do not �a�e priority �efore any ot�er 
type of current or future creditors of a company. Crowdfunders’ claims also cannot �e satisfied in 
case suc� pay�out would cause a company to �e insol�ent. ��e loan contract ta�es into consideration 
also future rounds of financin� and dilution related t�ereto. �ence� if a new in�estor steps in� t�e 
crowdfunders sta�e will �e proportionally diluted. 

��n�ested amount � ��re�money �aluation � �n�estments of all crowdfunders�� �  �ormer s�are 
capital 
    �ncreased s�are capital 

����� ��� � �.���.��� ���� � ��.���.��� ��� � �.���.��� ���� � �������� 

�ccordin� to t�e contract� suc� dilution does not occur wit� e�ery increase of s�are capital� only in 
t�e e�ent t�at a new in�estor steps into t�e owners�ip structure.  ��e dilution clause� on t�e ot�er 
�and� would also �e effectuated in case of anot�er crowdfundin� round of profit�participatin� loans� 
w�ic� per se do not constitute an increase in t�e s�are capital of a company. 

��ile economic ri��ts em�edded in t�e profit�participatin� loan are �uite e�tensi�e� due to its 
nature� t�e loan does not pro�ide for any type of controllin� ri��ts. �n fact� t�e loan contract e�plicitly 
stipulates t�at crowdfunders s�all not �e entitled to any participatory ri��ts� �otin� ri��ts� or ri��ts 
to issue instructions wit� re�ard to t�e mana�ement� administration� and accountin� of a company.  

�lt�ou�� t�ere is not an imminent need to pool t�e loans to�et�er� Companisto still re�uires 
crowfunders to si�n poolin� and carry a�reement.  ��is a�reement ena�les Companisto to apply 
collecti�e decision�ma�in� in se�eral specific situations. �or instance� if a �undled sale or redemption 
offer of all profit�participatin� loans is made a�aila�le� crowdfunders �a�e to �ote as a collecti�e �ody 
on its acceptance. ��e same applies to potential c�an�es to t�e loan contract due to su�se�uent 
financin� rounds. �n t�ese cases� suc� a proposal must �e accepted �y a �ualified ma�ority of 
crowdfunders. ��en it comes to an assi�nment of t�e loan to a t�ird party� t�e loan contract allows 
suc� transaction wit�out appro�al of in�estee companies on condition t�at t�e loan is transferred in 
its entirety and a company in �uestion� as well as a crowdfundin� platform� is notified wit�out delay. 
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�hile the above�mentioned e�ample of loan contract provisions came from Companisto, the leading 
German crowdfunding platform, other platforms offering profit�participating loans, to a large e�tent, 
follow the same formulas. 

In general, this artificial construct is �uite impressive in terms of the e�tent to which it attempts to 
mimic e�uity ownership. It must not be though forgotten that this type of loan, besides the obligation 
of repayment and the annual interest and profit�dependent interest, generates other obligations in 
the form of termination bonus interests and e�it bonus interest that significantly increase the cost of 
capital, especially if a company generates profit regularly.  �his can be ta�en into account by future 
round investors as an additional financial burden. 

�.�.�. SAFE INS���MEN� (SIM�LE AG�EEMEN� F�� F����E E��I��) 

�e have already introduced four main legal structures that platforms use in order to facilitate the 
entrance of crowdfunders into crowdfunding companies. �ne other instrument, however, has been 
gaining popularity among �S�based platforms and spar�ed controversy even with SEC. �e are 
tal�ing about SAFE agreement or simple agreement for future e�uity. � combinatory introduced SAFE 
in 201� to accommodate investments of VCs and business angels in startups that participated in � 
Combinator’s acceleration program.��� �his contractual arrangement does not constitute the share 
ownership in a target company. It merely confers on a designated party a right to purchase shares in 
the future upon the occurrence of a triggering event.��0  �he triggering event may vary in SAFE 
agreements but in the conte�t of startups, it is usually a ne�t financing round.��1 Simply put, the 
contractual right to obtain shares in the future will convert into an e�uity sta�e when a startup in 
�uestion secures another financing round from e�ternal investors. SEC, however, warns that these 
triggering events may be described in the agreements �uite narrowly, and thus, if a startup manages 
to obtain financing in other ways than defined by SAFE, the SAFE investors may be left out of the 
capitali�ation table altogether. Furthermore, if a triggering event does not occur for whatever reason, 
a startup has no further obligations towards its SAFE investors to return or repay the invested 
amounts.  

��� Joseph M Green and John F Coyle, ‘Crowdfunding and the Not�So�Safe Safe’ (2016) 102 Virginia Law 
�eview �nline 16�, 1�1 
��0 SEC, ‘Investor Bulletin: Be Cautious of SAFEs in Crowdfunding’ (9 May 2017) 
�https:��www.sec.gov�oiea�investor�alerts�and�bulletins�ib�safes� accessed � August 201�. 
��1 ibid. 

���

Wh� �ould then an� investor agree to su�h o�viousl� disadvantageous terms? SAFE provides one
signifi�ant �enefit� It dela�s the valuation of a startup until another e�ternal investor is �illing to
invest in it� Strategi�all�, the valuation is the most �ru�ial point of an investment deal sin�e it
determines ho� large a share the investors �ill o�tain �ith a proposed investment amount, or vi�e
versa, ho� mu�h the� need to invest in order to o�tain their goal sta�e� �he SAFE agreement in�ludes
a valuation �ap, �hi�h is the ma�imum valuation amount, �ased on �hi�h SAFE investors’ sta�es �ill
�e �al�ulated� If, in the ne�t finan�ing round, the startup in �uestion negotiates a valuation that is
higher than the SAFE valuation �ap, the sta�e of SAFE investors �ill �e �al�ulated as if the valuation
�as e�ual to the valuation �ap� �herefore, SAFE investors �ill, in effe�t, re�eive more shares for a 
dis�ounted pri�e� �he� are, in fa�t, �etting that the valuation in the ne�t finan�ing round �ill �e higher 
than the amount proposed in their agreement� 

SAFE is spe�ifi�all� popular in the �S due to the use of S��s in the �onte�t of �egulation �ro�dfunding
e�emption is prohi�ited, therefore instead of investors’ pooling, these platforms designed
�ontra�tual arrangements that �eep retail �ro�dfunders off the �apitali�ation ta�le� As mentioned
�efore, SAFE �as developed in the �onte�t of �usiness angels and venture �apital funds, investors
that �an �ear signifi�ant ris�, possess signifi�ant �argaining po�er, and often implement other
�ontra�tual arrangements for their prote�tion� As an e�ample, �e e�amined the SAFE agreement of 
Wefunder, one of the most su��essful e�uit� �ro�dfunding platforms in the �S���� �his agreement
follo�s the �asi� SAFE design, determining the valuation �ap and indi�ating t�o events, upon �hi�h
�onversion ma� happen, namel� the e�uit� finan�ing event �su�se�uent finan�ing round� and the 
li�uidation event �a��uisition or I���� In �oth instan�es, the SAFE investor ma� �hoose �et�een
re�laiming his pur�hase pri�e and �onverting the SAFE instrument into a �orresponding e�uit� sta�e�
In �ase she de�ides to �onvert, the num�er of shares allo�ated to su�h a SAFE investor �ill �orrespond
to the amount �al�ulated as the �ur�hase Amount divided �� the �onversion �ri�e���� �he triggering
event, in this �ase, is defined ver� narro�l�, as SE� alread� noti�ed in their investor advi�e� �he SAFE
investors ma� use their right for pur�hase of an e�uit� sta�e onl� �hen a �ompan� raises funds
through issuan�e and sale of preferred sto�� at a fi�ed pre�mone� valuation, �an� loan, another
issuan�e of SAFE instruments or even �ommon shares �ould thus not �ualif� as a triggering
��onversion� event�

��� For a general overvie� of SAFE used �� Wefunder see ‘What Is a SAFE? � Wefunder’
�https���help��efunder��om��ontra�ts��������safe�simple�agreement�for�future�e�uit�� a��essed �� 
August �����
��� �onversion �ri�e �an �e �al�ulated as the �aluation �ap divided �� �aluation determined at the E�uit�
Finan�ing Event or �i�uidit� Event�
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�hile the above�mentioned e�ample of loan contract provisions came from Companisto, the leading
German crowdfunding platform, other platforms offering profit�participating loans, to a large e�tent,
follow the same formulas.

In general, this artificial construct is �uite impressive in terms of the e�tent to which it attempts to
mimic e�uity ownership. It must not be though forgotten that this type of loan, besides the obligation
of repayment and the annual interest and profit�dependent interest, generates other obligations in
the form of termination bonus interests and e�it bonus interest that significantly increase the cost of
capital, especially if a company generates profit regularly. �his can be ta�en into account by future
round investors as an additional financial burden.

�.�.�. SAFE INS���MEN� (SIM�LE AG�EEMEN� F�� F����E E��I��)
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��� Joseph M Green and John F Coyle, ‘Crowdfunding and the Not�So�Safe Safe’ (2016) 102 Virginia Law 
�eview �nline 16�, 1�1
��0 SEC, ‘Investor Bulletin: Be Cautious of SAFEs in Crowdfunding’ (9 May 2017)
�https:��www.sec.gov�oiea�investor�alerts�and�bulletins�ib�safes� accessed � August 201�.
��1 ibid.

���
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��� For a general overvie� of SAFE used �� Wefunder see ‘What Is a SAFE? � Wefunder’ 
�https���help��efunder��om��ontra�ts��������safe�simple�agreement�for�future�e�uit�� a��essed �� 
August ����� 
��� �onversion �ri�e �an �e �al�ulated as the �aluation �ap divided �� �aluation determined at the E�uit� 
Finan�ing Event or �i�uidit� Event� 
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�urthermore, the agreement implements rather controversial and imbalanced provisions related to 
���� investors� �ince the conclusion of the ���� agreement, every investor with a minor contribution 
(most of the retail investors) gives up control over the rights stemming from the ���� agreement� 
�nstead, the agreement prescribes that a company in �uestion appoints a designated lead investor 
out of the pool of ���� investors� �he designated lead investor will act with the full power of attorney 
on behalf of others� �pon the conversion event, ���� investors are obliged to appoint the then ��� 
of a company in �uestion, as their irrevocable proxy that can always act alone and with the full power 
of substitution� �aturally, such an arrangement creates a �uite substantial conflict of interests, and 
although a ��� acting as an investors’  proxy is still sub�ect to fiduciary duties, the accumulation of 
control tips the power balance �uite significantly in favor of the management of a crowdfunded 
company� �n essence, the ���� structure brings to the table the same concerns as the ��� or nominee 
structures�  

������ ���������� 

�n this sub�chapter, we explored legal structures and contractual arrangements that platforms 
developed in order to facilitate e�uity crowdfunding rounds� �hile from the legal perspective the 
nature of these contracts significantly differs, they all demonstrate substantial problems in balancing 
two competing interests, (i) pooling of the investors’ stakes and restricting their ability to exercise 
investors’ rights in order to guarantee flexible decision�making and (ii) protecting investors’ 
interests vis�a�vis interests of the founders�managers or third�party investors� �hese examined 
contractual solutions seem to lack transparency and balance, especially in conflict�of�interest 
situations, and provide very little safeguards that investors’ rights will not be abused� �n the other 
hand, pooling and a certain degree of delegation of rights to designated individuals is inevitable, as 
the coordination and communication with a large number of investors may become an undue burden 
for crowdfunded companies�  

���

�.�. ���E������ �E��� ��������E� �� ����

�n ����and ����, when the crypto industry recorded the lar�est ��� boom, companies runnin� an 
��� campai�n �ave very little thou�ht to �uestions of underlyin� le�al structures, contractual terms,
or internal and e�ternal �overnance. �any bloc�chain projects raised funds without any formal le�al 
entity in a place or any contractual arran�ement that would �overn the relationships with their to�en
holders. �he practices have been evolvin� in the past few months, and we have observed interestin�
attempts to formali�e the e�istence of these projects and their dealin�s with their ��� contributors.
�ince the bloc�chain industry is everythin� but standard, we noticed the use of structures that are
rather e�otic for the purposes of fundraisin� or that are on the intersection of technolo�ical and le�al
solutions. �n this sub�chapter, we will e�plore four different models of underlyin� le�al�technolo�ical
structures used in the conte�t of ���s, which will be complemented with case studies that, in detail,
document the advanta�es and perils of usin� these particular structures.

�.�.�. ���������� ���E�

�n early ���� �and even before�, when ���s started to appear, their initiators be�an to utili�e
foundations as entities, throu�h which they or�ani�ed to�en issuance. �rom a le�al perspective, the
choice of foundation in the conte�t of for�profit projects is �uite controversial. �oundations have not
appeared in any other fundraisin� model pre�datin� ���s. �he ori�ins of this idea can be traced bac�
to the first ��� of �astercoin, which su��ested dele�atin� the collection of funds and distribution of
to�ens to the so�called “Entrusted entity”.��� �he entrusted entity was authori�ed to determine the 
allocation of funds as it deemed optimal for the development of the product�service. �esides
monitorin� and distribution roles, this entity’s main objective was to support the development of
bloc�chain technolo�y and the surroundin� ecosystem. ��� �ue to potential conflict of interests, 
developers of the project were not allowed to occupy any position in the Entrusted entity or sit on its
board, as it had to remain impartial while followin� its main objectives.���

��� �illet �n ����. ���
��� ibid.
��� ibid.
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ILLUSTRATION 7 Foundation ICO Model 

As �entioned before, a foundation beca�e a business for� of choice for se�eral �idel� kno�n 
�ro�ects in the earl� sta�es of the ��� �arket�  The �ain role of a foundation in this structure is to 
coordinate, and sell tokens, collect funds durin� the ��� run and distribute tokens u�on their release� 
Fro� a le�al �ers�ecti�e, a foundation acts in the ca�acit� of a seller and thus re�resents an official 
contractin� �art� in a token��urchase a�ree�ent or a donation a�ree�ent�  �n �an� cases, this is the 
onl� le�al entit� connected to a blockchain �ro�ect that can be identified and traced back to its 
�urisdiction of ori�in� The board �e�bers are frequentl� founders, reno�ned �e�bers of the cr��to 
co��unit�, or �ersons in one �a� or another affiliated �ith the founders of the �ro�ect� The use of 
foundation in ���s is, of course, obscure because foundations b� desi�n should �ursue onl� �ublic 
interests� The �roliferation of blockchain technolo�� as �ublic interest is definitel� quite a stretch in 
the le�al inter�retation� A stretch that se�eral cr��to�friendl� �urisdictions are �ore than �illin� to 
acce�t, alon� �ith the fact that foundations are not �ri�aril� suitable for co��ercial acti�ities� 
Particularl� S�it�erland established itself as a cr��to ha�en and an ��� harbor �ith, a�on�st others, 
its fa�orable stance on usin� the foundation in the conte�t of initial coin offerin�s���� 

��� �o�e�er, it has to be noted that accordin� to S�iss ��� consultants, S�it�erland is chosen for token 
offerin�s �ainl� due to ta� reasons, o�ti�al ecos�ste� for cr��to co��anies and fa�orable a��roach of local 
�ollic��akers, es�eciall� on canton le�el� For �ore infor�ation see Arnab Naskar and Bruno Pasquier, ‘The 
�urious �ase of S�iss ��� Foundations � �s the Non�Profit Foundation Structure Suitable for All…’ (Medium, 6 

1�2

Another important piece of the puzzle is an entity of founders� �hich is often in possession of
intellectual property vital to the �loc�chain pro�ect in �uestion �as documented in the Tezos case 
�elo��. �ne may o�serve that this dichotomy of entities serves a similar purpose as a group of
companies� in �hich an operating su�sidiary engages in commercial transactions� and a parent
holding company houses patents� copyrights and trademar�s. The underlying rationale of this
structure is apparently to separate the lia�ilities from the most valua�le assets. �evertheless� in this
structure� �e can clearly identify the corporate ties �et�een a holding company �a parent� and an
operating company �a su�sidiary�.

In contrast to this analogy� the legal relationship �et�een a foundation and an entity of founders �if
there is any� is� in most cases� not transparent. �ince a foundation allocates raised funding� its
contractual arrangements �ith founders and their entity are of crucial importance� especially in the 
conte�t of optimal incentive mechanisms. According to the industry sources� contractual
arrangements are often underestimated� and the cooperation �et�een �oth entities is �ased
predominantly on gentlemen’s agreements and implicit trust of their representatives. It is indeed
�uite parado�ical that informal trust mechanisms play such a profound role in the community of
sta�eholders that champion trustless technology. The stum�ling �loc�s of this legal structure can �e
demonstrated on an infamous T���� case� in �hich o�scure contractual arrangements �et�een the 
T���� foundation and the corporation of founders led to the pu�lic fall�out� follo�ed �y a significant
delay in the pro�ect launch and multiple class actions.

�.�.1.1. T���� �A�� – A ���I�� ��� A �I�A�T��

Tezos represents one of the most successful fundraisings in the painfully short history of I��s. �ith
20� million ��� �orth of cryptocurrency raised in �uly 201���8� it �ecame an instrumental poster
child in the popularization of I��s. �ntil it �ecame the opposite. Tezos �as founded �y Arthur and
�athleen �reitman� an American couple of crypto entrepreneurs���. The main aim of the Tezos pro�ect
is to create a self�amending crypto�ledger� competitive and� at the same time� technologically
superior to the �loc�chain net�or� offered �y �thereum or Aeternity.��0 The founders utilized the

December 2017� <https://medium.com/��icos�io/the�curious�case�of�s�iss�ico�foundation�is�non�profit�
foundation�structure�suita�le�for�all�ico���fc2�e2afd8> accessed 1� �anuary 2018.
��8 �ote that the total amount fundraised in the I�� is on as converted �asis at the time of the closing. �ince 
the crypto mar�et has ta�en off significantly since �uly 201�� the holdings are �orth more than �00 million
��� �as of the end of 201��.
��� �or more information see ‘Tezos’ <https://tezos.com/> accessed 13 August 2018.
��0 I�id.
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December 2017� <https://medium.com/��icos�io/the�curious�case�of�s�iss�ico�foundation�is�non�profit�
foundation�structure�suita�le�for�all�ico���fc2�e2afd8> accessed 1� �anuary 2018. 
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��0 I�id. 
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Swiss iteration of the foundation model. While the Tezos �oundation was entrusted with the issuance 
of to�ens and collection of funds, ��S Solutions Inc., a company owned �y �oth founders and a 
�enture capital in�estor, possessed the crucial intellectual property. �ollowing the separation and 
independence rationale, the founders did not �oin the �oard of the foundation. �oundation and ��S 
Solutions agreed on contractual terms, which were designed to mitigate potential agency pro�lems 
�etween them. Concretely: 

 “The Tezos blockchain must launch and operate successfully as a public blockchain for a period 

of three months before DLS’ shareholders can receive any compensation for their shares.” 

 “It must work substantially, as described in the white paper and technical papers, and be

consistent with the features described to the community prior to the fundraiser.” 

 “The Foundation and DLS have negotiated a contractual agreement, in which the Foundation

will acquire DLS and release its IP under a free software license. In the process, the Foundation 

will also acquire DLS’ existing business relationships with contractors and potential customers, 

as well as its trademark applications and domain names. This transaction is structured as an 

earn-out, which means the price paid will depend on future performance metrics.” 

 “No payment will be made unless and until the terms in the preceding section of this document 

have been met.” 

 “Once met, DLS’ shareholders will receive 8.5% of the contributions made during the fundraiser.”

 “In addition, DLS’ shareholders will receive a 10% allocation of the tokens in the genesis block, 

placed in a smart contract that will vest monthly over a period of 48 months.”��� 

Tezos �oundation, which is in full control of the funds raised in T���S IC�, was at that time presided 
�y Johann �e�ers, a Swiss��ased South �frican entrepreneur who allegedly contri�uted to the 
fundraiser and, according to his own statement is one of the largest Tezos IC� contri�utors.��2 �p 
until this day, it is not entirely clear why he was selected to lead the foundation.  In �cto�er 2���, 
Breitmans told the press that �e�ers tried to allocate himself a �onus worth of �,� million �S�, which 
triggered the war �etween the foundation and the ��S Solutions Inc..��� In turn, �e�ers claimed that 
Breitmans initiated this pu�lic altercation due to his reluctance to allow their influence in the 

��� ‘Tezos Crowdfunding � ��S � Transparency Memo’ <https://www.tezos.com/dls> accessed 22 January 
2���. 
��2 �ideon �ewis�Kraus, ‘Inside the Crypto World’s Biggest Scandal’ (Wired, 19 June 2018� 
<https://www.wired.com/story/tezos��loc�chain�lo�e�story�horror�story/> accessed �� �ugust 2���. 
��� i�id. 

���

foundation.5�� This governance conflict has significantly contributed to the months�long delay in the
launch of the TE��� platform. Eventually, �evers resigned from Tezos Foundation in exchange for
the settlement, and Breitmens �ere able to move on �ith the development of Tezos bloc�chain. �uch 
development had a direct impact on the ��� contributors, �ho �ill receive their to�ens only upon
the successful launch of the pro�ect.5�5 The frustration �ith such impasse has already led to multiple 
fraud class actions filed in the ��.5�� Many months later than originally planned, Tezos launched its
testnet (or a betanet), distributed its to�ens, and began trading at the beginning of �uly.5��

5.�.�.�. ���E��A��E ���B�EM� �� TE��� �A�E

The legal structure, �here developers of the pro�ect do not have direct access to the finance, �as
most li�ely designed to fit the values and ideals of the crypto community. The main ob�ective of the
foundation, in contrast to a regular corporation, is not to maximize the shareholders’ value but to (i)
build a strong community of users and (ii) to invest in other related pro�ects, �hich proliferate the
use of bloc�chain technology.5�8

�t is interesting to contemplate, �ho is an agent, and �ho is a principal in this organizational
structure. ��� contributors have transferred their funds to the foundation, �hich should be their
primary agent. A closer loo� at the nature of the agreement revealed that formally, ��� contributions
in this particular case �ere framed as donations.5�� To�ens, therefore, represent only a symbolic
re�ard for the transferred funds. �ence, ��� contributors, future to�en�holders, do not have any
formal mechanisms of monitoring and control over the foundation’s actions. Furthermore, they are
from a strictly legal perspective not connected to the founders and their entity. �espite that, the
informal relationship bet�een founders and the community carries strong symptoms of an agency
relationship. For instance, the founders publish �ee�ly update videos and often communicate
through online forums in order to inform the community about crucial developments in the pro�ect.
This is caused by the high asset specificity of the net�or� that the community of Tezos supporters
brings. As soon as the pro�ect launched, the members of this community turned into early adopters,

5�� ibid.
5�5 �evertheless, it has to be pointed out that Breitmans did not have any formal tools to influence �evers in
the decision�ma�ing process. Media and community pressure �ere the last resort tools.
5�� Formally, the agreement bet�een contributors and Tezos foundation �as a donation agreement, therefore
��� contributors �ere in strictly 
5�� ‘Betanet | Tezos’ �https���tezos.com�betanet�� accessed �� August ���8.
5�8 �ee for instance, the mission and vision of Ethereum Foundation at ‘About the Ethereum Foundation’
�https������.ethereum.org�foundation� accessed �� �anuary ���8.
5�� ‘Tezos �ro�dfunding � ��� � Transparency Memo’ (n 558).
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Swiss iteration of the foundation model. While the Tezos �oundation was entrusted with the issuance
of to�ens and collection of funds, ��S Solutions Inc., a company owned �y �oth founders and a
�enture capital in�estor, possessed the crucial intellectual property. �ollowing the separation and
independence rationale, the founders did not �oin the �oard of the foundation. �oundation and ��S
Solutions agreed on contractual terms, which were designed to mitigate potential agency pro�lems
�etween them. Concretely:

 “The Tezos blockchain must launch and operate successfully as a public blockchain for a period 

of three months before DLS’ shareholders can receive any compensation for their shares.”

 “It must work substantially, as described in the white paper and technical papers, and be

consistent with the features described to the community prior to the fundraiser.”

 “The Foundation and DLS have negotiated a contractual agreement, in which the Foundation

will acquire DLS and release its IP under a free software license. In the process, the Foundation

will also acquire DLS’ existing business relationships with contractors and potential customers,

as well as its trademark applications and domain names. This transaction is structured as an

earn-out, which means the price paid will depend on future performance metrics.”

 “No payment will be made unless and until the terms in the preceding section of this document 

have been met.”

 “Once met, DLS’ shareholders will receive 8.5% of the contributions made during the fundraiser.”

 “In addition, DLS’ shareholders will receive a 10% allocation of the tokens in the genesis block,

placed in a smart contract that will vest monthly over a period of 48 months.”���

Tezos �oundation, which is in full control of the funds raised in T���S IC�, was at that time presided
�y Johann �e�ers, a Swiss��ased South �frican entrepreneur who allegedly contri�uted to the
fundraiser and, according to his own statement is one of the largest Tezos IC� contri�utors.��2 �p 
until this day, it is not entirely clear why he was selected to lead the foundation. In �cto�er 2���,
Breitmans told the press that �e�ers tried to allocate himself a �onus worth of �,� million �S�, which
triggered the war �etween the foundation and the ��S Solutions Inc..��� In turn, �e�ers claimed that 
Breitmans initiated this pu�lic altercation due to his reluctance to allow their influence in the

��� ‘Tezos Crowdfunding � ��S � Transparency Memo’ <https://www.tezos.com/dls> accessed 22 January 
2���.
��2 �ideon �ewis�Kraus, ‘Inside the Crypto World’s Biggest Scandal’ (Wired, 19 June 2018�
<https://www.wired.com/story/tezos��loc�chain�lo�e�story�horror�story/> accessed �� �ugust 2���.
��� i�id.
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foundation.5�� This governance conflict has significantly contributed to the months�long delay in the 
launch of the TE��� platform. Eventually, �evers resigned from Tezos Foundation in exchange for 
the settlement, and Breitmens �ere able to move on �ith the development of Tezos bloc�chain. �uch 
development had a direct impact on the ��� contributors, �ho �ill receive their to�ens only upon 
the successful launch of the pro�ect.5�5 The frustration �ith such impasse has already led to multiple 
fraud class actions filed in the ��.5�� Many months later than originally planned, Tezos launched its 
testnet (or a betanet), distributed its to�ens, and began trading at the beginning of �uly.5�� 

5.�.�.�. ���E��A��E ���B�EM� �� TE��� �A�E 

The legal structure, �here developers of the pro�ect do not have direct access to the finance, �as 
most li�ely designed to fit the values and ideals of the crypto community. The main ob�ective of the 
foundation, in contrast to a regular corporation, is not to maximize the shareholders’ value but to (i) 
build a strong community of users and (ii) to invest in other related pro�ects, �hich proliferate the 
use of bloc�chain technology.5�8  

�t is interesting to contemplate, �ho is an agent, and �ho is a principal in this organizational 
structure. ��� contributors have transferred their funds to the foundation, �hich should be their 
primary agent. A closer loo� at the nature of the agreement revealed that formally, ��� contributions 
in this particular case �ere framed as donations.5�� To�ens, therefore, represent only a symbolic 
re�ard for the transferred funds. �ence, ��� contributors, future to�en�holders, do not have any 
formal mechanisms of monitoring and control over the foundation’s actions. Furthermore, they are 
from a strictly legal perspective not connected to the founders and their entity. �espite that, the 
informal relationship bet�een founders and the community carries strong symptoms of an agency 
relationship. For instance, the founders publish �ee�ly update videos and often communicate 
through online forums in order to inform the community about crucial developments in the pro�ect. 
This is caused by the high asset specificity of the net�or� that the community of Tezos supporters 
brings. As soon as the pro�ect launched, the members of this community turned into early adopters, 

5�� ibid. 
5�5 �evertheless, it has to be pointed out that Breitmans did not have any formal tools to influence �evers in 
the decision�ma�ing process. Media and community pressure �ere the last resort tools. 
5�� Formally, the agreement bet�een contributors and Tezos foundation �as a donation agreement, therefore 
��� contributors �ere in strictly  
5�� ‘Betanet | Tezos’ �https���tezos.com�betanet�� accessed �� August ���8. 
5�8 �ee for instance, the mission and vision of Ethereum Foundation at ‘About the Ethereum Foundation’ 
�https������.ethereum.org�foundation� accessed �� �anuary ���8. 
5�� ‘Tezos �ro�dfunding � ��� � Transparency Memo’ (n 558). 
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instru�enta� in a�hie�in� the �riti�a� �ass of users� �in�e the founders ha�e not re�ei�ed an� �ar�e 
finan�ia� �a�out �et� their in�enti�e to �e trans�arent and a��ounta��e to the �o��unit� re�ains 
stron��  

�he �ontra�tua� re�ationshi� �etween ����� �oundation and ��� �o�utions indi�ates another set of 
a�en�� �ro��e�s����  �ounders were �oti�ated to de�i�er a �ua�it� �rodu�t fast �e�ause the re�ease 
of ��� of to�ens and ���� of the fundraised a�ount was �onditioned u�on su��essfu� �aun�h and 
the initia� �eriod of o�eration of the ��atfor�� �urther�ore� the �estin� of the to�ens o�er a �eriod 
of �� �onths� and earn�out �ro�ision in the �u��out arran�e�ent� �uaranteed �ontinued a�i�n�ent 
of the founders’ interests with the interests of the foundation and ��� �ontri�utors� �ot to �ention 
that the re�ease of the inte��e�tua� �ro�ert� to the wider �u��i� stru�� a �er� �ositi�e �hord with the 
��o���hain �o��unit�� �n the other hand� the sa�e �annot �e ��ai�ed a�out the foundation� 
��thou�h its the�then �resident� �ohan �e�ers� a��e�ed�� in�ested a su�stantia� a�ount of �ersona� 
funds� this wou�d ha�e �een his �ersona� de�ision rather than the �art of his �ontra�tua� 
arran�e�ent� �he foundation is �� desi�n an inde�endent entit�� and� therefore� an� e�terna� 
inter�ention in its �o�ernan�e �annot �e �ustified �� an� �o��er�ia� or other affi�iations� �in�e the 
�e�innin� of the �e�a� �att�e� new infor�ation e�er�ed ��ai�in� that �wiss �oundation �u�er�ision 
authorit� wou�d ha�e to a��ro�e of the �u��out a�ree�ent �on��uded �etween the �e�os foundation 
and ��� �e�hno�o�ies �n��� the entit� of the founders that owns the sour�e �ode����  �his re�uire�ent 
wou�d si�nifi�ant�� in�rease the un�ertaint� in this �ase� �e�erthe�ess� the �onf�i�t at hand� whi�h 
ha��ered the de�e�o��ent of the �rodu�t� shows that the foundation �a� �resent the wea� �in� in 
the �e�a� stru�ture� �t adds another� fro� a �o�ernan�e �ers�e�ti�e� an unne�essar� �a�er that 
si�nifi�ant�� in�reases the �ora� ha�ard and �reates �ore roo� for o��ortunisti� �eha�ior fro� 
sta�eho�ders �na�e�� dire�tors of a foundation�� who �a� not ��a� a �ru�ia� ro�e in the e�e�ution of 
the �usiness ��an� 

��� �he a�ount of infor�ation a�out the �ontra�tua� arran�e�ent �etween these two entities is far �reater 
than in other �ases� ��� initiators are usua��� not trans�arent to this e�tent therefore in �ast �a�orit� of �ases 
we �an on�� s�e�u�ate a�out the nature of these arran�e�ents� �ndustr� insiders ��ai� that it is not 
e�traordinar�� if these two entities do not �on��uded an� for�a� written �ontra�t� 
��� �as�ar and �as�uier �n ����� 

1��

����2� �O��P�O�I� O��S�O�E MODE�

Another model that we o�served in practice is a le�al structure in which ICO initiators use an offshore 
company for the issuance of tokens and collection of the ICO proceeds, while the development of the
pro�ect is entrusted to a separate company or companies owned �y ICO initiators� Such duality a�ain
ena�les the separation of lia�ility of token issuance from the valua�le assets and intellectual property
of the pro�ect� �his model may and often does involve more entities, who may or may not �e
corporately affiliated� In the collected sample, 1�� of ICO pro�ects incorporated the token issuer in
few offshore crypto�friendly �urisdictions, such as the Cayman Islands, British Vir�in Islands,
Seychelles, Gi�raltar, and Cyprus� Althou�h incorporation in these �urisdictions is underpinned �y
considera�le ta� advanta�es, ICO initiators also �enefit from the lack of disclosure o�li�ations on
various crucial information such as shareholders or the persons affiliated with the company���2 Due 
to that, it is often impossi�le to discover the corporate connections amon� entities involved in the
ICO le�al structure� alternatively, it is necessary to pay certain fees to retrieve such information from
the �usiness re�isters of respective countries� �evertheless, also other models descri�ed �elow
utili�e offshore companies, such as the investment model�

�ota�ly, this structure is most often used �y ICO pro�ects issuin� utility tokens� �hile most of the
risks involved in this model would �e present also in the investment model, the fact that the issuin�
entity does not have to distri�ute dividends, proceeds, or interest to the token holders sli�htly
reduces the level of moral ha�ard inherent in the structure� On the other hand, the o�li�ation to 
distri�ute financial proceeds to token holders esta�lishes a clear

�he corporate �roup connection or contractual arran�ement �etween an offshore company, which
issues tokens and a company that e�ecutes the pro�ect is important for the proper understandin� of 

(i) �he flow of funds from token�holders to pro�ect initiators
(ii) �he ali�nment of the interests �etween the pro�ect company and the token issuer
(iii) �ia�ility of the parties involved

In the �iven sample, we were a�le to identify several ICO structures, where the pro�ect company and
the token issuer were two different entities� �owever, further investi�ation on the nature of

��2 Erik PM Vermeulen, ‘Beneficial Ownership and Control, A Comparative Study: Disclosure, Information and 
Enforcement’ (2012) OECD Corporate Governance �orkin� Paper Series ��2012 
�http:��www�oecd�or��corporate�ca�corporate�overnanceprinciples��00������pdf� accessed 1� Au�ust
201��
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instru�enta� in a�hie�in� the �riti�a� �ass of users� �in�e the founders ha�e not re�ei�ed an� �ar�e
finan�ia� �a�out �et� their in�enti�e to �e trans�arent and a��ounta��e to the �o��unit� re�ains
stron�� 

�he �ontra�tua� re�ationshi� �etween ����� �oundation and ��� �o�utions indi�ates another set of
a�en�� �ro��e�s���� �ounders were �oti�ated to de�i�er a �ua�it� �rodu�t fast �e�ause the re�ease 
of ��� of to�ens and ���� of the fundraised a�ount was �onditioned u�on su��essfu� �aun�h and
the initia� �eriod of o�eration of the ��atfor�� �urther�ore� the �estin� of the to�ens o�er a �eriod
of �� �onths� and earn�out �ro�ision in the �u��out arran�e�ent� �uaranteed �ontinued a�i�n�ent
of the founders’ interests with the interests of the foundation and ��� �ontri�utors� �ot to �ention
that the re�ease of the inte��e�tua� �ro�ert� to the wider �u��i� stru�� a �er� �ositi�e �hord with the
��o���hain �o��unit�� �n the other hand� the sa�e �annot �e ��ai�ed a�out the foundation�
��thou�h its the�then �resident� �ohan �e�ers� a��e�ed�� in�ested a su�stantia� a�ount of �ersona�
funds� this wou�d ha�e �een his �ersona� de�ision rather than the �art of his �ontra�tua�
arran�e�ent� �he foundation is �� desi�n an inde�endent entit�� and� therefore� an� e�terna� 
inter�ention in its �o�ernan�e �annot �e �ustified �� an� �o��er�ia� or other affi�iations� �in�e the
�e�innin� of the �e�a� �att�e� new infor�ation e�er�ed ��ai�in� that �wiss �oundation �u�er�ision
authorit� wou�d ha�e to a��ro�e of the �u��out a�ree�ent �on��uded �etween the �e�os foundation
and ��� �e�hno�o�ies �n��� the entit� of the founders that owns the sour�e �ode���� �his re�uire�ent
wou�d si�nifi�ant�� in�rease the un�ertaint� in this �ase� �e�erthe�ess� the �onf�i�t at hand� whi�h
ha��ered the de�e�o��ent of the �rodu�t� shows that the foundation �a� �resent the wea� �in� in
the �e�a� stru�ture� �t adds another� fro� a �o�ernan�e �ers�e�ti�e� an unne�essar� �a�er that
si�nifi�ant�� in�reases the �ora� ha�ard and �reates �ore roo� for o��ortunisti� �eha�ior fro�
sta�eho�ders �na�e�� dire�tors of a foundation�� who �a� not ��a� a �ru�ia� ro�e in the e�e�ution of
the �usiness ��an�

��� �he a�ount of infor�ation a�out the �ontra�tua� arran�e�ent �etween these two entities is far �reater
than in other �ases� ��� initiators are usua��� not trans�arent to this e�tent therefore in �ast �a�orit� of �ases
we �an on�� s�e�u�ate a�out the nature of these arran�e�ents� �ndustr� insiders ��ai� that it is not 
e�traordinar�� if these two entities do not �on��uded an� for�a� written �ontra�t�
��� �as�ar and �as�uier �n �����

1��

����2� �O��P�O�I� O��S�O�E MODE� 

Another model that we o�served in practice is a le�al structure in which ICO initiators use an offshore 
company for the issuance of tokens and collection of the ICO proceeds, while the development of the 
pro�ect is entrusted to a separate company or companies owned �y ICO initiators� Such duality a�ain 
ena�les the separation of lia�ility of token issuance from the valua�le assets and intellectual property 
of the pro�ect� �his model may and often does involve more entities, who may or may not �e 
corporately affiliated�  In the collected sample, 1�� of ICO pro�ects incorporated the token issuer in 
few offshore crypto�friendly �urisdictions, such as the Cayman Islands, British Vir�in Islands, 
Seychelles, Gi�raltar, and Cyprus� Althou�h incorporation in these �urisdictions is underpinned �y 
considera�le ta� advanta�es, ICO initiators also �enefit from the lack of disclosure o�li�ations on 
various crucial information such as shareholders or the persons affiliated with the company���2 Due 
to that, it is often impossi�le to discover the corporate connections amon� entities involved in the 
ICO le�al structure� alternatively, it is necessary to pay certain fees to retrieve such information from 
the �usiness re�isters of respective countries� �evertheless, also other models descri�ed �elow 
utili�e offshore companies, such as the investment model� 

�ota�ly, this structure is most often used �y ICO pro�ects issuin� utility tokens� �hile most of the 
risks involved in this model would �e present also in the investment model, the fact that the issuin� 
entity does not have to distri�ute dividends, proceeds, or interest to the token holders sli�htly 
reduces the level of moral ha�ard inherent in the structure� On the other hand, the o�li�ation to 
distri�ute financial proceeds to token holders esta�lishes a clear 

�he corporate �roup connection or contractual arran�ement �etween an offshore company, which 
issues tokens and a company that e�ecutes the pro�ect is important for the proper understandin� of  

(i) �he flow of funds from token�holders to pro�ect initiators 
(ii) �he ali�nment of the interests �etween the pro�ect company and the token issuer 
(iii) �ia�ility of the parties involved 

In the �iven sample, we were a�le to identify several ICO structures, where the pro�ect company and 
the token issuer were two different entities� �owever, further investi�ation on the nature of 

��2 Erik PM Vermeulen, ‘Beneficial Ownership and Control, A Comparative Study: Disclosure, Information and 
Enforcement’ (2012) OECD Corporate Governance �orkin� Paper Series ��2012 
�http:��www�oecd�or��corporate�ca�corporate�overnanceprinciples��00������pdf� accessed 1� Au�ust 
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affiliation between these two, or more entities,  was �ossible only in few cases due to limited �ublicly 
available information. �herefore, the connection between an entity issuing tokens and an entity 
e�ecuting a �ro�ect was observable only in a handful of cases. �ere are the e�am�les. 

� �ro�ect �om�any �the �rinci�al� and �oken �ssuer �the agent� concluded an agency 
agreement, which in effect means that all actions of the agent including the token issuance 
and obligation stemming therefrom are binding u�on the �rinci�al, e.g., �ro�ect �om�any��� 

� � �ro�ect com�any and the token issuer shared the same director�s�. �ntuitively, such 
�ersonal affiliation could be considered as a sufficient connection between the 
aforementioned entities. Furthermore, it can contribute to the alignment of the interests of 
both entities �as o��osed to the foundation model in �e�os case�. �n the other hand, legally 
s�eaking, the director may find himself in “the conflict of interest” situation, where acting in 
the ca�acity of a director of one entity could be misused to serve the interests of the other. ��� 

� �n some cases, there was ob�ectively no traceable formal connection between the token issuer 
and the �ro�ect com�any 

�.�.�. ���������� �������� 

� number of ��� �ro�ects in the sam�le demonstrated very strong features of investment contracts, 
which in turn increases the chances of triggering securities laws. �he ��� teams de�loyed various 
strategies in dealing with the situation, some more �lausible than the others. �n the sam�le from the 
first half of ����, a��ro�imately ��� of the tokens demonstrated at least some features of securities, 
while in the sam�le from �anuary�February ����, only �� of the tokens dis�layed similar features.��� 
�ost of the ��� �ro�ects wishing to avoid rather com�le� and �urisdiction�s�ecific securities 
regulation designed their token as a utility one, which in many cases seems rather forced. Few “brave 
ones”, have taken a different route and decided to issue security tokens with an attem�t to do so in a 
legally com�liant manner. �hat does it e�actly mean� 

�hese �ro�ects have attached to their tokens �articular financial rights, which in its essence 
resembled the distribution of dividends, or interest �ayments, or �rofit��artici�ation rights. �he 
�resence of financial rights does not automatically categori�e the instrument in �uestion as security� 

��� �his ha��ened in case of �r�oin, for more information see htt�s����rcoin.io� 
��� For instance, in case of �entberry �nc, which conducted an ���, the ��� of the o�erational com�any 
�entberry �nc, is also a director of the offshore entity established in �ibraltar, which conducted the token sale. 
��� �and�collected data�set 

���

nevertheless, it increases the pro�a�ilit� of the in�uir� from competent financial authorities�
�n order to avoid onerous registration and disclosure re�uirements under securities regulations, 
the� sought to appl� various exemptions that, however, impose further restrictions on such issuer� 

�imitations on the offerings var� from �urisdiction to �urisdiction, �ut the� are usuall� related to
following aspects of the offering�

 �ffering limited to a certain group of investors with professional experience
 A limited total amount of the offering
 �imited transfera�ilit� of securities
 �estrictions on general solicitation and advertising of the offerings

For instance, several �C� pro�ects offering their securit� tokens in the �S took advantage of 
exemption from registration provided �� Section � �a���� of the Securities Act and �ule ����c� of
�egulation D� This exemption, in particular, allows for an unregistered offering to accredited
investors and imposes limitations on the resale of these securities� Especiall� resale restriction,
which according to �ule ��� can �e �uite complex, are difficult to compl� with since most of the
tokens get listed on cr�pto exchanges after the closure of their �C����� �n the E�, �C� pro�ects can use 
exemptions enumerated in the Prospectus directive, such as exemption of offerings to �ualified
investors, or offerings to fewer than ��� natural or legal persons per �em�er state who are non�
�ualified investors or, offerings, which accept onl� contri�utions higher than ��,��� E�� per unit, all
however accompanied �� resale restrictions����

�������� T�E EN���N CASE

Envion A�, a Swiss��ased �lockchain mining compan�, has designed an investment token and
launched an �C�, which claimed to �e compliant with securities laws���� �n terms of the underl�ing
legal structure, Envion A� acted �oth as an issuer of the tokens and the entit� housing intellectual
propert� rights of the pro�ect���� The original founders are �oth acting directors of Envion A�� The

��� Section � of the Securities Act of ���� and �egulation D, �ule ��� of Securities Act ����
��� Article ���� Directive ��������E� of the European Parliament and of the Council of �� Novem�er ����
amending Directives ��������EC on the prospectus to �e pu�lished when securities are offered to the pu�lic
or admitted to trading and ���������EC on the harmonisation of transparenc� re�uirements in relation to
information a�out issuers whose securities are admitted to trading on a regulated market Text with EEA
relevance
��� Envion Mobile Mining White Paper, �
��� See Envion’s Token Purchase Agreement and Notice of exempt offering of securities, Form D filed with SEC
on ��th Decem�er ���� accessi�le at
https���www�sec�gov�Archives�edgar�data����������������������������xslFormD����primar��doc�x
ml
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affiliation between these two, or more entities, was �ossible only in few cases due to limited �ublicly
available information. �herefore, the connection between an entity issuing tokens and an entity
e�ecuting a �ro�ect was observable only in a handful of cases. �ere are the e�am�les.
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� �n some cases, there was ob�ectively no traceable formal connection between the token issuer
and the �ro�ect com�any

�.�.�. ���������� ��������

� number of ��� �ro�ects in the sam�le demonstrated very strong features of investment contracts, 
which in turn increases the chances of triggering securities laws. �he ��� teams de�loyed various
strategies in dealing with the situation, some more �lausible than the others. �n the sam�le from the 
first half of ����, a��ro�imately ��� of the tokens demonstrated at least some features of securities,
while in the sam�le from �anuary�February ����, only �� of the tokens dis�layed similar features.���
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��� �his ha��ened in case of �r�oin, for more information see htt�s����rcoin.io�
��� For instance, in case of �entberry �nc, which conducted an ���, the ��� of the o�erational com�any 
�entberry �nc, is also a director of the offshore entity established in �ibraltar, which conducted the token sale.
��� �and�collected data�set

���
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�������� T�E EN���N CASE  
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propert� rights of the pro�ect���� The original founders are �oth acting directors of Envion A�� The 

���  Section � of the Securities Act of ���� and �egulation D, �ule ��� of Securities Act ���� 
��� Article ���� Directive ��������E� of the European Parliament and of the Council of �� Novem�er ���� 
amending Directives ��������EC on the prospectus to �e pu�lished when securities are offered to the pu�lic 
or admitted to trading and ���������EC on the harmonisation of transparenc� re�uirements in relation to 
information a�out issuers whose securities are admitted to trading on a regulated market Text with EEA 
relevance 
��� Envion Mobile Mining White Paper, � 
��� See Envion’s Token Purchase Agreement and Notice of exempt offering of securities, Form D filed with SEC 
on ��th Decem�er ���� accessi�le at 
https���www�sec�gov�Archives�edgar�data����������������������������xslFormD����primar��doc�x
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level of transparency and simplicity of the legal structure is, in this case, quite exceptional� �ne may 
argue that since the legal qualification of this to�en is no longer controversial, the founders do not 
need to distance themselves from the actual to�en offering due to liability considerations� �he Envion 
case is, however, interesting also from another perspective� �he to�en offering was divided into two 
strands, one addressed to accredited �qualified� investors, the other addressed to non�sophisticated 
�retail� investors� �nitially, the offer was open only to accredited investors from two countries, 
namely the �S and Swit�erland� �his geo�fencing��0 exercise allowed founders to reduce costs of 
compliance with securities regulations, as the �C� was open only to investors resident in these two 
�urisdictions� Nevertheless, in order for this geo�fencing to be effective, �C� initiators had to put 
reasonable efforts in identifying accredited investors participating in their to�en sale and thus 
conduct thorough screening and ��C of the �C� contributors� 

After consideration, Envion decided to expand the scope of the offer also to non�accredited investors 
in Swit�erland� �he offer was thoroughly described in the prospectus� �his disclosure document 
provided extensive information on legal issues related to the offering, the company information, 
technology and intellectual property, the use of proceeds raised in the to�en sale, and ris� warnings 
related to the purchase and ownership of to�ens����  Swiss Code of �bligations does not require the 
prospectus to be approved by ��NMA unless the offering is accompanied by the stoc� exchange 
listing���2 �he combination of �S securities exemptions, together with the rather benevolent Swiss 
regulation, enabled Envion to execute one of the very few seemingly compliant securities to�en 
offerings� 
�rom a legal perspective, Envion to�ens are digital representations of subordinated unsecuriti�ed 
profit participation rights �gestundete, unverbriefte Genussrechte��  �enussrechte is a highly flexible 
hybrid instrument that typically entitles its holder to the participation in profits of a specific 
company���� As opposed to equity, it does not bestow any control rights on its holder, and in contrast 
with debt instruments, it does not involve any payment of interest�  

��0 �eo�fencing means restricting the public offer of to�ens to certain countries or explicitly excluding certain 
countries �usually countries that declared �C�s illegal� from the offering� �eo�fencing may not have any 
impact on the application of the securities laws of countries the residents of which despite the restriction 
participated in such offer� 
��� Envion Token Purchase Agreement, �  
��2 Article ��2a, Swiss Code of �bligations 
���Wolfgang Schön and others, ‘Debt AND Equity : What’s the Difference? A Comparative View’ [2009] Max 
�lanc� �nstitute for �ntellectual �roperty, Competition � �ax �aw �esearch �aper Series No� 09�09, �2 

���

��ter t�e ICO, Envion �as decided to list t�eir to�en on crypto e�c�anges� �s opposed to stoc� 
e�c�ange listing, t�is process does not �ave �ormal criteria, and t�e decision to list a particular to�en
is at t�e sole discretion o� t�ese trading venues� ��e �ree trada�ility o� to�ens naturally may
contravene trans�er restrictions t�at come �and in �and �it� t�e securities la�s e�emptions� For
instance, in accordance �it� Rule ��� Regulation �, �S investors may trans�er t�eir to�ens only a�ter 
a mandatory one�year �olding period���� �lt�oug� t�e o�ligation to comply �it� resale restrictions
is primarily on t�e s�oulders o� to�en��older, t�e SEC e�pects issuers to esta�lis� reasona�le internal
procedures to prevent violations o� t�e �ederal securities la�s� In case o� to�ens, t�e issuer may eit�er
(i� em�ed t�e one year �olding period in t�e coding o� a to�en so it can �e trans�erred only once �rom
t�e issuer to t�e �irst to�en �older or (ii� implement identity veri�ication procedure every time t�e
proceeds �rom to�ens in ��atever �orm are �eing distri�uted and �loc� t�e distri�ution o� proceeds
to to�en��olders, ��o ac�uired to�en in violation o� trans�er restrictions�

��e Envion case seemingly does not mani�est any ma�or in�ormation asymmetries or agency
pro�lems� Issuing security to�ens, �o�ever, involves a lot o� regulatory comple�ities suc� as
simultaneous compliance �it� securities and ot�er la�s in multiple countries, ��ic� signi�icantly
increases t�e transaction costs o� suc� an o��ering� Moreover, any �reac� o� t�e regulation can
e��ectively endanger not only t�e completion o� t�e ICO �ut also t�e e�ecution o� t�e entire �loc�c�ain
pro�ect� In t�e conte�t o� agency pro�lems �et�een s�are�olders and directors (managers�, t�e duty
to o�ey regulations may �e su�sumed under t�e �iduciary duties o� directors� �o�en �olders, on t�e
ot�er �and, do not s�are t�e same level o� protection, and t�ey �ave to �lindly rely on t�e �est e��orts
o� ICO initiators to conduct t�e ICO and su�se�uent trans�er o� to�ens in a compliant manner�

O�viously, t�e management o� Envion �as ta�en signi�icant precautions to avoid regulatory
discrepancies� In spite o� t�at, Envion, similarly to �e�os, got entangled in t�e governance scandal o�
its o�n� Envion CEO Mat�ias �oestmann accused t�o original �ounders o� altering t�e smart contract
in order to issue illegal to�ens, t�e e�istence o� ��ic� �as not disclosed to t�e investors� ���

Su�se�uently, t�ese �ounders allegedly sold illegal to�ens to an unspeci�ied to�en e�c�ange despite
t�e to�en trading �ree�e at t�e time, ��ic� �as put in place in order to comply �it� security trans�er

��� Rule ���, Securities �ct ����
��� Conor Maloney, ‘Envion ICO Scandal: Court Rules in Cryptocurrency Mining Firm Founders’ Favor’ (CCN,
30 June 2018� ��ttps:������ccn�com�envion�ico�scandal�court�rules�in�cryptocurrency�mining��irm�
�ounders��avor�� accessed �� �ugust �����
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level of transparency and simplicity of the legal structure is, in this case, quite exceptional� �ne may 
argue that since the legal qualification of this to�en is no longer controversial, the founders do not
need to distance themselves from the actual to�en offering due to liability considerations� �he Envion 
case is, however, interesting also from another perspective� �he to�en offering was divided into two
strands, one addressed to accredited �qualified� investors, the other addressed to non�sophisticated
�retail� investors� �nitially, the offer was open only to accredited investors from two countries,
namely the �S and Swit�erland� �his geo�fencing��0 exercise allowed founders to reduce costs of
compliance with securities regulations, as the �C� was open only to investors resident in these two
�urisdictions� Nevertheless, in order for this geo�fencing to be effective, �C� initiators had to put
reasonable efforts in identifying accredited investors participating in their to�en sale and thus
conduct thorough screening and ��C of the �C� contributors�

After consideration, Envion decided to expand the scope of the offer also to non�accredited investors
in Swit�erland� �he offer was thoroughly described in the prospectus� �his disclosure document
provided extensive information on legal issues related to the offering, the company information,
technology and intellectual property, the use of proceeds raised in the to�en sale, and ris� warnings
related to the purchase and ownership of to�ens���� Swiss Code of �bligations does not require the
prospectus to be approved by ��NMA unless the offering is accompanied by the stoc� exchange
listing���2 �he combination of �S securities exemptions, together with the rather benevolent Swiss
regulation, enabled Envion to execute one of the very few seemingly compliant securities to�en
offerings�
�rom a legal perspective, Envion to�ens are digital representations of subordinated unsecuriti�ed
profit participation rights �gestundete, unverbriefte Genussrechte�� �enussrechte is a highly flexible
hybrid instrument that typically entitles its holder to the participation in profits of a specific
company���� As opposed to equity, it does not bestow any control rights on its holder, and in contrast
with debt instruments, it does not involve any payment of interest� 

��0 �eo�fencing means restricting the public offer of to�ens to certain countries or explicitly excluding certain
countries �usually countries that declared �C�s illegal� from the offering� �eo�fencing may not have any 
impact on the application of the securities laws of countries the residents of which despite the restriction
participated in such offer�
��� Envion Token Purchase Agreement, �
��2 Article ��2a, Swiss Code of �bligations
���Wolfgang Schön and others, ‘Debt AND Equity : What’s the Difference? A Comparative View’ [2009] Max 
�lanc� �nstitute for �ntellectual �roperty, Competition � �ax �aw �esearch �aper Series No� 09�09, �2

���

��ter t�e ICO, Envion �as decided to list t�eir to�en on crypto e�c�anges� �s opposed to stoc� 
e�c�ange listing, t�is process does not �ave �ormal criteria, and t�e decision to list a particular to�en 
is at t�e sole discretion o� t�ese trading venues� ��e �ree trada�ility o� to�ens naturally may 
contravene trans�er restrictions t�at come �and in �and �it� t�e securities la�s e�emptions� For 
instance, in accordance �it� Rule ��� Regulation �, �S investors may trans�er t�eir to�ens only a�ter 
a mandatory one�year �olding period���� �lt�oug� t�e o�ligation to comply �it� resale restrictions 
is primarily on t�e s�oulders o� to�en��older, t�e SEC e�pects issuers to esta�lis� reasona�le internal 
procedures to prevent violations o� t�e �ederal securities la�s� In case o� to�ens, t�e issuer may eit�er 
(i� em�ed t�e one year �olding period in t�e coding o� a to�en so it can �e trans�erred only once �rom 
t�e issuer to t�e �irst to�en �older or (ii� implement identity veri�ication procedure every time t�e 
proceeds �rom to�ens in ��atever �orm are �eing distri�uted and �loc� t�e distri�ution o� proceeds 
to to�en��olders, ��o ac�uired to�en in violation o� trans�er restrictions� 

��e Envion case seemingly does not mani�est any ma�or in�ormation asymmetries or agency 
pro�lems� Issuing security to�ens, �o�ever, involves a lot o� regulatory comple�ities suc� as 
simultaneous compliance �it� securities and ot�er la�s in multiple countries, ��ic� signi�icantly 
increases t�e transaction costs o� suc� an o��ering� Moreover, any �reac� o� t�e regulation can 
e��ectively endanger not only t�e completion o� t�e ICO �ut also t�e e�ecution o� t�e entire �loc�c�ain 
pro�ect�  In t�e conte�t o� agency pro�lems �et�een s�are�olders and directors (managers�, t�e duty 
to o�ey regulations may �e su�sumed under t�e �iduciary duties o� directors� �o�en �olders, on t�e 
ot�er �and, do not s�are t�e same level o� protection, and t�ey �ave to �lindly rely on t�e �est e��orts 
o� ICO initiators to conduct t�e ICO and su�se�uent trans�er o� to�ens in a compliant manner�

O�viously, t�e management o� Envion �as ta�en signi�icant precautions to avoid regulatory 
discrepancies� In spite o� t�at, Envion, similarly to �e�os, got entangled in t�e governance scandal o� 
its o�n� Envion CEO Mat�ias �oestmann accused t�o original �ounders o� altering t�e smart contract 
in order to issue illegal to�ens, t�e e�istence o� ��ic� �as not disclosed to t�e investors� ��� 
Su�se�uently, t�ese �ounders allegedly sold illegal to�ens to an unspeci�ied to�en e�c�ange despite 
t�e to�en trading �ree�e at t�e time, ��ic� �as put in place in order to comply �it� security trans�er 

��� Rule ���, Securities �ct ���� 
��� Conor Maloney, ‘Envion ICO Scandal: Court Rules in Cryptocurrency Mining Firm Founders’ Favor’ (CCN, 
30 June 2018� ��ttps:������ccn�com�envion�ico�scandal�court�rules�in�cryptocurrency�mining��irm�
�ounders��avor�� accessed �� �ugust ����� 
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restrictions.��� The founders counteracted with an accusation that �oestmann decided to silently 
take�over the company by diluting their holding from �1� to �1� in a capital increase� which was 
effectuated by fraudulent documents.��� Since the publicly available information is only allegations� 
it is difficult to analy�e this case further in a factual manner. However� the situation further escalated 
in �uly �01� when the first class action against Envion AG was filed at the Berlin Court. ��� The 
interesting aspect of this case is the direct involvement of investors in the investigation of the case. A 
group� which calls themselves “Envion Concerned Investors” has been actively monitoring the 
transactions of the founders and Envion AG and also investigating the background of the Envion CEO. 
It is very likely that this group eventually initiated also the class action.��� Later in �01�� Cantonal 
Court of Zug declared Envion’s ICO as illegal due to failure to comply with regulatory prospectus 
re�uirements. One day later� the bankruptcy proceedings were opened.��0 

�.�.�.�. CR�PTO VE�T�RE CAPITAL F��DS 

The Envion case exemplifies the use of the investment model in connection to a real�life hardware 
product� in this case� it is a mobile mining station. The investment model is� however� most often used 
in connection with crypto venture capital funds� investment vehicles that use the ICO proceeds to 
invest in other promising blockchain pro�ects.  These VC funds usually restrict their ICOs to 
accredited investors in order to avoid onerous regulation related to retail investors. 
So far� there are only a few examples of the new type of funds� such as Blockchain Capital��1� TaaS���� 
or Spice VC���. These compliant but restricted ICOs claim to bring a fresh wind into the VC industry� 
re�inventing the traditional VC model. There are two ma�or differences in the new crypto VC model 

��� ibid. 
��� ibid. 
��� See the announcement on the website of CLLB� the German law firm representing damaged investors of 
Envion. ‘ICO Der Envion AG � Lawyer’s Deadline Expired without Result � CLLB Rechtsanw�lte’ 
<https://www.cllb.de/blockchaincryptocurrencies/ico�der�envion�ag�lawyers�deadline�expired�without�
result/> accessed 10 August �01�. 
��� ‘Fact�Checking Envion’s Top 10 Misleading Communication Claims’ (Medium, 2018� 
<https://medium.com/�Envion�atch/fact�checking�envions�top�10�misleading�communication�claims�
���e�bdabc�e> accessed 10 August �01�. 
��0 https://www.envion�konkurs.ch/en/ 
��1 For the more information see ‘Homepage � Blockchain Capital’ <http://blockchain.capital/> accessed 10 
August �01�. 
��� For more information see ‘SPiCE VC � Disrupting Venture Capital with the Blockchain’ 
<https://www.spicevc.com/> accessed 10 August �01�. 
��� ibid. 

���

that have a si�nificant i�pact on �oth� �a� the li�uidit� of the invest�ents of the fund’s investors and
��� the li�uidit� of invest�ents �ade �� the �� funds�

�i� �o�ens that represent the participation of to�en holders in the fund’s capital are
technicall� trada�le� �hich �a� provide investors �ith an instant e�it option

�ii� �r�pto �� funds �a� invest in ���s and thus purchase to�ens that can �e traded� hence 
their o�n portfolio �a� also include relativel� li�uid invest�ents� �n such cases� for the
reali�ations of capital �ains� the� do not need to �ait for an ac�uisition or an ����

�raditional �� funds operate in the for� of li�ited partnerships� �ith a professional �ana�e�ent
entit� as a �eneral partner and investors as li�ited partners���� �he le�al structures underl�in�
cr�pto �� funds and their ���s are nota�l� �ore co�ple�� �or instance� �loc�chain �apital� the first 
�� fund to conduct an ���� introduced the follo�in� le�al��overnance structure�

 �he fund �as for�ed as a li�ited partnership in the �a��an �slands
 �he �eneral partner is a ne�l� for�ed li�ited lia�ilit� co�pan� in the �a��an �slands
 �he li�ited partnership has onl� one li�ited partner� �hich is a ne�l� for�ed li�ited 

lia�ilit� co�pan� in �in�apore
 �o�en �u�ers purchase to�ens fro� the li�ited partner� �hich effectivel� operates as a 

special purpose vehicle poolin� the invest�ents to�ether
 �ven thou�h to�ens sold in the ��� are �ualified as securities the� do not represent an�

e�uit� position of the investors in the co�pan� that acts as a li�ited partner���

�fter the ���� the li�ited partner transferred collected funds to the li�ited partnership for its
further use accordin� to the invest�ent o��ectives of the �� fund� �his �lueprint of the le�al 
structure �as �ith fe� �odifications i�ple�ented �� si�ilar invest�ent vehicles in the �loc�chain
industr��

���������� ���������� �������� �� ���������� ������� ����

�he invest�ent �odel introduced �� �loc�chain �apital is replete �ith potential conflicts of
interests� infor�ation as���etries� and a�enc� pro�le�s� �irstl�� since to�en�holders do not o�n
partnership interests directl� in the li�ited partnership� the �eneral �ana�er does not o�e an�

��� �endo�a and �er�eulen �n ����� ���
��� �loc�chain �apital �fferin� �e�orandu�� unfortunatel� it is no lon�er availa�le at the �e�site of
�loc�chain �apital� �t �as re�oved i��ediatel� after the offerin� ended�
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restrictions.��� The founders counteracted with an accusation that �oestmann decided to silently
take�over the company by diluting their holding from �1� to �1� in a capital increase� which was
effectuated by fraudulent documents.��� Since the publicly available information is only allegations�
it is difficult to analy�e this case further in a factual manner. However� the situation further escalated
in �uly �01� when the first class action against Envion AG was filed at the Berlin Court. ��� The 
interesting aspect of this case is the direct involvement of investors in the investigation of the case. A
group� which calls themselves “Envion Concerned Investors” has been actively monitoring the
transactions of the founders and Envion AG and also investigating the background of the Envion CEO.
It is very likely that this group eventually initiated also the class action.��� Later in �01�� Cantonal
Court of Zug declared Envion’s ICO as illegal due to failure to comply with regulatory prospectus
re�uirements. One day later� the bankruptcy proceedings were opened.��0

�.�.�.�. CR�PTO VE�T�RE CAPITAL F��DS

The Envion case exemplifies the use of the investment model in connection to a real�life hardware 
product� in this case� it is a mobile mining station. The investment model is� however� most often used
in connection with crypto venture capital funds� investment vehicles that use the ICO proceeds to
invest in other promising blockchain pro�ects. These VC funds usually restrict their ICOs to
accredited investors in order to avoid onerous regulation related to retail investors.
So far� there are only a few examples of the new type of funds� such as Blockchain Capital��1� TaaS����

or Spice VC���. These compliant but restricted ICOs claim to bring a fresh wind into the VC industry�
re�inventing the traditional VC model. There are two ma�or differences in the new crypto VC model

��� ibid.
��� ibid.
��� See the announcement on the website of CLLB� the German law firm representing damaged investors of 
Envion. ‘ICO Der Envion AG � Lawyer’s Deadline Expired without Result � CLLB Rechtsanw�lte’
<https://www.cllb.de/blockchaincryptocurrencies/ico�der�envion�ag�lawyers�deadline�expired�without�
result/> accessed 10 August �01�.
��� ‘Fact�Checking Envion’s Top 10 Misleading Communication Claims’ (Medium, 2018�
<https://medium.com/�Envion�atch/fact�checking�envions�top�10�misleading�communication�claims�
���e�bdabc�e> accessed 10 August �01�.
��0 https://www.envion�konkurs.ch/en/
��1 For the more information see ‘Homepage � Blockchain Capital’ <http://blockchain.capital/> accessed 10 
August �01�.
��� For more information see ‘SPiCE VC � Disrupting Venture Capital with the Blockchain’
<https://www.spicevc.com/> accessed 10 August �01�.
��� ibid.

���

that have a si�nificant i�pact on �oth� �a� the li�uidit� of the invest�ents of  the fund’s investors and 
��� the li�uidit� of invest�ents �ade �� the �� funds� 

�i� �o�ens that represent the participation of to�en holders in the fund’s capital are 
technicall� trada�le� �hich �a� provide investors �ith an instant e�it option 

�ii� �r�pto �� funds �a� invest in ���s and thus purchase to�ens that can �e traded� hence 
their o�n portfolio �a� also include relativel� li�uid invest�ents� �n such cases� for the 
reali�ations of capital �ains� the� do not need to �ait for an ac�uisition or an ���� 

�raditional �� funds operate in the for� of li�ited partnerships� �ith a professional �ana�e�ent 
entit� as a �eneral partner and investors as li�ited partners���� �he le�al structures underl�in� 
cr�pto �� funds and their ���s are nota�l� �ore co�ple�� �or instance� �loc�chain �apital� the first 
�� fund to conduct an ���� introduced the follo�in� le�al��overnance structure� 

 �he fund �as for�ed as a li�ited partnership in the �a��an �slands 
 �he �eneral partner is a ne�l� for�ed li�ited lia�ilit� co�pan� in the �a��an �slands 
 �he li�ited partnership has onl� one li�ited partner� �hich is a ne�l� for�ed li�ited 

lia�ilit� co�pan� in �in�apore 
 �o�en �u�ers purchase to�ens fro� the li�ited partner� �hich effectivel� operates as a 

special purpose vehicle poolin� the invest�ents to�ether 
 �ven thou�h to�ens sold in the ��� are �ualified as securities the� do not represent an� 

e�uit� position of the investors in the co�pan� that acts as a li�ited partner��� 
�fter the ���� the li�ited partner transferred collected funds to the li�ited partnership for its 
further use accordin� to the invest�ent o��ectives of the �� fund� �his �lueprint of the le�al 
structure �as �ith fe� �odifications i�ple�ented �� si�ilar invest�ent vehicles in the �loc�chain 
industr�� 

���������� ���������� �������� �� ���������� ������� ���� 

�he invest�ent �odel introduced �� �loc�chain �apital is replete �ith potential conflicts of 
interests� infor�ation as���etries� and a�enc� pro�le�s� �irstl�� since to�en�holders do not o�n 
partnership interests directl� in the li�ited partnership� the �eneral �ana�er does not o�e an� 

��� �endo�a and �er�eulen �n ����� ���  
��� �loc�chain �apital �fferin� �e�orandu�� unfortunatel� it is no lon�er availa�le at the �e�site of 
�loc�chain �apital� �t �as re�oved i��ediatel� after the offerin� ended� 
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ILLUSTRATION 7 Blockchain Capital Corporate Structure 

Source: White Paper Blockchain Capital (no longer available online) 

���

agreements� this may be interpreted as a gross breach of duty of loyalty� however� in the context of
the �lockchain �apital model� it is considered business as usual.

Probably the most astonishing element of the memorandum is the design of token holders’ capital
rights. �s a default� it does not grant any distribution� dividend� or li�uidation rights to token�
holders.��� �nstead� �lockchain �apital designed a structure in which the reali�ation of capital gains
is transferred to token holders solely through the appreciation of the token value on the market.  �o
be more specific� if the fund exits a particular investment� it distributes the proceeds as follows�

� �t least ��� of the gains��� may be reinvested in the fund upon the sole discretion of the
general partner. �t has to be noted that it is not a closed�end fund� and thus� the investment 
period is not limited. �he phrasing of the offering memorandum suggests that even more than
��� of the capital gains may be reinvested

� �he remaining amount is transferred to the only limited partner� which uses these proceeds
to repurchase a portion of the tokens from the open market �e.g. crypto exchanges�

� �pon repurchase such tokens are immediately canceled� supposedly� increasing the net asset
value of the tokens that remained on the open market

� �he limited partner�issuer of tokens may� upon its discretion� repurchase the tokens directly
from token holders after ten years of fund’s existence.

�his novel construct significantly complicates the transfer of net proceeds to the token holders
because it relies� to a large extent� on a vibrant and li�uid token market. �irstly� one has to remember
that the token holder has to comply continuously with any transfer restrictions imposed on tokens
in their respective �urisdictions. �econdly� the open market buyback as a transfer of net proceeds is
controversial because publicly traded tokens may be undervalued� not reflecting the actual value of
the portfolio investments.��� �uite unfavorable capital rights of token holders may contribute to the 
lower valuation on the market. �hirdly� the experience shows that crypto exchanges are due to
regulatory concerns rather reluctant to accept investment tokens for trading. �or instance� the tokens
of this fund ��lockchain �apital ��� �igital �enture �und� were listed on only one rather small

��� �or more details see �lockchain �apital �ffering �emorandum� no longer available online.
��� �ess the operation costs and management fees
��� �he �uestion of token valuation is rather complex but the traditional methods of valuation used in
partnership interests or e�uity will most likely not be suitable. �ne has to take into consideration that all the
restrictions imposed by the offering memorandum� complex structure of reali�ation of capital gains as well as
an uncertain future of investment token will most likely have an impact on the tokens’ price.
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ILLUSTRATION 7 Blockchain Capital Corporate Structure

Source: White Paper Blockchain Capital (no longer available online)
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that the token holder has to comply continuously with any transfer restrictions imposed on tokens 
in their respective �urisdictions. �econdly� the open market buyback as a transfer of net proceeds is 
controversial because publicly traded tokens may be undervalued� not reflecting the actual value of 
the portfolio investments.��� �uite unfavorable capital rights of token holders may contribute to the 
lower valuation on the market. �hirdly� the experience shows that crypto exchanges are due to 
regulatory concerns rather reluctant to accept investment tokens for trading. �or instance� the tokens 
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��� �or more details see �lockchain �apital �ffering �emorandum� no longer available online. 
��� �ess the operation costs and management fees 
��� �he �uestion of token valuation is rather complex but the traditional methods of valuation used in 
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restrictions imposed by the offering memorandum� complex structure of reali�ation of capital gains as well as 
an uncertain future of investment token will most likely have an impact on the tokens’ price. 
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exchange �i�ui.io, �hich decided to delist it after several �eeks.��� �ince then, BCA� tokens are not 
being traded on an� multilateral trading venue open to the public.  

�everal Cr�pto VC funds, follo�ing the Blockchain Capital model, built upon and improved the design 
of financial rights attached to their investment token. �or instance, ��ICE VC has implemented 
mandator� bu�backs of a pro�rata portion of tokens directl� from the token holders upon the 
reali�ation of an� investment.��� The bu�back price is determined b� the higher of the (i) token price 
determined b� the market or (ii) net asset value of the investment portfolio determined.  This fund 
is also closed�end, hence the general partner does not allocate part of the proceeds for 
reinvestment. ���  �evertheless, there are still �uite some dra�backs of this investment model 
resulting in a rather unfavorable position of token holders. 

The agenc� problems in investment models, as demonstrated on the examples above, stem from (i) 
lack of fiduciar� duties of the issuers to�ards token holders, (ii) the demanding compliance �ith 
securities la�s in multiple �urisdictions, �hich ma� significantl� increase transaction costs and (iii) 
standardi�ed token purchase agreements that further aggravate moral ha�ard situations. 

�.�.�. DAICO �ODE���� 

The DAICO�model is a ver� recent contribution from Vitalik Buterin, the founder of Ethereum 
blockchain. Being a�are of the underdeveloped ICO governance, Buterin created this model in order 
to address fundamental agenc� problems arising bet�een token holders and ICO initiators.��� The 
DAICO is basicall� a combination of DAO (decentrali�ed autonomous organi�ation) and ICO, �ith the 
main aim of shifting the financial control to the hands of the token holders. Its groundbreaking 
features are (i) periodical allo�ances (for instance per month) distributed to ICO initiators from the 
raised amount and (ii) the voting control of token holders over the funds’ distribution. The concept 
is still �ork in progress, and it is currentl� being tested in practice for the first time. The ver� first 
DAICO deplo�ed b� The Ab�ss �mb� (still ongoing at the time of the �riting) �ill be used as an 

��� �or more information see https���li�ui.io� 
��� ��iCE VC Offering memorandum, no longer available online 
��� Ibid. 
��� I �ould like to express m� gratitude to a research assistant, �eroen �emmen, for his help �ith the research 
and �riting of this section. 
��� �ee Vitalik Buterin, ‘Explanation of DAICOs � Better ICOs’ (Ethereum Research, 1 January 2018) 
�https���ethresear.ch�t�explanation�of�daicos����� accessed � August ����. 

���

ane�dotal �ase study���� We �ill first dis�uss the most �romising as�e�t of this model and, later on,
e��lain ho� and to �hat e�tent it �an mitigate the underlying governan�e �roblems�

The transa�tions in the DAICO model, as �ell as the governan�e of the ICO, are fully governed by the
smart �ontra�ts� While in the �revious models, the smart �ontra�ts �ere designed for sim�le
e��hange of funds for tokens, sometimes �om�lemented �ith en�oded vesting or other side features,
they rarely �ontrolled �ost�investment disbursement of funds� After the �losure of an ICO, the �ro�e�t
initiators �ith a��ess to the �ro�e�t �allet had full de�ision�making autonomy over the raised funds�
There �as no te�hni�al barrier �reventing them from transferring the funds to another �allet or
�onversion of the funds into fiat �urren�ies� �aturally, the �ommunity of the token holders �ould
negatively �er�eive immediate �ithdra�al of all funds from the �allet, in �ase it �as not �ro�erly
�ustified� �evertheless, they did not have any �ra�ti�al tools to �ountera�t su�h situations�

It goes �ithout saying that the immediate allo�ation of funds to ICO initiators and the absen�e of
staged finan�ing or any milestones �reate signifi�ant moral ha�ard situations, re�lete �ith ill
in�entives for the ICO initiators� Without any formal monitoring me�hanisms, the only o�tion token
holders had �as either (i� to �reate �ubli� �ressure on the ICO initiators through �ommunity
engagement or (iii� to vote �ith their feet and sell the tokens on the o�en market, on �ondition that
the tokens �ere already traded�

�nlike a regular ICO, the ICO initiators undergoing DAICO �ill not get all funds at on�e� The
investments �ill be �ooled and locked in a DAO� The smart �ontra�t governing the distribution of the
funds in�ludes a so��alled ta�� This ta� determines ho� mu�h funds ICO initiators �an e�tra�t at any
given moment from the DAO� The amount is measured in Wei��� �er se�ond� Token holders are, as
you may e��e�t, the grou� �ith �o�er over this ta�� �y voting, they �an de�ide to: 

� raise the ta�
� destru�t the �ontra�t on a �ermanent basis, �hi�h �uts the �ontra�t in �ithdra�al mode,

returning the remaining funds to the token holders ���

��� See The Abyss Team, ‘The World’s First DAICO: Remodeling The Token Sale’ (Medium, 17 January 2018, 
����� �htt�s:��medium��om�theabyss�the��orlds�first�dai�o�remodeling�the�token�sale�df�b��a�df�e�
a��essed �� August �����
��� �thereum has a metri� system of denominations used as units of ether� �a�h denomination has its o�n
uni�ue name (some bear the family name of seminal figures �laying a role in evolution of �om�uter s�ien�e
and �ry�toe�onomi�s�� The smallest denomination aka base unit of ether is �alled Wei� For more information
see htt�:��ethdo�s�org�en�latest�ether�html
��� The information used here is derived from The Abyss’ �hite �a�er: 
htt�s:��theabyss�do�send��om�vie��nff�r�� (last a��essed �� February �����
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exchange �i�ui.io, �hich decided to delist it after several �eeks.��� �ince then, BCA� tokens are not
being traded on an� multilateral trading venue open to the public. 

�everal Cr�pto VC funds, follo�ing the Blockchain Capital model, built upon and improved the design
of financial rights attached to their investment token. �or instance, ��ICE VC has implemented
mandator� bu�backs of a pro�rata portion of tokens directl� from the token holders upon the 
reali�ation of an� investment.��� The bu�back price is determined b� the higher of the (i) token price
determined b� the market or (ii) net asset value of the investment portfolio determined. This fund
is also closed�end, hence the general partner does not allocate part of the proceeds for
reinvestment. ��� �evertheless, there are still �uite some dra�backs of this investment model
resulting in a rather unfavorable position of token holders.

The agenc� problems in investment models, as demonstrated on the examples above, stem from (i)
lack of fiduciar� duties of the issuers to�ards token holders, (ii) the demanding compliance �ith
securities la�s in multiple �urisdictions, �hich ma� significantl� increase transaction costs and (iii)
standardi�ed token purchase agreements that further aggravate moral ha�ard situations.

�.�.�. DAICO �ODE����

The DAICO�model is a ver� recent contribution from Vitalik Buterin, the founder of Ethereum
blockchain. Being a�are of the underdeveloped ICO governance, Buterin created this model in order
to address fundamental agenc� problems arising bet�een token holders and ICO initiators.��� The
DAICO is basicall� a combination of DAO (decentrali�ed autonomous organi�ation) and ICO, �ith the 
main aim of shifting the financial control to the hands of the token holders. Its groundbreaking
features are (i) periodical allo�ances (for instance per month) distributed to ICO initiators from the
raised amount and (ii) the voting control of token holders over the funds’ distribution. The concept
is still �ork in progress, and it is currentl� being tested in practice for the first time. The ver� first
DAICO deplo�ed b� The Ab�ss �mb� (still ongoing at the time of the �riting) �ill be used as an

��� �or more information see https���li�ui.io�
��� ��iCE VC Offering memorandum, no longer available online
��� Ibid.
��� I �ould like to express m� gratitude to a research assistant, �eroen �emmen, for his help �ith the research 
and �riting of this section.
��� �ee Vitalik Buterin, ‘Explanation of DAICOs � Better ICOs’ (Ethereum Research, 1 January 2018)
�https���ethresear.ch�t�explanation�of�daicos����� accessed � August ����.

���

ane�dotal �ase study���� We �ill first dis�uss the most �romising as�e�t of this model and, later on, 
e��lain ho� and to �hat e�tent it �an mitigate the underlying governan�e �roblems�  

The transa�tions in the DAICO model, as �ell as the governan�e of the ICO, are fully governed by the 
smart �ontra�ts� While in the �revious models, the smart �ontra�ts �ere designed for sim�le 
e��hange of funds for tokens, sometimes �om�lemented �ith en�oded vesting or other side features, 
they rarely �ontrolled �ost�investment disbursement of funds� After the �losure of an ICO, the �ro�e�t 
initiators �ith a��ess to the �ro�e�t �allet had full de�ision�making autonomy over the raised funds� 
There �as no te�hni�al barrier �reventing them from transferring the funds to another �allet or 
�onversion of the funds into fiat �urren�ies� �aturally, the �ommunity of the token holders �ould 
negatively �er�eive immediate �ithdra�al of all funds from the �allet, in �ase it �as not �ro�erly 
�ustified� �evertheless, they did not have any �ra�ti�al tools to �ountera�t su�h situations�

It goes �ithout saying that the immediate allo�ation of funds to ICO initiators and the absen�e of 
staged finan�ing or any milestones �reate signifi�ant moral ha�ard situations, re�lete �ith ill 
in�entives for the ICO initiators� Without any formal monitoring me�hanisms, the only o�tion token 
holders had �as either (i� to �reate �ubli� �ressure on the ICO initiators through �ommunity 
engagement or (iii� to vote �ith their feet and sell the tokens on the o�en market, on �ondition that 
the tokens �ere already traded� 

�nlike a regular ICO, the ICO initiators undergoing DAICO �ill not get all funds at on�e� The 
investments �ill be �ooled and locked in a DAO� The smart �ontra�t governing the distribution of the 
funds in�ludes a so��alled ta�� This ta� determines ho� mu�h funds ICO initiators �an e�tra�t at any 
given moment from the DAO� The amount is measured in Wei��� �er se�ond� Token holders are, as 
you may e��e�t, the grou� �ith �o�er over this ta�� �y voting, they �an de�ide to:  

� raise the ta�  
� destru�t the �ontra�t on a �ermanent basis, �hi�h �uts the �ontra�t in �ithdra�al mode, 

returning the remaining funds to the token holders ��� 

��� See The Abyss Team, ‘The World’s First DAICO: Remodeling The Token Sale’ (Medium, 17 January 2018, 
����� �htt�s:��medium��om�theabyss�the��orlds�first�dai�o�remodeling�the�token�sale�df�b��a�df�e� 
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�e will shortly explain how the DAICO is structured in the ICO of The Abyss.60� Just like in Buterin’s 
model, token holders of The Abyss can vote on the two resolutions discussed in the previous 
paragraph. 610  According to their white paper, the DAO’s tap will initially be set at 300 ETH/a 
month.611 There is no way for investors to lower this tap.612 However, developers cannot extract 
more than 300 ether because of the tap limit set by the smart contract. If the ICO initiators re�uire 
more funds than the amount allocated by the tap, they may re�uest an additional one�off payment 
called a buffer that is again sub�ect to the approval from the token holders.613 �uite interesting is the 
concept of a dynamic �uorum implemented in the voting mechanism. The very first voting is executed 
without the �uorum re�uirement, while the �uorum for the following voting is calculated as half of 
the votes submitted in the previous vote, but the �uorum may never be greater than 10% of the token 
supply. The white paper argues that the �uorum has to remain rather low due to the high percentage 
of locked tokens that cannot vote, e.g., the tokens that are in possession of the team or in possession 
of the company as a reserve for later distribution. On the other hand, a rather low �uorum for voting 
may give a disproportional amount of control to active block�holders, such as exchanges. To 
counteract that possibility, the DAICO model includes a so�called prevention protocol that limits the 
voting weight of tokens held by every wallet to a maximum of 0,1% of the total token supply. �or 
instance, let’s suppose that one wallet holds 20% of tokens with voting rights. Strictly speaking, this 
block�holder may achieve the �uorum by himself, but the weight of his vote will eventually be 
downgraded to 0,1%. Such reduction is, however, applicable for tokens held by one single wallet.  

As mentioned before, the Abyss’ token holders also have the opportunity to self�destruct the contract, 
pulling the plug on the pro�ect and returning the remaining funds to the token holders in proportion 
to their holdings. Since the voting �uorum is rather low and such a decision could destroy the value 
already created, the voting mechanism implements human factor, so�called Oracles – a team of 
arbitrators consisting out of industry professionals, which have an exclusive right to organi�e polls 
for this resolution. It goes without saying that these Oracles should be impartial and independent 

60� Ibid. 
610 Buterin only discusses these two resolutions in his blogpost. See Buterin, ‘Explanation of DAICOs � Better 
ICOs’ (n 602).  
611 �ollowing the recent fluctuations of ether, 300 ethers could have value between 21.000 E�� – 30.000 E�� 
612 This option does also not exist in Buterin’s model, see Buterin, ‘Explanation of DAICOs � Better ICOs’ (n 602). 
613 The information used here is derived from The Abyss’ white paper version as of 13th �ebruary 201�. �e 
accessed the same website link again on 10th August. �otably, all the mentions of DAICO structure and its details 
were removed from this version of the �hite paper, however Abyss is still promoted as a DAICO. This is another 
example of potential misleading information towards ICO investors. The current verison of the �hite paper 
may be found at  https�//theabyss.docsend.com/view/nff�r2c  

���

�rom the de�elopment team and tri��er the �ote only in �ase the sit�ation ��sti�ies the termination o�
the pro�e�t�

�������� ���������� �������� �� ����� �����

�t is no s�rprise that the �omm�nity and one o� its leaders are tryin� to resol�e a relati�ely hi�h
o���rren�e o� s�ams and �ra�ds in the ��� arena� ����� is o��io�sly desi�ned to address a�en�y
pro�lems and �alan�e the interests o� ��� initiators and to�en holders� �he periodi�al ��nd
dis��rsement limits the �inan�ial independen�e o� ��� initiators and, in e��e�t, introd��es a �ariation
on sta�ed �inan�in�� �n the other hand, i� there is a possi�ility to �ir��m�ent or manip�late the �otin�
pro�ed�re, the �hole model �e�omes nothin� more than a �indo��dressin� e�er�ise, l�r�in�
in�estors �nder �alse pretenses o� impro�ed �o�ernan�e�

�ndeed the ��yss �ase sho�s some �la�s that �an potentially �ndermine the e��e�ti�eness o� the
�otin� pro�ed�re� �irst, rather lo� �otin� ��or�m allo�s a minority o� a�ti�e to�en holders or �lo��
holders to determine the �otin� o�t�ome� �he lo� ��or�m �o�ld �e �arranted in �ase �otin� �o�ld
�e held on a �roader s�ope o� matters �ital to the ��siness, �or instan�e, e�pansion plans or the 
introd��tion o� ne� plat�orm �eat�res� �he �ail�re to �arry o�t �otin� �o�ld halt the pro�ress o� the
pro�e�t� �o�e�er, the �otin� ri�hts o� to�en holders are limited to three rather e�traordinary
sit�ations, �i� in�reasin� the tap ��hi�h �annot �e lo�ered�, �ii� distri��tin� an e�tra one�o��
allo�an�e �alled the ����er and �iii� terminatin� the smart �ontra�t a��ompanies �y the �ithdra�al
o� remainin� ��nds� �tri�tly spea�in�, in t�o o�t o� the three des�ri�ed sit�ations, the �otin� o�t�ome
either does not �han�e the stat�s ��o, �or instan�e, i� to�en holders �ote a�ainst raisin� the tap or
distri��tin� the ����er or ends �p in �a�or o� ��� initiators� �nly the third option, termination o� a
smart �ontra�t, is a �ia�le tool to san�tion them �or �nderper�orman�e or misallo�ation o� �apital�
�he lo� ��or�m �or de�ision�ma�in� �y �otin�, there�ore, is o��io�sly desi�ned in �a�or o� ���
initiators�

�e�ondly, to address potential hori�ontal a�en�y pro�lems �et�een to�en �lo�� holders and
minority to�en�holder, the ����� model limits the �otin� �ei�ht o� �otes �omin� �rom the same
��stodian �allet� �in�e ��stodian �allets are not tied to the to�en�holder’s identity, one may simply
split to�ens into se�eral �allets o�ned �y the same to�en holder and, in this �ay, pre�ent the
red��tion o� his �otin� po�er� �en�e, this meas�re �an �e �ery easily �ir��m�ented� �n order to ma�e
this limitation e��e�ti�e, the ��yss �o�ld ha�e to �ond��t the ��� pro�ed�re on their ��rrent to�en
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�e will shortly explain how the DAICO is structured in the ICO of The Abyss.60� Just like in Buterin’s
model, token holders of The Abyss can vote on the two resolutions discussed in the previous
paragraph. 610 According to their white paper, the DAO’s tap will initially be set at 300 ETH/a 
month.611 There is no way for investors to lower this tap.612 However, developers cannot extract
more than 300 ether because of the tap limit set by the smart contract. If the ICO initiators re�uire
more funds than the amount allocated by the tap, they may re�uest an additional one�off payment
called a buffer that is again sub�ect to the approval from the token holders.613 �uite interesting is the
concept of a dynamic �uorum implemented in the voting mechanism. The very first voting is executed
without the �uorum re�uirement, while the �uorum for the following voting is calculated as half of
the votes submitted in the previous vote, but the �uorum may never be greater than 10% of the token
supply. The white paper argues that the �uorum has to remain rather low due to the high percentage 
of locked tokens that cannot vote, e.g., the tokens that are in possession of the team or in possession
of the company as a reserve for later distribution. On the other hand, a rather low �uorum for voting
may give a disproportional amount of control to active block�holders, such as exchanges. To
counteract that possibility, the DAICO model includes a so�called prevention protocol that limits the
voting weight of tokens held by every wallet to a maximum of 0,1% of the total token supply. �or
instance, let’s suppose that one wallet holds 20% of tokens with voting rights. Strictly speaking, this
block�holder may achieve the �uorum by himself, but the weight of his vote will eventually be
downgraded to 0,1%. Such reduction is, however, applicable for tokens held by one single wallet. 

As mentioned before, the Abyss’ token holders also have the opportunity to self�destruct the contract,
pulling the plug on the pro�ect and returning the remaining funds to the token holders in proportion
to their holdings. Since the voting �uorum is rather low and such a decision could destroy the value
already created, the voting mechanism implements human factor, so�called Oracles – a team of 
arbitrators consisting out of industry professionals, which have an exclusive right to organi�e polls
for this resolution. It goes without saying that these Oracles should be impartial and independent

60� Ibid.
610 Buterin only discusses these two resolutions in his blogpost. See Buterin, ‘Explanation of DAICOs � Better
ICOs’ (n 602).
611 �ollowing the recent fluctuations of ether, 300 ethers could have value between 21.000 E�� – 30.000 E��
612 This option does also not exist in Buterin’s model, see Buterin, ‘Explanation of DAICOs � Better ICOs’ (n 602).
613 The information used here is derived from The Abyss’ white paper version as of 13th �ebruary 201�. �e
accessed the same website link again on 10th August. �otably, all the mentions of DAICO structure and its details
were removed from this version of the �hite paper, however Abyss is still promoted as a DAICO. This is another
example of potential misleading information towards ICO investors. The current verison of the �hite paper
may be found at https�//theabyss.docsend.com/view/nff�r2c
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�n this su��chapter� we e�plored �our di��erent ��� models that we o�served in practice� �n every
model and every case study� we identi�ied si�ni�icant �overnance �laws� such as con�licts o� interests�
lac� o� transparency� or accounta�ility mechanisms that are per�ect �reedin� �rounds �or a�ency
pro�lems� �he a�ency pro�lems e�plored on the a�orementioned e�amples usually stem �rom �i� the
underlyin� le�al structures o�ten desi�ned to avoid lia�ility� �ii� lac� o� re�ulatory clarity� which
leaves compliance with current re�ulatory �ramewor� solely in the hands o� ��� initiators and �iii�
�usiness models o� ��� pro�ects� which �urther e�acer�ate un�avora�le position o� to�en�holders in
the underlyin� ��� le�al structures� �hile the case studies o��er only anecdotal evidence� it �ecomes
clear that the �uestion o� transparent and �alanced �overnance will �ecome even more prominent
as the ��� industry �rows� �urrently� the ��� industry is still in a rather unre�ulated sta�e when
investors act irrationally and o�ten pardon su�stantial �laws in this method o� �undraisin�� �t is�
however� our �elie� that as the industry matures� ��� initiators will have to deploy practices that
address the discussed issues� �specially� the entrance o� institutional investors into the crypto arena
could push the industry actors toward more transparent and simpler �overnance structures with
clear rules o� en�a�ement �or to�en holders� �loc�chain apparently o��ers technolo�ical solutions�
which could address the issues o� transparency and accounta�ility� simultaneously increasin� the
control o� to�en holders over the pro�ect �inancin� even in the post���� period� �re these solutions�
however� via�le in the lon��term� �nd do they �it in the re�ulatory �ramewor�� �ill to�en holders
intervene in the entrepreneurs’ autonomy in an inappropriate manner� �he �loc�chain industry and�
in particular� ��� �overnance has �een under�oin� an e�perimentation period� and only time will tell
which solutions will prove to resolve current �laws�

�t is indisputa�le that the �loc�chain �ramewor� may o��er certain advanta�es in terms o� miti�atin�
the a�ency pro�lems that are currently not present in traditional corporate �overnance� �owever�
these structures have to �e correspondin� to �ormal le�al re�uirements� �here is a palpa�le
discrepancy �etween those two aspects at the moment� as we demonstrated on �iven case studies�
�ecently� there have �een attempts to �rin� those two worlds to�ether� �a�e� �or instance� the pro�ect
o� ���s ��imited �ia�ility �utomated �r�ani�ations�� �ome players in the crypto space reco�ni�e that
“code is law” postulate is rather disconnected �rom reality� �nstead� they are tryin� to implement
hy�rid contractin�� where a�reed�upon terms are e�pressed �oth in a code and written a�reement�
�or instance� �pen�aw plat�orm decided to launch the ne�t �eneration o� ���s �decentrali�ed
autonomous or�ani�ations� that should operate as automated and decentrali�ed �� �unds� �esides
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their digital �resen�e, the so��alled LAOs (Limited Liability Automated Organizations� are also 
registered as �ela�are limited liability �om�anies, and in�estors �on�lude �ritten �ontra�ts to 
be�ome its members� �urated smart �ontra�ts de�elo�ed and �ro�ided by O�enLa� fa�ilitate 
go�ernan�e me�hanisms related to funding, �oting, and allo�ation of funds���� 

Although the LAO �ro�e�t is only in its early stage, it indi�ates that a hybrid solution �ombining the 
ad�antages of the blo���hain, �hile remaining legally �om�liant has the �otential to introdu�e 
blo���hain�based go�ernan�e me�hanisms that fit into the �urrent regulatory frame�or�� 

‘The LAO: A For�Profit, Limited Liability Autonomous Organization’ (Medium, 23 September 2019� 
�htt�s:��medium��om�o�enla�offi�ial�the�lao�a�for��rofit�limited�liability�autonomous�organization�
�eae��������� a��essed � �o�ember �����
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��uity crowdfunding and ���s ha�e �ecome a su��ect matter of many studies that addressed
different aspects of their inner operations� �oth types of startup funding ha�e significant implications
that go �eyond the financing rounds that they facilitate� �hey effecti�ely change the
ownership�sta�eholder structure of startups and introduce completely new dynamics into in�estor�
in�estee relationships� �rowdfunders are� as mentioned �efore� an e�tremely heterogeneous group
of in�estors that may potentially pro�ide startups with e�tensi�e added �alue� such as industry
e�perience� s�ills� and networ�s� �n the other hand� catering to and communicating with a significant
num�er of indi�idual in�estors�to�en�holders may �ecome �ery costly and time�consuming� �n
theory� we understand what the potential �enefits and draw�ac�s of the new go�ernance model�s�
are� ne�ertheless� the empirical e�idence on the interaction of crowdfunded companies and their
in�estors in the conte�t of corporate go�ernance is rather scarce� �n the following �hapters �� and
���� we will pro�ide analysis of the �iews� opinions� actions of companies�pro�ects that conducted
e�uity crowdfunding rounds or ���s and in�estors that participated in these financing rounds�
Although we are naturally interested in the impact of “the crowd” on the go�ernance of companies in
�uestion� on their formal or factual influence on the decision�ma�ing and their interaction with the
managers of companies� we will also in�estigate the period that precedes the in�estment� �his is in 
order to understand how the prior interactions �etween potential in�estors and companies shape
their in�estment decisions�

�hrough sur�eys� we were a�le to capture the decision� �iews� and opinions of �oth sides of the
in�estment process� crowdfunding companies as well as the �potential� in�estors� �he literature
pro�ides us with some empirical e�idence on the formation of in�estment decisions of traditional
ris� capital pro�iders� the process that is collo�uially �nown as �enture capital due diligence or
screening���� �his process focuses on se�eral o��ecti�es� namely �i� �erification of the information 
pro�ided �y the entrepreneurial team (reduction of information asymmetries), �ut also �ii�
in�estigating the product �uality and mar�et circumstances that could indicate the success potential
of a particular �usiness (product & market potential). �irstly� �enture capitalists ha�e sufficient
�argaining power that is palpa�le already in the pre�in�estment stage� �hrough direct and
confidential communication� they manage to o�tain non�pu�lic information and ma�e additional

��� �ee for instance �aplan and �tr�m�erg �n ����
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requests for documentation or further clarification. �oreover, their background and connections 
enable them to evaluate every investment on its merits. �or instance, Kaplan and Stromberg contend 
that venture capital investors consider multitude of factors when selecting eligible investee 
companies, amongst others (i) attractiveness of the product�technology, (ii) strategy�business 
model, (iii) high likelihood of customer adoption, (iv) favorable competitive position, (v) (perceived) 
quality of the management, (vi) investors’ rights and (vii) potential exit options. �1�  Cummings 
distinguishes between internal due diligence, carried out by �C managers internally, and external 
due diligence, conducted by strategic and financial consultants, or law and accountancy firms.�17 
�ence, besides their own expertise, venture capitalists often consult amongst others, their portfolio 
companies operating in the same or related industry, independent consulting � research firms, 
surveys, and interviews of potential customers, industry participants, and investment banking 
analysts. �1�  �astly, such thorough verification and business analysis shape the deal terms that 
venture capital investors eventually offer to a company.  

Crowdfunders, whether in equity crowdfunding rounds or IC�s, have a vastly lower capacity and 
resources to conduct such thorough due diligence on the investment opportunities presented to 
them. �19  In the case of retail investors, the internal due diligence is not backed by sufficient 
investment knowledge, and paying for external due diligence does not make economic sense, as the 
costs of due diligence would very well outweigh the potential return on the investment. �e may 
assume that without thorough internal and external due diligence, the information asymmetries 
between investors and companies are even greater than on the venture capital market.�20 Due to the 
nature of the crowdfunders, we could even argue that (most of) these investors may not be able to 
recogni�e the true quality of investment opportunities and, in consequence, may select pro�ects of 
rather lower than higher quality. �his may give rise to the adverse selection problem, which, if wide�
spread, could lead to the infamous “market for lemons” and consequently endanger the existence of 
crowd�based types of startup financing. 

�n the other hand, the crowdfunding market may create its very own mechanisms to deal with 
information asymmetries in the pre�investment period that would aid non�professional investors 

�1� Kaplan and Str�mberg (n 39), 7�9  
�17 Douglas Cumming and Simona Zambelli, ‘Due Diligence and Investee Performance’ (2017) 23 European 
�inancial �anagement 211, 213 
�1� Kaplan and Str�mberg (n 39). 
�19 See for instance Gerrit KC Ahlers and others, ‘Signaling in Equity Crowdfunding’ (2015) 39 
Entrepreneurship �heory and Practice 955 �http����ournals.sagepub.com�doi�abs�10.1111�etap.12157� 
accessed 22 September 201�, 95� 
�20 Ibid. 
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and provide sufficient information basis for their decision�making� The players on the market with
significant information asymmetries usually observe, follow, and react to certain attributes that may
indicate underlying �ualities that they cannot otherwise verify� These signals then inform market
participants and shape their decision�making process�621 According to signaling theory, signals are
efficacious if they are (i) observable, and (ii) signal costs are structured in such a way that dishonest
signals are not rewarded�622 Signals usually come from the insiders, in our case, from the companies
that conducted an e�uity crowdfunding round or an ICOs� The early�stage ventures produce signals
that indicate either its �uality (potential) or intent of the founders for the future� 623 In
entrepreneurial finance, besides the signals coming directly from the ventures, we may observe 
signals from other parties that may provide external validation of signals coming from
entrepreneurs� These may prove to be very important in the context of crowd�based types of startup 
financing, especially when coming from market participants with professional investment
knowledge� Therefore, we will investigate what signals and to what extent impact the investors’
decision�making and what actions companies take to exude these signals�

In general, the information on how exactly the crowdfunders conduct due diligence, how it informs
their investment decision, what sources they use, and what signals are of importance to them is
scarce� In Chapter �I, we will hence present, analy�e and discuss pre�investment practices of startups
and investors, including the due diligence, impact of various investment signals, and the
communication between potential investors and startups before the investment occurs� Before that,
we will outline the purpose and methodology of four surveys that provided the empirical evidence
presented in Chapters �I and �II�

621 �or the origins of signaling theory see Michael Spence, ‘Job Market Signaling’ (1973) 87 The Quarterly 
Journal of Economics 355�
622 Brian L Connelly and others, ‘Signaling Theory: A Review and Assessment’ (2011) 37 Journal of
Management 39, 45
623 The distinction between signals of �uality and signals of intent has been described by Richard A Johnson
and �aniel � Greening, ‘The Effects of Corporate Governance and Institutional Ownership Types on
Corporate Social Performance’ (1999) 42 Academy of Management Journal 564 
�http:���ournals�aom�org�doi�10�5465�256977� accessed 22 September 2018�
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requests for documentation or further clarification. �oreover, their background and connections
enable them to evaluate every investment on its merits. �or instance, Kaplan and Stromberg contend
that venture capital investors consider multitude of factors when selecting eligible investee
companies, amongst others (i) attractiveness of the product�technology, (ii) strategy�business
model, (iii) high likelihood of customer adoption, (iv) favorable competitive position, (v) (perceived)
quality of the management, (vi) investors’ rights and (vii) potential exit options. �1� Cummings 
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resources to conduct such thorough due diligence on the investment opportunities presented to
them. �19 In the case of retail investors, the internal due diligence is not backed by sufficient
investment knowledge, and paying for external due diligence does not make economic sense, as the
costs of due diligence would very well outweigh the potential return on the investment. �e may
assume that without thorough internal and external due diligence, the information asymmetries
between investors and companies are even greater than on the venture capital market.�20 Due to the
nature of the crowdfunders, we could even argue that (most of) these investors may not be able to 
recogni�e the true quality of investment opportunities and, in consequence, may select pro�ects of
rather lower than higher quality. �his may give rise to the adverse selection problem, which, if wide�
spread, could lead to the infamous “market for lemons” and consequently endanger the existence of
crowd�based types of startup financing.

�n the other hand, the crowdfunding market may create its very own mechanisms to deal with
information asymmetries in the pre�investment period that would aid non�professional investors

�1� Kaplan and Str�mberg (n 39), 7�9
�17 Douglas Cumming and Simona Zambelli, ‘Due Diligence and Investee Performance’ (2017) 23 European
�inancial �anagement 211, 213
�1� Kaplan and Str�mberg (n 39).
�19 See for instance Gerrit KC Ahlers and others, ‘Signaling in Equity Crowdfunding’ (2015) 39 
Entrepreneurship �heory and Practice 955 �http����ournals.sagepub.com�doi�abs�10.1111�etap.12157� 
accessed 22 September 201�, 95�
�20 Ibid.
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t�ey are too onerous to read� �e fully co��lied wit� t�e le�al re�ulation and �uidelines of �il�ur�
�niversity related to ����, data �ana�e�ent, and stora�e� �owever, we �ave to ac�nowled�e t�at
suc� co��liance �ad �ost li�ely an i��act on t�e ro�ustness of t�e data sets t�at we were a�le to
collect�

������ ����, �����������, ��� �����������

������ ������� ����������� �� �������

�irstly, we identified individuals or co��anies t�at fitted wit� t�e �rofiles of our tar�et �rou�s�
�etails a�out t�e �et�odolo�y of identification of suc� natural and le�al �ersons are descri�ed in
detail in section ������ �econdly, we circulated an e�ail invitin� t�e �otential res�ondents to ta�e �art
in t�e survey� �or � out of � surveys, we �rovided res�ondents wit� a financial reward in t�e for� of
an ��a�on vouc�er wort� around �� ���� ��e survey addressed to investors in ���s did not �ave
any financial reward attac�ed to it, as e��lained in section �������� ��e reason w�y we decided to
award �artici�ants wit� s�all financial rewards was to �iti�ate t�e �otential non�res�onse �ias,
w�ic� could lead to a non�re�resentative sa��le of res�ondents� �n t�is way, �ot� �rou�s of �otential
res�ondents, financially �otivated and non�financially �otivated, w�o were encoura�ed to
�artici�ate� �n addition to t�at, we offered to �rovide t�e interested res�ondents wit� an early
version of t�e researc� results t�at could furt�er �otivate t�e� to ta�e �art in t�is study� �e 
contacted identified entities �natural and le�al �ersons� on two se�arate occasions t�rou�� e�ail 
and �rovided t�e� wit� an anony�ous lin� to �artici�ate in t�e survey� �n co��liance wit� ����,
we li�ited t�e nu��er of data �oints in t�e survey t�at would contain �ersonal data to a�e, �ender,
inco�e, and e�ail�address t�at was retained only for t�e �ur�oses of delivery of t�e financial reward�
�e did not collect t�e �� address of t�e �artici�ants as we tried to �ini�i�e t�e collection of �ersonal
data�

�n ter�s of �otential distortions in survey outco�es, we identified several �iases t�at could influence
t�e �resented results� �irst, all of t�e surveys �ay �e �rone to non�res�onse �ias, w�ic� �eans t�at
�rou�s of �otential res�ondents t�at decided not to �artici�ate �ay �e syste�atically different fro�
t�e �rou� of res�ondents t�at �artici�ated in t�e study, t�us under�inin� t�e re�resentativeness of
t�e sa��le� �s�ecially t�e res�onse rates in t�is ty�e of researc� tend to �e rat�er low and �ence
�ay not ca�ture attitudes and �e�avioral �atterns of a �roader sa��le �rou�� �urt�er�ore, we
identified t�e �otential for selection �ias in all surveys� �n t�e case of investors’ surveys, we could
identify only a s�all fraction of �otential res�ondents �ecause t�e identity of investors is not
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res�ondents, financially �otivated and non�financially �otivated, w�o were encoura�ed to 
�artici�ate� �n addition to t�at, we offered to �rovide t�e interested res�ondents wit� an early 
version of t�e researc� results t�at could furt�er �otivate t�e� to ta�e �art in t�is study� �e 
contacted identified entities �natural and le�al �ersons� on two se�arate occasions t�rou�� e�ail 
and �rovided t�e� wit� an anony�ous lin� to �artici�ate in t�e survey� �n co��liance wit� ����, 
we li�ited t�e nu��er of data �oints in t�e survey t�at would contain �ersonal data to a�e, �ender, 
inco�e, and e�ail�address t�at was retained only for t�e �ur�oses of delivery of t�e financial reward� 
�e did not collect t�e �� address of t�e �artici�ants as we tried to �ini�i�e t�e collection of �ersonal 
data� 

�n ter�s of �otential distortions in survey outco�es, we identified several �iases t�at could influence 
t�e �resented results� �irst, all of t�e surveys �ay �e �rone to non�res�onse �ias, w�ic� �eans t�at 
�rou�s of �otential res�ondents t�at decided not to �artici�ate �ay �e syste�atically different fro� 
t�e �rou� of res�ondents t�at �artici�ated in t�e study, t�us under�inin� t�e re�resentativeness of 
t�e sa��le� �s�ecially t�e res�onse rates in t�is ty�e of researc� tend to �e rat�er low and �ence 
�ay not ca�ture attitudes and �e�avioral �atterns of a �roader sa��le �rou�� �urt�er�ore, we 
identified t�e �otential for selection �ias in all surveys� �n t�e case of investors’ surveys,   we could 
identify only a s�all fraction of �otential res�ondents �ecause t�e identity of investors is not 
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�u�lici�ed very o�ten. �n t�e case o� co��anies��ro�ects� �e �aced si�ni�icant ���� li�itations in 
contactin� directors��ana�ers or ot�er senior re�resentatives t�at �ere actually co��etent to 
res�ond to t�e surveys. �es�ite t�ese �iases� �e �elieve t�at �at�ered res�onses �rovide valua�le 
insi��t in cro�d��ased ty�es o� �inancin� t�at �er�ectly co��le�ent t�e researc� �resented in t�e 
�revious c�a�ters. 

�ue to a rat�er li�ited nu��er o� res�onses� t�e surveys �ay surveys �erely as anecdotal evidence 
t�at uncovers interestin� �atterns� ��ic� constitute o��ortunities �or �urt�er lar�e�scale researc�. 

�.�.�.�. ����E� ��� �������E� ���� �������E� �� E����� ������������ �������� 

�irstly� �e identi�ied co��anies t�at conducted an e�uity cro�d�undin� round at least once t�rou�� 
one o� t�e e�uity cro�d�undin� �lat�or�s. �ollectin� t�e in�or�ation a�out t�ese co��anies �roved 
to �e a �reater c�allen�e t�an �e initially e��ected. �ery �e� cro�d�undin� �lat�or�s �u�lici�e t�e 
data�ase o� �ast e�uity cro�d�undin� rounds. �e can only s�eculate t�at t�is is in order to o�struct 
data collection on t�e �er�or�ance o� cro�d�unded co��anies. �o�e o� t�e�� suc� as �nvesdor� 
c�oose selectively to �u�lis� only so�called “success stories”. Eventually� �e �ere a�le to identi�y a 
detailed list o� �ast cro�d�undin� ca��ai�ns �ro� t�e �ollo�in� �lat�or�s� �ro�dcu�e ����� �eedrs 
����� �e�under �����  �ro�d�undin� �lat�or�s t�at �rovided only c�osen case studies �ere e�cluded 
�ro� t�e sa��le as t�is a��roac� �ay �ive rise to a selection �ias. ��is a��roac� created a li�itation 
o� t�is study since t�e collected in�uts co�e �ro� co��anies t�at conducted cro�d�undin� rounds 
only �it� t�e su��ort o� t�ree �lat�or�s. �e �ould li�e to ac�no�led�e t�is li�itation and 
e���asi�e t�at �iven data �ay not re�resent t�e e��erience o� co��anies t�at conducted 
cro�d�undin� rounds t�rou�� ot�er �lat�or�s and in ot�er �urisdictions. �evert�eless� suc� 
li�itations �ave occurred in �ast studies related to cro�d�undin�� and t�ey �ere �enerally acce�ted 
i� �ro�erly ac�no�led�ed. ��e �ull survey can �e �ound in ���endi� �. �n t�is �anner� �e collected 
��� contact details o� cro�d�unded co��anies� out o� ��ic� �e received �� res�onses t�at 
corres�ond to t�e ���� res�onse rate. 

�.�.�.�. ����E� ��� �������E� ���� �������E� ������� ���� ���E����� 

�irstly� �e identi�ied ��� co��anies listed on t�e �idely used �e�site coinsc�edule.co� t�at 
conducted an ��� at least once in t�e �eriod �ro� �st �anuary ���� to ��st �arc� ����. �e delineated 
t�e ti�e �eriod o� t�ese ���s �or t�e �ollo�in� reasons. ���s t�at �ere conducted �e�ore ���� �ere 
ar�ua�ly less advanced in t�e do�ain o� �overnance and diver�ed �ro� a standard ��� �odel or its 
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o� t�is study since t�e collected in�uts co�e �ro� co��anies t�at conducted cro�d�undin� rounds
only �it� t�e su��ort o� t�ree �lat�or�s. �e �ould li�e to ac�no�led�e t�is li�itation and
e���asi�e t�at �iven data �ay not re�resent t�e e��erience o� co��anies t�at conducted
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li�itations �ave occurred in �ast studies related to cro�d�undin�� and t�ey �ere �enerally acce�ted
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any financial rewards to the participation in the survey. Again the manner, in which respondents 
were approached gives rise to a selection bias. �evertheless, in this domain, where investors are 
notoriously anonymous, we could not apply a methodology, which would provide more guarantees 
regarding the representativeness of this sample. In total, we received �� responses, � from 
professional investors, and �7 from non�professional investors.    The outline of the survey can be 
found in Appendi� IV. 

�.�. P�E�I�VE�T�E�T P�ACTICE� I� E��IT� C��������I��  

�.�.1. P�E�I�VE�T�E�T P�ACTICE� �� E��IT� C��������I�� PLAT����� 

Although equity crowdfunding platforms are almost never on the investor side and rarely on the 
investee side, their practices in the pre�investment period are crucial for the result of the 
crowdfunding campaigns. �eing the ultimate outlet for crowdfunding campaigns, these platforms 
fulfill several �ey functions in the conte�t of crowdfunding. �irst of all, they significantly reduce 
transaction costs of investors and investee companies (especially search and bargaining costs) and 
partially fulfill the initial selection function.�2� They also conduct legal groundwor� and facilitate 
investment by processing financial transactions.�2� The manner in which crowdfunding platforms 
select companies and conduct due diligence of candidate companies is often not disclosed to the 
public. Therefore we do not have consistent information on the e�tent and the nature of their 
practices. As �chwienbacher remar�s, the research on what happens before a company runs a 
crowdfunding round is rather scarce.�27 Loher’s qualitative study based on interviews with �erman 
platforms reveals that crowdfunding platforms emulate the selection process of other early�stage 
investors. �2�In the beginning, they focus on financial and product features,, and in the later stage of 
the selection process, they assess the composition and strength of a company’s core team.  In contrast 
with other investors, they also strongly consider the appeal of candidate companies to their networ� 
of crowdfunding investors.�29 

�2� Ahlers and others (n ��). 
�2� Ibid. 
�27 �chwienbacher (n 209)., ����9 
�2� Jonas Löher, ‘The Interaction of Equity Crowdfunding Platforms and Ventures: An Analysis of the 
Preselection Process’ (2017) 19 Venture Capital � Journal of Entreprenurial �inance �1 
�http:��d�.doi.org�10.10�0�1��910��.201�.12�2�10�. 
�29 ibid., �2 

���

�hi�e re���ation of e��it� crowdf�ndin� ��atfor�s for�s an i��ortant basis of investor �rotection�
d�e to its �enera� and rather enab�in� nat�re� it essentia��� serves on�� as a �ini��� standard.
���a��� i��ortant and co���e�entar� to the re���ation in this res�ect are the best �ractices of
e��it� crowdf�ndin� ��atfor�s in the �re�invest�ent sta�e. �fter review (thro��h des�to� research)
of �� ��atfor�s� it can be conc��ded that s�ch �ractices are not standardi�ed and si�nificant�� differ�
whether it is the e�tent of disc�os�re to �otentia� investors� infor�ation on interna� d�e di�i�ence� or 
disc�os�re of ris�s re�ated to a �artic��ar invest�ent o��ort�nit� (see Table 5). �s a�read�
�entioned before� these ��atfor�s �s�a��� draw reven�e fro� the fees� which constit�te the
�ercenta�e of the overa�� a�o�nt ��ed�ed in a s�ccessf�� crowdf�ndin� ca��ai�n. �ence� neither the
�erfor�ance of crowdf�nded co��anies� nor the �otentia� e�it transaction has a direct financia�
i��act on the ��atfor�s. This ca�ses a �ac� of incentives for the ��atfor�s to thin� be�ond the 
ca��ai�n itse�f. The ��atfor�s� however� have an incentive to se�ect ��a�it� candidates with so�nd
b�siness �ode�s� as the �resentation of ��a�it� �ro�ects wi�� attract �ore investors and�
s�bse��ent��� �ore ��a�it� �ro�ects. �s we wi�� see �ater on in the s�rve� res��ts� the re��tation of a
��atfor� is one of the stron�est si�na�s that deter�ine the invest�ent decision��a�in� of
crowdf�ndin� investors. �avin� said that� it does not necessari�� �ean that the �ositive re��tation
of the ��atfor�s is deter�ined so�e�� b� the �erfor�ance of the co��anies the� se�ect.

The feedbac� �oo�s on the ��a�it� of se�ected �ro�ects are diffic��t to obtain since the ��atfor� �a�
not be wi��in� to re�ease ne�ative infor�ation on the �erfor�ance of the b�sinesses the� �re�
se�ected. It is a�so ��estionab�e whether individ�a� crowdf�nders active�� co���nicate to that
e�tent that the� co��d transfer infor�ation on the ne�ative �erfor�ance of co��anies a�on�st each
other. 

�an� ��atfor�s a�so se�i�obstr�ct the co��ection of infor�ation on �ast �erfor�ance. �or instance�
we have noticed that so�e of the� do not ��b�ish on their website ��dates on crowdf�nded
co��anies and so�eti�es not even a co���ete �ist of co��anies whose crowdf�nded ro�nds the�
faci�itated. Instead� the� cherr���ic� a s�a�� n��ber of co��anies with �ositive �erfor�ance�
si�nificant achieved �oa�s� or s�ccessf�� e�its and �ro�ote the� as s�ccess stories.�3� �at�ra���� s�ch
a �resentation is hi�h�� biased and does not offer ob�ective infor�ation on the ca�acit� of a ��atfor�
to cond�ct effective �re�se�ection. 

�3� See for instance Invesdor;’s website at ‘The Go�to ��ace for ���it� and �ebt �rowdf�ndin� in the ��� �
Invesdor’ (n 537).
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any financial rewards to the participation in the survey. Again the manner, in which respondents
were approached gives rise to a selection bias. �evertheless, in this domain, where investors are
notoriously anonymous, we could not apply a methodology, which would provide more guarantees
regarding the representativeness of this sample. In total, we received �� responses, � from
professional investors, and �7 from non�professional investors. The outline of the survey can be
found in Appendi� IV.

�.�. P�E�I�VE�T�E�T P�ACTICE� I� E��IT� C��������I��

�.�.1. P�E�I�VE�T�E�T P�ACTICE� �� E��IT� C��������I�� PLAT�����
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�2� Ahlers and others (n ��).
�2� Ibid.
�27 �chwienbacher (n 209)., ����9
�2� Jonas Löher, ‘The Interaction of Equity Crowdfunding Platforms and Ventures: An Analysis of the
Preselection Process’ (2017) 19 Venture Capital � Journal of Entreprenurial �inance �1 
�http:��d�.doi.org�10.10�0�1��910��.201�.12�2�10�.
�29 ibid., �2

���
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round.�32 �ence� �hen retail investors start to invest� they may �e certain that the com�any already
managed to raise 30� o� the deal �rom �ro�essional investors� �hich is a source o� signi�icant e�ternal
validation and strongly signals the quality o� the com�any. �urthermore� �enture �ounders� a ���
�ased cro�d�unding �lat�orm� claims to use their �� and angel net�or� even �or sourcing the deals.
��s and �usiness angels act as deal leaders or anchor investors in all o��ered cam�aigns.�33 �o�ever�
the �e�site does not �rovide any detailed in�ormation on �hich �ro�essional investors have co�
invested in a �articular venture and ho� much they committed. �elgian cro�d�unding �lat�orm
MyMicroinvest also o��ers co�investment models.�3� �hile not all the cam�aigners ado�t such a 
model� the cam�aign is al�ays trans�arent on the amount contri�uted �y �ro�essional investors.
Although the identity o� the �ro�essional investors nevertheless remains hidden� the in�ormation on
the amount o� their contri�ution already has an enhanced signaling quality. 

Another alternative is to require cro�d�unding �lat�orms to invest in their o�n cam�aigns. Sharing
the ris�s o� the actual investments �ould �etter align the interests o� �lat�orms and investors due to
the �act that the success or �ailure o� the �unded venture �ould have direct �inancial im�lications �or
cro�d�unding �lat�orms. �evertheless� such �ractice is not �idely im�lemented and could
�otentially raise also legal issues.�35 �ut o� 20 revie�ed �lat�orms� only one �lat�orm� namely �enture
�ounders� claims to commit �unds to their o�n cam�aigns. The co�investing model can o��er
signi�icant �ene�its o� reliance on the e��ertise and due diligence o� �ro�essional investors. �n the
other hand� retail investors should �e �ro�erly in�ormed on the involvement o� the �ro�essional
investors in order to ma�e sure that their contri�utions are not used only to minimi�e the investment
ris� o� �ro�essionals in deals� in �hich they �ould other�ise not invest.

�.3.�.2 E�TE��E� �����TAR� �IS���S�RE

As seen in the �revious regulatory �art� some o� the �es�o�e cro�d�unding regimes require
mandatory disclosure o� certain �acts and in�ormation related to investment o��ortunities. The 
mandatory disclosure is� ho�ever� regulated in a very �rinci�le��ased manner. �or instance�
�lat�orms must ma�e sure that the in�ormation �rovided to the investors is com�lete or that they do
not contain any misleading statements. There is no ultimate �rescri�tion o� in�ormation or
documents that should �e disclosed. Most o� the �e�sites o��er additional in�ormation so that even 

�32 ‘The Go�to Place �or Equity and �e�t �ro�d�unding in the EEA � Invesdor’ (n 537).
�33 See ‘Equity Invesment | Alternative Investment Strategies | Rights and Protections’ (n 280).
�3� See ‘MyMicroInvest’ (n 275).
�35 In some countries� �lat�orms strictly �ul�ill role o� uninvolved intermediaries and they are �or�idden to co�
invest alongside the cro�d�unders see Ta�le 5
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retail investors may, to a certain e�tent, conduct due diligence of their o�n. As evidenced by Table 

8, the e�tent of the disclosure varies significantly per platform. �he obvious points of interest are, for 
instance, pre�money valuation, information on the bac�ground of team members, business plan, 
latest financial statements, articles of association, subscription agreements, shareholders’ 
agreements, and list of current shareholders. �hile, in the case of direct equity models, a share 
purchase agreement must be provided, the articles of association, �hich �ill apply to future 
shareholders, are not al�ays made available. In the case of indirect equity models, the situation is 
even more complicated as investors often get to see only the agreements related to the sta�e in a 
special purpose vehicle.  �he terms of investment in a cro�dfunded company are arranged by the 
platforms on behalf of a special purpose entity �ithout any input or oversight from cro�dfunders. 
�ccasionally these terms are rather standardi�ed, but some platforms claim that the aggregate 
shareholding accumulated in a special purpose vehicle gives them bargaining po�er to negotiate 
specific terms for each and every cro�dfunded company, and thus, these terms may significantly 
differ.��� 

GRAPH 13 

���

In the survey, cro�dfunded companies reported the documentation and information that the 
cro�dfunding platforms required from them prior to the listing of their campaign. Graph 13 sho�s 

��� See  ‘Equity Invesment | Alternative Investment Strategies | Rights and Protections’ (n 280). 
�ot all respondents gave their ans�ers to this question.
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���

that in the ma�ority of cases, platforms reviewed pitch dec�s, financial records, proof of �usiness
registration, shareholders’ agreements, and �usiness plans. �owever, less than a third conducted an 
in�depth interview with the team or reviewed contracts with previous investors. 

�.�.�.�. RAT�N� �F T�E �N�E�T�ENT

As mentioned �efore, due to regulatory concerns, crowdfunding platforms generally avoid providing
investment advice or recommending certain investments. �imultaneously, revenue models of
crowdfunding platforms, as well as lac� of their su�stantial involvement in the post�investment
period, raise valid concerns related to the o��ectivity of their campaigns’ assessment. UK
crowdfunding industry has come up with an alternative practice, which engages a third party rating
agency, speciali�ed in crowdfunding. CrowdRating, a pioneer in the rating of crowdfunding
campaigns, creates short one�pagers, assessing companies on three main criteria, namely
management team, �usiness idea, and financials �if provided�. ��� A third party with sufficient
professional �ac�ground and proven reputation can fulfill quite a similar role as rating agencies in
case of investments in regulated mar�ets. �owever, it has to �e noted that the assessment and
predictions over startups are always quite tric�y as such investments involve many more uncertain
varia�les, then investments in mature and esta�lished companies. �n order for such an assessment
to �e relevant, the rating agencies have to rely on industry�specific �nowledge. �o far, we can
conclude that these rating services did not gain wider popularity, and investors generally do not
consider them as a significant and relia�le investment signal �see Table 10�.

��� ‘CrowdRating: The Ratings Agency for Equity Crowd Funding’
�https:��www.crowdrating.co.u��news�investden�enhances�investor�protection��y�selecting�crowdrating�
to�provide�independent�ratings�� accessed �� �ay ����.�ee also Judith Evans, ‘Rating Agency �ee�s to Cut 
out Noise around Crowdfunding’ Financial Times ��� �eptem�er �����
�https:��www.ft.com�content��f���f����c�����e��a������������d����.
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���

�s we e�amined in �ha�ter �� crowdfunding �latforms �re�determine the underlying legal structure
that is subse�uently used by com�anies in their crowdfunding rounds. �om�anies usually do not
have the liberty to diverge from the legal structure and contractual terms �rescribed by the �latform�
and if so� such modifications are only marginal. �he choice of the �latform� therefore� results also in
the choice of the legal structure underlying the offering. �n our sam�le� the ma�ority of the com�anies
����� chose the direct e�uity model� in which crowdfunders become direct shareholders of the
crowdfunded venture. �ne of the advantages of the model for com�anies is that the shareholdings
are not �ooled together� and the ownershi� structure thus remains highly dis�ersed. �his may lead
to a collective action �roblem of shareholders� which enables founders�mangers to entrench their
decision�making �ower even further. � �uite significant number of com�anies used the nominee
structure ������ in which a nominee is a��ointed as a legal owner of shares and crowdfunders obtain
merely ca�ital rights.

�fter selecting the crowdfunding �latform� the com�anies� together with the �latform� have to decide
what and how they would like to communicate during the cam�aign. �esides e��laining the business
idea� com�anies usually �ublish a number of documents that create �ositive signaling towards
�otential investors. �t is �ossible that the �resence of such documents� regardless of its contents�
generates �ositive signals that are translated by the market �artici�ants as trans�arency efforts. �uch
su�erficial signals may be even more effective for retail investors that may not have sufficient acumen
to evaluate documents like financial records or shareholders’ agreements on the �uality of the
content. �n the other hand� the investor crowd also includes more so�histicated investors that may
actually review the documentation and then scrutini�e the founders �ublicly in the investor forum
section. �hese information e�changes may also alert retail investors that can effectively free�ride on
the efforts of �rofessional investors. Graph 16 shows that the ma�ority of com�anies �ublish only
video �itch ������ e�tended �itch deck ��������� and business �lan �����. �om�anies disclose
their financial records in ��� of the cases� and only less than half of com�anies �������� �ublished
their shareholders’ agreement for review by crowdfunders. �lternatively� we asked about founders’
agreements� in case com�anies do not have e�ternal investors yet� and these were disclosed by
������ of com�anies. �erely � out of �� com�anies �������� also disclosed directors’ loans that
may constitute a conflict of interest situations. �t is safe to say that the disclosure of documentation
is� in most cases� not very e�tensive. �s �rivate entities� com�anies may be reluctant to undergo in�
de�th scrutiny� nevertheless� they �revent �rofessional investors from investigating and then
�otentially informing non��rofessional investors about the results of their due diligence. �ore
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are not �ooled together� and the ownershi� structure thus remains highly dis�ersed. �his may lead 
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�otential investors. �t is �ossible that the �resence of such documents� regardless of its contents� 
generates �ositive signals that are translated by the market �artici�ants as trans�arency efforts. �uch 
su�erficial signals may be even more effective for retail investors that may not have sufficient acumen 
to evaluate documents like financial records or shareholders’ agreements on the �uality of the 
content. �n the other hand� the investor crowd also includes more so�histicated investors that may 
actually review the documentation and then scrutini�e the founders �ublicly in the investor forum 
section. �hese information e�changes may also alert retail investors that can effectively free�ride on 
the efforts of �rofessional investors. Graph 16 shows that the ma�ority of com�anies �ublish only 
video �itch ������ e�tended �itch deck ��������� and business �lan �����.  �om�anies disclose 
their financial records in ��� of the cases� and only less than half of com�anies �������� �ublished 
their shareholders’ agreement for review by crowdfunders. �lternatively� we asked about founders’ 
agreements� in case com�anies do not have e�ternal investors yet� and these were disclosed by 
������ of com�anies. �erely � out of �� com�anies �������� also disclosed directors’ loans that 
may constitute a conflict of interest situations. �t is safe to say that the disclosure of documentation 
is� in most cases� not very e�tensive. �s �rivate entities� com�anies may be reluctant to undergo in�
de�th scrutiny� nevertheless� they �revent �rofessional investors from investigating and then 
�otentially informing non��rofessional investors about the results of their due diligence. �ore 
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���

tran��arenc� and �tandardi�ed di�c�o�ure wou�d �rovide �rofe��iona� inve�tor� with a chance to 
review inve�tment� in�de�th and thu� �o�idif� the efficac� of �i�na�in� on the mar�et. 

�� evidenced �� �ra�h ��� the communication with the inve�tor� in the �re�inve�tment �ta�e i� �uite 
inten�ive� a� ��� of the com�anie� in our �am��e admit fre�uent or ver� fre�uent communication 
with �otentia� inve�tor�. �he re��on�ivene�� of founder� on the inve�tment forum� ma� con�titute a 
�o�itive �i�na� �� it�e�f. �owever� we a��o wanted to dive dee�er into the a��ect� of the offerin� that 
are di�cu��ed on the forum�. �herefore we a��ed com�anie� in the �urve� which inve�tment �i�na�� 
are from their �er��ective im�ortant for inve�tor�� the �now�ed�e and e��erience that the� can 
derive from the communication with the “crowd”.  

GRAPH 17: Communication with Investors in the Pre-Investment Stage 

GRAPH 18: Investment Signals that Companies Consider Important to Investors 
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���

�ccording to companies, crowdfunding investors put the greatest weight on the team and
background of founders, followed by the reputation of a crowdfunding platform and the consumer
appeal. �ll three signals corroborate the notion that many crowdfunding investors lack the
investment acumen and�or industry knowledge, and thus they rely on the credibility and e�perience
of the team that signals the likelihood of carrying out the business plan successfully, on crowdfunding
platform that pre�selects �uality pro�ects and their own capacity to assess the viability of products
from a consumer perspective. �urprisingly, crowdfunded companies do not consider the
participation of professional investors as an important factor in crowdfunders’ decision�making.
�oreover, they do not seem to ascribe huge value to the publication of financial records that could
signal honesty and transparency. �lso, innovativeness of the product�service scored relatively lower�
nevertheless, this is not completely une�pected as also more traditional companies, such as
breweries or various chain stores, pursue e�uity crowdfunding. �n order to corroborate the
perspective of companies, we integrated the same �uestion to the survey for crowdfunding investors,
the results of which will be presented in the following section.

6.�.�.�. ���� ��������

�ccording to the results of the survey, we found that 4�% of companies select the crowdfunding
platform based on its reputation, followed by the size of the investors’ network that platform has
developed ���%� and previous personal e�perience of team members with a platform ���%�. �his 
shows that mainly reputation mechanisms determine the popularity of a particular platform.
�urthermore, we determined that companies in our sample disclosed a limited scope of
documentation to their crowdfunders, in most cases, only video pitch ���%�, e�tended pitch deck
���,��%�, and business plan ���%�. �articularly financial documentation was uploaded only in 6�%
of the cases, and shareholders’ agreements were disclosed in 46,67% of the cases. �ince the due
diligence practices of crowdfunding platforms, which fulfill the initial selection process, are not
properly described, and the investors, whether professional or non�professional, can obtain only
limited information from commonly disclosed documents, we may conclude that proper due
diligence in the e�uity crowdfunding campaigns is missing. �rowdfunding investors, therefore,
probably follow a set of simple signals, which point to the �uality of the pro�ect in a rather indirect
manner. �n order to capture companies'’ opinions on important investment signals, we in�uired,
which of them they consider crucial to investors, based on their individual e�perience with e�uity
crowdfunding. �or instance, the survey showed that the three most important signals include the
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�ccording to companies, crowdfunding investors put the greatest weight on the team and 
background of founders, followed by the reputation of a crowdfunding platform and the consumer 
appeal. �ll three signals corroborate the notion that many crowdfunding investors lack the 
investment acumen and�or industry knowledge, and thus they rely on the credibility and e�perience 
of the team that signals the likelihood of carrying out the business plan successfully, on crowdfunding 
platform that pre�selects �uality pro�ects and their own capacity to assess the viability of products 
from a consumer perspective. �urprisingly, crowdfunded companies do not consider the 
participation of professional investors as an important factor in crowdfunders’ decision�making. 
�oreover, they do not seem to ascribe huge value to the publication of financial records that could 
signal honesty and transparency. �lso, innovativeness of the product�service scored relatively lower� 
nevertheless, this is not completely une�pected as also more traditional companies, such as 
breweries or various chain stores, pursue e�uity crowdfunding. �n order to corroborate the 
perspective of companies, we integrated the same �uestion to the survey for crowdfunding investors, 
the results of which will be presented in the following section. 

6.�.�.�. ���� �������� 

�ccording to the results of the survey, we found that 4�% of companies select the crowdfunding 
platform based on its reputation, followed by the size of the investors’ network that platform has 
developed ���%� and previous personal e�perience of team members with a platform ���%�. �his 
shows that mainly reputation mechanisms determine the popularity of a particular platform. 
�urthermore, we determined that companies in our sample disclosed a limited scope of 
documentation to their crowdfunders, in most cases, only video pitch ���%�, e�tended pitch deck 
���,��%�, and business plan ���%�. �articularly financial documentation was uploaded only in 6�% 
of the cases, and shareholders’ agreements were disclosed in 46,67% of the cases. �ince the due 
diligence practices of crowdfunding platforms, which fulfill the initial selection process, are not 
properly described, and the investors, whether professional or non�professional, can obtain only 
limited information from commonly disclosed documents, we may conclude that proper due 
diligence in the e�uity crowdfunding campaigns is missing. �rowdfunding investors, therefore, 
probably follow a set of simple signals, which point to the �uality of the pro�ect in a rather indirect 
manner. �n order to capture companies'’ opinions on important investment signals, we in�uired, 
which of them they consider crucial to investors, based on their individual e�perience with e�uity 
crowdfunding. �or instance, the survey showed that the three most important signals include the 
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teams’ background, the reputation of the crowdfunding platform, and interest in a product as a 
consumer� Participation of professional investors that could be an important signal, especially for 
non�professional retail investors, ranked at �th place, which shows that companies do not think the 
presence of professional investors can provide superior signals to the rest of “the crowd”� 

��3�3� P�E�I�VESTME�T P�ACTICES �F E�UITY C��WDFU�DI�� I�VEST��S 

Crowdfunding investors form a heterogeneous group of individuals or organizations that vastly differ 
in age, income, background, and experience with startup investing� If we were to paint the picture of 
an “average” crowdfunding investor, according to our survey, it would be a non�professional investor 
in the post�millennial age group (35�50) with an annual income between �0�80�, who invests 
regularly and has an average understanding of the intricacies of startup investing� The heterogeneity 
of the crowd is, however, one of the pre�conditions for the potential added value of crowdfunding� 
The more knowledge, perspectives, and information can the crowd accumulate, the more effectively 
can the individual members of the crowd scrutinize the investment opportunity, at least in theory�  
To the best of our knowledge, there are only a few articles that explicitly address the behavior and 
investment decisions of crowdfunding investors and important investment signals that help to shape 
the decision of equity crowdfunding investors� �3�  Moreover, none of them offers a comparative 
perspective on two main groups in the crowd, professionals, and non�professionals� 

At the outset, we were interested in the general motivation of investors to participate in equity 
crowdfunding rounds� The accepted thesis about the motivation of crowdfunders is that those 
investing in donation� or reward�based campaigns are driven by intrinsic non�financial motives, 
while the investors in equity� and loan�based crowdfunding put emphasis on the extrinsic (financial) 
motivation, e�g� prospects of financial returns���0 We formulated five motives that could incentivize 
crowdfunders to participate in equity crowdfunding� Besides financial returns, other motives 
indicate rather intrinsic than extrinsic motivations� however, in the case of professional investors, 

�3� See for instance Jörn Block, Lars Hornuf and Alexandra Moritz, ‘Which Updates during an Equity 
Crowdfunding Campaign Increase Crowd Participation?’ (2018) 50 Small Business Economics 3 
�http:��link�springer�com�10�100��s1118��01���8����� accessed 2 �ctober 2018� Ahlers and others (n 3�)�  
Fabrice Hervé and others, ‘Determinants of Individual Investment Decisions in Investment�Based 
Crowdfunding � Determinants of Individual Investment Decisions in Investment�Based Crowdfunding’ (2018) 
�� Journal of Business Finance and Accounting ��2�  
��0 See for instance Liam Collins and Yannis Pierrakis, ‘The Venture Crowd: Crowdfunding Equity Investment 
into Business’ (Nesta, 5 November 2013) �www�nesta�org�uk� accessed 2� September 2018� and Hervé and 
others (n �3�)�  

���

some of the seemin�ly intrinsic moti�ators may �e actually relate� to the e�trinsic ones. �or instance,
a professional in�estor may ha�e in�este� in a company prior to the cro��fun�in� roun�, an� this
affiliation �ith the company results in his participation in the cro��fun�in� roun�, as follo��on 
fun�in� increases the chances of the company’s success. Also, connection to the startup community
pro�i�es professional in�estors �ith a��e� �alue in terms of sourcin� �eals or un�erstan�in� the
mar�et.

�ollo�in� this rationale, �e o�ser�e� that �oth types of in�estors are primarily moti�ate� �y
prospects of financial returns, �hich correspon�s �ith the pre�ious literature �see Graph 19�. �he 
more intrinsic reason, support for youn� inno�ati�e companies comes secon� place, a�ain for
professional an� non�professional in�estors ali�e. �he remainin� rather intrinsic moti�es appear to
play a sli�htly lar�er role for professionals than non�professional in�estors, �hose in�estment
acumen an� un�erstan�in� of the mar�et may �e enhance� �y participation in e�uity cro��fun�in�.
�rofessional in�estors also seem to support affiliate� companies, �hile non�professionals �o no state
the affiliation as a si�nificant moti�e to in�est.

GRAPH 19

�he importance of financial returns for cro��fun�in� in�estors su��ests that the merits of their
�usiness proposal shoul� �ecome the focus of the �ue �ili�ence. �n or�er to she� more li�ht on the
�ue �ili�ence practices, �e as�e� in�estors �hat sources of information they re�ie�, ho� they
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teams’ background, the reputation of the crowdfunding platform, and interest in a product as a
consumer� Participation of professional investors that could be an important signal, especially for
non�professional retail investors, ranked at �th place, which shows that companies do not think the
presence of professional investors can provide superior signals to the rest of “the crowd”�

��3�3� P�E�I�VESTME�T P�ACTICES �F E�UITY C��WDFU�DI�� I�VEST��S

Crowdfunding investors form a heterogeneous group of individuals or organizations that vastly differ
in age, income, background, and experience with startup investing� If we were to paint the picture of
an “average” crowdfunding investor, according to our survey, it would be a non�professional investor
in the post�millennial age group (35�50) with an annual income between �0�80�, who invests
regularly and has an average understanding of the intricacies of startup investing� The heterogeneity
of the crowd is, however, one of the pre�conditions for the potential added value of crowdfunding�
The more knowledge, perspectives, and information can the crowd accumulate, the more effectively 
can the individual members of the crowd scrutinize the investment opportunity, at least in theory�
To the best of our knowledge, there are only a few articles that explicitly address the behavior and
investment decisions of crowdfunding investors and important investment signals that help to shape
the decision of equity crowdfunding investors� �3� Moreover, none of them offers a comparative
perspective on two main groups in the crowd, professionals, and non�professionals�

At the outset, we were interested in the general motivation of investors to participate in equity
crowdfunding rounds� The accepted thesis about the motivation of crowdfunders is that those
investing in donation� or reward�based campaigns are driven by intrinsic non�financial motives, 
while the investors in equity� and loan�based crowdfunding put emphasis on the extrinsic (financial)
motivation, e�g� prospects of financial returns���0 We formulated five motives that could incentivize 
crowdfunders to participate in equity crowdfunding� Besides financial returns, other motives
indicate rather intrinsic than extrinsic motivations� however, in the case of professional investors,

�3� See for instance Jörn Block, Lars Hornuf and Alexandra Moritz, ‘Which Updates during an Equity
Crowdfunding Campaign Increase Crowd Participation?’ (2018) 50 Small Business Economics 3 
�http:��link�springer�com�10�100��s1118��01���8����� accessed 2 �ctober 2018� Ahlers and others (n 3�)� 
Fabrice Hervé and others, ‘Determinants of Individual Investment Decisions in Investment�Based
Crowdfunding � Determinants of Individual Investment Decisions in Investment�Based Crowdfunding’ (2018)
�� Journal of Business Finance and Accounting ��2�
��0 See for instance Liam Collins and Yannis Pierrakis, ‘The Venture Crowd: Crowdfunding Equity Investment 
into Business’ (Nesta, 5 November 2013) �www�nesta�org�uk� accessed 2� September 2018� and Hervé and
others (n �3�)�

���

some of the seemin�ly intrinsic moti�ators may �e actually relate� to the e�trinsic ones. �or instance, 
a professional in�estor may ha�e in�este� in a company prior to the cro��fun�in� roun�, an� this 
affiliation �ith the company results in his participation in the cro��fun�in� roun�, as follo��on 
fun�in� increases the chances of the company’s success. Also, connection to the startup community 
pro�i�es professional in�estors �ith a��e� �alue in terms of sourcin� �eals or un�erstan�in� the 
mar�et. 

�ollo�in� this rationale, �e o�ser�e� that �oth types of in�estors are primarily moti�ate� �y 
prospects of financial returns, �hich correspon�s �ith the pre�ious literature �see Graph 19�. �he 
more intrinsic reason, support for youn� inno�ati�e companies comes secon� place, a�ain for 
professional an� non�professional in�estors ali�e. �he remainin� rather intrinsic moti�es appear to 
play a sli�htly lar�er role for professionals than non�professional in�estors, �hose in�estment 
acumen an� un�erstan�in� of the mar�et may �e enhance� �y participation in e�uity cro��fun�in�. 
�rofessional in�estors also seem to support affiliate� companies, �hile non�professionals �o no state 
the affiliation as a si�nificant moti�e to in�est. 

GRAPH 19  
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�ue �ili�ence practices, �e as�e� in�estors �hat sources of information they re�ie�, ho� they 
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�ommun��ate ��t� �om�an� founders� and ��at �a�ue t�e� as�r��e to �ar�ous �n�estment s�gna�s�
��rst��� �e �n�u�red ��at sour�es �n�estors use �n order to gat�er re�e�ant �nformat�on a�out 
�n�estment o��ortun�t�es �Graph 20��  ��n�e not a�� ment�oned sour�es �do�umentat�on� are 
�u���s�ed ��t� a�� e�u�t� offer�ngs� �e as�ed �n�estors ��at sour�es of �nformat�on t�e� re��e� 
�ro��ded t�at t�e� are a�a��a��e� �ot� �rofess�ona� and non��rofess�ona� �n�estors ��a�m to re��e� 
�r�mar��� f�nan��a� re�ords� �e�s�tes of �ro�dfund�ng �om�an�es� and e�tended ��t�� de�� ��us�ness 
�ro�osa��� � �u�te s�gn�f��ant d�fferen�e a��eared �n t�e re��e� of ot�er su��ort�ng do�umentat�on� 
su�� as �roof of �us�ness reg�strat�on� add�t�ona� do�umentat�on t�at affe�ts t�e �os�t�on of 
s�are�o�ders su�� as s�are�o�der agreement or founders’ agreement� and assessment of t�e 
�ro�dfund�ng �am�a�gn on �ro�dfund�ng rat�ng �e�s�tes�  �u�� d�fferen�es �orre�ate ��t� t�e 
assum�t�on t�at �rofess�ona� �n�estors re��e� more sour�es of �nformat�on and are more often 
�nterested �n add�t�ona� do�umentat�on� �u�te sur�r�s�ng��� ��deo ��t�� d�d not �ro�e to �e an 
�m�ortant sour�e of �nformat�on for e�t�er grou� of �n�estors� �t �s def�n�te�� e��e�ted t�at t�e re��e� 
�ondu�ted �� non��rofess�ona� �n�estors �s more su�erf���a� t�an t�e re��e� �ondu�ted �� 
�rofess�ona�s� �o�e�er� �t �s a�so �nterest�ng ��et�er t�ose t�o grou�s �a�e a ��an�e to �ntera�t and 
e���ange �a�ua��e �nformat�on a�out t�e offer�ng� �n t�at �ase� �e �ou�d o�ser�e �nformat�on 
�as�ades and �nformat�on s����o�ers among �n�estors� 
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GRAPH 22: Participating in the discussions on Investor Forums of Crowdfunding Platforms 

Professional Investors (N=33) 

Non-professional Investors (N=31) 

GRAPH 23: Review of Legal Documentation 

Professional Investors (N=33) 
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���

�urther�ore� we s�eci�icall� �ocused on the review o� legal docu�entation that outlines the
(shareholders’) rights o� crowd�unders� �t docu�ents that onl� around ��� o� �ro�essional investors
and ��� o� non��ro�essional investors scrutini�e legal agree�ents o� all their invest�ents� �his is 
not sur�rising in the case o� non��ro�essionals �ut quite sur�rising �or �ro�essional investors� �ater
on� we will also discover that shareholders’ rights do not constitute a ver� i��ortant invest�ent
signal �or �oth grou�s� hence� this could e��lain the lac� o� interest in �or�al legal docu�entation�
Si��l� �ut� crowd�unders across the �oard see� to �e content with the �act that the� �a� not have
other than ca�ital rights that ste� �ro� the ver� nature o� their share ownershi�� �owever� as we
e��lained in �ha�ter ��� the legal contracts �etween the crowd�unders and a co��an�� S��� or 
inter�ediar� entit� �a� create a lot o� ine��iciencies that �urther wea�en the �osition o�
crowd�unding investors�

�astl�� we as�ed investors to evaluate the i��ortance o� di��erent invest�ent signals that co�e either
directl� �ro� the crowd�unding co��anies or other �ar�et �la�ers� who �a� evaluate their 
�ro�ositions and send their own signals to the �ar�et �ased on their assess�ent� �e divided these
invest�ent signals into �our categories� na�el� co��etence� trans�arenc�� investor �rotection� and
e�ternal validation� de�ending on what attri�ute o� the crowd�unding o��ering the� �ostl� ca�ture
(see Table 9)� �n the surve�� investors were as�ed to evaluate the i��ortance o� these individual 
signals on a �i�ert scale (���)� one corres�onding to the least i��ortant signal� and �ive
corres�onding to the �ost i��ortant signal� �he overview o� the results is �resented in Graph 24.

TABLE 9 Investment Signals

Investment Signals (Startup) Attributes

1. �nnovativeness o� the �usiness idea �o��etence
3. �larit� o� the �usiness �lan �rans�arenc�
4. �onsu�er ���eal �o��etence
5. Shareholders’ rights (equivalent investors rights) �nvestor �rotection
6. � o� shares o��ered to the crowd in the round �nvestor �rotection
7. �ea� � �ac�ground �o��etence
8. �inancial �ecords �rans�arenc�
9. �ther �er�s (rewards� rights) �nvestor �rotection

Investment Signals (Community & Platform)

10. �vaila�ilit� o� the Secondar� �ar�et �nvestor �rotection
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GRAPH 22: Participating in the discussions on Investor Forums of Crowdfunding Platforms
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GRAPH 23: Review of Legal Documentation
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14. 

Competence 

Graph 24

Transparency 

���

groups, financial records on the fourth and third place for professional and non�professional
investors, respectively. �eviewing and evaluating financial records is, however, a rather de�anding
tas�, especially for non�professional investors� therefore, it is �uestiona�le how is this invest�ent
signal processed �y different investors. It is possi�le that so�e of the� conduct an in�depth review
of the financial records, deriving further infor�ation a�out the financial status of a co�pany� others
�ay find it sufficient if a co�pany discloses its financial records, which creates a signal of honesty,
transparency and therefore trustworthiness. � si�ilar line of reasoning �ay apply to the clarity of 
the �usiness plan. Investors �ay greatly differ in their capacity to scrutini�e and evaluate a �usiness
plan on its �erits. �he positive signal �ay �e created si�ply �y preparing a clear and infor�ative
docu�ent that covers all categories of interest, such as potential �ar�ets, co�petition, earnings
�odel, allocation of the proceeds of the offering, pro�ected growth, potential e�it, and others. �ithout 
�uestion, investors need certain acu�en to conduct effective due diligence of �oth financial records
and �usiness plans. �he scope of the survey, however, did not allow us to dive deeper into the �anner
that the investors conduct due diligence of these two ite�s. �evertheless, �ased on these findings,
the precise �anner in which due diligence is conducted �ay �e further investigated ideally through
se�i�structured interviews of investors.

� Investors’ Protection

Investors’ protection, as a category, groups aspects of e�uity crowdfunding that indicate good 
governance and �easures protecting the investors’ interests. In our overview, we su�su�ed (i)
shareholders’ rights, (ii) percentage of shares allocated to the offering, (iii) other rights, and (iv) 
availa�ility of a secondary �ar�et under this category. Quite surprisingly, shareholders’ rights do not
collectively receive as �uch attention as other factors, fro� �oth professional and non�professional
investors, as they scored only �,�� for non�professional and �,�� for professional investors. �a�ing
into account rather lower scrutiny of legal docu�entation in crowdfunding offerings, we �ay assu�e
that investors often do not e�pect other legal rights than a financial payout, which su�se�uently leads
to lower concern for the shareholders’ position in general. �nother signal, the percentage of shares
allocated to crowdfunding offerings, confir�s this notion. �his signal indicates two i�portant aspects
of the offerings. �irstly, it deter�ines the valuation of the co�pany in the offering. It is not surprising
that co�panies often allocate a rather s�all percentage of shares to these offerings� however,
si�ultaneously, they wish to raise as large a�ounts as possi�le. �ecause of such strategy, it �eca�e
�uite custo�ary that co�panies undergoing e�uity crowdfunding round end up overvalued,
so�eti�es grossly overvalued. �his �ay �eco�e, and in �any cases, have �eco�e pro�le�atic when 
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GRAPH 24
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TABLE 10

�ank �on�professional 
Investors

Score �rofessional Investors Score

�. Team’s background �,�� Innovativeness �,��
�. �larity of the business 

plan
�,�� Team’s background �,��

�. �inancial track record �,�� �larity of the business plan �,��
�. �eputation of �� 

platform
�,�� �inancial track record �,��

�. Inovativeness �,�� �eputation of �� platform �,��
�. �omain �ffiliation �,�� Shareholders’ rights �,��
�. Shareholders’ rights �,�� �articipation of
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�verall, we can conclude that professional investors tend to ascribe more value to the presented
signals. �evertheless, it is a staggering result due to the fact that, in terms of ranking, the importance
of investment signals for professional and non�professional investors seems to be rather similar. �
out of � most important signals are identical in both groups, with only minor variations in the
ranking. Some signals, which we initially considered as very important, ranked �uite low such as the
participation of professional investors and consumer interest. It has to be noted that the differences
between signals are sometimes relatively minor. �verall, the results paint a very interesting picture
of the signals that influence crowdfunders’ decisions, which are surprisingly similar regardless of the
experience and knowledge of the crowdfunders. �fter the individual analysis of the investment
signals, we calculated the overall importance of categories, which gives us further information on
what type of attributes have a crucial impact on the decision�making of investors. �n the �ikert scale
���, � being the most important, the competence signals rank the highest followed by transparency
signals. �hile competence is almost e�ually crucial for professionals ��,��) in comparison with non�
professional investors ��,��), transparency scored higher for non�professionals ��,��) than
professionals ��,��). Investors’ protection and external validation signals received rather lower
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mar�s and th�s a��e�t the de�ision�ma�ing o� in�estors signi�i�antl� less. �n�estor �rote�tion s�ored 
���� �or non��ro�essional in�estors and ���� �or �ro�essional in�estors. �at�rall�� non��ro�essional 
in�estors are al�a�s �ortra�ed as �assi�e in�estors� and the �a�t that the� do not �lan to e�e��te 
shareholders’ rights� e�en i� the� had them� ma� indi�ate that the� do not ��t em�hasis on ha�ing 
them in the �irst �la�e. �hat is also �h� the� o�ten agree to s��o�timal legal str��t�res� �ontra�ts� and 
shareholders’ agreements. More alarming is� ho�e�er� la�� o� em�hasis on e�ternal �alidation that 
�o�ld� to some e�tent� s���lement missing e��ertise o� non��ro�essional in�estors. ��ternal 
�alidation s�ored the lo�est in �oth gro��s� onl� ���� �or non��ro�essional in�estors and ���� �or 
�ro�essional in�estors. 
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�.�. ����I��������� ���C�IC�� I� ICO� 
�.4.1. ����I��������� ���C�IC�� O� CO����I�� CO���C�I�� �� ICO 

Companies that decide to pursue an Initial coin offerin� do not have a precise rulebook to follo�� as 
it usually is in the case of e�uity cro�dfundin�. �alf of the trick in e�uity cro�dfundin� is the choice 
of a reputable platform �ith an e�tensive net�ork of investors and a �ood relationship �ith the press. 
Comparatively� ICOs have much more “do it yourself” vibe. It is true that the industry has been 
�eneratin� a lot of consultants and service providers that enable outsourcin� of certain ICO 
processes� ho�ever� a reliable� stable� and reputable type of �atekeeper that �ould promote� 
standardi�e and streamline ICOs does not e�ist as of yet.��� �herefore� every company may conduct 
the ICO sli�htly differently� considerin� ho� fast the trends in this domain chan�e. In order to 
investi�ate practices that ICO companies employ� �e in�uired about their disclosure� use of social 
media� communication �ith investors durin� the campai�n� and �hat investment si�nals they
perceive as crucial for their potential investors. �irstly� �e asked companies about the number of 
token buyers that participated in their ICO. �hen compared �ith e�uity cro�dfundin� rounds� it 
becomes clear that ICOs have� on avera�e� more “investors” per offerin�� �ith ��� of participatin� 
companies ac�uirin� more than ������ investors �see Graph 26�. �o�ever� the number of investors 
does not suffice to evaluate the stakeholders’ participation� the concentration of token o�nership� 
and� thus� the relative po�er of professional and non�professional investors �ho invest in ICOs. �he 
vast number of contributors may� ho�ever� increase the communication costs for ICO initiators that 
have to disseminate information about the offerin� on their o�n. �hese communication costs may 
play a si�nificant role also in the post�investment period� �here lack of communication or failure to 
communicate �ith investors may lead to immediate retaliation from the community of token�holders 
in the form of the sale of tokens.

�econdly� �e in�uired� �hich le�al�corporate structures these companies put in place in order to facilitate 
their ICOs. In Chapter �� �e outline several underlyin� structures that �e identified in practice. 

�ith an e�ception of I�Os that are conducted throu�h crypto e�chan�es.
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GRAPH 30 
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with anyone, who shows an interest in in�esting. �ome o� the social media or communication applications 
signi�icantly increased their user base by becoming media�to�go o� the crypto community. �ur sur�ey 
disco�ered that most o� our participants use �elegram, �witter, �edium, and �acebook to promote their 
o��ering and interact with potential or e�isting in�estors.
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analy�ed in the pre�ious sections. �irstly, ���s are conducted by companies�projects themsel�es without 
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on �ithub. �t has to be noted that white papers also do not ha�e a standardi�ed �ormat in the ��� industry, 
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��4�2� ����I��������� ���C�IC�� O� ICO I�����O�� 

��e diligence is a process o� screening and scr�tini�ing the available in�ormation abo�t the 
investment opport�nit� in order to ma�e a well�in�ormed investment decision� �he depth o� the d�e 
diligence proced�re �s�all� depends on the t�pe and the bac�gro�nd e�perience o� the investors� 
�hile pro�essional investors s�ch as b�siness angels and vent�re capital investors with signi�icant 
bargaining power can �s�all� tailor the d�e diligence process to their needs and comm�nicate 
directl� with the team or re��est additional in�ormation���� ��ite dispersed to�en�b��ers cannot 
bene�it �rom s�ch a personal approach� �imilar to crowd��nding� to�en�b��ers retrieve the 
in�ormation abo�t o��erings almost e�cl�sivel� �rom the online so�rces (See Graph 30�� �ltho�gh 
to�en b��ers do not possess strong individ�al bargaining power� e�perience shows that the� can 
pose additional ��estions and as� �or clari�ications� �his comm�nication channel is o�ten part o� 
online mar�eting campaigns and ta�es place on social media or messaging apps� �he combination o� 
passive review and active online “roadshows” have become standard in order to gather a large ICO 
�ollowing even be�ore the ICO la�nch� 

��4.2��� �O��C�� O� I��O����IO� 

�he depth and the ��alit� o� d�e diligence also depend on the so�rces� which investors �se to 
corroborate their �indings o� a partic�lar o��ering� In the s�rve�� we have as�ed respondents which 
so�rces the� reg�larl� t�rn to be�ore ma�ing a to�en p�rchase decision� �he most pop�lar so�rces 
were ICO white papers� ICO websites� and ICO rating websites (see Graph 31��  

�t the same time� we in��ired what so�rces o� in�ormation the ICO pro�ects�companies made 
available to “the crowd” (see Graph 32�� �he vast ma�orit� o� companies created a website (�������� 
which serves as a primar� so�rce o� in�ormation �or potential to�en b��ers� �hile the high 
occ�rrence o� (technical� white paper was e�pected� we �o�nd o�t that onl� ��� ��� o� pro�ects also 
o��er a lighter version o� the white paper that provides more concise and digestible in�ormation �or 
non�technical readers�  ��rthermore� onl� ������ disclosed the coding o� a smart contract that 
represents the to�en� and slightl� more than ��� ��� o� ICO pro�ects had a minim�m viable prod�ct 
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�esides a passive revie� o� t�e in�or�ation� potential investors can activel� en�a�e in t�e 
conversation �it� ��� initiators� re��est clari�ications or additional in�or�ation� ��ic� �elps t�e� 
to deter�ine t�e level o� co�petence� transparenc�� and investors’ protection. Not all investors� 
�o�ever� activel� co���nicate �it� ��� initiators. �ccordin� to t�e s�rve� res�lts� pro�essional 
investors en�a�e in disc�ssions �it� ��� initiators �ore re��larl� t�an non�pro�essional investors 
��ee Graph 33�. �or co�parison� �ore t�an ��� o� pro�essional investors al�a�s or �ostl� enter 
into s�c� disc�ssions on social �edia� ��ereas onl� ��� o� non�pro�essional investors ad�itted to 
al�a�s or �ostl� activel� co���nicatin� �it� ��� initiators. 

Graph 33 Active Communication on Social Media & Forums 

Non-professional Investors (N=37) 

No. o� responses �ercenta�e 
�l�a�s 5 13,51% 
�ostl� 8 21,62% 
�o�eti�es 12 32,43% 
�arel� 9 24,32% 
Never 3 8,11% 
�otal �� ���� 

Professional Investors (N=8) 

No. o� responses �ercenta�e 
�l�a�s 2 25% 
�ostl� 3 37,5% 
�o�eti�es 2 25% 
�arel� 1 12,5% 
Never 0 0% 
�otal � ���� 

�.4.2.�. �N������N� ���N��� 

�n t�e �ar�ets �it� �i�� in�or�ation as���etries a�on� �ar�et participants� investors �s�all� t�rn 
to certain si�nals t�at t�e� interpret as pro�ies �or ��alit�. �i�nalin� t�eor� ar��es t�at �i�����alit� 
vent�res send certain si�nals to t�e �ar�et t�at �elp investors to di��erentiate �et�een ��alitativel� 

2��

superior and inferior pro�ects.��� �he emerging literature on token offerings has partially explored
signaling mechanisms in the context of ICOs. Ante et al. discovered that the human capital
characteristics, business model quality, pro�ect elaboration, and social media activity determine
funding success of ICOs, defined as the size of the offering. ��� �he reliability of these signals is,
however, questionable, as some of them may be faked or inflated. �he contribution by Fisch
emphasizes the importance of technological signals. �e found out that patents do not play a
significant role in ICO signaling, however technical disclosure documents, known as white papers as
well as the quality of the code represented by �ithub commits, remain significant in the decision�
making of token buyers. ��� Moreover, token buyers react favorably to non�technical signals such as
token supply, �witter activity, and use of the Ethereum as a base platform for the proposed
applications. ��� On the other hand, these signals proved to be effective only in terms of raising higher 
amounts of funding, which is a standard measure of success in entrepreneurial finance literature but
may turn out to be an obscure measure of the venture’s quality in the context of ICOs. Most of the
proposed blockchain applications highly depend on the network effect and the actual use of
blockchain applications. Simply put, if there is not a substantial market for a particular application,
the technological capacity of human capital may not be a reliable proxy of future consumer adoption.
�he transparent nature of blockchain enables the public to explore the data on the actual activity of
the users. One such source is the website State of the Dapps that tracks users’ activity related to more
than �000 blockchain applications. ��� Connecting these ICO signals to the users’ activity, and once 
the application is launched, could provide crucial insights into the actual business viability and
market validation of the blockchain�based pro�ects. �he investors are thus very likely focusing on the
“wrong signals”. Furthermore, the study by Momtaz suggests that the effectiveness of these signals
should not be overstated. ��8 �e theoretically and empirically documents that ICO initiators
systematically exaggerate information contained in white papers that give rise to informational
exaggeration bias. Since, at the time of his study, there were no institutions, either regulatory or

��� For more information on signaling theory see Connelly and others (n �1�). And signaling theory as applied 
to equity crowdfunding Ahlers and others (n ��).
��� Lennart Ante, Philipp Sandner and Ingo Fiedler, ‘Blockchain�Based ICOs: Pure �ype or the Dawn of a New
Era of Startup Financing?’ (2018) 11 Journal of Risk and Financial Management 80.
��� Christian Fisch, ‘Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) to Finance New Ventures: An Exploratory Study’ [2018] SSRN
Electronic Journal.
��� ibid.
��� ‘State of the DApps — A List of �,118 Blockchain Apps for Ethereum, Steem, EOS, and More’
�https:��www.stateofthedapps.com�� accessed 12 November 201�.
��8 Momtaz (n �0�).
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conversation �it� ��� initiators� re��est clari�ications or additional in�or�ation� ��ic� �elps t�e�
to deter�ine t�e level o� co�petence� transparenc�� and investors’ protection. Not all investors�
�o�ever� activel� co���nicate �it� ��� initiators. �ccordin� to t�e s�rve� res�lts� pro�essional
investors en�a�e in disc�ssions �it� ��� initiators �ore re��larl� t�an non�pro�essional investors
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into s�c� disc�ssions on social �edia� ��ereas onl� ��� o� non�pro�essional investors ad�itted to
al�a�s or �ostl� activel� co���nicatin� �it� ��� initiators.
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vent�res send certain si�nals to t�e �ar�et t�at �elp investors to di��erentiate �et�een ��alitativel� 
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superior and inferior pro�ects.��� �he emerging literature on token offerings has partially explored 
signaling mechanisms in the context of ICOs.  Ante et al.  discovered that the human capital 
characteristics, business model quality, pro�ect elaboration, and social media activity determine 
funding success of ICOs, defined as the size of the offering. ��� �he reliability of these signals is, 
however, questionable, as some of them may be faked or inflated. �he contribution by Fisch 
emphasizes the importance of technological signals. �e found out that patents do not play a 
significant role in ICO signaling, however technical disclosure documents, known as white papers as 
well as the quality of the code represented by �ithub commits, remain significant in the decision�
making of token buyers. ��� Moreover, token buyers react favorably to non�technical signals such as 
token supply, �witter activity, and use of the Ethereum as a base platform for the proposed 
applications.  ��� On the other hand, these signals proved to be effective only in terms of raising higher 
amounts of funding, which is a standard measure of success in entrepreneurial finance literature but 
may turn out to be an obscure measure of the venture’s quality in the context of ICOs. Most of the 
proposed blockchain applications highly depend on the network effect and the actual use of 
blockchain applications. Simply put, if there is not a substantial market for a particular application, 
the technological capacity of human capital may not be a reliable proxy of future consumer adoption. 
�he transparent nature of blockchain enables the public to explore the data on the actual activity of 
the users. One such source is the website State of the Dapps that tracks users’ activity related to more 
than �000 blockchain applications. ��� Connecting these ICO signals to the users’ activity, and once 
the application is launched, could provide crucial insights into the actual business viability and 
market validation of the blockchain�based pro�ects. �he investors are thus very likely focusing on the 
“wrong signals”.  Furthermore, the study by Momtaz suggests that the effectiveness of these signals 
should not be overstated. ��8  �e theoretically and empirically documents that ICO initiators 
systematically exaggerate information contained in white papers that give rise to informational 
exaggeration bias. Since, at the time of his study, there were no institutions, either regulatory or 

��� For more information on signaling theory see Connelly and others (n �1�). And signaling theory as applied 
to equity crowdfunding Ahlers and others (n ��). 
��� Lennart Ante, Philipp Sandner and Ingo Fiedler, ‘Blockchain�Based ICOs: Pure �ype or the Dawn of a New 
Era of Startup Financing?’ (2018) 11 Journal of Risk and Financial Management 80. 
��� Christian Fisch, ‘Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) to Finance New Ventures: An Exploratory Study’ [2018] SSRN 
Electronic Journal. 
��� ibid. 
��� ‘State of the DApps — A List of �,118 Blockchain Apps for Ethereum, Steem, EOS, and More’ 
�https:��www.stateofthedapps.com�� accessed 12 November 201�. 
��8 Momtaz (n �0�).
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TABLE 11 Investment Signals in ICOs
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� Investors’ protection 

Investors’ protection, as a category, groups aspects of ICOs that indicate good governance and 
measures protecting the token holders’ interests. The investment signals falling in this category are 
(i� a percentage of tokens allocated to the team, (ii� a presence of soft cap and hard cap, (iii� a 
presence of escrow, and (iv� plans to list tokens on cryptocurrency e�changes. 

The token allocation is usually one of the crucial aspects of the offerings. Allocating a portion of 
tokens to the team serves as a tool for the alignment of the interests of investors and team mem�ers. 
Tokens, when listed on crypto�e�changes, have a capacity to appreciate in value significantly and 
motivate team mem�ers to put in their �est efforts. �imply put, it follows the same rationale as 
allocating �onuses in the form of stock options to managers of corporations. The soft cap and hard 
cap are collo�uial terms for the minimum and ma�imum amount to �e raised in the ICO. These two 
thresholds have, however, different underlying rationales. In case a soft cap is not reached, the 
collected funds are returned to the investors, and thus, it protects investors from committing capital 
to the ICO pro�ect with su�optimal financing. The hard cap, on the other hand, indicates the ma�imum 
financial needs of the pro�ect in the given stage. It is widely �elieved that an e�cessive funding round 
may damage the incentives of entrepreneurs and pose unreasona�le e�pectations on the future 
growth of a venture ��0. The escrow is closely connected with the soft cap. �upposing that the soft cap 
is not reached, holding pledged funds in escrow guarantees their smooth return to the ICO investors. 
Lastly, the listing of the tokens is crucial for investors’ protection as it provides them with the 
possi�ility to e�it their investment at will. �imultaneously, it is the single most powerful governance 
mechanism that ena�les investors to “vote with their feet”, if ICO pro�ects do not develop according 
to their e�pectations.  

� Transparency 

Transparency �rings together the investment signals that indicate the communication of crucial 
information from the team to the token �uyers. �ecause a white paper is a primary document of the 
due diligence process, its clarity serves as an epitome of proper and transparent communication 
towards the market. Confusing, e�tensive, or too technical white papers may raise suspicion as to 
their authenticity. Another signal of transparent communication is a pu�licly availa�le code of a 
smart contract used in the offering. Token �uyers with the coding �ackground may scrutini�e their 

��0 Jason Lemkin, ‘10 Things That Can Derail A Round Of Funding’ (Techcrunch, 28 June 2015� 
�https���techcrunch.com��01��0�����10�things�that�can�derail�a�round�of�funding�� accessed �0 �arch 
�01�. 

���

quality and inform the market accordingly� �ota�ly, IC� in�estors standardly do not require
e�tensi�e documentation such as financial records, �alance sheets, financial �ro�ections, disclosure
of cor�orate structure, �usiness registration, and �otentially �roof of required licenses� This may
�oint to a �ery significant immaturity in the �rofile of IC� in�estors that is undesira�le in the conte�t
of a �ery �olatile market�

� External Validation

IC� in�estors, es�ecially the non��rofessional ones, may welcome in�estment signals that do not
come directly from the IC� initiators� E�ternal �alidation �ro�ided �y the community or e��erts may
�lay a decisi�e role in their in�estment decision�making, �ro�ided that such signals are �ased on an 
im�artial and well�informed e�aluation of the IC� �ro�ects� �ne of the most contro�ersial signals of
e�ternal �alidation is rankings on the dedicated IC� we�sites� In theory, these rankings should aid
non��rofessional in�estors in reducing information asymmetries� In �ractice, these IC� we�sites are
often accused of �ro�iding fa�ora�le ratings as a �aid�for ser�ice� �nfortunately, a listing of
renowned cry�to e��erts as ad�isors of the �ro�ect shares a �ery similar re�utation� The community
has already witnessed many cases of �orrowed ad�isors who were �romoted on the IC� we�sites
�ut, in reality, did not ha�e any connection to the �ro�ect���� Another signal of e�ternal �alidation is 
the �ro�ect following on social media� Since IC�s need to generate a critical mass of in�estors and
users, the num�er of followers on social media can indicate an o�erall interest in the �ro�ect� The
rele�ance of this signal has also �een challenged due to the �ossi�ility of creating fake social media
followers through automated so�called social �ots���� From the technological �ers�ecti�e, a re�iew of 
a smart contract go�erning the use and features of tokens could �e the holy grail of e�ternal
�alidation� Pro�erly coded token smart contract not only demonstrates technological com�etence,
�ut it significantly increases the o�erall trans�arency, ensuring that the token �ossesses
functionalities outlined in the white �a�er� These smart contracts can �e audited �y a �rofessional
cy�ersecurity firm, or they can �e �u�lished on �ithu�, a colla�oration �latform for de�elo�ers, and
re�iewed �y a �roader community of coders who can freely comment and suggest im�ro�ements of
the smart contracts through so�called commits�

��� See the discussion on the misre�resentation related to ad�isors of Storiqa IC�� ‘Caution to Potential
Storiqa Buyers READ THIS FIRST [SCAM + Poor Business Practice]’ (Reddit, 2018�
�htt�s:��www�reddit�com�r�Storiqa�comments����dyh�caution�to��otential�storiqa��uyers�read�this�� 
accessed �� March �����

Michael Quoc, ‘Identify Fake Influencers: Analyzing Follower and Engagement Stats’ (Pole Position
Marketing, 18 October 2017, ����� �htt�s:��www��ole�ositionmarketing�com�em��the�case�of�the�fake�
influencers�s�otting�inflated�follower�engagement�stats�� accessed �� March �����
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� Investors’ protection

Investors’ protection, as a category, groups aspects of ICOs that indicate good governance and
measures protecting the token holders’ interests. The investment signals falling in this category are
(i� a percentage of tokens allocated to the team, (ii� a presence of soft cap and hard cap, (iii� a
presence of escrow, and (iv� plans to list tokens on cryptocurrency e�changes.

The token allocation is usually one of the crucial aspects of the offerings. Allocating a portion of
tokens to the team serves as a tool for the alignment of the interests of investors and team mem�ers.
Tokens, when listed on crypto�e�changes, have a capacity to appreciate in value significantly and
motivate team mem�ers to put in their �est efforts. �imply put, it follows the same rationale as
allocating �onuses in the form of stock options to managers of corporations. The soft cap and hard
cap are collo�uial terms for the minimum and ma�imum amount to �e raised in the ICO. These two
thresholds have, however, different underlying rationales. In case a soft cap is not reached, the
collected funds are returned to the investors, and thus, it protects investors from committing capital
to the ICO pro�ect with su�optimal financing. The hard cap, on the other hand, indicates the ma�imum
financial needs of the pro�ect in the given stage. It is widely �elieved that an e�cessive funding round
may damage the incentives of entrepreneurs and pose unreasona�le e�pectations on the future
growth of a venture ��0. The escrow is closely connected with the soft cap. �upposing that the soft cap
is not reached, holding pledged funds in escrow guarantees their smooth return to the ICO investors.
Lastly, the listing of the tokens is crucial for investors’ protection as it provides them with the
possi�ility to e�it their investment at will. �imultaneously, it is the single most powerful governance
mechanism that ena�les investors to “vote with their feet”, if ICO pro�ects do not develop according
to their e�pectations. 

� Transparency

Transparency �rings together the investment signals that indicate the communication of crucial 
information from the team to the token �uyers. �ecause a white paper is a primary document of the 
due diligence process, its clarity serves as an epitome of proper and transparent communication
towards the market. Confusing, e�tensive, or too technical white papers may raise suspicion as to
their authenticity. Another signal of transparent communication is a pu�licly availa�le code of a
smart contract used in the offering. Token �uyers with the coding �ackground may scrutini�e their

��0 Jason Lemkin, ‘10 Things That Can Derail A Round Of Funding’ (Techcrunch, 28 June 2015�
�https���techcrunch.com��01��0�����10�things�that�can�derail�a�round�of�funding�� accessed �0 �arch 
�01�.
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of cor�orate structure, �usiness registration, and �otentially �roof of required licenses� This may 
�oint to a �ery significant immaturity in the �rofile of IC� in�estors that is undesira�le in the conte�t 
of a �ery �olatile market� 
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im�artial and well�informed e�aluation of the IC� �ro�ects� �ne of the most contro�ersial signals of 
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renowned cry�to e��erts as ad�isors of the �ro�ect shares a �ery similar re�utation� The community 
has already witnessed many cases of �orrowed ad�isors who were �romoted on the IC� we�sites 
�ut, in reality, did not ha�e any connection to the �ro�ect���� Another signal of e�ternal �alidation is 
the �ro�ect following on social media� Since IC�s need to generate a critical mass of in�estors and 
users, the num�er of followers on social media can indicate an o�erall interest in the �ro�ect� The 
rele�ance of this signal has also �een challenged due to the �ossi�ility of creating fake social media 
followers through automated so�called social �ots���� From the technological �ers�ecti�e, a re�iew of 
a smart contract go�erning the use and features of tokens could �e the holy grail of e�ternal 
�alidation� Pro�erly coded token smart contract not only demonstrates technological com�etence, 
�ut it significantly increases the o�erall trans�arency, ensuring that the token �ossesses 
functionalities outlined in the white �a�er� These smart contracts can �e audited �y a �rofessional 
cy�ersecurity firm, or they can �e �u�lished on �ithu�, a colla�oration �latform for de�elo�ers, and 
re�iewed �y a �roader community of coders who can freely comment and suggest im�ro�ements of 
the smart contracts through so�called commits� 

��� See the discussion on the misre�resentation related to ad�isors of Storiqa IC�� ‘Caution to Potential 
Storiqa Buyers READ THIS FIRST [SCAM + Poor Business Practice]’ (Reddit, 2018� 
�htt�s:��www�reddit�com�r�Storiqa�comments����dyh�caution�to��otential�storiqa��uyers�read�this�� 
accessed �� March ����� 

 Michael Quoc, ‘Identify Fake Influencers: Analyzing Follower and Engagement Stats’ (Pole Position 
Marketing, 18 October 2017, ����� �htt�s:��www��ole�ositionmarketing�com�em��the�case�of�the�fake�
influencers�s�otting�inflated�follower�engagement�stats�� accessed �� March �����
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The surve� has e�plored the value that the investors ascribe to individual investment signals. It came 
as no surprise that the background of a team and innovativeness of the project placed on the top of 
the list. �owever� when we split the results between professional and non�professional investors� it 
became clear that there are some differences �see Graph 33 & 34 �. �or instance� professional 
investors place slightl� less importance on the initial team’s background and competence. There are 
two possible e�planations for that. The sample of eight professional investors ma� simpl� be not 
representative enough to come to such a conclusion. �nother possibilit� is that the professional 
investors highl� value the innovativeness of the project� and� at the same time� the� believe that with 
the funding obtained in the ICO� a team will be able to hire additional team members with re�uired 
skills and competences. It is not unlikel�� as man� ICO teams lacking e�tensive blockchain e�pertise� 
hired their main blockchain architects onl� after the ICO closing. �urthermore� non�professional 
investors seem to appreciate the presence of reputable ICO advisors significantl� more ������ than 
professional investors ������. It is �uite natural that non�professional investors are far more sensitive 
to this signal� as the presence of cr�pto e�perts ver� likel� compensates for their lack of industr� and 
investment knowledge. The audit of a smart contract b� e�ternal parties is �et to become an industr� 
standard� however� it placed alread� �uite high on the spectrum of professional investors ������� 
while non�professional investors do not value it as much ������. It confirms the assertion that 
professional investors seem to focus more on the technical aspects of the ICO projects. �ignificant 
diversions between both investors’ groups also appear in the presence of soft�hard cap ����� for non�
professional and ���� for professional investors�� and ICO ratings on various ICO dedicated websites 
����� for non�professional and ���� for professional investors�. The soft and hard cap ma�� amongst 
others� signal proper budgeting and well�designed financial planning� as these minimum and 
ma�imum thresholds indicate high awareness of a project’s financial needs. Regarding the ICO 
ratings� it is �uite surprising that professional investors ascribe it higher importance than non�
professionals since these websites are often accused of manufacturing “positive ratings” for a 
financial contribution from ICO initiators. Interestingl�� both of the groups place rather low 
importance on a number of followers on social media that are often used as an e�tended marketing 
arm of ICO projects. �gain� this is the signal that can be easil� inflated or faked through artificial 
accounts and bots. 
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The surve� has e�plored the value that the investors ascribe to individual investment signals. It came
as no surprise that the background of a team and innovativeness of the project placed on the top of
the list. �owever� when we split the results between professional and non�professional investors� it
became clear that there are some differences �see Graph 33 & 34 �. �or instance� professional
investors place slightl� less importance on the initial team’s background and competence. There are
two possible e�planations for that. The sample of eight professional investors ma� simpl� be not 
representative enough to come to such a conclusion. �nother possibilit� is that the professional
investors highl� value the innovativeness of the project� and� at the same time� the� believe that with
the funding obtained in the ICO� a team will be able to hire additional team members with re�uired
skills and competences. It is not unlikel�� as man� ICO teams lacking e�tensive blockchain e�pertise�
hired their main blockchain architects onl� after the ICO closing. �urthermore� non�professional
investors seem to appreciate the presence of reputable ICO advisors significantl� more ������ than
professional investors ������. It is �uite natural that non�professional investors are far more sensitive
to this signal� as the presence of cr�pto e�perts ver� likel� compensates for their lack of industr� and
investment knowledge. The audit of a smart contract b� e�ternal parties is �et to become an industr�
standard� however� it placed alread� �uite high on the spectrum of professional investors �������
while non�professional investors do not value it as much ������. It confirms the assertion that
professional investors seem to focus more on the technical aspects of the ICO projects. �ignificant
diversions between both investors’ groups also appear in the presence of soft�hard cap ����� for non�
professional and ���� for professional investors�� and ICO ratings on various ICO dedicated websites
����� for non�professional and ���� for professional investors�. The soft and hard cap ma�� amongst
others� signal proper budgeting and well�designed financial planning� as these minimum and
ma�imum thresholds indicate high awareness of a project’s financial needs. Regarding the ICO
ratings� it is �uite surprising that professional investors ascribe it higher importance than non�
professionals since these websites are often accused of manufacturing “positive ratings” for a
financial contribution from ICO initiators. Interestingl�� both of the groups place rather low
importance on a number of followers on social media that are often used as an e�tended marketing
arm of ICO projects. �gain� this is the signal that can be easil� inflated or faked through artificial
accounts and bots.
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Save for the diversions discussed a�ove� the overvie� sho�s that professional and non�professional 
investors ascri�e not such dissimilar importance to the presented investment signals. �urthermore� 
Graph 35 clearly documents that in aggregate competence and transparency have more value for 
�oth groups of investors than e�ternal validation and investor protection. �rofessional investors� 
ho�ever� are e�uipped �ith professional �no�ledge and investment �ac�ground� and they generally 
have a higher ris� profile� therefore� they can afford to put less emphasis on investors’ rights. Since 
they can tap into their professional e�perience� the validation from third parties� especially on non�
technical aspects of a pro�ect� does not play such a significant role. �evertheless� the fact that non�
professional investors place lo�er importance on the protection of their o�n rights� such as  a proper 
design of to�en rights� or a proper alignment of interests �y the allocation of to�ens to the team� raises 
significant concerns. Similarly� the investment signals representing the e�ternal validation play a less 
decisive role. �ne has to �eep in mind that the ���s are largely unregulated� and the proper selection 
of ��� pro�ects one invests in is� to a large e�tent� the only measure to avoid financial loss. 
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The survey o� pre�investment practices revealed several surprising �indings. �s e�pected� pro�essional
investors are generally more engaged in communication �ith the ��� initiators than non�pro�essional
investors. �o�ever� most o� the investors rely on the sources o� in�ormation that originate �ith ���
initiators. There�ore� discussions and �uestions raised by active investors may not have a spill�over e��ect.
The in�uiry into investment signals revealed that both groups o� investors� save �or some diversions�
ascribe importance to a similar set o� signals. �oncretely� signals that point to competence and
transparency seem to have greater importance to investors in both groups than signals indicating e�ternal
validation and investors’ protection. This is particularly troubling in the case o� non�pro�essional
investors �ho lack resources and kno�ledge to assess ��� investment opportunities properly. �n their
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Save for the diversions discussed a�ove� the overvie� sho�s that professional and non�professional
investors ascri�e not such dissimilar importance to the presented investment signals. �urthermore�
Graph 35 clearly documents that in aggregate competence and transparency have more value for
�oth groups of investors than e�ternal validation and investor protection. �rofessional investors�
ho�ever� are e�uipped �ith professional �no�ledge and investment �ac�ground� and they generally
have a higher ris� profile� therefore� they can afford to put less emphasis on investors’ rights. Since
they can tap into their professional e�perience� the validation from third parties� especially on non�
technical aspects of a pro�ect� does not play such a significant role. �evertheless� the fact that non�
professional investors place lo�er importance on the protection of their o�n rights� such as a proper
design of to�en rights� or a proper alignment of interests �y the allocation of to�ens to the team� raises
significant concerns. Similarly� the investment signals representing the e�ternal validation play a less 
decisive role. �ne has to �eep in mind that the ���s are largely unregulated� and the proper selection
of ��� pro�ects one invests in is� to a large e�tent� the only measure to avoid financial loss.
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The survey o� pre�investment practices revealed several surprising �indings. �s e�pected� pro�essional 
investors are generally more engaged in communication �ith the ��� initiators than non�pro�essional 
investors. �o�ever� most o� the investors rely on the sources o� in�ormation that originate �ith ��� 
initiators. There�ore� discussions and �uestions raised by active investors may not have a spill�over e��ect. 
The in�uiry into investment signals revealed that both groups o� investors� save �or some diversions� 
ascribe importance to a similar set o� signals. �oncretely� signals that point to competence and 
transparency seem to have greater importance to investors in both groups than signals indicating e�ternal 
validation and investors’ protection. This is particularly troubling in the case o� non�pro�essional 
investors �ho lack resources and kno�ledge to assess ��� investment opportunities properly. �n their 
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case, e�ternal validation signals could compensate for the lack of the investing and technology acumen, 
and investor rights could provide them with a solid basis for their protection. 

�.�. CO�C���IO� 

�ven though the pre�investment practices in both types of these crowd�based financing types 
significantly differ, the limited surveys enabled us to uncover several common themes. First of all, 
the position of crowdfunders and token�holders is weak in the pre�investment process. To some 
e�tent, they can follow the investment signals and conduct limited due diligence. �owever, the 
sources of these signals usually originate with the project owners, e.g,, crowdfunded companies, or 
ICO projects. This brings the problem of inflation or e�aggeration of these signals that gives rise to 
the e�aggeration bias.��� �oreover, the signals of e�ternal parties pointing to e�ternal validation of 
the projects do not seem to be of high importance to these investors �whether professional or non�
professional�. In the case of equity crowdfunding, investors at least can be sure that companies were 
pre�selected by crowdfunding platforms that serve as information intermediaries. �hile there are 
several concerns about the motivation of crowdfunding platforms in such a selection, the high regard 
for the platform’s reputation from the investors’ side may force platforms to choose projects 
presented to the wider audience carefully. In the case of ICOs, the absence of information 
intermediaries is palpable. The crypto space produced several types of intermediaries that compete 
for the attention of retail investors. Firstly, ICO rating websites process the available information 
about an ICO project and generate a rating of an offering, usually awarding a project with a score on 
a simple �ikert scale �����. The methodology of rating and calculating the result is not always 
disclosed. ���  �imultaneously, the rating platforms have faced allegations pointing to rating 
corruption in the form of accepting remuneration for appointing e�perts or e�perts themselves 
accepting rewards for positive ratings from ICO teams. The main issue of these information 
intermediaries is rather limited options for drawing revenue from their activities that are usually 

 �ee �omtaz �n ����. 
For instance, ICOBench employs several different techniques to filter “bad projects”. The ICOs listed on 

their platform have to pass a ��C procedure, which verifies the identity and background of the team 
members. Furthermore, it relies on more than ��� e�perts that review and rate ICOs on qualitative criteria 
�team, vision, product quality� and an algorithm that tracks the amount of disclosed information. ��ating 
�ethodology � ICObench, ����� Bouverau et al. conducted an empirical study, which correlated the ratings on 
ICOBench with the actual ICO success and post�ICO performance of tokens on secondary markets. �hile their 
study concluded that “ the rating synthesizes public information and enable market participants to 
distinguish between “good” and “bad” projects in terms of their capital market outcomes, the article mentions 
that they were able to e�plain only ��� of variations in the opinion of crypto e�perts. �Bourveau, �e �eorge, 
�llahie, � �acciocchi, ����� On one hand, this can be ascribed to their subjective preferences.

���

�uite work�intensive, which in the absence of any regulatory oversight may introduce moral hazards
into their operation and business models�

In the context of IE�s, crypto exchanges �ualify for an information intermediary� Their role is
analogous to the role of crowdfunding platforms in e�uity offerings� As ��her documents, 
crowdfunding platforms’ role in the crowdfunding process is far greater than the simple facilitation 
of a funding marketplace� Concretely, they conduct thorough multi�stage pre�selection and assess the
economic viability and market fit of the pro�ect with their respective audience� �urthermore, they
assist with the valuation and structuring of the deal that is offered to their crowdfunders� ���her,
��1�� They also rely heavily on industry referrals and recommendations from other investors� In 
contrast to crowdfunding platforms, crypto exchanges operate secondary markets that provide
significant li�uidity for their listed tokens� Their mainstream of income thus comes from trading fees
rather than fees for the facilitation of primary offerings� Crypto exchanges, therefore, do not have an 
incentive to list and promote suboptimal or lower �uality offerings to generate sufficient revenue, a
practice often ascribed to e�uity crowdfunding platforms� Anecdotal evidence indicates that crypto
exchanges thoroughly consider the business viability of pro�ects launched on their platform� �or
instance, in �arch ��1�, the popular �S�based crypto exchange Bittrex canceled their first planned
IE� of RAID token after it was revealed that RAID founders fabricated several partnerships that
Bittrex considered crucial for the success of the pro�ect� In the announcement, Bittrex further
emphasized that “the trust and integrity are their most valuable assets” as potential
misrepresentations on their IE� sub�market could influence their general reputation on their main
trading venue� ��� Crypto exchanges, therefore, seem to be an ade�uate candidate for information 
intermediaries that may, at the same time, provide a greater chance for token li�uidity� �owever, the
moral hazard problems related to their role of information intermediary and their role as crypto
assets secondary markets are currently addressed only through the reputation mechanism, as they
are almost unregulated����

��� Anna Badyakova, ‘Bittrex Exchange Nixes RAID Token Sale at 11th �our � CoinDesk’ 
�https���www�coindesk�com�bittrex�exchange�nixes�raid�token�sale�at�11th�hour� accessed 1� November
��1��
��� Besides exchanges that list security tokens, crypto exchanges that exchange fiat currencies to crypto
currencies are sub�ect only to anti�money laundering regulations� �or instance, in the E�, �th Anti��oney 
�aundering Directive �Directive �E�� ��1����� of the European �arliament and of the Council of �� �ay 
��1� amending Directive �E�� ��1����� on the prevention of the use of the financial system for the purposes
of money laundering or terrorist financing,� is applicable also to custodian wallet providers and fiat�to�crypto 
exchanges� The crypto�to�crypto exchanges do not fall under this directive�
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case, e�ternal validation signals could compensate for the lack of the investing and technology acumen,
and investor rights could provide them with a solid basis for their protection.

�.�. CO�C���IO�

�ven though the pre�investment practices in both types of these crowd�based financing types
significantly differ, the limited surveys enabled us to uncover several common themes. First of all,
the position of crowdfunders and token�holders is weak in the pre�investment process. To some
e�tent, they can follow the investment signals and conduct limited due diligence. �owever, the
sources of these signals usually originate with the project owners, e.g,, crowdfunded companies, or
ICO projects. This brings the problem of inflation or e�aggeration of these signals that gives rise to
the e�aggeration bias.��� �oreover, the signals of e�ternal parties pointing to e�ternal validation of 
the projects do not seem to be of high importance to these investors �whether professional or non�
professional�. In the case of equity crowdfunding, investors at least can be sure that companies were
pre�selected by crowdfunding platforms that serve as information intermediaries. �hile there are
several concerns about the motivation of crowdfunding platforms in such a selection, the high regard
for the platform’s reputation from the investors’ side may force platforms to choose projects
presented to the wider audience carefully. In the case of ICOs, the absence of information
intermediaries is palpable. The crypto space produced several types of intermediaries that compete 
for the attention of retail investors. Firstly, ICO rating websites process the available information
about an ICO project and generate a rating of an offering, usually awarding a project with a score on
a simple �ikert scale �����. The methodology of rating and calculating the result is not always
disclosed. ��� �imultaneously, the rating platforms have faced allegations pointing to rating
corruption in the form of accepting remuneration for appointing e�perts or e�perts themselves
accepting rewards for positive ratings from ICO teams. The main issue of these information
intermediaries is rather limited options for drawing revenue from their activities that are usually
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For instance, ICOBench employs several different techniques to filter “bad projects”. The ICOs listed on

their platform have to pass a ��C procedure, which verifies the identity and background of the team
members. Furthermore, it relies on more than ��� e�perts that review and rate ICOs on qualitative criteria
�team, vision, product quality� and an algorithm that tracks the amount of disclosed information. ��ating
�ethodology � ICObench, ����� Bouverau et al. conducted an empirical study, which correlated the ratings on
ICOBench with the actual ICO success and post�ICO performance of tokens on secondary markets. �hile their
study concluded that “ the rating synthesizes public information and enable market participants to 
distinguish between “good” and “bad” projects in terms of their capital market outcomes, the article mentions
that they were able to e�plain only ��� of variations in the opinion of crypto e�perts. �Bourveau, �e �eorge, 
�llahie, � �acciocchi, ����� On one hand, this can be ascribed to their subjective preferences.
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�uite work�intensive, which in the absence of any regulatory oversight may introduce moral hazards 
into their operation and business models� 

In the context of IE�s, crypto exchanges �ualify for an information intermediary� Their role is 
analogous to the role of crowdfunding platforms in e�uity offerings� As ��her documents, 
crowdfunding platforms’ role in the crowdfunding process is far greater than the simple facilitation 
of a funding marketplace� Concretely, they conduct thorough multi�stage pre�selection and assess the 
economic viability and market fit of the pro�ect with their respective audience� �urthermore, they 
assist with the valuation and structuring of the deal that is offered to their crowdfunders� ���her, 
��1�� They also rely heavily on industry referrals and recommendations from other investors�  In 
contrast to crowdfunding platforms, crypto exchanges operate secondary markets that provide 
significant li�uidity for their listed tokens� Their mainstream of income thus comes from trading fees 
rather than fees for the facilitation of primary offerings� Crypto exchanges, therefore, do not have an 
incentive to list and promote suboptimal or lower �uality offerings to generate sufficient revenue, a 
practice often ascribed to e�uity crowdfunding platforms� Anecdotal evidence indicates that crypto 
exchanges thoroughly consider the business viability of pro�ects launched on their platform� �or 
instance, in �arch ��1�, the popular �S�based crypto exchange Bittrex canceled their first planned 
IE� of RAID token after it was revealed that RAID founders fabricated several partnerships that 
Bittrex considered crucial for the success of the pro�ect�  In the announcement, Bittrex further 
emphasized that “the trust and integrity are their most valuable assets” as potential 
misrepresentations on their IE� sub�market could influence their general reputation on their main 
trading venue� ��� Crypto exchanges, therefore, seem to be an ade�uate candidate for information 
intermediaries that may, at the same time, provide a greater chance for token li�uidity� �owever, the 
moral hazard problems related to their role of information intermediary and their role as crypto 
assets secondary markets are currently addressed only through the reputation mechanism, as they 
are almost unregulated���� 

��� Anna Badyakova, ‘Bittrex Exchange Nixes RAID Token Sale at 11th �our � CoinDesk’ 
�https���www�coindesk�com�bittrex�exchange�nixes�raid�token�sale�at�11th�hour� accessed 1� November 
��1�� 
��� Besides exchanges that list security tokens, crypto exchanges that exchange fiat currencies to crypto 
currencies are sub�ect only to anti�money laundering regulations� �or instance, in the E�, �th Anti��oney 
�aundering Directive �Directive �E�� ��1����� of the European �arliament and of the Council of �� �ay 
��1� amending Directive �E�� ��1����� on the prevention of the use of the financial system for the purposes 
of money laundering or terrorist financing,� is applicable also to custodian wallet providers and fiat�to�crypto 
exchanges� The crypto�to�crypto exchanges do not fall under this directive�
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C�APTER �II: PRACTICES IN T�E POST�IN�EST�ENT 
STAGE

The literature on crowd��ased types of startup financing focuses hea�ily on the pre�in�estment period
and interaction of potential in�estors and companies throughout the intensi�e crowdfunding campaigns.
Articles in the domain of entrepreneurial finance ha�e in�estigated the in�estment signals that resonate
with in�estors�57, the �aluation of shares in equity crowdfunding rounds�58, the group dynamics �etween
professional and non�professional in�estors in the pre�in�estment period in equity crowdfunding and
others. Nota�ly, these articles focus on crowdfunded companies in the time period when their
presentation is �ery pu�lic. �hat happens after the financing round closes, �ecomes much more
challenging to in�estigate since companies usually �ecome �ery selecti�e in what they report and disclose
pu�licly. As pri�ate companies, they do not ha�e any formal o�ligation to disclose pri�ate information.
The lack of disclosure hampers in�estigation on the dynamics of the relationship �etween companies and
their crowdfunders, the execution of crowdfunders’ rights, their position in the corporate go�ernance,
and their impact on the decision�making of managers. Therefore, we di�ed into the post�in�estment
relationship �etween crowdfunders (including token holders) and startup companies in order to disco�er
the realities of their mutual interaction after the financing round closes. Naturally, the sur�ey format does
not allow us to look closely at e�ery single company in a detailed manner as only a case study method
could. Ne�ertheless, we managed to extract �ery interesting information from �oth types of in�estigated
crowd��ased types of startup financing. As in the pre�ious chapter, the sur�ey pro�ided it us only with
some anecdotal e�idence that can �e an inspiration for a future, more large scale research.

Traditional risk capital pro�iders, such as �Cs and �usiness angels, remain intensi�ely in�ol�ed with their
portfolio companies after they strike a deal. They regularly monitor their in�estments, pro�ide strategic
ad�ice, and tap their portfolio companies into the network of in�estors, professional executi�es, potential
clients, and other useful contacts. Actually, the added �alue that these professional in�estors may �ring
in the post�in�estment period is one of the crucial points of their appeal.�59 Con�ersely, crowdfunders, 
who often contri�ute smaller amounts, do not ha�e a sufficient incenti�e to conduct in�depth monitoring

�57 See for instance Block, �ornuf and �oritz (n �3�)., Gerrit KC Ahlers and others, ‘Signaling in Equity
Crowdfunding’ (2015) 39 Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice 955 
<http://�ournals.sagepu�.com/doi/a�s/10.1111/etap.12157� accessed 22 Septem�er 2018, Ryan Amsden
and Denis Schweizer, ‘Are Blockchain Crowdsales the New “Gold Rush”? Success Determinants of Initial Coin
Offerings’ [2018] SSRN Electronic Journal <https://www.ssrn.com/a�stract�31�3849� accessed 2 Octo�er
2018.
�58 �ars �ornuf and �atthias Neuenkirch, ‘Pricing Shares in Equity Crowdfunding’ (2017) 48 Small Business
Economics 795 <http://link.springer.com/10.1007/s11187�01��9807�9� accessed 2 Octo�er 2018.
�59 �ismara (n 27�).
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or spend additional time on providing help to their portfolio companies.��� �oreover, we previousl� 
argued that if too man� crowdfunders become active, it could lead to a significant increase in 
communication and coordination costs of crowdfunded�I�� companies.  

��uit� crowdfunders ma� find themselves in a loc��up position since the� have ver� restricted 
shareholders’ rights, and due to underdeveloped secondar� mar�ets for their shares, the� are often unable 
to “vote with their feet” and simpl� sell their shares on the open mar�et. In contrast, companies that 
conducted I��s can design the rights attached to their to�ens freel�, for instance, the� ma� opt not to 
grant their to�en holders an� control rights.  �n the other hand, if the� pursue a listing on a cr�pto 
e�change, which acts in this case as a secondar� mar�et, the� are confronted with suppl� and demand 
powers of the mar�et, affecting the price of the to�en in a ver� similar fashion as listed companies. �heir 
to�en holders thus have a collective power to e�press their dissatisfaction or disagreement b� “voting 
with their feet,” e.g., selling to�ens on the open mar�et. In both cases, the information as�mmetries remain 
high in the post�investment period and can lead to apparent moral ha�ard situations. In the following 
chapter, we will e�plore what happens after the initial investment. �oncretel�, we will focus on how and 
to what e�tent investors and companies interact, including �i� how investors e�ecute the rights that were 
granted to them but also non�contractual “soft” pressure that the investors ma� e�ert b� interacting with 
founders� managers and interacting with each other. �urthermore, we will e�plore the perspective of both 
investors and companies in order to determine whether the obtained evidence can be corroborated. 

�.�. �����I��������� �����I��� I� ��� ���I�� ���������I�� 

�nce a crowdfunder invests in a particular campaign, her funds are transferred to an escrow, which will 
be paid out to the compan� in case the campaign reaches the target amount within the designated period 
of time.��� Investment contracts, subscription contracts, and shareholders’ agreements that crowdfunders 
concluded are in that period conditional upon successful accomplishment of a campaign. �he post�
investment position of crowdfunders is mostl� based on the contractual arrangements stipulated in the 
above�mentioned documents. �he post�investment protection of crowdfunders, to a large e�tent,  
depends on the investment model used b� a particular platform. �or instance, if a platform uses a direct 
e�uit� model, a crowdfunder becomes a direct shareholder and thus is entitled to the protections afforded 
to shareholders b� law, articles of association, and if applicable, also shareholders’ agreements. In case a 
platform uses a profit�participating loan, crowdfunders do not own an e�uit� sta�e in the target compan�. 

��� �grawal, �atalan and �oldfarb �n ���. 
��� �elleflamme, �ambert and �chwienbacher �n ���. It has to be noted that not all crowdfunding platforms 
implemented the necessit� of reaching the target amount �so called all or nothing model� but it is a common 
practice conducted b� all crowdfunding platforms that conducting crowdfunding campaigns of companies in 
our sample. 

2��

Therefore their protection is delineated mostly by the contractual arrangements included in the loan
agreement. �uite surprisingly, crowdfunders and startups also interact outside of their formal contractual
relationship, and on many occasions, crowdfunders proved to be valuable partners in the promotion of 
the product or networ�ing. �n the following part, we will discuss the position of crowdfunders in the post�
investment period, focusing on the aspects of contracting in different investment models and non�
contractual aspects of the relationship between companies and their crowdfunders.

The dynamics of the relationship triangle among a crowdfunded company, crowdfunding platform, and
crowdfunders changes significantly in the post�investment period. The post�investment role of
crowdfunding platforms is determined by the investment model in �uestion. �n the case of direct e�uity
models, platforms usually serve the purpose of a communication interface between crowdfunders and a
company. The closed investor section on the website allows crowdfunders to communicate with a startup
in a more efficient manner.��2 �n other models such as nominee and �P��model, a crowdfunding platform 
or its personnel may also be involved in the entities, which are effectively used to pool the investments of
all crowdfunders to create one single shareholder of a target company (see section 5.2.). �rom the
incentive perspective, the post�investment role of platforms may be �uite problematic. �s previously
mentioned, the earnings models of the ma�ority of the platforms generate revenue from fees based on the
overall amount pledged in successful campaigns. Besides potential reputational damage, crowdfunding
platforms are not incentivized to act in the best interest of crowdfunders in the post�investment period
since there is no direct financial incentive for them to do so.��� �or instance, in the nominee model of
�eedrs, a crowdfunding platform is appointed as a nominee entity and thus is entitled to exercise
shareholders’ rights on behalf of crowdfunders at her discretion.��� The capacity to exercise the rights of
crowdfunders is transferred to a nominee without any underlying economic interest, which may raise a
problem of the interest misalignment.

The crowdfunders become, in one way or another, formal sta�eholders in companies, either as direct 
shareholders, ultimate beneficial owners through their shareholdings in an intermediary vehicle, or as
lenders with specific rights to participate in profit and other proceeds stemming from e�uity. �hile the
main interest of crowdfunders is clearly to maximize shareholders’ value of investee companies, they are
often stripped of basic rights that would counterbalance the power of founders�management. �n principle,
once they commit funds, they fre�uently lose any formal means of influencing the decision�ma�ing
process or “voting with their feet”. �n most of the investment models, crowdfunders simply do not have
voting rights, or these rights are by default exercised by an intermediary vehicle�entity. The possibilities

��2 �uch function of platforms remains regardless of the crowdfunding model in place.
��� Paul Belleflamme, Nessrine Omrani and Martin Peitz, ‘The Economics of Crowdfunding Platforms’ (2015)
�� �nformation Economics and Policy 11 �http���dx.doi.org�10.101���.infoecopol.2015.0�.00��., 11
��� �ynn (n 20�).
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to �ote with their feet are also extremely limited since the transfer of sta�es�shares is oftentimes 
restricted� and there are only a few readily a�ailable �uasi�secondary mar�ets for trading shares in pri�ate 
companies� often attached to a particular platform. �lso� the spectrum of rights granted to crowdfunders 
almost ne�er includes redemption rights that could ser�e as an alternati�e exit option �see Table 7�. 
�urthermore� crowdfunders suffer from the collecti�e action problem� and e�en if their in�estments are 
aggregated in a single entity� it is not guaranteed that their interests are properly represented. �ost of the 
commentators argue that crowdfunders are not gi�en �oting rights due to relati�ely low contributions 
and due to the possibility that their passi�e beha�ior could obstruct the decision�ma�ing process of 
in�estee companies. ��� �n the other hand� the aggregate �alue of numerous smaller shareholdings can be 
�uite significant and should not be left without proper representation. �t is crucial to address the �uestion� 
how these models implement the possibility of indi�idual crowdfunders to become acti�e and ha�e a �oice 
in the context of their in�estments.  

�he in�estee companies in the post�in�estment period ha�e to cope with a sudden and dramatic increase 
in the number of their shareholders or at least ultimate beneficial owners. �hile the rights of 
crowdfunders may be limited� the in�estee company is still obliged to communicate with crowdfunders 
in order to pre�ent reputational damage. �uch communication incurs further costs on the in�estee 
company.  

�.�.�. ��������E���E�� ���C��CE� �� C������E� ���� C����C�E� E����� 
C����������� 

�t is not a secret that in the post�campaign period� the interaction between in�estors and crowdfunded 
companies literally changes gears. Crowdfunded companies return to their “business as usual” operations� 
and crowdfunders do not ha�e enough incenti�es to �eep in intensi�e contact with their portfolio 
companies.  �ne �enue for interaction is their in�estor forum on the webpage of a particular crowdfunding 
platform. �aturally� crowdfunders may interact or e�en insert pressure on their portfolio companies in 
two different manners. Either they execute their shareholders’ rights directly� or they adopt a “soft” 
approach and discuss or ad�ise companies on �arious business and go�ernance matters of their interest 
without any formal basis.  

�n the sur�ey� we as�ed companies what rights they pro�ided to their crowdfunders in the offering. �s 
expected� capital rights occurred most fre�uently in ������ of cases.  Considering that e�ery crowdfunder 
recei�es at least financial �capital� rights� this number is still unreasonably low. �e pro�ided sufficient 
explanation in the sur�ey as to what we consider as capital rights. �ost of the respondents that did not 

��� �hmed �n ����. 

���

tic� capital rights �� out of ��� used a nominee structure� and thus� it is possible they assumed that the
recei�er of the capital rights is a nominee entity� which then has an obligation to transfer the proceeds to
ultimate beneficiaries� e�g�� crowdfunders� �he respondents that used the direct equity model must ha�e
simply answered incorrectly or used a ���� agreement �simple agreement for future equity� without
indicating it in the question about legal structures of the offerings� �ndeed� this example shows that the
question related to shareholders’ rights offered to the company’s crowdfunders may be quite complex for
founders� and the answers may not completely correspond with the situation in their startups� �herefore�
we will ta�e the o�er�iew below merely as an indication �see Graph 38�� �esides capital rights� companies
granted particularly information rights in ��� and �oting rights only in ��� of the cases� �re�empti�e
rights occurred quite frequently� in ��� of the cases� �he other rights that commonly appear in the 
�enture capital term sheets were rarer� namely� drag along and tag�along rights that were present only in 
��� ��� of deals� anti�dilution rights present only in ������ of deals� and redemption rights that occurred
in ��� of cases� ��� of companies indicated that they pro�ided other rights to their crowdfunders� but
e�en though they were encouraged to specify which ones� they decided not to disclose this matter�
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�s indicated in Table 13� the informal intervention of crowdfunders is rather rare� and crowdfunded 
companies may �e more prone to turn to and discuss certain matters with larger or professional investors.  

�.�.�.�. ���� �������� 

Our survey unequivocally confirmed the presence of voters’ apathy among crowdfunders. 69% of 
companies that granted their crowdfunders voting rights reported that they never vote. 
�urthermore� we discovered that companies o�served mainly passive monitoring of investors 
through updates that are presented on the platform in the investors’ section. The communication 
�etween crowdfunders and companies is very infrequent as ��% of companies report occasional 
interaction� a staggering 6�% of respondent companies rarely communicate with their 
crowdfunders� and ��% not at all. The impact of the communication also seems to �e rather limited� 
as more than 6�% of companies admit rare to no impact of such communication on the decision�
ma�ing. �e can conclusively state that the monitoring of crowdfunders is rather passive� and overall 
their role in formal and informal governance is very limited. 
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did not select this option, which is rather unlikely to be consistent with their actual rights. �t is possible 
that some respondents confused their in�estments in equity crowdfunding campaigns and donation, 
reward, or pre�order crowdfunding campaigns, or they possess these rights, but they ne�er recei�ed a 
di�idend, which led them to a faulty conclusion. �hese are, howe�er, only speculations, and we do not 
ha�e conclusi�e information on why a significant number of respondents failed to report capital rights. �t 
is important to note that all in�ol�ed in�estors at the beginning of the sur�ey confirmed that they in�ested 
in at least one equity crowdfunding campaign, and most of the in�estors were contacted because they 
published their profiles by one or more in�estments on equity crowdfunding platform’s website. 

�ur prior research already disco�ered that shares of crowdfunders are often de�oid of �oting rights, 
which is consistent with the answers of our respondents. �nly ��,��� possess �oting rights in their 
portfolio companies. �e�ertheless, the in�estors ha�e a chance to at least passi�ely monitor the progress 
of companies through official reporting, as ��,��� reported the presence of information rights. �e ha�e 
to acknowledge, howe�er, that being properly informed without the corresponding opportunity to use 
this information in the company’s decision making, information rights by itself cannot constitute an 
effecti�e formal go�ernance mechanism. �urprisingly, there were other rather powerful contractual 
arrangements present in crowdfunding deals that were reported by a significant number of in�estors. �or 
instance, tag�along rights, pre�empti�e rights, and anti�dilution rights were all obser�ed by more than 
��� of respondents. �his shows that, to some e�tent, crowdfunding deals emulate �enture capital deals 
or business angel deals that are their direct predecessors. 
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�urthermore, we in�uired how often investors actually utili�e votin� ri�hts in the post�investment period.
�n this case, we were interested, whether there are si�nificant differences in an active approach to their
portfolio holdin�s �etween professional and non�professional investors �Graph 45�. �oth �roups of 
investors further confirmed shareholders’ apathy, when only 14,29% of non�professionals vote always
and 2�,��% vote most of the time and �uite surprisin�ly professional investors even less, �,�% always
and 1�,��% most of the time. 

�u�se�uently, we investi�ated how the investors follow the pro�ress of their portfolio companies �Graph

46�. �he ran�e of options was derived from our o�servations and hands�on experience with e�uity
crowdfundin� investin�. �o some extent, these options represent an increasin� amount of effort that the 
investors have to put into the monitorin� activities. �t was not a surprise that most of the investors
�9�,��% of non�professional and �4,��% of professional� follow updates provided �y the crowdfundin�
platforms. �hese are often executed also in the form of email notifications. �herefore, investors do not
even have to actively and re�ularly lo� in to the platform investor interface. �rom the perspective of
necessary effort, this type of monitorin�, hence, re�uires the least amount of en�a�ement. �nvestor forum
discussions are followed �y ��,��% of non�professional investors and �9,��% of professional investors.
�he followin� of discussions re�uires su�stantially more time and effort, and here we can already o�serve
apparently lower activity on the side of non�professional investors. �his is si�nificant since followin�
discussions, o�servations, and �uestions raised �y other investors can �e a crucial source of monitorin�
and causes certain �nowled�e spillover amon� investors of different �ac��rounds. �ocial media presence
and communication are re�ularly o�served �y ��,��% of non�professional and 4�,4�% of professional
investors in our sample. �his particular source of information can inform investors on how the company 
mar�ets itself and communicates with the �roader �roup of sta�eholders, particularly their end
customers. A�ain, we can see diver�in� approaches of professional and non�professional investors. �ast
�ut not least, some investors closely follow the pro�ections of �rowth and milestones that companies put
forward in the �usiness proposals presented to investors durin� the crowdfundin� campai�n. �ut of the
offered options, this is pro�a�ly the most time�consumin� and simultaneously the most o��ective
indicator of a company’s performance. As expected, more professional investors than non�professional
investors conduct this analysis �4�,4�% and ��,��%�. 
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in at least one equity crowdfunding campaign, and most of the in�estors were contacted because they
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to acknowledge, howe�er, that being properly informed without the corresponding opportunity to use
this information in the company’s decision making, information rights by itself cannot constitute an
effecti�e formal go�ernance mechanism. �urprisingly, there were other rather powerful contractual
arrangements present in crowdfunding deals that were reported by a significant number of in�estors. �or
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substantial investors’ apathy even in the �ase o� pro�essional investors� �e �an naturally spe�ulate that 
the lo�er a�ount o� �onitorin� e��orts �ay be as�ribe� to the �a�t that e�uity �ro���un�in� is �erely 
their si�e invest�ent a�tivity an� thus also lo�er on their priority list� 
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�e�t, we were interested in the sub�ective perspective of investors on the communication between 
crowdfunders and the companies. �gain, due to the survey method, we cannot investigate individual
cases� therefore, we framed the question in a more general manner and emphasi�ed the community of
crowdfunders as an important party to the conversation. �he results proved to be staggeringly different
for both groups. In this question, we were investigating “a potential community effect” of crowdfunding
investors on crowdfunded companies. �rofessional investors perceive communication as rather frequent, 
while non�professional investors do not observe such frequent communication. It is important to
emphasi�e that the views of the respondents are definitely influenced by the intensity of their own
engagement in the community and completely correspond to different levels of effort that both groups
insert in monitoring and communication.
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�e�t, we were interested in the sub�ective perspective of investors on the communication between 
crowdfunders and the companies. �gain, due to the survey method, we cannot investigate individual 
cases� therefore, we framed the question in a more general manner and emphasi�ed the community of 
crowdfunders as an important party to the conversation. �he results proved to be staggeringly different 
for both groups. In this question, we were investigating “a potential community effect” of crowdfunding 
investors on crowdfunded companies. �rofessional investors perceive communication as rather frequent, 
while non�professional investors do not observe such frequent communication. It is important to 
emphasi�e that the views of the respondents are definitely influenced by the intensity of their own 
engagement in the community and completely correspond to different levels of effort that both groups 
insert in monitoring and communication. 
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investors are a�solutely convinced a�out the impact. �he ta�le shows that non�professional investors are 
slightly more positive on the governance effects� however� overall� the perception of �oth groups leads to 
similar conclusions. �n contrast� when we posed the same �uestion to crowdfunded companies� the overall 
sentiment leaned towards rather minimal impact ��ee Graph 43�. 

�urthermore� we in�uired a�out concrete cases when such an impact was o�served.  �nly � investors 
could provide us with a material input� � of which stated that the direct impact is rather unli�ely aside 
from the mar�et research�related �uestions initiated �y companies.  �urthermore� in two cases� 
crowdfunders referred to the decision�ma�ing of �eedrs� a �� �ased crowdfunding platform� which may 
point to the fact that they are not a�le to effectively separate the crowdfunding platform from their 
investee company. �his is indeed a misperception that is interesting to o�serve. 

TABLE 14 

 DO YOU RECALL ANY EXAMPLE FROM YOUR EXPERIENCE OF SUCH COMMUNITY 
PRESSURE HAVING AN IMPACT ON THE DECISION-MAKING OF COMPANY'S 
FOUNDERS/MANAGERS/DIRECTORS? 

1. �hange of company name� decision for another round of funding 
2. � recall a company ��hapel �own� that regularly uses its crowdfunders’ community to access new 

products ��everages�. 
3. �ard to tell from the outside. � once as�ed for hiring a first female team mem�er in an all�male team� 

and they did hire a female ne�t �ut could �e a coincidence. 
4. � startup would have had to pay listing fees� there was a discussion� and finally� a poll that the startup 

held � some months ago 
5. �o� � don�t in a radical way. ��m sure the community suggestions are considered most of the time and 

strongly �elieve in the importance of the active role of the founders in community discussions. 
6. �o� and unli�ely to happen unless the company as�s for the opinions of the community as a form of 

mar�et research � after all� those investing through crowdfunding are li�ely to �e engaged 
7. �nvestly on �eedrs made minor changes to the auto��idder after �rowdinvestors suggested it. 
8. �eedrs regularly refine their interface �ased on shareholder discussions and ideas. 

�s mentioned �efore� crowdfunders in e�uity crowdfunding in most cases do not have an opportunity to 
trade their shares on secondary mar�ets� and if so� these secondary mar�ets are designed as mere �ulletin 
�oards where �uyers and sellers post their intention to �uy�sell shares. �rices of such shares also rarely 
fluctuate� and the price discovery mechanism does not integrate ongoing information a�out the 
performance of companies.  “Voting with the feet” as a governance mechanism is thus rarely materialized. 
�evertheless� we in�uired whether such trading occurs� and more than ��� in �oth groups of investors 
confirmed the trading of shares.  �e pushed this matter even further and as�ed investors whether they 
would participate in e�uity crowdfunding more intensively if they had a chance to trade or trade more 
effectively on secondary e�changes. �he response was overwhelmingly positive. �hat shows that further 
development of secondary mar�ets may spur an additional wave of crowdfunding investments. 
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and they did hire a female ne�t �ut could �e a coincidence.
4. � startup would have had to pay listing fees� there was a discussion� and finally� a poll that the startup 

held � some months ago
5. �o� � don�t in a radical way. ��m sure the community suggestions are considered most of the time and 

strongly �elieve in the importance of the active role of the founders in community discussions.
6. �o� and unli�ely to happen unless the company as�s for the opinions of the community as a form of

mar�et research � after all� those investing through crowdfunding are li�ely to �e engaged
7. �nvestly on �eedrs made minor changes to the auto��idder after �rowdinvestors suggested it.
8. �eedrs regularly refine their interface �ased on shareholder discussions and ideas.
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trade their shares on secondary mar�ets� and if so� these secondary mar�ets are designed as mere �ulletin
�oards where �uyers and sellers post their intention to �uy�sell shares. �rices of such shares also rarely
fluctuate� and the price discovery mechanism does not integrate ongoing information a�out the
performance of companies. “Voting with the feet” as a governance mechanism is thus rarely materialized.
�evertheless� we in�uired whether such trading occurs� and more than ��� in �oth groups of investors
confirmed the trading of shares. �e pushed this matter even further and as�ed investors whether they
would participate in e�uity crowdfunding more intensively if they had a chance to trade or trade more
effectively on secondary e�changes. �he response was overwhelmingly positive. �hat shows that further
development of secondary mar�ets may spur an additional wave of crowdfunding investments.
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When analyzing the results of the investors’ survey� �e discovered that cro�dfunders that �ere granted 
voting rights do not utilize the� frequently�  �onitoring �ractices sho�ed that �rofessional investors use 
�ore sources to collect infor�ation about their �ortfolio co��anies and also use �ore ob�ective 
�erfor�ance indicators� such as the achieve�ent of �ilestones� in a greater �anner� �on –�rofessional 
investors usually rely on less ti�e�consu�ing sources of �onitoring� such as u�dates offered by 
co��anies through cro�dfunding �latfor�s� When it co�es to active co��unication bet�een 
cro�dfunders and co��anies� �rofessional investors �erceive co��unication as �uch �ore active than 
non��rofessional investors� �bviously� this question is influenced by the frequency of individual investors’ 
engage�ent� so it is e��ected that �ore engaged investors �ill �erceive co��unication as �ore active 
than �assive investors� �oth grou�s of investors �erceived a �ossible i��act of such co��unication on 
the decision��a�ing of cro�dfunded co��anies� but overall� non��rofessional investors’ �erce�tion is 
stronger as ��� of the� dee� such i��act as very li�ely �in co��arison to ������ of �rofessional 
investors�� �evertheless� only a fe� of the� �ere able to re�e�ber a concrete e�a��le of such an i��act 
that �ould solidify this finding�  �urther�ore� �e observed that investors� to so�e e�tent� trade shares on 
quasi�secondary �ar�ets� but they �ould be �rone to invest �ore intensively if such �ar�ets �ould 
o�erate on a larger scale and �ore effectively� �his brings us to the tentative conclusion that active 
secondary �ar�ets could s�ar� a greater interest of investors in both grou�s to �onitor and engage �ith 
co��anies� �hile currently� they e�brace a rather �assive a��roach �for instance� in ter�s of voting 
rights�� 

���

���� ����� ���T������T���T ��A�T����

������ ���T������T���T ��A�T���� �� ��� ����A����

The post���� period is for many companies that conducted an ��� rather a grey area �ith a number of 
uncertainties on ho� to communicate �ith their token holders� �t is common that ��� initiators do not
consider �hat happens after the funding round prior to the ��� round� �ince the phenomenon is �uite 
ne�, and the ma�ority of countries ha�e not enacted a particular regulatory frame�ork, addressing this
phase of ��� becomes true trial and error� Although the ��� industry has been de�eloping a set of “best
practices”, they are also continuously changing� therefore, it is �uestionable �hat can be at a gi�en point
of time considered best practice� �aturally, there ha�e been many reports of ��� initiators that simply
�ithdre� the funds and �anished into thin air� �o�e�er, in this section, �e �ill not address cases of
apparent and intentional fraud and rather focus on respondents of the sur�ey, �hich continue their
operations after their ���s �ere finalized�

�������� �����A�� ��� ������A�� ������A���

�hen speaking about post�in�estment practices, �e definitely cannot a�oid the topic of go�ernance, e�g�,
the set of mechanisms, through �hich a particular organization (�hether formalized or not� is go�erned�
�lockchain go�ernance is in this respect �uite specific because it is decentralized, and, by design, it has an 
ability to automate parts of the decision�making process and implement these decisions instantaneously
�ithout the need for any other human inter�ention� �emo�ing the fallible human factor from the
enforcement of agreed�upon terms is also presented as one of the crucial benefits of smart contracts� 
�o�ernance mechanisms that are e�ecuted on the blockchain and automatically implemented form so�
called on�chain go�ernance���� The most ob�ious e�ample of the matter that could be sub�ect to the on�
chain go�ernance is the protocol updates, �hich after a positi�e �ote, can be implemented automatically
and for all functional stakeholders in the blockchain net�ork� �or instance, Tezos is a self�amending
blockchain net�ork, �hich incorporates a formal, on�chain mechanism for proposing, selecting, testing,
and acti�ating protocol upgrades �ithout a need of any other human inter�ention or implementation����

�ne significant limitation of the on�chain �oting is the scope of the decision�making, �hich must be

��� �ich�le �inck, Blockchain Regulation and Governance in Europe (�����, �������
��� Jacob Arluck, ‘Amending Tezos’ (Medium, 29 November 2018� �https���medium�com�tezos�amending�
tezos�b�����d��e�e� accessed �� January �����
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precisel� �oreseen and encoded� �hese decision��aking �echanis�s are thus� �or now� li�ited �ostl� to 
i�pro�e�ents o� the technical speci�ications o� the network�  

�n contrast� o���chain go�ernance is a set o� �echanis�s� �or�al and in�or�al� that are not encoded and 
thus happens rather ad�hoc and outside o� the �lockchain en�iron�ent� �urther�ore� the success�ul 
proposals are not auto�aticall� i�ple�ented �en�orced�� which �a� create additional co�ple�it� in the 
decentrali�ed network� �oncretel�� a success�ul network upgrade proposal cannot �e i�ple�ented 
centrall�� as there is no central operation point in control o� all nodes� �uch an upgrade needs to �e 
e�ecuted �anuall� �� all node holders and �iners� �ailing to do so e��ecti�el� leads to a so�called hard 
�ork that can �e si�pl� e�plained as a split o� a network into “old network” containing nodes without the 
upgrade and “new network” containing upgraded nodes���� �ro� a perspecti�e o� the network e��ect� a 
hard �ork usuall� has a de�astating i�pact on the co��unit�� as o�ser�ed� �or instance� in the case o� 
�thereu� hard �ork���� 

�owe�er� the scope o� o���chain go�ernance �a� �e �uch �roader than �ust network upgrades� �iscussion 
with a co��unit� on social �edia� chat apps� and �oru�s closel� rese��le a �er� political process o� 
�oting� in which parties tr� to collect su��icient support �or their proposal� �t has to �e noted that on�chain 
go�ernance is �or now �er� rare� and a �ast �a�orit� o� co�panies utili�e o���chain go�ernance in �arious 
�or�s� 

GRAPH 51 
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rationin� of collected funds to the ICO team. ���  In our sam�le, only one com�any claimed to 
im�lement such mechanisms that could si�nificantly tilt the control towards token holders. �hese 
token ri�hts were not included under votin� ri�hts as in its desi�n, and they are strictly limited to a 
sin�le ty�e of a decision, e.�., termination of the smart contract and thus withdrawal of remainin� 
funds and their return to the token holders. �he res�ondent had an o�tion to add other ri�hts that 
we did not account for in our survey, but none of them �rovided any additional o�tion. 

�articularly, votin� ri�hts were of our interest as they are the most intuitive means of control over 
the �ro�ect. �ence we further asked what �articular matters can be �ut to the vote to token holders 
in each ICO case. �nfortunately, not all res�ondents who indicated the �resence of votin� ri�hts 
describe them content�wise. � ICO initiators e��lained the sco�e of the votin� e�ercised by token 
holders. �e can assume that such sco�e is not e�haustive, and thus, the matters that can come u� for 
votin� remain rather o�en. �he matters �ut u� to vote are listed in Table 15. Interestin�ly, one 
res�ondent mentioned the a��roval of the annual re�ort and other matters at the �nnual Coinholder 
�eetin�. �ince this survey was anonymous, we were not able to identify the ICO �ro�ect in �uestion� 
however, the �nnual Coinholder �eetin�s were im�lemented by several ICO �ro�ects within the 
community. 

 �or instance, Lykke is a �wiss�based �in�ech com�any buildin� a �lobal market�lace for the free 
e�chan�e of financial assets, hosted already two �nnual Coinholder �eetin�s, where the 
mana�ement team �resented the achieved milestones, future �ros�ects, �overnance, re�ulatory 
concerns, and financial results. �urthermore, they asked their token holders to vote on the a��roval 
of their annual re�ort.��� Interestin�ly the vote occurs throu�h the Lykke website, hence off�chain, as 
this function is not embedded in the token itself. In Lykke’s case, the ICO initiators intuitively followed 
the traditional cor�orate �overnance framework, most likely for the lack of better reference. �hey 
definitely sent a �ositive si�nal of trans�arency and willin�ness to build a stron� and honest 
relationshi� with their token holders, even if such a move is not e�actly an industry standard. 
�nfortunately, �nnual Coinholders �eetin�s remain a rarity rather than a rule in the cry�to 
community. �evertheless, many ICO initiators im�lement re�ular u�dates that �ive a �reater sense 
of trans�arency and inte�rity, althou�h they are �er se not standardi�ed and not re�uired by law. 

��� �or more information, �lease see the section �.�.�. on ��ICOs. 
��� Lykke annual coinholder meetin� htt�s���www.youtube.com�watch�v���k��l���C� accessed on �� �uly 
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definitely sent a �ositive si�nal of trans�arency and willin�ness to build a stron� and honest
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�esides formal �oting rights� our aim was to obser�e also informal manners in which token holders 
monitor ��� pro�ects and potentially exert pressure on ��� initiators� �lthough formal go�ernance 
mechanisms are ob�iously �ery weak in ��� go�ernance� the presence of informal mechanisms still 
needs to be in�estigated� �he first step to effecti�e go�ernance mechanisms is an ade�uate disclosure 
that informs token holders about rele�ant aspects of a blockchain pro�ect� �oken holders are� without 
a doubt� exposed to significant information asymmetries� �n the section on pre�in�estment practices� 
we already discussed what �enues ��� initiators use to deli�er information and communicate with 
token holders� �he second step to assure functioning go�ernance mechanisms is ade�uate 
monitoring from the side of token holders so that the community absorbs the presented information 
and integrates them in their decision�making� �n order to understand the important �enues for the 
disclosure and communication between ��� initiators and token holders� we asked ��� initiators how 
the token holders monitor their progress and important milestones ��ee Graph 53�� �ore than ��� 
ascribed the greatest importance to discussions on messaging apps �mostly �elegram�� �urthermore� 
more than ��� of ��� initiators obser�ed tracking of the token price as an important monitoring 
tool� �iscussions and team updates on social media were also assessed as rather significant� with 
more than ��� in both cases� �� of ��� initiators noticed that their token holders closely follow the 
achie�ement of milestones that they presented in the white paper� �allet tracking and other 
monitoring methods did not score as highly� 

�n addition to that� we in�uired how often the respondents communicate with their token holders� 
�ince this �uestion is framed in the broader sense� we did not put any time or intensity limitations 
and let the ��� initiator asses the intensity of the communication� in general� and according to their 
sub�ecti�e perception �see Graph 54�� �ccording to the responses� more than ��� of respondents 
claimed that they communicate with their token holders �ery often or often ���� and ���� 
respecti�ely�  �hen compared to the communication in e�uity crowdfunding� it is ob�ious that 
communication between ��� initiators and their token holders is significantly more intensi�e� �his 
staggering difference in “looking after” the community of contributors may be explained by two 
crucial features present in the ��� crowdfunding model� �irstly� most of the blockchain�based 
pro�ects that conducted ���s are platforms that are directly dependent on the network effect and 
�olume of their users� �herefore� cattering to the community of their token holders may come to them 
�ery naturally� �econdly� �� of the respondents stated that their token is currently traded on the 
cryptocurrency exchanges� which is without �uestion� one of the most powerful tools of 
accountability that token holders ha�e at their disposal� �eing aware of the community�s importance� 
��� initiators are� in conse�uence� much more attuned to the sentiments of token holders and put 

�9�

more e��ort into communic�tion. �e�ertheless� the �re�uency o� the communic�tion c�nnot �ossi�ly
me�sure the �u�lity o� the in�orm�tion disclosed to token holders or �n im��ct th�t such discussions
h��e on the decision�m�kin� �rocess. �here�ore �e �urther in�uired ho� o�ten the inter�ction �ith
token holders in�luences decisions o� our res�ondents. 

�ur�risin�ly� the results o� this �uestion �urther con�irmed the in�orm�l �o�ern�nce �o�er o� the
token holders’ community. 39� o� res�ondents con�irmed th�t token holders inter�ene in the
decision�m�kin� �rocess �ery o�ten� �nd ��� cl�im � �re�uent in�luence. �see Graph 55�. �he 
situ�tion m�y ��ry on � c�se��y�c�se ��sis� �nd the in�orm�l �o�ern�nce in�luence o� token holders
is not yet �n industry st�nd�rd. �n order to h��e � closer look �t the n�ture o� this �o�ern�nce im��ct�
�e �urther �sked the res�ondents to descri�e the situ�tions in �hich they took the o�inions o� token
holders into �ccount. ���in only � �e� res�ondents disclosed ��rticul�r decisions in�luenced �y 
token holders �see Table 16�. �he n�ture o� the m�tters r�n�es �rom �roduct �e�tures� ��rtnershi�s� 
the listin� o� tokens to the str�te�y o� token distri�utions. �he results indic�te th�t only � �ortion o� 
token holders �ith ��rticul�r kno�led�e or net�orks m�y �l�y � le�din� role in such �o�ern�nce
im��ct. �e �ill �urther e��lore such �n im��ct in the section on the �dded ��lue o� token holders.
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�esides formal �oting rights� our aim was to obser�e also informal manners in which token holders
monitor ��� pro�ects and potentially exert pressure on ��� initiators� �lthough formal go�ernance
mechanisms are ob�iously �ery weak in ��� go�ernance� the presence of informal mechanisms still
needs to be in�estigated� �he first step to effecti�e go�ernance mechanisms is an ade�uate disclosure
that informs token holders about rele�ant aspects of a blockchain pro�ect� �oken holders are� without
a doubt� exposed to significant information asymmetries� �n the section on pre�in�estment practices�
we already discussed what �enues ��� initiators use to deli�er information and communicate with
token holders� �he second step to assure functioning go�ernance mechanisms is ade�uate
monitoring from the side of token holders so that the community absorbs the presented information
and integrates them in their decision�making� �n order to understand the important �enues for the
disclosure and communication between ��� initiators and token holders� we asked ��� initiators how 
the token holders monitor their progress and important milestones ��ee Graph 53�� �ore than ���
ascribed the greatest importance to discussions on messaging apps �mostly �elegram�� �urthermore�
more than ��� of ��� initiators obser�ed tracking of the token price as an important monitoring
tool� �iscussions and team updates on social media were also assessed as rather significant� with
more than ��� in both cases� �� of ��� initiators noticed that their token holders closely follow the
achie�ement of milestones that they presented in the white paper� �allet tracking and other
monitoring methods did not score as highly�

�n addition to that� we in�uired how often the respondents communicate with their token holders�
�ince this �uestion is framed in the broader sense� we did not put any time or intensity limitations
and let the ��� initiator asses the intensity of the communication� in general� and according to their
sub�ecti�e perception �see Graph 54�� �ccording to the responses� more than ��� of respondents
claimed that they communicate with their token holders �ery often or often ���� and ����
respecti�ely� �hen compared to the communication in e�uity crowdfunding� it is ob�ious that
communication between ��� initiators and their token holders is significantly more intensi�e� �his 
staggering difference in “looking after” the community of contributors may be explained by two
crucial features present in the ��� crowdfunding model� �irstly� most of the blockchain�based 
pro�ects that conducted ���s are platforms that are directly dependent on the network effect and
�olume of their users� �herefore� cattering to the community of their token holders may come to them
�ery naturally� �econdly� �� of the respondents stated that their token is currently traded on the 
cryptocurrency exchanges� which is without �uestion� one of the most powerful tools of
accountability that token holders ha�e at their disposal� �eing aware of the community�s importance� 
��� initiators are� in conse�uence� much more attuned to the sentiments of token holders and put 
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more e��ort into communic�tion. �e�ertheless� the �re�uency o� the communic�tion c�nnot �ossi�ly 
me�sure the �u�lity o� the in�orm�tion disclosed to token holders or �n im��ct th�t such discussions 
h��e on the decision�m�kin� �rocess. �here�ore �e �urther in�uired ho� o�ten the inter�ction �ith 
token holders in�luences decisions o� our res�ondents.  

�ur�risin�ly� the results o� this �uestion �urther con�irmed the in�orm�l �o�ern�nce �o�er o� the 
token holders’ community. 39� o� res�ondents con�irmed th�t token holders inter�ene in the 
decision�m�kin� �rocess �ery o�ten� �nd ��� cl�im � �re�uent in�luence. �see Graph 55�. �he 
situ�tion m�y ��ry on � c�se��y�c�se ��sis� �nd the in�orm�l �o�ern�nce in�luence o� token holders 
is not yet �n industry st�nd�rd. �n order to h��e � closer look �t the n�ture o� this �o�ern�nce im��ct� 
�e �urther �sked the res�ondents to descri�e the situ�tions in �hich they took the o�inions o� token 
holders into �ccount. ���in only �  �e� res�ondents disclosed ��rticul�r decisions in�luenced �y 
token holders �see Table 16�. �he n�ture o� the m�tters r�n�es �rom �roduct �e�tures� ��rtnershi�s� 
the listin� o� tokens to the str�te�y o� token distri�utions. �he results indic�te th�t only � �ortion o� 
token holders �ith ��rticul�r kno�led�e or net�orks m�y �l�y � le�din� role in such �o�ern�nce 
im��ct. �e �ill �urther e��lore such �n im��ct in the section on the �dded ��lue o� token holders. 
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to determine what �overnance competences� if any� are bestowed upon its ho�ders� �n the survey� we 
as�ed ��� companies what particu�ar ri�hts they attached to their to�ens� �e found that most
companies in our survey samp�e �around ���� desi�ned their to�ens as micro�currencies that can
be e�chan�ed for products�services on a particu�ar p�atform� �his may be considered the most basic 
desi�n of to�ens� �urthermore� ����� of ��� companies attached particu�ar rewards that to�en�
ho�ders can co��ect and that effective�y steer their behavior on the p�atform in the desired manner� � 
minority of respondents attached a�so contro� ri�hts to their to�ens� name�y votin� ri�hts� ��� of 
respondents created votin� ri�hts that were re�ated to the product features of the p�atform� and thus
had a very stron� consumer�oriented nature� �n�y ����� desi�ned votin� ri�hts that resemb�e
shareho�der votin� ri�hts in corporations and enab�e to�en�ho�ders to vote on si�nificant business
matters� �t became c�ear that corporate �overnance power of to�en ho�ders throu�h we���defined and 
forma� means is sti�� in the deve�opment� �he e�perience with votin� is a�so very modest since the
��� initiators did not put up many proposa�s to vote �ust yet� �n terms of post�investment
communication� we have observed a c�ear indication that ���s are si�nificant�y more dependent on 
the positive attitude of their community and thus seem to communicate more often and more
intensive�y than� for instance� in case of e�uity crowdfundin�� �he impact of the communication
between ��� investors and ��� initiators is a�so more profound since ��� of ��� initiators c�aim that
communication has such an impact very often or often� �he scope of matters in which ��� investors
intervene in this informa� manner is �uite broad as it is not �imited by any forma� ru�es� �e may 
assume that this resu�t may be re�ated to the e�istence of secondary mar�ets� where ��� investors
can “vote with their feet” and the importance of community members as primary users of the 
p�atforms that stems from the very desi�n of to�en desi�ns�
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shareho�der votin� ri�hts in corporations and enab�e to�en�ho�ders to vote on si�nificant business 
matters� �t became c�ear that corporate �overnance power of to�en ho�ders throu�h we���defined and 
forma� means is sti�� in the deve�opment� �he e�perience with votin� is a�so very modest since the 
��� initiators did not put up many proposa�s to vote �ust yet� �n terms of post�investment 
communication� we have observed a c�ear indication that ���s are si�nificant�y more dependent on 
the positive attitude of their community and thus seem to communicate more often and more 
intensive�y than� for instance� in case of e�uity crowdfundin�� �he impact of the communication 
between ��� investors and ��� initiators is a�so more profound since ��� of ��� initiators c�aim that 
communication has such an impact very often or often� �he scope of matters in which ��� investors 
intervene in this informa� manner is �uite broad as it is not �imited by any forma� ru�es� �e may 
assume that this resu�t may be re�ated to the e�istence of secondary mar�ets� where ��� investors 
can “vote with their feet” and the importance of community members as primary users of the 
p�atforms that stems from the very desi�n of to�en desi�ns� 
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�n the post�in�estment period, token holders keep tr�ck of their in�estments mostly by follo�ing 
publicly ���il�ble inform�tion. �ince the regul�tion does not pro�ide them �ith comprehensi�e 
protection �nd fin�nci�l contr�cting is not used �s � tool for mitig�ting �gency problems, they possess 
�ery fe� go�ern�nce mech�nisms th�t �ould �llo� them to discipline ��� initi�tors in c�ses of 
undesired beh��ior. �g�in, there is no st�nd�rdi�ed m�nner in �hich token holders follo� up on 
their ��� in�estments. �ince they suffer from the collecti�e �ction problem, they mostly incur the 
costs of monitoring indi�idu�lly. �he sur�ey re�e�led th�t profession�l �nd non�profession�l 
in�estors gener�lly di�erge in their �ppro�ches to monitoring �see �r�ph ��� �on�profession�l 
in�estors source the inform�tion m�inly from forum discussion ���,����, soci�l medi� upd�tes 
���,���� �nd mess�ging �pps ���,����, �hich ��� initi�tors use for the communic�tion �ith their 
token holders. �here �re t�o m�jor dis�d��nt�ges to it. �iscussions on forums, soci�l pl�tforms, �nd 
mess�ging �pps such �s �elegr�m �re �ccessible to e�eryone, �nd the inform�tion e�ch�nge is 
unfiltered. �ne m�y use it to g�uge the gener�l sentiment of the token holders’ community, but these 
tend to include � lot of “noise” inform�tion, �hich m�kes the monitoring p�rticul�rly difficult. 
�econdly, the discussions on soci�l medi�, especi�lly on mess�ging �pps, �re moder�ted �nd 
controlled by ��� initi�tors� therefore, these c�n be modified �t their �ill.  

�t becomes ob�ious th�t non�profession�l in�estors h��e not �idely �dopted � more system�tic 
fr�me�ork for monitoring. �nly ��,��� of them regul�rly tr�ck the token price, �nd only ��,��� 
comp�re the progress of the te�m to the milestones presented in their �hite p�per. �oreo�er, only 
�,��� tr�cks the ��llet of the ��� project th�t c�n re�e�l � subst�nti�l tr�nsfer of funds. �his ��llet 
c�n be comp�red to the b�nk �ccount of the ��� th�t c�n be follo�ed on the blockch�in, so th�t 
inform�tion �bout incoming �nd outgoing tr�ns�ctions is publicly ���il�ble, �lthough the identities 
of tr�ns�cting p�rties �re not. �n pr�ctice, token holders sometimes dem�nd e�pl�n�tions �bout 
mo�ements from the ��� ��llet, �hich �ere not �nnounced by the ��� te�m. �n contr�st, profession�l 
in�estors monitor predomin�ntly sources th�t pro�ide them �ith more objecti�e inform�tion on the 
projects’ progress. �he st�rk difference is �isible m�inly in the tr�cking of token prices ���,���� �nd 
mo�ements in ��� project ��llets ���,����. �t is �lso ob�ious th�t their reli�nce on inform�tion from 
soci�l medi� is much lo�er th�n in the c�se of non�profession�l in�estors. 
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with both investor groups. The corroborating evidence, in this case,  is the general motivation of 
token holders when purchasing tokens. �lmost ��� of the token�holders �in both groups combined� 
admitted that they tend to keep tokens long�term because they invest only in projects, which they 
consider very likely to succeed in the long�term. �evertheless, we should note that in price�related 
scenarios, many non�professional investors chose the neutral “maybe sell, maybe keep” option, 
which may indicate their individual approach to every ��� project. �n contrast, non�price related 
changes have a much more profound impact on the token holders’ decision to sell. Especially a 
conflict in an ��� team or a lack of periodical updates on a project can tilt the preference of token 
holders towards the sale. �rofessional investors also seem to be very sensitive to changes in the 
roadmap or pivoting of the product, which can derail the project from its original trajectory. �ne has 
to bear in mind that these are hypothetical and �uite generali�ed scenarios, and individual investors 
may diverge from their attitudes in concrete situations. �evertheless, the results provide some 
interesting conclusions. �n general, investors plan to hold tokens long�term and do not sell because 
of short�term price fluctuations. �n the other hand, the range of the fluctuations that we introduced 
in the survey is �uite conservative. �evertheless, this evidence also shows that investors potentially 
wait for much larger value appreciation. To some extent, this “holding game” reduces the 
effectiveness of this governance mechanism since token holders indicate that they are not ready to 
sell their tokens instantaneously in the event that they become dissatisfied with the project’s 
progress. �n the other hand, they generally have a rather stronger response to issues related to the 
project progress and conflicts in the project team that could indicate somewhat effective “voting with 
the feet” mechanism. 

���

TABLE 17

�.�.�.�. ���� ���D����

�irstly, it became apparent that to�en�holders have very limited options in mitigating information 
asymmetries and agency problems. �specially financial contracting in ���s is very wea� and vastly
unfavorable to to�en�holders. Due diligence process is still very dependent on potentially biased
information from ��� initiators, and an absence of gate�eepers, comparable to crowdfunding
platforms in crowdfunding, further aggravates this problem. �omparison of monitoring practices
revealed that non�professional investors tend to trac� the ��� projects on social media, while
sophisticated investors rely more on hard evidence of projects’ progress. Despite frequent claims
that the ��� mar�et is full of short�term speculation, both investors’ groups showed that they lean
towards a long�term holding of to�ens as long as the ��� project proceeds according to the plan. 
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with both investor groups. The corroborating evidence, in this case, is the general motivation of
token holders when purchasing tokens. �lmost ��� of the token�holders �in both groups combined�
admitted that they tend to keep tokens long�term because they invest only in projects, which they
consider very likely to succeed in the long�term. �evertheless, we should note that in price�related
scenarios, many non�professional investors chose the neutral “maybe sell, maybe keep” option,
which may indicate their individual approach to every ��� project. �n contrast, non�price related
changes have a much more profound impact on the token holders’ decision to sell. Especially a
conflict in an ��� team or a lack of periodical updates on a project can tilt the preference of token
holders towards the sale. �rofessional investors also seem to be very sensitive to changes in the
roadmap or pivoting of the product, which can derail the project from its original trajectory. �ne has
to bear in mind that these are hypothetical and �uite generali�ed scenarios, and individual investors
may diverge from their attitudes in concrete situations. �evertheless, the results provide some
interesting conclusions. �n general, investors plan to hold tokens long�term and do not sell because
of short�term price fluctuations. �n the other hand, the range of the fluctuations that we introduced
in the survey is �uite conservative. �evertheless, this evidence also shows that investors potentially
wait for much larger value appreciation. To some extent, this “holding game” reduces the
effectiveness of this governance mechanism since token holders indicate that they are not ready to
sell their tokens instantaneously in the event that they become dissatisfied with the project’s
progress. �n the other hand, they generally have a rather stronger response to issues related to the 
project progress and conflicts in the project team that could indicate somewhat effective “voting with
the feet” mechanism.
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It co�es as no surprise that especially non�professional investors �ay be da�aged by infor�ation 
asy��etries and agency proble�s arising in the context of I�Os. It is of ut�ost i�portance that the 
regulators clarify the legal nature of to�ens and laws applicable to their sale. A proper and clear 
regulatory fra�ewor� could establish legal certainty and serve as a basis for the develop�ent of 
effective best practices. �owever� it is �uestionable whether the strong paternalistic intervention of 
regulators would address the proble� at hand properly.  �ollowing an alternative approach� the I�O 
industry could build on a basic regulatory fra�ewor� and develop a �ultitude of self�regulatory 
�easures that would �itigate the agency proble�s at hand. �rypto co��unity is co�posed of 
individuals that highly value innovation and truly believe in the proliferation of bloc�chain 
technology. The survey� for instance� showed that a vast �a�ority of to�en�holders intend to invest in 
I�Os for the long ter�� and they select pro�ects� which they believe have great potential to create 
substantial added value. The enthusias� for bloc�chain solutions is very palpable� and the active 
co��unity could be potentially very prone to the adoption of best practices that would supple�ent 
inflexible “hard law” regulation. 

7.4. INVESTORS’ ADDED VA��E 

In the previous sections� we exa�ined the interactions between crowdfunders �to�en�holders� and 
crowdfunded co�panies �I�O co�panies�. �e specifically focused on �anners in which 
crowdfunders intervene in the decision��a�ing processes of co�panies in a for�al and infor�al 
�anner. �hile very infor�ative� we thin� that the i�pact of crowdfunders on governance does not 
capture the investor�investee relationship in its entirety. In this section� we provide insights into the 
broader category of added value that this type of investor can bring to their portfolio co�panies. 
Indeed� it is �uite difficult to precisely define the added value� therefore� we based particular ways 
that crowdfunders can help their co�panies on infor�ation ste��ing fro� anecdotal evidence and 
case studies that we found in the literature.  As �entioned before� an added value is a �uch broader 
category and �ay have a �ore subtle i�pact on the governance that is difficult to observe. �or this 
particular category� we exa�ined the perspective of co�panies� which were able to assess whether 
any of the interactions with crowdfunders provided the� with an added value beyond their standard 
for�al relationship.  �e suspected that besides investors’ ability to harness their aggregate power 
and affect the decision��a�ing processes� co�panies �ight also cherry�pic� and use the individual 
contribution of so�e investors that e�erge fro� the “crowd”. As �entioned before� the group of 
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It co�es as no surprise that especially non�professional investors �ay be da�aged by infor�ation
asy��etries and agency proble�s arising in the context of I�Os. It is of ut�ost i�portance that the
regulators clarify the legal nature of to�ens and laws applicable to their sale. A proper and clear
regulatory fra�ewor� could establish legal certainty and serve as a basis for the develop�ent of
effective best practices. �owever� it is �uestionable whether the strong paternalistic intervention of
regulators would address the proble� at hand properly.  �ollowing an alternative approach� the I�O
industry could build on a basic regulatory fra�ewor� and develop a �ultitude of self�regulatory
�easures that would �itigate the agency proble�s at hand. �rypto co��unity is co�posed of
individuals that highly value innovation and truly believe in the proliferation of bloc�chain
technology. The survey� for instance� showed that a vast �a�ority of to�en�holders intend to invest in
I�Os for the long ter�� and they select pro�ects� which they believe have great potential to create
substantial added value. The enthusias� for bloc�chain solutions is very palpable� and the active
co��unity could be potentially very prone to the adoption of best practices that would supple�ent
inflexible “hard law” regulation.

7.4. INVESTORS’ ADDED VA��E

In the previous sections� we exa�ined the interactions between crowdfunders �to�en�holders� and
crowdfunded co�panies �I�O co�panies�. �e specifically focused on �anners in which
crowdfunders intervene in the decision��a�ing processes of co�panies in a for�al and infor�al
�anner. �hile very infor�ative� we thin� that the i�pact of crowdfunders on governance does not
capture the investor�investee relationship in its entirety. In this section� we provide insights into the 
broader category of added value that this type of investor can bring to their portfolio co�panies.
Indeed� it is �uite difficult to precisely define the added value� therefore� we based particular ways
that crowdfunders can help their co�panies on infor�ation ste��ing fro� anecdotal evidence and
case studies that we found in the literature. As �entioned before� an added value is a �uch broader
category and �ay have a �ore subtle i�pact on the governance that is difficult to observe. �or this
particular category� we exa�ined the perspective of co�panies� which were able to assess whether
any of the interactions with crowdfunders provided the� with an added value beyond their standard
for�al relationship. �e suspected that besides investors’ ability to harness their aggregate power
and affect the decision��a�ing processes� co�panies �ight also cherry�pic� and use the individual
contribution of so�e investors that e�erge fro� the “crowd”. As �entioned before� the group of
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�n this chapter� we aimed to investigate how crowd�unding investors and to�en holders monitor�
communicate� and intervene in the decision�ma�ing o� their investee companies� �ased on the
conclusions �rom previous chapters� especiall� �hapter �� we expected that such investors do not
possess man� �ormal governance rights that would enable them to exert pressure on the companies’
managers� �rowd�unded companies ver� o�ten do not grant an� voting or control rights� and ���
companies have a relativel� �ree hand in determining the design o� their to�ens� �nterestingl�� voting
rights were granted to investors onl� in a small number o� cases� �speciall� in the case o� e�uit�
crowd�unding� investors demonstrated a signi�icant apath� to voting� even i� the� possessed �ormal
voting rights� �n our sample o� ���s� �ormal voting rights resembling the standard voting rights
attached to shares were indeed a rarit� �onl� ������� �espite that� and when compared to e�uit�
crowd�unding� companies and to�en holders proved to interact much more intensivel�� �lso� the
impact on the decision�ma�ing� according to our results� seems to be greater�

�he collected anecdotal evidence� there�ore� points to the existence o� in�ormal governance
mechanisms� where particularl� in ���s� the communit�� to some extent� can exert pressure and
demand intervention� even without �ormal control rights� �he traces o� in�ormal governance
mechanisms are also present in the case o� e�uit� crowd�unding� but the interaction between
companies and their investors is �ar less intensive� �e contemplated two reasons explaining this
staggering di��erence� �irstl�� most o� the bloc�chain�based pro�ects that conducted ���s are
plat�orms that are directl� dependent on the networ� e��ect and volume o� their users� �here�ore�
catering to the communit� o� their to�en holders� who have this double role� ma� come to them ver�
naturall�� �econdl�� a vast ma�orit� o� the respondents in the surve� stated that their to�en is listed
and traded on the cr�ptocurrenc� exchanges� which is without �uestion� one o� the most power�ul
tools o� accountabilit� that to�en holders have at their disposal� �eing aware o� the communit��s
importance� ��� initiators are� in conse�uence� much more attuned to the sentiments o� to�en holders
and put more e��ort into communication and execution o� their will�

�astl�� we in�uired whether investors in these crowd�based �inancing t�pes can have an added value�
similar to the venture capital investors and business angels� �n both cases� most o� the companies
con�irmed that ���� o� the investors provide them with added value in man� matters� ranging �rom
product ambassadors to networ� connectors and strateg� advisors� �his �inding allows us to
conclude that crowd�unding can� to some extent� supplement the role o� pro�essional investors�
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TABLE 20 

 Source� �da�ted from Lazonick (2010)��� 

�r�in� to fill t�is noticea�le �a�, Lazonick crafted �ro�a�l� t�e most com�re�ensive attem�t for t�e 
t�eor� of innovative enter�rise, w�ic� could �otentiall� serve as a �asis for a new a��roac� to 
cor�orate �overnance, effectivel� incor�oratin� t�e ��enomenon of innovation. ��4  In order to 
develo� t�e framework t�at would descri�e t�e innovation �rocess wit�in a firm,, �e identified t�ree 
�eneric activities t�at a firm �erforms w�en turnin� resources into �roducts or services, namel� 
strate�izin�, financin�, and or�anizin�. �ased on t�e framework, �e formulated t�ree formative 
re�uirements t�at create an innovation�friendl� or innovation�ena�lin� environment and coined 
t�em social conditions of innovative enter�rise. ��ese social conditions address t�ree in�erent 
features (issues) of an innovative �rocess (�a�le 20)���

 �s a ����roduct, crowd��ased t��es of financin� can �rovide a �erfect environment for testin� t�e 
social conditions as descri�ed �� Lazonick �ecause t�e�, �� desi�n, s�ift t�e strate�ic control to t�e 

��� Lazonick (n ��). ��0���1 
��4  See William Lazonick, ‘Innovative Enter�rise Solves t�e ��enc� Pro�lem� ��e ��eor� of t�e Firm, 
Financial Flows, and Economic Performance’ accessed 14 June 2018.   
��� Lazonick (n ��)., see also  O’Sullivan (n 82). 

Social Conditions of Innovative Enterprise 
Features of 
Innovation 

Issue �es�ective Social 
�ondition 

E��lanation 

Uncertainty Innovation out�ut and 
revenue cannot �e 
antici�ated 

Strate�ic �ontrol 
��ose w�o occu�� decision�
makin� �ositions must �ave 
a�ilities and incentives to allocate 
resources to innovative 
investment strate�ies 

Collectiveness � firm must inte�rate 
t�e skills and 
ca�a�ilities of 
multi�le firm 
mem�ers  

Or�anizational 
Inte�ration �elations t�at create a set of 

incentives for firm mem�ers of 
different �ositions to commit and 
work towards t�e strate�ic 
o��ectives 

Cumulative 
Learning 

��e knowled�e 
o�tained t�rou�� 
or�anizational 
learnin� s�ould not �e 
interru�ted �ecause it 
cumulates over a 
lon�er �eriod. 

Financial 
�ommitment Lon��term allocation of funds to 

sustain cumulative collective 
learnin� �rocess until t�e 
innovation out�uts �enerate a 
financial return 
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upon the achieve�ent of particular goals in the prescribed period� �n the one hand, such an arrange�ent 
�ay incentivize startup founders to over�perfor� and go beyond their initial li�its� �n the other hand, 
�issing the target �ay also �ean no further financial co��it�ent fro� the side of investors� As Lazonick 
e�phasizes, it is at ti�es difficult to predict how long the innovative process will last until it �aterializes 
in a �arketable product or service���� �herefore, crowd�based types of financing could potentially help 
startups to allocate these financial resources to innovative processes without undue pressure on short�
ter� goals� �specially capital�intensive startups, such as the ones in health�tech or hardware�related 
industries, which in general need ��� years of research and develop�ent, could benefit fro� the greater 
financial freedo� to design and create desired products� 

Arguably, Lazonick’s theory focuses on particular aspects of corporate governance, the aspects that can 
facilitate and create a potent environ�ent for innovation processes� �n �hapter �, we vehe�ently 
criticized agency theory and the shareholder pri�acy view for creating a very one�sided version of 
corporate governance that is not designed to create but �erely to protect generated value� 

Nevertheless, we have to acknowledge that Lazonick’s theory is, to so�e e�tent, also one�sided, as it does 
not necessarily i�ple�ent notions of �onitoring and accountability, which we cannot and should not 
o�it� �oth theories thus provide two different di�ensions of corporate governance e�bodied in two 
different approaches that are very likely to produce superior results when co�bined in a balanced 
�anner� �n any case, especially ���s could be a potential case study for testing Lazonick’s approach in 
e�tre�e conditions of the ��� industry, where an i�pact of the de�ocratization of financing and novel 
approaches to governance �ay be i��ediately reflected in the speed and output of technology 
develop�ent� 

���� ����LA���N, ������LA���N, �� ��L������LA���N 

�e indisputably live in a digital age, where global connectivity and �assive online presence of internet 
users facilitated new business �odels�  �ntrepreneurial finance is not an e�ception� �rowd�based types of 
startup financing facilitate transactions between seekers of the capital and a large nu�ber of investors 
al�ost e�clusively in the digital space� As discussed in the previous section, these new �odels of startup 
financing have the potential to tap into new sources of capital fro� retail investors and, at the sa�e ti�e, 
change the dyna�ics between investors and their portfolio co�panies, which can have both positive and 
negative i�plications� �ne of the positives is greater freedo� of entrepreneurs to allocate funds to 
innovative processes without e�ternal pressure or drastic pre�conditions that could disturb or interrupt 
innovative efforts� �n this scenario, however, we run into high risk that the less active and non�professional 
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���

in��sto�s a��ocat� ��ndin� to sta�t��s���o��cts �itho�t �ia��� ��od�cts o� s�staina��� ��sin�ss �od��s�
�h� a�s�nc� o� in��sto�s �ith in��st��nt ac���n and ����cti�� coo�dination can si�ni�icant�� a���a�at�
th� �isa��ocation o� ca�ita� to ��a�itati���� in���io� sta�t��s� �s ����o��d and disc�ss�d in ����io�s
cha�t��s� th��� is a ���� d��icat� �a�anc� ��t���n �����ato�� int����ntion �o� th� ��ot�ction o� ��tai� 
in��sto�s and d������ation that c��at�s s�ac� �o� t�stin� inno�ati�� conc��ts and so��tions� �na��in� 
�����i��ntation in nasc�nt t�chno�o�� ind�st�i�s �hi�� si���tan�o�s�� shi��din� s�a�� in��sto�s ��o�
�ot�ntia� �inancia� ha�� ��o��d to �� a consid��a��� cha���n���

�n th� t�o st�di�d cas�s that �� chos� �o� th� ����os�s o� this diss��tation� th� inno�ation and �����ation
occ����d in a di�����nt ch�ono�o�ica� o�d��� �n th� cas� o� ���it� c�o�d��ndin�� it is t��� that ���
c�o�d��ndin� ��at�o��s �s��ci�ica��� in th� ��� ���an th�i� o���ations �itho�t a s��ci�ic �����ato��
��a���o�� in ��ac�� �o������ it is indis��ta��� that th� �����ato�� a���o�a� that �o��o��d ��o�id�d a 
c��cia� con�id�nc� si�na� to th� �a���t and t�i�����d si�ni�icant ��o�th in th� in��st��nt �o����s� �hi��
s�ch d����o���nts a�� o��anic ��i�st �����i��ntation� th�n ���������tch�d o���ation st��n�th�n�d �� th�
�����ation�� ���s ha�� ��o��n that this is not th� on�� �a�� �s��cia��� �h�n �a���t �a�tici�ants o���at� 
and �a�� d�cisions in “�a���t ������” conditions� �h� ��� �����i��nt has ���n on�oin� �o� a��ost t�o
��a�s� and co��ani�s cond�ctin� ���s a�� s����ct�d to �ain����� �itt�� o���si�ht ��o� �����ato�� �odi�s�
�h� n����� o� ha�d �n�o�c���nt actions is a�a��in��� �o�� consid��in� that ���ti��� ���o�ts c�ai� that a 
��tt�� �a�o�it� o� ���s a�� ��a�d���nt o� i����a� �s�� Table 21�� �o� can that ha���n in this di�ita� a��
�h�n �����ato�s can ta�� ad�anta�� o� �a��� in�o��ation ��o� ��o� a�� �a��s o� th� ��oc�chain ind�st��� 

�hi�� ���� ���� in�o���d� �����ato�s’ hands a�� ti�d �� th�i� t���ito�� and ��so��c� �i�itations� �i����
��t� th�� ha�� to tac��� th� ��od�ct o� a ��o�a�i��d di�ita� �n�i�on��nt �ith �oca� too�s o� th� �a�����as�d
�o��d� ��ansnationa� coo���ation in �n�o�c���nt actions is sti�� a ���� nasc�nt do�ain �ith a �ath�� �o�
���c�tion t�ac� ��co�d� �o��o���� �����ato�s a�� not i���n� to contin�o�s �a���t h��� that inc�nti�i��s
th�� to �n�a�� in �����ato�� a��it�a�� and ��tain th� i�a�� o� c���to����co�in� ���isdiction in o�d�� to
att�act �nico�n��anna�� ��oc�chain ��sin�ss�s� ��tho��h so�� s�a���� ���isdictions� s�ch as �a�ta�
�i��a�ta�� and �icht�nst�in� int�od�c�d no��� �����ation to tac��� dist�i��t�d ��d��� t�chno�o�i�s and
���s� th�i� �n�o�c���nt ca�acit� is ���stiona���� �itho�t a do��t� �� a�� �aitin� �o� th� �i� ��a���s� �i��
th� ��� ��� ����an�� and �hina� to �a�� a �i�st ���is�ati�� �o�� that �i�� s�t th� di��ction �o� th�
�����ato�� action in �a�o� o� a�ainst initia� coin o����in�s o� so���h��� in ��t���n� �h�th�� it is a �aitin�
�a�� o� a h�����ss s����nd�� ��o� nationa� �����ato�s� th� in�o��ation as����t�i�s� o��o�t�nistic
��ha�io�� and ��a�d in th� �a���t ���tain� �n s�ch i��ass� sit�ation� th� �ost ���ssin� ���stion is
�h�th�� th� �����ato�s sho��d �i� not �����at� and �ait� �ii� ����o� ha�d �a� o� int�����t ha�d �a� to 
�nco��ass this �h�no��non o� �iii� ���� on s���������ato�� initiati��s� �n addition to that� it is int���stin�
to cont����at� �h�th�� th� �����ato�� �����i�nc� �ith ���it� c�o�d��ndin� that �n�o�s ���a� c��taint�
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upon the achieve�ent of particular goals in the prescribed period� �n the one hand, such an arrange�ent
�ay incentivize startup founders to over�perfor� and go beyond their initial li�its� �n the other hand,
�issing the target �ay also �ean no further financial co��it�ent fro� the side of investors� As Lazonick
e�phasizes, it is at ti�es difficult to predict how long the innovative process will last until it �aterializes
in a �arketable product or service���� �herefore, crowd�based types of financing could potentially help
startups to allocate these financial resources to innovative processes without undue pressure on short�
ter� goals� �specially capital�intensive startups, such as the ones in health�tech or hardware�related
industries, which in general need ��� years of research and develop�ent, could benefit fro� the greater
financial freedo� to design and create desired products�

Arguably, Lazonick’s theory focuses on particular aspects of corporate governance, the aspects that can
facilitate and create a potent environ�ent for innovation processes� �n �hapter �, we vehe�ently
criticized agency theory and the shareholder pri�acy view for creating a very one�sided version of
corporate governance that is not designed to create but �erely to protect generated value�

Nevertheless, we have to acknowledge that Lazonick’s theory is, to so�e e�tent, also one�sided, as it does
not necessarily i�ple�ent notions of �onitoring and accountability, which we cannot and should not
o�it� �oth theories thus provide two different di�ensions of corporate governance e�bodied in two
different approaches that are very likely to produce superior results when co�bined in a balanced
�anner� �n any case, especially ���s could be a potential case study for testing Lazonick’s approach in
e�tre�e conditions of the ��� industry, where an i�pact of the de�ocratization of financing and novel
approaches to governance �ay be i��ediately reflected in the speed and output of technology 
develop�ent�

���� ����LA���N, ������LA���N, �� ��L������LA���N

�e indisputably live in a digital age, where global connectivity and �assive online presence of internet
users facilitated new business �odels�  �ntrepreneurial finance is not an e�ception� �rowd�based types of
startup financing facilitate transactions between seekers of the capital and a large nu�ber of investors
al�ost e�clusively in the digital space� As discussed in the previous section, these new �odels of startup
financing have the potential to tap into new sources of capital fro� retail investors and, at the sa�e ti�e,
change the dyna�ics between investors and their portfolio co�panies, which can have both positive and
negative i�plications� �ne of the positives is greater freedo� of entrepreneurs to allocate funds to
innovative processes without e�ternal pressure or drastic pre�conditions that could disturb or interrupt
innovative efforts� �n this scenario, however, we run into high risk that the less active and non�professional
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in��sto�s a��ocat� ��ndin� to sta�t��s���o��cts �itho�t �ia��� ��od�cts o� s�staina��� ��sin�ss �od��s� 
�h� a�s�nc� o� in��sto�s �ith in��st��nt ac���n and ����cti�� coo�dination can si�ni�icant�� a���a�at� 
th� �isa��ocation o� ca�ita� to ��a�itati���� in���io� sta�t��s� �s ����o��d and disc�ss�d in ����io�s 
cha�t��s� th��� is a ���� d��icat� �a�anc� ��t���n �����ato�� int����ntion �o� th� ��ot�ction o� ��tai� 
in��sto�s and d������ation that c��at�s s�ac� �o� t�stin� inno�ati�� conc��ts and so��tions� �na��in� 
�����i��ntation in nasc�nt t�chno�o�� ind�st�i�s �hi�� si���tan�o�s�� shi��din� s�a�� in��sto�s ��o� 
�ot�ntia� �inancia� ha�� ��o��d to �� a consid��a��� cha���n��� 

�n th� t�o st�di�d cas�s that �� chos� �o� th� ����os�s o� this diss��tation� th� inno�ation and �����ation 
occ����d in a di�����nt ch�ono�o�ica� o�d��� �n th� cas� o� ���it� c�o�d��ndin�� it is t��� that ��� 
c�o�d��ndin� ��at�o��s �s��ci�ica��� in th� ��� ���an th�i� o���ations �itho�t a s��ci�ic �����ato�� 
��a���o�� in ��ac�� �o������ it is indis��ta��� that th� �����ato�� a���o�a� that �o��o��d ��o�id�d a 
c��cia� con�id�nc� si�na� to th� �a���t and t�i�����d si�ni�icant ��o�th in th� in��st��nt �o����s� �hi�� 
s�ch d����o���nts a�� o��anic ��i�st �����i��ntation� th�n ���������tch�d o���ation st��n�th�n�d �� th� 
�����ation�� ���s ha�� ��o��n that this is not th� on�� �a�� �s��cia��� �h�n �a���t �a�tici�ants o���at� 
and �a�� d�cisions in  “�a���t ������” conditions� �h� ��� �����i��nt has ���n on�oin� �o� a��ost t�o 
��a�s� and co��ani�s cond�ctin� ���s a�� s����ct�d to �ain����� �itt�� o���si�ht ��o� �����ato�� �odi�s� 
�h� n����� o� ha�d �n�o�c���nt actions is a�a��in��� �o�� consid��in� that ���ti��� ���o�ts c�ai� that a 
��tt�� �a�o�it� o� ���s a�� ��a�d���nt o� i����a� �s�� Table 21��  �o� can that ha���n in this di�ita� a�� 
�h�n �����ato�s can ta�� ad�anta�� o� �a��� in�o��ation ��o� ��o� a�� �a��s o� th� ��oc�chain ind�st���  

�hi�� ���� ���� in�o���d� �����ato�s’ hands a�� ti�d �� th�i� t���ito�� and ��so��c� �i�itations� �i���� 
��t� th�� ha�� to tac��� th� ��od�ct o� a ��o�a�i��d di�ita� �n�i�on��nt �ith �oca� too�s o� th� �a�����as�d 
�o��d� ��ansnationa� coo���ation in �n�o�c���nt actions is sti�� a ���� nasc�nt do�ain �ith a �ath�� �o� 
���c�tion t�ac� ��co�d� �o��o���� �����ato�s a�� not i���n� to contin�o�s �a���t h��� that inc�nti�i��s 
th�� to �n�a�� in �����ato�� a��it�a�� and ��tain th� i�a�� o� c���to����co�in� ���isdiction in o�d�� to 
att�act �nico�n��anna�� ��oc�chain ��sin�ss�s� ��tho��h so�� s�a���� ���isdictions� s�ch as �a�ta� 
�i��a�ta�� and �icht�nst�in� int�od�c�d no��� �����ation to tac��� dist�i��t�d ��d��� t�chno�o�i�s and 
���s� th�i� �n�o�c���nt ca�acit� is ���stiona���� �itho�t a do��t� �� a�� �aitin� �o� th� �i� ��a���s� �i�� 
th� ��� ��� ����an�� and �hina� to �a�� a �i�st ���is�ati�� �o�� that �i�� s�t th� di��ction �o� th� 
�����ato�� action in �a�o� o� a�ainst initia� coin o����in�s o� so���h��� in ��t���n� �h�th�� it is a �aitin� 
�a�� o� a h�����ss s����nd�� ��o� nationa� �����ato�s� th� in�o��ation as����t�i�s� o��o�t�nistic 
��ha�io�� and ��a�d in th� �a���t ���tain� �n s�ch i��ass� sit�ation� th� �ost ���ssin� ���stion is 
�h�th�� th� �����ato�s sho��d �i� not �����at� and �ait� �ii� ����o� ha�d �a� o� int�����t ha�d �a� to 
�nco��ass this �h�no��non o� �iii� ���� on s���������ato�� initiati��s� �n addition to that� it is int���stin� 
to cont����at� �h�th�� th� �����ato�� �����i�nc� �ith ���it� c�o�d��ndin� that �n�o�s ���a� c��taint� 
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for a fe� �ears could dra� so�e i��ortant lessons also for the ��� industr�� as the evolution of these t�o 
�heno�ena occurred in rather different �anners�  

�trictl� s�ea�in�� the as�ects of ��� that ver� li�el� caused the boo� of the �ar�et and� si�ultaneousl�� 
�ade it harder to re�ulate it� es�eciall� the �lobal availabilit� of ��� investin� and active secondar� 
�ar�ets� are the as�ects that equit� cro�dfundin� activel� strives to achieve� �t turns out that the 
fra��entation of equit� cro�dfundin� �ar�ets si��lified the �or� of re�ulators that did not have to thin� 
about cross�border offerin�s at first� �ntil the �oint� the inco��atibilit� of cro�dfundin� re�i�es clearl� 
started to obstruct the intentions of co��anies and investors to invest on a cross�border basis� �urrentl�� 
this see�s to be one of the �ost �ressin� issues in equit� cro�dfundin�� 

�hen loo�in� at both case studies� side b� side� one �a� notice that both �ossess different in�redients of 
the “sauce” and both strive for the qualities of the other �ithout losin� their stren�ths� �quit� 
cro�dfundin� sta�eholders call for broader international �ar�et inte�ration and �ore active secondar� 
�ar�ets� �hile �lobal ���s de�and basic re�ulator� fra�e�or� co�bined �ith self�re�ulation that �ould 
�rovide ele�entar� trans�arenc� on the �ar�et and �rotection for vulnerable retail investors� 

TABLE 21 

Date Country Authority Enforcement Action Subjects of EA 
1. �� ��� �ease � �esist �rder �loc��it 
2. ���������� ��it�erland ����� �sset �ree�e and 

subsequent �iquidation 
�roceedin�s 

���� ��� ��� 
�ssociation� �i�ital 
�radin� �� and �arcelco 
�rou� �� ���� ��coin� 

3. ���������� �� �� �istrict 
�ourt for the 
�orthern 
�istrict of 
�alifornia 

�rivate��lass �ction �e�os ����� 

4. ���������� �� ��� �sset �ree�e� �ivil and 
�ri�inal �ction 

�le�coin����� 

5. ���������� �� ��� �ease and �esist �rder �unchee� �nc� ����� 
6. ���������� �� ���� 

��laintiff�� �� 
�istrict �ourt 
of ��  

�ction �he �ntre�reneurs 
�eadquarters �td� 

7. ���������� �� ���� 
��laintiff� 

�ivil �ction and 
�ri�inal �ction 

�abba�e�ech� �or�� d�b�a 
�oin �ro� �ar�ets 

8. ���������� �� ���� 
��laintiff� 

�sset �ree�e and �ivil 
and �ri�inal �ction 

�� �i� �oin �a�� �nc� 

9. ���������� �� ��� �ivil and �ri�inal 
�ction 

�entra �ech� �nc� ��entra� 

10. �tarted 
����������

�� ����� and 
state�level 
securities 

�ostl� �ease � �esist 
�rders or �nfor�ation 
�etter �e�ands 

�� e�chan�es and �� ��� 
issuers �the current 
nu�ber �a� be hi�her� 

����

����������������
��������������

11. ����������� ���������� ���� ������������������� ������������������������
��������������������

12. ����������� ���������� ���� ����������������������� �������������������
13. ����������� ������������ ������ �������������������

������������������������
������������

����������������

14. ������
���������
�����

��� ����������
������
����������
���������
������������
�������
������������
�������

������������������������
�����������������������

�����������

15. ����������� ��� ���� ����������������������� ���������
16. ����������� ��� ���� ����������������������� ������������������������
17. ����������� ��� ���� ��������������������������

������������������������
����

18. ����������� ��� ���� �������������������������
����������������
���������������������
������

�����������������
������������������

19. ����������� ��� ���� �����������������������
����������������

�������������������������

20. ����������� ��� ���� �����������������������
–�����������������������
��������������������

�����������

21. ����������� ��� ���� �����������������������
��������

����������������������

22. ����������� ��� ���� ��������������
���������������������
�����������

���������������

23. ����������� ��� ���� ����������������
���������������

������������������

24. ����������� ��� ���� �����������������������
�������������������������
�����������

���������

25. ����������� ��� ���� ���������������������
������

����������������������������

26. ����������� ��� ���� ��������������
���������������

����������������������

27. ����������� ��� ���� �����������������������
����������

���������������������������

�

�

�
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for a fe� �ears could dra� so�e i��ortant lessons also for the ��� industr�� as the evolution of these t�o
�heno�ena occurred in rather different �anners� 

�trictl� s�ea�in�� the as�ects of ��� that ver� li�el� caused the boo� of the �ar�et and� si�ultaneousl��
�ade it harder to re�ulate it� es�eciall� the �lobal availabilit� of ��� investin� and active secondar�
�ar�ets� are the as�ects that equit� cro�dfundin� activel� strives to achieve� �t turns out that the
fra��entation of equit� cro�dfundin� �ar�ets si��lified the �or� of re�ulators that did not have to thin�
about cross�border offerin�s at first� �ntil the �oint� the inco��atibilit� of cro�dfundin� re�i�es clearl�
started to obstruct the intentions of co��anies and investors to invest on a cross�border basis� �urrentl��
this see�s to be one of the �ost �ressin� issues in equit� cro�dfundin��

�hen loo�in� at both case studies� side b� side� one �a� notice that both �ossess different in�redients of
the “sauce” and both strive for the qualities of the other �ithout losin� their stren�ths� �quit� 
cro�dfundin� sta�eholders call for broader international �ar�et inte�ration and �ore active secondar�
�ar�ets� �hile �lobal ���s de�and basic re�ulator� fra�e�or� co�bined �ith self�re�ulation that �ould
�rovide ele�entar� trans�arenc� on the �ar�et and �rotection for vulnerable retail investors�

TABLE 21

Date Country Authority Enforcement Action Subjects of EA
1. �� ��� �ease � �esist �rder �loc��it
2. ���������� ��it�erland ����� �sset �ree�e and

subsequent �iquidation
�roceedin�s

���� ��� ��� 
�ssociation� �i�ital
�radin� �� and �arcelco 
�rou� �� ���� ��coin�

3. ���������� �� �� �istrict 
�ourt for the
�orthern
�istrict of 
�alifornia

�rivate��lass �ction �e�os �����

4. ���������� �� ��� �sset �ree�e� �ivil and 
�ri�inal �ction

�le�coin�����

5. ���������� �� ��� �ease and �esist �rder �unchee� �nc� �����
6. ���������� �� ���� 

��laintiff�� ��
�istrict �ourt 
of ��

�ction �he �ntre�reneurs 
�eadquarters �td�

7. ���������� �� ���� 
��laintiff�

�ivil �ction and 
�ri�inal �ction

�abba�e�ech� �or�� d�b�a
�oin �ro� �ar�ets

8. ���������� �� ���� 
��laintiff�

�sset �ree�e and �ivil
and �ri�inal �ction

�� �i� �oin �a�� �nc�

9. ���������� �� ��� �ivil and �ri�inal
�ction

�entra �ech� �nc� ��entra�

10. �tarted 
����������

�� ����� and 
state�level 
securities

�ostl� �ease � �esist 
�rders or �nfor�ation
�etter �e�ands

�� e�chan�es and �� ���
issuers �the current
nu�ber �a� be hi�her�

����

����������������
��������������

11. ����������� ���������� ���� ������������������� ������������������������
��������������������

12. ����������� ���������� ���� ����������������������� �������������������
13. ����������� ������������ ������ �������������������

������������������������
������������

����������������

14. ������
���������
�����

��� ����������
������
����������
���������
������������
�������
������������
�������

������������������������
�����������������������

�����������

15. ����������� ��� ���� ����������������������� ���������
16. ����������� ��� ���� ����������������������� ������������������������
17. ����������� ��� ���� ��������������������������

������������������������
����

18. ����������� ��� ���� �������������������������
����������������
���������������������
������

�����������������
������������������

19. ����������� ��� ���� �����������������������
����������������

�������������������������

20. ����������� ��� ���� �����������������������
–�����������������������
��������������������

�����������

21. ����������� ��� ���� �����������������������
��������

����������������������

22. ����������� ��� ���� ��������������
���������������������
�����������

���������������

23. ����������� ��� ���� ����������������
���������������

������������������

24. ����������� ��� ���� �����������������������
�������������������������
�����������

���������

25. ����������� ��� ���� ���������������������
������

����������������������������

26. ����������� ��� ���� ��������������
���������������

����������������������

27. ����������� ��� ���� �����������������������
����������

���������������������������

�

�

�

�
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8.2.1. “WAIT A�D SEE” APPROACH 

“Wait and see” approach is the one that most regulators subscribed to in the context of initial coin 
offerings. Arguably, there have been some enforcement actions, such as a few criminal proceedings, 
class actions, or regulatory warnings (see Table 21).  �or instance, now almost notorious SEC reports 
in The DAO case��9, and Munchee Inc.�8� case have become �uasi�guidelines for avoiding onerous 
securities regulations. �awyers of ICO pro�ects have been engaging in long debates about various 
interpretations that even resulted in self�made tools rating the likelihood of the pro�ect to be 
sub�ected to securities regulations.�81  �otably, SEC fiercely continues with enforcement actions,  
further broadening the scope of their enforcement actions. In the case of e�uity crowdfunding, 
countries with securities regulation that at least partially enabled e�uity crowdfunding offerings or 
their e�uivalents started to cooperate with market actors on the regulation �uite �uickly. �or 
instance, in the ��, e�uity crowdfunding existed since 2�11, and the regulator ad�usted the legal 
framework already in 2�13. Moreover, crowdfunding platforms, the industry gatekeepers, had to 
cooperate with regulators in order to achieve mutually acceptable regulatory outcomes and to make 
sure that regulators would not call into �uestion the legality of their operations. In the blockchain 
industry, there is not a unified view on who occupies the leadership position and has a sufficient 
influence to set the direction for the ma�ority of the market participants. 

This lack of gatekeepers that could streamline ICO activities in the same way as crowdfunding 
platforms makes it harder for regulators to identify, communicate, and potentially negotiate with 
industry representatives. Moreover, wait and see approach does have an underlying rationale. It is 
possible that the market that is replete with dishonest actors and fraudulent transactions, a market 
where trust is an absent commodity, may eventually collapse on its own. One must remember that 
any regulatory or enforcement actions have transaction costs of their own that regulators may avoid 
if they do not act prematurely. �evertheless, this approach may continue only as long. There are 
currently several indications that the ICO market will not suffer “the death by its own hand”. Even 
though the ICO market significantly slowed down in 2�19, ICO s and its variations continue to appear.  
Institutional investors have been more or less publicly showing an increasing interest in this market.  

��9 SEC, ‘Report of Investigation Pursuant to Section 21(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934: The DAO’ 
(2�1�) �http:��www.virtualschool.edu�mon�Economics�SmartContracts.html.� accessed 2� August 2�18. 
�8� SEC, ‘Order Instituing Cease�and Desist Proceedings Pursuant to Section 8A of the Securities Act of 1933, 
Making �indings, and Imposing a Cease�and�Desist Order in the Matter of Munchee Inc.’ (n 481). 
�81 ‘Expert Opinion Based on D&P Analytical Tool: Howey Test Digital Token Design’ 
�https:��crowdsale.stori�a.com�static�docs�token�design�howey�test.pdf� accessed 2� August 2�18. 

�1�

The recent study of Thomson Reuters reports that 20� of their clients� institutional investors are
seriously considering entering the crypto trading market.��2

For instance, George Soros Fund Management��� and Venrock, a venture capital arm of Rockefeller’s
family, announced their intention to enter crypto markets.��� Furthermore, Goldman Sachs, leading
investment banking, securities, and investment management firm have recently created a digital
assets management unit and hired its first professional crypto traders. ��5 Traditional stock
exchanges also seem rather crypto positive. NASDAQ, for example, has forged a partnership with
Gemini, the crypto�exchange of Winklevoss brothers,��� and NASDAQ’s CEO confirmed that if the 
crypto market keeps developing at the current pace, they would consider creating their very own
crypto trading venue.��� Current players on the crypto market also expect the entry of institutional
funding. For instance, Coinbase, arguably the largest crypto exchange in the world with more than 20
billion assets under management, launched in July 201� special custody and broker services for a 
wide range of financial institutions.��� Arguably, the entrance of institutional investors into crypto
space could provide the decisive market validation that crypto enthusiasts have been waiting for so 
long. In that case, wait and see approach from the regulatory perspective would be futile or even
inefficient. 

Nevertheless, institutional investors need some regulatory certainty in order to throw themselves in
the crypto arena, mostly due to the accountability that they owe to their own investors and the
restrictive nature of their investment mandates. They may, therefore, put a lobby pressure on the
regulators to advance their regulatory efforts in the crypto space rather sooner than later. From
initial signals that the institutional investors sent to the market, it seems likely that they will first join

��2 Lea Nonninger, ‘1 in 5 Financial Institutions May Launch Crypto Trading Services’ Business Insider (25 
April 201�� <https://www.businessinsider.com/1�in�5�financial�institutions�may�launch�crypto�trading�
services�201����international�true�r��S�IR�T> accessed 20 August 201�.
��� Alastair Marsh, Saijel Kishan and Katherine Burton, ‘George Soros Prepares to Trade Cryptocurrencies’
Bloomberg (� April 201�� <https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/201��0��0�/george�soros�
prepares�to�trade�cryptocurrencies�as�prices�plunge> accessed 20 August 201�.
��� David Pakman, ‘The Crypto Mission’ (Venrock, 6 April 2018, April � <https://www.venrock.com/the�
crypto�mission/> accessed 20 August 201�.
��5 Molly Jane Zuckerman, ‘Goldman Sachs Hires Crypto Trader As VP Of Digital Assets “In Response To Client
Interest”’ (Cointelegraph, 23 April 2018, 2� April 201�� <https://cointelegraph.com/news/goldman�sachs�
hires�crypto�trader�as�vp�of�digital�assets�in�response�to�client�interest> accessed 20 August 201�.
��� Matthew Leising and Nick Baker, ‘Winklevoss Twins Hire Nasdaq to Watch for Crypto Cheaters’ Bloomberg
(25 April 201�� <https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/201��0��25/winklevoss�twins�hire�nasdaq�
to�keep�cheaters�off�crypto�market> accessed 20 August 201�.
��� Kate Rooney, ‘Nasdaq Is Open to Becoming Cryptocurrency Exchange, CEO Says’ (CNBC, 28 April 2018�
<https://www.cnbc.com/201�/0�/25/nasdaq�is�open�to�becoming�cryptocurrency�exchange�ceo�
says.html> accessed 20 August 201�.
��� See Coinbase, ‘Coinbase Custody’ <https://custody.coinbase.com/> accessed 25 January 2020.
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8.2.1. “WAIT A�D SEE” APPROACH

“Wait and see” approach is the one that most regulators subscribed to in the context of initial coin
offerings. Arguably, there have been some enforcement actions, such as a few criminal proceedings,
class actions, or regulatory warnings (see Table 21). �or instance, now almost notorious SEC reports
in The DAO case��9, and Munchee Inc.�8� case have become �uasi�guidelines for avoiding onerous
securities regulations. �awyers of ICO pro�ects have been engaging in long debates about various
interpretations that even resulted in self�made tools rating the likelihood of the pro�ect to be
sub�ected to securities regulations.�81 �otably, SEC fiercely continues with enforcement actions,
further broadening the scope of their enforcement actions. In the case of e�uity crowdfunding,
countries with securities regulation that at least partially enabled e�uity crowdfunding offerings or
their e�uivalents started to cooperate with market actors on the regulation �uite �uickly. �or
instance, in the ��, e�uity crowdfunding existed since 2�11, and the regulator ad�usted the legal
framework already in 2�13. Moreover, crowdfunding platforms, the industry gatekeepers, had to
cooperate with regulators in order to achieve mutually acceptable regulatory outcomes and to make
sure that regulators would not call into �uestion the legality of their operations. In the blockchain
industry, there is not a unified view on who occupies the leadership position and has a sufficient
influence to set the direction for the ma�ority of the market participants.

This lack of gatekeepers that could streamline ICO activities in the same way as crowdfunding
platforms makes it harder for regulators to identify, communicate, and potentially negotiate with
industry representatives. Moreover, wait and see approach does have an underlying rationale. It is
possible that the market that is replete with dishonest actors and fraudulent transactions, a market 
where trust is an absent commodity, may eventually collapse on its own. One must remember that
any regulatory or enforcement actions have transaction costs of their own that regulators may avoid
if they do not act prematurely. �evertheless, this approach may continue only as long. There are 
currently several indications that the ICO market will not suffer “the death by its own hand”. Even
though the ICO market significantly slowed down in 2�19, ICO s and its variations continue to appear.
Institutional investors have been more or less publicly showing an increasing interest in this market. 

��9 SEC, ‘Report of Investigation Pursuant to Section 21(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934: The DAO’
(2�1�) �http:��www.virtualschool.edu�mon�Economics�SmartContracts.html.� accessed 2� August 2�18.
�8� SEC, ‘Order Instituing Cease�and Desist Proceedings Pursuant to Section 8A of the Securities Act of 1933,
Making �indings, and Imposing a Cease�and�Desist Order in the Matter of Munchee Inc.’ (n 481).
�81 ‘Expert Opinion Based on D&P Analytical Tool: Howey Test Digital Token Design’
�https:��crowdsale.stori�a.com�static�docs�token�design�howey�test.pdf� accessed 2� August 2�18.

�1�

The recent study of Thomson Reuters reports that 20� of their clients� institutional investors are 
seriously considering entering the crypto trading market.��2 

For instance, George Soros Fund Management��� and Venrock, a venture capital arm of Rockefeller’s 
family, announced their intention to enter crypto markets.��� Furthermore, Goldman Sachs, leading 
investment banking, securities, and investment management firm have recently created a digital 
assets management unit and hired its first professional crypto traders. ��5  Traditional stock 
exchanges also seem rather crypto positive. NASDAQ, for example, has forged a partnership with 
Gemini, the crypto�exchange of Winklevoss brothers,��� and NASDAQ’s CEO confirmed that if the 
crypto market keeps developing at the current pace, they would consider creating their very own 
crypto trading venue.��� Current players on the crypto market also expect the entry of institutional 
funding. For instance, Coinbase, arguably the largest crypto exchange in the world with more than 20 
billion assets under management, launched in July 201� special custody and broker services for a 
wide range of financial institutions.��� Arguably, the entrance of institutional investors into crypto 
space could provide the decisive market validation that crypto enthusiasts have been waiting for so 
long. In that case, wait and see approach from the regulatory perspective would be futile or even 
inefficient.  

Nevertheless, institutional investors need some regulatory certainty in order to throw themselves in 
the crypto arena, mostly due to the accountability that they owe to their own investors and the 
restrictive nature of their investment mandates. They may, therefore, put a lobby pressure on the 
regulators to advance their regulatory efforts in the crypto space rather sooner than later. From 
initial signals that the institutional investors sent to the market, it seems likely that they will first join 

��2 Lea Nonninger, ‘1 in 5 Financial Institutions May Launch Crypto Trading Services’ Business Insider (25 
April 201�� <https://www.businessinsider.com/1�in�5�financial�institutions�may�launch�crypto�trading�
services�201����international�true�r��S�IR�T> accessed 20 August 201�. 
��� Alastair Marsh, Saijel Kishan and Katherine Burton, ‘George Soros Prepares to Trade Cryptocurrencies’ 
Bloomberg (� April 201�� <https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/201��0��0�/george�soros�
prepares�to�trade�cryptocurrencies�as�prices�plunge> accessed 20 August 201�. 
��� David Pakman, ‘The Crypto Mission’ (Venrock, 6 April 2018, April � <https://www.venrock.com/the�
crypto�mission/> accessed 20 August 201�. 
��5 Molly Jane Zuckerman, ‘Goldman Sachs Hires Crypto Trader As VP Of Digital Assets “In Response To Client 
Interest”’ (Cointelegraph, 23 April 2018, 2� April 201�� <https://cointelegraph.com/news/goldman�sachs�
hires�crypto�trader�as�vp�of�digital�assets�in�response�to�client�interest> accessed 20 August 201�. 
��� Matthew Leising and Nick Baker, ‘Winklevoss Twins Hire Nasdaq to Watch for Crypto Cheaters’ Bloomberg 
(25 April 201�� <https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/201��0��25/winklevoss�twins�hire�nasdaq�
to�keep�cheaters�off�crypto�market> accessed 20 August 201�. 
���  Kate Rooney, ‘Nasdaq Is Open to Becoming Cryptocurrency Exchange, CEO Says’ (CNBC, 28 April 2018� 
<https://www.cnbc.com/201�/0�/25/nasdaq�is�open�to�becoming�cryptocurrency�exchange�ceo�
says.html> accessed 20 August 201�. 
��� See Coinbase, ‘Coinbase Custody’ <https://custody.coinbase.com/> accessed 25 January 2020. 
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the secondary �ar�ets, e.g., trading on crypto e�changes.  �his indication could be crucial for the 
strategy of regulators, �hich are struggling �ith a �uestion, �ho their regulation should target in the 
first instance. 

8.�.�. �E���A�ION

�he second regulatory approach is to e�ploy hard la�. �ithin the approach, the regulators �ay opt 
for t�o different paths either they e�tend� clarify the interpretation of the e�isting legal fra�e�or� 
in order to capture the e�erging pheno�enon, or they can enact a co�pletely ne�, case�specific 
regulatory fra�e�or�. For instance, SEC is, step�by�step, e�panding the application of their current 
securities la�s to to�en offerings. Initially, it captured only apparent offerings of securities, but later 
on, it arguably crac�ed do�n also on utility to�ens, �hich �ere until that point considered to be in a 
safe harbor.�8� Case by case, SEC slo�ly clarifies its stance on to�en offerings, gradually applying 
securities la�s �ore e�tensively. �e �ay speculate that such an approach intentionally leaves ICO 
initiators in the state of legal uncertainty about �hat the ne�t �ove of SEC �ill be. �egulators in other 
countries have been slo�ly adopting this approach, paying closer attention to co�pliance �ith 
e�isting regulatory re�uire�ents. Many ICO initiators gasped, �hen FINMA, S�iss financial authority 
began investigating Envion (previously �entioned in Chapter �), a security to�en offering touted as 
fully co�pliant �ith securities regulation. S�it�erland earned the reputation of cryptocurrency 
stronghold by hosting the highest�grossing ICOs on the �ar�et. Eventually, Envion �as forced to 
li�uidation and dissolution. �e �ill see �hether Envion, an ICO �orth �ore than 1�� �illion, �ill be 
a turning point for FINMA’s rather benevolent approach to everything crypto.  

�he inherent proble� �ith such a case�by�case approach is the potential regulatory costs that �ould 
have to be incurred to treat all ICOs that the regulators have in their territorial �urisdiction. Moreover, 
in order to �eep a consistent enforce�ent approach, national financial authorities �ould have to 
for� an international platfor� for cooperation in the ICO �atters� other�ise, the ICO initiators could 
easily avoid their regulatory reach by incorporating in non�activist �urisdictions. 

Another option is to create a bespo�e legal regi�e for ICOs. So far, only a fe� countries too� concrete 
regulatory steps to acco��odate the evolving to�en �ar�et tailor��ade regulatory fra�e�or�.  
Na�ely, �ibraltar enacted la�s for businesses that utili�e distributed ledger technologies 

�8� SEC, ‘Order Instituing Cease�and Desist �roceedings �ursuant to Section 8A of the Securities Act of 1���, 
Ma�ing Findings, and I�posing a Cease�and�Desist Order in the Matter of Munchee Inc.’ (n 481). 

315

(hereina�ter DLT). ��� In its nature� this DLT regulation is based on three �ocal points� licensing
obligation� a set o� vague and open�ended principles related to integrity� proper disclosure� sound
governance and cybersecurity� and the disapplication o� incumbent �inancial laws. In its essence�
Gibraltar’s DLT law� to a large e�tent� resembles a regulatory sandbo� rather than a meticulously
designed legal imperative. Another �urisdiction that rose to the occasion o� creating a bespo�e legal
regime in the crypto space is Malta. In �une ��1�� the Maltian parliament passed three interrelated
bills addressing crypto businesses� namely The �irtual �inancial Assets Act��1� the primary legislation 
regulating I��s.

�urthermore� the parliament enacted The Malta Digital Innovation Authority Act���� establishing the 
new regulatory gate�eeper �or the crypto industry and Technology Arrangement and Services Act��3

that deals with registration re�uirements �or crypto businesses� seemingly targeting predominantly
crypto e�changes. �aving considerable e�perience with the status o� ta� havens� both o� these
�urisdictions are e�tending their sa�e harbor to crypto businesses by means o� regulatory arbitrage.
It is �uite apparent that they would li�e to use the �irst�mover advantage and provide legal certainty
to crypto ventures that elsewhere struggle with any regulatory guarantees. It is �uestionable to what
e�tent this approach will bring the e�pected results. As mentioned be�ore� I��s are a global
phenomenon� and as long as they a��ect investors in other �urisdictions� the companies in �uestion
may be sub�ect to a multitude o� national legal rules. In the global I�� scheme� we still await some
more concrete and decisive steps �rom larger and more in�luential �urisdictions such as the �S� ��� 
Germany� Singapore� and �hina. �reating a speci�ic regulatory �ramewor� �or I��s may� however�
turn out to be �uite problematic. �irstly� most o� the legislators employ a technology�agnostic 
approach� which means that they do not regulate a particular type o� technology but rather
technology�based solutions developed �or a similar purpose. �or this reason� many legislators use the
term distributed ledger technologies� which is deemed to be su��iciently descriptive and �unctional
to capture multiple technological solutions. Nevertheless� creating a bespo�e regulatory �ramewor� 
�or a particular type o� technology may also capture businesses� �or which it was originally not 
intended. Secondly� the regulators would have to provide a convincing �usti�ication� why companies

��� See �inancial Services (Distributed Ledger �roviders) �egulations ��1�
��1 Bill No.44 � �irtual �inancial Assets Bill (Malta) (n ��3).
��� ‘Bill No. 45 � Malta Digital Innovation Authority Bill (Malta)’ <https://parlament.mt/en/13th�leg/bills/bill�
no��45�malta�digital�innovation�authority�bill/�page���numItems�5�te�t��number��totalItems�5�� 
accessed �� August ��1�.
��3 ‘Bill No. 43 � Innovative Technology Arrangements and Services Bill (Malta)’
<https://parlament.mt/en/13th�leg/bills/bill�no��43�innovative�technology�arrangements�and�services�
bill/�page���numItems�5�te�t��number��totalItems�5�� accessed �� August ��1�.
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the secondary �ar�ets, e.g., trading on crypto e�changes. �his indication could be crucial for the
strategy of regulators, �hich are struggling �ith a �uestion, �ho their regulation should target in the 
first instance.

8.�.�. �E���A�ION

�he second regulatory approach is to e�ploy hard la�. �ithin the approach, the regulators �ay opt
for t�o different paths either they e�tend� clarify the interpretation of the e�isting legal fra�e�or�
in order to capture the e�erging pheno�enon, or they can enact a co�pletely ne�, case�specific 
regulatory fra�e�or�. For instance, SEC is, step�by�step, e�panding the application of their current
securities la�s to to�en offerings. Initially, it captured only apparent offerings of securities, but later
on, it arguably crac�ed do�n also on utility to�ens, �hich �ere until that point considered to be in a 
safe harbor.�8� Case by case, SEC slo�ly clarifies its stance on to�en offerings, gradually applying
securities la�s �ore e�tensively. �e �ay speculate that such an approach intentionally leaves ICO
initiators in the state of legal uncertainty about �hat the ne�t �ove of SEC �ill be. �egulators in other
countries have been slo�ly adopting this approach, paying closer attention to co�pliance �ith
e�isting regulatory re�uire�ents. Many ICO initiators gasped, �hen FINMA, S�iss financial authority
began investigating Envion (previously �entioned in Chapter �), a security to�en offering touted as
fully co�pliant �ith securities regulation. S�it�erland earned the reputation of cryptocurrency
stronghold by hosting the highest�grossing ICOs on the �ar�et. Eventually, Envion �as forced to
li�uidation and dissolution. �e �ill see �hether Envion, an ICO �orth �ore than 1�� �illion, �ill be 
a turning point for FINMA’s rather benevolent approach to everything crypto.

�he inherent proble� �ith such a case�by�case approach is the potential regulatory costs that �ould
have to be incurred to treat all ICOs that the regulators have in their territorial �urisdiction. Moreover,
in order to �eep a consistent enforce�ent approach, national financial authorities �ould have to
for� an international platfor� for cooperation in the ICO �atters� other�ise, the ICO initiators could
easily avoid their regulatory reach by incorporating in non�activist �urisdictions.

Another option is to create a bespo�e legal regi�e for ICOs. So far, only a fe� countries too� concrete
regulatory steps to acco��odate the evolving to�en �ar�et tailor��ade regulatory fra�e�or�.  
Na�ely, �ibraltar enacted la�s for businesses that utili�e distributed ledger technologies

�8� SEC, ‘Order Instituing Cease�and Desist �roceedings �ursuant to Section 8A of the Securities Act of 1���,
Ma�ing Findings, and I�posing a Cease�and�Desist Order in the Matter of Munchee Inc.’ (n 481).
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(hereina�ter DLT). ���  In its nature� this DLT regulation is based on three �ocal points� licensing 
obligation� a set o� vague and open�ended principles related to integrity� proper disclosure� sound 
governance and cybersecurity� and the disapplication o� incumbent �inancial laws. In its essence� 
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���  See �inancial Services (Distributed Ledger �roviders) �egulations ��1� 
��1 Bill No.44 � �irtual �inancial Assets Bill (Malta) (n ��3). 
��� ‘Bill No. 45 � Malta Digital Innovation Authority Bill (Malta)’ <https://parlament.mt/en/13th�leg/bills/bill�
no��45�malta�digital�innovation�authority�bill/�page���numItems�5�te�t��number��totalItems�5�� 
accessed �� August ��1�. 
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<https://parlament.mt/en/13th�leg/bills/bill�no��43�innovative�technology�arrangements�and�services�
bill/�page���numItems�5�te�t��number��totalItems�5�� accessed �� August ��1�. 
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uti�i�i�� ��� tech�o�o�� require a di��ere�t treatme�t i� the �orm o� a �i�hter touch re�u�atio� or 
disapp�icatio� o� certai� �e�a� ru�es� such as �i�a�cia� re�u�atio� i� �a�ta� �pp��i�� di��ere�t 
sta�dards to these busi�esses cou�d pro�ide them �ith a� u��air competiti�e ad�a�ta�e i� 
compariso� �ith compa�ies that pro�ide simi�ar ser�ices o���chai��  

�� �e� �or a mome�t� remo�e the aspect o� �e� tech�o�o��� ���s sti�� resemb�e cro�d�u�di�� rou�ds 
�ust usi�� di��ere�t mea�s� to�e�s i�stead o� traditio�a� shares� �hou�d the re�u�ator thus e�act a 
speci�ic �rame�or� �or ��� a�d treat it a��ho� di��ere�t�� tha� a� e�isti�� cro�d�u�di�� rou�d� 
��deed� �e cou�d �ot �i�d a�� sou�d ar�ume�t that �ou�d �usti�� a di��ere�t approach to these t�o 
cro�d�u�di�� methods� �atura���� there are di��ere�ces bet�ee� equit� cro�d�u�di�� a�d ���s� 
ho�e�er� the re�u�ators’ approach must be quite broad si�ce estab�ishi�� a�d treati�� di��ere�t�� 
cro�d�based t�pes o� �i�a�ci�� cou�d �o a�ai�st a pri�cip�e o� equa� treatme�t� ��e o� the most 
pra�matic su��estio�s is to simp�� raise the thresho�d o� e�emptio�s i� equit� cro�d�u�di�� to a 
�e�e�� �hich �ou�d accommodate sma��er sca�e ���s� �or i�sta�ce� up to �� mi��io�� �� that case� the 
equit� cro�d�u�di�� �rame�or� cou�d be ad�usted to ser�e both t�pes o� �u�draisi��� 

�ai�tai�i�� the �e�e��p�a�i�� �ie�d amo�� competitors a�d a tech�o�o����eutra� approach are� 
ho�e�er� �ot the o��� co�cer�s� �e�u�ators are �er� �e�� a�are that the b�oc�chai� i�dustr� is �ot 
simp�� a �roup o� di�erse busi�esses that pro�ide ser�ices equipped �ith �e� tech�o�o��� �he� 
represe�t a�d operate i� a comp�ete�� �e� �i�a�cia� ecos�stem� �hich e�ists para��e� to the 
traditio�a� ce�tra�i�ed ba���based �i�a�cia� s�stem� �� creati�� a specia� �e�a� �rame�or�� re�u�ators 
�ou�d ar�uab�� �e�itimi�e its e�iste�ce� �hich �ou�d �atura��� ha�e �ar�reachi�� imp�icatio�s� 
�autio� i� their approach ma� thus be �ot so much a s�mptom o� ri�idit� but rather the hesitatio� to 
embrace the mar�et� �hich the� bare�� u�dersta�d� 

������ ��������������� 

�a�� �oices i� the b�oc�chai� i�dustr� ha�e put �or�ard the idea o� se���re�u�atio�� �o�u�tar� 
comp�ia�ce �ith best practices de�e�oped b� a�d �or the cr�pto space� ��� practices seem to be a 
per�ect ca�didate �or such �o�u�tar� adoptio�� �he desperate ca�� �or se���re�u�atio� i�dicates that 
participa�ts i� the mar�et simp�� do �ot trust each other e�ou�h to tra�sact �ith co��ide�ce� a�d 
the� are acti�e�� dema�di�� the creatio� o� ru�es� sea�s o� appro�a�s� credib�e audits� a�d 
sa�ctio��e��orceme�t mecha�isms that �ou�d restore the trust i� their o�te��a�o��mous 
tra�sactio�a� part�ers� �� sta�dard circumsta�ces� the �ac� o� trust a�d the abse�ce o� �e�a� certai�t� 

���

�o�l� �ef�n�tel� paral��e s�ch a �arket� �he fact that the cr�pto �arket has not collapse� �et can �e
ascr��e� to the h�pe f�ele� �� gra�el� ��ase� �eha��oral patterns of �n�estors�

�t �s tr�e that so�e other onl�ne �arkets �anage� to operate �n rel�ance on rep�tat�on� �an�
platfor� co�pan�es �n the share� econo�� �o�a�n s�ch as ��r�n�� ��er� ��ft� ���a�� an� others
��ple�ente� rep�tat�onal �echan�s�s that ��t�gate s�gn�f�cant �nfor�at�on as���etr�es �et�een
���ers an� sellers �ho are ��personal agents� �rg�a�l�� ��s�nesses s�ch as �r�p����sor or �elp
�ase� the�r ��s�ness �o�els on collect�ng an� pro����ng rep�tat�onal �nfor�at�on to �arket
part�c�pants� �n �an� cases� these �arket��n��ce� sol�t�ons to �nfor�at�on as���etr�es �a� ha�e
pre�ente� reg�lator� �nter�ent�on� espec�all� �n the �o�a�n of platfor� ��s�nesses� �hat �s often
o�erlooke� �n these ��sc�ss�ons �s the role of the part�� �h�ch �es�gns an� �on�tors the operat�on of
these �echan�s�s� �hether pr��ate co��erc�al ent�t�es l�ke ��a�on an� ��a� or non�prof�t self�
reg�lator� �o��es l�ke �etter ��s�ness ��rea�� e�er� �arket nee�s �ts gatekeeper�s�� �h�ch ga�n the
tr�st of �arket part�c�pants to p�t �n place fa�r an� transparent rep�tat�on �echan�s�s that ��ll not
�e corr�pte�� ��� �arket� ho�e�er� see�s to nee� �ore co�ple� g���ance than a s��pl� rel�a�le
rat�ng of �ts part�c�pants�

�s the ��� �arket l�kel� to a�opt an� ����c the �e�elop�ents �n other onl�ne �arkets an� f�n� s�ch
gatekeepers� �ho co�l� a�thor an� ��ple�ent self�reg�lat�on �n the for� of �est pract�ces?
�art�c�larl� �n the ��� seg�ent of the cr�pto �arket� the ��sco�er� of potent�al gatekeepers pro�e�
to �e rather challeng�ng� �ne sho�l� not forget that anon���t� an� �ecentral��e� operat�ons are �n
the heart of �lockcha�n technolog� an� the ph�losoph� of �ts creators� �he anon���t� of �lockcha�n
part�c�pants �akes �t ���te ��ff�c�lt for the �arket to �eter��ne the tr�st�orth� part�es s�nce lack of
��ent�t� �er�f�cat�on �a� ra�se concerns ��th regar� to confl�cts of �nterests an� h���en �ncent��es�
�rg�a�l�� there are �er� fe� �arket pla�ers that ha�e ga�ne� �arket tr�st across the �oar�� ���te
s�rpr�s�ngl�� there are �ore ��ent�f�e� or �n��ent�f�e� �n������als than an organ��at�on that ga�ne�
s�gn�f�cant lea�ersh�p pos�t�ons �n the cr�pto space� �or �nstance� �atosh� �aka�oto ��n�er al�as� an�
��tal�k ��ter�n occ�p� strong lea�ersh�p pos�t�ons �n the �lockcha�n co���n�t� that has� so far� not 
�een �atche� �� an� �n������al organ��at�on operat�ng �n th�s �o�a�n� �o�e�er� �hat a�o�t other
contestants for the gatekeepers’ role?

�hortl� after the ���s ga�ne� s�gn�f�cant �o�ent��� �an� ��� rat�ng agenc�es tr�e� to capt�re the
�arket opport�n�t� �� �e�elop�ng rat�ng s�ste�s that �ere s�ppose� to re��ce �nfor�at�on
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asymmetries on the market.��� In theory, these ICO rating agencies could at least detect “the bad 
apples”, obviously fraudulent ICOs, and communicate its findings to the market. �nfortunately, many 
of them employed a rather short�term approach and implemented corrupt business models, in which 
ICO initiators were paying for better ratings. Apparently, as soon as the market realized the deceit, 
almost all rating websites lost any credibility. The survey of ICO investors clearly confirms that they 
do not follow recommendations from rating platforms. Currently, the market participants use them 
as summary lists of past, present, and upcoming ICOs rather than indicators of projects ‘quality.  

We have observed a number of self�regulatory initiatives on the market �see Table 22�, which we 
can divide into for�profit commercial ventures that perceive the market status quo as a business 
opportunity and non�profit initiatives, which rely on a voluntary adherence of proposed practices. 
Commercial initiatives in this matter usually propose various implementation of reliable reputational 
mechanisms, such as Semada, which is developing their own forked blockchain network with 
reputation�based protocol ���  and Ventureum, which aims to build crowdfunding platform�like 
protocol that would fulfill the role of a gatekeeper.���  

We have observed a number of non�profit initiatives introduced by various groups within the 
blockchain industry. For instance, the Chamber of Digital Commerce, a blockchain advocacy group 
from the �S, launched the Token Alliance, a focus group that proposed best practices for 
regulators.��� Furthermore, ICO Governance Foundation, supported by many reputable blockchain 
figures, suggested a special protocol on the blockchain �IFG�1� that would guarantee standardized 
disclosure of crucial information before and during the course of the offerings.��8 These initiatives 
rely predominantly on voluntary compliance, which is effective only if subscription to the best 
practices creates real or at least perceived added value, for instance, if compliance with particular 
best practices enhances the credibility of the ICO project in question. �nfortunately, at this moment, 
the examined initiatives do not exude sufficient credibility and reputation that would incentivize 
parties to comply on a voluntary basis, and therefore, none of them has experienced massive 

��� For Rating websites see for instance ibid., ‘ICOs Rated by Experts | ICObench’ <https://icobench.com/> 
accessed 2� August 2018, ‘ICOreview.Site / Passive Income Coin ICO Review, Rating, Intelligence Report’ 
<https://icoreview.site/> accessed 2� August 2018,  
��� Craig Calcaterra, Wulf A Kaal and Vlad Andrei, ‘Semada Technical Whitepaper � �lockchain Infrastructure 
for �easuring Domain Specific Reputation in Autonomous Decentralized and Anonymous Systems’ [2018] 
SSR� Electronic �ournal <https://www.ssrn.com/abstract�312�822> accessed 23 August 2018. 
��� ‘The Ventureum Project’ <https://ventureum.io/> accessed 23 August 2018. 
��� ‘Token Alliance � Chamber of Digital Commerce’ <https://digitalchamber.org/initiatives/token�alliance/> 
accessed 23 August 2018. 
��8 ‘ICO Governance Foundation – Swiss Foundation, Governance, Custody, Smart Contracts’ 
<https://icogovernance.org/> accessed 23 August 2018. 
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the examined initiatives do not exude sufficient credibility and reputation that would incentivize
parties to comply on a voluntary basis, and therefore, none of them has experienced massive

��� For Rating websites see for instance ibid., ‘ICOs Rated by Experts | ICObench’ <https://icobench.com/>
accessed 2� August 2018, ‘ICOreview.Site / Passive Income Coin ICO Review, Rating, Intelligence Report’
<https://icoreview.site/> accessed 2� August 2018, 
��� Craig Calcaterra, Wulf A Kaal and Vlad Andrei, ‘Semada Technical Whitepaper � �lockchain Infrastructure
for �easuring Domain Specific Reputation in Autonomous Decentralized and Anonymous Systems’ [2018] 
SSR� Electronic �ournal <https://www.ssrn.com/abstract�312�822> accessed 23 August 2018.
��� ‘The Ventureum Project’ <https://ventureum.io/> accessed 23 August 2018.
��� ‘Token Alliance � Chamber of Digital Commerce’ <https://digitalchamber.org/initiatives/token�alliance/>
accessed 23 August 2018.
��8 ‘ICO Governance Foundation – Swiss Foundation, Governance, Custody, Smart Contracts’
<https://icogovernance.org/> accessed 23 August 2018.
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TABLE 22 

Self-
Governance 
Initiative 

Nature of 
the 
initiative 

Type of self-
regulation 

Actions (as of July 
2019) 

Comments 

1. ��� ��arter �on�pro�it �est practices� 
�ased

�est �ractices ��arter� 
�� signatories� directl� 
connected to ��� 
ad�isors� 

�onnected to 
t�e ��� 
ad�isor� group 
��aineu� 

2. �entureu� �o��ercial Reputation��ased �ot �et operational� 
currentl� conducting 
t�eir o�n ��� 

� �uite unclear 
proposal 

3. �e�ada �o��ercial Reputation��ased �ot �et operational 
4. Token �lliance �on�pro�it �est practice��ased Report “Understanding 

Digital Tokens” including 
�est practices �or 
regulators

�n initiati�e o�  
t�e ��a��er o� 
Digital 
�o��erce� 
�lockc�ain
ad�ocac� group 
in t�e U�

5. ��� �o�ernance 
�oundation

�on�pro�it �est�practice��ased ��ite paper on t�e need 
o� sel��regulation� 
proposing a special
disclosure protocol �����

�upported �� 
�an� reputa�le 
actors in t�e 
industr�� 
�o�e�er� not 
o�erl� acti�e 
initiati�e�

6. �ro�ect 
Transparenc�

�on�pro�it �est�practice��ased �or�ed �� �� ��� 
co�panies ��ragon � 
�cono�i �or instance�� 
t�e proposal o� 
disclosure re�uire�ents 

Disclosure 
re�uire�ents 
�ocus on 
identi�ication o� 
pro�ect �allets 
and 
considera�le 
�it�dra�als 
�ro� t�e� 

���� �D�����TR�����T��� �� ��������� ��D ����R����� 

������ �D�����TR�����T��� �� ��������� 

�ro�d��ased t�pes o� �inancing re�olutioni�ed t�e �orld o� entrepreneurial �inance �ro� se�eral 
perspecti�es� �irstl�� t�e� tapped into a co�pletel� ne� source o� capital t�at its �olders pre�iousl� 
allocated to ot�er �inancial products or si�pl� kept on t�eir �sa�ings� �ank account� �ro� t�is 
perspecti�e� cro�d��ased t�pes o� �inancing de�initel� increased li�uidit� on t�e risk capital �arket� 
�econdl�� t�e� �er� �ell �a� �a�e incenti�i�ed traditional risk capital in�estors to allocate �ore capital 
in a greater nu��er o� startups�  T�e �inancial co�participation o� t�e cro�d in indi�idual startups lo�ers 

���

the investment ris� for ��s and �usiness angels and, at the same time, allows them to further diversify
their portfolio �y allocating smaller investment to a higher num�er of startups� �hirdly, retail investors
are often potential customers of the products or services that a startup in �uestion aims to develop and
offer� �rom that perspective, as�ing retail investors to invest is similar to launching mar�et research a�out
the customer potential of a product� 

�e �now that the selection procedure of professional ris� capital providers consists of thorough vetting
and due diligence �ac�ed �y e�tensive e�perience and �nowledge of these investors� �n contrast, retail
investors usually rely on the consumer perspective and may �e prone to herding �ehavior, to a larger
e�tent, than professional ris� capital providers� �any commentators claim that e�posing startups to “the
wisdom of the crowd” in financing can not only fulfill the selection function �ut can produce potentially 
superior results� �his statement usually stems from misconceptions a�out what wisdom of the crowd is
and how e�actly it wor�s� �s mentioned in the introduction, this phenomenon relies on �eing a�le to
cancel out the noise or �ias in individual �udgments to get closer to the ground truth� �evertheless, the 
wisdom of the crowd has �een so far demonstrated and proven on decisions involving only very little 
comple�ity, such as ma�ing estimations of �uantity �num�er of �elly �eans in the �owl�, �uestions of
general �nowledge �num�er of citi�ens in the country� or providing an answer to multiple�choice 
�uestions���� �urthermore, o��ectively there is no ground truth in the investment decisions that prove to
�e right or wrong only in the future� �laiming that the crowd can select �etter pro�ects than professionals
is, fran�ly, �ased on very wea� arguments� �n the other hand, the crowd can turn into a heterogeneous
group composed of less and more active individuals� �s visi�le from the surveys ��� �� and �� ����, a 
small percentage of crowdfunding investors and to�en holders was a�le to provide a company�pro�ect in 
�uestion with su�stantial added value� �s often emphasi�ed in corporate governance, “one�si�e�does�not�
fit�all”, and therefore legal structures and contractual arrangements used in crowdfunding rounds and
���s should �e fle�i�le enough to facilitate the participation of all types of investors�

������ ���������������� �� ����������

�ecentrali�ation in the financing may lead to the same phenomenon in the governance, as investors turn
into shareholders or �roader sta�eholders of a company�pro�ect in �uestion� �ompanies�pro�ects that
conducted crowdfunding rounds and initial coin offerings approached decentrali�ation �uite differently
and possi�ly for different reasons�

��uity crowdfunding still operates in the traditional legal framewor�, where founders e�change capital
for shares, standard �undles of capital, and control rights� �n this case, decentrali�ation in the ownership

��� �i and others �n ����
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�econdl�� t�e� �er� �ell �a� �a�e incenti�i�ed traditional risk capital in�estors to allocate �ore capital
in a greater nu��er o� startups�  T�e �inancial co�participation o� t�e cro�d in indi�idual startups lo�ers
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the investment ris� for ��s and �usiness angels and, at the same time, allows them to further diversify 
their portfolio �y allocating smaller investment to a higher num�er of startups� �hirdly, retail investors 
are often potential customers of the products or services that a startup in �uestion aims to develop and 
offer� �rom that perspective, as�ing retail investors to invest is similar to launching mar�et research a�out 
the customer potential of a product�  

�e �now that the selection procedure of professional ris� capital providers consists of thorough vetting 
and due diligence �ac�ed �y e�tensive e�perience and �nowledge of these investors� �n contrast, retail 
investors usually rely on the consumer perspective and may �e prone to herding �ehavior, to a larger 
e�tent, than professional ris� capital providers� �any commentators claim that e�posing startups to “the 
wisdom of the crowd” in financing can not only fulfill the selection function �ut can produce potentially 
superior results� �his statement usually stems from misconceptions a�out what wisdom of the crowd is 
and how e�actly it wor�s� �s mentioned in the introduction, this phenomenon relies on �eing a�le to 
cancel out the noise or �ias in individual �udgments to get closer to the ground truth� �evertheless, the 
wisdom of the crowd has �een so far demonstrated and proven on decisions involving only very little 
comple�ity, such as ma�ing estimations of �uantity �num�er of �elly �eans in the �owl�,  �uestions of 
general �nowledge �num�er of citi�ens in the country� or providing an answer to multiple�choice 
�uestions���� �urthermore, o��ectively there is no ground truth in the investment decisions that prove to 
�e right or wrong only in the future� �laiming that the crowd can select �etter pro�ects than professionals 
is, fran�ly, �ased on very wea� arguments� �n the other hand, the crowd can turn into a heterogeneous 
group composed of less and more active individuals� �s visi�le from the surveys ��� �� and �� ����, a 
small percentage of crowdfunding investors and to�en holders was a�le to provide a company�pro�ect in 
�uestion with su�stantial added value� �s often emphasi�ed in corporate governance, “one�si�e�does�not�
fit�all”, and therefore legal structures and contractual arrangements used in crowdfunding rounds and 
���s should �e fle�i�le enough to facilitate the participation of all types of investors� 
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�ecentrali�ation in the financing may lead to the same phenomenon in the governance, as investors turn 
into shareholders or �roader sta�eholders of a company�pro�ect in �uestion� �ompanies�pro�ects that 
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��uity crowdfunding still operates in the traditional legal framewor�, where founders e�change capital 
for shares, standard �undles of capital, and control rights� �n this case, decentrali�ation in the ownership 
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may hamper internal governance processes. �ealing �ith a large num�er of investors creates �i� 
considera�le costs of coordination� and �ii� can o�struct fast and effective decision�ma�ing if investors 
choose to remain passive. �he e�uity cro�dfunding industry addressed these issues �y designing legal 
structures that decrease the costs of coordination and cur� or completely remove any control privileges 
of cro�dfunding investors ���� or nominee structures�. �t is true that many cro�dfunding investors 
voluntarily choose to �e passive� �ut the mentioned legal structures marginali�e the influence even of the 
potentially active ones. �t is o�vious that the traditional governance concept is not ideal for the cro�d�
�ased types of financing as they cannot accommodate �oth types of investors� the passive and active ones� 
and under the pretense of the cost reduction� they effectively �loc� out all of them. �urthermore� �e did 
not find significant evidence of informal governance mechanisms in e�uity cro�dfunding.

�f decentrali�ation of governance in e�uity cro�dfunding occurred as a side product of ne� capital source� 
in the case of ���s� it lies in the very core of the �loc�chain ma�eup. �n a philosophical level� decentrali�ed 
distri�uted ledgers �ere conceived in a cypherpun� movement as a technological facilitator of anarcho�
capitalistic ideals that propose to eliminate centrali�ed government “dictum” and replace it �ith self�
o�nership� private property� and free mar�ets.��� �ecentrali�ation� elimination of centrali�ed authorities� 
and overly influential intermediaries are thus cornerstones of almost “everything crypto”.  �he ideas of 
decentrali�ed governance and self�o�nership have lured into financing and governance of �loc�chain 
pro�ects. �or the core of the �loc�chain movement� decentrali�ation is still one of the most important 
values� for �hich its devoted follo�ers �ill �e �illing to pay premiums �ecause it corresponds �ith their 
political ideals. �ecentrali�ed governance is thus a natural step to�ards envisioned societal design. 

�ut� �hat is the position of investors in such decentrali�ed governance� �hat role they play� and �hat 
rights do they have� �s evident from the empirical chapters� companies that involve retail investors often 
turn to them for an evaluation or opinions on future features of products� �hich significantly shortens the 
feed�ac� loops and puts retail investors in the role of co�creators. �imultaneously� it is li�ely this hy�rid 
nature of the relationship �et�een startups and their investors that creates a lot of regulatory confusion. 
�s it �i� a startup�investor relationship or �ii� a company�customer relationship� �hile in e�uity 
cro�dfunding� this relationship is still formally defined as the one of o�nership and �limited� control �ith 
�ea�er �ut still clear financial incentives� in initial coin offerings� the hy�rid nature of the relationship 
�ecomes even more prominent. �o�ens are not attached to the concept of share o�nership or any 
standard rights attached thereto. �ormal companies in this conte�t �ecome secondary� a pure shell 
re�uired �y la� to e�ecute the �usiness model envisioned �y �hite papers. �he real vehicle for startup�
investor�customer interaction is the online �loc�chain��ased platform that operates under a different set 

��� �ee �onald �amo�y� The Encyclopedia of Libertarianism ��age �u�lications �����. 

�2�

of rules than traditional companies. The bundle of rights conferred on token holders differs per platform.
Even though the decentrali�ation in governance is the ultimate goal, we observed that parado�ically,
crowdfunded companies and �CO initiators posses more centrali�ed governance power than companies,
which opted for venture capital investments. The true decentrali�ation in governance, therefore, does not
ocurr spontaneously as a result of the decentrali�ation of the blockchain networks� the companies need
to strive for it. Can further e�perimentation bring new insights into alternative governance models that
could potentially affect corporate governance as a whole�

8.4. TOWA�DS �EW T��E OF �OVE��A�CE: COMM���T� �OVE��A�CE

Crowd�based types of startup financing took the world of entrepreneurial finance by storm. Arguably,
e�uity crowdfunding offered the first insight into decentrali�ed financing and governance for startups. �t 
also introduced the idea of crowd participation in fundraising rounds. �uilding on this e�perience, �COs
facilitated by new blockchain technology e�panded the crowds involved in startup financing.
�evertheless, �COs, in the grand scheme of things, serve a much greater purpose than just raising funding.
They are crucial to ac�uire a critical mass of users/ambassadors of platform�based blockchain projects.
The architects of these platforms often engage in long debates about the community governance, the
manners, processes, and variations of governance rights that could optimi�e the participation and offer
mechanisms that better represent the interests of token holders. Currently, many blockchain projects
conduct a number of governance e�periments that, in a controlled environment of blockchain�based
platforms, enable testing of novel, maybe even �uite e�otic governance concepts. �n that way, platforms
can e�plore the alternative ways of engaging token holders’ communities, something that corporations, 
for instance, cannot test with their own shareholders due to legal restrictions.

One of the very first governance e�periments was voting about the hard fork after the DAO incident that
divided the Ethereum community. �02 The members of the community voted through a web�based
application called CarbonVote, and their votes were proportional to the ethers they had in their wallets.�0�

The voting protocol was not encoded in the in Ether directly� therefore, the community utili�ed a voting
tool, which was off�chain. The result of the voting similarly did not follow the classical “majority decides”
rule. Although the majority of the participants voted for a diversion from the original protocol, so�called
hard fork, the dissenting minority remained using the old protocol, what we now know as Ethereum
Classic. �t is true that the decision has influenced the value of their tokens� however, it also showed an
e�ample of a situation where token holders could have it “both ways”. The second voting related to scaling

�02 William Suberg, ‘Ethereum Hard Fork Due Today, Miner Vote Overturned’ (Bitcoin.com, 20 july 2016�
<https://news.bitcoin.com/ethereum�hard�fork�miner�vote�overturned/> accessed 2� August 2018.
�0� ‘CarbonVote’ <http://carbonvote.com/> accessed 24 August 2018.
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may hamper internal governance processes. �ealing �ith a large num�er of investors creates �i�
considera�le costs of coordination� and �ii� can o�struct fast and effective decision�ma�ing if investors
choose to remain passive. �he e�uity cro�dfunding industry addressed these issues �y designing legal 
structures that decrease the costs of coordination and cur� or completely remove any control privileges
of cro�dfunding investors ���� or nominee structures�. �t is true that many cro�dfunding investors
voluntarily choose to �e passive� �ut the mentioned legal structures marginali�e the influence even of the
potentially active ones. �t is o�vious that the traditional governance concept is not ideal for the cro�d�
�ased types of financing as they cannot accommodate �oth types of investors� the passive and active ones�
and under the pretense of the cost reduction� they effectively �loc� out all of them. �urthermore� �e did
not find significant evidence of informal governance mechanisms in e�uity cro�dfunding.

�f decentrali�ation of governance in e�uity cro�dfunding occurred as a side product of ne� capital source� 
in the case of ���s� it lies in the very core of the �loc�chain ma�eup. �n a philosophical level� decentrali�ed
distri�uted ledgers �ere conceived in a cypherpun� movement as a technological facilitator of anarcho�
capitalistic ideals that propose to eliminate centrali�ed government “dictum” and replace it �ith self�
o�nership� private property� and free mar�ets.��� �ecentrali�ation� elimination of centrali�ed authorities�
and overly influential intermediaries are thus cornerstones of almost “everything crypto”. �he ideas of
decentrali�ed governance and self�o�nership have lured into financing and governance of �loc�chain 
pro�ects. �or the core of the �loc�chain movement� decentrali�ation is still one of the most important
values� for �hich its devoted follo�ers �ill �e �illing to pay premiums �ecause it corresponds �ith their 
political ideals. �ecentrali�ed governance is thus a natural step to�ards envisioned societal design. 

�ut� �hat is the position of investors in such decentrali�ed governance� �hat role they play� and �hat 
rights do they have� �s evident from the empirical chapters� companies that involve retail investors often
turn to them for an evaluation or opinions on future features of products� �hich significantly shortens the
feed�ac� loops and puts retail investors in the role of co�creators. �imultaneously� it is li�ely this hy�rid
nature of the relationship �et�een startups and their investors that creates a lot of regulatory confusion.
�s it �i� a startup�investor relationship or �ii� a company�customer relationship� �hile in e�uity
cro�dfunding� this relationship is still formally defined as the one of o�nership and �limited� control �ith
�ea�er �ut still clear financial incentives� in initial coin offerings� the hy�rid nature of the relationship
�ecomes even more prominent. �o�ens are not attached to the concept of share o�nership or any 
standard rights attached thereto. �ormal companies in this conte�t �ecome secondary� a pure shell 
re�uired �y la� to e�ecute the �usiness model envisioned �y �hite papers. �he real vehicle for startup�
investor�customer interaction is the online �loc�chain��ased platform that operates under a different set

��� �ee �onald �amo�y� The Encyclopedia of Libertarianism ��age �u�lications �����.
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of rules than traditional companies. The bundle of rights conferred on token holders differs per platform. 
Even though the decentrali�ation in governance is the ultimate goal, we observed that parado�ically, 
crowdfunded companies and �CO initiators posses more centrali�ed governance power than companies, 
which opted for venture capital investments. The true decentrali�ation in governance, therefore, does not 
ocurr spontaneously as a result of the decentrali�ation of the blockchain networks� the companies need 
to strive for it. Can further e�perimentation bring new insights into alternative governance models that 
could potentially affect corporate governance as a whole� 

8.4. TOWA�DS �EW T��E OF �OVE��A�CE: COMM���T� �OVE��A�CE 

Crowd�based types of startup financing took the world of entrepreneurial finance by storm. Arguably, 
e�uity crowdfunding offered the first insight into decentrali�ed financing and governance for startups. �t 
also introduced the idea of crowd participation in fundraising rounds. �uilding on this e�perience, �COs 
facilitated by new blockchain technology e�panded the crowds involved in startup financing. 
�evertheless, �COs, in the grand scheme of things, serve a much greater purpose than just raising funding. 
They are crucial to ac�uire a critical mass of users/ambassadors of platform�based blockchain projects. 
The architects of these platforms often engage in long debates about the community governance, the 
manners, processes, and variations of governance rights that could optimi�e the participation and offer 
mechanisms that better represent the interests of token holders.  Currently, many blockchain projects 
conduct a number of governance e�periments that, in a controlled environment of blockchain�based 
platforms, enable testing of novel, maybe even �uite e�otic governance concepts. �n that way, platforms 
can e�plore the alternative ways of engaging token holders’ communities, something that corporations, 
for instance, cannot test with their own shareholders due to legal restrictions.  

One of the very first governance e�periments was voting about the hard fork after the DAO incident that 
divided the Ethereum community. �02  The members of the community voted through a web�based 
application called CarbonVote, and their votes were proportional to the ethers they had in their wallets.�0� 
The voting protocol was not encoded in the in Ether directly� therefore, the community utili�ed a voting 
tool, which was off�chain. The result of the voting similarly did not follow the classical “majority decides” 
rule. Although the majority of the participants voted for a diversion from the original protocol, so�called 
hard fork, the dissenting minority remained using the old protocol, what we now know as Ethereum 
Classic. �t is true that the decision has influenced the value of their tokens� however, it also showed an 
e�ample of a situation where token holders could have it “both ways”. The second voting related to scaling 

�02 William Suberg, ‘Ethereum Hard Fork Due Today, Miner Vote Overturned’ (Bitcoin.com, 20 july 2016� 
<https://news.bitcoin.com/ethereum�hard�fork�miner�vote�overturned/> accessed 2� August 2018. 
�0� ‘CarbonVote’ <http://carbonvote.com/> accessed 24 August 2018. 
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and transition from proof of work to proof of stake is currently ongoing. �any other platforms followed 
the example and implemented voting rights in various manners. For now, there are many applications 
that use voting for community decision�making on protocol upgrades, necessary for the maintenance and 
increased functionality purposes. But more and more governance tokens extended the voting rights to 
other organizational and business decision�making on the platform.  

�oreover, platform architects started to explore or design alternative governance concepts that so far 
existed more or less on a theoretical level. �he most discussed concepts include futarchy, holacracy, and 
li�uid democracy. Some of the models have been initially proposed as alternatives to the concept of 
representative democracy in the political systems of national states. �evertheless, the crypto architects 
took these models as inspiration for the design of platform governance. 

�.�.�. F��AR�H� – “V��� �� VA���S, B�� B�� �� B��I�FS” 

Firstly, futarchy is an untested governance model that relies on the combination of (i) democratic voting 
and (ii) dictum of prediction markets.70� �he author of the futarchy, Robin Hanson, explains that the 
fundamental flaw of representative democracy is that governments often adopt policies that are 
inefficient in a sense that “that most everyone could expect to gain from other feasible policies”.70� In 
Hanson’s futarchy, citizens would elect their representatives that would form and articulate policy 
proposals (laws) aiming to improve the status �uo.70� In a second step, the participants on the speculative 
prediction markets would bet whether a particular policy would improve an index coined national 
welfare, a measure of the national (or community) wellbeing.707 �hese bets would take a form of financial 
instruments and would be traded similarly to stocks on the stock exchange.70� In the token terminology, 
for every policy proposal, one could buy a token A on the A market, if she believes that this proposal will 
increase the index of national welfare and token B on the B market if she believes that this policy will 
decrease the index of national welfare after a predetermined maturity date. �he trading on both markets 
will be running for some time, and after that market prices of both tokens will be compared.  �he token 
with higher prices determines the winning market, and both markets are closed.  �he winning market will 
determine whether the policy will be adopted or abandoned. �he losing market will be reverted. �he 
outcome of the policy will be measured after a pre�determined time, and depending on the impact of this 

70� Robin Hanson, ‘Shall We Vote on Values, But Bet on Beliefs?’ (2007) 
�http���mason.gmu.edu��rhanson�futarchy20��.pdf� accessed 2� August 20��. 
70� ibid. 
70� Vitalik Buterin, ‘An Introduction to Futarchy’ (Ethereum Blog, 21 August 2013) 
�https���blog.ethereum.org�20���0��2��introduction�futarchy�� accessed 2� August 20��. 
707 ibid. 
70� ibid. 
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policy on the index, holders of the winning to�en A will be rewarded. �hile grossly simplified, this is the
underlying rationale of futarchy as envisioned by �anson. Futarchy received a lot of attention in the core
group of bloc�chain advocates because it corresponds with the ideal of the decentrali�ed decision�ma�ing
and curbed centrali�ed power� at the same time, it may have the potential to deal with serious issues of 
democracy, voters’ apathy, and rational irrationality70�.

�oreover, �anson explicitly applies futarchy also on governance decision�ma�ing within corporations,
creating an alternative foundation of corporate governance.7�0 As he explains, corporate sta�eholders
(not necessarily �ust shareholders) could buy to�en A if they believe the CEO could improve corporate
success7�� and to�en B if they believe he could not. If the price of A to�en is higher at the end of a period, 
let’s say a quarter, CEO remains in his position if the price of to�en B is higher, a CEO is voted down and
replaced. 

�he concept of futarchy caught the attention of �itali� Buterin, who proposed it as a potential new 
governance model for the operation of �AOs.7�� Several bloc�chain pro�ects have already implemented
the concept of prediction mar�ets, although not necessarily in their governance models. For instance,
Gnosis, is a prediction mar�et platform where participants may test their abilities to trade in prediction
mar�ets related to various future events.7�3 In �arch �0��, co�founders of Gnosis received a Futarchy
grant from Ethereum Foundation to conduct several governance experiments, testing out the capacity of
the given platform to facilitate such governance model.7�� If successful, in the future Gnosis could become 
a go�to platform for custom�made �AO governance based on futarchy. 

Obviously, the wea�est points of the futarchy proposal are the (i) design of suitable metrics and (ii)
potential for mar�et manipulation �he use of index metric to measure wellbeing or satisfaction of a large
group of sta�eholders over time is indeed rather controversial, one may say that it is hardly quantifiable.
�oreover, it would be rather challenging to discern the effect of a single policy on the overall wellbeing
index. Secondly, the prediction mar�ets may be prone to manipulation because a particular interest group 
may try to manipulate the mar�et outcome by buying one to�en and short selling the other, thus
minimi�ing the financial impact if unsuccessful. Nevertheless, using prediction mar�ets can be tested in

70� Rational irrationality in the context of democracy claims that a rational voter should not vote because the
costs of ma�ing oneself familiar with the proposed policies and political program is by far greater than
potential benefits of one’s vote, since the weighted impact of one single vote is extremely negligible.
7�0 �anson (n 70�).
7�� �easure of corporate success may implement not only financial metrics but also non�financial metrics
such as corporate social responsibility, environmental responsibility and sustainability.
7�� Buterin, ‘An Introduction to Futarchy’ (n 703).
7�3 ‘GNOSIS � Redistribute the Future.’ <https://gnosis.pm/> accessed �� August �0��.
7�� ‘An Introduction to Cryptoeconomics and Futarchy Experiments on Gnosis � Cryptoeconomics � Gnosis’
<https://forum.gnosis.pm/t/an�introduction�to�cryptoeconomics�and�futarchy�experiments�on�gnosis/���>
accessed �� August �0��.
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and transition from proof of work to proof of stake is currently ongoing. �any other platforms followed
the example and implemented voting rights in various manners. For now, there are many applications
that use voting for community decision�making on protocol upgrades, necessary for the maintenance and
increased functionality purposes. But more and more governance tokens extended the voting rights to
other organizational and business decision�making on the platform. 

�oreover, platform architects started to explore or design alternative governance concepts that so far
existed more or less on a theoretical level. �he most discussed concepts include futarchy, holacracy, and
li�uid democracy. Some of the models have been initially proposed as alternatives to the concept of
representative democracy in the political systems of national states. �evertheless, the crypto architects
took these models as inspiration for the design of platform governance.

�.�.�. F��AR�H� – “V��� �� VA���S, B�� B�� �� B��I�FS”

Firstly, futarchy is an untested governance model that relies on the combination of (i) democratic voting
and (ii) dictum of prediction markets.70� �he author of the futarchy, Robin Hanson, explains that the 
fundamental flaw of representative democracy is that governments often adopt policies that are
inefficient in a sense that “that most everyone could expect to gain from other feasible policies”.70� In 
Hanson’s futarchy, citizens would elect their representatives that would form and articulate policy
proposals (laws) aiming to improve the status �uo.70� In a second step, the participants on the speculative
prediction markets would bet whether a particular policy would improve an index coined national
welfare, a measure of the national (or community) wellbeing.707 �hese bets would take a form of financial 
instruments and would be traded similarly to stocks on the stock exchange.70� In the token terminology,
for every policy proposal, one could buy a token A on the A market, if she believes that this proposal will
increase the index of national welfare and token B on the B market if she believes that this policy will
decrease the index of national welfare after a predetermined maturity date. �he trading on both markets
will be running for some time, and after that market prices of both tokens will be compared. �he token
with higher prices determines the winning market, and both markets are closed. �he winning market will
determine whether the policy will be adopted or abandoned. �he losing market will be reverted. �he
outcome of the policy will be measured after a pre�determined time, and depending on the impact of this

70� Robin Hanson, ‘Shall We Vote on Values, But Bet on Beliefs?’ (2007)
�http���mason.gmu.edu��rhanson�futarchy20��.pdf� accessed 2� August 20��.
70� ibid.
70� Vitalik Buterin, ‘An Introduction to Futarchy’ (Ethereum Blog, 21 August 2013)
�https���blog.ethereum.org�20���0��2��introduction�futarchy�� accessed 2� August 20��.
707 ibid.
70� ibid.
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policy on the index, holders of the winning to�en A will be rewarded. �hile grossly simplified, this is the 
underlying rationale of futarchy as envisioned by �anson. Futarchy received a lot of attention in the core 
group of bloc�chain advocates because it corresponds with the ideal of the decentrali�ed decision�ma�ing 
and curbed centrali�ed power� at the same time, it may have the potential to deal with serious issues of 
democracy, voters’ apathy, and rational irrationality70�. 

�oreover, �anson explicitly applies futarchy also on governance decision�ma�ing within corporations, 
creating an alternative foundation of corporate governance.7�0 As he explains, corporate sta�eholders 
(not necessarily �ust shareholders) could buy to�en A if they believe the CEO could improve corporate 
success7�� and to�en B if they believe he could not. If the price of A to�en is higher at the end of a period, 
let’s say a quarter, CEO remains in his position if the price of to�en B is higher, a CEO is voted down and 
replaced.  

�he concept of futarchy caught the attention of �itali� Buterin, who proposed it as a potential new 
governance model for the operation of �AOs.7�� Several bloc�chain pro�ects have already implemented 
the concept of prediction mar�ets, although not necessarily in their governance models. For instance, 
Gnosis, is a prediction mar�et platform where participants may test their abilities to trade in prediction 
mar�ets related to various future events.7�3 In �arch �0��, co�founders of Gnosis received a Futarchy 
grant from Ethereum Foundation to conduct several governance experiments, testing out the capacity of 
the given platform to facilitate such governance model.7�� If successful, in the future Gnosis could become 
a go�to platform for custom�made �AO governance based on futarchy.  

Obviously, the wea�est points of the futarchy proposal are the (i) design of suitable metrics and (ii) 
potential for mar�et manipulation  �he use of index metric to measure wellbeing or satisfaction of a large 
group of sta�eholders over time is indeed rather controversial, one may say that it is hardly quantifiable. 
�oreover, it would be rather challenging to discern the effect of a single policy on the overall wellbeing 
index. Secondly, the prediction mar�ets may be prone to manipulation because a particular interest group 
may try to manipulate the mar�et outcome by buying one to�en and short selling the other, thus 
minimi�ing the financial impact if unsuccessful. Nevertheless, using prediction mar�ets can be tested in 

70� Rational irrationality in the context of democracy claims that a rational voter should not vote because the 
costs of ma�ing oneself familiar with the proposed policies and political program is by far greater than 
potential benefits of one’s vote, since the weighted impact of one single vote is extremely negligible. 
7�0 �anson (n 70�). 
7�� �easure of corporate success may implement not only financial metrics but also non�financial metrics 
such as corporate social responsibility, environmental responsibility and sustainability. 
7�� Buterin, ‘An Introduction to Futarchy’ (n 703). 
7�3 ‘GNOSIS � Redistribute the Future.’ <https://gnosis.pm/> accessed �� August �0��. 
7�� ‘An Introduction to Cryptoeconomics and Futarchy Experiments on Gnosis � Cryptoeconomics � Gnosis’ 
<https://forum.gnosis.pm/t/an�introduction�to�cryptoeconomics�and�futarchy�experiments�on�gnosis/���> 
accessed �� August �0��.  
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small�scale pro�ects to determine whether the described �laws may be o�ercome by �urther design o� the 
�utarchy go�ernance models. 

8.�.2. H��AC�AC� – S���������AT��� ���TS ��������T �� TH� �H���

Holacracy is a managerial go�ernance model based on the decentralized decision�making o� sel��
regulating units �teams�� which are simultaneously dependent on the larger organization in which they 
operate.  �n contrast to �utarchy� it was concei�ed as an inter�organizational management model rather 
than a political decision�making mechanism. Holacracy was de�eloped by Brian �obertson and e�ol�ed 
o�er the course o� go�ernance e�periments that he conducted in his so�tware startup company called 
Tenary So�tware.�1� Holacracy� as a go�ernance model� is �ounded on se�eral inter�related concepts:

1. The most elementary organizational unit is “a role” rather than a position. The �ole is de�ined by 
a purpose� optional �domains� to control and accountabilities� which are acti�ities to be 
per�ormed by whoe�er �ul�ills the role. �oles are not strictly attached to an indi�idual� as one 
employee may ha�e se�eral roles� and roles may shi�t �rom one person to another.�1�  

2. Holacracy utilizes the circle structure� whereby e�ery circle is assigned a goal and accountability� 
but at the same time� members o� the circle independently determine how a circle will achie�e the 
en�isioned goals. Circles are connected in a hierarchical structure.�1� 

�. �ach circle uses a de�ined governance process to create and regularly update its roles and 
policies. Holacracy speci�ies a structured process known as �integrati�e decision�making� �or 
proposing changes in go�ernance and amending or ob�ecting to proposals. This is not a 
consensus�based system� not e�en a consent�based system� but one that integrates rele�ant input 
�rom all parties and ensures that the proposed changes and ob�ections to those changes are 
anchored in the roles� needs �and through them� the organization�s needs�� rather than people�s 
pre�erences or ego�18 

�. Holacracy speci�ies operational processes �or aligning teams around operational needs and 
re�uires that each member o� a circle �ul�ill speci�ic duties to work e��iciently and e��ecti�ely 
together. �n contrast to the go�ernance process� which is collecti�e and integrati�e� each member 
�illing a role has a lot o� autonomy and authority to make decisions on how to best achie�e his or 

�1� ‘Holacracy Backstory – Holacracy’ <https://www.holacracy.org/backstory> accessed 29 August 2018. 
�1� ‘Holacracy Constitution – Holacracy’ <https://www.holacracy.org/constitution> accessed 1 September 
2018� Article � 
�1� ibid. 
�18 ibid. 
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her goals. �ome have described the authority paradigm in �olacracy as entirely opposed to one of 
the traditional management hierarchy instead of needing permission to act or innovate.��9

�he concept of self�management that is centric to the �olacracy model is not entirely novel, as self�
managed teams occurred for the first time more than �� years ago and since then have been used in
various corporations. �olacracy is, however, its latest iteration pushed further than any other self�
management concept that preceded it. �ne may argue that this model is outcome�based and re�uires
its participants to be creative in finding ways how to achieve the set goals. �evertheless, its design
does not fully integrate the participation of e�ternal sta�eholders in the governance of the company.

�.�.�. �����D D�����A��

�i�uid or delegative democracy is a form of governance that combines the concepts of direct and
indirect democracy and gives voters a choice to vote directly or transfer the vote to a delegate, who
they believe can ma�e more informed decisions on the matter.�2� �hile the idea of a governance
system that combines direct and indirect democracy in a more proportional way is not completely
novel, the concrete building bloc�s of the concept of li�uid democracy were set by Bryan Ford more 
than a decade ago.�2� As he e�plains the direct democracy in its raw form becomes inefficient beyond
small communities because the voters cannot �eep up with the ever�increasing number of issues on
which they have to cast a well�informed vote. �he representative democracy, on the other hand,
offers voters only a narrow spectrum of electable candidates with whom voters do not have a chance
to engage at all. �he li�uid democracy offers the third option, sort of a middle ground that aims to
resolves several flaws of two previous governance concepts.

�n li�uid democracy, the voters may vote on proposed laws and policies directly, or they can entrust 
their vote to a delegate of their choice. �n contrast, with representative democracy, they can choose
from a wide range of delegates that are not elected in the general elections. �ence they can choose a
delegate that they �now in person, their neighbor, their family member, or a colleague under the
condition that a person in �uestion fulfilled legal re�uirements to become such a delegate. �he
delegation in li�uid democracy is much more fle�ible and tailor�made. �oters may delegate their
votes per domain. For instance, they delegate all economic matters to one delegate and all social
matters to the other. �oreover, they have an option to retract their delegation anytime at their will.

��9 ibid.
�2� Brian Ford, ‘Delegative Democracy’ <http://www.brynosaurus.com/deleg/deleg.pdf> accessed 29 August 
2���,�
�2� ibid, 2
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�utarchy go�ernance models.
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Holacracy is a managerial go�ernance model based on the decentralized decision�making o� sel��
regulating units �teams�� which are simultaneously dependent on the larger organization in which they
operate. �n contrast to �utarchy� it was concei�ed as an inter�organizational management model rather
than a political decision�making mechanism. Holacracy was de�eloped by Brian �obertson and e�ol�ed
o�er the course o� go�ernance e�periments that he conducted in his so�tware startup company called 
Tenary So�tware.�1� Holacracy� as a go�ernance model� is �ounded on se�eral inter�related concepts:

1. The most elementary organizational unit is “a role” rather than a position. The �ole is de�ined by
a purpose� optional �domains� to control and accountabilities� which are acti�ities to be 
per�ormed by whoe�er �ul�ills the role. �oles are not strictly attached to an indi�idual� as one
employee may ha�e se�eral roles� and roles may shi�t �rom one person to another.�1�

2. Holacracy utilizes the circle structure� whereby e�ery circle is assigned a goal and accountability�
but at the same time� members o� the circle independently determine how a circle will achie�e the
en�isioned goals. Circles are connected in a hierarchical structure.�1�

�. �ach circle uses a de�ined governance process to create and regularly update its roles and
policies. Holacracy speci�ies a structured process known as �integrati�e decision�making� �or
proposing changes in go�ernance and amending or ob�ecting to proposals. This is not a
consensus�based system� not e�en a consent�based system� but one that integrates rele�ant input 
�rom all parties and ensures that the proposed changes and ob�ections to those changes are
anchored in the roles� needs �and through them� the organization�s needs�� rather than people�s
pre�erences or ego�18

�. Holacracy speci�ies operational processes �or aligning teams around operational needs and 
re�uires that each member o� a circle �ul�ill speci�ic duties to work e��iciently and e��ecti�ely
together. �n contrast to the go�ernance process� which is collecti�e and integrati�e� each member
�illing a role has a lot o� autonomy and authority to make decisions on how to best achie�e his or
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her goals. �ome have described the authority paradigm in �olacracy as entirely opposed to one of 
the traditional management hierarchy instead of needing permission to act or innovate.��9 

�he concept of self�management that is centric to the �olacracy model is not entirely novel, as self�
managed teams occurred for the first time more than �� years ago and since then have been used in 
various corporations. �olacracy is, however, its latest iteration pushed further than any other self�
management concept that preceded it. �ne may argue that this model is outcome�based and re�uires 
its participants to be creative in finding ways how to achieve the set goals. �evertheless, its design 
does not fully integrate the participation of e�ternal sta�eholders in the governance of the company. 

�.�.�. �����D D�����A�� 

�i�uid or delegative democracy is a form of governance that combines the concepts of direct and 
indirect democracy and gives voters a choice to vote directly or transfer the vote to a delegate, who 
they believe can ma�e more informed decisions on the matter.�2� �hile the idea of a governance 
system that combines direct and indirect democracy in a more proportional way is not completely 
novel, the concrete building bloc�s of the concept of li�uid democracy were set by Bryan Ford more 
than a decade ago.�2� As he e�plains the direct democracy in its raw form becomes inefficient beyond 
small communities because the voters cannot �eep up with the ever�increasing number of issues on 
which they have to cast a well�informed vote. �he representative democracy, on the other hand, 
offers voters only a narrow spectrum of electable candidates with whom voters do not have a chance 
to engage at all. �he li�uid democracy offers the third option, sort of a middle ground that aims to 
resolves several flaws of two previous governance concepts. 

�n li�uid democracy, the voters may vote on proposed laws and policies directly, or they can entrust 
their vote to a delegate of their choice. �n contrast, with representative democracy, they can choose 
from a wide range of delegates that are not elected in the general elections. �ence they can choose a 
delegate that they �now in person, their neighbor, their family member, or a colleague under the 
condition that a person in �uestion fulfilled legal re�uirements to become such a delegate. �he 
delegation in li�uid democracy is much more fle�ible and tailor�made. �oters may delegate their 
votes per domain. For instance, they delegate all economic matters to one delegate and all social 
matters to the other. �oreover, they have an option to retract their delegation anytime at their will. 

��9 ibid. 
�2� Brian Ford, ‘Delegative Democracy’ <http://www.brynosaurus.com/deleg/deleg.pdf> accessed 29 August 
2���,� 
�2� ibid, 2 
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�he basic elements of this concept are:�22 

1. �hoice of �ole: �oters may choose to be passive citi�ens and delegate their voting rights, 
active individual voters or delegates that will act on behalf of multiple individuals

2. �ow barrier to participation: �he difficulty and costs of becoming a delegate must be 
negligible, as it does not involve campaigning or elections.

�. Delegates Authority: Delegates vote on their own behalf and on behalf of the voters who 
entrusted them with their vote. 

�. �rivacy of Individuals: �otes from individuals voters remain private at all times 
�. Accountability of Delegates: In order to guarantee accountability, the decisions of delegates 

are made public. 
�. Speciali�ation by re�delegation: Delegates have the opportunity to re�delegate the votes to 

other delegates in some domain�specific decisions. 

   In theory, this concept provides some interesting solutions to voters’ apathy and encourages 
activation of the willing voters that do not need to undergo a highly politici�ed and selective process 
of general elections. �oreover, as in the case of futarchy, these principles may be implemented in the 
organi�ational/corporate conte�t.  

�ne ma�or flaw of li�uid democracy is the cost of maintaining the database and updates of retained 
and delegated votes, costs of more intensive engagement of individual voters, and the security of the 
governance system. �his is the point when technology steps in and may reduce the transaction costs 
involved in this concept. �asting a vote online through a cyber�secure interface is decisive for barrier�
less and safe voting. Several bloc�chain companies have already started to develop applications that 
would facilitate li�uid democracy or its iterations, such as issue�based direct democracy. For 
instance, Democracy Earth is building bloc�chain�based software facilitating li�uid democracy for 
any type of organi�ation.�2� �ia their app Sovereign, any type of organi�ation can implement the 
li�uid democracy type of governance into their internal structure.�2� �he ideas of li�uid democracy 
have appeared in several elections. �olitical parties �he �et �arty and Flu� �arty in Argentina and 
Australia, respectively, participated in the general elections pushing forward the agenda of the 
governance reformation in accordance with li�uid democracy principles. �evertheless, bloc�chain 
commentators contend that governments are, for obvious reason, reluctant to embrace such 

�22 ibid, � 
�2� ‘Democracy Earth Foundation’ <https://www.democracy.earth/> accessed 29 August 2018. 
�2� ‘Sovereign by DemocracyEarth’ <http://sovereign.software/> accessed 29 August 2018. 

���

substantial governance changes and that it will be the private sector that will adopt various forms of
participative governance before the public sector ta�es any concrete action.���

�.�. ����LU����

�tartup financing has never been only about the supply of capital. �rowd�based types of financing are
similarly not only about getting funding without the need to cater to nosy venture capitalists. �rowd,
however, is not one homogenous unit and is composed of many investors with distinct motivations,
goals, and approaches. Finding the right concept, which would enable “the willing” to engage and
passive investors not to be abused, is a daunting tas� for policy�ma�ers but also gate�eepers of the
respective industries. ��uity crowdfunding has seemingly found the e�uilibrium when it comes to
national mar�ets, but it still battles with the fragmentation of the global crowdfunding mar�et and
legal differences among national regimes. �hese cross�border issues, together with �uite
conservative thresholds for funding rounds, create limitations that place crowdfunding in earlier
stages of a funding cycle, a seed, or maximum of an ��round. �e strongly believe that crowdfunding
has the potential to serve startups but also ���s in even later funding rounds. �t the same time, it is
very rational to test crowdfunding for several years and, if successful, reconsider and relax rules after
the initial period of time. ���s face completely different challenges. �eing a global phenomenon from
the beginning, the ��� industry struggles with removing fraud from the mar�et, increase
transparency, and achieve a basic regulatory framewor� that would bring more legal certainty.
�urrently, only bloc�chain�based businesses utili�e ���s, but there is definitely a potential to
implement bloc�chain architecture into many other startup business models. Due to these
differences, we believe that e�uity crowdfunding and ���s will co�exist as e�uity crowdfunding
targets a much broader group of startups and ���s, while ���s focus on bloc�chain businesses.
�owever, it is very li�ely that we will witness a convergence of both models in the future. �hat does
that mean for policy�ma�ers, and what further steps should they ta�e� �t this point, e�uity
crowdfunding is in most �urisdictions regulated by a set of exemptions combined with bespo�e rules
that together form light�touch regulatory regimes. �ecause ���s currently serve the same purpose,
startup financing, they could be subsumed under the same rules. �bviously, the crowdfunding rounds
are much smaller than the amounts raised in most ���s� therefore, some ad�ustments in the
thresholds would be necessary to ma�e this regulation fit the ��� models. �evertheless, we strongly
believe that ��� pro�ects should not be allowed to raise rounds worth hundreds of millions of dollars,

��� �ee information about ��� Party in �rgentina ‘Partido de La Red’ <http://partidodelared.org/> accessed 
� �eptember ���� and ‘Flux – Upgrade Democracy’ <https://voteflux.org/> accessed � �eptember ����.
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1. �hoice of �ole: �oters may choose to be passive citi�ens and delegate their voting rights,
active individual voters or delegates that will act on behalf of multiple individuals

2. �ow barrier to participation: �he difficulty and costs of becoming a delegate must be
negligible, as it does not involve campaigning or elections.

�. Delegates Authority: Delegates vote on their own behalf and on behalf of the voters who
entrusted them with their vote.

�. �rivacy of Individuals: �otes from individuals voters remain private at all times
�. Accountability of Delegates: In order to guarantee accountability, the decisions of delegates

are made public.
�. Speciali�ation by re�delegation: Delegates have the opportunity to re�delegate the votes to

other delegates in some domain�specific decisions.

In theory, this concept provides some interesting solutions to voters’ apathy and encourages
activation of the willing voters that do not need to undergo a highly politici�ed and selective process
of general elections. �oreover, as in the case of futarchy, these principles may be implemented in the
organi�ational/corporate conte�t. 

�ne ma�or flaw of li�uid democracy is the cost of maintaining the database and updates of retained
and delegated votes, costs of more intensive engagement of individual voters, and the security of the
governance system. �his is the point when technology steps in and may reduce the transaction costs
involved in this concept. �asting a vote online through a cyber�secure interface is decisive for barrier�
less and safe voting. Several bloc�chain companies have already started to develop applications that
would facilitate li�uid democracy or its iterations, such as issue�based direct democracy. For
instance, Democracy Earth is building bloc�chain�based software facilitating li�uid democracy for
any type of organi�ation.�2� �ia their app Sovereign, any type of organi�ation can implement the
li�uid democracy type of governance into their internal structure.�2� �he ideas of li�uid democracy
have appeared in several elections. �olitical parties �he �et �arty and Flu� �arty in Argentina and
Australia, respectively, participated in the general elections pushing forward the agenda of the
governance reformation in accordance with li�uid democracy principles. �evertheless, bloc�chain
commentators contend that governments are, for obvious reason, reluctant to embrace such

�22 ibid, �
�2� ‘Democracy Earth Foundation’ <https://www.democracy.earth/> accessed 29 August 2018.
�2� ‘Sovereign by DemocracyEarth’ <http://sovereign.software/> accessed 29 August 2018.
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substantial governance changes and that it will be the private sector that will adopt various forms of 
participative governance before the public sector ta�es any concrete action.��� 

�.�. ����LU���� 
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���  �ee information about ��� Party in �rgentina ‘Partido de La Red’ <http://partidodelared.org/> accessed 
� �eptember ���� and ‘Flux – Upgrade Democracy’ <https://voteflux.org/> accessed � �eptember ����. 
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�rowd�based types of startup financing indisputably changed the landscape of entrepreneurial 
finance. �ost importantly� they tapped into a new source of funding� retail investors that were 
previously excluded from investing in young innovative companies. �ince crowd�based types of 
startup financing are a rather recent phenomenon� the academic inquiry into its origins� fundamental 
nature� and inner wor�ings is more than justified. This dissertation aimed to provide substantive 
�nowledge� multi�disciplinary insights� and new evidence related to these rather novel methods of 
alternative finance.  

�t the beginning of this research project� we decided to approach this topic in a comprehensive 
manner� using the lenses of regulatory� contractual� and financial approaches. �e firmly believe that 
we managed to deliver a comprehensive study of equity crowdfunding and initial coin offerings that 
provide novel insights into this subject matter. �ur departure point was the research question of this 
dissertation project: “To what extent and how do the crowd�based types of startup financing� such as 
equity crowdfunding and initial coin offerings� change the dynamics of the relationship between 
investors and startups and what impact does it have on the governance of these startups?” The 
previous literature on the given topic rarely addresses such a “bigger picture” question. In the past 
year� most of the academic sources on crowd�based types of financing focused only on one aspect of 
these offerings� be it the legal and regulatory assessment or entrepreneurial finance perspectives. 
The main challenge of this research project was the combination of �nowledge and perspectives of 
three different research fields� namely law� entrepreneurial finance� and corporate governance. �e 
firmly believe that we managed to synthesi�e findings from these intertwined fields and executed 
normative and anecdotal empirical research that provides a novel contribution to all of them. 

�irst� we ac�nowledged the different nature of governance of startups that is predominantly formed 
by contractual arrangements between founders and among founders and investors. This lead to the 
creation of a novel framewor� for assessing startup governance composed of four intertwined layers.
The cornerstone of the reverse pyramid scheme focuses on the legal regulation� providing rules of 
formation� registration� organi�ation and operation� distribution of powers and decision�ma�ing� exit 
and dissolution� fiduciary duties� and liability protection.  �owever� it is not only company laws that 
influence startup governance. �ther specific laws may directly or indirectly co�create and shape the 
ultimate setup of startup governance mechanisms� such as securities laws� consumer protection laws� 
tax laws� specific crowdfunding regulations� etc.   The second building bloc� of the scheme focuses on 

���

contractual arrangements among startup founders that can �e reflected in the articles of association
and founders’ agreements� The third �uilding �loc�� the contractual arrangements� allow in�estors
and startups to modif� the undesired default rules and simultaneousl� e�tend agreed terms of their 
cooperation �e�ond the prescri�ed compan� law framewor�� �i�ing effect to contractual freedom�
the third �uilding �loc� is wider and �uintessential for defining the mutual relationship �etween a
startup and in�estors� The fourth �uilding �loc� includes those aspects and mechanisms of in�estor�
startup relationships that are tacit� ad hoc� and informal� These mechanisms are� for instance�
manifested through regular meetings� discussions� and �rainstorming �etween in�estors and
companies� which shape strateg� and go�ernance of a startup in �uestion� �et in a manner that is
rather informal and difficult to o�ser�e for outsiders� �articularl� noteworth� were the la�ers
confirming the importance of contractual arrangements �etween in�estors and startups and the
presence of informal go�ernance mechanisms that go �e�ond the written contracts� This framewor�
can �e further used in research related to startup go�ernance� 

�e continued with an anal�sis of two case studies� namel� e�uit� crowdfunding and initial coin
offerings� �oth phenomena are �uite recent� �ut their e�olution occurred in a �er� different
chronological order� �hile e�uit� crowdfunding� in general� waited for appro�al from legislators to
to �egin operating on a larger scale� ICOs emerged a�ruptl� and immediatel� �ecame a glo�al
phenomenon� �oreo�er� initial coin offerings ha�e an opportunit� to use acti�e and li�uid secondar�
mar�ets that are not present in the case of e�uit� crowdfunding� �pparentl�� acti�e secondar�
mar�ets were one of the main reasons wh� ICOs e�panded in such an unprecedented manner� In 
Chapter III� we outlined the ma�or differences �etween these two t�pes of crowd��ased t�pes of
startup financing� The most profound no�elt� of ICOs is two�fold� �irstl�� the� introduced a new t�pe 
of assets� digital cr�ptographic to�ens� which do not fit into the categori�ation offered �� current
regulator� framewor�s� �econdl�� ICOs introduced a no�el approach in which the distri�ution of
to�ens is connected to the underl�ing �usiness models� predominantl� �ased on the networ� effect�
This inherent feature of ICOs compelled ICO initiators to communicate and engage their “crowds”
more intensi�el� than companies conducting crowdfunding�

�urthermore� we offered a thorough doctrinal anal�sis of the regulator� framewor� of e�uit�
crowdfunding and initial coin offerings� �e found star� differences �etween esta�lished regulator�
framewor�s ena�ling e�uit� crowdfunding and still �uite contro�ersial legal standing of initial coin
offerings� �lthough e�ecuted as a hard law� e�uit� crowdfunding framewor�s still need ad�ustments
that would pro�ide for an optimal �alance �etween in�estor protection and support of inno�ation 
through increased access to earl��stage financing options� The two ma�or e�amined �urisdictions
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seem to struggle �ith different obstacles� �hile in the ��, the most pertaining problem is the 
fragmentation of equity cro�dfunding regulation across the member states, �S regulation is rather 
restrictive in terms of the financial threshold of cro�dfunding offering and the optimal design of 
cro�dfunding legal structures such as the formation of investment S��s� �otably, both legislators 
are a�are of the shortcomings, as in the ��, �uropean �ommission put for�ard a proposal of pan�
�uropean regulation of cro�dfunding service providers, and in the �S, ma�or amendments of 
�egulation �ro�dfunding have been undergoing the legislative process�  

�o�ever, �e have not limited our inquiry to the e�amination of cro�dfunding regulation� �e actively 
scrutinized underlying legal arrangements utilized by equity cro�dfunding platforms and ��� 
initiators� �e found that in both cases, these legal structures are still replete �ith information 
asymmetries and suboptimal frame�orks for the involvement of the investors� �lthough equity 
cro�dfunding is more embedded in the regulation, equity cro�dfunding investors are still given only 
limited opportunities to intervene in corporate governance, particularly in decision�making� ���s, on 
the other hand, continuously struggle �ith basic questions, such as qualification of the instruments 
they offer to investors� �hese issues are challenging, considering that ���s are, in nature, a cross�
border phenomenon� �he legal nature of tokens is one of the most intriguing questions� �any tokens 
�ere designed as so�called utility tokens, �hich a token holder can e�change for products or services� 
Since there is a consumptive quality to utility tokens, they deemed to be out of the “danger zone” of 
securities regulation� � multitude of factors points to the fact that utility may very likely be only 
secondary and that also utility tokens demonstrate undisputable symptoms of securities� 
�articularly, the scarcity of the token supply indicates that ��� initiators rely on the token value 
appreciation in the future�  �oreover, the presence of liquid secondary markets further reinforces 
the potential for speculation� �e concluded that legislators ought not to overlook the overall 
ecosystems, in �hich tokens operate� �n our vie�, tokens pose similar threats to retail investors as 
traditional financial instruments� therefore, regulators should consider their classification as 
securities� �articularly in ����, �e have observed more and more S��s, security token offerings� �t 
sho�s that even the crypto industry ackno�ledges the financial and speculative nature of at least 
some tokens� �n the other hand, the design of every token is unique, and thus it seems regulators 
�ould have to assess their features on a case�by�case basis� �rom a pragmatic perspective, that puts 
a significant administrative and evaluative burden on the financial market authorities, not to mention 
the increased costs of the enforcement in every single case� �herefore �e proposed to raise the 
prospectus regulation thresholds and enable ���s in the same manner as equity cro�dfunding� 

���

��r main empirica� contri��tion consisted o� �o�r di��erent s�rve�s targeting companies that
p�rs�ed e��it� cro�d��nding �inancing� initia� coin o��erings� e��it� cro�d��nding investors� and
��� to�en ho�ders� �e partic��ar�� in��ired respondents a�o�t pre�investment and post�investment
practices that the� emp�o�� ��e to the di��erent nat�re o� �oth t�pes o� cro�d��ased t�pes o� start�p
�inancing� �e e�pected some�hat divergent approaches and res��ts o� the s�rve�� 

�espondents�companies proved to �e active main�� in the pre�investment stage� in �hich the� have
a need to attract a �arge n�m�er o� investors� �n this stage� the� �ti�i�e in�orma� modes o�
comm�nication that increase their chances to reach the desired target amo�nt o� the o��ering� �ven
tho�gh the pre�investment practices in �oth t�pes o� these cro�d��ased �inancing t�pes signi�icant��
di��er� the �imited s�rve�s ena��ed �s to �ncover severa� common themes� �irst o� a��� the position o�
cro�d��nders and to�en�ho�ders is �ea� in the pre�investment process� �o some e�tent� the� can
�o��o� the investment signa�s and cond�ct �imited d�e di�igence� �o�ever� the so�rces o� these
signa�s �s�a��� originate �ith the pro�ect o�ners� e�g�� cro�d��nded companies� or ��� pro�ects� �his
�rings the pro��em o� in��ation or e�aggeration o� these signa�s that gives rise to the e�aggeration
�ias� �oreover� the signa�s o� e�terna� parties pointing to e�terna� va�idation o� the pro�ects do not
seem to �e o� high importance to these investors ��hether pro�essiona� or non�pro�essiona���

�ne ma�or di��erence �et�een e��it� cro�d��nding and initia� coin o��erings is the presence o� a
gate�eeper in case o� e��it� cro�d��nding that ����i��s primar� se�ection ��nction and th�s red�ces
the chance o� adverse se�ection� �esides esta��ishing an investment str�ct�re� p�at�orms seem to a�so
trans�er a s��stantia� amo�nt o� �no��edge a�o�t the methods o� cro�d��nding on their se�ected
companies� �n this manner� the� p�a� a pivota� ro�e in the stream�ining and credi�i�it� o� e��it�
cro�d��nding o��erings� �n the case o� ���s� �e have not seen an� compara��e gate�eeper� �e have 
a�so contemp�ated that cr�pto e�changes co��d p�a� a simi�ar ro�e and impose re��irements on
to�ens that are to �e �isted or even cond�ct ���s themse�ves� �his concept�a� idea has a�read� �een
p�t in p�ace since severa� e�changes vent�red into the ��� space and started cond�cting so�ca��ed
�nitia� ��change ���erings �or ���s� that e��ective�� com�ine primar� and secondar� o��erings ��
emitting the to�ens and direct�� accepting them �or trading� �n �oth instances� �e noticed the �ac� o�
ind�str� standardi�ation� partic��ar�� in the disc�os�re and rights o� the investors� �hese matters
need to �e ��rther deve�oped �� �oth ind�stries� as an intervention o� hard �a� ma� �e ��ite
s��optima� and rather rigid�

�he most signi�icant �inding in the post�investment practices �as the �se o� in�orma� and rather �oose
governance mechanisms that have an impact on companies’ decision�ma�ing� �e �o�nd o�t that
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crowdfunding investors in the post�investment stage remain rather inactive� the� do not full� utili�e 
the formal governance mechanisms at their disposal� �ut a smaller group of them activel� 
communicates and �rings added value to the crowdfunded compan�� �uch a communit� effect is still 
occasional and inconsistent in its e�ecution� �n the case of ���� we o�served that communit� pla�s a 
pivotal role due to the presence of active secondar� markets and the importance of the communit� 
of token holders as first users� �e �elieve that the structured avenues for communication �etween 
investors and companies could help companies to harness the power of “the crowd” in a more 
meaningful and efficient manner� �his is again a matter that needs to �e further developed within 
respective industries rather than �� the involvement of the regulators� �evertheless� a standardi�ed 
and mandator� disclosure of essential information� not onl� during �ut also after the offerings� could 
facilitate formal �ut also informal governance mechanisms that we o�served� 

�ithout �uestion� there is an enormous potential for further research into the topics discussed in 
this dissertation� �articularl�� the ��� industr� is currentl� in su�stantial discussion over an optimal 
regulation and governance framework for the ��� pro�ects� �he emergence of automated governance 
methods included in the so�called on�chain governance could significantl� improve the impact of 
token holders and su�stantiall� decrease the occurrence of agenc� pro�lems� �he ��� industr� could� 
in this respect� inspire the corporate governance of regular companies that are struggling with 
transparenc�� accounta�ilit�� and engagement of shareholders in their governance structures� �he 
shift of the power to a larger group of stakeholders seems inevita�le� and the �ourne� to more 
inclusive stakeholders’ governance has alread� �egun� �t some point in the future� we also e�pect the 
convergence of �oth funding methods as the� pursue ver� similar goals� �his process of convergence 
ma� �e another topic for further academic in�uir�� �ast �ut not least� the position and protection of 
retail investors can �e further studied� �ecurities laws often prevent retail investors from 
participating in specific investment markets due to their alleged ina�ilit� to consider the financial 
risks and conse�uences of such investments� �his postulate has �een recentl� challenged as more 
and more investment markets consider opening the gates also for retail investors �including hedge 
funds and private e�uit� industr���  

�n general� we �elieve that crowd��ased t�pes of startup financing do not lead onl� to increased 
access to finance� �ut the� will effectivel� trigger ma�or changes to the corporate governance 
mechanisms as we know them� 
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o
o
o
o
o
o

Display This Question:

If What kind of rights do your token holders have? = Right to obtain dividends or participate in a profit in another
way

Display This Question:

If What kind of rights do your token holders have? = Right to obtain dividends or participate in a profit in another
way
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o

Display This Question:

If What kind of rights do your token holders have? = Voting right on the matters related to the platform

Or What kind of rights do your token holders have? = Voting rights related to the business decision of the project
(similar to voting rights embedded in shares)

Display This Question:

If What kind of rights do your token holders have? = Voting right on the matters related to the platform

Or What kind of rights do your token holders have? = Voting rights related to the business decision of the project 
(similar to voting rights embedded in shares)

o
o
o
o
o
o

Display This Question: 

If What kind of rights do your token holders have? = Right to obtain dividends or participate in a profit in another 
way 

Display This Question: 

If What kind of rights do your token holders have? = Right to obtain dividends or participate in a profit in another 
way 
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���

��� �rom your communication �ith the token holders� ho� do you think they monitor the progress o� 
your company/project� 

o They �ollo� the changes in token �alue on �e�site tracking the de�elopments in the token 
�alue �such as �oinmarketcap�

o They �ollo� the discussions on �orums/social media o� our ���
o They �ollo� the mo�ements/transactions �rom the �allet o� our ���
o They �ollo� the updates o� our ��� team on social media 
o They read the comments on project’s group in Telegram/Slack/Discord
o They �ollo� the milestones o� ��� teams as outlined �y their �hite papers
o �ther   ������������������������������������������������ 

��� Shortly e�plain your strategy �or communication �ith and in�orming token holders on the progress 
o� the company/project� 

���������������������������������������������������������������� 

���������������������������������������������������������������� 

���������������������������������������������������������������� 

���������������������������������������������������������������� 

���������������������������������������������������������������� 

��� �o� acti�ely on a�erage does the community o� your token holders communicate �ith your startup 
a�ter the cro�d�unding round closed� 

o �ery o�ten
o ��ten 
o Sometimes
o �ccasionally 
o �e�er 

o
o
o
o
o

Skip To: Q19 If Do you think that the interactions between the community of token holders and your ICO
team has a... = Never

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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���

��� �rom your communication �ith the token holders� ho� do you think they monitor the progress o�
your company/project�

o They �ollo� the changes in token �alue on �e�site tracking the de�elopments in the token 
�alue �such as �oinmarketcap�

o They �ollo� the discussions on �orums/social media o� our ���
o They �ollo� the mo�ements/transactions �rom the �allet o� our ���
o They �ollo� the updates o� our ��� team on social media 
o They read the comments on project’s group in Telegram/Slack/Discord  
o They �ollo� the milestones o� ��� teams as outlined �y their �hite papers  
o �ther ������������������������������������������������

��� Shortly e�plain your strategy �or communication �ith and in�orming token holders on the progress
o� the company/project�

����������������������������������������������������������������

����������������������������������������������������������������

����������������������������������������������������������������

����������������������������������������������������������������

����������������������������������������������������������������

��� �o� acti�ely on a�erage does the community o� your token holders communicate �ith your startup 
a�ter the cro�d�unding round closed�

o �ery o�ten
o ��ten 
o Sometimes  
o �ccasionally 
o �e�er

o
o
o
o
o

Skip To: Q19 If Do you think that the interactions between the community of token holders and your ICO 
team has a... = Never 

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Display This Question: 

If Besides investing, have your token holders helped/provided any added value to your portfolio comp... = They 
became  ambassadors of the product/service 

Display This Question: 

If Besides investing, have your token holders helped/provided any added value to your portfolio comp... = They gave 
us feedback on our product/service 

Display This Question: 

If Besides investing, have your token holders helped/provided any added value to your portfolio comp... = They 
advised us on strategy 

Display This Question:

If Besides investing, have your token holders helped/provided any added value to your portfolio comp... = They 
connected us to a crucial contact from their network

Display This Question:

If Besides investing, have your token holders helped/provided any added value to your portfolio comp... = They 
helped us to get additional (follow-on) funding
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Display This Question:

If Besides investing, have your token holders helped/provided any added value to your portfolio comp... = They 
became  ambassadors of the product/service

Display This Question:

If Besides investing, have your token holders helped/provided any added value to your portfolio comp... = They gave
us feedback on our product/service

Display This Question:

If Besides investing, have your token holders helped/provided any added value to your portfolio comp... = They 
advised us on strategy

Display This Question: 

If Besides investing, have your token holders helped/provided any added value to your portfolio comp... = They 
connected us to a crucial contact from their network 

Display This Question: 

If Besides investing, have your token holders helped/provided any added value to your portfolio comp... = They 
helped us to get additional (follow-on) funding 
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Display This Question: 

If Besides investing, have your token holders helped/provided any added value to your portfolio comp... = They 
started working for us (as an employee, director, advisor or mentor) 

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

Skip To: Q33 If Would you like to claim your financial reward worth 10 EUR (£9 or $11) (Amazon 
voucher)? = No, thank you

o
o
o

o
o
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Display This Question:

If Besides investing, have your token holders helped/provided any added value to your portfolio comp... = They 
started working for us (as an employee, director, advisor or mentor)

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

Skip To: Q33 If Would you like to claim your financial reward worth 10 EUR (£9 or $11) (Amazon 
voucher)?  = No, thank you 

o
o
o

o
o
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£9

o
o

���

Skip To: End of Survey If Dear crowdfunding investor, we kindly invite you to take this survey because you 
have particip... != I consent, and I want to proceed to the survey

End of Block: Block 1

Start of Block: What type of investor are you?

�1 �hat t�pe of in�estor are �ou�

o �edge �und  
o �enture �apital �und  
o �usiness �ngel  
o �utual��ension �und  
o �n�est�ent professional �a person, �hose ordinar� �usiness or professional acti�it� 

includes, or is reasona�l� expected to include, ac�uiring, under�riting, �anaging, holding or
disposing of in�est�ents, �hether as principal or agent, or the gi�ing of ad�ice concerning
in�est�ents �

o �igh net��orth indi�idual �an indi�idual �hose net �orth, or �oint net �orth �ith that
person’s spouse, is greater than €1,000,000, excluding that person’s principal place of
residence�

o �on�professional �retail� in�estor ��ithout an� professional �ac�ground in in�esting�
o �ther ������������������������������������������������
o � do not �ant to disclose  

�� �hat age group �elo� do �ou �elong to�

o �nder 1�  
o 1����
o �����
o ����0
o ��er �0
o � do not �ant to disclose  
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£9

o
o

���

Skip To: End of Survey If Dear  crowdfunding investor,   we kindly invite you to take this survey because you 
have particip... != I consent,  and I want to proceed to the survey 

End of Block: Block 1 

Start of Block: What type of investor are you? 

�1 �hat t�pe of in�estor are �ou� 

o �edge �und
o �enture �apital �und
o �usiness �ngel
o �utual��ension �und
o �n�est�ent professional �a person, �hose ordinar� �usiness or professional acti�it� 

includes, or is reasona�l� expected to include, ac�uiring, under�riting, �anaging, holding or 
disposing of in�est�ents, �hether as principal or agent, or the gi�ing of ad�ice concerning 
in�est�ents �    

o �igh net��orth indi�idual �an indi�idual �hose net �orth, or �oint net �orth �ith that
person’s spouse, is greater than €1,000,000, excluding that person’s principal place of
residence�  

o �on�professional �retail� in�estor ��ithout an� professional �ac�ground in in�esting�
o �ther   ������������������������������������������������ 
o � do not �ant to disclose

�� �hat age group �elo� do �ou �elong to� 

o �nder 1�
o 1����
o �����
o ����0
o ��er �0
o � do not �ant to disclose
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o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

follow

o
o
o
o
o

actively participate

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
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o

o

o

o

o
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o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

follow

o
o
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o
o

actively participate

o
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o
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o

o
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Display This Question: 

If What kind of rights do you have in the companies you invested in? = Voting rights (I have a right to attend and 
vote at a general meeting of shareholders) 

o
o
o
o
o

Display This Question: 

If What kind of rights do you have in the companies you invested in? = Capital rights (right to dividends) 

o
o
o

Display This Question: 

If What kind of rights do you have in the companies you invested in? = Pre-emptive rights (I have a right to 
purchase shares in new share issuance proportional to my stake in a company) 

o
o
o

o

o

o
o
o

Display This Question:

If What kind of rights do you have in the companies you invested in? = Information rights (I have rights to receive 
periodical updates and information about financial performance and other important matters of a company)

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
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Display This Question:

If What kind of rights do you have in the companies you invested in? = Voting rights (I have a right to attend and
vote at a general meeting of shareholders)

o
o
o
o
o

Display This Question:

If What kind of rights do you have in the companies you invested in? = Capital rights (right to dividends)

o
o
o

Display This Question:

If What kind of rights do you have in the companies you invested in? = Pre-emptive rights (I have a right to
purchase shares in new share issuance proportional to my stake in a company)

o
o
o

o

o

o
o
o

Display This Question: 

If What kind of rights do you have in the companies you invested in? = Information rights (I have rights to receive 
periodical updates and information about financial performance and other important matters of a company) 

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
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o
o
o
o
o

Skip To: Q18 If Do you think that the interactions between a community of its crowdfunders and a company 
do have... = Definitely not 

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o
o
o
o
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Skip To: Q18 If Do you think that the interactions between a community of its crowdfunders and a company
do have... = Definitely not

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o
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o
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Display This Question: 

If Besides participating in an equity crowdfunding round, have you helped/provided any added value f... = I became  
an ambassador of the product 

Display This Question:

If Besides participating in an equity crowdfunding round, have you helped/provided any added value f... = I gave
feedback on their product/service

Display This Question:

If Besides participating in an equity crowdfunding round, have you helped/provided any added value f... = I advised
them on strategy

Display This Question:

If Besides participating in an equity crowdfunding round, have you helped/provided any added value f... = I
connected them to someone from my network
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o

Display This Question:

If Besides participating in an equity crowdfunding round, have you helped/provided any added value f... = I became
an ambassador of the product

Display This Question: 

If Besides participating in an equity crowdfunding round, have you helped/provided any added value f... = I gave 
feedback on their product/service 

Display This Question: 

If Besides participating in an equity crowdfunding round, have you helped/provided any added value f... = I advised 
them on strategy 

Display This Question: 

If Besides participating in an equity crowdfunding round, have you helped/provided any added value f... = I 
connected them to someone from my network 
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Display This Question: 

If Besides participating in an equity crowdfunding round, have you helped/provided any added value f... = I helped 
them to get additional (follow-on) funding 

Display This Question: 

If Besides participating in an equity crowdfunding round, have you helped/provided any added value f... = I started 
working for them (as an employee, director, advisor or mentor) 

o
o

o
o
o

o
o

Display This Question:

If Would you like to claim your financial reward worth 10 EUR (£9) (Amazon voucher)? = Yes, I would like to claim
my financial reward (Amazon voucher)

o
o
o

Display This Question:

If Would you like to claim your financial reward worth 10 EUR (£9) (Amazon voucher)? = Yes, I would like to claim
my financial reward (Amazon voucher)
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Display This Question:

If Besides participating in an equity crowdfunding round, have you helped/provided any added value f... = I helped
them to get additional (follow-on) funding

Display This Question:

If Besides participating in an equity crowdfunding round, have you helped/provided any added value f... = I started
working for them (as an employee, director, advisor or mentor)

o
o

o
o
o

o
o

Display This Question: 

If Would you like to claim your financial reward worth 10 EUR (£9) (Amazon voucher)? = Yes, I would like to claim 
my financial reward (Amazon voucher) 

o
o
o

Display This Question: 

If Would you like to claim your financial reward worth 10 EUR (£9) (Amazon voucher)? = Yes, I would like to claim 
my financial reward (Amazon voucher) 
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Display This Question: 

If Would you like to claim your financial reward worth 10 EUR (£9) (Amazon voucher)? = Yes, I would like to claim 
my financial reward (Amazon voucher) 

o
o

o
o
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Display This Question:

If Would you like to claim your financial reward worth 10 EUR (£9) (Amazon voucher)? = Yes, I would like to claim
my financial reward (Amazon voucher)

o
o

o
o
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o

End of Block: Block 1 

Start of Block: Survey for Professional Investors 
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End of Block: Block 1

Start of Block: Survey for Professional Investors
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Display This Question: 

If Besides ICOs, which other assets do you invest in? = Equity (shares of companies) in the blockchain startups 

o
o

Display This Question: 

If When you invest in a particular ICO project, do you combine investment in equity and purchase of... = Yes 

�1�

Q� �hat type of tokens do you in�est in?

o �tility tokens  
o Security tokens �with financial rights such as di�idends or interest payments�
o �sset��acked tokens �such as tokens �acked �y sil�er� gold� la�our or other�
o Other ������������������������������������������������

Q1� Do you acti�ely participate in discussions �on forums or social media platforms� a�out ICOs that 
you are interested in?

o �lways  
o �ostly 
o Sometimes  
o �arely 
o �e�er

Q11 How often do you join and follow the ICO project’s Telegram / Slack / Discord?

o �lways  
o �ostly 
o Sometimes  
o �arely 
o �e�er
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o

Display This Question:

If Besides ICOs, which other assets do you invest in? = Equity (shares of companies) in the blockchain startups

o
o

Display This Question:

If When you invest in a particular ICO project, do you combine investment in equity and purchase of... = Yes

�1�

Q� �hat type of tokens do you in�est in? 

o �tility tokens
o Security tokens �with financial rights such as di�idends or interest payments�
o �sset��acked tokens �such as tokens �acked �y  sil�er� gold� la�our or other�
o Other   ������������������������������������������������

Q1� Do you acti�ely participate in discussions �on forums or social media platforms� a�out ICOs that 
you are interested in? 

o �lways
o �ostly 
o Sometimes
o �arely 
o �e�er 

Q11 How often do you join and follow the ICO project’s Telegram / Slack / Discord? 

o �lways
o �ostly 
o Sometimes
o �arely 
o �e�er 
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o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o
o
o

Display This Question:

If Have you ever invested in a fraudulent (scam) ICO? = Yes

Or Have you ever invested in a fraudulent (scam) ICO? = Maybe, it is not clear yet

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

End of Block: Survey for Professional Investors

Start of Block: Survey for Retail Investors

o
o
o
o
o
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o
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o

Display This Question: 

If Have you ever invested in a fraudulent (scam) ICO? = Yes 

Or Have you ever invested in a fraudulent (scam) ICO? = Maybe, it is not clear yet 

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

End of Block: Survey for Professional Investors 

Start of Block: Survey for Retail Investors 

o
o
o
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o
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�28

�lans to list 
tokens on 
particular 

crypto 
e�changes  

o o o o o

�resence of 
escrow  o o o o o

Other  o o o o o

Q2� Do you acti�ely participate in discussions a�out ICOs �on forums or social media� that you are 
interested in? 

o �lways
o �ostly 
o Sometimes
o �arely 
o �e�er 

Q28 How often do you join and follow the ICO project’s Telegram / Slack / Discord groups? 

o �lways
o �ostly 
o Sometimes
o �arely 
o �e�er 

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
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�28

�lans to list 
tokens on 
particular 

crypto
e�changes  

o o o o o

�resence of
escrow o o o o o

Other  o o o o o

Q2� Do you acti�ely participate in discussions a�out ICOs �on forums or social media� that you are 
interested in?

o �lways  
o �ostly 
o Sometimes  
o �arely 
o �e�er

Q28 How often do you join and follow the ICO project’s Telegram / Slack / Discord groups?

o �lways  
o �ostly 
o Sometimes  
o �arely 
o �e�er

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
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���

��� �o� do �ou monitor ��� projects a�ter �ou purc�ase t�eir tokens� 

o � �ollo� t�e c�anges in token �alue on �e�site tracking t�e de�elopments in t�e token �alue 
�suc� as �oinmarketcap�

o � �ollo� t�e discussions on �orums/social media o� ���s t�at � in�ested in 
o � �ollo� t�e mo�ements/transactions �rom t�e �allet o� ��� projects
o � �ollo� t�e updates o� ��� teams on social media 
o � read t�e comments on a project’s group in Telegram/Slack/Discord
o � �ollo� t�e milestones o� ��� teams as outlined �� t�eir ��ite papers

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o
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���

��� �o� do �ou monitor ��� projects a�ter �ou purc�ase t�eir tokens�

o � �ollo� t�e c�anges in token �alue on �e�site tracking t�e de�elopments in t�e token �alue 
�suc� as �oinmarketcap�

o � �ollo� t�e discussions on �orums/social media o� ���s t�at � in�ested in 
o � �ollo� t�e mo�ements/transactions �rom t�e �allet o� ��� projects  
o � �ollo� t�e updates o� ��� teams on social media 
o � read t�e comments on a project’s group in Telegram/Slack/Discord  
o � �ollo� t�e milestones o� ��� teams as outlined �� t�eir ��ite papers  

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o
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o
o
o

Display This Question: 

If Have you ever invested in a fraudulent (scam) ICO? = Yes 

Or Have you ever invested in a fraudulent (scam) ICO? = Maybe, it is not clear yet 

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

End of Block: Survey for Retail Investors 
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